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Subject is not in the Security Index. Bureau files i

reveal no prior investigation of subject. He is one of the
j

militant leaders of the Black Panther Party for Self Defense J

in the San Francisco area and has been observed openly carrying!
revolvers and rifles on the street and has made revolutionary

|

statements vith regard to doing avay vith our form of Governmeni
Subject has an extensive criminal record and is reportedly

|

supervising the making and gathering of Molotov cocktails. I
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SUBJECT: BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE I

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies of LHM suitable''

for dissemination. One copy Los Angeles for information..

BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, a leader of the Black Panther
Party for Self Defense (BPPSD) is included on the SI and
consideration is being given to recommending HUEY PERCY
MENTON for inclusion on the SI,

Investigation will continue to follow the
activities of this org^ization, identify its leadership
and membership and dp^^.minate all pertinent informat^ni^
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The sources utilized in this LHii.are as follows:

SF T-1 is
. I

Oakland, California
(by request)

SF T-2 is

SF T-3 is

SF T-4 is

SF T-5 is

Berkeley, California i

(by request) I -

A copy of this airtel is being furnished to the
Los Angeles Office ;'.or information in viev; of the fact that
members of this organization may at some time in the future
be active within that field office territory*





BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

year court probation, Superior Court of Ala-
meda County, California, after pleading
guilty to char’ges of battery of a Berkeley
police officer on March 17, 1966.

The March 18 , 1966 issue of tiie "Berkeley
Daily Gazette" on page one, columns one
through' three, carried an article "Tele-
graph Avenue Melee Hurts Tvjo Police
Officers - Three Arrested - Crowd VJatcbes
Struggle", which identified BOBBY GEORGE
SEALE, 809 57th Street, Oakland and HUEY

\ ^HEWTON, age 24, 881 47th Street, Oakland,^ as two of the individuals who kicked and
/^\ struck officers of the Berkeley Police

^ Department, Berkeley, California, who' were
attempting to take them into custody.

Records of the Oakland Police
#159483 disclosed that HUEY PERC^IEWTClM

,

born Febru^v y^_.1942 ,_J.ionrc_3^__Lp^
residing at 881 uhth Street, Oajtland,
California, was on October 8, 10o4 found
guilty by jury in Superior Court of Alameda
County, California of assault with deadly
weapon on October 29, 1854, and was on
October 29, 1964 sentenced to thr'ee years
probation, six months county jail.

On November 22, 1966 a third source advised
that HUEY NEV/TON was reported to be qualified
as an expert in "demolition" and reportedly
had supervised the m-aking or gathering of
Molotov Cocktails, incendiary bombs and the
like i

The March 6, 1967 issue of "The Militant",
official publication of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP),

- 2 -



BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

on page 8 columns one and two, contains an article captioned,
•’CAMEJO in speech about MALCOLM X” which states in part that
ALEX PAPILLION of the Oakland Black Panther Party for Self
Defense, had on February 21, 1967 spoken before a street
meeting organized by the Socialist Campaign Cormriittee and
attended by nearly 300 Berkeley High School students. This
article stated in part that PETE CAMEJO, SWP candidate for
mayor (City of Berkeley) also spoke and said that one of the
purposes of the rally was to introduce high school students
for the first time to members of the BPFoD ’'v7ho believe in
the ideas of MALCOLM X” ,

.

A charactei’ization of MALCOLM X is foviad in
the characterization of the Muslim Mcsque,
Inc. (MMI) in the appendix.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The February 25, 1367 issue of the "Berkeley Barb”,
a weekly newspaper published in Berkeley, California on page
one, column one, carried an article captioned "Armed Panthers
Here - Black Power Joins Left”, which stated in part that
approximately 300 Berkeley High School students attended a rally
Tuesday noon (February 21, 1967) and that che rally had been
held in spite of police threats to ban the meeting. This
article stated further that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Rampart's
Staff Writer and Chairman of the Bay Area Afro-American Unity
Steering Committee

, called for the building of MALCOLM X
organizations "all over the Black Amerj.can Ghettos and
territory." CLEAVER also reportedly srated "if MALCOLM X can
die, we can die. We are proud to be b±ack and we don't hide
behind our women. One day it will be Molotov Cocktails;
next, hand grenades and bullets. If we can't have our freedom
then white America will die" . 1

Tl'ie aforementioned article continued in part as
follows: ""As if to underscore this point, the next speaker
wore a pistol in holster on his belt. He was HUEY NEWTON
of the Oakland Black Panther Party for Self Defense, 'You
have allowed yourself to become black people with a white
mind' he said. 'Black is right and you can turn this around
with this concept', NEWTON pointed out, patting his pistol,
'we have this, but you can't fight with just guns. The
next step is to go out into the black comaiiunity and organize
for your needs. If vje don't get them, then we can dissolve
this union of America'".

3
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

On February 27, 1967
and Community Servic
69 - 11th Street, San Francisco, California
advised that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, whose full
name is LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER was received in
the California Prison System in 1358 following
conviction of assault with intent to commit
murder and assault with a deadly weapon. He
had previously been convicted and served time
on a narcotics charge. He was placed on
parole December 12, 1966, which will be
concluded on March 20, 1971,/

,0n February 23 ,
1967 a fourth source furnished

a mimeographed leaflet captioned ’’MALCOLM X’s
Ideas Still Live”, which announced that a
memorial tribute on the second anniversary of
the assassination of MALCOLM X would be held
on February 24 at the Hall of Flowers, Golden
Gate Park, San Francisco, California with
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER as the main speaker.

„0n March 8. 1967 the third source advis-r.l that
on March 6, 1967

1
HUEY NEWTON, BOBS'"

SEALE and others m.et on the Campus of University of
California, Berkeley, California, and among other things
discussed the program of the BPPSD, SEALE stated that he and
HUEY NEWTON were arming Negroes in the Oakland, Berkeley, and
San Francisco areas with guns, rifles and ammunition as a
political power in the program of the BPPSD, SEALE made
the assertion in a bragging m.anner that the BPPSD could
within one hour have 50 Negroes armed and ready for action.

SEALE also made statements which indicated ”a
bitter response toward the Oakland Police”.

According to this third source BOBBY SEALE 's group,
the BPPSD is trying to pattern itself after the forces of Mao
Tse Tung, Premiere of Communist China, This source stated that
SEALE and NEWTON refer to the writings of Mao Tse Tung ’’when

trying to make a point”.

The third source added that SEALE and NEVJTON emphasize
that it was the objective of the BPPSD to arm the Negro
community to full capacity for the purpose of backing ’’all

plays by the Negro community” and to act as a deterrent to
all organizations, including the Oakland Police Department
and San Francisco Police Department”.'/

I [
Parole

as Division, Region II,

4



BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFEKSL

? According to this third source KELTOII made the
statements that "with the exception of verbal harassment by
the Oakland Police Department no one in the BPPSL has been
challenged because of his wearing guns at all tiiaes''.^'

On April 25, 1966 a rally sponsored by the
"Afro-Aaer’ican Student Union" (AASU) was held
on the Sproul xiall Steps, University of Califor-
nia, BerJceley, California. At this rally
DOU JUAN DAVIS, President of the AASU urged
Negroes to oppose the drafting of black men
and stated in part "Ue are not about to go
to Vietnam and fight against peonls 3, ike
ourselves wiio are fighting fo>’ equal oppor-
tunities, equal rights and the end of oppression.

The AASU is an organization recognized by the
University of California as a student organiza-
tion

,
according to the fifth source.

Tlie records of the Oakland Police Department
disclos e that on March S, 1 9 6

7

| |

] Arroya Viajo Recreation Center, 7701 Krause Avenue
advised that on March 8, 1967 a regular meeting of the "Cow-
boys" was 'held at the Arrova Viaio Recreation Center. At
approximately 7:15.p.m. |

~| noticed a group of approxi-
mately 3 0 to 3 5 young adults appx-'oaching the center. The
members of this group uere dressed in black outfits and Mr.

] noted that 8 or 10 of this group w^ere armed with
shotguns and rifles. I I met the group at the
entrance to the Center and at this time notified tliem that
weapons were not allowed on the premises, BOBBY SEALE, the
apparent leader of the group, then oi'’derad the vjeapons collected
from those persons vjno xvere armed and directed one member
of the group to put the weapons in a vehicle and to guard
the vireapons

.

I
stated that at approximately 8:00 p.n.

l and approximately 8 other persons arrived at
the scene.

ro



BLA.CK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

At the conclusion of the regular business meeting
of the Cowboys, B033Y SEALE was asked to make his presentation,
SEALE attempted to recruit members of the Cowboys into the
group represented by SEALE and known as the Black Panthers
(referring to the BPPSD). SEALE's talk included information
on the aims of the BPPSD as well as quotations from the United
States Constitution regardinp- the bearing of arms. Upon
completion of SEALS ’ talk
support of the BPPSD,

offered words in

According to the meeting was very
orderly and the group responded to all requests made by

regarding rules of conduct at the Center.

According to BOBBY SEALE indicated
to the assembled group that the "black panthers" ueve
receiving instructions from "back east" and that something
big" was going to occur in the near future.

At the conclusion of the meeting SEALE informed
the Cowboys that a recruiting meeting would be held on
March 11, 1967 at 4:00 p.m. at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland.
This location, accordin.g to SEA.LE, was also the area were
recruits were instructed in Karate and ot'iier mel'hods of self-
defense taught by a me.iiber known as HUEY MEMTOh

.

On March 13, 19S7 t]ie first source advised that
the "Cowboys" is a Negro teen-age social group
of East Oakland, California, which has included
in its membersiiij), several juveniles having
criminal records.

A rhara-^ferization of
is found in the ciiaracterization of the

uaiciand birect Action Committee attached hereto.

The records of the Oakland Police Department,
examined on March 13 , 1967 included 'Field Contact Reports"
reflecting the questioning of HUEY PERCY NEWTON and BOBBY
GEORGE SEALE on December 4, 1966, January 12, 1867 in
connection with their openly carrying carbine rifles and
a .38 automatic pistol. On December 4, 1966 HUEY PERCY

6
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BLACxK PAIJTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE

MEWTON when questioned by an Officer of the Oakland Police
Departraent as to why he vjas carrying a carbine rifle,
responded that he was carrying a loaded carbine rifle with
clip because of the "white beast" . Im'EHTON clairaed police
harassment when his identification was requested. On
January 12 , 1967 NEV7T0i'l and SEALE wlien questioned concerning
their carrying a carbine rifle and .38 automatic pistol stated
that they were members of the BPPS.'J.’

7
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MUHAMMAD'S TEMPLE OF ISLAM^ No. 26, aka
Muharamad"s Mosque No. 26
San Francisco- Oakland Bay Area

On April 3^ 1966, a source advised that Muhammad's
Temple of Islam No. 26 was first established in the San Fran-
cisco - Oakland, California, Bay Area in late 1956.

The source reported that Temple No. 26, also known as
Muhammad's Mosque No. 26, is the official headquarters of the
Nation of Islam in Northern California and has, since its inception
In 1956 , been affiliated with the National Headquarters of the
Nation of Islam in Chicago, Illinois, under ELIJAH MUHAMMAD.

APPENDIX

8
1



NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly referred to
as the Muslim Cult of Islam, also known as
Muhammad’s Temples of Islam

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMJ'IAD has
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

On April 29, 1966, a second source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOD*, Muhammad’s
Temple of Islam Mo. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI*, and in mid-
1960 MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials, when referring to
MUHAMMAD'S organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using
either "Mosque" or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad’s
Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was originally
organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD claims to
have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to lead the so-
called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness of North
America by establishing an independent black nation in the United
States. Members following MUHAMMAD’ s teachings and his inter-
pretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing as a
Negro*, that the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race,
referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and that
the white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called
Negroes, must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War
of Armageddon .

"

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including
MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the provisions of the
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD had, upon
advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements and
instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of his
organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the United
States Government; however, he did not indicate any fundamental
changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had, early
in July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious aspects of
the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic benefits to be
derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. This policy change,
according to MUHAMMAD, would help him acquire additional
followers and create more interest in his programs.

APPENDIX



OAKLAMD DIRECT ACTIOH COMMITTE,
also known as
Oakland Direct Action for Freedom 'Tow,

CDAC

On February 9, 1965, a source advised that on that date
at Oakland Direct Action Comriittee (ODAC) headquarters, 8 512 East
14th Street, Oakland, California, HARK EVERETT COMFORT, Chairman
of ODAC, held a press conference. COidFORT stated that the objective
of ODAC was to organize the Negro community, particularly in the
eastern section of Oakland, commonly known as East Oakland. He said
that ODAC would make demands for equal housing, equal job oppor- ... I

tunities and living conditions and would educate the Negro
community to realize that "things are not as good as they seem.'*
COMFORT said that ODAC, in contrast to existing civil rights
organizations, would strongly emphasize police brutality.

The January 25, 1964 issue of the People's '^orld"
(?i;), page 3, contains an invitation to the 26th
anniversary celebration of the P'', to be held on
February 1, 1864, in San Francisco, California.
This invitation lists MARK COMFORT as one of four
special guests to be honored at this celebration.

The ?' is a 'Test Coast Communist nev;spaper.

A second source advised that iL\RK COMFORT attended
the national convention of the Progressive Labor Party
(PLP) held in 'Jew York City April 15-18 , 1965, as a
delegate and was assigned to the "Black Liberation"
workshop.

A third source advi sed that since the beginning of
ODAC.

I

has been in frequent contact with
Mest Coast Organizer for the Bay Area

Progressive Labor Party, concerning plans and activities
of

I

in the civil rightp noverngnt.
stated TTTH-

thaj
tin ; Iovember 196 5,

was on the side of PLP.

This source
said he felt

A fourth source advised that as of A.pril 196 6, ODAC
is operating out of COMFORT'S residence, 6914 Lockwood
Avenue, Oakland, where COMFORT is assisted by
and a ilegro teen-age gang knovjn as the -Mm Boy Dukes.

AFPEHDIX
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PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY

A source advised on April 20, 1965, that the Progressive
Labor Party (PLP), formerly known as the Progressive Labor
Movement (PLM), held its first national convention April 15-18,
1965, at New York City, to organize the PLM into a PLP. The
PLP will have as its ultimate objective the establishment of a
militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism.

The "New York Times" City Edition, Tuesday, April 20, 1965,
page 27, reported that a new party of "revolutionary socialism”
was formally founded on April 18, 1965, under the name of the
PLP. The PLP was described as an outgrowth of the PIM. Its
officers were identified as MILTON ROSEN, New York, President, anr'

WILLIAM EPTON of New York, and MORT SCHEER of San Francisco,
Vice Presidents. A 20-member National Committee was elected to
direct the party until the next convention.

According to the article, "The Progressive Labor Movement
was founded in 1962 by Mr. ROSEN and Mr. SCHEER after they were
expelled from the Communist Party of the United States for
assertedly following the Chinese Communist line”.

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor", a bi-monthly magazine,
"Challenge," a bi-weekly New York City newspaper, and "Spark,"
a West Coast newspaper.

The June 1, 1965, issue of "Challenge," page 6, states
that "this paper is dedicated to fight for a new way of life
where the working men and women own and control their homes

,

factories, the police, courts, and the entire government on
every level."

The souxKie advised that the PLP utilizes the address of
General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn 1, New York, but also
utilizes an office in Room 622, 132 Nassau Street, New York City,
where PLP publications are prepared.

APPENDIX
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FD 323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

A:D STATES DEPARTMENT OF Ifi^T^E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
March 16, 1967

Title: BLACK PAJ^THER PARTY FOR
SELF DEFENSE

Reference:

Fr’ancisco

be
b7C

All sources (except any listed below) whose
identities are concealed in referenced communication have
furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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SAN FRANCISCO
|nd of Case

HUEY PERC'/^WTON

SUMMARY .^1' /V (»n

REFEMNCE: Bureau letter dated MRC

- P -

ilSTRATIVE
- 60 f^n-h -

'i'?/

^ v,An FD-122 has been submitted recommending Subject
for inclusion on the Security Index.

This report has been classified *
*Confidont ial

1 because information furnished by confidential sourceis could

I
reasonably result in identification of sources of continuing

I
value and compromise the future effectiveness thereof.

fe .

I
In view of the fact that Subject, in capacity of

I
Defense Minister, teaches "self-defense" to members of the

I
Black Panther Party for Self Defense (BPPSD) , it was deemed

I advisable to include in this report some detail reflecting

Bureau (RM)
1 - Secret Service, San ^

Francisco (Class •5a,b,c) (RF )H 2 - 115th MI Grp (RM)

U 1 - NIS0-12ND (RM)^ 1 - 0SI-19D (RM)
ife. 3 - San Francisco (100-&6922)

Do not write in spaces below

1,1
...



SF 100-56922
WJWrlms

Subject’s views on self-defense as contained in probation
report completed by the Adult Probation Division of Alameda
County, California, in connection with the 5/64 arrest of
Subject on charges of assault with a deadly weapon.

On 5/5/67, SA ^personally
observed Subject in the vicinity of his residence address,
881 47th Street, Oakland, California,

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

SF T-1

SF T-2

Oakland , California
(By request)

Location

This report

This report

This report



SF 100-56922
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LEAD

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA . Will upon receipt
of information from the Bureau take appropriate administra
tive action in connection with the Security Index status
of this individual, and will disseminate a copy to Secret
Service, San Francisco. '

I

t

Cover Page
_ C* -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

1 -

2 -

1 -

- Secret Service, San
- 115th MI Grp (RM)
- NIS0-12ND (RM)

Francisco (Class 5 a, b, c) (RM)

Report of:

Dale:

1 -- 0SI-19D (RM)

1

Office:
SA San Francisco
5-10-67

Field Office File #

100-56922
Bureau File if:

Title:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character:

SECURITY MATTER - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsis: SUMMARY
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Negro, born 2/17/42, Monroe, Louisiana,
singjje*, has been student at San Francisco Law School,
10'44 Post Street, San Francisco, California. He now
devotes full time as Defense Minister of Black Panther Party
for Self Defense (BPPSD), 5624 Grove Street, Oakland,
California, a military Black Nationalist organization.
Subject i^ classified 1-Y (sexual maladjustment) under
Selective Seryice Act, 1948, without recommendation for
recall. Subject and fellow members of BPPSD have been
carrying loaded guns on streets of Oakland, California
and elsewhere for what they call self-defense from police
brutality. NE'WTON has sold copies of "Quotations of
Chairman MAO Tse-tung" and copies of "Peking Review"
on campus of University of California, Berkeley. On
10/29/64, Subject was sentenced to six months Alameda
County Jail and three years' probation following conviction
of assault with a deadly weapon. Subject is identical
to FBI Number 804 121 E.

- P

DECT is: j -
r

3

GONriDCNT IAL '" ’

Grn\ip,-J

—

EyrT Mfl I 1 Ti ' iii -I'M' "

'

dnwntrradinp and
dcclil 0011100 L'TPif

:b7c

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS:

I . BACKGROUND

Unless otherwise indicated the background data set
forth below was obtained from the records of Merritt Campus

,

Peralta Junior College District, better known as Merritt College,
5714 Grove Street, Oakland, California, on May 26, 1966 and
March 20, 1967.

A. Birth Data

HUEY PERCY NEWTON was born on February 17, 1942, at
Monroe, Louisiana. His parents are Reverend WALTER NEWTON and
ARMELIA NEWTON, 881 47th Street, Oakland, California.

B. Citizenship Status

Citizen of the United States of America.

C. Education

Subject was graduated from Oakland Technical High
School, Oakland, California, in June 1959, and was first ad-
mitted to Merritt College, Oakland, in the summer of 1959. He
withdrew on October 11, 1964, at which time he was in the custody
of the Alameda County Sheriff's Office. He was readmitted in
September 1965, and continued to be in attendance as of May
26, 1966.

The personnel file of NEWTON at Merritt College dis-
closed that in January 1963, NEWTON "slugged" one
because allegedly made soro.e remarks about his girl friend.

On March 20, 1967,

I
Merritt College, advised that in the siimmer ot 196 6, a

Transcript of grades was forwarded to the San Francisco Law ^

School, 1044 Post Street, San Francisco, California.
stated that NEWTON did attend San Francisco Law School in San
Francisco in the fall of 196 6'.

D. Marital Status

Subject is single,

E. Residence

2
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Subject resides with his parents, Reverend and Mrs.
VJALTER NEWTON, at 881 4 7th Street, Oakland, California.

Source: SF T-1 on 5/8/67

On May 5, 1967, an Agent of the FBI observed Subject
at his residence address, 881 47th Street, Oakland.

F. Employment

The records of Superior Court of Alameda County, De-
partment 5, Alameda County Court House, Oakland, California,
Action #36454, contain a probation report which was prepared by
the Alameda County Probation Department, Oakland, in connection
with the October 29, 1964 sentencing of Subject following con-
viction on October 8, 1964, on charges of assault with a deadly
weapon. This report will hereinafter be referred to as the
probation report. This report discloses that from 1962 through
1964, Subject held a summertime job as a cannery employee at
the California Packing Company, Oakland, California. He was
previously employed on a part-time basis by the Weed Abatement
Department of the City of Oakland.

As of May 8, 1967, Subject was engaged on a full-time
basis as Defense Minister of the Black Panther Party for Self
Defense (BPPSD) and was not known to be attending law school or
to be otherwise occupied.

G. Identification Data

The records of the Identification Division, Oakland
Police Department, Oakland, California, disclose that HUEY PERCY
NEWTON, Oakland Police Department #159483, is identical to FBI
Number 804 121 E and California State Bureau of Criminal Identi-
fication and Investigation (CII) Number 2291824.

The records of the Identification Division, Oakland
Police Department, contain the following arrest data concerning
Subject

:

2 Mar 63, Oakland, Calif., #159483, HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Petty
Theft; 9 Aug 63, Dismissed.

4 Mar 64, Berkeley, Calif., #20502, HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Burglary;
15 May 64, Dismissed.

3
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5 May 64, Alameda County, Calif., #61-2363, HUEY PERCY NEWTON,
Burglary, 5 counts. 5/15/64 Dismissed.

11 Jun 64, Oakland, Calif., #159483, HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Assault
with Deadly Weapon. Arrest #17936. 1 Sep 64, Assault with
Deadly Weapon, Held to Answer, $3300 bail. Judge HOFFMAN, Court
#7. 8 Oct 64, Guilty by Jury of Assault with Deadly Weapon;
29 Oct 64, 3 years Probation, 6 months County Jail, Judge DIEDEN,
Department #5. Released 4/9/65.

In addition to the aforementioned arrest data, FBI
Number 804 121 E contains the following data:

Contributor
of

Fingerprints Name and Number

Arrested
or

Received Charge Disposition

SO Oakland
Calif

HUEY PERCY
NEWTON #64-9016

10/8/64 ADW

SO Oakland
Calif

HUEY P. NEWTON
#66/2960

3/18/66 242 PC batt
against peace
officer

PD Berkeley
Calif

HUEY PERCY
NEWTON #20502

3/17/66 148 PC (re-
sist arrest)
6 243 PC (B
pol ofc)

no compl on
1st chg

The records of the Berkeley Police Department, examined
on May 5, 1967, disclosed the following data:

3/4/64, Berkeley PD #20502 - Viol. 459 PC (Burg); 5/15/64 -

Dismissed

.

3/17/66, Berkeley PD #20502 - Viol. 148 PC (resisting arrests),
Vol. 243 PC (battery on police officer); 3/18/66 - Not guilty
of 148 PC; held to answer on 242 PC; 10/10/66 - Guilty of 243 PC
(battery) ;

Continued on probation.

4/22/66, Complaint for holding order filed
5/13/66, Pleads not guilty
10/10/66, Plea of not guilty withdrawn - pleads guilty to 242 PC
(misdemeanor battery)
10/29/66, Placed on court probation - sentence suspended

4
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The aforementioned probation report discloses that
annroxlmately 1:20 a.m. on May 31, 1964, Subject and one

j age 26, were in attendance at a party at
entered into aOakland, California. Subject and_

discussion concerning political, social and racial matters and
Subject took offense at various remarks that were addressed to
him by

]
Subj ect ordered to leave him alone and when

I I
showed his desire to continue the discussion . the subject

became extremely angry and struck out at
that he had been holding . Subj ect inflicted a
on the left temple of
wounds in the palm of

kith a steak knife
serious wound

and approximately five deep stab

,
, right hand. Subject continued to

aggress againstj | who had fallen to the ground and was bleeding
until such time as guests at the party intervened and separated
the two individuals. At the trial, Subject stated that he felt
that

I
lintended to do him bodily harm. He stated that although

*1 _ j i_ . . . • .1 .• ^ ^ j_. _• j_he did not see any weapon ^n t
necessary to strike out at
testimony

,

have killed

Jie possession of
in self-defense.

] he felt it
During his

Subj ect indicated that if it were necessary he would

]

lows

:

The probation report states further in part as fol-

"In interview, the defendant related that he feels no
remorse for his actions. He indicates that it was a
matter of self-defense and that he acted on the
assumption that the victim intended to do him great
bodily harm and so his act was a matter of self-
defense based on ’appearance.' He states that his
environment and his experiences have taught him that
once a fight begins and you display a weapon in com-
bat, if your adversary does not back away then it
must be 'presumed' that he also has a weapon and is
willing to carry the matter to its natural conclusion.
Although he had never before met the victim, the
defendant indicates that he is somewhat acquainted
with him and by hearsay understands that he is an
aggressive, combative individual. He notes that the
victim, having some facial scars, represented to him
in this altercation a very 'real physical threat.'
He does not feel that he acted 'impulsively' or is
guilty of an offense."

The records of the Credit Bureau of the Greater East
Bay, Oakland, California, were examined on May 5, 1967, without

5
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locating a record identifiable with the subject. These records
disclose that Subject's father, WALTER?*^EWTON, 881 47th Street,
Oakland, California, was as of April 22, 1967, eraployed by the
Street Maintenance Department, City of Oakland, City Hall,
Oakland, California. Mrs. ARMELl5^Cj^EWT0N , same address, was
as of April 22, 1967, occupied as a hous,gwi£e.

The records of the Oakland Police Department, #74491,
disclose that WALTER NEWTON, born March 27, 1907, Alabama, was
on March 13, 1947, charged with battery; on March 15, 1947, this
charge was stricken from the calendar. On December 17, 1947,
WALTER NEWTON was fingerprinted as applicant for Laborer, City
of Oakland. On September 11, 1954, WALTER NEWTON applied for a
gun purchase permit for a Smith and Wesson .38 caliber pistol.
Serial Number C246426.

H. Military Service

In December 1963, Subject was afforded a preinduction
physical examination and was classified 1-Y (sexual maladjustment)
under the Selective Service Act, 1948. No recommendation was
made for recall.

I . Miscellaneous Background Data

The probation report under the heading "Social Factors"
includes the following data:

"All of the defendant's formative years were spent
in the North Oakland area where the family was re-
sidentially stable as well as economically self-
sufficient. However, the defendant feels that this
environment has had a great impact upon his behavior.
In some respects, he views it as a 'Negro ghetto'
where most of the people experience some amount of
social and economic deprivation. The resulting dis-
satisfaction and discouragement, the defendant has
seen expressed in delinquency by his peers and in^
social misalignment by his adults. Racial prejudice
also was a good part of his life experiences. To
this situation, to the 'establishment' that caused
it, the defendant appears to be most reactive, it

^

the present time, he largely identifies himself with
college-student grouping, but he is always consciously
aware of his origins and seemingly requires notice and
attention for his specific achievements. Personal
disparagement by others as well as racial prejudice

-6
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also has been a good part of his experience, accord-
ing to the defendant. Never forgetting his origin
and highly reactive to them, the defendant at the
present time generally identifies himself with
college-student grouping. Involving himself in
controversy and conflict in an apparent attempt to
test and explore his place and his time, the de-
fendant has developed an aggressively outgoing and
dynamic personality. His interests are noted to be
intense and his commitments to social advancement
for both himself and * fellow men' are his primary
concern. While proud of his origin, he is neverthe-
less highly motivated to change and improve upon his
environment. In many respects he views his environ-
ment as hostile; its aggressive and combative in-
fluences he feels precipitated his actions in this
instant matter before the court."

II. CONNECTIONS WITH THE BLACK
PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF
DEFENSE (BPPSD)

The leaders of tfhe BPPSD, a militant Black Nationalist
youth organization ar'St ^BBY GEORGE SEALE, 809 57th Street,

,

Oakland, and HUEY PERCY^EWTON, 881 47th Street, Oakland.
The headquarters of the Bi^SD is located at 56 24 Grove Street,
Oakland, one block south ois^he Merritt College campus, Oakland.
NEWTON and some of the fellow members of the BPPSD have been
observed on the streets of Oakland, California carrying carbine
rifles and bolstered pistols in plain view. They have not been
known to carry concealed weapons or to possess weapons such as
sawed-off shotguns, which are in violation of existing laws
and have, therefore, not subjected themselves to arrest.

Source: SF T-3 on 3/10/67

As of March 1967, BOBBY GEORGE SEALE was
employed as a tutor, North Oakland Area
Service Center, Oakland Economic Develop-
ment Council, 905 55th Street, Oakland,
California. As of the Fall of 1965, SEALE
was the Distribution Manager of "Soulbook",
self-described as the "quarterly journal of
revolutionary Afro-America .

"

Source: SF T-4 on 3/1/67

- 7 -
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Records of the Clerk, Superior Court,
Alameda County, California, Oakland, in
Action #38842, disclose that on October
10, 1966, BOBBY GEORGE SEALE was sentenced
to one year court probation, Superior Court
of Alameda County, after pleading guilty to
charges of battery of a Berkeley Police
Officer on March 17, 1966.

The March 18, 1966 issue of the "Berkeley
Daily Gazette" on page 1, columns 1-3,
carried an article "Telegraph Avenue Melee
Hurts Two Police Officers - Three Arrested -

Crowd Watches Struggle", which identified
BOBBY GEORGE SEALE and HUEY NEWTON as two
of the individuals who kicked and struck
officers of the Berkeley Police Department,
Berkeley, who were attempting to take them
into custody,

A mimeographed leaflet captioned "Black Panther Party
for Self Defense - What We Want - What We Believe" sets forth
the program of this organization. Among the items included
in the program listed under the section "What We Want Now" is
the following:

"8. We want freedom for all black men and women held
in federal, state, county, and city prisons and jails."

Under the section "What We Believe" is the following:

"2. We believe that the Federal Government is res-
ponsible and obligated to give every man employment
or a gaaranteed income. We believe that the white
American businessman will not give full employment,
then the means of production should be taken from
the businessmen and placed in the community so that
the people of the community can organize and employ
all of its people and give a high standard^ of living."

"6. We believe that black people should not be forced
to fight in the military service to defend a racist
government that does not protect us. We will not
fight and kill other people of color in the world
who, like black people, are being victimized by the
white racist government of America. We will protect
ourselves from the force and violence of the racist
police and the racist military by whatever means ne-
cessary. "

8
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”7. We believe we can end police brutality in our
black community by organizing black self defense
groups that are dedicated to defending our black
community from racist police oppression and brutality.
The second amendment of the Constitution of the
United States gives us a right to bear arms. We,
therefore, believe that our black people should arm
themselves for self defense.”

”8. We believe that all black people should be re-
leased from the many jails and prisons because they
have not received a fair and impartial trial.”

Source: SF T-5 on 4/4/67

HUEY NEWTON was reported to be qualified as an expert
in demolition and reportedly has supervised the making or
gathering of Molotov cocktails, incendiary bombs and the like.

Source: SF T-6 on 11/22/66

The March 6 ,
1967 issue of ’’The Militant”, official

jpublication of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), on page >

columns 1 and 2, contains an article captioned "CAMEJO In
'

Speech About MALCOLM X", which states in part that ALEX— ''

^'R^PILLION of the Oakland Black Panther Party for Self Defense
had-^-on February 21, 196 7 , spoken before a street meeting
organized by the Socialist Campaign Committee and attended by
nearly 300 Berkeley High School students. This article stated
in part that PETE CAMEJO, SWP candidate for Mayor (City of
Berkeley), also spoke and said that one of the purposes of the
rally was to introduce high school students for the first time
to members of the BPPSD "who believe in the ideas of MALCOLM X.”

A characterization of MALCOLM X is found in
the characterization of the Muslim Mosque,
Inc (MMI) in the appendix.

The SWP has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.

The February 25, 1967 issue of the "Berkeley Barb",
a weekly newspaper published in Berkeley, California, on page 1,
column 1, carried an article "Armed Panthers Here - Black Power
Joins Left”, which stated in part that approximately 300 Berkeley

9
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High School students attended a rally at Tuesday noon, February
21, 1967, and that the rally had been held in spite of police
threats to ban the meeting. This article stated further that
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, "Ramparts" Staff Writer and Chairman of the —
Bay Area Afro-American Unity Steering Committee, called for
the building of MALCOLM X organizations "all over the black
American ghettos and territory." CLEAVER also reportedly stated,
"If MALCOLM X can die, we can die. VJe are proud to be black
and we don't hide behind our women. One day it will be Molotov
cocktails; next hand grenades and bullets. If we can’t have
our freedom then white America will die."

The aforementioned article continued iri part as fol-
lows :

"As if to underscore this point, the next speaker
wore a pistol in holster on his belt. He was HUEY '

NEWTON of the Oakland Black Panther Party for Self
Defense. 'You have allowed yourself to become black
people with a white mind', he said. 'Black is right
and you can turn this around with this concept.'
NEWTON pointed out, patting his pistol, 'We have
this, but you can’t fight with just guns. The next
step is to go out into the black community and
organize for your needs. If vie don’t get them, then
we can dissolve this union of America.'"

On February 27, 1967 Parole
and Community Services Division, Kegion II,
6 9 11th Street, Sana«i£y?ancisco ,

California,
advised that ELDRIDGE^tTfsEAVER , whose full
name is LEROY ELDRIDGB^^LEAVER , was received
in the California PrisohySystera in 1958 ,

fol-
lowing conviction of assaiJ^ with intent to
commit murder and assault with a deadly v;ea-

pon. He had previously been convicted and
served time on a narcotics charge. He was
placed on parole December 12, 1966, which
will be concluded on March 20, 1971.

On March 6, 1967, HUEY NEWTON, BOBBY SEALE and others
met on the campus of the Univer’sity of California, Berkeley,
and axiong other things discussed the program of the BPPSD. SEALE
stated that he and HUEY NEWTON were arming Negroes in the
Oakland, Berkeley and San Francisco areas with guns, rifles
and ammunition as a political power in the program of the BPPSD.

10
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SEALE made the ^sertion in a bragging manner that he could within
one hour have 50 Negroes armed and ready for action.

Source: SF T-6 on 3/8/67 ,

The BPPSD is trying to pattern itself after the forces
of MAO Tse-tung, Premier of Communist China. SEALE and NEVr/TON

refer to the writings of MAO Tse-tung "when trying to make a
point .

"

Source: SF T-6 on 3/8/67

The records of the Oakland Police Department, examined
on March 13, 1967, included "Field Contact Reports" reflecting
the questioning of HUEY PERCY NEWTON and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE on
December 4, 1966 and January 12, 1967, in connection with their
openly carrying carbine rifles and a .38 automatic pistol.

On December 4, 1966, NEWTON when questioned by an
officer of the Oakland Police Department as to why he was
carrying a carbine rifle, responded that he was carrying a
loaded carbine rifle with clip because of the "white beasts."
NEWTON claimed police harassment when his identification was
requested. On January 12, 1967, NEWTON and SEALE when ques-
tioned concerning their carrying a carbine rifle and a .38
automatic pistol, stated tht they were members of the BPPSD.

:b7D

Source: SF T-5 on 4/11/67

On April 21, 1967
,

advised that early on the night of
April 18 , 1867, tive Negroes, all in their early 20 's and all
dressed in three-quarter length black leather jackets, purchased
a hi-standard 129 piomp riot shotgun, model K1200L06, from a
store in Berkeley, California. They paid cash for this shotgun
with 73 $1 bills. The person who took possession of the gun was
HUEY PERCY NEWTON, 881 47th Street, Oakland, California, telephone
TEmplebar 2-3700.

11
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The April 21, 1967 edition of the "Morning News-Gazette",
published in Martinez, California, County Seat of Contra Costa
County, California, carried the headline "Armed Men Stage Protest",
and in an article by CONNIE LANE on page 1, columns 7-8, captioned--
"Brutality Charged in Man’s Death" stated in part as follows:

"Eight Negro youths, several of them carrying
loaded guns, yesterday attempted to take weapons into
a hearing on the death of a 23 year old Richmond man
who was shot by a depv

i

y

sheriff earlier this month.
The hearing was held the second floor of the County
Administration Ruild:i.nc . No violence took place.
The group, seven of them representing the Blac<
Panther Party for Self Defense, plus relatives of
DENZIL DOWELL, later walked out on the meeting with
Sheriff WALTER YOUNG

"HUEY NEWTON, age 25, of Oakland, the ’Defense
Minister' of the Panther organization

,
proclaimed his

and the group’s ’constitutional right to carry arms
on public property.'

12
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"Wearing a leather bandolier holding a string
of red shotgun shells, NEWTON said he feared ’the
racist police that patrol the streets of America.'"

On April 22, 1967, members of the BPPSD met at Third
and Chesley Streets, North Richmond, California, and at a street
meeting distributed leaflets on the program of the BPPSD. SEALE
and NEWTON urged unification of all militant Negroes and told
of plans of using the fatal shooting of DENZIL DOWELL, Negro
youth formerly of Richmond, as the nucleus of recruiting new
members into the BPPSD.

Source: SF T-5 on 4/26/67
At approximately 12:00 noon, May 2, 1967, a group of

24 Negro males who identified themselves as members of the BPPSD
made a protest march and appearance at the California State
Capitol, Sacramento, California. The purpose of their appearance
was to protest the assembly bill being introduced on that date
by Assemblyman DON MULFORD. The bill being introduced by
Assemblyman MULFORD prohibits instruction in the use of firearms
for the commission of the crime of riot. It further prohibits
the carrying of a loaded firearm on one's person in a public
street or in a public place within any city. This legislation
provides for specific exemptions such as police officers, members
of the armed forces and certain guards. This group, armed with
rifles, shotguns and handguns, forced its vjay past two sergeants
at arms and entered the floor of the Assembly chamber, which is
closed to the public and so posted. The group was removed from
the Assembly chambers by members of the State Police and sergeants
at arms. Their weapons were taken from them and the group was
escorted to the State Police Office located in the Capitol
Building. The entire groun , consisting of 24 Negro men, was
arrested by the offioei’S o': the Sacramento PcJice Department
and 12 firearms, ccn':'>’ting of four handguns, five rifles and
three shotguns, were 0 '-.)ifiscated. The handguns were carried in
holsters and several o;:' the individuals wore bandoliers of
ammunition about their wvoists or draped over their shoulders.
The group was taken to the Sacramento City Jail and each indi-
vidual was charged with violation Section 182.1 of the California
Penal Code, which is conspiracy, the specific charge in this
instance being conspiracy to commit a misdemeanor (disTurbing
the State Assembly while in session, which is a violation of
the California Government Code).

Source: Records of the Sacramento
Police Department

,

Sacramento ,
California

on 5/2/67

13
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On May 2 and May 3, 1967, HUEY PERCY NEWTON was active
in trying to raise funds for the posting of bail for the 24 in-
dividuals arrested on May 2, 1967, by the Sacramento Police
Department. NEWTON gave no explanation as to why he was not
among those members of the BPPSD who participated in this in-
cident at the State Capitol.

Source: SF T-5 on 5/3/67
SF T-1 on 5/4/67

HUEY PERCY NEWTON and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE were observed
as they sold copies of the "Peking Review" on the campus of the
University of California, Berkeley, California, in early March
1967.

Source: SF T-7 on 3/11/67

The general catalogue of "Books and Pei-'iodicals",
published by Guozi Shudian, China Publications
Centre, P. 0. Box 399, Peking, China, describes
"Peking Review" as "a weekly magazine of Chinese
news and views , and states that this magazine
contains China’s views on current international
questions, theoretical articles and important
documents, and authoritative coverage of develop-
ments in China."

In March 1967, HUEY PERCY NEWTON sold copies of the
red colored book "Quotations of Chairman MAO Tse-tung" on the
campus of the University of California, Berkeley.

Source: SF T-8 on 3/17/67

.y i u_..
THYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The follov7ing physical description of Subject was
obtained from the records of the Oakland Police Department and
from the probation report:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
Male
Negro
2/17/42, Monroe, Louisiana
5’10 1/2"
150 lbs.

Name

;

Sex

:

Race

:

Born:
Height

:

Weight

:

14
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Hair

:

Eyes

:

Student

;

Residence

:

Social Security
FBI #:

CII #:

Berkeley PD #

:

Oakland PD #:
FPC:

Parents

:

Black
Brown
Merritt College, Oakland
881 47th Street
Oakland, California
566-56-4.675
804 121 E
2291824
20502
159483
0 32 W IIM 19
M 32 W MOI
WALTER and ARMELIA NEWTON
881 47th Street
Oakland. California
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MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMI)

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York Times,"
a daily newspaper published in New York, Nev; York, contained
an article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLE),
former national official of the Nation of Islam (NOD v;ho broke
with the NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in New York City
on March 12, 1964, that he had formed the Muslim Mosque, Incorporat-
ed (MMI). The MMI, according to the article, would be a broadly
based politically oriented black nationalist movement for Negroes,
only, financed by voluntary contributions. In this public state-
ment, MALCOLIi X urged Negroes to abandon the doctrine of non-
violence when it is necessary to defend themselves in the civil
rights struggle, and he also suggested that Negroes form rifle
clubs to protect their lives and property in time of emergencies
in areas where the government is unable or unwilling to protect
them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16, 1964,
with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York County, New
York, reflect that the MMI was incorporated under the Religious
Corporation Law of the State of New York to work for the imparting
of the Islamic Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with
"accepted Islamic principals." The principal place of worship to
be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, Mew York.

The May 23, 1964, edition of the "New York Amsterdam Mews",
a weekly Negro newspaper published in New York City, contained
an article by columnist JAMES BOOKER in which he indicated that he
had heard that the visit by MALCOLM X with Muslim leaders during
his African tour has changed him to become soft in his anti -white
feelings and to become more religious.

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source advised that the
MMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox Islamic
Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic Foundation
(of New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City. The only teachings
of the MMI are on the Islamic Religion.

APPENDIX
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This confidential source advised on May 17, 1965, that the
headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite 128, Hotel Theresa,
2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, Mew York, where they were established
on March 16, 1964. These headquarters are shared with the Organiza-
tion of Afro-American Unity, Incorporated (OAAU) which was also
headed by MALCOLM X.

MALCOLM X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, while
addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and 166th
Street, New York City.

This same confidential source advised on September 8, 1965,
that the activities of the MMI following the death of MALCOLM X
were limited to the teaching of classes in the Islamic religion
and a class in judo for se If-protection . These classes were
held regularly until the latter part of July, 1965, when they were
discontinued. Since then, the MMI has held no meetings and there
has been absolutely no activity by the MMI which appears to be
completely "dead."

APPENDIX
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- GMffi:
ORGANIZATION OF AFRO-AMERICAN UNITY,
INCORPORATED (OAAU)

On June 28, 1964, MALCOLM X LITTLE, founder and leader
of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), publicly announced
the formation of a nevj, all Negro, militant civil rights action
group to be known as the Organization of Afro-American Unity
(OAAU), with himself as Chairman. This announcement was made
at a public rally held by the MMI in the Audubon Ballroom,
Broadway and 166th Street, New York City.

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU aims read
by MALCOLM X at this meeting indicates that it shall include
''all" people of African descent in the Western Hemisphere, as
well as "our” brothers and sisters on the African continent.
It is patterned after the "letter and spirit" of the Organization
of African Unity established (by African heads of States) at
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in May, 1963.

A recording of the remarks of MALCOLM X at this meeting
indicates that the aim of the OAAU is to eliminate differences
between Negroes so they can work together for "human rights,"
while the initial objective is to "internationalize" the
American civil rights movement by taking it to the United Nations.
LITTLE condemned the non-violent civil rights movement and claims
that Negroes should be taught to protect themselves, when and
if necessary. The OAAU will sponsor a program for Negroes of
education, politics, culture, economics and social reform.

MALCOLM X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, while
addressing an OAAU rall^^ at the Audubon Ballroom, New York City.

.
On February 28. 1966. a confidential source advised that

^

who resides in Boston, Massachusetts.

On April 12, 1966, the same confidential source advised that
the h^^quarters of the OAAU are located in Suite 12 8, Hotel
Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

On April 13, 1965, a second confidential source advised
that on March 26, 1965, the OAAU filed a Certificate of
Incorporation with the Department of State, State of Uevi York,
Albany, Mev7 York, and henceforth the organization's true name will
be Organization of Afro-American Unity, Incorporated.

APPENDIX
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File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco , California

May 10, 1967

Title: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character: SECURITY MATTER - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference: Report of Sa
|

~

dated and captioned as above at
San Francisco.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
lare concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.
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FD-122 (Rev. 9-18-64)
OfTIONM FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
C'S'a CEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (Bufile- > DATE: 5/10/67

^

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-56922)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON
SM - MISCELLANEOUS

«led

T -.:;ru

<1
'̂A

I
It is recommended that a Security
Index Card be prepared on the
above-captioned individual.

I 1
The Security Index Card on the
captioned individual should be
changed as follows ( specify
change only)

:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Aliases

I X

I

Native Born
I I

Naturalized
I I

Alien

I I
Communist I I

Socialist WojJfers Party

Miscellaneous (specify) Black Panther Party for Self Defense (BPPSD)

I I
Tab for Detcom

Date of Birth

2/17/42

Negro I X I

Male
I I

Female

Place of Birth

Monroe , Louisiana

Business Address (show name of employing concern and address)

Defense Minister
^

. . -J f

5624 Grove Street
Oakland, California

Key Facility Data

s A
tr

Geographical Reference Number

Interested Agencies

(Residence Address

881 47th Street
Oakland, California

-Responsibility

2 - Bureau
JOTcrscor
iJL.*

.

WJW: 1ms /



^ *

SF 100-56922
WJW : 1ms

Subject is being recommended for inclusion on the
Security Index because he is the Defense Minister of the
BPPSD

, Oakland, California, which is a military Black
Nationalist organization, whose members have been carrying
rifles, shotguns and revolvers for the stated purpose of
defending themselves against police brutality. On 5/2/67,
more than 20 members of this organization were arrested by
the Sacramento, California Police Department after they
invaded the California State Legislature while in session.

In 3/67, Subject was observed as he sold copies
of "Peking Review" and the book "Quotations of Chairman
MAO Tse-tung" on the campus of the University of California,
Berkeley, California.

2



liEAD , \

SAIJ FRANCISCO OFFICE'

" ^ at SAN Ff^QIS'CQ, CALIFORNIA . upon receipt
of information from t^e Bureau take appropriate .^dministra-
"^^y^ fction iin connection with the Security In^ex status

iipdiVldual,;, and wi3,‘‘l; f^isseminaf e a c&py to Secret
Service, San Francisco/



FD-376,(Rev. 11-12-^5)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir;

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

May 10, 1967

; aj

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) [x] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished [x] enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours,

BlOLAf? .Ii: T '
I\

V
T-/ ,,

OS

^ John Edg^ljoover

\ DirectOT
’ - Bureau (RM)

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (2) (RM) ;

.

U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco

Enclosure(s) ( 2 ) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



FD-366 (5-6-64)

UNITHF states de«>artment of ju^

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo.^Y 100-5 6922
BU 105-165429

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
San Francisco, California

September 14, 1967

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

REFERENCE: Report of S/j
^

dated 5/10/67 at San Francisco.

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change

only specified)

:

Residence: Apartment 106-5939 Telegraph Avenue
Oakland, California

Employment:

Copy
by routing slip

^ info

dat e- _ - -/-

Aa iriTORMATiON CC;\ ,A/';a

HEREiH iS yKLASSiFkD

/.. /-
O' 'JCLD

BBTAOHEQi

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

r919B7 yT



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATSaN

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 w
“r Director.

The following FBI record, NUMBER u4 121 E
, is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS

1
Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint

contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only gs inve^#
gative leads as being possibly identical with subie<^„of Ihis record.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ^
*^ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIQJL

WASHING'TOl^ D.C. 20S37 /
A *5

M SA* ».

Director,

The following FBI record, NUMBER 804 121 E , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR

RECEIVED DISPOSITION

PD
Oakland Calif

PD
Barkaley Calif

SO Oakland
Calif

^ Huay Parcy
^ _N^awfeSUBL_

#159483

Huey Percy
Newton
#20502

Huey Percy
Newton
#64-23b3

3-2-63 wrn't (484 PC)
(PT)

3-4-64 Viol Sac 459
Pan Code (burg)

3-5-64 Burg b cts dism on chg of
4 cts burg

PD Oakland Calif Huey Petcy
Newton #159483

6-11-64 warr 245 PC (ADW'i, 6 mos CJ 3 yrs
prob

10-8-64 ADW 6 mos CJ 3 yrs
prob

SO Oakland Calif Huey Percy 10-8-64
Newton #64-9016

6)
so Onl-land Ilucr' P. !Jev.i;on 3-17-66 242 PC batt

^m/29

PD Berkeley
jCallf

Juey Percy
fewtdn #20502

against peace
of ,35. cer

3-17-66 148 PC (resist
Arrest) B;-

243 PC X

no compl on
ist chf p

) guilty of 242 i

-PC (batt)
confirii^d Cm

f prob 10-10-66 I

PD
Richmond Calif

Huey Percy
Newton
#42141

Wi INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

6-4-67

54JUH7I$§
Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint

contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or»futther explanation of charge is d^red, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notations inaiegt^ by are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but ore listed only os inyesti-

gaHwe leads as be^ig possil^identical with subject of this record. k.i M««ni««r wna

:



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
.FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATl^

. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537

Director.

The following FBI record, NUMBER d04 121 E , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

ARRESTED OR
RECEIVED

5ECU11ITY FL/iSH: iuoy Percy Newton any info or
inq rec refer one copy of record to Subv Coiitr
>ec Dom Intell Div and two copies to BFD San
'Van File i9^100-56!)22 Bu fi!.e #105-165429 inf
'ec 6—0-67.

DISPOSITION

HIS PAGE SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE FBI.

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further SKplanation of charge is desired, com*
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI Bles but are listed only as invesH*



4 (R«v. 9.30.63)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
>ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIO;

WASHINGTON. t>.C. 20537

sA* V.

Director^

The following FBI record, NUMBER .04 121
. is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER 1

ARRESTED OR
RECEIVED CHARGE DISPOSITION

CC-Subv Contr Section
Dom Intell Div/

CC-FBI
San Fran Calif

'opy of revised record was furnished PD
)akland Calif.

THIS PAGE SHOULD NOT BE DI SSBEM I NATED. OUTSIDE FBI

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint

contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate wiHt agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notalibns indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only os Hfwesti-

Unde ne * •

| |lHai| p
lllnilliionl ij/ftL Ibiereot .̂. _ wswwgr



UNII'ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF IITVESTIGATION n

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 ^

Director,

The following FBI record, NUMBER 804 121 E . is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS

PD
Oakland Calif

PD
Berkeley Calif

SO Oakland
Calif

.
PD Berkeley
Calif

PD
Richmond Calif

NAM^ AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR
RECEIVED

t

Muey Percy
Iftlewtoh .

3-2-63

Huey Percy
Newton
#20502 '

.

3-4-64

*

/Huey Percy
Newton
#64-2363

3-5-64

Huey Percy
Newton #159483

i

6-11-64

Huey Percy^'
Newton #6449016

10-8-64

0
Huey P, Nevrton

- #66/2960
3-1S-66

Huey Percy
Newton #20502

3-17-66

/ f

i

-

'"CT3a

Huey Percy
Newton
#42141

6-4-67

-1

AIL

IS^ciu IS l!riCl/SS!.-!;£U

'

(PT)

Pen Code (burg)

/P ^:2

disin

dism on chg of
4 cts burg

prob

6 ffios CJ 3 yrs
prob

against peace
officer

rrest) &
no coiapl on
1st chg

/ ,;„cbntl on
10- 10-66

8 JUN

U

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint
, contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
^ municato with agency contributing those fingerprints.

^ Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investi-

tl)
3r“^i!?®ileads ais beirtg possibly identical with subject of this record. „ o,„cb : .»« o-»7-05 .



1-BU

UNITED STATE5"i^EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S37

^ ^6 18S7 r> 7

Director,

The following FBI record, NUMBER 804 121 E , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE-ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR

RECEIVED DISPOSITION

JECURITY FLASH: iiuey Percy Newton any info or
Lnq rec refer one copy of record to Subv Contr j.

Jec Uom Intell Div and two conies to BFD San
j’ran File, #100-56!?22 Bu fi;.e #105-165429 in;’

:ec 6-8-67. <
,

THIS PAGE SHOULD ^lOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIKil FBI.

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint
contributors. Where final dispositiorx is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notatioixs indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed ordy as investi-

gative leads as being possibly identical with subject of this record. .ovhukbht mmriiia ofnct : im o-« 7-«i



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE t987 5*^

/ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION > -
' WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 !

Director.

The following FBI record, NUMBER 804 121 E
. is furnished FOR OFFICIMi USE ONLY.

CONTRIBUTOR OF
FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR

RECEIVED

CC-Subv Contr SectiQ4
Dorn Intell Div /

CC-FBI ,

San Fran Calif

TI IS PAGE should NCT BE DIS^iMINATED OUTSIDE FBI

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint
contributors. Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, com-
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investi-
gative leads os being possibly identical with subject of this record. „ «tKTii.a wnci : i.«i o-i.7-<,si



FORM IS-44 (REV. 5-14-64)

United States Goipifnment
MEMORANDUM

.11.
S^j^ET

EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

'5i

To: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Date: oopteraber 1 2 ,
1 yo

;

tiij From: Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division

Subject: INDEX REVIEW

Re: /r^^X
,FBINo.

Reports of investigation have been reviewed as requested

by you on •

It has been determined that indexing of this case for future

review should .be

da^c ontinued discontinued

Commentary:

/ £> ^ / J ^ ' / ' 4
r

-*

X

cc; FBI
ISD-SO
Dept, 146-012-18-2

1\

^os

SEteRET

teROU^ i' <-
f M.'

Excluded fromjButomatic

downgrading^Ad

declassification \

3,

>>
a,.

./CP-
^

b6 a
hlC ^



Mt0-)04

TO

FD-122 (Rev. 9-1,3-64)

qptiohai ro*>A NO. 10 .

*tAt Jf*2 JDITION

C&A CCH. ttO. HO. 37 '

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Director. FBI (Bufile- 105-165429

1

> DATE: September 14, 196 7

FROM SAC. SAN FRANCISCO (100-56922)

O
SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

SM - H

Cards
Sent 00

Be:.

Q

p r-1

r: »

!

1

. i

;;

'I

1

All IMFCRMAViGS

HEREIN IS UNClASSli’lEi)

I' l it is recommended that a Security
Index Card be prepared on the
above-captioned individual.

1 X

t

The Security Index Card on the
captioned individual should be
changed as follows (specify
change only)

;

k

T

Name

Aliases

1 1
Native Born 1 1 Naturalized i 1 Alien

1 1
Communist f 1 Socialist Workers Party

1 1 Miscellaneous fsDecifvl
1

'
' ...

j

1 1 Tab for Detcom
Race Sex

1 . 1 Male f i Female

Date of Birth Place of Birth

Business Address (show name of employing concern and address)

a

/r>f i - /
,

. / /
Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number

Interested Agencies .

NOT FiZCC.lDED

.Responsi^^ty ger-i4rt3pf-

Residence Address

Oaklcind, CalTfornia^ _ •

Apartment 106^939 Telegraph Avenue

-Bureau (Ends . 2 ) (RM) be
b7C



5-113
( 1- 10-61 )

Domestic intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

10/28/67

Information in the attached
concerns the fatal::, shooting of o
police officer and the critically
wounding of a second by a militant
Negro who is a security index
subject . The: Negro who was also
wounded had been stopped in his ca
on a routine check.

This information has been
furnished to the Criminal Division
of the Department and a copy
furnished to the Attorney General.
Pertinent portions will be include
in a letter to the White House.

ABK;tap

onijBiaS'Jt-’’''-



•FBI %SH DC

FBI SAN FJWN

FED;:m3!HREA0 OF jNVESTIOATION

. U. S. DEPARTMeNT OF JUSTiCE

’^'eOMMUNICATiONS SECTiON

OCT 2 01967^
TELETYPE

1105AM/URG^T 10-28-67 MS

TO ERECTORTO ETIRECTOR ^ 3

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (100-56922) (100-58841)
‘

O ^ecu ft'IT -I rnfirrB:f~-

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, SM - MI SC; BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFl

9M-- 4IISC '

r

TMr. TqIsoe^^
DeL

Mr.'

^Ir. O^d
Mr. Felt

_Mr. ' SullivanJjL

^Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotjer

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Gandy

FOR INFO BUREAU, OFFICER INTELLIGENCE UNIT;, OAKLAND

,

POLICE DEPARTMENT (OPD) ADVISED THAT AT FIVE A.M. THIS DATE OPD

PATROL OFFICERS JOHN FREY AND MADE ROUTINE CAR S

CAR DRIVEN BY HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AT SEVENTH AND WILLOW STREETS,,

OAKLAND. NEWTON GOT OUT OF CAR WHILE OFFICERS WERE AWAITING RESULTS

OF CAR REGISTRATION CHECK BY RADIO. AS OFFICERS AND NEWTON WALKED
“i

TOWARD NEWTON’S CAR^ NEWTON PULLED NINE MILLIMETER LUGAR FROM HIS '
f

WAISTBAND,' FA TALIy- SHOT OFFICER FREY AND CRITICALLY WOUNDED OFFICER

NEWTON ALSO WOUNDED AND PRESENTLY UNDER POLICE GUARD AT

KAISER HOSPITAL, OAKLAND, WHERE HE IS UNDERGOING SURGERY FOR GUNSHOT

WOUNDS. THE SHOOTINGS WAS OBSERVED BY ONE WlfNESr;*
'

NEWTON IS MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY FO^ SELF

DEFENSE AND IS INCLUDED IN SECURITY INDEX. HIS PROPENSITIES FOR

VIOLENCE WERE WELL KNOWN TO OPD. THE BL/ICK PAMHER PARTY FOR SELF

y^DURIDEFENSE HAS BEEN INACTIVE AS 'AN ',ORGANIZATIWr DURING PAST TWO MONTHS.

OPD ADVISED THAT THIS INCIDENT WAS NOT PART OF ANY RACTAL DISTURBANCE.

ABOVE BEING FURNISHED FOR INFORMATION OF

WA...RCS
CO MR. sulliva;

MR. OaOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR

*4 NOV; 6 196/j



FD-366 (5-6-64)

UNimD STATES DEPARTMENT OF jW-ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo. 3p 100-56922
BU 105-165429

San Francisco, California

November 22, 1967

SUBJECT;

REFERENCE:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

San Francisco memorandum dated September 14, 1967

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment

address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change

only specified)

:

Residence:

Employment:

Graystone Annex,
Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center
Alameda County Sheriff's Office
Pleasanton, California

be
b7C

AIL INFORJ/ATiOH CCkTMKED

HERElil IS ar\{MA,

MEHCT --
REQ. REC’D

DATE FOilW,

HOW F0R\jL

53DECG “1!

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



w
9 - 18 -64 )

f
Director, FBI (Bufile- 105-165429 )

SAC,^ SAN FRANCISCO (100-56922)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
SM - MISCELLANEOUS

11/22/67

Cards XJTD .

Ords Sent Od

Unavailable Section

Aa iNFomnoN contained

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE/j-Ar-yt jO/Sctf'/T^

I I
It is recommended that a Security
Index Card be prepared on the
above-captioned individual.

The Security Index Card on the
captioned individual should be
changed as follows ( specify
change only)

:

1,
Name

3

A
•<

$•

? Aliases
t

i'

;

i

K

1 1
Native Born

1 1
Naturalized

1 1
Alien - -

1 1 Communist 1 1
Socialist Workers Party

i

1 ^Miscellaneous (soecifv)

1 1
Tab for Detcom

Race Sdx
1 1

Male.
,

Female

Date of Birth Place of Birth

1 JS>
Business Address (show name of employing concern and address)

\ NOT RECORDED
V y ^ N

*vj 4 N0Vi341967

Geographical Reference Number

Interested Agenqies

Residence Addres^

-Responsibility

Graystone Annex,
Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center
Alameda County Sheriff's Office

iia



12/28/67DIRECT#*, FBI (157-7782)

FRANCISCO (157-9§t|H-^

rouse* INDEX

.1^^. SAC letter 11/21/##^

: 'Itee^lied h«r«with are fim*
Rabbi# Ro«##if*.:'''l®d#x jMtti&randum oa FERCT JIEWtOK
who is for.
index* 'EuB|«w^‘ i®. oh Securit^''''ltlM thm
Bureau is in posemssioR of a rac^Rt''rk^f^t
hia actii^itl.#?. It slwitld b« noted t1»t ie in
jail'. ,astaitijsi(' trial -un^ah^r AR^'.indictiswt. -foif: »ur4j^
of a 1^11##, officer and attittopted ait^eir of ahotHihr

' police offl®«|**.

(2- mireau CEboI. S) (RM)
2^ 1S7*77S2

<5-.
' 105^185*129

2 - San Fraweldoo,
1
1 - 10d*-S8Sa?

JTQjbia
C5)

ALL INfORMATION CONJAINB)'

HEREIN IS UNCLASSfflEO'

DATE^CisSrSi-eYJ.^.

\ :

I

ei’CIjCS'ure
_

i.

S4 Jani 6 1968!

: WMI 3i



RABBLE ROUSER INDEX

name KUEY PERCY NEWTON

Aliases None

SEX Male

race Negro

DATE fc PLACE OF BIRTH 2/17/42 - Monroe, NATIONALITY American
Louisiana

ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION Black Panther Party for Self Defense

POSITION IN ORGANIZATION Minister of Defense

DESCRIPTION

HEIGHT WEIGHT
5'10 1/2" 150

HAIR
Black

EYES
Brown

DISTINGUISHING

FBI # 8 04 121E OTHER IDENT » Berkeley, Calif.
P.D. 20502
Oakland, Calif.

RESIDENCE Jail - Graystone Annex BUSINESS ADDRESS 159483

Rehabilitation Center
Pleasanton, California Unemployed

SUCCINCT RESmiE OF ACTIVITIES ^ ^
Subject is a leader of the Black Panther Party for Self

Defense. He was one of the group who invaded the California

State Legislature on 5/2/67^ openly hearing rifles and shotguns.

He is currently under indictment for killing a policeman and

wounding another on 10/28/67. He has openly carried firearms on

the streets of Oakland, Calif, and has an arrest record for

assault and battery and resisting arrest.

BU FILE # 105-165429.
FIELD OFFICE FILE ft 100-56922
SUBMITTING OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO

AH INFORMATO COi'lTAli®

HEREIN IS UIW^USSIFIEO





LA 100-58783
LA 157-2091

Enclosed for* the Bureau are 21 copies of
:

attached letterhead •memorandum (LHM),, conce.rning Black
Congress sponsored rally for the defense of PiUEY

:
IISVJTON,

Los Angelas Sports Arena. Los Angeles. California, 2/lcy^68,
featuring STOKEIIT CAllMICHAEL and CARMICHAEL'S acti-vlties
vriiile in Los Angeles.. Knclosecl for A'tlanta, Albino uex’tuie?, .

Chicago, Ho'W Orleans, Heu’ York, Richmond, San Francisco
and Washington Field are copies each of IHM, because
of their Interest in this matter,

|

Ihe following sources were i.itilized in at|;aehed

Sources Identity of sources
_

Special. Agent of the FBI 9ho was^V
present and observed activities of iiiiiy

:

. ^
!sechanlcal3.y recorded all speeches and statements nkide at •

the rally in view of Burea':.:: Instructions. A var'feat|in'i transeri]:
has been incorporated in attached LHM.



LA 100-68783
LA 157-2091

The enclosed LIM is classified c^fi-dent.l
information- fnmished hy confidential sonrcetj ccnid
result in their identification and impair their I'xi'c

effectiveness

,

s-l because
reasonably
H'a



In Reply, Please Refer to

File l\’o.

UNITI» STATES DETART.^IENT OF JWTICE

FEDKHAL nUKEAIJ OE INVESTIGATION

3Los Angeles, California
March 5^ 1968

5 ^ V

STOI^ELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON,
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA
LOS ANGEIES, CAITFORNIA
FEBRUARY l8 , I968

Sources utilized in this communication have
furnished reliable information in the past.

Huey P. Newton is publicly knovai as the Minister
of Defense for the Black Panther Party For Self Defense
(BPPSD) in Oakland, California. The BPPSD is described
as a political organization to combat !^police brutality" to
united militant black youths in order to detei’mine the
destiny of the black community, and to educate black people
in African histoi’y. Nev/ton is confined presently in
the Alameda City Jail for shooting a pollceman;.i

Source one, February 19 , 1968, souifes :^®uo, through
seven, February' 23, 1968, and source eight, on February 28, 1968 ,

indicated they were present and obsei’ved the activities held
at the Black Congress sponsored rally for the defense of
Huey P. Nev/ton at the Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles,
California, on February 18 , 1968 . They all- indicated there Jr
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS , SEDITION
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON,
LOS ANGELES SPORTS Al^NA
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORiNIA
FEBRUARY l8, I968

v/ere approximately 3,500 people v;ho v/ere in attendance v/ith

approximately ten percent of the audience being Caucasians.
Upon entering the Sports Arena, they v/ere frisked by Negro
males, wearing black berets, who acted as security guards
for the rally. The rally, which v^as scheduled from 3:00 to
6:00 PM, did not begin until approximately 4:30 PM. The
master of ceremonies v/as Walter Brernond, Chairman of the
Black Congress, a coalition of militant black nationalist

^ organizations . Speakers for the rally included James Forman,
a representative of the Student Non-violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC), a militant black nationalist organization,
Thomas Kilgore, VJest Coast representative of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLG), a civil rights
organization headed by the Reverend Martin Luther King,

«=- Bobby George Seale, Chairman of the BPP^, Cristobal
Tijerina and Reies Lopez Tijerina. ^

Reies Lopez Tijerina is the^eader of
the Allanza Federal De Merced (AFDM), which
is publicly known as an organization
representing local grant interest in the
state of New Mexico to decendants of
original ovmers

.

Also included as speakers in the rally viere

VRonie McKinley Everett, also knovm as Ron Karenga, Chairman
erf US, a militant black nationalist group based in Los
Angeles, California, Brown . Minister of Justice for
the BPPSD and Chairman or^HCC, and Stokely Carmichae l, a
militant black nationalist, the forme'F’^airman of^NCC.
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DEFENSE OF HUEY P. I-ISWTON
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IDS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY l8, 1963

A Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, v;ho v;as present and observed the activities
of captioned rally, obtained the follov;ing verbatim
transcription of speeclis and statements made during the rally.



JAI-^ES ~ FOREMAN ;

(applause). What goes before us lies the open grave. Like men

will face the cowardly _. We're

fighting back. (applause)

Brothers and sisters, our role here today is to v/elcome

all our guests to the platform; come on up brother, come on up,

all of them. Here's Bro. CARMICHAEL, Bro. RAP BROWN, come on

baby, come on, come on, come on (applause). We got Bro. BOBBY

SEALE, the chairman of the Black Panther Party, give him a hand,

Bro. RAP BROWN, all right, all right, give them all a hand (applause).

Bro. BROWN, Bro. SEALE, Bro. CARMICHAEL, let's give them a big .

hand again, (applause) All right, one more round of applause

before v/e sit down.

Now, yesterday, February 17th, was HUEY NEWTON'

s

birthday and there v/as a gigantic celebration up in Oakland,

California. Bro. BOBBY SEALE, the chairman of the Black Panther

Party, has a new way of saying happy birthday to HUEY which he

probably ivlll ask you to do when he comes; he's coming up to

speak to us next. In addition to that tremendous information

titillated by Bro. STOKELEY CARMICHAEL v/ho has been around through

all capitals of the v/orld, revolutionary capitals, that is, let's

give him a hand, (applause) He has come back to tell us about

%
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many of the observations that he's made spirited in the

philosophy and the dynamism v;hich is driving him in the nei-;

phase of black liberation in I968. In addition to that Bro.

RAP BROWN is here; you knov; he's been a representative of us

in Manhattan and nine boroughs of Nev; York. He's out here on

some legal consultation but he's . Let's give Bro.

BROWN a hand, (applause)

Last night was the first time that Bro. BROWN left

outside of the confines of Manhattan and these nine counties

in some months. But he still has the same old fire and he's

going to talk to us today^ Bro. RAP BROWN, (applause) all right.

Now we should certainly understand that celebrating

HUEY's birthday must not be stopped on February 17th, but must

begin on February the l8th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and on and on and

on, because Bro. NEWTON is in Jail and he's in jail for us.

He's not in jail for himself, he's in jaj.l for us. (applause)

And he's in jail for us because he believes that there should be

no more occupation of the black community by a foreign racist

gestapo cops and that's why he's in jail, do you understand?

(applause) V/e must never forget that message. VJe must never

forget the message that Bro. NEWTON has tried to articulate and

for v/hich he is in jail and for which he v/ill not die and for

which he v/ill be set free; he v/ill be set free, (applause)
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Nowj there are several things v;hich I could go ahead

on and try to rap to you but that would be beyond the scope of

my ability, my intelligence, when we have all the star-studded

program here. V/hat I want to do, brothers and sisters, is just

to say something that I’ve been saying around the country because

it's important, because you see the reason that this meeting is

late and vie must understand that people in this audience must

understand the reason that this meeting was late. We contracted

for this auditorium, you'll remember it was less than one week

ago and less than a week and a half ago and there were a whole

lot of delays . One of the delays v/as that we had to put up say

$4,000 instead of the ordinary $1,500. In addition to that they

say v;e have to put up $10,000 security bond because the niggers

who come here vjon't know how to, act and vie going to tear up the

place, you dig it, see, that's what they say
.
(applause) All right.

So now we said novi listen, vie said Bro. CARMICHAEL'S been around

and were going to have this rally not only to let him say this

but also to support Bro. TIJERINA who's in jail in Mexico, but

the main thing we want to get the message over in Southern

California about what was happening to Bro. HUEY so we said OK

man we v/111 put up the $10,000, I know you didn't think vie could

dig it, but we had it so here's your $10,000. (applause) Nov-/,

after vie got the $10,000 and the $4,000, then they pulled a whole

6
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new trick today, they called out the Army and the Army ain't

hut six blocks away from here and you got to understand that

so be careful going home (laughter) I'm telling you v/hat I

know. Four blocks from here is the National Guard. Inside the

arena they vranted to have cops walking all around so that the

brothers could get mad with them and somebody v/ould start some-

thing and then they would bring in the National Guard and bring

in the Army and vie would all be sitting up here you see in a

little isolated van and they'd try to mow us dovm, and don't

believe it baby, this is as good an extermination camp as any

of them right in here, you understand? (applause) All right.

So we say v;e ain't going to make the Los Angeles Sports Arena

on February l8, concentration camp number 2, where v;e all

peacefully walk to the gas chambers, you understand. So v^e've

been up there, v;e told the police we didn't want any police

walking on the inside of these arenas inside the audience, that

the brothers here could protect us, the Black Panther Party and

the brothers from could provide all the security

that we needed, and we didn't need them inside here, (applause)

So that's the reason the brothers were late we said now all right

look here, this is the finest example of young black leadership

that we have, BOBBY SEALE, HUEY NEWTON, not brother HUEY NEWTON,

RAP BROWN, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, you all stay out there til we get
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this down straight, cause we don't v/ant them pig cops coming

in here and mowing down our folks on February the l8th, you

dig it? So now after we got that straight then the brothers

came on in so let's give them another great big applause for

coming in. (applause)

Now that leads up to the message brothers, that

we've been talking around this country cause it's very Important

that vre say it time and time and time again, cause one of the v/ays

the man tries to destroy the liberation movement is to say we

will pluck off some leaders, if v;e pluck off some leaders,

assassinate some leaders then folks will get confused they will

be stray, but v/e know by your presence that the mass of th-e black

people v;ill never go astray, will never go astray, and will

alv;ays carry forth with the struggle, (applause) but, and I'm

saying this and I understand the National Guard is six blocks

av;ay and the Army is four, whatever it is, vice versa, and they

got them cops out there, here's what v/e have to do, baby, v/e have

to say that if you keep on, not this, you know Bro. CARMICHAEL'S

gotten a lot of threats, Bro. BROVJN's gotten a lot of threats, I

know about that, Bro. SEALE 's gotten a lot of threats, Bro.

NEWTON is already in jail, Bro. KARENGA gets a lot of threats,

he's going to be here, I hope he's here nov/, if he's going to

come on in. VJell, anyway, he's coming on in, and he's gotten a
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lot Of threats, I knovr about Bro. JOE, so what we have

decided is that we have a grand strategy in 1968 , we ain't

going to reveal all of it, but v/e’re going to reveal one aspect

of the new strategy. V/e admit that 1967 was a year of high

tide of resistance, so we say that the v;ay that we are going,

one of the v/ays, not the only v;ay, is to say publicly and

publicly, and publicly and publicly that vre have a mutual defense

pact and if you assassinate any of these black leaders you must

be prepared for instant and protractive retribution, (applause)

Now it is not enough just to say instant and protractive retri-

bution because some brother may be picking up a v/lne bottle and

cutting somebody, is that the kind of retribution, that ain't

the retribution vie are talking about. We are talking about

selective, directive, protractive retribution on police stations,

on fire stations, on power plants, on war factories, you dig it

baby? That's v;hat vie are talking about, all over this country,

all over this country, (applause) Now, in addition to that vie
|

are talking about protractive and instant retribution on some of

these Southern governors, especially on these brothers have been

struggling v/ith all their lives on some of these mass, some of

them out here in the far VJest, you dig it? Some of them out here,

out in Watts I knov;, all right, v;e talking about protractive

retribution especially on these white gestapo cops that occupy

9



our community, that's v^hat v/e are talking about, (applause)

So that b?ing the case, that being the case you understand that

we've been giving out figures and what have you in terms of

individuals but v;e v/on't do that today. That being the case

let me just introduce the next speaker by telling you something

that has also happened which is a part of the strategy. You may

have heard, sa.y, of the merge of SNCC and the Black Panther Party

for Self Defense; v/ell, the merge is not the correci:’’'vrord"because

neither organization has given up its name, but what v/e have

established and what we are v/orking to establish throughout the

West Coast and throughout the country is two nevi concepts:

operational unity that will lead to a brotherhood of black people,

yoir~dTg'it? That's v;hat we are talking about, (applause) Now

v!e feel that this operational unity is important because baby

the man has all of these little things v/hich your brothers are

going to run dovm to you. Riot tanks, guns, all the

stuff that's every night on television, so we got to have a new

form of strategy and one of those new forms of strategy is to try

to consolidate groups that are moving in the same direction v;ith.-

the same political perspective, • etc . -^^Now the Black Panther Party]

for Self Defense is an organization that has recruited and has

trained and disciplined many of the brothers vjhom we call the

"field niggers", us, all of us, the "field niggers" now come on.
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come on, I knov:, come on, get v;ith it (applause) get v;ith it.

There ain’t no claps. Wlxat do we mean v^hen v;e say the "field

niggers?" We talking about the niggers that got out of jail,

niggers that are winos and junkies and got a new lease

on life, we going to fight the main enemy, baby, the U. S,

Government and all its , you dig it? So the brothers

have done that. This is not a middle class movement, the cats

have got a v/hole lot of brothers off the streets and they are

moving together and those are the cats that's going to lead this

revolution and don't let nobody fool you babyj it v/ill not be

those of us v;ho are half way between the house and the field.

You dig it? No, not us . It will be the field niggers baby and

so therefore v;e feel that we and SNCC v;ho have been trying to

develop this around the country Black National Party vsith the

Panthers assembled must unite v;ith these brothers. So its an

operational unity that v/ill help to save many people, v/ill help

us to forward the greatest struggle, you will hear more about

that] last nite they drafted me as the minister of foreign affairs

in addition to my other duties] another nev? title, more work, dig

it? They also drafted Bro. RAP BROWN as minister of justice, an

appropriate title, hov; about that, minister of jus tice
.
(applause

)

All right brother, I'm going to let you speak, brother.

And now, brother say I'm talking too long, going to take up the
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v/hole program, I don't mean to do that, hut all I am here to

say brothers is that it is absolutely essential that vie have

a gut reaction that only can come from brotherhood, gut reaction

to brothers like CLEVELAND SELLARS who is down in Orangeberg,

gut reaction to Bro. MAX STANFORD who is still in jail in

Queens, you dig it, gut reaction to many other brothers across

this country that are in jail and I think that today we are

showing these kinds of reactions and emotions toward each other

and V7e V7ill be able to not only unite say SNCC, the Black Panther

Party for Self Defense, but we v^ill be able to get a v:hole lot

of other groups across this country to form this operational

unity, keep their own identity but establish a brotherhood of

black people and that's what vie want. So lets give all these

brothers a big hand for being out here, (applause) All right,

Bro. V/ALTER BREMOND, come on brother, v/here are you, v;hat's

happening nov;, i^'here's Bro. WALTER? I give to you now the chair-

man and M.C. of the meeting, Bro. WALTER BREMOND. Thank you very

much, (applause)

WALTER BREMOND ;
^

black people

so lets give Bro. JAIIES a hand, (applause)

I

- It's indeed m.y pleasure to introduce the next speaker

to you. Here's a cat thats got a lot of sun, he's got a lot of

\ heart and he's committed to the liberation of men. Some folks say
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he ain't a militant, but we knov/ where he is. VJhen the Black

Youth Conference v/as looking for a place, you know, vfith ,

we v;ent to a cat by the name of Rev. TOM KILGORE, so I would

like to introduce to you Rev. TOM KILGORE, pastor of Second

Baptist Church, let's give him a hand, (applause)

REV. TOM KILGORE: Ladies and gentlemen, in the halls

of this arena there are peace petitions . In Vietnam thousands

of people are dying uselesslj'- and all too many of them are black

people from the United States of America, (applause) who are

dying for a country in which they are not free, (applause) I

come to you as a representative of the church - that militant

phase of the church that has never compromised and that has

believed in peace and freedom for all people. I know there are

grave doubts, I knov; many of you have written the church off,

but I am one in the church that hasn't viritten anybody off that's

still v;illing to work for freedom and especially to see that black

people in America live v/ith dignity and honor, (applause) I

pastor a church that's considered a prestigeous church, but I

knov; that my job as a prophet is to stand on the firing line and

to help and work where the basic things of life are at stake and

I come this evening to bring my greetings and especially to say
—

\

let every one of us sign this peace petition. Let every one of

us say and keep saying that we ought to be out of Vietnam and back
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here clearing up conditions in the United States of America.^

(applause) I greet you and I want to tell you, maybe some of

you haven't been close to the church for a long time but there

are a vjhole lot of us in the church who are sensitive and who are

fighting and giving their lives for the same valid principles

for which you are fighting and giving yours and I come as a

representative of the church v/ithout any equivocation or any

shame to say that v;e as we carry on from day to day are conscious

of the vast struggle and I know the irrelevance of the church

in so many areas but I have not v/ritten it off and I stay there

because I believe in it and I believe that it has a message.

Neither have I v/ritten you off because I believe that you, as

I said to our congregation this morning, men like STOKELY

CARMICHAEL have a message to tell this country in a time like this

.

(applause) And I hope America will listen for I want to see

America an America where all people can live together in peace and

in freedom. This is v/hat I have been prejaching for all these years

and there are segments of the oldest black Institution we have, the

black church, that's still preaching that. Thank you and God

bless you. (applause) '-j

/ WALTER BREMQND : That cat is talking about some

righteous stuff because we got 37^ of our black brothers dying

over there in that racist oppressive v/ar in Vietnam and they need
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to be right here^ not tomorrow but they need to be right here _J

right no^^r. (applause) That's v;hat I call the black soul but I

got to tell you all about one thing like that man that's got

all kinds of people here and everytime you stand up it makes it

pretty tough for security, so just feel it and pat your foot

V7hen you want to stand, all right.

Brother FOREMAN has already talked about our next

speaker, he's a cat who is doing it, like I mean he's righteously

doing it and he's right down there with the brothers in the

street. Close friend of Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON, a brother of Bro.

HUEY P. NEWTON, a brother who is willing to give his life for

Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON. I like to introduce to you at this time

Bro. BOBBY SEALS, chairman of Black Panther Party for Self

Defense, (applause) ,

- ‘ \
^

BOBBY SEALE; Th^nk you brothers and sisters. I'm

going to explain something. I'm going to try to give you some

insight as to who our black brother HUEY P. NEWTON is. You notice

I didn’t say "was". You've already had I4ALC0LM X, no "v/as", "is".

Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON is now chained in jail in Oakland, California.

He's charged vrith murder of a pig cop. (applause) He's charged

v/ith the wounding of another and has another couple of more

charges of so called kidnaping and an ex-felon with a gun. The

brother has soul, v.^ait a minute, his soul is for black people to

survive v/lthin the confines of racist, decadent America. This is
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the brother's soul. Watch j the brother with this perspective

of the situation, the oppressive situation the black people are

subjected to within the confines of this racist system, this

perspective on hov/ to deal with the situation is in fact what

you might call really a new level. The brother teaches that

politics is v;ar without bloodshed and that war is politics with

bloodshed. The brother understands that the white pov/er structure

makes many political decisions upon our heads that we disagree

v;ith. The brother understands or teaches and gives what v/e call

a functional definition for black pov/er, starts out with a

functional definition of pov/er. That povjer is the ability to

define phenomenon and make it act in a desired manner. Nov;

v;ait a minute. Let's go back to that word phenomenon. Black

Power, black people, social phenomenon, 400 years of oppression by

the racist power structure, the racist dogs and pigs in this

country. We must understand and define this first and get some

power, develop and organize in a fashion v;here after we define the

situation v;e can make it act in a desired manner. Black people

situation is political. Nov;, we look at the power structure and

hov; it uses power, v;ait, let's say v;hat the real pov;er is. We

must understand that it's not green pov;er because this is a bunch

of baloney. The brother shov;s you, if you get a chance to get it

run do’wn and I'm going to run it^ doifn, that a very good example

mNFinFiMpiAi
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in the Civil War when the North and the South were fighting

against each other^ the North had some green pov/er, Yankee

money and the South had some green po-wer, Confederate money.

Both of them had forces and guns. The North out maneuvered the

South had all the guns and force and defined the South's money

as not really being money any more. They burned it up in the

streets. Where was the real power at? the guns and the force.

Can we check that out? (applause)

Black people, the period of reconstruction, v/ere

promised 40 acres and two mules, 40 acres and two mules, but v;e

didn't get this 40 acres and tv/o mules, we got the butt of a gun,

the lynching rope, etc. But V'j'e'd have had that 4o acres and two

mules to every black man. Black people would have had some ovmer-

ship of land. Black people would ha.ve had a chance to have

constructed within the confines of this setup their ov/n institution

to control theii' ovm communities and control their ov/n lives and

have the pov/er to determine the destiny of their lives in their

cormunltles , or ifnerever they might live, if we had had this 40

acres and two mules. Because by ovrning this 40 acres and tv/o mules

at that time v/e, this country was predominately agricultural at

the time, v/e could have v/heeled and dee.led and operated in such

a fashion that the pov/er structure v/ould have had to answer our

basic political desires and needs. Also, if v/e had been promised

the 40 acres and tv/o mules, the 40 acres., v/e might have had a
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chance then to compete against General Motors, Standard Oil

and the major industries now v;ho are over 100 years old. Maybe

you didn't know that Standard Oil started off in i860 and ten

years later they v;ere refining some 80 million barrels of oil.

Now, these big industries, these white businessmen are the

ones ivho robbed us of this 40 acres and two mules, they got it

right nov;. (applause) What I'm trying to hip you to brothers

is that in I869 the man had the land because he bought Alaska in

1869 right in the period of Reconstruction. That's v/hen vre viere

supposed to receive the 40 acres and t\'fo mules. That's when we

would have had the power. That's when we would have had the land

to live on and survive, to organize amongst ourselves. That's

one form of power I've been talking a.bout, is ov;nership of land.

The other form of pov;er is ov-/nership and the control of the

industry by the peoples in the community by whatever system you
'

;

design to do it. But there's a third form of pov/er that we must;

understand that exists 5 it definitely exists. It's commonly

referred to as a military power which the Black Panther Party

for Self Defense calls a self defense power. Guns, organized in

the black communities is a form of power. Everytirne the power

structure makes a political decision on a group of peoples

and the people disagree v;ith it the power structure sends in

guns and force upon the peoples to try and miike them submit to

those political decisions that do not serve them, (applause) We
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are going to have to understand what power really is. The

Vietnamese in Vietnam understand what power is . They under-

stand, they are using guns and force to defend themselves,

(applause) in an organized fashion. Only in the relation to

their terrain. We have another terrain. I'm not talking about

you going up in no hills novjhere. I'm talking about right

where you are at your home . Right there in Detroit . Did you

see it in Detroit? You remember that? Some more organizing.

The brothers was dealing in righteous power. In a 200 square

block area in Detroit these cats drove out
. United States paratroopers

for four hours, (applause) The brothers is up tight. Every

black man here must have a shotgun in his home to defend himself

and his family against the racist gestapo police who occupy our
j

community like a foreign troop, (applause) Now maybe you saying

that, is this the limit of HUEY's perspective? On the contrary.

If you ever have a chance to read the platform and the program

of the Black Panther Party for Self Defense the point I just

finished talking on was only one point, point #7, and point #7

of the platform of the Black Panther Party says that we want an

im.mediate end to police brutality and murder of black people.

That's only one point, (applause) Point //T says we want freedom,

we v/ant power to determine the destiny of our own black communities.

Point #2 says v;e want an end by the white racist businessman who
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robs us in our black conmiunities . Point //3 says we v/ant

full employment for our people. Point #4 says v/e want decent

housing fit for shelter of human beings. Point #5 deals with

education and us being educated v;ith the true decadence of this

racist American society and our place in society and v/ho we are

in . Point #8 deals with the fact that we v;ant all of

the black brothers who are in city prisons, that Solodad, Folsom,

that's Quentin, that's Chino, all the joints v/e want them free

because they haven't had a fair trial, they've all been tried by

white juries and none of them are their peers
.
(applause)

Nov;, out of this platform and program I-IUEY said vie must

start viorking somewhere on a practical level. So, in the San

Francisco, Oakland Bay area, in October, November of 1966, cops

begin to get patrolled. We didn't go out there viith just a camera

and a taps recorder. We vient out there with a shotgun, just like

his, lots of shotguns and when the cop look at the shotguns he say,

"yeah that boy'll kill me if I get to jive him, and he knovis it."

(applause) That vias dealing in a form of power organized. The

brothers just viouldn't throvi the gun in their hand. The brothers

were trained safety \vith those guns because they realize and vias

taught, they were taught to realize that it vias necessary that

this gun is political and is here to defend black people in the

black comm-unities against the racist police brutality. When vie

patrol cops up there we come out 'of the cars five strong, call up
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another car, another car come up five strong, that's when a cop

stops some brother on the corner and we line up, stand ten feet

away, they got some little jive law saying every citizen got a

right to observe a cop carrying out his duty, we observed him,

but we observed him v/ith our eyes, he got a 12 gauge shotgun, v/e

have one. We got 3-57’s, we got .45' s, everything just like he

got. (applause)

This was the practical program that v/as instituted.

It's instituted to another level. The black people in their

homes. Put a shotgun in your home. The cops is in your community:

He's not off in a v;hite community brutalizing white people,he's

down in the black community brutalizing black people so you can

patrol him from your v;indov7. (applause) Joe, John, and Jim,

v;ho all live in the same block, and Harry and Edward and Baboo

and the rest of them are supposed to be up tight together to know

that two or three ivhen they are home and around that they

checking out up and dov/n the block, that if they see some pig I

say get ready to shoot, or brutalize some brother, that they are

going to come to the aid of that brother with four or five shot-

guns quickly, (applause) That is a practical program of dealing in

black povrer. (applause) Organizing from block to block in every
j

black community across this nation. That we will defend ourselves

against the racists attacks by the racists period on Point #7 v^e

rrriUi:.i\ ! ini
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started. Reason v/e really started on Point #7 is because if you

wanted to hold a meeting or hold a demonstration concerning

employment, housing, decent education, etc. the man or red

stripes v;ill send down the pigs to intimidate you with his pistols.

So if v/e are going to hold a red stripe we are going to hold a

red stripe v;ith brothers there v;ith arms, etc. to make sure that

the black people be defended and not- let those cops brutalize them

just because the people v;ant to redress their grievances as it

says by the man's ovm jive lav;, (applause) So, I v/ant to

bring the point to this level, that HUEY P.NEWTON is a political

prisoner. The lav/yers told us that if it didn't have political

racial overtones HUEY P. NEWTON, they haven't got enough evidence

to convict HUJJY, that he could get him out tomorrow. The man

wants to railroad HUEY and drop a pill on him. Black people have

to support HU'EY P. NEWTON
.
(applause

)
Bl;ick Pov/er, black people

in this room. Black people have to stand: up behind HUEY P. NEWTON.

HUEY P. NEWTON v;as standing up for black people, (applause) I

think it's necessary to go a little farther in getting you to

understand the line of demarcation between us and the enemy and

who the real enemy is. VJe say the pig cops. That's true. We

say the racists, the clan, the Birchites, the Minutemen, etc.,

that's true. But that pov/er structure alloxvs and organizes and

maintains the racism that goes on in this country as a whole; that
%
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power structure, it's very, very important and that pig cop is

the real pov;er of the po\\fer structure. Don't let anybody take

that out of your mind because that's where the real pov;er starts.

Before Watts there was only 1,300 cops. There are 6,000 cops in

Los Angeles nov/ patrolling black people, and years ago there

v;ere only 350 cops in Oakland, there are over 1,000 cops there

now patrolling black people. San Francisco doubled its force

from 550. All across this na.tion in every major metropolis they

are doubling and trippling and quadtrippling these police forces.

We cannot sit aside, you must organize. All these black people in

the vjorld like brother CARMICHAEL talks abbut, the man they got us

outnumbered, he got us out organized. That's where v;e got to get

up to. (applause) This is what Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON was doing.

Organized force to defend ourselves within our community. Bro.

HUEY P. NEWTON vras the type of a brother even vrhen he sav; a brother

was causing his situation to be such in a way that if he just had a

chance to say a word or to ran he used to doing that, that's

just a hangup, even when he knew the brother v;as kind of wrong,

Bro. HUEY P. NEv^ITON would go out there and go dovm with the brother

first, regardless of whether the brother v;as wrong or not. (applause)

This is what I'm trying to get over. Brothers soul is his desire

to free his people^ is his desire to see his people organized in

a fashion politically to deal v/ith the racist white pov;er structure.
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To deal v;ith the man on a political level. To deal with the

man in defining our situation. And v/hen we talk about power

being the ability to define phenomenon and make him act in a

desired manner. We define the situation. We have to have this

power to make those cops act in a desired manner; that they must

withdravr from our communities, that we vrant our own police forces,

our own courts, our ovm institutions. This is \'/hat's happening

when you start talking about pov/er and we must deal with it in

this fashion. In the confines of every institution that exists

we must try to control it. We must control them. Our people

have to be educated. Our people have to understand hov; in fact -

we will get the land and the bread. We can’t keep going on

vfith long dissertations and outlines and a bunch of esoteric

stuff because when you walk down the block and try to talk to one

of these brothers here, talk about, you know the basic socio-

economic structure, brother, and the adverse conditions that vie'ra

subjected to within the confines of our c.ommunity, brother say

man, later, man, I got no time for that stuff now. (applause)

But w'hen you get ready to organize brothers, when you get ready

to -- brothers they say man, you knovr that pig out there, I say

yes, he say man we going to organize with some guns, with some

force, v.'hen these dudes start getting dovm v/rong, man, w^e are

going to defend ourselves. They say, I can dig it, baby, I can
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dig it. (applause) He becomes educated in the process. And

v;e don't run him aivay because he got a process on his head.

The first thing v/e are v-zondering is this here -- what kind of

soul does he got and is he ready to defend his people, that's

first, not whether he got a natural or not, cause a whole lot

of brothers out there been fighting them pigs with processes

on their head for years and years, that's very important. I

don't give a damn vzhether you got a process or a natural, a cop's

club going to hit the head because you black, (applause) In ^
the process of organizing the brother he will decide vzhether

he vzants the natural or not. I'm not going to write the

revolutionary song for the brother, he can write his ovm

revolutionary song, that's what you've done yourselves. Before

Watts, all down in Los Angeles, I lived in Los Angeles for^l

years, all the time we didn't have nothing but processes but

after av/hile all of a sudden brothers popped out you see vzith

naturals, you v/rote your own revolutionary song, I didn't have

to vzrite it for you. (applause) You v;ant to save yourselves.

You want to be self and when you involve yourself on a practical

level and at the real level in a situation this is where you

become more educated besides the book. The book is very, very

good to learn by, very good to learn by, but there's another vzay

to learn too by doing. And we found that a lot of times along vzith
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the book, learning by doing is even better at that. This

is very important. These brothers here have done. These

brothers have dealt with it on the streets, on the block in

Sacramento, California, all over the place. They've dealt v^ith

it. These brothers are organized and many more who are still

up there. They know hov/ to deal with the man in a fashion that's

for real. There's no Jive out there. There's none of this stuff

about man he could be caught, I think I got to go take a. leak

nov/; X'/e don't have that
.
(laughter) All right. I viant to ask you,

I v^ant to say to you, v/ant to explain to you the need for having

our Bro. HU7j.T P. NEWTON set free. Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON, as far as

I'm concerned, information I got, the man tried to murder Bro.

HUEY P. NEWTON. The man kind of set Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON up.

But the man lost on that game because he xms dealing xvith the

real brothers. Hex'/ Bro. HUEY is going to be. set free. You are

going to set him free. I want every black man in this house to

stand up and x-ze're all going to say "free HUEY, free HUEY or else,

free liUEY or else, free HUEY or else." Woooo - look at that

organization, (applause) Brothers, I want to thank you. Black

Pox^er on a for real level. Thank you. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: That's out of- sight. Going to be

moving rather rapidly at this point. This is not' Just a black

rally today. It's a black-brov/n rally and Bro. REIES TIJERINA



is also going to be here. ’ (long applause) As I understand

he's en route nov/ from Delano v/ith Bro . CESAR CI-IAVEZ and let's

pray that they make it. (applause) But before he arrives I

think we should have an opportunity to meet his brother who is

sitting up here on the stage with us. I'm not going to introduce

him. I think that one of his brown brothers should do that.

And I v;ould like to call upon the stage Bro, MONTEZUMA SPADA

from the Bro^vn Beret, (applause)

MONTEZUMiA SPADA: Bro, SEALE said a little while

ago that the black man has been facing a war of oppression from

the Gavacho, that is w'hat vie call '’v;hitey", (applause) for the

last 400 years . For the Gavacho has been in the Southwest for

over 100 years and v/e have been facing a 'war of extermination

for that time, (applause) Right now there is a war, a war in the

streets, a vi&r in the hills of Northern New Mexico and right here

today is one of the men that are carrying on that v;ar against the

Gavacho, because he is doing us all in and he vjill do. us all in if

we don't fight him, (applause) For v;e have got to fight him,

(applause) And vie have got to fight, (v/ild applause) On (Spanish

phrase) (applause).

Ladies and gentlemen, I'm glad to be here with you and

I bring greetings from all the people from Nev/ Mexico, (applause)

I'm very sorry that REIES couldn't make it here this evening, I



think he missed his plane or some thing, so I'm going to tell you

a few words, that I'm very happy to be here and it's an honor

for me to be here and most of all that the brown people and the

black people are getting together united, (applause) to fight

one enemy in the U.S» and the same enemy that is trying to

suppress the whole world, (applause) signed the

treaty with the black people and that's one of the things that

gave us more courage to go ahead and to go ahead a little stronger

and go all the way and we want the support from the black people

and I think that the black people v/ould like to have our support

and fight together. (applause) I think that it's

a shame that the first class citizen is treated like third class,

fourth class, is treated like if vie viere stepsons to this country.

Anything that we try to do to protect our rights is a violation

of the lav7. We can do nothing to please the gestapo, (applause)

I think they v/orn out the locks on the penitentiary doors and I'm

getting tired of going in and out. (applause) Everytime they

hear the name of Terrinas they start jumping. It is not because

vie are a big mass or a strong people but they know' that the Terrinas

are trying to lead the people on the right direction and trying

to petition and discipline the people to learn hovr to defend their

rights, even if we're going to have to spill som.e blood. That

doesn't mean nothing to me. (applause) I served in the World
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War II v/ar, I made it back, but if I was of draft age I think

that I would rather serve five years in the penitentiary or

hard labor than go to Vietnam, (applause) Well I think that's

about all and I think that REIES' finally made it, so I guess

he'll you can hear it from him. So thank you very

much. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: Viva to TIJERINA, viva to TIJERINA,

(applause) All right. Like we are going to be a little late and

you all warming up and v;hat I Just hear brother REIES TIJERINA

just v/alked in. Where is he? (applause) All right, while he's

getting ready I am going to tell you all, like the

brother ain't talking he's making revolution in the hills of New

Mexico, (applause) And he Just don't talk about brov/ness he

also talks about blackness,but he also talk about redness too

and that's the Indian cause it's a struggle, baby. Here he comes ~

REIES TIJERINA, viva REIES. (applause) You all Just sit down now.

I knev/ you all vias going to v/arm up before the evening was over.

Just go ahead and sit down. You all let me tell you something.

another brother and he's from the hills of Colorado

and this is Bro. CORKY GONZALES, (applause) The man's in trouble.

They really don't know it, he's in trouble. And I really don't

care if we are going to be a little late v;ith our program. I'm

going to take my time now. Is that all right? (applause) Bro.
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REIES will speak in a few moments^ but we’ve heard some very,

very, very provocative talk, nitty gritty black talk thus far,

so let's give Bro. BOBBY SEALE another hand, (applause) And

I'll bet you some of you even forgot that black militant minister

up here by the name of Rev. TOM KILGORE who v/as talking about

that peace petition, (applause) So I'm going to ask the brothers

to move back because at this point we are going to have a little

entertainment and it's out of sight. A dance from South Africa

,
so let's give them a hand, (applause)

REIES TIJERINA ; I will be fighting against time.

I'm not used to speaking ten minutes, but you people are looking

so brilliant, so pretty and I feel a

'

communication betv;een your

faces and my heart and it's going to be hard to get rid of this

place or have them move me out of this place. Ladies and

gentlemen, I'm speaking in English. As you knov/ Anglo in the

land of the free told me not to speak my language, therefore I

must agree. I must please him. My computer computes in Spanis?i.

My soul is Spanish, but or rather Indio is Spanish, Indio is ,

Spanish, my mother was an Indian and my father was a Spaniard.

The Spaniard I'/as kicked out of the continent by the Anglo and the

Indian was put in a reservation and I was left alone as an orphan.
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So I stand here as an orphan against the greatest power ever

built by tax payers^ the United States Government, (applause)

ladies and gentlemen, allow me to speak out of the

bottom of my heart. The enemy of justice, the enemy of mankind,

the ruler of
,
the white man, he is always poisoning

the minds of the public and saying the Terrina is a violent man,

the Terrina is advocating revolution. The Terrina is breeding

poison, hatred among racists. Of course he doesn't recall

that he wrote the black legend against Spain, against Communism,

against Russia, against China, against DE GAULE, but he doesn't

want us to criticize him.. But I viill beca.use I see nothing good

in him. (applause) The v/hite man proud to say that he still

recalls and remembers when one of his said "give me freedom

give me liberty or give me death." I say that we have more right,

more cultural right, more blood right, more legal right, more

special right, more human right to say "give me freedom" - not

.(applause) In all this so-called state welfare assistar.ce

and the war on poverty and all that stuff that this Roman Empire

is now using to postpone time to win time, to, he's fighting

against time because he's running out of time and out of friends.

He no longer has any friends and tonight in these fev; minutes

I like to tell the vjhite man, the good one I mean, to repent and

join the black, the Indian and the Spaniard or the Mexican,

(applause)



You know, that Indian called Crazy Horse one time

said to his v/arriors, to his braves, he says "Today is a

beautiful day to die," when he was going to fight that white

yellow hair, v/hat was his name? CUSTARD? (laugliter) The vihite

man, the white man has forgotten that the soul of an oppressed

people, the soul of a humble people v;ho is thirsty for justice

and freedom, also feels quickness in his soul vjhen we think

about dying for our rights. There is sick feeling and in

our souls (applause) v;hen vre say
.

(applause) I

have a very short minute so don't interrupt my minutes because

there are very few. He comes around v/ith his foolishness and

lies saying "Oh! We’re fighting in Vietnam for our

to arrive and for the free world. I have never heard that bigger,

bigger, low-down rotten liar, never. Ladies and gentlemen that

is the reason vj'h5^ we from Nev; Mexico has chosen, has chosen the

path of death rs.ther than keep on eating and drinking that

powdered milk, even dogs die when they use that dirty, low-down

pov^dered milk and synthetic cheese. It is not the ,
it is

not the bombs, it is not , ladies and gentlemen

that vfins the victory and brings peace and brings victory and

brings justice to Earth. It is that peculiar, that mystic, that

miraculous pov/ei' of nature vested in creatures. It is

creatures v/hen they have no little ones, they run from here and

there, but the she dog, she v/ill run, but after she have little



I# puppies she will not run from nobody. She v/ill not run from

nobody^ and let me tell you one thing, v;e in New Mexico have

little puppies and v/e will not run from nobody, (applause)

Ladies and gentlemen, we cannot invest our life in the lives

of the Anglo, of the enemy of mankind, no, he's too big of a

liar, he's bringing destruction to the v/orld, he's

everything for himself, and he's no good. So, I can no longer

trust him. Of course he gets mad because I don't v;ant to talk

to him, but that's my business and until he can prove that he

believes in God, then I will believe in him. But he thinks he

believes in God but he's following the devil, (applause) I'm

not Joking, I'm not Joking. I'm not Joking. We have a very

serious enemy and a very big and powerful enemy. We are fortunate

though to have the colors on our side, to have this the land,

many times on our side. I'm learning and am planning to believe

that the international events and the

all things to be decided on color, on the basis of colors, (applause)

The \vhole future of the United States will be decided on color,

that which he hates, that which he hates. Read your Bibles if

you are Christians, you v/111 find it in Isaiah, Chapter l4.

Verse 13, that the last war on this Earth will be decided on

color and race, (applause) That is the reason v,'hy the great

religious leaders and organizations are no longer about
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their religion, are no longer back-biting against themselves,

they’re trying to unite because there is no longer any

difference between religions, but in colors, yes, there is

difference, (applause) Brothers and sisters, hear my v/ords

.

I speak for half a million Mexican-Am.ericans v/hich I call Indio-

Spaniards, because we really are a nev; breed and as you know a

new child is clear of sin as long as he’s innocent. And those

new breeds are alv/ays innocent. The nevr breeds are trusted by

God, but the old races who have accumulated hatred and rath,

power, lies, those develop ____________ old races can no longer be

trusted by God because they know they do not knov; how to handle

or hovr to honor Justice. So we feel that we are Mexico,

that’s v;hy we are looking groups, those people that

are crying out loud for Justice. And even though v/e don’t see

your faces, but you’re crying for Justice. Those across the

country v/e feel it through the radio, through the press and

through the television. But-can all drive hard to keep your cry

from reaching heaven and Earth and hell, but in unity a man like

this, so-called rabble rousers and Communists RAP BROVJN

have heard our cry across the country

(applause) Oh, I don't hate the white iran. No, of course not.

I'm not going to be violent against him. All I'm going to do if

I'm sleeping and he breaks dovm my door, I'm going to shoot him
%

betv/een the eyes and I'm going to keep On sleeping, (applause)



Oh, he wants to make you believe that I’ll go after them,

no-no-no. I trap them like a spider. Come over her. I told

Governor CARGO of Nev/ Mexico, I told him next time four police

goes to my room to arrest me v/ithout a v/arrant of arrest I'm

going to shoot them as dogs because they have no right, (applause)

So the Governor immediately called the Chief of Police, the State

Chief of Police and told him "v;atch out, that man

means v\fhat he says, so tell your men to make sure and carry some

papers v/hen they go and arrest Brothers and sisters

now the v;orld will all hear about us . No\^ our enemy our govern-

ment knows about us because we have the right to

cross the country through these v/ell selected men.

There's no gold in the v^rorld that vre couJ.d even exchange for man,

of men like CARMICHAEL, RAP BROWN, CESAR CHAVEZ,

CORI^Y GONZALES and your servant of Nev; Mexico. What v;e did was

to arrest tv;o United States Forest Rangei’s Officers that vjere not

in the custom of having Nev; Mexicans arrtist them. That's

and boy you should see the v/hole Pentagon. Everybody got angry.

In the courthouse of Nev; Mexico there v;as nothing done all these

pig cops State Police ran like coyotes, even though they had

good shotguns in their hands they ran . Some day I will have not

ten minutes but probably half an hour or more, I v;ill speak until

your fire goes out. Thank you very much and don't forget that



we have been selected by the destiny and the forces of nature

especially in this continent to inarch and militate together^

fight together, stick together and if vie die we die viith honor.

God bless you. (applause)

WALTER BREMOKD: Ladies and gentlemen now I viant a

round for KARENGA, chairman of US. (applause)

KARENGA

;

This has to be short and sweet, all praises

_due to the black man, (applause) I like to start out talking

very quickly about power because everybody's concerned about povier

today and unless we stop being interested in making the reference

rather than the reality we'll still be novihere, still holding

rallies, still making speeches and the white man viill still

be marching outside. So novi vihat vie viant to say to black people

is understand there are basically four areas in which you can get

power. The first is political office , second is community

organization, third is coalition and alliance ând the fourth

is disruption. We will discuss that more at length (laughter)

In terms of political office we must understand that any politician

that wants to be a politician has to meet certain criteria that

black people put dovin, they cannot just take office and say that

is sufficient in itself. That's vihy vie can't give HATCHER any

credit j that's vihy we can't give STOKES any credit, because they

must be given time to prove themselves and there are five things



that you have to ask them about themselves if they are going

to call themselves black po\-/er politicians; first accountability;,

v;ho are they accountable to. Are they accountable to us or are

they accountable to the people tha,t pay their campaign. Second,

do they expose the system as corrupt and unworkable, and the

V7hite man as a liar a thief or a dog or a murderer and someone

we can never v;ork with, only v;ork against. Can they say that?

And can they mean that, or do they see this great office holding

has something that all Americans should belong to? Do they see

this as an end in itself? Do they see this as a great honor for

Negroes finally to become Americans when everybody else is

finally becoming hujnan. (applause) The next thing they must do.

is play the pov.'-er of disruption and bring up controversy issues

like the war in Vietnam, like V7ALTER JENKINS in the bathroom. v;ith

JOHNSON and like all them other things they’re doing. These

things have to be brought up to undermind the v.'hite man as a very

corrupt and vile thing and unless.it is done they cannot claim to

be anything except puppets.

Finally, they have to ask the .questions do they support

black nationalism. This is the' only legitimate thing and this

is a very beauti.ful day because this day shows after so long the

triumph of black nationalism that is the love of black people and

the defense of those b.lack people and that's what \\'e are supposed
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to X>e here for today to talk about the defense of black

people personified in the defense of Bro. HUEY NEWTON. (a.pplause)

The second area of political poi-^er is community

organization. Hov; can we' organize black people? The first

thing v^e’ve got to do is accept the concepts of operational

unity. That is to say we've got to stop putting labels on

people, talking about bourgeoisie this and grass root that, a

nigger's a nigger in front of white people, does not matter,

(applause) So some niggers get killed faster, some niggers

have money and some niggers get killed in court

vrhile others get killed in the street; it's the same thing and

black people got to realize that. We are very happy to say

that vie have been promoting operational unity since I966 v^hen

we had the firsl; black povrer rally out at Will Rodgers Park.

We have said then that black people must form a united front

for black people; and that front should be for everybody whether

it's Uncle Tom preacher. Uncle Tom mailman or a nigger at random

they should all sit dov/n and talk about their future, (applause)

So then at that time v/e organized what was called the Black

Congress and more black people should have come and should keep

comiing to Black Congress. And the next Congress for some of you

all don't know about it NAACP come, the Urban League come, Black

Nationalists come, everybody comes and has something to say and



should say something because I alvjays like to talk, this is

a forum for them. But we must do more than that because the

white man got his thing together and he knows the name of the

game and it’s kill, that's what he's doing to us. (laughter)

So then v/e talk about getting the Black United Front and Black

Congresses all over the country and unless black people get in

order v/here they can all talk and stop being scared of each

other, stop making scare phrases, we got to kill as many, don't

be in no troop ba.by, if you going to kill somebody find out ho'w

much it costs. Find out how it can be done and then set about

the work of the Lord. (applause) But everybody has to be

organized. Can't just be anything, that's why v/e throw out

classes. Ain't but one class, the class of the dispossessed,

the class of and we have got to remember that and get

rid of those bourgeois grass root terminology. You got to talk

about black people cause that's what we all are regardless of how

much money we make sometime. We are all black. The third and

I'm being brief on that is the area of coalitions and alliance.

With whom can we make coalitions and v/hom can vie make alliances.

Let's talk about coalitions as a temporary arrangement. VJe can

make a coalition with anybody including the white boy and the

same that he got in it something that he wants to get

out of it and v/e do too. Just like for example this question of

peace and v/ar. Let the v/hite people run out there and stop blood



and stop niggers from going overseas. Let the v;htte man set out

there and picket around Century Plaza and let them get beat so

they v/ill start moving against the police. Vie 'll send ourselves

out there, let us organize our ovm black ghettos and make a

coalition with white people so that white people can add some

more internal contradictions in this society and tear it apart.

Let them tear it apart as well as us. (applause) And don't get

so that everytime you see a black man in a relationship

with a v^hite man you think he's being used cause you ain't got

no sense. You think that everybody can use you and if a Jew

V7alking dow^n the street and he see a Jew talking to a nigger he

say "oooh, another child." That's what a Jew would say. Brother

walking down the street and a Jev; comes in there and he says

"wov; man, that man being used." That's from different points of

view but if we got our together iiobody can use us

nobody can use us. (applause) Let's tallc about hov/ to get white

people fighting each other, that's what \'ie got to talk about.

Let them shoot each other, let them march and picket and confront

each other and after it's all finished we will have a better

world, (applause) That's v;hat TIJERINA called a coalition of

permanent relation, is called an alliance. That alliance with

brothers like TIJERINA and the Brown Beret and all people of

color that are doing something. Let us support all people of

color everyvrhere, let the v/hite man call them Communists, let the
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white man call them anything they 'want, but let's talk about

them as people of color, (applause) You can't talk about how

beautiful this thing is and how some people never thought it

would come about ^ but brothers from Mexicans could come up here

and support us. How could v;e ever do that before, but this is a

nev7 day and I am glad I lived to see it. (applause) Understand

that also we must be glad when the Vietnamese go into their

thing. Can you see hov7 beautiful it was last week and all this

vjeek when they, check this out, v/ait a minute, vrait a m.inute

,

How this man marched in talking about he so bad and this is a

lesson to these niggers that are scared of v;hite people. Here's

a man that got an embassy in Vietnam, can you dig this

got an embassy in Vietnam and the Vietnamese v/alked in there,

sat at the Ambassador's desk, sent a memo to WESTMORELAD'fD and

told him to get out and the couldn't do a thing, (applause)

So let us make alliances with all the people of color. Ain't

no Communists. told us that the question of the 20th

Century is a question of the color line. There ain't no vray

out big interest. All people that have money got vdiite faces.

The people that own corporations have v.^hite faces, the people

that control China have white faces and the people that

are killing off got w’hite faces.

Finally, the last power, is the power of disruption.

That's in terms of riots if you v/ant it i be scared enough to call
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it that, revolts or revolutions, whatever you feel like

calling it. But understand you got to learn if you going to he

political how to be deceptive. So one thing, say 50 other

things, and still don't do what you said you were going to do.

(laughter) That's why you never hear us, even though you might

feel it, you never hear us say, "VJe going to get this man, we

going to get 'em, bla bla bla bla, like this." We alv/ays say,

"Yeah, we're against violence, right, uh huh, right," but after

sundown anything might happen, (laughter) And learn hov7 to stop

making statements and start building troops . Learn how to get

people organized and disciplined like the brother you see around

here. Don't just sit around and make scare phrases. You're a

paper tiger like the white man is. The white man's a paper tiger,

he burns and he's a scare crow and you can put a match to him if

you care, but, he got a thing going and unless you get a thing

that's more orgs.nized than his, you'll still be holding rallies

20 years from new and you won't have done anything, (applause)

So, in conclusion I'd like to say thanks everybody for

coming and supporting Bro. HUEY' P. NEWTON because as v;e know he

is a symbolic figure. What happened to him will happen to all

black people and don't you forget that and don't you feel that

you are escaping from anything. And I'd like to end v;ith a poem

we alvjays have by LEROY JONES and it's; "After we've just done



our thing and got this man off pur back, off our

back, his slimy hands out of our pocket and his rope from

around our neck, we've won. Can you dig it? Niggers coming

out in the street and we doing what we always did, dance in the

street and , but ve call everybody to get serious and

then the microphone comes out and says this -- VJalk through life

beautiful more than anything, stand in sunlight. Walk through

life, love all the things that make you strong. Be anything

for all the people of Earth. You have brothers you love each

other. Change up and look at the v/orld novi man as ours. Take

it slow you got a long time and a long way to go, but then we

have each other and the v/orld. Don't be sorry. Walk on out

through sunlight ________ and knov.m Can 5’'Ou dig it? We on the go

for love." (applause)

VJALTER BREMOI'ID ; I like to bring up on the stage again

Just for a very fev/ moments but not for entertainment, something

very serious, Bro. OSCAR BROWN.

OSCAR BROWN; I warn Bro. WALTER I been up here so

much he'll get sick of me, but they figure I have a gift for

gab and they v/anted me to raise the collection. The collection

is to go to the defense of HUEY P. NEWTON. ‘HUEY P. NEWTON is a

political prisoner. A prisoner of a v/ar that has, that has been

launched against black people. In order that he be defended a

sacrifice must be made. It's not enough Just to cheer and applaud

the militant statem^ent. You have to dig down at this point and
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come up v;ith the
'

to wage a defense. Come up viith a

to publicize this case throughout the v;orld in order

that the maximum number of people will be able to come to the

defense of HUEY NEWTON. The ushers are going to pass among you

nov; with buckets. We v;ant you to make a sacrifice to give not just

what it is easy to give but that v/hich is a sacrifice because

there are great there a great sacrifice ahead

of us and we might as v/ell get into the motion. There are

brothers here X'/ho have spoken of self defense and it is around

that issue that we defend HUEY P. NEWTON. There's also the issue

of self expression that many of the brothers have touched on.

Expressing ourselves politically. Nothing is possible unless it

is politically possible. Politics is the art of persuasion. In

order to get to masses of people that you may persuade them in

your spirit^ you must find vjays and means of communicating v/ith

them. And that costs money. In order to confront the legal

trickery that is going to be raised against you, you need the

best legal advice and that costs money.

•! The brother asked me to say something, I'm a little
'i

that might Inspire you to give a little more, I

don't think you need that kind of inspiration. But perhaps

it would inspire you if you read in the press over the v/eekend

that President JOHNSON says that he expects a long hot summer.

He expects a bad suirmier. In fact he says he expects several bad



summers. He didn't say he was doing anything at all to prevent

them. Instead he sent CYRUS VANCE about to advise us all that

they are expanding the police departments of every major city

in the United States and opening up more jails. But it is --

President JOHNSON seems intent on doing. He's using the black

revolution. He's using our demonstrations , our efforts to be

free, as an excuse to develop a police state that will silence

all opposition to racism, (applause) Don't applaud. Will you

please put your hands in your pockets or your purse until you've

made a bigger contribution than what you planned on when you came

in. l^hen LYNDON JOHNSON wants to process the war in Vietnam he,

he knows damn v/ell how to do it. He goes on television, he goes

into the newspapers, he goes into the magazines and every possible

article is v;ritten. Every possible story is told in order to

try to justify in the m.inds of the people the war in Vietnam. If

the administration is serious about fighting a v/ar on poverty the/

would do it the same v/ay but they don't because they're not serious.

We are involved in fighting a war on racism. We got to do it the

way it's done in other sections of the world. VJe have got to make

our v;ar against racism politically possible. That means we've

got to be able to reach the brother who is not here and tell our

story to the brother who is not here. VJe have got to be able to

unite our people. In order to unite our people we've got to talk

to them. Racism am.ong us has us' feeling ashamed of ourselves and
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afraid of each other. v/e have got to eradicate that

fear. We have to make our freedom politically possible, We

have to free our ovm minds and hearts of the shackles in v/hich

they have been held through these many years. And that requires

communication. We hope therefore that you have given generously,

that you are giving generously in order that the story of HUEY P.

NEWTON may be told, maybe put in perspective. Then there's the

same people say well all I knov/ is v;hat I read in the papers ,

If all that the mass of white people knov; about black people is.

what they read in the paper they are indeed ignorant, (applause)

We must demand, we must find vrays and means of coiranunicating viith

each other. JAMES BROWN just bought a radio station. That

brother knov.>'s v/hat's happening. Brother JAMES BROVJN believes in-

taking care of business and he knov;s he has to communicate in

order to get the masses with his program. And that's what we

must do if v;e want to get it v;lth our program. If our program,

is freedom then we must process freedom politically. So that

the next time v;e have this rally every corner of this Sports

Arena is filled. (applause)

I think that the collection now is over, I v/ant to

thank you very much for this opportunity to unite with you. I

want to be a part of the grov/ing unity that is going to unite all

colored people everyv;here in this v;ar against racism. Thank you

very much, (applause)
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WALTER BREMOND: Next man on the program, like the

other brothers, really doesn’t need an introduction,

that brother JAMES FOREMAN talked about. It's my pleasure to

introduce to you the minister of justice for the Black Panther

Party for Self Defense, the chairman of SNCC, Bro. RAP BROWN,

(applause)

RAP BROWIT: Solid brother . They tell me that v;e

running overtime but I figure if they can give the Los Angeles

La,kers overtime, and the Los Angeles Lakers ain't never burned

nothing but cigarettes, they can give us overtime, v;e burned

VJatts. (applause)

I want to raise the question v/ith black people here

tonight. A question that's relevant to all black people and

oppressed people across the world. The question is v/hat happens

when there is no redress of grievance. See, black people in

America have never had a machinery that spoke adequately for the

redress of grievances and to the lack of redress of grievances

in this country. In other words justice has never been a reality

for black people in this country. You've got to begin to look

at America and its oppressor's nature and then you begin to under-

stand the revolutionary struggle that oppre.ssed people are engaged

in throughout the v/orld . The revolution that this country is

facing will be a revolution of dispossessed people. That means
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Mexican-Americans^ Puerto Ricans, blacks, American-Indians

and any dispossessed class in this country, (applause) Our

brother once eulogized Detroit. Perhaps it would be the

eulogy for America. He says there was a tovm called town.

nov/ it ain't no to\>.'n. He said they used to call it Detroit,

nov; they call it "destroyed." (laughter) America viill fit in

this same situation if she doesn't begin to address herself to

the problems of black people in this country, (applause) Black

people must begin to understand that if you don't control,

everything that you don't control becomes a \';eapon against you.

The educational system today is a weapon against b.lack people.

It expounds and teaches white nationalism, (applause) An example

of v;hite nationalism that's taught in the educational system of

America which perputates this society is that COLUI'-IBUS discovered

America, a continent full of people. How can you discover a

continent full cf people. It tells you further that anything v/hite

in this country, anything white across the world is good. Every-

thing black is bad. Black cov;s don't give good milk, black hens

don't lay eggs. You vrear black to funerals and white to v;eddings

.

Angel food cake is v;hite, devils food cake is black. Even band-

aid plastic strips flesh color are pink. (applause) But v.re go

for it. We go for it because we're chumps. We're chumps of the

highest order. HUEY P. NE'WTOH is nov; confined in. jail because of

our lack of action. We accuse ourselves of being revolutionaries.

xk,# iS Vi S S a*-- .V u J i-VJ
'
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How many white cops have died since PIUEY P. NEWTON has been

in jail? /^One

.

He killed the last hunkie that died from a

bullet from a black gun. (applause) The only thing that HUEY

NEWTON is guilty of, perhaps, is that he didn't tell me he

v;as going dovm on the hunkies that day. That's the only thing,

(laughter) that's the only thing. But HUEY P. NEWTON 's freedom

depends upon vfhat black people do. Nobody else. You see freedom

is not a commodity, you are born free. You must

exercise your right to be free. The man cannot give you freedom.

He can't pass it out. You can't run around talking about

we waiting to be free. You must begin to become free. Begin

to exercise that right. There is no such thing as a second class

citizen. You are either free or you are slave. Freedom is

absolute. There is no in between. You have to stop thinking

along those lines. (applause) To tell me that you are a second

class citizen is like telling me that you v;ill never get pregnant.

You can't be a little bit pregnant. You're either pregnant or

you're not. You're either lying or you're telling 'the truth.

These are absolutes. Freedom is an absolutism. Black people if

they're going to be free must begin to seize pov/er. says

povrer comes from the barrel of a gun. (applause) You better get '

your gun brother. I don't care if it ain't nothing but a bebe

gun with poisoned bebes
.

(laughter) America has shown us tha.t^.J’

she does not respect anj'-thing bul counter force. Plainfield,



New Jersey, one of the most successful examples of a rebellion

this year v/as successful because the brothers had only recently

stole some 46 automatic weapons, each one that v/ould shoot 2000

times and throw bricks for a half hour. And the police refused

to go dov/n there and v/arned them shoot up Plainfield so they

signed an armistice vrlth the brothers and they say, v/ell g:ee, you

let us go look for the v/eapons so we can look good on the news.

The brothers say "groovy" cause they hid the v/esipons , The

National Guard v-ent dov/n there and begin to kick down doors and

destroy property and the viord v:ent out "you kick down one more

door we going to shoot your leg off," (laughter) They left

playing field, that's counter force, the brothers were armed.

America does not love China, she respects China, (applause)

Force. America runs the game on and tells you that you

are being violent. This is the most vio].ent country that has

ever been concei.ved. LYiroON JOPINSON is a tv/o-gun out lav; from

Texas
.
(applause) He believes in the shov/dov/n concept. That's

v;hat's going on in Vietnam. That's what's going on in this

country today. That’s why white folks are arming themselves.

JOHNSON has told them "You got to be the fastest dra\';." But my •

advice and my ne^vs for the Minutemen is if you can't fight but

a minute, don't come to my community, (laughter) You've got to

arm yourself. That's the basic right. You can't talk about



revolution if you don't have anything to fight v/ith. You're

caught up in a revolution era whether you approve of it or

not. Black people for years have equated progress x-fith con-

cessions, We have made no progress from slavery. Vie are still

slaves in this country. They took the chains' off our feet and

put it on our minds, (applause) There is no political structure

in this country that's relevant to "black people. The only

politics we can be concerned X'/ith is the politics of revolution,

(applause) There is no difference betvreen the Democratic and

Republican parties. What's the difference betvreen GOLDWATER and

JOHNSON? Yet black people run around the country talking about

their Democrats and the Democrats have them thoroughly fooled

because they tell them ”We for the good of colored folks, but

it ain't our favxlt it's the Dixiecrats;" there is no such animal

as a Dixiecrat. The only difference betv/een GEORGE WALLACE and

President JOHNSON is that one of them's X'rife has got cancer.

Nothing else, (laughter and applause) Tvjo of the most potentially

dangerous Negroes in this country are Democrats, HATCHER and

STOKES. Now understand this. Their allegiance is not to the

black community. It's to the Democratic Party xvhether by "lynch

em" JOHNSON or racist, red neck, honky from Texas.

(applause) This is the same game that v/as run on the Jev;s in

Germany. It vias not the Germans x-rho began to move Jex’7s, it v/as
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other Jev/s . When JOHNSON tells STOKES to move out the

agitators and the trouble makers, what you think he going to

do? He's going to move them, lihen he tells STOKES to move

out the trouble makers, hds going to move them. This is why

black people must quit dividing themselves and talking about

classes. We can ill afford the luxury of class structures in

our community. There is no such thing as a black middle class.

You don't believe it go to Detroit and ask the brothers who

thought they vrere in the middle class. The cops whip middle

class here v/ith middle class sticks. No difference, (applause)

If you think that you can divide yourselves into classes then you

are lost already, because first of all they got to remove the

troublemakers. Then they going to remove the athletes because

they talking about boycotting the 03.ympics. And the enterta^iners

going to sit back say "Well it ain't us" but ERTHA KITT got

them so far in (5ven they ain't going to get out of it, (applause)

and it becomes a matter of time before they eliminate everybody.

The resistance is v;eakened. Everytime they take off a different

stratification of black people vie cannot afford for HUEY NEVJTON

to sit in jail. We cannot afford for any black person to be

political prisoners in this country. This is our country.

It v;as built on our backs by our labor. We've built the country

up, we'll burn it dov/n if they don't hurry up and com.e around,

(applause) People are running around here scared of black power.



What you going to do v/hen you need 'black pov;er. That’s the

thing you got to be talking about . 'That ' s what ' s going to defend

you. ¥e cannot run around and let the v;hite man dictate and tell

you who you should follov;. The movement at this point seems to

be a leaderless movement. We must begin to expouse an ideology

that covers everybody in their black community. The brothers

know that they are fighting, they have expressed the v/ill to

fight, but they only know they are supposed to fight the

policeman. You see I saw a sign once that said "I v;onder v/hat

happened to LEE HARVEY OSWALD now that we really need him?"

Yi^.ughter) See, you’re chumps. You believe the sign. ROCKEFELLER

probably put that sign up. (laughter) You see, it’s not only

JOHNSON. It’s not only those people in Washington. ROCKEFELLER

has investments in S. Africa. These are the enemies. (applause)

You must begin to broaden jrour concepts. You got to get beyond

the racist pig cop, you see, because he is a tool of the man

who really controls this system. We not only talking about

destroying a power structure, \-Je talking about ruination of a

system. (applause) Black people cannot afford to become

Capitalists. The milita.ry industrial complex that old

EISENHOVJER even had sense enough to knov; about is real. It’s

very real. The military industrial complex means that over

70^0 of the people employed in this country has some dealings
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to do with the military. .In other words v;ar is profitable in

this country. We must fight x-zar to keep the economy up. This

is v/hy we are in the war in Vietnam. It's not because we're

trying to stop Communist aggression, that's the biggest lie

ever told. If ve was so interested in stopping Communist

aggression why has America never moved to stop Communist

aggression in xvhite community'- countries with the use of napalm?

They always use Radio Free Europe
.

(applause) Black

people in this country face extermination. That's it, brother.

You fa,ce extermination daily. We are facing genocide on about

four different levels. The war is active genocide. It's no

accident that 45fo of the casualties in Vietnam are black. That's

no accident. The courts of America, any black man v/ho faces a

court in America, ca^n expect a maximum sentence and a maximum fine.



RAPJ? BROWM : Well then you said v/e vjere making progress.

1\W ^i<a

Vei'-y good MARSHALL is a nigger and JAMES EASTLAND told him

he v/as a nigger, (applause) Herefore good MARSHALL supposedly

go on before the high extension of the country^ was subjected

to a type of hustling by a cracker v/hose old man was a

lynchman of black people. In other words^ what EASTLAND v;as

telling IRVIN MARSILILL is that you the top nigger in the

country but you still a nigger to me. (applause)

That's not progress, (applause)

They gave you an astronaut. I said they were going

to lose the nigger in space,, but they didn't let him get that

high, (applause)

What you say we rnakin' progress. That's not progress.

Progress is determined by the amount of pcvier you possess in

wheels

,

See brother’s j vie m.ust begin to prepare ourselves

mentally and physically, for the battle is yet to come -- the

battle is not descended dovrn upon black people like it will in

the next fev/ years.

The concentration camps are real^, and if you don't

believe America is capable of sending niggers to concentration

camps or people of color to concentration camps, ask the

Japanese American, ask the Indians, (aoolause)
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They don't need you any more. You are commodity

in this country. A surplus. America got a surplus of niggers

(applause)

RAMSEY CLARJC;, Attorney General, got on T. V. a few?

m.onths ago and said vjithin the next 20 years, the entire

population of this country I'jill be a leisure class, with the

exception of 20 percent of that population because of auto-

mation and sovereignation . And then you examine to see v?ho

they're training for automated and soverelgnat ed jobs. They

ain't training you, double ol' soul. (appluase) They're

training white people.

We vjere brought here to do ’work. Thei^e is no more

work to do. They v;lll exterminate you. Our history proves

she is capable of extermination of people of color. She

dropped the borab on Hiroshima and not in Germany and not

because she didn't have the bom.bs, but because the Japanese

were yella'
.

(applause)

You must begin to understand that your fight is a

fight of survival. People of color must be concerned. Vie

must become allies. These are our allies: Mexican Americans.

Puerto Ricans. American Indians. These are the people who

we align with, (applause)

Yes brother, America has given us an ultimatum.

She say you live or die. Vie say freedom or death. Fuck it.

Black power, brother, (applause)
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The Prime Minister. for the Black Panther Party of

Self-Defense I really don't need to call his name....

Brother STOKELY CARiMICHAEL. Black pov;er. (applause)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: Brothers and sisters. Good

evening. They tell lis they gonna' put us out at seven o' clocks

but I'm a tallc pass seven o'clock tonight, (applause) I'm a

do had 'cause vje have to talk to each other. Got to do thatj

huh. Before we doj I just v;ant to Introduce some people ... .uhj . ,

Atlanta Communications Director Miss ETHEL MINER, (applause)

A bad brother from Boston who was arrested for inciting to

riot; v;hen the little thing vjent dovra in Rocksbury just

returned from across the waters, and incidentally; we are

alx'jays gonna go V7here VJe wanna go, talk to v;hom vie vmnna. talk

to. go to v'hat country vje vrant to talVc to.... no honkie gonna

tell us where to go, KEYTOE EDV/ARDS. (applause) As far as

vie' re concerned
,

vie born free. He go to China, we go to Cuba,

we go to Africa. He'll go vjherever vie want to go and if the

honkie don't like it, he can go to hell. He can go to hell.

He can go to hell, (applause) Can't nobody tell you where to

go, X'jho to see, and v.’hoyou talk to. You got to know so you

can understand X'fnat this honkie is puttin' dovrn. We have got

to go across the waters to talk to our brothers, (applause)

To our brothers, (applause)



Now then today v;e want to talk about one thlng--

survlval. That's all. How is. this beautiful race of people;,

black people j gonna survive Babylon. That's all we have to

talk about. Survival transcends economics. It transcends

politics. It transcends the poverty program. VJe a.re talking

about survival. About our people. Black people all over the

vjorld. That's all vje are talking about. Survival. Survival.

Novj you have to understand survival because I have to repeat

some oi‘ the things Brother RAP said.

Is is possible for the honkies to commit genocide

against black people. Nov; if you don't think it's possible^

, check out the history of this country. In order for this

country to oe born^ they committed genocide against the red

man. They can and vrlll do it. They can and vjlll do it.

Not onl;y have they conim.itted genocide against the Indian^ but

what they have done is they romanticize that genocide. That's

what they do v;h9n they put that cov/boy and Indian junk on

television for you to flap. That is nothing but romanticizing

the genocide of a race of people. Tney are so unavjare of their

superiority complex^ they do not knov7 what they are doing.

The fight is gonna oe a fight of color. Nothing else. Nothing

else, (applause) It is going to be a fight of color because

v.lierever the honkie goes, he rules. 'Whether the majority or

the minority, he rules ivherever he goes.

He came to this country. The Indians shovjed him hovj to

prepare corn. The Indians shov/ed em how to hunt. After the Indian



showed em that, after the first Thanksgiving, he ivlped them

out. (applause)

He v;ent to Mexico. He v/ent to South America. He

found the Aztec Indians. They said to him this Is our sliver.

This Is our gold. We are rellg-- we are a religious people.

V/e build symbols, monuments. We m.ake little jewelry. He

took the jevjelry and he v;iped them out. He wiped them out.

(applause)

He vient to Africa. He saw the greatest people In

the v;orld alive. They thought he was a human being. They

said com.e. This Is our gold. This Is our way of life. We

dance, we sing, we get high. They showed him the gold. Pie

took the gold. He enslaved us and he rules Africa today.

Today, (applause) Today. Go get em.

No need to get excited today, baby, v^e gonna get em.

V/e gonna get ern. Mo need to get excited. V/e gonna get em.

As sure as I'm standing here, black people gonna survive this

country. We ain't got to vjorry. We just organize.

He v;ent to China. The Chinese had gun povjder. They

said v;e use this for fire v;orks. For our festivities. He took

It. Make it a gun and enslaved the Chinese. V/here has he

gone that he has not enslaved people. Where has he gone.

I ask you tell me one place, that honkle has gone v/here he has

acted as a human being. Mot one place on this earth, (applause)
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So that today vjhen v;e talk about our survival, we

do not talk about this country. Which is America. Which is

V'/hlte people. We talk about our people. Nothing else. Our

people. That's all vje care about. Our poeple. If this country

burns dovm to the ground, we rejoice and vje dance. We care

about our people. Our people, (applause) Nothing else. Our

people. Our people, (applause)

In organl.'?;ing our concept this year, there are

three. There are thr'ee slogans that vje need to take with us.

Number one is that vie must develop consciously an undying

love for our people. Undying love for our people. That means

that our slogan becomes first. Our people. Then and only then,

me and you. Our people come first. First. You must under-

stand the concept of love for one's people because we're

talking about HUEY P. NEWTON, who personifies love for his

people, (applause)

Our second slogan--every Negro is a potential black

man. Let's work with our people and bring them home. Bring

them home, (applause) Bring them home, (continuing applause)

Why do we say every Negro is a potential black man. Because

^i-00 y-ears ago, vvhen that honkle stole us and brought us here,

v;e vjere African or black people. Today v;e are Negroes. It

took us ^lOO years to make us Negroes and vje've been black for

four thousand years. Four thousand years. Four thousand years.

Go



To be a Negro means that you begin vjith your history

400 years ago and your history is defined by the honkie to

be an African or a black man is to be a man who rules In his

own land. We are black Africans. Black Africans. (applause)

Ue must understand that concept fully. A lot of our peoples'

minds are messed up. Vie v.;ill not fight vilth our people.

We vjlll sit dovjn. We v/lll talk. Me will take time. We will

use love and brotherhood and bring them home. Our major enemy

is the honkie. That's v-ihere our energies go. Go. Go. Go.

(applause)

You cannot fight inside the black communey and fight

them at the same time. Also. If every Negro is a potential

ally, you never alienate your ally. Everybody in our community

comes organized from the bourgeoisie to the man in the street.

Everybody is gonna be organized because they are black. Black,

(applause) If you understand that concept, it means that when

you sit down viith one of your brothers^ aod their minds have

been messed up by the honkies. And they start arguing when y^ou

say the vjord black. Don't get excited. If you do, the honkie

has won. Don't get excited. Sit down. Take time with your

brother. Use the example if I have got a brother and a white

m.an came into my family and turned that brother against me, if

I didn't have enough strenth to bring my brother hom.e, the

honkie v/as stronger than I am. ^They are not stronger than vie
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are. We domiaate our people. Bring them home. Bring

them home. Bring them home. Bring them home, (applause)

That means that v;hen vie move against our people^ vie do not

use force. We do not use force against our people. We use

love^ orotherhood, unlty^ and patience^ and vie take time,

(applause) And we take time, (continuing applause)

The third concept that we talk about is that for

black people^ the question of community is not a question of

geography^ it is simply a question of ‘color. Understand that?

That means that if you live in V/atts. If you live in Detroit;,

Southside Chicago^ Washington^ D. C, You 'are the same people

belonging to the same community cause you are black. You are

of African descent. You are an African people. Wherever you

are. Wherever you are. (applause) Vie must begin to understand

that concept. Because if vie understand that concept;, v.’e break

do'wn the geographical barriers and vie become part of black

people in Africa, in Cuba, in Brazil, in Guatemala, in

Santa Domingo, in the West Indies, in the United States, in

Nova Scotia. W'e are one people nine hundred million sti’ong.

That's us. That's us. (applause) That's us.

Those are the three concepts we have to move with.

Let me repeat rhem. One. Undying love for our people. First

our people. Then and only rhen, you and me. Everything goes

to our people. Everything including our life gees to our

people. Our people. Our people, (applause) You've got to
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understand that that does not mean this country. Because this

country has been and alv;ays vjlll be against our people. So

to help this country is to be against yourself. We must be

for our people. Cur people.

Secondly. Every Megro is a potential blade man.

Let's vjork v/lth our people and bring them home. Understand

tnat

.

V/e need the people who vje call the bourgeoisie. They

have tecnnical skills that v;e can use. Tneir minds are messed

up. They're giving chose technical skills to the honkies.

Let's bring them home and let them give it to us. V/e must

open up the channels for that. Let's bring our people home,

(applause) Let's bring our people home, (continuing applause)

Thirdly. The question of community for black

people is not a question of geography. It is a question of

color. We do the same dances that people in 'datts do yo do

in Ne'W York. The Boogaloo gets transplanted so fast that

v;lthout television, v^ltliout radlo^ without any of their

communications ' systernS;, v/e do the same dances. Not only here^

but in Africa. But in Africa, (applause)

Nov? then v/e v/ant to talk about survival in a p.ractical

context. The United States works in thf; three M's. B'lrst the

missionaries. Then the m.oney. Then the Marines. Thr?.t's its

pattern all over the v/orld. We have sent the missionaries out

of our community. The money is going out because our brothers

in Viet Nam is taking it and the Koreans gettln' ready to get
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it on again. So the money's going. Next cones the Marines.

If vje are going to survive as a people and v/e must survive

if for no other reason than for vvhat our ancestors has been

through with this honkie. V/e have got to organize. Got to

organize. That means that the question of the vote for black

people be conked as a relevent issue unless to use it as a

vehicle for organizing black people. Nothing else. Nothing

else

.

It is foolish to assume that the vote is gonna do

anything for black people. It is alv;ays been irrelevent to

our lives. VJe have survived vvlthout it. Vie survived in the

deep south vjlthout the vote. In--- tvjo years ago vjhen JULIAN

BOND v;as elected in Georgia ^ they took him out for tv;o years.

His people are still surviving. ADAM CLAYTON PONELL is outside

of Harlem. Our people are still surviving. The vote is

irrelevent. It's a trick- back the honkies put dovjn on us.

It don't mean a thing to black people, vie can survive

u'ithout it. Vie can survive without it. (applause)

That means that if we go into the vote^ v/e use it

only as a political vehicle for bringing more of our people

together. That, Is all. Vie do not depend upon the vote. Do

not depend upon the vote.

Secondly. The Poverty Program. Vie have to understand

the concept of the Poverty Program and vjhat it has done. The

Poverty Program has been for one purpose and one purpose only.



stop the reuellion. Stop the rebellion. And they stopped the

rebellion b^^ dividing' the clack comraunity. That is been

their tactic and it has vjorked. It has v;orked.

Take a look at VJatts. It was the first community

be sv/amped v;lth the Poverty Program and today v/e are fighting

each other over the crumbs that we cannot even get. together.

They have succeeded in dividing us. And hov; have they done that.

The most instinctive revolutionary cadre of people

in any race^ except theirs today^ is the youth. The youth will

fight at the drop of a hat in any race, (applause) In any race.

In any race, (continuing applause) The youth have alv/ays been

the warriors. Except for their race vfnere they becomln’

hippies. But thas' good. V/e will develop the warriors. Let

them develop the hippies. We'll get em. V/e 'll get em.

(applause)

They have given money to the youth to keep them

quiet. And while the;>' have done that;, they have split the

family vjhich they talk about so much. How v;ould you feel if

you v;ere a father, couldn' t get a job and you son vjas coming

home v;ith $120.00 a week in his pocket for doing nothing.

For doing nothing. Vfnat do you thinlc they have done to our

families but divide em on that simple concept of the Poverty

Program. If they v/ere concerned about us, they would see to

it that our fathers got the job^ because they are the bread

VJinners of the family, (applause) They are the bread winners
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or the i’amlly. (continuing applause)

We knock out the vote. We knock out the Poverty

Program. Orily as an organizing vehicle for our people can

it be used. It does notj vjill not, and cannot solve our

problems. We use it only as an organizing vehicle.

Thirdly. The question of education. Now Brother

RAP ran.lt dov;n very nicely. I'll just add to it. Education

don't help us in this country. It cripples us. That is a

fact. In our communities. Our . communities are filled with

hustlers, pimps, dope addicts, prostitutes, number m.en,

racketeers, preachers, teachers, maids, porters, and some

factory vjorkers. Notone black school in the country has

a curriculum here to teach us hov; to be a good pimp, good-

hustler, good preacher, good teacher, good anything, (applause)

Not one. (applause) Not one. (continuing applause)

If the education is to teach us how to live in our

community, then it must do one of tvjo things: Prepare us

to live in that community by teaching us hov-; to be good

prostitutes, good maids, good preachers, or by teaching us

how to change our community so we can live like human beings,

(applause)

Our school system does neither. And when our young

people who are very Intelligent drop out of school cause they

recognize the game the honkie is running on em, they have us
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fighting them saying get back in school^ get back to viorlc.

V/hite nationalism?

If we v.'ant our children to go, v.'e have to educate

them, (applause) We have to educate them. V/e have to

educated them, (continuing applause) Nobody else.

There is no race in history that gives their young

to another race to educate. No race at all. No race at all.

We are the only race that allow our enemy to educate our

youth against us. We must educate our people. V/e must

educate our people. In order to educate our people, it

means that vje must take over the schools. Nothing leas.

Take them over. By any means necessary. But we start by

organizing our people. We start by orgcinizlng our students

into black student unions. 1/e break up the Parent Teachers

Association because they're dominated by the teachers and by

the union and those teacher unions don't speak to us. V/e

form Parent Associations v.’ith parents a.].one and v/lth African

American teachers. We form African American Teachers Association.

We bring the three groups together and v.'e take the school by

any means necessary. (applause) And vie must understand that

concept means that vje have to get out and organize our people.

We must organize our people. Now let us talk a little about

the concept of a black united us. It is c.rystal clear that
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no matter what happens in the coming summer of this country;,

It is going to be black against white. If I go out today and

I throw a brickj when they come down^ anybody who's black is

in trouble. Is in trouble. Not only that; the very fact that

they give us money depends upon us being black. The brothers

in the middle class may yell when Brother RAP BROWN yells burn

the country down. But every time RAP yells burn the country

dovjn, they get five million dollars in Poverty Program. That

1;3 a fact. That is a fact, (applause) They need RAP BROWN and

vje need them. V/e are one people. An African people. We must'

get rid of these divisions in our community. V/e must come

together for the survival of the greatest race on earth.

African people. African people. African people, (applause)

Now vje vjant to go into talking about alliances and

coalition and w’hy it is that the only people vie can^ in fact,

ally ourselves 'with are the Mexican Amei'ican the red man and

the Puerto Ricans. We're gonna go into it ncvj.

I do not deny the fact that triere are poor people

in this country who incidentally happen to be w’hite. I do not

deny that fact. There are a lot of poor white people in this

country. But you are not just fighting money for vj-ell

let me do it another v.’ay.

There are two types of oppression. There is

exploitation and there is colonization . Exploitation deals
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with vjhen you explight somebody from your own race.

Colonization is when you exploit somebody from another race and

colonization is more brutal than exploitation because v-jhen

white people exploit other poor white people they do not

dehumanize them. But when white people colonize people of

other races, they dehumanize them. They strip them of their

culture, their language, their history, their society, their

values, (applause) There's a big difference (applause)

There is a big difference, (applause) A big difference

(continuing applause) There is a big difference between

exploitation and colonization. Poor white people in this

country who are exploited can always ho]3e to reach the top.

People who are colonized can never hope to reach the top

until they overthrov/ their oppressor, (applause) Their oppressor.

(continuing applause)

There is another reason. Whine people who are poor

have the same values as LYNDON BAINE.S JOHNSON. The same

institution and the same culture. We are a different people

with different languages, different cultures, different

history, different vjay of life. That is a fact.

We gonna keep on talkin'. They can't get us off.

(applause) If everybody 'would just keep their seats vie can

get it together. We can get it together. We don't react

to him. Let's carry on our program, (applause)
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Nov; then v;e have to understand the' concept of

exploitation verses colonization because vfnat Is happened Is

that people of color around the v;orld have been colonized and

v;e also have been colonized inside this country. So our

natural alienees is v;lth people v;ho have been colonized.

Brother TIJERINA is colonized cause he can't say^ "eldeberde

todo revoluclonario es hacer de reveluclon." (applause) Yeah.,

Yeahj Yeah, (continuing applause)

His language has been taken from him. His culture

has been striped from him. And it has been done consciously

as it has been to us. But our people have alv;ays resisted.

That's vjhat we never understand. You can find a honkle from

Prance^ from Italy, fro'rn Poland., from Scandinavia. They come

over here. In two generations they speak English perfect.ly'-.

Our people refuse to speak it perfectly. We know it's not

our language. Vie have resisted, (applause) We have resisted,

(applause)

We must begin to understand the form of resistance

in our community so vie can grapple for the ideology we need

for our survival. That means all other ideologies is

irrelevent

.

Now let us speak about dehumanizing, then Communlsra,

and Socialism.. Vie have been so dehumanised that v;e cannot

even hate our enemv. That is to say that If vie were sitting
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in a room. A honkle kicked in the door. Whipped our v/lfe.

Raped our daughter. Beat us up. Walked out. We would sit there

and say we don't hate you. Just like a dog. If a man kicks

em^ spits on em^ don't feed em, starves em^ put em out in

the rain. V/hen he snaps his finger the dog comes running

hack. We are not dogs. We are human beings vjith emotions,

(applause) With emotions. With emotions. (continuing applause)

And^ therefore j everything in dis vjorld there is

an opposite. For hot there is cold. For joy there is

sadness. For love there is hate. If you don't have hate^

you don't knovj when you vjere in love. You move from one pole

to the other and vie are afraid to say;, "YeSj God dammit! We

hate you for v/hat you did to our people. To our people. To

our people." (applause)

We are afraid to express hatred.
.
Yetj in this

country is a fa.ct that v/hite people hate us more than vie hate

them. And vje haven't done a damn thing to urn. A damn thing

to urn. (applause)

We have been so dehumanized vie cannot recognize our

humanity and that's what this fight is all about. It is not

a question of poor housingj poor jobs^ unemploym.ent an all

that junk they run dov-m. It is a question of our humanity.

They're whole .lot of poor vjhlte people in this country. They

ain't rebelled yet. vie are rebelling. It is a question of
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huraaaity. VJe are fighting for our humanity. Our humanity.

That's Vv’hat vje're fighting for. And vje are fighting against

the destroyer of humanity in the vjorld today. V/hite western

countries. They have destroyed humanity v/herever they have

gone. V/e are fighting for our humanity. Mot for money.

Not for jobs. Our hutnanity. That's very^ very important.

Very important

.

Now let us talk about Communism and Socialism.

You ready for me brother? Communism and Socialism is not

an ideology suited for black people. I'm a tell you v/hy.

Communism and Socialism deals with the question of exploitation

of people in the same race. Vie are dealing v;ith the problem

of racism which transcends exploitation, hie need an ideology

to talks to racism. Communism does not. It does not.

Comiriunlsm does not because for vis if you rich, if you poor,

you still black. You still black. Even if I were exploiting

every black man in here today, thru' imperialistic structure.

hlhen I 'walked outside to face the honkle cops, he hit me up

side the head cause I'm black. V/e need an ideology for us

that deals v/ith the problem of racism vmich is above exploitation.

I-Secondly--l7e do not have that many class structures

in the society among us. Communism and Socialism speaks to

classes. V/e are talking abovit races of people. There is a

difference. That means to say that we read Chi-minh and MAO

Tse-sung. V/e can read chl-minh Tse-sung. Because he



has a lot of good things to say. Chl-mlnh and MAO Tse-sung

Is a great Chinese leader. The greatest Chinese leader there

is. But vie need African leaders. That's viho vie must follou.

African leaders. V/e are Africans. We are Africans. VJe ax’s

not Chinese. The Chinese don't go around and bov/ dovrn to an

African. They bow down to someone in their own image. V/e

have to find people in our own image who vie vjill bow down to.

African leaders. African ideology. Straight dovri the middle.

Straight down the middle. V/e 're cornln straight from a blacl-c

thing. No right, left, none of that junk, straight up

black. That's vjhere v;e're comin from.

Novj let us m.ove on. It Is a fact see a lot a pqople

might of got upset vihen Brother TIJERINA said that the man

'daddy' is the devil but the man's got to be the devil. Read

your Bible. You see what they're doing. The honkies are

stealing our hearts in South Africa to put it into their

hearts and that's not enough. V/hen the^'" finish do that, they

bring that honkle witch doctor and put him on television across

the nation so vie shoiald bo'w down to him after he's'tsken the heart

of our brother. The Bible says' beware, the devil will come to

you and way to you that he can restore life after death.

'

(applause)

V/e must begin to understand our concept. V/e are

bounded to people

strev.fn across the

of color wherever they are. VJe have been

w^estern hemisphere by the white man. Look
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at us. We don't knovj.vJho vje are. Where v/e came from.

Are we Goosa (phonetic)
^ are we Zoolu (phonetic are v/e

Malicali (phonetic) ^ are we Baila (phonetic) ^ , are we

Zuboo (phonetic)
j

vrhere have our ancestors come from. Where

have our ancestors come from, bbiere have they come from.

It Is a question of fighting to regain our humanity., our

culture^ our history., and our particular iv’ay of life v;hlch

is different from theli^s. We are talking about humanity.

Not money. Not dream. pov;er. That's their game. Money has

never been something that interested us. We survive v/lth or

VJithout it . With or vjithout it

.

Nowf then it is important to understand how^ the

honlcie are moving to organize. When they brought that lionkie

from South Africa
^ they tried to give South Africa a

respectable Image. So respectable an image that the United

States voted to let South Africa come into the Olympics.

And if any black athlete from this country goes to that

Olympic j that nigger ought to stay there. Stay there,

(applause) Stay there. Stay there. Stay there. Stay there,

(continuing applause)

It is no longer a question of hov-j vje are treated in

this country. It is a question of our flesh is our flesh,

and blood of our blood is treated in South Africa, in

Mosambee (phonetic), in Zimbwadce (phonetic), in Portuguese

Guinea, Ever;^'~where on this earth they contr'ol us. v/e are ].lke
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a race of dogs. Vie can't go anywhere without asking uiri;,

'Master, can vje move?' Vie are a mighty race of people.

Vie have got to get up and devise. Vie have got to get up

and devise. Our fathers v/ere vjarriors. Our fathers ruled

the vjorld. Our ancestors are great people. Vie have to pay

them the respect. Vie must get up. Vie must get up. (applause)

lie must get up. Vie must get up. Vie must get up. We must

get up. (continuing applause) _

Now then vje have to understand that as we tied

into the concept of Brother HUEY P. -NEVITON. He is flesh of

our flesh. And blood of our blood; Vie cannot hold any mock

trials unless v;e are the executioners. Vie must become the

executioners inside our community. That says, very clearly

if you off Brother HUEY, we off 15 hunkie cops. Fifteen
.
(applause)

Right out. Right out. (continuing applause) And we off them

and if anybody in the black community says anything about it,

we off him too. (applause) Vie off him too. Vie off him too.

(continuing applause) - —

^

And we off him because as MAO Tse-sung says, "To

condemn ones people, is to take the stand of the enemy."

(applause) Of the enemy, (continuing applause) You cannot

condemn your people. You cannot condemn your people. Undying

love for our people.
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As v?e understand that, then our mind moves

Internationally to the most Important Issue that gonna

affect this country. The question of the Middle East.

And we have to make it clear, l/e can have no relations

vjith any Jewish group that support v;hat they call Isreal.

Which is occupied Palestine.

And I will tell you v;hy vie cannot support vjhat

they call Isreal. They got that state in 1917- The British

v;as ruling Palestine. The British gave it to them. They

didn't consult the Arabs. They didn't say to our brothers,

"You know, do you v/ant to sell it?" They just took it. And

the scientists went to Isreal and started to use terrorist

bombs to run our brothers out. And when we tallc about being

brothers with the Arabs, they say, "v/ell, don't you forget

the Arabs told you sell them. We sold their momma's and

let it go at that." The Arabs are our brothers. Our brothers.

We have to understand that because they have developed the

concept of love for a state developed in 19^^8 and they're moving

into Egypt. Egypt is in Africa. Africa is in our mother land.

We owned it for four thousand years, (applause) For four

thousand years, (applause) And here vje are who should have a

love for our mother land for four thousand years gonna let some

simple scieiWcists run a game down on us. Send his young

children to Isreal v.'hlch he sold and made Isreal in 19^f3.
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They're v;llllag to die for it. And vje sit 'chere vjhile they

invade Egypt. Egypt, the country that gave civilization to

mankind. Our country. Our ancestors. Our mother land.

We are opposed to the c.reation of the state called Isreal

.

The Arabs are our brothers. We stand united. Let's, nan it

doivn. Run it dov;n. (applause)

Let us not get afraid to tell them outright , "Yes,

we want the Vletamese to rrxn in Viet Nam," (applause) Yes,

we do. (continuing applause)

So get caught up in the honkie ' s silly games. He

gets up and says, "Well, Well. V/e're wrong but we have

commitments and before vje get out, we have to save face.".

And while that honkie is saving face,he 's Icllllng millions of

yellow people v/ho are our brothers. Don't worry about his

face. Wipe his face out. Let the Vletamese take their

country. Let em take their country, (applause)

We don't have to be afraid of them any more. Our

tlm.e is coming brothers and sisters. We winners and vie movin'

on up. (applause) We movin' on up. We movin' on up. (continuln

applause)

Now then

.

v,’e have to talk about

and understand v;e're

give a damn about em.

The concept of becoming executious is one

because if we are going to move to build

not moving against the honkies. We don't

We're moving to build a concept of
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peoplehood to move to a concept of nationhood inside this

country that attack and talks to the nine hundred million

Africans in the vjorld today. If that honkie tries to stop

us. vje off him. (applause) V/e off him. (continuing applause)

We're not talking about destroying ’ their system.

We're talking about building our system. Regaining our

humanity. If they don't mess wid us v.^e won't mess vjlth them.

But God knowBj if they mess vjld us, then everyone of us

going to the streets. Going to the streets, (applause)

V/e are concerned vjith building a concept of

peoplehood vvhere we v;lll have undying love for our people.

Where v;e will be willing and happy and glad to die for our

people, (applause) For . our people. And in building that

concept, we must organize groups which will when they come

dovrn against us have the maximum damage against them and the

minimum risk to us. That means we organize little groups.

When they off us, that group offs a number of them. If they

get caught, it's a small group. The community keeps moving.

They must be consciously v;llllng to do .that for their people.

Everybody else has done it. Everybody else has done it. To

talk about rebellions today v.’lthout being organi.zed is to give

them the chance to come dovjn. They have tanks. They have

sonar rifles. They have machine guns. They have got one armed

shotguns. They got everything they vjanna get but they forget

^FiDEMTiA!
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one thing. A v/ar is never decided by technology. It is

decided by the will of the people to fight for vjhat belongs

to them, (applause) What belongs to them.

A war is not just decided by numbers. It is

decided by the determination, the dedication, the love of

the people who are fighting. The Vletamese shov; us that every

day. They're whlppln' urn to death, (applause) Their v;hlppin'

urn to death. (continuing applause)

But if Vv’e move the concept of a community as to

wherever people are, we outnumber them. General MAO Tse~sung

says seven hundred and fifty million Chinese. VJe have nine

hundred million Africans In the world today, (applause) In

the \'/orld today, (continuing applause) And v;e have all been

colonized and v/e have been colonized by the same m.an. The

honkle. The honkle has colonized us all. Our major enemy is

the honkle. We; move to build in our community. Our people

have to survive;. We have to survive. Our ancestors went

through too much not to survive. Not to survive. Not to

survive, (applause)

If we did not survive we should bury ourselves alive

afte.r v;hat our parents v.'ent through in slavery. After v?hat they

vjent through the reconstruction

.

After vjhat they went through

in V/orld War I. V/hat they went through through the depression.

What t.hey went through Wox’ld War ii, the Korean War*, and the

Vietnamese have a responsibility to people
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survive, (applause) To survive, (coatinuing applause)

We are the most beautiful people in this country.

We are. (applause)

We are not a v;ar-llke people. We have warriors but

we are not a war-like people. We are a peace-loving people.

But there comes a tltne in order to Insure irouv peace you must

pick up your spear and fight. (applause) And fight, (contlnuin

applause) If we do not do that, brothers and sisters, v;e v/111

be exterminated. Not only for our ancestors do we have to

wage a battle but for our beautiful young children corning up

today vjho are digging v;hat It is to be black. We have a

responsibility to them to survive, (applause) To them to

survive, (applause)

When Brother HUEY gets m.essed around, if they try it.

There vrill be some retaliation, (applause) There has to be a

retaliation for many reasons. Brother HUEY represents progress

in our race. They 'wasted our saint Brother MALCOM X for vfnat

he was saying. B'or v/hat he was saying, (applause) For what he

v;as saying, (continuing applause) Understand Brother MALCOM X

did not do' anything. He was just talking. And they wasted

him cause he vjas waking us up they wasted him. Now they got

Brother HUEY in jail at least for getting tv/o of them. That's

progress. That's progress. VJe've moved from talking to doing.

Now we have the responsibility to Brother HUEY NEWTON. Cause
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vvhen Brother MALCOLM got .ace wasted^ v;e v;as so confused

j

vre didn't retaliate but vje got to retaliate if they get

Brother HUEY NEWTON. Got to retaliate, (applause)

We have got to retaliate because vje are the only

people where they v.'lpe out our leaders and we do nothing. In the

last five years vje have lost the BUC.A (phonetic) from South

Africa. We have lost BATRICE LA MUYIBA (phonetic) from the

CongOj and we have lost MALCOM X. And now vie gonna lose

HUI']y NEWTON.

VJe must protect the people vjho care about us. We

have got to retaliate brothers and sisters. Got to retaliate

brothers and siste.rs, (applause)

We must cut dov/n the In-flghtlng in our group. These

brothers are the Evondon (phonetic). They’re already to carry

on a struggle. Whether or not we agree or disagree v;ith their

ideology. The;^' think they're doing a educational job for the

black communlt'^ to teach them hovi to organize. We have to

recognize that. 'We have to appreciate, that . Because they have

not been too many black people vfno have been w'llling to fight

for their people. V/e have them nov;. We have a generation of

vjarriors now. (applause) We have a generation of warriors no'w.

We have a generation of v/arrlors now. (continuing(applause)

applause)



i-yML'irjUcIf

Our people have resisted. Our ancestors have

i-’eslsted for this generation to ivait the final struggle so

our people can regain their humanity. We must organize our

people. We must organize our people. We must organize our

people. V/e must organize our people. If vie do not;, vie V7lll

perish. We must organize our people and vjhen groups are

organizing In our community, you see nothing, you hear nothing,

you knov; nothing, (applause)

Because on this new level of organization there are

no Uncle Tom's because we're bringing people together. There

are just traitors. And you off traitors, (applause) Off

traitors, (continuing applause)

—

J

You just off traitors. Every black' man in this

country. Every black man around the vjorld is flesh of my

flesh, and blood of my blood. But if he gets in the way

of my people. I'm gonna off him sure as. I'm slttin' here.

Sure as I'm sittln' here, (applause)

We have people today who are willing to off. We

do not want to off our own people.. Because all of them are

potential allies. But if any black man talks to any honkie

about what vie do in our community. We are gonna kill him.
jJ

(applause)

Now then 'brothers- and sisters, vie have to go. The

three concepts. First. Our people. The'n and only then me
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me and you. Undying love for our people. Every Negro must

become a potential black man. Do not discourage our people.

Let's vjork v?lth them. Bring them home. For black people,

the question of community is not one of geography but one

of color. That means that the brothers of color all

v/111 everyone please stay seated. Because of security.

I'm told. Just please stay seated. W'e'll be off in tv;o

m.inutes. The brothers of color around the v.'orld are our

comrades in arms.

When the students in Santa Domingo rebel. You jump

up and yell, "Hallelujah. They gettin' in one more place."

They gettin' in one more place. (applause)

VJhen the brothers in Viet Nam take the embassies,

you holler, "Hallelujah. They gettin' em good. They gettin'

era good. They gettin' em good." (applause)

And vvhen our brothers in Afrlc-a talce em in Portuguese

Nev; Guinea, take ern in Zambezi (phonetic), take em in

Mozambique, take em in South Africa, you holler, "Plold it,

babjr! I am comln to help you too ." (applause) I'm. comin to

help you too. I'm comin to help you too.- (continuing applause)

We are a beautiful race of people, Our forefathers

vjould rather fight the sun than bov; dovrn to anyone. But look

at us. Just look at us. We are like dogs living in this

They taking dope

.

place. Our people are drinking, v/ine .
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They're fighting each other. They're cutting each other.

V/e must be concerned v/lth our people. The hell with this

God damn country. Let's be concerned vrlth our people,

(applause) Our people. Our people. Our people. We must

be concerned wld our people. We must be concerned v;ld our

people. (continuing applause)

Our young spend half their time in reform schools.

Our youth spend half their time sleeping on roof tops and

then v/hen they're finished they send them to Viet Nam. What

kind of a life is that for a human being. Wliat kind of a

life is that. Get up black people. Get up. We will survive

America. We vjill survive America. We have survived too

much not to survive novj. And if. they v.;aste Brother HUEY,

you take it from me, Brother HUEY P. NEWTON will be freed

or else. Thank you. (applause)

Brother STOKELY CAIMICHAEL. 1 know everybody v.ja,nt

to clap. This is tremendously important that everyone remain

in their ‘seat until our platform guests are out of the area.

Please have a seat. Please have a seat. Nov; it'll take them

just a few minutes to get off the stage and v;hile they're

getting off the stage a few quick announcements

.

Brother ERNIE THOMPSON, Deacons for Defense, Johns-

burg, Louisiana. Here he is. Right here. Moving into

L. A. (applause) Brother MELVIN NEWTON. I don't knovi if

he's still sittln' here, but he and Sister NEWTON. I don't



Icnovj vjhere he is. Alright. There v.^ill be a soul session

tonight. Strictly soul session at 7228 South Broadvjay.

9 o'clock PM. Donation $1.00. . "Arambe” is on sale outside

when you go out. That's the Black: Congress Newspaper and

it's Important that you pick that up. It's important that

vje have our voice.

The Peace Action Council is circulating peace

petitions so that vie can get that on the ballot. That's

also important that everybody signs that.

Just another fev/ more minutes. I hope everybody has

enjoyed themselves. If you have; let's^ you Irnov.k let's

clap for one another. (applause)

V/e got the v;ord we're moving late. Piclc up your

literature and move out quickly and quietly and love black

people. Thank you very much.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELIANEOUS , SEDITION
BLACK CONGRESS SP0NS0RP:D RALLY FOR
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEV-JTON^

LOS ANGELES SPORTS AfffiNA

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY l8, I968

On February 27j I968, source nine advised that
Stokely Carmichael and Reies Tijerina vrere featured
speakers on February 19, 1968, at 8:00 PPi, at a rally at the
Second Baptist Church, 2412 Griffith, Los Angeles, California,
where approximately 300 people x\rere in attendance, with a
majority being young Negroes, between 18 and 25 years of age.
The audience vjas 65 percent Negro and 35 percent Mexican-
Americans . Ca.rmichael was the last speaker, and in his
presentation, he indicated that the ^'Jhite man was the cause
for all Negro problems. "The v/hites have robbed the Negro
of his digxnity" . He indicated that the police vjere the
force that maintained the x^rhite pov^er structure. "It's
time the Negroes stopped playing games, because the man (wiiltey)
doesn't play games with you". Carmichael said an example of
this v;as Detroit, Michigan, when the vjhite man used bazookas,
guns and canons against the Negro. "The Negroes must arm
themselves, and they must use these vreapons", he said.
Carmichael was received v;ith standing ovations, and great
enthusiasm by the audience. No nev/s media^r^olice were
permitted to enter and observe the ra 1

On February 21, I968, source six advised that
Stokely Carmichael departed Los Angeles at 9:00 PM,
February 20, 1S68, and flevr to San Francisco, in the company
of two Black Panther members, in Ard^ to make a speech in
Oakland, California, on that date

On February 21, 1968, sOTrce ten advised that
Stokely Carmichael departed Los Angeles on February 20, 1968,
for San Francisco, California, where he. was scheduled to
appear on Februa.iy 23., I968, at Sokol Hall, 739 Page,
San Francisco, and speak at a rally being sponsored by th^^
Black Students Association of San FranOlsco City Col0.ege.

This document contaiiis neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents ai^e not to
be distributed outside your agency.

a
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FD-323'(Rev. 11-29-01)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 100-68783
157-2091

UISWEE) STATES DEPARTMENT OF IHST/CE
JS-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
March 5 ^ I968

Title

Character

MM&SSX
Reference

STOliELY CARTilCHAEL
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR
DEFENSE OP HUEY P„ NEWTON,
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA,
LOS ANGEIES, CALIFORNIA
2/18/68

INTERNAL SECURITY-MIS CELLANEOUS

,

SEDITION
RACIAL MATTER
Letterhead memorandum, dated and
captioned as above, at Los Angeles

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced commimication have furnished reliable
infoimation in the past.

This document coiiUilns neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; It and Us contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Jn Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.

BU 105-165429
SF 157-1203

4 STATES DEPARTMENT OF JJ.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
May 28, 1968

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Brr
REFERENCE: San Francisco memorandum November 22, 1967

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment

address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change

only specified)

:

Residence: Alameda County Jail
1229 Fallon Street
Oakland, California

Employment:

..h-HU-

Ail ir!rcn;.;,JiO:(

HutvOii IS Li^LAouii'ici}

^ MAY S'i

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your\a^ncy; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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O^tlONAl fOBM NO. \0

MAY .96? »D1TtON

GSa CEN. BEO no 27

UNi ri:!) .s'Jvvi E.s (k)\ i:rnment

Memorandum
Director, FBI (Buf'ilo- 10^-165429 )

DATl.: 2/5/6 8

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-56922)

‘ HUEY PERCY NEWTON
SM - BPP

BABBLE

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Aa IfircnJ^ATrCi^

RESUBMISSION Jartfefiied

Card* sent 00

I i
New Subject [3AI Chunge

| |
Delete

F'BI Number

804 121E

Aliases

Citizenship

LK- Bom I
|
Naturalized

|

'

j
Alien

Subject also on

Organizational Affil iation

Negro [XU Male Female

lU ANP
iH AVN
aH BNAT
iZ] BPP

isll C'.O.M

itD CORE

Date of Birth

2/17/42
Place of Birth

Monroe, Louisiana

lA SNCC
Z] swp

flU wwp
i] MISC

i (Specify)

Position in Organization Occupation, Business Address (Show Name of Employing Concern)

Minister of
Defense ^ Unemployed

Residunco Address
Jailj i Graystone Annex, Rehabilitation Center,
Pleasanton, California

A./-:

REGISTERED MAIL

Bureau (RM) V-’’’

1 - Sari Francisco

AcC-CPf

, , .13 M'

(sTvf APR8^ t|S3,-

/ / /d'
'''Yd2-^ -

/ '

NCT r:HCCRCEO

1 P£B 7 1968
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SF 100-56922
JTQ/jr

RESUME OF ACTIVITIES ;

Subject is a leader of the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense (BPPSD). He was one of the group who invaded
the California State Legislature on 5/2/67, openly bearing
rifles and shotguns. He is currently under indictment for
killing a policeman and wounding another on 10/28/67. He has
openly carried firearms on the streets of Oakland, California,
and has an arrest record for assault and battery and resisting
arrest.



1

*> i

b
b

SAC, Saa Francisco (157-1203) 5/13/63

Dlrsctor, S3I (105-165429)

CA’-iJfl,

7

inXEY P3SCY NEWTONm - BPP

Eeurlet 5/3/63.

A roviet; of tho toll call record of the subject *s
father is not coasidored pertinent at this tisa as the
subject has bean in jail sinca October, 1937, and there is
no iafcrmatioa to slier? that his father has been active in
his Gsfense, In the event you desire to resubrait this
reouost in the future, you should ftu’nish inforciatioa
conceraiag the church affiliation of subject’s father,
who is described as beverend Newton, contact your informants
coacernins him, and e'eament on his reputation in the
cciamuaity

.

A request for the subject’s Federal income tax
returns is bsing made at the Bureau. It is suggested that
you consider checking his State of California tax returns,
if available

.

RMH : 1km )
(4) ^

. all
CC<

^

herein is
Ui'lCLViSlFlcO

\/
A



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. RE';. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GUvERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) date: 5/3/68

FROM

subject:

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

o
'HUEY PERCY NEWTON
SM - MISCELLANEOUS
00: San Francisco

(157-1203) (P)

ALL lNFCrvf,'!.A7'f0t'!
COilTAlWED

mmi iS ui4i:uLSs;ria
anoMc6/i^

/3
>:/l^

Rerep of SA|
|

dated 5/10/67 at
San Francisco, and Bureau airtel dated 4/22/67 captioned,
’’Black Panther Party (BPP) Racial Matter."

Referenced airtel instructed that a request to -

review income tax returns, toll call records, and to locate
and monitor bank accounts for 13 PP leaders should be sub-
mitted to the Bureau.

If

A

NEWTON is Minister of Defense of the BPP. He has
been incarcerated in the Alameda County Jail, Oakland, California,,'

_

since October 1967, charged with the murder of an Oakland
police officer on October 28, 1967.

A
,V

j: \

NEWTON was born February 17, 1942. He resided with
his parents. Reverend and Mrs. WALTER^EWTON , 881 47th Street,
Oakland, California, until the time he was incarcerated.
NEWTON has been continually on probation since 1966 •, hid
known employments have been from 1962-1964 as a sumjnertime
job as a cannery employee at the California packing Company,
Oakland, and on a part time basis by the VJeed Abatement
Department of the City of Oakland. In addition, NEWTON has
been occupied on a sporadic basis as a student at Merritt
College, Oakland, and at San Francisco Law School, San
Francisco. For the period of May through October 1967, NEWTON
has been engaged on a full time basis as Minister of Defense

,

by the BP? . ,

San Francisco feels it' is advisable to review toll
calls maxie^frp.m ..,the_ res idpnce

,
o f ,

Sub j e c ,L ’'^^T'f'atfreTr.ZCteTephpne
numHer_ 6 5 3 - 0 5 ) to

^
determine if NEWTON _possiL.ly... through

his parents, couldfbe in'“c:ohtact\.jith other black ..nationalist
extremists in the U.S. Therefore. Bureau., authorit / is req uested

il

to'"effect this cdve'rage' through

- /<& -
'/Bureau (RM)

2 - San Francisco
WJW/men
(4)

:b2

:b7D

C\

1968
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ROTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR ACCESS E>etlV€RY OF THIS DOCUMENT TO SENATE
SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) ANi^ 'R HOUSE SELEC' COMMUTTEflHSOiON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES#

I VI ’^R r T N.TJ;E;, form in VHICH access ANOv^OR MUVERY was made MAY BE DIFFERENT

THAN AS REPRESENTED BY THIS DOCUMENT IN THAT CEPiAiN EXCIJiONS MAY HA/E BEEN

MADE. FOR ACCESS^DELIVERY FORM, SEE 8UFILE >S3) 6^416395 (SSC), 62-116464 (HSC).

^TE ACC.

>ATE PEL, _
MISS .: DOCUMENTS FURNISHE1 O SSC RE MARTIN LUTH R K'NC, JR., WERE ALSO n‘ENISHED

TO ESTATE OF KING THROUGH THE DEPT, AS INDICATED B5LCW FOR INSTANT DOCUMENT, DATE

DENOTING DELIVERY TO DEPT. SEE BUFILE 100-106$70 FOR FORM IN V/HICH FURNISHED.



Sr 157-1203
WJW/mcn

I
San Francisco, who in the

past has afforded the fullest confidence in matters of this
nature

.

The Bureau is also requested to cause a review
of _ Subject's income tax returns to determine " iX' a'possible
violation of ' Internal XRevanue laws exist . NEWTON 's Social
Security No. is 566-56-4675.

San Francisco is continuing investigation to
determine if NEV/TON possesses a bank account.



1 - C.D, DeLoach
1 - W.C. Sullivan
1 - G.C, Moore
1 - Liaison

May 14, 19GS

1 -
1 -

HUBY PERCY RETTTON BY LIAISON

Uacertified copies of incowo tax returns for the
past five years are requested eoacernins the following:

Huey Percy ilov/ton

5S34 Grove atrest,
Galxland, C-'alifornia
Social Security Nuraher 556-56-4375
Single

ORIGIITAL AND 1 FURNISHED TO lOTERNAL REYENUS SERVICE
V

mm:cds (9)

ITOTS

:

See nesorandiin
dated 5/13/68, captioned

G.C, Moore to Hr. Y/.C, Sullivan,
as above, prepared by EI.JH:cds.

/• R.v

f

ALL ir;rr"rV-ni'i c

;

HSTGii IS

DAT

r • » t > ;- | .-i rj

I ... MAIL ROOM I . i I
' ‘teletype UNIT I I

19 MAY 14 1968

I

J

tr'

fcr'



C.D, DeLoach
W.C. Sullivan
G.C. Moore
Liaison

Kay IG, 19G3

BY LIAISON

EUSY PSnCY KEOTON

Uncertified conics of income tax returns for the
past five years are requested concerning the following:

Iluoy Percy Newton
5024 Grove Street,
Oakland, California
Social Security Hiuaber 55S-.56-4675
Single

OHIGINAL AIGD 1 FUENISIIED TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Rirarcds (9)

NOTE;

fISIIED I

See neiaorandura G.C, Moore to Mr, W.C, Sullivan, /
dated 5/14/S8, captioned as above, prepared by REIH:cds, ^

ALL INFGnfi^ATWN CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UXLASSiEIED

L S « i

J J U j I i - 1

'

MAIL ROOM I i TELETYPE UNIT 1. U



^CifTiONAi rc;KM NO. io

MAY 1963 iOiriON
GSA GEN. >eC. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOV aNMENT

Memorandum
Mr, W.C, Sullivan

Toison _

DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop —
Casper _

Callahan

Conrad _
Felt

Gale

DATE: May 14, 1968 A Bosg

FROM
: G.C. Moore

o

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Holmes
Gandy

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEIVTON
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

A request to the Internal Revenue Service for
uncertified copies of the subject’s income tax returns is <

attached. This information is desired for investigative
leads.

Newton is Minister of Defense of the Black
Panther Party, one of the most violence prone of the ^
black nationalist extremist groups. He is presently
in jail av/aiting trial for the murder of a policeman,
A determination of the financial status and sources
of income of black nationalist leaders is desired in
connection with our investigation of the black nationalist
movement. ^^/f/ff^

^

IfApproved, this memorandum should be referred
; to the Liaison Section to malce the necessary contact with

s' the Internal Revenue Service. ^

Enclosure

105-165429

1 - C.D, DeLoach
1 - W.C, Sullivan
1 - G.C, Moore
1 - Liaison

PH

\/
^071 f6S

,

A MAY 28 1363

RMH:cds (7)
(uij

ALL INFORMATION COfTAiriB)
*

HERON IS UNCLASSIFIED

>



SENSTUDY 75

NOTATIONS HEREIN ACCOUNT FOR ACCESS A DELIVERY OF THIS DOCUMENT TO SENATE

SELECT COMMITTEE (SSC) AN >R HOUSE SELEC-' COMMITTEE (HSC) ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIESJJ

' ’ r
N 3TE:^ FORM IN -VHICH ACCESS ANQ^OR DELIVERY WAS MADE MAY BE DIFFERENT

THAN AS REPRESENTED BY THIS JOGUMENT IN FHAT CERiAiN EXCISIONS MAY HA/E BEEN

MADE. FOR ACCESS^ DELIVERY FORM. SEE BUFILE iS) 62 116395 (SSC), 62-116464 (HSC).

ACC. , DATE _______ ACC. _______ DATE - -

DEL. V DATE del. _____ DATE _____
MiSC .: DOCUMENTS FURNISHED TO SSC RE MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR., WERE ALSO FUDNISHE*

TO ESTATE OF KING THROUGH THE DEPT. AS INDICATED BELOW FOR INSTANT DOCUMENT, DATE

DENOTING DELIVERY TO DEPT. SEE BUFILE 100-106670 FOR FORM IN WHICH FURNISHED.



FD-397 (12-8-67)
OPT»PNaL fOBM NO. 10

MAY 1962 tOmON
GSa gen. REG NO. 2?

UNI Tl'l) .S'J'A TK.S (;0\ LflC.NMENT

Memorandum
Director, FBI (Bufile- 105-165429 '

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-120 3) - P

5/28/68

.Sl'BjEC.l :

CardUTD '

HUEY PERCY NEWTON Card W
AGITATOR -1

l)fABBIIE//R'OUSEft INDEX
\ I

New Subject
| X !

Change
| |

Delete

Name FBI Number

Aliases

Citizenship

[ ]

Native Bom Naturalized
1 1

Alien

Subject also on

SI R[

Race Sex

1 1
Male Female

Organizational Affiliation

SNCC
SWP

WWP
MISC
(Specify)

Date of Birth Place of Birth

Position in Organization Occupation, Business Address (Show Name of Employing Concern)

Ml INFORMATION GCl' iAAtO

Residence Address

Alameiia County Jail
1229 Fallon Street, Oakland, California
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for
Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense (BPPSD) was fonned by HUEY PERCY NE^'^TON

,
Minister

of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in December, 1966,
as a militant black nationalist political organization to corabat
'police brutality,' to unite militant black youth, and to
determine the destiny of black communities. The political
philosophy vzas taken from writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of
Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 196 8, the name'vof the organization was
changed to Black Panther Party (BFP).

The official BPP publication, '-The Black Panther
Party - Black Community News Service,'-' states that the BPP
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent
revolutionary program to and oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDPIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister of
Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROP’M, Chairm.an of SNCC.

SNCC is a militant Negro organization
which preaches black supremacy.

WEVJTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the Alameda
County Jail, Oakland, California, av^aiting trial on charge of
murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Nevjton Defense Fund
are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

APPENDIX

2^



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNlW^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF WiTICE%
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 7 ,
1968'

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

HUEY PERCY NEVJTON

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to
the intelligence agencies of the Army, Navy, Air Force and
Secret Service, San Francisco.

On June 7, 1968, Judge Monroe Friedman, Alameda County
Superior Court Oakland Californ:fe , acting on a motion of
Attorney

,
Attorney for Huey P. Newton, granted a

continuance of the Huey P. Newton trial to July 8, 1968.

Attorney also at this time entered a motion in
which he challenged that the jury is not a proper representation
of Newton's peers. Judge Friedman denied this motion without
prejudice basing his action on the fact that the Newton jury
had not as of this time been emoannelled.

Judge Friedman also ruled at this session that personnel
files of Police Officers John Frey, the officer that Newton is
accused of murdering, and

|

'
|
the officer who was

wounded in the iiewton incident, should be made available by
the Oakland Police Department, Oakland, California, to Newton's
attorneys

.

Huey P. Newton is Minister of Defense of the
Black Panther Party, who is accused of
murdering an Oakland, California, Police
Officer.

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party is appended hereto.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of,

the FBI . It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

/ '6 'a:

ENCLOSURE
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UNITED states ^-^^nMENT

JiimoTL^Mm
^DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706 sub 26)

date: 6/30/71

:sAC, LOS^JIMLES (l57-ij-650)

subject:blaCK PANTHER PAR
PUBL IC“AP?EARANCE
KK

Re San Francisco airtel to Director, I/IZ/^qA I

EfTerenced coiranunic ation contained information that
a l I attempted' to arrange a speaking engagement for
HUEY P4: NEWTON at the University of California (USC) on 3/1/71.
San Francisco requested that

sity c

be identified.

I
advised that the President of USC, Dr. JACK

HUBBARD notified Los Angeles police agencies that HUEY P. NEVITON
had been invited to speak at USC by the Great Issues Forum at j
USC. The purpose of the Forum is to present to the campus audiences i

prograns and speakers >n the great political issues of today,
Forum is composed of faculty members, staff administrators, alurmi
and USC student' members

,

1 -

[advised that| [was a studenF~V
at USC and had attempted to arranga»a4^«>^¥^T3l'^TOil!fe'.5E^;b^^^^^ of the

^

Great Issues Forum at USC. Source also advised that alY arrangements
were canceled when adequate security for NEl'/TON could not be
agreed upon. !

£

Inview of the fact that NBl/ifTOW's proposed appearance was z

in conjimction with a legitimate campus organization no further ^

investigation is being conducted to identify
] | ^

^ No dissemination memorandum is being prepared inview of
the fact that NEl'/TON did not appear and secondly arrangements were c
being made through legitimate campus organization.

^^/Bureau (RI'I) ,,

2-San Prancisco(RH)
2-Los Angeles x
(1-157-6187)

RHR

MQ 17

hot eecordeb
wl JUL J 5 .

^4- i>

JUl 2L_, jiiAL- —

,

JU L w '^/(y t/.f. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Payroll^avings Plan
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1. [XI Subject’s name is included in the Security Index.

2. [X The data appearing on the Security Index card are current.

3. [X] Changes on the Security Index card are necessary and Form FD-122
has been submitted to the Bureau.

4. [X] A suitable photograph [3 is is not available.

Date photograph was taken 19 fi 3

5. Subject is employed in a key facility and is

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are

6.

[3 This report is classified conf because
(state reason)

it contains data reported from SF T-1, T-3^

through T-10, all sources of continuing value, the disclosure
o.f which vrould have adverse effect on the security of

this nation.

7.

Subject previously interviewed (dates)

rX Subject was notxwnterviewed because (state reason)

of pending prosecution.

8.

This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria and a letter

has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation of the

Security Index card.

9- H This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the Security Index

criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because
(state reason)

of his current status as Minister of Defense,
Black Panther Party.

10. Subject’s SI card FZ] is IXd is not tabbed Detcom.

I I
Subject’s activities warrant Detcom tabbing because (state reasons)

- C* -

Cover Page
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UMTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

0 0 J i t r I D E irr r/r l"

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

May 24, 1968

Re: Huey Percy Newton

Dear Sir:

» •

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U- S, citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria;

(a) [X] Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior;

(b) [X] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) [X| Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph [XU has been furnished Q enclosed is not available

I I

may be available through

DECMSSIETSD EY_JtSeirMQ/M/pi

Very truly yours.

John EdgtH IJoover

DirectOT

'v

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service

, San Francisco (RM)

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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Date:
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Character:

Synopsis:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^ICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Secret Service, San Francisco (Class 5a,b,c)(RH)
115th MI Group (RM)
NISO, 12th ND'(RM)
OSI, 19th District (PJO

SA
5/24/68

157-1203

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Office: SMJ FRANCISCO

Bureau File #: 105-165429

DECXAssir -r p-

ON

RACIAL MATTER - BPP

HUEY PERCY NEWTON is presently confined to the Alameda
County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on charge
of murder of an Oakland Police Officer. NEWTON holds
position of Minister of Defense, Black Panther Party (BPP),
NEWTON, in speeches, said ” , .

,

when the people learn that
it is no longer advantageous for them to resist by going
to the streets in large numbers and when they see the
advantage of the guerilla warfare method, they will
quickly follow this example,, . ’’Rien the Vanguard group
destroys the machinery of the oppressor by dealing with
him in small groups of three and four and then escapes
the might of the oppressor, the masses will be overjoyed
and will adhere to this correct strategy, I'Then the masses
hear that a gestapo policeman has been executed while sipping
coffee at a counter, and the revolutionary executioners fled
without being traced, the masses will see the validity of
this type of approach to resistance.,. The party must exist
above ground as long as the dog power structure will allow,
and hopefully when the party is forced to go underground the
message of the party will already have been put across to the
people," In other speeches NE'JTOM advocated arming of
BPP members. NEWTON SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED MD DMGEROUS

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned t

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS

I . BACKGROUND

A, Residence and Employment

HUEY PERCY NEv^TON is presently confined at the
Alameda County Jail, 1229 Fallon Street, Oakland, California,
where he is awaiting trial on charge of murder of an
Oakland Police Officer.

Oakland Police Department,
Oakland, California, 5/6/68

B. Arest Record

The records of the Oakland Police Department
reflect that on May 22, 196 7,- NEWTON, along with two other
individuals, was arrested by officers of the Oakland
Police Department, charged with disturbing the peace, dis-
playing a deadly weapon in a threatening manner, possession
of a knife with a blade in excess of three and one-half
inches, and use of profanity. The narrative of this
offense relates that on May 22, 1967, in answer to a com-
plaint alleging that juveniles vjere seen with a sawed-off
shotgun, investigating officers, upon arriving at the loca-
tion and observing the juveniles, follov/ed them into a
house into which they had fled; and while searching the
house for the juveniles and the shotgun in question, they
were confronted by NEWTON and two other individuals.

NE^?T0N, according to this report, accosted
officers with a dagger xjith a nine and one-half inch blade,
which he shook in the face of one of the officers and
asserted that the officer's throat was going to be slit.

The records of the Richmond, California Police
Department, disclosed on June 4, 196 7, at 5:50 a.m. , ME'TTON
was arrested by the Richmond Police Department on a charge
of violating Section 148 of the California Penal Code (inter-
fering with the police).

2 -
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The details of this offense as set forth in the
officer’s report related that a group of Negroes gathered
around Richmond police officers who were issuing a citation
on a traffic violation. One of these Negroes, who was in an
intoxicated condition, attempted to 3:ick the police officer.
NEWTON swung at one of the officers, striking him on the
chest

.

The records of the Contra Costa County Sheriff's
Office, Martinez, California, disclosed that on October 9,
1957, NEWTON was sentenced by the Municipal Court, Richmond,
California, to serve 60 days in the County Jail follov7ing
conviction of the June 4, 1967, charge mentioned above. On
October 10, 1967, NEWTON was released on bail on court
order pending appeal. (NEWTOM's arrest and indictment on
charge of murdering of an Oakland Police Officer is set
out later in this report under a separate caption.)

C. Identification Record

The following is an identification record pertaining
to NEWTON as received from the FBI Identification Division
on November 28, 1967:

3



WASHINGTON. 13 .0 . 20337 ' ^

R 804 12i E is furnisliod T'OR O

CONTIaIBUTOR of
FINGERPRINTS .

Oaklcind Calif

PD
Borkoley Calif

SO/ Oakland
Calif

PD Berkeley
Calif

PD
Richnond Calif

1

NAME AND NUM3ER
!

:

ARPIESTED or-?

RECEIVED

Huoy Percy
Revvton
#159483

3-2-63

Huey Percy
Rev/ton
#20502

. Huey Percy
No ’.'/ton

#64-2 3o3
1

3“*5'-b4

Huey Percy
Newton #159483

6-11-64

Huey Percy
Newton #64-9016

10-8-64

Kuey .P, Nev/ton

#55/2960
3-1S-65

Huey Percy
Newton rl20502

3-17-66

Huey Percy
Newton
15^42141

6-4-67

1

1

'

1

1

4:

DISPOSITION

v;rn*t (484 PC),
(PT)

Viol See 459
Pen C cc:.e ( burg ]

Burg 5 cts

GJLSm

disi;! on cbg
4 ctG burg

6-11-64 varr 245 PC (ADW) 6 mos CJ 3 y
prob

10-8-64 AT'W
. , 6 laos CJ 3 y

prob

242 PC batt
agt’.inst peac^^

officer

ir3.’e3t) &
543 PC .i'B po5

misd ert p:cob

2 yrs

no corApl on
Ist dig

) cu:.ii;v o.: 3_
PC, (batt)
continued oi.

prob 10-10-6

Information sKown on this Id -'niification, Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprlr',;

contributors. Where final disposition is not shovrn or further explanation of charge is de-sirod, com-
municate v/ith agency contributing tho.ss fittgerprinis.

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investi-
gative leads as being possibly identical v/itn subject of this record. '

u.s. r.,Kt,«o omet o-«7-.<.
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II. PENDING CHARGE OF ^tURDER OF AN OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA,
POLICE OFFICER, AGAINST NEWTON

On October 28, 1967, Officer
Intelligence Unit, Oakland Police Department, advised that
at 5:00 a.m, on that date. Oakland Police Officer JOHN F.

FREY, Age 23, and I L age 24, made a routine
traffic violation car stop of a car driven by HUEY PERCY
NEWTON in the vicinity of 7th and Willow Streets, Oakland,
California. NEWTON got out of the car while officers were
waiting results of car registration checks by radio, NEWTON
had no driver’s license in his possession. As officers and
NEWTON walked toward NEWTON ’s car, NEVJTON pulled a 9

millimeter pistol from his waistband , fatally shooting Officer
FREY and critically wounding Officer

! [ NEVJTON was
also wounded and placed under guard at Kaiser Hospital

,

where he underwent surgery for gunshot wounds.

Officer advised that another individual
was accompanying NEWTON at the time of this incident and
intensive investigation is being conducted to identify this
individual.

The records of the Municipal Court, Oakland,
California, disclose that on October 30, 1967, a complaint
was filed, charging HUEY PERCY NEWTON with murder and
assault with intent to commit murder. He was accused of the
fatal shooting of Officer JOHN F . FREY and the wounding
of Officer ! ]

On October 31, 1967, NEWTON was arraigned before
Municipal Judge STAFFORD P. BUCKLEY at his bedside at
fiighland Hspital, Oakland,

On November 13, 1967, the Grand Jury of Alameda
County, Oakland, indicted NEWTON on charge of murder of an
Oakland Police Officer, and trial, after numerous continuances,
is set for June 10, 1968.

Concerning one of the court proceedings pertaining
to NEWTON, the following is set forth:

5
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The November 29, 1967, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle," a San Francisco daily newspaper, captioned
"Black Panthers Disrupt Court," states that members of the

militant Black Panthers triad to substitute the own brand
of courtroom behavior at the November 28, 1967, arraign-
ment of NEWTON. According to this article, when the’

judge entered the courtroom, the bailiff, as is customary,
asked the spectators to rise. About 50 Black Panthers
who vjere present in the courtroom remained seated.
\'?hen NEWTON was brought into the courtroom, he raised his

hand in a cl5.nched-fist salute. His followers rose as one

and returned a formal salute. NEWTON then said, "You

may be seated," and as the followers sat down, they
laughed loudly. At this time the judge ordered NEWTON to

be removed from the courtroom, and the courtroom was admonished
by the judge that all spectators would be sent from the
courtroom if order did not prevail.

III. ACTIVITIES
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (Characterized in the appendix)
A. Position

NEWTON, although he is in confinement iri the
Alameda County Jail, still maintains the position of Minister
of Defense, Black Panther Party (BPP).

SF T-1, 5/6/88

B. Meetings Attended
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C, Announcement By NEWTON of Change of Name of BPP

At a press conference held on March 7, 1968, in
the Alameda County Jail, Oakland, California, NEWTON announced
the change of the official name of the Black Panther Party
for Self-Defense to the Black Panther Party.' NEWTON
explained that the words, "self-defense," had been dropped
because "... people seemed to misinterpret the definition
of what self-defense v?as all about."

D. Speeches and Writings by HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The July 20, 1967 issue of "The Black Panther -

Black Community Mews Service," the official publication of
the BPP, on Page 3, Columns 1 through 5, contains an
article captioned* "The Correct Handling of a Revolution,"
by Minister of Defense HUEY PERCY NEWTON, which states in
part as follows:

"... At this time the black masses are mishandling
the resistance in this regard.

"The Vanguard Party must provide leadership for
the people. It must teach the correct strategic
methods of prolonged resistance through literature
and activities. If the activities of the party
are respected by the people, the people will
follow the example. This is the primary job of
the party. This knowledge will probably be gained
second-hand by the masses ... .^Vhen the people learn
that it is no longer advantageous for them to
resist by going to the streets in large numbers
and when they see the advantage in the activities
of the guerrilla warfare method, they will quickly
follow this example. .. ,\'Then the Vanguard group des-
troys the machinery of the oppressor by dealing \-]±th

him in small groups of three and four and then escapes
the might of the oppressor, the masses will be
overjoyed and will adhere to this correct strategy.
When the masses hear that a gestapo policeman has been
executed while sipping coffee at a counter, and the
revolutionary executioners fled without being traced,
the masses will see the validity of this type of
approach to resistance.

- 8 -
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"The party must exist. above ground as long as
the dog power structure will allow, and hopefully
when the party is forced to go underground the
message of the party will already have been put across
to the people. The Vanguard Party’s activities on
the surface will necessarily be short-lived. This
is why it is important that the party make a
tremendous impact on the people before it is
driven into secrecy.

"...If the Chinese revolution is investigated it
will be seen that the Communist Party V7as quite
on the surface so that they would be able to muster
support from the masses...,A revolutionary must
realize that if he is sincere, death is imminent
due to the fact that the things he is saying and
doing are extremely dangerous. VJithout this
realization, it is impossible to proceed as a
revolutionary. The masses are constantly looking
for a guide, a Messiah, to liberate them from the
hands of the oppressor. ,. .It is of prime importance
that the Vanguard ihrty develop a political organ
such as a newspaper produced by the party as well
as employ strategically revolutionary art and
destruction of the oppressor’s machinery....

:The Black Panther Party for Self-Defense teaches
that in the final analysis the amount of guns
and defense weapons, such as hand grenades,
bazookas, and other necessary equipment, will
be supplied by taking these weapons from the
power structure, as exemplified by the Viet
Cong."

In early June, 1967, HUEY NEWTON stated that the
BPP vjas going to set up a Republic of Free People (ROFP)
in North Richmond, California. He said it would be a city
within a city and would be more or less of an asylum for
people who want to 1e free within the United States or
California. He declared that there would be ROFP sites
throughout the United States, that they would protect their
own cities and that any polibe officers in their area would
be arrested by the BPP. He said they would shoot it out with

- 9
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any police officers that harass our people anywhere near
the area of the ROFP. NEWTON stated he vjas going to
Los Angeles, California, one weekend in June (1967) to i

organize another BPP.

SF T-4, 6/13/67

The Sunday, August 6, 1967, edition of the
New York Times, beginning on Page 6, contains a
feature article captioned, "The Goal of the Black
Panthers," by SOL STERN, Assistant Managing Editor of
Ramparts Magazine. This article quotes the leaders of
the BPP on their philosophies of violence and revdLution
against the white power structure they charge is
suppressing them. This article states in part as follows;

"Huey Newton provided a 15-minute capsule
history of the Negro struggle in America, and
then begins to relate it to the world revo-
lution and the example of the people of
Vietnam. . .black people can learn lessons from
the fight of the Vietnamese, Newton continues;
Black people in America also must arm them-
selves for self-defense against the same
racist army. ’Every time you can execute a white
racist gestapo cop you are defending yourself,’
he concludes."

The aforementioned article on Page 4, Column 3,
continues as follows:

"Following street rally in North Richmond on
Saturday afternoon in late June, 1967, Newton
was a^ed whether the talk at rallies about killing
cops is serious, Newton replies is is very
serious. Then why, he is asked, stake everything,
including the lives of the Panthers, on the killing
of a couple of cops? ’It wont’t be just a couple
of cops,’ he says; ’when the time comes, it will
be part of a whole national coordinated effort.’
Is he willing to kill a cop?. Yes, he answers, and
when the time comes he is willing to die, what
does he think is going to happen to him ’I am
going to be killed...."

A characterization of "Ramparts" is as
follows :

.

10



’•RAMPARTS"

"Ramparts" is a monthly magazine with editorial
offices in San Francisco, California. The January, 1968, issue
listed WARRp HINCKLE, III, as Editor, and ROBERT SCHEER as
Managing Editor. It stated that the press run for that issue
was 279,000.

The September 10, 1967, issue of the "Denver Post"
contained an article on "Ramparts," based upon an interview of
its staff by EARL SHORIS, author of the article. This article
captioned, "Ramparts: An expression of the 'New Left,'" read
in part as follows:

"HINCKLE calls Ramparts 'radical in
style and politicos.’’ It belongs to
the left, if not the new left....

"The editors of Ramparts are confident
of their own virtue, s^o confident they
are able to dispense with objectivity....
Editor HINCKLE said,. 'I don't believe
in this "on the other hand" stuff.
People write in and ask us to print the
other side. We tell them no we are
not a debating society....'

"Ramparts has been crass and commercial.
It~has~often been more exhortative
than informative, but it has also
produced some exciting reporting on
Vietnam, the city of Oakland, and
conservation or the lack of it in
America. The magazine joined every
other publication in America in belaboring
the Warren Report, but SOL STERN 's

uncloaking of the CIA was brilliant,
effective reporting. If Ramparts may
have overstated the number “of "cEridren
who have been casualities in Vietnam,
it is small criticism; children have
been burned and killed.

"The financial problems that have
plagued Ramparts for most of its five
years may Se~co^ming to an end. With
120,000 subscribers and as many news-
stand sales , the cost of printing has
dropped . . .

.

"

ID
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The July 3, 19S7, issue of the "Black Panther
Party - Black Community News Service" (BPPBCNS),

Page 7, Columns 5 and 6, contains the following article:

"GUNS The weapons reccommended by the
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense are
as follows

:

"GUNS BABY GUNS

1) Army 45 Army 45 will stop
all jive

2) Carbine
3) 12 guage magnum shot- Buckshots will down

guns with 18" bari'-el. cops
Preferably the brand
of High Standard P38 will open

Prison gates
4) M16 Carbine will stop
5) 357 Magnum pistols a war machine
6) P 38 357 will win us our

heaven

And if you don't believe
in lead, you are already
dead.

"BY ’^MISTER OF DEFENSE HUEY P.
NEUTON"

The October 31, 196 7, issue of "The Gaier," San
Francisco State College student newpaper on Page 1, Columns
1 through 3, contains an article captioned, "Panther's
Newton Speaks ... then" , which is set forth as follows:

"by STEVE T00>’AJIAN

"To preserve any culture you have to have strength.
You have to have the gun. If you don't, your
adversar}^ will bring in his guns and impose
his culture upon you.

"The oolice are in the black community only
to contain us.

11
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"As long as an act is revolutionary, it cannot
be regarded as a crime.

"No one risks his life if he doesn't need to.

"These are the words of HUEY NEWTON, spoken at
SF State a day before he allegedly killed an
Oakland policeman Saturday.

"Little is known about the pre-dawn gunfight,
other than the most obvious results.

"NEWTON lies wounded and in satisfactory
condition in Oakland's Highland Hospital,
wounded policeman HERBERT HEANES remains in
serious condition in Oakland's Kaiser Hospital,
and Patrolman JOHN FREY lies dead in an Oakland
mortuary

.

"It is no secret that Oakland police keep a close
watch on NEWTON, the 25-year old minister of
defense for the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense.

"In newton's Friday Gallery Lounge address before
300 people, the Panther leader expressed the need
for black people to defend their own neighborhoods,
and to resist^by force the authority of police.

"He and nearly 40 other v/eapon carrying Panthers
have sporadically patrolled the Bay Area's black
communities, in addition to a foray in to the
State Legislature.

"The Panthers believe talk has achieved almost
nothing for the black man. Physical force, they
say, is the only language which can make the
white power structure react.

"No one knows for sure whether HUEY NE”T0N
actually murdered the Oakland policeman Saturday.
No one knows if there were any incidents in that
particular situation V7hich would have made him
want to kill a cop."

- 12 -
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At 3:15 p,m. on September 4, 1967, HUEY NEUTON,
as Minister of Defense, BPP, spoke at a session of the
Black Action Conference, Ravenswood High School, East
Palo Alto, California, to a group of about 100. He said
that the black man must use whatever means he has for
protection; the "honkie" cop must be stopped from going into
homes and using brutality on colored people, NEWTON
also said, ”If the situation continues in this country,
the Negro will be in revolution with 'honkies.'" He
said the purpose of the BPP is to protect the blacks now
in revolution.

SF T-5, 9/5/67

E. Huey P. Nev/ton Defense Fund

The November 4, 1967, issue of "The Sun Reporter,"
a San Francisco Negro community newspaper, states that a
fund has been established for the aid of HUEY NEWTON in
definding himself against the charge of murder. This
article also states that the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) and the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
through their national offices, have pledged their complete
and continuous support to the defense of HUEY NEWTON.

A characterization of SNCC is contained in the
appendix.

On February 23, 1968, source furnished the
following leaflet, which was, according to him, promulgated
by the Huey P, Newton Defense Fund:

13
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The Huey Newton Defense Fund is organized to raise funds for Huey P. Newton so

that he has competent legal assistance when he stands trial. Huey Newtoni the

brilliant political leader of the Black Panther Party for Self Defense, was

shot in Oakland, California, early Saturday monring, October 28, 1967. In

the Incident an Oakland policeman, John Frey (Jr. ), was fatally wounded.

On November 13, 1967, the Alameda County CSrand Jury, after hearing the evidence,
went to lurch, reconvened at 1 jIi3 p.m. and twenty-seven minutes later (at 2:10

p.m. ), returned a three-count indictment accusing Kuey Newton of murder, assault

with a deadly weapon on a police officer, and kidnapping. This action was taken

with no deliberation or nuestions asked by the Orand Jury.

Pressed into this brief twenty-seven minutes was movement of the fourteen (Uj)
members of the Grand Jury from the Grand Jury room to the courtroom, roll call,

two exits from the Grand Jury room by the District Attorney and his staff, and
Indictmenti No questions were asked and no murder weapon was in evidence, nor
was the absence of such weapon explained. (See attached xeroxed copy of the

Supplementary Kemo of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion under Penal
Code Section 995 to set aside counts one and two of the indictment.

)

We are seeking nation-wide supoort for this case because similar incidents
have occurred in every Black ghetto across the oo'mtry. The following position
statement on Kuey Newton and police brutality was read by Doctor Price Cobbs at
a press oonl'erence called by the Defense Funds

We feel that Huey P. Newton Is the vi ctim of a frarae-up by
the Oakland Police Department and that on several occasions
members of that department threatened to kill him. They hate
Huey because of the uncompromising starid he took against the
abuse of power by the police in the Black gnettos of America,
The Oakland Police Department has a well-deserved reputation
for brutality and excessive use of force, particularly when
it comes to Black people,

Huey P, Newton has long been at the top of the Oakland Police
Department's WANTED UST. He has been constantly dragged off
to jail by them on’ phoney, made-up charges. Trds move against
Huey fits neatly into the general pattern of harassment, frame-
up, and intimidation which forces within the power structure
have unleashed against militant young Slack men and women who
stand up and say No, loud and clear, to the conditions of
HLaok people in America,

The Black [Anther,
Black Community News Service,
November 23, 1967,

We are looking fonvard to your support and co-operation in helping to raise
funds so that fkiey P. Newton has competent legal defense.

Please send donations to!
Huey Newton Defense Fuhd— P.0, Box 318
Berkeley, California 91j701

Sr T-S
,
2/23/68

- 14 -
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F. Rallies Held in Support of Huey P. Newton

On February 18, 1968, a rally in support of
HUEY NEWTON was held at the Sports Arena, Los Angeles,
California, sponsored by the BPP and SMCC. This rally
was held for the purpose of raising funds to assist NEWTON
in his defense on a charge of murdering an Oakland police
officer. Sneakers at this affair were H. RAP BR0'?N,
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, and BOBBY SEALE, Minister of Education
of the BPP. All speakers emphasized the innocence of
HUEY NEWTON and the fact tint he is being "framed" by a
racist society and the need for "Black Power" in the United
States

.

SF T-6, 3/4/68
SF T-7, 2/20/68

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is a militant Negro
nationalist and a former Chairman of SNCC,

H. RAP BRO^TN

K. RAP BRO’i'JH is the current National Chairman
of SNCC.

"“IA rally sponsored by the Huey P. Newton Defense
Fund was held at Oakland on February I7 , 1968, At this
rally speakers were STOKELY CARMICHAEL and H. RAP BROWN.
CARMICHAEL spoke on the exploitation and colonization of

^ the Negro. He said that when the "white man" executes
HUEY NEWTON, that they, the Black Panthers, will execute
the police. He reiterated that if PiUEY NEV/TON is executed,
Oakland, California, can exnect maximum retaliation.
CARMICHAEL said that HUEY NEWTON "will be set free or else."
At this affair it was estimated that approximately

$

20 ,000
was collected. -

SF T-4, March 4, 1968

G. Communist Party (CP) Interest in HUEY NEWTON —j

At a meeting of the East Bay CP Industrial Club,
which vjas held at Ber]:aley, California, on December 27 ,

196 7,
it was announced that a communication had been received

- 15
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from the Regional CP Section to the effect that the
black and white citizens are forming a Bay Area Defense
Committee, who are pledged to give their support in
defense of HUEY NEWTON against the charge of murder of
an Oakland police officer.

SF T-8, 1/4/68.

At a District Cororaittee meeting of the
Northern California District CP (NCDCP) , which was held
in San Francisco on March 9, 1968 it was stated by

that the CP will
support HUE^ NEWTON as a candidate for the United States .

Senate.

SF T-9, 3/12/68

H. HUEY P. NEWTON - Candidate of U.S. Congress

An article appeared in the Berkeley Daily
Gazette, Berkeley, California, daily newspaper, in the
edition of February 19, 1968, captioned, "Huey Newton
A Candidate." and stated that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister
of Information of the BPP, announced in Oakland on February
18, 1968, that HUEY P. NEWTON is the party's candidate
for U.S. Congress from the 7th Congressional District.

I. Peace and Freedom Party Support of HUEY NEWTON

The Peace and Freedom Party of California is
a legitimate political party in the State of
California.

.b6

:b7C

On March 17, 18, and 19, 1968, the Founding
Convention of the Peace and Freedom Party was held at
Richmond Auditorium, Richmond, California. At this
convention, the following motions v/ere proposed;

1, HUEY NEWTON must be set free by any means
necessary.

2 . The Peace and Freedom Movement should mount a
state-wide education campaign on the issue of "Free Huey
Newton."

- 16 -
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3. The Peace and Freedom >toveinent shall
conduct state-wr.cs demonstratiors in support of HUEY NEUTON.
This motion vjas passed by a substantial majority.

It was also proposed that (1) since the present
government of the United States, the State of California,
Alameda County, and the City of Oakland are not representative
governments of the Black People of this country, this state,
this county, and this city; (2) since these governments
act not as servants of the Black People but has their
oppressors; (3) since this illegitimate power structure
has singled out HUEY P. NEWTON as a political leader to
be eliminated; (4) since the case of HUEY P. NEWTON
dramatically shows the injustice of a racilly antagonistic
police force mainly recruited from outside the community,
blatantly unequal application of the laws, trial by press,
radio and television owned by the \i\ite power structure,
a grand jury system based on wealth and political power,
and deprivation of the fundamental right to a trial by
one's peers; and because we affirm the right of Black People
to defend themselves against t!ie illegal and arbitrary use
of police power, HUEY NEWTON must be set free and proper
restitution by the City of Oakland, California, must be
made to him,

SF T-10, 3/27/68
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY , aka
Black Panther Party for
Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by KUEY PERCY NEKTON, Minister
of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in December, 1966,
as a militant black nationalist political organization to combat
"police brutality,' to unite militant black youth, and to
determine the destiny of black comraunities . The political
philosophy vras taken from writings of Chairman MAO 'Tse-tung of
Communist China and black militant writers

.

In March, 196 8, the naro,e>,of the organization was
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, "'The black Panther
Party - Black Community News Service,'-' states that the BPP
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people..

On February 17, 1868, ELDRILGE CLEAVER, Minister of
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Comm.ittee (SMCC) and bestovred title of Minister of
Justice, BPP, upon FI. RAP BRO^TJ, Chairman of SNCC.

SNCC is a militant Hegro orgcinization
which preaches black supremacy.

i'fEVJTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the Alameda
County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on charge of
murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense Fund
are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

APPENDIX
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Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360 - 362
Nelson Street, S.W.

,
Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself

as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro-
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960.
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a
loose network of militant youth which was officially named
SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, STOKELY
CARMICHAEL was elected National Chairman by the Central
Committee. In May, 1967, CARMICHAEL was replaced as Chairman
by H. PJ\P BROV/l'I, with CARMICHAEL assuming the position of
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at
the invitation of FIDEL CASTRO, CARMICHAEL participated in
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference
which V7as held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, CARMICHAEL
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which
time his passport was picked up because of travel to unauthorized
countries

.

A source advised that when CARMICHAEL V7as elected
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of
H. RAP EROV/N as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world-
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand
against violations of these rights by the American Government
and to strengthen its prograir^s of opposition to the draft and
to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It ad-
vocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop a
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary prograjn.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the
VJatts area of Los Angeles, California, H. RAP BROVJN said, ‘'You

better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down.'' Later in
February, 1968, in a publicized note BROWN wrote, "America,
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to
organize your children, your God, your poor, your country,
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin,
then here ’ s ray life .

'

APPENDIX



In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No,

UNITE^STATES DEPARTMENT OF JLWiCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
May 24, 1968

Title;

Character:

Reference

:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

RACIAL MATTER - BPP

San Francisco report, dated
and captioned as above

All sources (except any. listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communiation , have furnished
reliable information in the past.

AIL
CC.'jViEi)

HEREiW IS UiiCU.SSlFl^

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the. FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed out-
side your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATiONi

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 191971

l^nCEtEXYPE
NR 006 CV CODE

7:51 PM URGENT 2/19/71 RJB

TO DIRJpfOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO (157-3465)

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop ^
'vMr.BrennanOT

y. Callahai&l

At. Casper.._L„

'^Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbjy

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. S'.Virrs

Tele. Room.___
Miss Holmes—

I

Miss Gandy

ft

FROM CLEVELAND (157-2S33) 2P

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM - BPP. 00 SAN FRANCISCO.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT FOUR MEMBERS OF TOLEDO,

OHIO NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO COMBAT FASCISM (NCCF) OF THE BLACK

PANTHER PARTY (BPP) WILL BE SENT TO CHICAGO NEXT WEEK TO BE

TRAINED AS GUARDS IN CONNECTION WITH THE APPEARANCE OF HUEY

P. NEWTON. THEIR IDENTITIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

END PAGE ONE

/ /hSi2 9--3^

® FEB 241971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
^

HEREIN IS UNCLASS1FIED‘*'**^

nflTF Rv SPSfcttOKtS



PAGE TWO

CV 157-2633

A FIFTH INDIVIDUAL, A MEMBER OF THE BPP , CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

WILL RETURN TO CHICAGO WITH THE ABOVE MEMBERS OF THE TOLEDO CHAPTER,

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU, FEB. SEVENTEENTH, LAST.

SOURCE UTILIZED IS I

LHM FOLLOWS.

b6
b7C
b2
b7D

DEB WA DC FBI ACKS FOR NR005 , 006, HOLD



NR 002 CG PLAIN

7:20 PM URGENT 02-20-71

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-3765) (P)

FROM CHICAGO

federal bureau of investigafion

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB Ce 1971

TELETYPE^

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishfljlj*.

I

Mr.BretMPI®
Mr. CallananJ

Mr. Casper—

L

Mr. Conrad -

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen—

—

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

—

Mr. Soyars

—

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy

—

b6
b7C

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP , TREASON. (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST^

00: SAN FRANCISCO.

HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)I

ACCORDING TO CHICAGO fOLICE DEPARTMENT.

I
IS WELL KNOWN IN CHICAGO AS

A SYMPATHIZER WITH L EFT WING AND DISSIDENT GROUPS. OFFICIALS OF

THE SHERATON CHICAGO HOTEL, FIVE ZERO FIVE N. MICHIGAN AVENUE,

ADVISED THAT THE NEWTON PARTY CHECKED INTO THE HOTEL AT ABOUT

ELEVEN PM CST ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN, SEVENTYONE, BUT CHECKED OUT

OF THE HOTEL AN HOUR LATER BECAUSE THEY COULD NOT GET CONNECTING

rooms. REC“63^, f /Cr. 1/^

b6
b7C

END PAGE ONE

T0 MAR 4 19 7|

>- FEE

ALL INFORMATIOraNTAINED .

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^-''
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PAGE TWO

NEWTON AND PARTY CANCELLED NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES (NCA) RESERVATIONS

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS TO MADISON, WISCONSIN FEBRUARY TWENTY, BUT

RETAINED MADISON TO CHICAGO RESERVATIONS ON NCA FLIGHT DEPARTING

MADISON, WISCONSIN AT EIGHT TEN CST ARRIVING CHICAGO O'HARE

AIRPORT EIGHT FORTYFIVE PM GST FEBRUARY TWENTY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHICAGO AGENTS COVERED DEPARTURES OF CHICAGO TO MILWAUKEE

RIGHTS FROM O’HARE AIRPORT FROM ELEVEN AM TO THREE THIRTY PM

FEBRUARY TWENTY SEVENTYONE AND NEWTON PARTY NOT OBSERVED BOARD-

ING ANY OF THE FLIGHTS. THE MILWAUKEE OFFICE ADVISED THAT AS

OF FOUR FIFTY CST NEWTON HAD NOT ARRIVED IN MADISON. CHICAGO

CONTINUING AND WILL ADVISE BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES OF

NEWTON’S PROJECTED APPEARANCES IN CHICAGO FEBRUARY TWENTYONE

NEXT,

CHICAGO PD COGNIZANT,

END

LRC FBI WASH DC
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P’or tho inf ori',3,tion or tlie Br,rcan end San
X- rsiiicxsc o, no final details concerning Ihe easict affio^inb

of money to 'be received by NEWTOII has been obbalned tiy

Kew Ha'ven to date.

Sources familiar witli the situatioiij clais'i thst
HEWTOH ha'S already roceived _^Cyj tsd'celliig ezpoi.s^-."

and has an oral guarantee that a book ‘•.'ill ba pijuiAsbed by
the Yale Press, No final concr&cts a-9”*

of this date, houeveri sources have noted." tliat numehou-s tape
recGi’dirigs- vjore made during the I-qrv .sessioii and, the'-’c-fc ro
it is not; felt 'that vas in poisses-fjion

of the only recording of this'3“-#ay sessloa.

Locsil, iH.sseffiinatio is. being h^lli in abeyance'-
in view of the fact that information furnished by first
and second source is highly sensitive and ccfuM easily be
traced to- these sources If clisseniination were made,,.; localJ.y.

LEADS

!iK FRANCISCO

x^eriry"''^ee ting 'bitv/oen

Will rsma
concerning questioned



declassified

by

In Rf^ply, Please Refer to

File No.
157-1031

l^fED STATES DEPARTMENT O^USTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Kew Haven, Connecticut

February 12, 1971

HUEY PERCY KEWTOH
SEKIKAR TRUMBULL COLLEGE

YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

FEBRU ARY 2-h. I 97 I

On February 5? 1971 5
a source v/ho has furnished,

reliable information in the past, advised that HUEY PERCY
NE^VTON had concluded his three-day seminar %vlth ERIK
ERIKSON at Yale University.

ERDf^lRIKSOK is a well-knov/n professor
from Harvard University Campus. Massachusetts.

A characterization of the Black Panther C O^

'

Party (BPP) is attached to the appendix.

Thi s source advised that instant seminar \;as

attended. Pbv af

b6
b7C

]not considered by fellov; students to be a

radical. Source stated that KEV7T0N, during the three day
seminar, appeared to be nervous and that by the third, day,
the situation at the seminar became ''’uncomfortable."

i^( Lk) ^ t f) jf.j, ^ . .V ,

. Source s tatsJ NEV/TON v/as unable to transfer
his ideas to practical action. He indicated that his
plans had. been formulated, but Pie did not seem v/illing to
develope these plans. During question and ansviering periods,
KEV/TON continuingly evaded questions, and attempted to discuss
problems of the countries, such as Cuba and Africa. NEV/TON
appeared to have been v/ell coached and tutored by someone
extremely fam.iliar with Marxist-Leninlst Philosophy and
Ideology. He also appeared to have been tutored recently
in the History of Philosophy'- and v/as able to discuss the
basic ideas of Emmanuel Kant and Hegal.. He appeared- to have
given his presentation several times previously. Tiiose v/lio

participated in the seminar did not appear impressed and by



HUEY PERCY NEV/TOK
SEMINAR TRUMBULL COLLEGE
YALE UNIVERSITY
KEVI HAVEN, COKNECTICHT
FEBRUARY 2 A 1971

/< I k ' o (!

the third day seemed, disillusioned. ERIK ERIlfsOK attempted
to get along v.dth KEVJTON and, therefore, did not question
him too closely. ERIKSOE took copious notes the first
day and did not speak hardly at all. The students, who
participated, were not allovred to question NEWTON dip^e'ctly.

They wore required to direct questions through K^^^^RIKSOIT,
the t^roporary Master of Trumbull College. NEV^TON vras observed
drinking beer on”' several occasions during the nine-hour seminar.

Co rvN ,

Notes of NEV/TON's three-day seminar were obtained''"'
by first source, who advised that NE^dTON spoke specifically /\//4 5 £
concerning KANTS '"Rationale'' Materialism and Logic, Marx
and Freud, and specifIcaly dialectical materialism.
Source stated that notes taken during NEWTON'S seminar
were Illogical and confusing.

a



HUEY PERCY KEVJTOE
SEHIKAR TRUMBULL
COLLEGE
YALE UMIVERvSITY
HEW HAVEN, COKHECTICUT
MRUARY 2-4,

NifiM /vf vf ^ A/i/?S eu

,

ok liON

On February 5} 1971 a second soux'ce who has
furnished, reliable information in the east, advised that
the ERIK ERIKfiOH-HUEY P. KEWTCH seminar was held on the
second floor conference roojL of the Yale University Press
Building; 1^9 Yorli iStreet, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday on February 2-4, 1971 ,

from approximately 9:00
AM to 1 :00 PM each day. This seminar v;as attended by various
university faculty and students as v/ell as select members
of HEWTOrhs personal group. This seminar v.-as by iiivitation
only and was closed to the mblic and news nedia. Ihe

the building

allov/ed only those on a
Refreshments v;ere served
rence room v;as off limits to

r. v/ell as out siders.

b6
b7C

specified list to enter,
periodically and the conf^
people v/oriving in
.11.1 • ew-r _

Fnis source further advised that Kxv.'TOK and his
group v/ere guests of Mr. ERIKSOE and resid-ec and dined at
Trumbull College. Source stated that extra security v/as

furnished by the Yale Police to insure- that there would
be no embarrassing incidents during HEWTOH's stay at Yale
University.

On February 2, 1971 KEWTOH'
d

i

d not a-Quoar to bo in anv huri-v.
of

par tv arrived at 10:35 f^wd

HEv'TOH ' s group consisted
and an individual 46

b7C
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HUEY PERCY KEWTOK .

SEMINAR TRUMBULL COLLEGE
YALE UKIVERSiTY
IffiVJ HAVER, COKKECTICUT
I'-'EBRUARY 2-4, I 97 I

who v^as descrioed as a personal
friend of /HUEY REV/TOR. At 11:30 AM the senrinar broke C ,

up, witlr'-. a coffee break rand no formal scliediale was :

follov/ed. All appeared to be getting along well and the
seminar v/as being taped recorded in order to be xused for
a future publication in book form. At 11:47 the group
returned to the conference room for further discussion. "

'’ At
1 ;00 PM a first key session ended v/ith a light Ixxnch served
buffot’- style. Tlie only individual, vdno left the seminar

,

R'EWTUL and his party left the building at 2:19 rM and
returned to Trumbull College. Source stated that just
prior to the breaking up of the first day session, tv/o

individuals appeared at the building and 'were refused
entrance. They were later identified as personal friends
of lIEi/TOK and from out of tovni. They departed v/lth REWTOIL

Source stated that the sccoiid session on
Wednesday, February 3? 1971} commenced with the arrival of
REV'TOR at 9 '5? AM. a IThe secon d, session folio- fed the
format of the first session. T I

Source stated that an additional to REVJTOR ' s rartv named,
took part in the second session,

Source furnished the following setting
arrangcinent and also the guest assignment list which
was mad e for the Yal.e Press Cue,
kept by
These are set forth as follov/s :

Q Til di Q • di was beirn

b7C

b6
b7C
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ano til G r 11 . ae th a

t

dav . At 12:35 LEVJT01I,
|

I deTjartoci- the builclirig and vent
directly to the court honao to viai.t vai.th BOBBY SJLALE
and ERICKA HUGGILS. /v; /?S OoNhiJ /\/N> 'I f ^^J

BOBBY SEALE has been identified as the
Cbairman of the BPF, presently on trial
.in Ncv; Haven, Connecticut.

ERICKA HUGGILS is a leader of the BPF
in Lew Haven, and is presently on
trial with SEALE.

Source stated that the last session ’uas conc}.ucicd
with no incidents or disorders of any nature. IX^ring the
complete three days of the semin.ar, there was no open
attempts by the public, coramon nev/s media, or anyone else
to try to gain enti-ance into the building because of the
session being held v.dth L.EWTOK and his group.

r U A^a/.

8
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On FeUruary
the followijTg article
entitled "ERUvvSOR AND
YALE."

Times" carrieo.1971 the "I'lovj York
concerning NEV'TOK's three clav seinina
^'^'/TON DISCUSS ISSUES IN CONFERENCE AT
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(^nRsoii and con r cr*-f-f r* o.oC.UOo

A «.•? c* O zri Conference at. Yale

f

By JOSET’}! B. TRKASTER
SpccljJ to Tn4 NfT Vcft TlnitJ

.

KEV/ }!AVEiV,' Kcb. 4 — For monoiopuc using the notes for

the Iasi tiu'ce days Erik il, Erik- guidance.

non, tlie psyclioanalyst. and! The tv.’o men spent most of

Huey P. Newton, the Black Pan-!thc session today answering-
ther, have been .engaged inlqiicstions th.'it had grown outj

lengthy discussions at Vale:of the tv.-o earlier mcetiiigs. I

University. - Despite the vast differences!

The public and the press in age and background between'
were barred from the series ofMr. Erikson and Mr. Newton, b
thrcc-houi'-Iong talks that endebdr. Kerr and Kai, Erikson. the

this afternoon, but I-l selected 3S-year-o!d eidesf son of the

students—eight while and six p-KVchoanalyst who served as

black—sat with the two men at moderator, .said they felt the

a long rectangular table in a tvi'o had managed to comnuini-

ilibrary at the Yale Universitylcatc and understancl.^pach other.

press and were allowed to ask
questions. The university press

hopes tiie conversations can be
turned into a book.

Neither Mr! Erikson. who is

6S years old and a professor of

developincntal psychology at

dlarvard, nor Mr. Newton. Ihe

29-ycar-o’d ministt ' of defense

Of the Panthers, who is free on
bond pending a retrial in Cal-

ifornia in connection with the

death of a policenian three

years ago, would talk with a

reporter.

Others who were present dur-

3n,g Uic di.scussions. however,
said the talks centered on the

ideology of the. Black Panther

party as ordlincd by Mr. New-
ton. with Mr. Erik.son making
ootnments and observations

drawing from bis youth a.s a

student of Freud and his more

Moments of Frustration

Mr. Kerr said there were
"obvious moments of frustra-

tion,” but added: "This surely

could be said of any academic
seminar.”

‘‘A nine-hour conversation

ha.s il.s own rhythm, its owm
logic and its own momentiuT.

"

said tlie younger Mr. Erikson
who is a sociologist and master
of Trumbull College at Yale.

“This was an intense, sustained

conversation for nine hours.”
Many of the students were

frankly awed by the two men.
some were unconvinced, ho
ever, that .Mr. Erikson and Mr.
Newton had come away under-

standing each othc

In a statement reminiscent of

those issued after diplomatic

meetings, Mr. Kerr said both
men had agreed that the discus-

rcccnt studies of Ghandi (for Uicj-ij-p.ac] constituted "a useful

which he won a National Book and educational exchange.”
Atvard last year) and Martinj The younger Mr. Erikson said

he had arranged for the discus-

sions. Initially, he said, he had
planned for a meeting of Mr.

Luther.

Party Shift E:<plaincd

One student said that kfr. Newton with some students,

h

Iwoukl like to talk with Mr.
and 15 minute.s, closely resem- more elaborate
bled a .speech reprinted in the!

Newton’s opcnir.g statement onj-j-j,j,_.^
1,^ if

the first day, which ran an hour. ,ike to talk with ?

Jan. 23 is.suc of the party news-
paper. There. Mr. Nev/ton told

hovr party members has shifted

meeting developed.

In the last few days. Mr.

Newton and at least two otlier

members of the parly have been

to something which he called at the younger Mr. Erik-

‘'revolutionary intcrconimunal- Uon'.s home.
Ists," but did not precisely cic- yj;-. Kerr and some- of the

fine. istudents felt the evening chats

After a coffee break, scvcraljjiaci brought the two men closerj';

ctudents asked questions of Mr.lanj caused "dome natural bar-i|
Newton. But Chester Kerr, thcjiicrs to drop.”
director of the Yaic Unl.'crsily on the second day. for ex-

press, said: “Somewl'ial to our ample, Mr. Kerr said, instead of

surpris.?, Erik Erikson never .-eferring to Mr. Erikson ar. "the

opened his mouth tlie firstiprofessor,” Mr. Newton would
day." •

.

'

Ircrnark. "as my friend Erik
‘ Instead, the psychoanalyst says ...”

fascinated many of the students After each three-hour di.s-||

by furiously taking notes on aicu.ssior), ' the group relaxed jl

long nnrrov/ pad. writing firstlaround a table of ro.ast beef'!

with a blue pen, then switchingjand ham and chcc.se sand-

eff to .'i red one for undcrlining'wichcs, bc.an soup, beer and
and connecting ideas. Icoffco. For the .senior Mr. Erik-

Thc next day. .Mr, Eriksonj.son, there v.'as alw.ay.s a paper
opened with an ho-ur-and-lu-jcup of brandy and soda.
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daily n evs pa p
contained the
ENDS.

On February 5? 197'i the ''Yale Daily Nevjs'', a

publisho;d on campus at Yale University,
follouinK article entitled ’'THREE-DAY COLLOQUIUM
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2;y TOM WATSON
'i'l^Bccc dr>y colloquiura featuring

'rii^^riicson and Ilucy Newton
included yesterday afternoon, but its

,

'.ntent will not be known until the

issib'e publiention of the
'oceeciingr. in a book.

Coirunonling on the .sos.sinn, Kai T.

rkk.son, wlio along v/ith Elling

ori.son inodcrated the coiiocjuiiim,

lid, “It was the tempo, tl’.c temper
id tiio tone of tl'-o conversation that

tve it its power. Secrets v/eren’t

vcalcd; new information was not

vealed.” .

Erick.son continually stressed his

lief that ncilh.cr the flavor nor tl'.e

ntent of a "very powerful nine-hour

nvcrsalion" could be accurately
iuced to a few words, however. lie

corf^gly declined comment on the

of the throe day exchange,
have been extremely

mm
cZJ/

Vp) rl fl / > Am 1 n 77 77 n pApm
j( U nJ n •' / A' ! n
y kL-'/ \LA-Jy <y u Li

f !

a bill!

V
^'!i m
fi -S.7
j J

sketchy througl'.out the conference.

The site, of the colloquium, llic second
floor of th.c Yale University Press,
was not released until today.

Closed And li'.tiniatc

According to Erickson, the par-

ticip-niits wanted a “close, intimate

exchange wiiliout being the center of a'

spectacle.''

The meeting place was not released
in order to keep down the number of

people in Ih.e mom, he explained.

AUl'.ough. the ultimate content of the

colloquium is r.ot known, Erickson did

say tl'.at U'.o first day (Tuesday) was
largely devoted to an explanation by
Ncv.'ton of the ideology of the Black
Panther Party.

“It was a careful presentation of the
Pantlicr Party’s current emphasis on
intercommunalism," Erickson said.

He again stressed the importance of

the tone of the meeting.

“A nine-hour conference has its own
rhythm, its own logic; and it can’t be,

higl'.lightcd,” Erickson explained,

'rhe .second day bc.gan with com-
ments by Erik Erik.son, followed by
general di.scussion, Kai Erickson said.

Coinpiica Uid Negotiations

Contrary to earlier reports, the idea

for the colloquium originated in a

piionc call to Erickson from “some
one close to lluey Newton.”
Negotiations for th.e meeting were
then carried through a variety of third

and fourlli parlies.

Erickson did not actually speak to

'Newton until Sunday night at VVoolscy

Kali.

A few days after the proposal iliat

Newton speak to some Yale students,

Erickson thought of inviting his

father, Erik Erikson.

Proposals concerning the possibility

of a book emergi.ng from a transcrior

of the miCeting were fir.st mace oy a

New York pviblis'ncr, Erickson said,

Options for sucii a book appear to be
cv’.rrently, hold by Yale Uaiversity •

Press.

Before a book may be pufali.s'aod

however, the major participants of

the colloquium must givO' tlicir cen-

sent, Erickson said,

'nic transcript’ of the meeting has
been copyrighted,

Eigiiiccn persons participated in

th.e colloquium. They were Newton,
Erikson, the two moderators, and 14

students. Eight of the students were
white; six were black,

Th.e number of participanls was in

part decided by the capacity of th.e
'

conference tabic, according to’

Erickson.

Tne actual selection process for the

students was to a large -extent ran-
dom

,
he said. A



ROY KEWTOK
TRUMBULL COLLEGE
IVERSITY
EL, COKRECTICUT
V 2 -4 ,

197-!

On January 2 ^.^

RCY NEV/TOIi was in
fork, concerning 1

1971 >
a

contact
'El'/TOE ' s

He. inrormod KE’.vTOK that xney haa offerea an. aavance go
and ERIKSOK of $2850005 and that the only questioi':' vas the
v;orlring out of v.'hat EHIKSOii v;anted to ^ive np froir; his
snare

tha t

I
stated th

handling
that part of the transaction,

| |
stated that .Yale.

v/as not aware that the money would be going to SRIKSOl’
and actual].y bo going ’ to EEV/TOh

.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OE-TUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, Connecticut

February 12, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON
SEMINAR TRUMBULL COLLEGE
YALE UNIVERSITY
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FEBRUARY 2-^-, 1971

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed helow) whose identities

are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its content.^ are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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UNITED STATES od .NMENT

yMemorandum

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165^29) date: 2/23/71

W SAC, NEW (157-2702)

subject: HUGHIE P. 'NEWTON
RM - BPP
TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

ReNYteletype dated 2/15/71 captioned as above.

On 2/16/71.r I New York Port
Authority Police, JFK International Airport, New York City,
advised that the subject departed JFK Airport with an
entourage of four other individuals on 2/15/71 en route
to San Francisco, California. I ~lthat the
airline tickets for subject group were purchasedywith a
Carte Blanche Credit Card in the name' of

|
I

[
advised that the records^ff"Rhe Carte/—

Blanche Corporation revealed that ! L

1 filed application for the above)
Carte Blanche Credit Card on! I At such time/
provided the address I I \

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

^Bureau (RM)
“^-Boston (RM)
2-Sacramento (RM)
1-San Francisco (157-1204) (INFO)
T-New York (100-161993 sub p)
1-New York /

TEB : j ad

( 9 )

62MAR17'I§?1

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

W-Tt WtSlJ? SWtdOmS c'AlS'fcWS

6 FEB 241971

b6
b7C



route in ei^elope

Tolson

Suilivan

Mohr
Bishop

Brennan, C.D.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Felt -

Gale

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

2/25/71
CODE

TELETYPE BfRGENT

b6
b7C

TO SAC, FRANCISCO (157-1203) ^
FEOB 19IBECTOR, m'$I05-16S429)— 7/ /I05-16S429)'

Hirsr PERCY NSnON,

BLACK EXTRSHISTS, SK.- BPP.

KEY BLACK KXTREIIIST; COINTBOLPEO -

REUBTEL FJ^RVAEY TWl^TTYFOOR LAST.

AXrmORITY GRANTED SAR FRANCISCO TO ANOilYlfOlISLY DIRECT

QUESTIONS ONE AND TWO REFERRED TO IN REFSRiaiCSD TELETYPE TO

NEWTON DURING HIS TTY APPEARANCE AT SAN FRANCISCO F^RUARY TWENTY

SIX NEXT, INSURING ACTION CANNOT BE TRACED TO THE BUREAU.

BNB:cal ^

(«) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED. «

Newton scheduled to appear on San Francisco TV Program,
2/26/71, and will receive telephone questions. San Francisco
on 2/4/71 proposed questions to be called to Newton during
similar appearance in New Haven, but Newton did not appear
and questions not used. San Francisco requested authority to
call ^o of these questions to Newton during 2/26 appearance.
The qu<^tlons are: ''1. Mr. Newton, Eldrldge Cleaver has long
been known iis the most effective and articulate spokesman oY
the Black I^^her Party. In view of this do you think Cleaver
made a mistake in going to Algeria? 2. Mr. Newton, there has
recently been an article in the New York Village Voice, issue
of 1/28/71, px which Eldridge Cleaver viciwGBBly attacked Jerry
Rubin and ofher New Left spokesmen, stating that fhe Black
Panther was 5i|j|paking all ties with him and people of this type
In regard to this article did you personally have any advance
notice of Cleaver’s intentions in stating this apparent new
policy of the Black Panther Party and was this position taken
by Cleaver approved of and formulated by you?" Purpose is to
exploit existing rift between Bte^on Md Cleaver.

9 7MAR 3 1971
/j^ <

MAIL BOOMI3I1 TELETYPE UNItLt^ ’
—



NR 009 SF CODE

8:49PE1^TEL 2/24/71 JAK

! EOWAl BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COWMUN (CATIONS SECTION

FEB 25 1971

TELETYPE

i

^ DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Tolson—
j

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop y5

Mr.BrennanOi
Mr. Callahan^.

Mr. Caspor

Mr. Coora.i ..

Mr. I'..,: .'y

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale-

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Wa’'-'rs-—

IMr. o ...
_

Tele. Roooi

Miss Ilolinos

Miss Gandy

HEUY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST),,^

COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS, RM.
j

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED ON FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREE LAST THAT

NEWTON IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR ON "A.M.", A PROGRAM

ON KGO TELEVISION, CHANNEL SEVEN, SAN FRANCISCO, AT SEVEN THIRTY /

A.M. , FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT. PROGRAM IS TYPE WHERE /
/* LISTENERS CAN CALL IN AND ASK GUEST QUESTIONS AND JIM DUNBAR, /

A NOTED RADIO AND TELEVISION PERSONALITY IN SAN FRANCISCO

AREA, IS THE HOST OF PROGRAM.

ON FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR INSTANT, CONTACT WITH KGO TELEVISION
P

STATION DETERMINED NEWTON IS SCHEDULEJI TO APPEAR ON DUNBAR’S

PROGRAM AT SEVEN THIRTY A.M., FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT.

SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED NEWTON IS ALSO SCHEDULED TO

APPEAR ON SAN FRANCISCO RADIO STATION KDIA ON FEBRUARY TWENTY-

EIGHT NEXT FROM FOUR P.M. ON PROGRAM CALLED "BLACK

MONTAGE” (PHONETIC). SOURCE BELIEVES THIS PROGRAM WAS TAPED BY f
I i) - I fo i '1 J

NEWTON ON FEBRUAtY TWENTYTHREE LASTlSrr^NEWTON ON FEBRUAtY TWENTYTHREE LAST^rp ^
L O-p

END PAGE ONE -

ALL INF0R!?All0i?C0NTAl^^.j^„3

k 6/)^S't/O03

'1 FEB ?.6 W1

b6
b7C
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

ACCORDING TO SOURCE, PURPOSE OF NEWTON’S APPEARANCES

IS TO EXPLAIN TO PEOPLE IN COMMUNITY THE REASON HE

IS LIVING IN HIGH-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING IN OAKLAND, IS FOR SECURITY

REASONS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS t)2

UACB, SAN FRANCISCO WILL HAVE AN EMPLOYEE CALL THE TELEVISION

PROGRAM DURING NEWTON’S APPEARANCE ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT,

AND ASK NEWTON QUESTIONS ^ONE AND TWO THAT WERE SET FORTH IN

SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO BUREAU DATED FEVRUARY FOUR LAST,

captioned "BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) - PUBLIC APPEARANCES, RM -

BPP" AND "COINTELPRO - BLACK EXTREMISTS, RM”, WHICH HAVE ALREADY

BEEN APPROVED BY THE BUREAU.

NEWTON’S STATEMENTS ON THE TELEVISION AND PROGRAMS WILL BE

TAPED AND THE BUREAU ADVISED.

END...

HOLD
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10 SW, BOSTO

null I»UtBCIOB, FBI <X05-I65429}

mjstm - Bpp.

2/25/71

b6
b7C

-IrCliON

cib
5-165429

) TEI-ETYPE

0 mUSJ ilMUM#& JUKIMSiilyy » %4Um1mSd wIMKW »

Mssmsu wmmmi Tmrmm htm,

^ nwmmcm Taymopi ssr oot i«ia!> ra mmm io cover carry's

I^EBCH m HARVARD, FEBiaiARY TVBITYSIX REST m <mMIM RECOSSIBG
f
f AHD TRASSCRIPT.

XR LXRB YXTB ZRTSSTXGATXOR CARRY, YEBBATZM REPORT OF HXS

SPlECaBS ARE DSSXRAm*S. HOfEVER, OIVERACE OF HXS APPSAEARC^

saam^ be CZBCm^ECT AND ItZHZTED TO STRXC1X«Y PBBLZC

FI)»}TIIRIS fBKBB IfO TO BBBBAH CAR BE GOARARTEBO.

ACC(»U)ZB^,SPEECH AT HARVARD SSKHiyP WEft BE HQRXTCHtED Cm

ATTSmai BY BBRSiH A0ERTS.

CCPZRS WMUm TO REV HAVER ARD SAR numsCO.

Hi* H»V^ /(BY MAIL) ^ ^

BUI:cal

ROTE:

(BY MIL)

ALL IfjfORMATlON CONTAINED .

j.- HE8 EIIT, IS UNCLASSIFIED'^'’^^

bATPr SPSoVowJ

3^\

Above instructions to Boston believed necessary to prevent
- possible enbarrassaent to Bureau. Charles Garry is BPP chief
- attorney who would go to any lengths to embarrass the Director
-and/or the Bureau. Director was advised bv infomative note f
-2/25/71., * . .. A
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iEL 2/18/71 BEH

DiFfECTOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO (157-3765)

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

NEW YORK

SPRINGFIELD

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY i^2fton, aka.

fEDERAL BUREAU OF

COMf/!UNlCATiONS SECTION

/( 4
telei^petelei^pe

Mr. Tolsnn

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr —
Mr. Binhop

Mr.BrennanCwffi

Mr. Callahan--^

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Poihuy

Mr. Felt

Mr. Calf

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavol

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes

Miss Candy

b6
b7C

RM - BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).

THE FRONT PAGE OF THE FEBRUARY TWENTY, SEVENTYONE, EDITION!

OF "THE BLACK PANTHER" NEWSPAPER, WHICH WAS PRINTED ON FEBRUARY \

SEVENTEEN LAST, BORE LARGE PHOTOGRAPH OF NEWTON WITH HEADING \

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY HUEY". NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE

BLACK PANTHER PARTY AND SUPREME SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE." \

PAGE TWO OF THIS EDITION OF THE BPP NEWSPAPER CONTAINS A FULL!

PAGE article CAPTIONED "PIGS THREATEN WELL-BEING OF THE SUPREME \

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE" WHICH POINTED OUT THAT NEWTON WAS RESIDING

IN THE APARTMENT BUILDING IN OAKLAND FOR SECURITY REASONS, THE

ARTICLE FURTHER STATED THAT NEWTON’S ADDRESS HAD BEEN PUBLICIZED

ACROSS THE COUNTRY FOR THE PURPOSE OF ALLOWING "EVERY FOOL, BOUNTY-

HUNTER AND PIG IN THE WORLD TO KNOW WHERE HE SLEEPS." THE ARTICLE

CONCLUDES WITH THE PARAGRAPH:

AND FREEDOM OF OUR PEOPLE, WE WILL N

FOR THE SALVATION, LIBERATION

-5’Mta'^E TO /ffeR^ILL

OR DIE.’ and to preserve FOR EVEN A MOMENT THE LIFE OF THE KIJP^-,-
12 FEB 25

iim K o/>3hl -

™ ccriTAiu^ ,

HtRtiN 13 Ut^CU3Siril:D'*"

BATF ft I BY SfSfet 1
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OF g'enius which has guided our party through these past years,

WE certainly will not hesitate to provide whatever is necessary."

page seventeen of this issue of "THE BLACK PANTHER" CONTAINED

AN ANNOUNCEMENT THAT NEWTON WILL SPEAK FOR THE FIRST TIME IN

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AT THE COLISEUM, ONE FIVE ONE THREE SOUTH WABASH,

ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTYONE NEXT, AT TWO P.M. DONATION OF ONE

DOLLAR WILL BE COLLECTED AT THE DOOR, A TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THREE ONE

TWO DASH NINE TWO FOUR DASH SIX FIVE SEVEN FIVE WAS LISTED TO BE

CALLED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

SOURCE ADVISED ON FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN INSTANT THAT

SAID that newton WILL BE LEAVING SAN FRANCISCO

ON THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY NINETEEN NEXT EN ROUTE TO NEW YORK CITY

FOR A CONFERENCE WITH SAID NEWTON

WILL FLY TO CHICAGO FROM NEW YORK CITY ON THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY

NINETEEN OR THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN INSTANT.

SOURCE IS b2

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK ALERT SOURCES REGARDING NEWTON’S TRAVEL

TO THOSE CITIES.

b6
b7C

END OF PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

SF 157-1205

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING FOLLOWED CLOSELY BY SAN FRANCISCO.

THE BUREAU AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED CONCERNING

NEWTON'S TRAVEL.

REND

HOLD PLS

EJF FBI WASH DC
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NR005 MI PLAIN

825PM NITEL 2/24/71 LRK

TO DIRECTOR 105-165429

CHICAGO 157-3765

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

FROM MILWAUKEE 157-1113

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST!GAlW

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 2 4 1971 /
TELETVre

Mr, "

Mr. Casr

Mr,
M,'.

Mr. W>' .3,_

Tck.
M.&Si li.,.,.

Miss Ganiiy__

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM-BPP.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (I

^ DEPARTMENT OF PROTECTION AND SECURITY, MADISON, WIS,, y/El

INSTANT DATe
I |

UW AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER,

||i^ET WITH UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS INSTANT DATE AND REQUESTED USE

^^^OF UW FIELD HOUSE, FEB. TWENTY EIGHT, NEXT, FOR SPEECH BY /
f

NEWTON AND ALSO REQUESTED THAT SECURITY BE FURNISHED BY V

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP). ADVISED UNIVERSITY

REGULATIONS REQUIRE TEN DAY NOTICE FOR USE OF ANY BUILDING AND

UW WOULD, UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, PERMIT BPP TO PROVEDE SECURITY

ON UW CAMPUS. AFRO-AMERLfiAN CENTER

CIRCULATE PETITION THIS A

PROVIDE FIELD HOUSE FOR NEWTON.

b6
b7C

PRESSURE UW TO '

ADMINISTRATIVE.

CHICAGO REQUESTED TO DETERMINE APPROXIMATELY TIME NEWTON'S

END PG ONE
yj Q

62 MARlOWn
ALL INLORMATiON CONfAINeo
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDC'''’^'^^**^

0AT£.__<tU§^*l_BY SPScilDwS

CT\



PG TWOP

RESERVATION FOR MADISON, WIS, FEB. TWENTY, WAS CANCELLED WITH

NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES AND SUTEL.

SAN FRANCISCO REQUESTED TO FURNISHE ITINERARY OF NEWTON

FOR NEXT FIFTEEN DAYS, IF AVAILABLE, AND SUTEL.

MILWAUKEE FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU AND

ALL INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISED REGARDING ALL ADDITIONAL

PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED.

END

GMV WASH DC FBI TU CUL



RDRCAU Cf 1NVCSTIGA^!I|[

'C"'r4UN (CATIONS SECTION

i-LD 131971

teletypI

I
Mr. Totson

I
Mr. GuIIiTan_

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Uiohop

IvTr.B ro n TJ 0 j-> c
Mr. r 11 -'ir.-.

‘ Mr. r

NR007 MI PLAIN

503PM URGENT 2/18/71 LRK

TO DIRECTOR 105-165429

CHICAGO 157-3765

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

FROM MILWAUKEE 157-1113

I
iVi.oa ,U

. 3

I Miss Gandy..,

b 6

b 7 C

HUEY P. NEWTON. RM - BPP.

RE MILWAUKEE TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR INSTANT DATE, —

-

I
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN <UW)

,

department of PROTECTION AND SECURITY, ADVISED INSTANT

DATE UW AFRO- AMERICAN OWfrT-ER , ACCEDED

TO UW DEMANDS AND SIGNED AGREEMENT THAT BPP MEMBERS ACCOMPANYING

SUBJECT WILL NOT POSSESS FIREARMS, NO SEARCHES WILL BE MADE OF

PERSONS ATTENDING SPEECH BY SUBJECT AND UW POLICE WILL BE

b 6

b 7 C

RESPONSIBLE TO PROVIDE SECURITY FOR NEWTON.
|

|aDVISED THAT

NEWTON IS NoSw SCHEDULED TO SPEAK FOUR PM, FEBRUARY TWENTY,
(tea- .. .

'

SEVENTYONE UW STOCK PAVILLION
3Q

MILWAUKEE FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU
® PEB 26 1971

and interested offices ADVISED OF ALL ADDTIONAL PERTj^NENT ^
INFORMATION DEVLEOPED. /

i- A
ETO P ,»"

y>i‘ ALL
< / \ i / .irr-tf-lM JO A

KPT FBI WASHI WASH f
^ "133

ALL INfORIvlAliOM GOKTAiNtU

HEREIN IS UNCLASSiri£D‘^'''’S'<'^'^^

nftT F BY S?^ca&r»^
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FD^6 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following rn

AIRTEL

Date: 2/9/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

/V|0M: SAC, SAN F^NCISCO (157-1203) ^
®i|bJECT: HUEY PERCY^EWTON, aka. \
A RM - BPP; TREASON \

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) \

00: SF \

Re Milwaukee nitel to Bureau, 2/2/71. \

For information of Milwaukee, Subject was in
Oakland, Calif., from 1/1/71 until 1/29/71, when he departed
for New York City. On 1/30/71 NEWTON spoke at Lee High School,
New Haven, Conn., and on 1/31/71 he spoke at Woolsey Hall,
Yale University, New Haven. There were no unusual incidents
in connection with these appearances.

For the further information of Milwaukee, following
is a tentative itinerary for NEWTON during February, 1971:

2/9/71 Princeton University,
Dillon Gymnasium,
Princeton, New Jersey

2/10/71

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINtD

HEREIN IS UNCLASSinEO'^''^'^*’*

2/12/71

^^^ureau (RM)
2-Milwaukee (157-1113) (RM)
2-San Francisco
JLC:kah #9

( 6 ) ^

Special Agent in Charge

Return to Oakland, Calif,
where he has court
appearance in Alameda
County Superior Court on
2/11/71

KezxXrii to New^York City
where supposed to attend
private party at residence
of I ^

_

BO FEB 11 1971

.M Per

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



SF 157-1203
JLC :kah

4

mini

2/14/71

2/15/71

infill

2/18/71

State University o£ New Yprk,
Stony

.

University of Syracuse,
Syractisdv York

Coliigiijia Uhivetsity,
New York Citj^, and
City College of New York

Poss ible television
appearance in New York City

Return to California

At speaking engagements by Subject, people attending
are searched by BPP members and any person objecting to the
search is not allowed to attend the speech. The BPP insists
on being in charge of security when NEWTON speaks.

Milwaukee follow Subject's possible appearance at
University of .Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, on 2/20/71
and keep Bureau and San Francisco advised of all pertinent
information developed.

^
'

'v-'



INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached report of Chicago appearance

before 2,000 people yesterday by Black

Panther Party (BPP) leader Huey P. Newton

is significant in that it reveals definite

change in Newton *s speech pattern towards

revolution and violence which will definiti

appeal to black militants. Instead of his

usual dull Marxist-Leninist line, Newton

called on revolutionaries to fight "fascisi

free political prisoners and indicated he '

try to get Angela Davis back into the BPP,

In Chicago, Newton was house guest of
1 white female, who is well

known sympathizer of left wing and disside

groups

.

Copy of attached being furnished

Internal Security Division and Inter—Divis

Information Unit of Department. Pertinent

parts regarding Newton *s speech being

included in teletype summary to White Hous

and data regarding his stay with|
,

will be included in Summary of Extremist

Activities, both of which receive high lev

dissemination.

ABF ; cb
.'>y



NR CG CODE v J
7:52 PM 02-21-71 DJB NITEL

\

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765)

HUEY P. Nifl'/TON, AKA./‘1W DPT ; TREASON (KEY EXTREMIST).

00: SAN FRANCISCO.

SPECIAL agents (SA'S) FBI, OBSERVED APPROXIMATELY ONE

HUNDRED BLACK YOUTHS COMMENCE GATHERING IN CHICAGO COLISEUM,

ONE FIVE ONE THREE S. WABASH STREET, CHICAGO, ONE TWENTY PM,

FEBRUARY TWENTYONE, INSTANT TO HEAR HUEY NEWTON, SUPREME

commander, BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
,
SPEAK. APPROXIMATELY

FIVE HUNDRED YOUTHS (NIENTY PERCENT BLACK) HAD GATHERED BY

TWO PM.
I

BPP LEADERS WERE OBSERVED ARRIVING AT TWO THIRTYFIVE PM.

OBSERVED BY SA’S DEPARTING COLISEUM AMD

PICKING UP NEWTON ,

|~

WHITE FEMALE, NEW LEFT AMD BLACK MILITANT

SYMPATHIZER. NEWTON ARRIVED COLISEUM, ALONG WITH

END page one REG- y ^ ^

Mr, TjLlo„„

Mrx
Mri

Mr.!^enti

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper,

.Mr. Conrad

Mr. D.-iUiev

Mr. Fell. __v-

Mr. Cal 3.

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel—

Mr. Walters——
Mr, S. w i.i's —

Tele Room....

Miss Holmes
Miss Candy

'b6

b7C

b6
b7C

ALL IfifuRWAilO:-;

HtRtiN IS UNCLASWrlLl;*^*’^

DatF yVt-Sl^O BY SP'&fetlotiiiS

/ V-

'V'c to UblJ

Mfiwr



PAGE two'

t #

FIRST and second CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES RELIABLE IN PAST,

ADVISED BOBBY RUSH INTRODUCED NEWTON TO SEVENTEEN HUNDRED TO

TWO THOUSAND PEOPLE, TEN PERCENT WHITE, AT APPROXIMATELY FOUR

FIFTYFIVE PM. ACCORDING TO SOURCE, NEWTON CALLED UPON THOSE

PRESENT TO FREE ANGELA DAVIS, COMMUNIST WHO IS CURRENTLY UNDER

INDICTMENT IN CALIFORNIA FOR CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT MURDER AND TO

FREE BOBBY SEALE, NATIONAL BPP LEADER PRESENTLY IN CONN.,

AWAITING TRIAL ON CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT MURDER CHARGES. NEWTON

WAS CRITICAL OF GUS HALL, NATIONAL SECRETARY, CPUS A. NEWTON

ALSO SAID THE BPP SUPPORTED ALL ANTI-CAPITALIST ORGANIZATIONS.

SOURCE ALSO SAID NEWTON TOLD AUDIENCE HE HAD TALK RECENTLY

WITH ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, NATIONAL BPP LEADER IN EXILE, WHO

CALLED UPON ALL REVOLUTIONARIES TO ORGANIZE AND FIGHT FACISM.

ONE DOLLAR ADMISSION CHARGED AT COLISEUM.

THIRD CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED NEWTON

TOLD THOSE PRESENT BPP WAS ATTEMPTING TO GET ANGELA DAVIS BACK

INTO THE PARTY^, NEWTON ALSO SAID BPP HAD BUILT SHOE FACTORY ON

WEST COAST RECENTLY AND WOULD, IN FUTURE, BUILD OTHERS IM U.S.

TO MAKE SHOES FOR CHILDREN IN U.S. AND OVERSEAS. NEWTON ALSO TOLD

END PAGE Two



4

PAGE THREE

THOSE PRESENT HE HAD BEEN INFORMED BY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER THAT HE

(CLEAVER) WOULD RETURN TO U.S. WHEN IT WAS SAFE FOR HIM TO DO SO.

SA’S OBSERVED MEETING CONCLUDED APPROXIMATELY SIX TEN PM

~| NEWTON AND OTHERS RETURNING TO RESIDENCE
|

DEPUTY SUPERINTENDANT OFFICE, CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT ADVISED

AREA VICINITY COLISEUM RETURNED TO NORMAL SIX THIRTY PM WITH NO

INCIDENTS REPORTED.

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE!

REMYTEL FEBRUARY TWENTY, LAST, FIRST SOURCE IS

SECOND SOURCE IS

THIRD SOURCE IS (PROTECT REQUESTED).

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

SA’S OBSERVING -

CHICAGO FOLLOWING . /-bWl FOLLOWS.

LRC FBI WASH DC

TKS CLR

Q Si

b6
b7C



FEPEKAl E'JEIA'J OF r!VT.Sr'FA;!0
‘

00IVi!'/!UN ;CAT ^ONS SF.C" :ON

NR 00 1 MI PLAIN

1214PM 2/17/71 URGENT MAB

TO: DIRECT (105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

CHICAGO (157-3765)

FROM: MILWAUKEE (157-1113) (P) 2P

^ , .•—-'’'-/or/
1 :i .r'

I
Mr Tol.-inn

' Mr. Sullivan...

; Mr. Mohr

I
Mr. R' -h''p

I
Mr.7?ren'nanCT

’ Mr, C-.l!ahf^

"Mi-- C.-3|)er

)

Ml. (.o.inrad .

I
M -.

’ ' iiey

i M-. Felt

Mr. Galo

M r. Rosen

I

M r. Tavel

j Mr. Walters

i ?. . 1 . -..i-s

I T 'le. Room
1

J.. IS Holmes—

j M ss Gandy.—

HUEY P, ^NEWTON, RM - BPP.

[

university of WISCONSIN (UW) ,

DEPARTMENT OF PROTECTION AND SECURITY, MADISON, WIS,, ADVISEll

THIS DATE UW CHANCELLOR H. EDWIN YOUNG DURING MEETING WITH \
MEMBERS OF UW AFROf AMERICAN CENTER, FEB. SIXTEEN LAST ADVISED

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL NEWTON BE ALLOWED OR COMMITTED TO

SPEAK ON UW CAMPUS WITHOUT WRITTEN ASSURANCE THAT NO ATTEMPTS

WILL BE made by NEWTON’S BODY GUARDS OR MEMBERS OF AFRO AMERICAN

CENTER TO SEARCH PERSONS ATTENDING AND THAT UW POLICE WILL

PROVIDE SECURITY.

IaFRO AMERICAN CENTER, ADVISED

HE WAS NOT IN POSITION TO GIVE ASSURANCES AND ANOTHER MEETING

WAS SCHEDULED FOR WIGHT THIRTY AM THIS DATE.

/ •;
'

- / (^
END PAGE ONE .V '

b6
b7C

b6 1
b7C

3H\

57MARi5197K

REC- 30

HERLlfj 13 UNCLi^djii'ltL

® i. ly/j



PAGE TWO

|ALS0 advised representatives of afro AMERICAN CENTER

failed to attend eight THIRTY AM MEETING AND ANOTHER MEETING

[

IS SCHEDULED FOR FOUR THIRTY PM INSTANT DATE.

MILWAUKEE FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU AND

INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISED OF ALL ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

DEVELOPED.

L END

I JTJ FBI WASH DC



5-1 13;.-'
( 9

-'59 - 65 )

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

.ole 2112,111

Attached reveals yet another
example of the problems being encountered
by Black Panther Party (BPP) leader
Huey P. Newton on his current speaking
tour at colleges and universities. Basis
for these problems is demand by BPP that
it be responsible for security of Newton
and the tight security precautions
implemented including search of every-
one in audience, A "metal detector"
has been used by BPP in the searches.

Copy of attached being furnished
Internal Security Division and Inter-
Division Information Unit of the Depart-
ment. Speaking tour of Newton is
receiving close and intensified investi-
gative attention.

/ I / b7C ^ ^ABF:drl f

. • 7. -I-

r iltslw RYSPSCtlOtwS

b7C



Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCE^
Mr. Callahan__

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalhey

Mr, Pelt

Mr. Gain

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tave!

Mr. Walters

Mr. Sovurs

Tele. Room

I

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

NR 011 SF PLAIjWtXT
I

Mr. Walter
/' Mr. Sovurs

9 08 PM Nim 2/25/71 JAK
I

Tele. Room.

/ Miss Holme

TO DIRECTOR ( 105-165429)
Miss Ga^

CHICAGO (157-3765)

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP ; TREASON (KBE)
.

RE MILWAUKEE TELETYPES FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR LAST AND FEBRUARY

TWENTYFIVE INSTANT.

FOR information OF CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE, NEWTON IS

SCHEDULED TO DEPART SAN FRANCISCO FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT,

EN ROUTE TO BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, WHERE HE IS TO ATTEND A

BPP FUND RAISING COCKTAIL PARTY BEING GIVEN BY
| |

O^ '
”

NO OTHER TRAVEL OF NEWTON IS KNOWN TO SAN FRANCISCO AT THIS

TIME, BUT NEWTON HAS INDICATED HE^VILL RET||j|gp.J^ SAN FRANCISCO

ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSEVEN NEXT, FROM BOSTON.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS RECEIVED NO INFORMATION INDICATING

THAT NEWTON WILL APPEAR AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, .

MADISON, ON FEBRUARY TWENTYEIGHT NEXT, OR AT TIME IN THEg
, ;v,( 1 19/1

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

END PAGE ONE

i V

*^ARio 1971
b-'v

'

ALUNi&KM/vWON CONTAINED

HERlIM is UNCLASSIFI£D«*'’5-‘'^”



1 t

PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

NEAR FUTURE. SHOULD ANY INFORMATION BE DEVELOPED CONCERNING

HIS APPEARANCE AT THE UNIVERSITY, THE BUREAU AND MILWAUKEE

WILL BE IMMEDIATELY ADVISED.

BOSTON ADVISED SEPARATELY OF NEWTON’S TRAVEL.

END...

HOLD



NR011 CG PLAIN

507PM 2-25-71 NITEL JMD

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

MILWAUKEE (157-1115)

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765) (P ) IP

K?.Lie'’AL BUREAU OF !NVt5 f!UA !

CO:wfyiUN!CATIONS SECTh,,,

r L fC o I J / i ,

TELETYPE >

I
Mr. T^^l.<;or!

Mr. Su/IiVaju-

Mr. Moiir

Mr. V, • ^

Mr, r -’it^hanl

Mr. Cft'JB.-vr

h,.. . .

F-it

iW' r. ( '

i

Mr. K' i;cn

Mr,

Mr. V .1,,.,,^

?!

Tcir. K-.'oni .

Mias Gan<iv

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP ; TREASON (KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST). 00: SAN FRANCISCO.

b6
b7C

NORTH CENTRAL

AIRLINES, CHICAGO, ADVISED APPROXIMATELY NINE AM, FEBRUARY

TWENTY LAST, HUEY P. NEWTON HELD RESERVATION NORTH CENTRAL

FLIGHT ONE THREE ONE TO MADISON, WISC., ARRIVING THREE

FORTY EIGHT PM. NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES,

RECEPTIONIST, O’HARE FIELD, CHICAGO, ADVISED APPROXIMATELY

TWELVE THIRTY PM SAME DATE, RESERVATIONS FOR NEWTON AND

PARTY TO MADISON HAD BEEN CANCELED. FLIGHT ONE THREE

ONE DEPARTS CHICAGO.

RE MILWAUKEE TEL FEBRUARY TWENTY FOUR LAST. AM COPY

SAN FRANCISCO. RE(^^

b6
b7C

3H3

DRL FBI WASH DC
i ! j/

i

51 8
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NR004 CG CODED
*

121SPM URGE»T 2-18-71 EO M/RAG

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

SAN FRANCISCO < 157-1203:j^[[

SPR I NS FIELD OjlCLASSlFlEO

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765)

Q aa/stti., .vi

WEY TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).

00; SAN FRANCISCO.

rEDERAt BUREAU OF INV^GATIOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 181971
/

TEUETYPE' /'

/)
/

S^StilOpvS

; :.rb6

»n “uZl

'b7C C

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED LATE FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN LAST, \

PROBLEMS BEING ENCOUNTERED AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (UlO , \
MADISON, RE APPEARANCE HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER,

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) , AT THAT INSTITUTION FOR SPEECH
^

FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT. UW AUTHORITIES RELUCTANT TO CONSENT

TO ABOVE APPEARANCE AS THEY INSIST ON HANDLING ALL SECURITY

matters relative to SPEECH THEMSELVES. NOTHING SPECIFIC TO

DATE HAS BEEN RESOLVED RE UW APPEARANCE.

REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS OF BPP, tSSIRBCTEl)’^’^'
^ JUINOIJ

Itt ./ chapter OF BPP,
, - . / ‘/'b

CHICAGO, TO SEND THREE AIRLINE TICKETS TO NATIONAL 'HEADQUARTERS^

iHiss Gnnj

b6
b7C I

b6
b7C

FOR NEWTON AND PARTY OF TWO FOR TRAVEL TO CHICAGO. ITINERARY

END PAGE ONE
KEC- 3Q ^

^ ,r ^ - 3 H4

S7MAA15197J

i e/i



I

PAGE TWO

NOT DESIGNATED. INFO AVAILABLE REFLECTS NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

APPARENTLY FEELS NEWTON STILL HOLDS SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
asu)

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, NORMAL/, ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN NEXT

AND, THEREFORE, INSIST ISU BE RESPONSIBLE FOR TRAVEL CHARGES

TO CHICAGO, NORMAL, AND MADISON. NOT indicated
b6
b7C

TO NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS THE ISU ENGAGEMENT HAS BEEN CANCELED

AND THAT CURRENT DIFFICULTIES BEING ENCOUNTERED RE NEWTON’S

UW APPEARANCE IN MADISON.

SOURCE ADDED RENTAL MONEY FOR CHICAGO COLISEUM,

FEB. TWO ONE, NEXT, WHERE NEWTON ALSO TO SPEAK, NOT RAISED

TO date BUT THAT PROPERTY PROTECTION AND LIABILITY INSURANCE

FOR that SITE HAS BEEN OBTAINED BY BPP IN AMOUNT OF THREE

HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS. PREMIUM FOR SUCH POLICY WAS THREE

HUNDRED DOLLARS.

SOURCE ALSO ADVISED ONE [PHONETIC) FROM HARLEM, b6
b7C

NEW YORK, REPORTEDLY CONTACTED BY REPRESENTATIVE, ILL. CHAPTER,

BPP, REQUESTING A "METAL DETECTOR" IN HIS POSSSESSION BE

immediately PROVIDED THE ILL. CHAPTER TO BE USED BY BPP

END page two



. •

PAGE, THREE ^ ^
SECURITY GUARDS IN CONNECTION WITH PROVIDING SECURITY FOR

NEWTON’S APPEARANCE, CHICAG

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE CHICAGO /TEfc FEBRUARY SIXTEEN LAST AND MILWAUKEE/TEt

FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN LAST. SOURCE IS

SAN FRANCISCO ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE SPECIFIC

itinerary OF NEWTON AND PARTY OF TWO TRAVELING CHICAGO

b2
b6
b7C

COMING WEEKEND. NEW YORK ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY (LNU)

.

MADISON CONTINUE EFFORTS TO DETERMINE SPECIFIC INFO NEWTON’S

appearance UW. CHICAGO FOLLOWS CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU

AND INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISED AS TO NEWTON’S ACTIVITIES

CHICAGO AREA. IN EVENT ABOVE DISSEMINATED IT SHOULD BE

SUITABLY PARAPHRASED AND CLASSIFIED 'cONTx&BCtlALr

JTJ FBI WASH DC



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

2/19/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

it;;.

Sir.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bwhots,

Mr.Brentraffi

Mr. CaTta'ha

Mr. Casp^r...--

Mr. CorTad--.

:ir, T’- o..-

Hr. V/altors,

Mr. S-'vai's

TpIc. Room
tvffs^ iT'dinra— .:p

-

Miss Gandy

—

(IREOTOR, FBI (105-165429)

PROMrV t/ \SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
RM - BPP
00 - San Francisco

ReSFtel 2/18/71.

Enclosed for the bureau are two (2) photostat
copies of an article by TIMZINDLEX-which appeared in the
2/18/71, issue of the "San l^ancisco Chronicle" entitled
"TheVview From Newton's 'Prison'".

/
2
j- Bureau (Enc.2)(RM) ^

Mh- San Francisco
JLC/jr
(3) iRruhh'iRl lON CGl'iiAhiLD

fffC-56

ST-10"

3^-

17 MAR 3 1971

b6
b7C

Awi. MdUnh'lRltUR

HLRtlH is iJfiCl.A.S.Sifdt.O^''

nuTC M'Z.slyi

b6
b7C

iR 1 S 1971

Special Agent in Charge
.M Pef

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)



. • ^ ^ Newton live in ti^e pSusti apartment overtook.

The .ant.e.
J

if# ?s.
^ ii

it ,«« #fe

landed 1

Had He that power, Ne^con

says he would never have
j

SI* I \It ;,® IS wm ' landed in the 25th.-story two-

,

bedroom penthouse. •

That was a decision of the
|

-central committee, and ici

v/as based on provimng not

opulent coEUori. tor iNeWton.
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From Page 1

would virtually require an

army to “raid” the place.

BOOK
The time he has spent in

the pad has largely been oc-

cupied in writing his book—
a lengthy dissertation on

Panther ideology.

In order to see him at the

apartment, one must first

contact Panther officials by
telephone.

If permission is granted,

the visitor first approaches a
uniformed apartment house
doorman and guard.

The guard then contacts

the apartment on an inter-

com, and, if you have tele-

phoned in advance, there will

come a reply.

- “Who is it?”

“Mr. Findley to see Mr.
Newton.”
“Have him stand in front

of the camera.”

SWITCH
Channel 13 on the apart-

ment’s color TV set blinks on
with a switch from the re-

mote conti'ol hand unit, re-

vealing a perfect view of the

person in the lobby.

•Once on the 25th floor, the

-visitor must ring another

j

buzzer for the apartment and
be viewed through a peep-

hole in the door.

“I stay here because it is a

security building,” Newton
said, looking put the panora-

ma of Oakland floochng the

apartment’s floor-to-ceiling

windows.
“I’d like to be back in the

streets; like it was before,

Bobby (Seale) and I, and let-

ting Bobby be the spokes-

man. But at least here if the

police did storm in, they’d

have a lot of explaining to do
to the other tenants.”

TENANTS
The other tenants display

some open nervousness about
their controversial neighbor,

occasionally encountering

him in an elevator or in the

apartment house exercise
room and sauna Newton fre-

quently uses.

“It’s like prison, really,”

Newton said, seated at the

long corrference-sized dining

table in the apartment. “I

feel like I’m a prisoner. I

can’t walk down the streets

like I used to; when I go,

there’s a force that goes with

me.” __ ,
The pad is comfortably, if

somewhat sparsely furnished

with vinyl leather couches

and expensive motel-room

like accessories. It has the

appearance, in fact, of a kind

of high-level motel room with

a neatness that looks unlived

in.

The whole thing is over-

whelmed by the view—itself
a kind of ironic panorama of

Newton’s life. To the west,

the triangle of Merritt Col-

lege’s vocational school

(Ne\vton attended academic
classes at the college’s other

campus); to the northeast,

the Kaiser building filling the

lake with a glare of reflec-

tions; and to the north and
south the ghettos of Oakland.

.For all the panorama, how-

ever, the view is dominated
by ne squat peaked build-

ing.

“I can see it aU the time,

from every room,” Newton
said gesturing toward the

white stone Alameda County
Courthouse. “I can look down
on it whenever I want.”

.At night, the building
shows only a necklace of

lights at the base of its trian-

gular sloped roof, revealing

activity in the Alameda
County jail.

Newton pointed to a square

of light shining from one cell

in the left corner of the build-

“1 spent a year there once

too,” he said.
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INSTANT, FROM FOUR THIRTY P.M. UNTIL SIX P.M, NEWTON SPOKE ON

VARIOUS TOPICS COVERING HIS EARLY CHILDHOOD, MEMBERS OF HIS
/

FAMILY, EDUCATION, ORGANIZATION OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, /

LIVING IN THE HIGH-RISE APARTMENT IN OAKLAND, AND \
THE REVOLUTIONARY DAY OF INTERCOMMUNAL SOLIDARLTY TO BE HELD

V
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SF 157-1205

CLEAVER ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX LAST CONCERNING BPP CHIEF

OF STAFF DAVID HILLIARD DURING A SAN FRANCISCO TELEVISION

PROGRAM ON WHICH NEWTON APPEARED.
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END...
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SPEAKER ADVISED NEWTOM WILL SPEIK ON CAMPUS AT A LATER DATE
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verbath-i transcript of speech by
, HUEY ?. newton

BOSTON COLLEGE, CHESTNUT HILL, IjASSACHUSETTS
NOVEMBER 18, 1970



ĤUEY -

. ..1 . ;

NEWTON: (Unintelligible) if it were not for the power of the
(HN)

people. So, you're responsible and only you.

I would nice to petition you to do the same for Bobby

Seale, our Chairman, for Erica Huggins, for Angela

Davis, for the New York 21, for the Soledad Brothers.

Free all political prisoners and prisoners of v/ar.

Free the people. The twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth

of November, we will have a People's Revolutionary

Convention in Washington, D. C. I*?e cannot have

that convention if the people do not come, because,

after all the people are the makers of the world

history, xne people are responsible for everything.

So, hcnv can we have a convention if we have no people.

Some people think tliat you can have a People's

Convention withoxit the people being there. I think

that is the case in 1777.

Tonight, I V70uld like to outline for you the Black

Panther Party's program and also explain how we arrived

at our ideological position and why we feel it necessary

to institute a Ten' Point Program, a Ten Point Program

that is not revolutionary nor is it reformist. It is

a survival program. We feel that we are threatened

2



• •
the people are threatened with genocide because

racism and fascism is x-ampant not only in this country

but throughout the world; and the ruling circle in

North America are the I'esponsible parties. We intend

to change all of that. J.n order to change it, there

must be a total transformation; but until such time

that we can achieve that total transformation, we

must exist. In order to exist, we must survive; and,

therefore, we need a survival kit. The Ten Point

Program is the survival kit, brothers and sisters.

In other words- -in other words it is necessary for

our children to grow up healthy with a mind that can

be functional arid creative. They cannot do this if

they do not get the correct nutrition. That is why

we have a breakfast program for children. We also

have a camaunity health program. We have a program-

-

a busing program, V7e call this the bus for relatives

and parents of prisoners because we realize that the

fascist regime who operates the prisons tliroughout

Ajnerica would like to do their treachery in the dark.

«If we get the relacives and parents of the prisoners,

they can expost the treachery of the fascists. So,

this, too, is a survival pi-ogram.

3 .
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We must --we must not take our survival programs as

an answer to the problem. We don't even claim ic

to be a revolutionary program because revoltitions are

rtade o£ sterner stuff. We do say that it's the

people—if the people are not here then, of course,

the revolution cannot succeed because the people make

revolution and only the people.

The theme of our People's Revolutionary Convention is

"Survival Through Service to tite People," At the

convention, we'll present our total survival program.

The survival program works very much like a first-aid

kit or perhaps a kit that is used when a plane falls

and you find yourself in the middle of the sea on a

rubber raft and you need a few things such as a first-aid

kid and a few“-ah--protein tablets , £n_ order, to last

until you can get to the shore until--you can get to

that oasis, where yoxa can be happy and healthy. If

you do not have those things necessary to get you to

that shore, then, possibly, you, will- not exist.

At this time, the ruling circle threatens us to the

extent that V’^e're afraid thatf-^we might not exist to

see the next day or to see the revolution,

4.
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The Black Peiither Party-~the Black Panther Party will

riot accept the total destruction of the people-"matter

of fact, we draw the line of demarcation—and we will

no longer tokrate fascism, aggression, brutality,

murder of any kind. Matter of fact, we're not gonna

sit around“-v;e will not sit around and allow ourselves

to be murdered. Each person has an obligation to

preserve himself. If he does not preserve himself,

then, I accuse him of suicide. I accuse him of reactionar

suicide because the reactionary set up the conditions

that caused his death. I repeat. If v/e do nothing, we

might die the death of a reactionary suicide. That is,

by doing nothing, vze're accepting the situation--the

situation, is the condition of reaction. So, therefore,

reaction will cause that death. We V7ill not accept that.

Matter of fact, we say tl^at if the alternatives are very

narrow, v;e still will not sit around. We will not

die the death of the Jews in Germany,. We would rather

die the death of the Jevjs in Warsaw, (Applause)

Yes. Eecaxxse v;e feel that where there's courage, where

a there's self-respect and integrity, there's a possibility

that we can change all of the conditions ^ we can

possibly win. And this is called revolutionary



el^thusias^i arul revolutionary- -and it is called—ah--

^the kind of stuff that is needed in order to guarantee

a victory. We say that if we must die then we will

die tlie death of the revolutionary suicide. The

revolutionary suicide says that if I’m put do\'m--if I’m

driven out--! refuse to be swept out with a brocxa. I

would much rather be dri.ven out with a stick because with

the bi'oom, when I'm driven out, it will humiliate me and

I will lose ray self-respect; but if I'm driven out with

a stick then at least I can remain v/ith the dignity of

a man and die the death of a raan, rather than die the

death of a dog. (Applause)

Of course, our real desire is to live--our real desire

is to live, but we v/ill not be cowered. We will not be

exte rminated

.

I would like to declare to you the method that the Black

Panther Party used to arrive at our ideological position

and also, more than tMt, I would like to give to you a

framework or a process of thinking that might help us

solve the problems and the contradictions that exist

today. Today the world is very complicated. Tliere are

many things in operation at "the same time. It reminds

mo of a little saying: "When I was a boy what was so

v/as so, wliat is not is not. But nov7 I am a man, things

have changed a lot. Some things nearly so. Others



• #
nearly not. Is a puzzlement." How do we solve this?

We must approach the problem with sanity. We must

approach the problem with anethod. We must approach the

problem attempting to get a clear picture and a clear .

image of really what's going on divorced from an attitude

and emotion that we usually project into a situation.

In other words, that we will attempt to be as objective

as possible. We will be as objective as possible

without accepti'ng dogma. We will let the facts speak

for themselves, but we v;ill not remain totally objective

because knowledge and facts are no good if we do not put

them to use to serve our interests. So, v/e will become

subjective when we apply knowledge that we receive from

the external X'j'orld using the scientific method; but at

that time we will admit that we will be subjective

because once we apply this knowledge and will a certain

outcome, our objectivity ends and our subjectivity begins.

We call this integrated theory of practice, and this is

what the Black Panther Party is all about.

Some people criticize the Black Panther Party. They

call us many names. They call us-“ah--revisionists

.

They call us hoodlums. They call us--ah“-every thd.ng br’.t

child of man, but tonight we'll answer those people; and

I hope all of them are in the front seat be cause --ah-

-

7 ,
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I v70uld like t o have a dialectical argument with them.

You know., in order to understand- -ah" -a group o£--ah--

forces operating at the same time, science-T-abiT-

developed“-ah--what they call--ah--a discipline--ah--

one of the --ah- -properties or characters--ah--character.isticc

of this discipline -“the first is disinterest, to be

disinterested. Not disinterested in the sense that you

want to walk off from the problem but--ah--disinterested

in the particular outcome. In other words, you will not

promote an outcome. You just want to know the facts.

The other thing is that science starts off with a basic

premia3i That is very important. And from time to time

I will ask you to stipulate a fev7 things with me. You

see that --ah --even science starts off with a basic belief.

Most basic premises start out x^ith-'^-a belief because

it is very difficult to test your first premise; but after

we agree or stipulate a first premise, then we can have

an intelligent argument because then we will just reqxiire

each other to be consistent down to--ah--a valid

conclusion.

^So--ahi--ronight I V70uld like you to stipulate that an

external world is a reality.

The second thing that I would like for you to stipulate

is that things are in a constant state of change--cr

8 .



transformation rather---in other words, flux, flux,

all is flux. (Applause)

After we--ah--agree to that, we can go on with our

discussion.

You know“-ah-“the scientific method relies heavily upon

a concept called empiricism; but the problem with

empii'icism is that it. tells..you very little about the

future --that it only tells you about the past. In other

words, it can only tell you what you gained through

observation and experience; and that's always past tense.

So, therefore, a man by the name of Karl Marx integrated

a theory developed by Immanuel Kant called rationale. Kant

called his process of reasoning pure reasoning because

i^nt^s reasoning did not depend upon the external world.

It only depended on consistency. It only depended upon

dealing with symbols in such a way where you might

manipulate them to come out with--ah- -reason based--a

conclusion based upon reason. For example, if the sky is

above my head, when I turn my head upwards I see the sky.

There is nothing w^rong V7ith that. Matter of fact, that

is the truth. But I haven't said anything about the

existence of the sky. I said "if,” and that is viny witn

rationale you do not have to depend upon the extei'nal

world. V7ith empiricism you can tell very little about the

9 .



futiife . So, what will we do? In order to understand

what is happen5.ng in the world, Marx found it necessary

to integrate rationale with empiricism and came up v/ith

a concept called dialectical materialism, because after

you integrate these two concepts or these two ways of

thinking not only are we in touch with the world outside

of us, we also can explain tliat constant state of

transfoirma tion and, therefore, make some predictions

about the outcome of phenomena that is not only in

^constant change but also in conflict attempting to reach

s_pme _hamiony

.

You know- -ah- -also, Marx as a social scientist criticized

other social scientists because he felt that some of them

attempted to explain phenomena or part of phenomena by

taking it out of its - -ah--environmert- -isdating it and

putting it in a category and not letting anyone know--

ah“-about the fact that once 'he took this particular set

of conditions out or its environment the phenomena was

transformed. It was not the same. In other words, a

discipline such as sociology, where we study the

activity of groups and how groups hold together and
3

how groups fall apart. Without understanding

everything else that is happening and everything that_

10 .
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is connected to the gfoup we V7ill get a false

conclusion about the I'rature of the group. So, what

Marx atterapted to do was to develop a way of thinking

that would explain phenomena.

In the physical world, when forces collide, they are

transformed. In physics, I think they say when tx^o

atoms collide they--ah—are transformed into protons

and neurons (phonetic), if I reiriember correctly xirhat

happens to the atom. It was transformed.

In social world, the same thing happens--or a similar

thing. I can apply the same principle. In. sociology,

when two--ah~-cultures collide a process“-ah~-occurs

,

or a condition occurs th3.t I believe the sociologists

call acculturation, vdiere two cultures are modified

because of the--ah--contact

.

Well, Mai:^ called”-ah--the social forces--whcn the

social forces collide in a clash- -contradiction. In the

;physical xx^orld, when—ah- -two physical forces collide

sometimes we call it--just that, a collision. For the

cars --when two chfspieet head on trying to occupy the

jrpame space at the same time, both are transformed.

Sometimes, other things happen. Matter of fact, had

the tx-70 cars been turned back to back and sped off in

11 .
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opposite directions they would noc have a contradicticn.

They would be contrary, covering different spaces in

dif fereiit times

.

Sometimes when people meet, argue and we miss each

other--we miss each other because in the first place \‘7e

think we have a contradiction when we're only being

contrary. For example: I would say the wall is ten

feet tall and you would say the Xi7all is red; and we

woxild argue all day, thinking that we have a contradiction

\dien actually we are being contrary, vSien people argue

and also when one offers a thesis and the other offers

an antithesis, we say there's a contradiction; and we

Tiope^that we argue long enough provided that we agree

on onef^^irst premise, that probably we hope we can

have some kind of synthesis; and~-ah---tonight I hope I

can have some form of agreement or synthesis with those

who have criticized the Black Panther Party.

I think that-“ah--the mistake is some people have taken

the apparent as the actual fact. In spite of their

claim to scholarly research--in spite of their claim to

follow the discipline of dialectical materialism, they

fail to search deeper like the scientist is required

to do. To get beyond the apparent and come up v;ith the

12 .
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more significant. I know you wonder how this connects

with the Black Panther Party. I v/ill explain that.

The Black Panther Party is a Marxist -Leninist party

because we follow the dialectical method and vre also

try--also integrate theory with practice. What we are

not--v;e are not mechanical Marxists and \-jq are not

historical Marxists. (Applause).

Some people think they are Marxists when actually they

are following the thoughts of Hegel. SonK2 people think

they are Marxists -Leninists and they refuse to be

creative. So, therefore, they're tied to the past.

They’re tied to a rhetoric that does not apply to the

present set of conditions. They are tied to a set of

thought that edges upon dogma and what we sometimes call

£ I’unkeyism . (App laus e ) .

Marx attempted to set up a framawork—just as in mathematics

you devetp certain equations to understand a.ccrtain--

ah--phenomem and after you learxi some things about

a particular set of conditions _£h®"l?i to move on

and apply that £ramev;ork to other thinking or those

principles. And you're not alE'raid about the outcome

because you know that things change and you're willing

to acknowledge the change because you're objective--
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because you realize that the method that you'll use,

if you use the method of dialectical materialism,

you don't even expect to find the same thing even one

minute after you found it last time because that's

history. And if things are in a constant state of

change we will not expect for them to be the same.

So, therefore, therefore, words that were used to describe

the old phenomena perhaps will be useless to describe

the new and if we use the old words to describe the past

events then v;e might confuse people. They might think

things are static and, therGfore"-ah-~contradicting the

theory of dialectical materialism.

In 1917, an event occurred in the Soviet Union _tha't was

called a revolution. Tvjo classes had a contradiction

and the whole country was transformed. In this co’untry

in 1970, the Black Panther Party issued a document.

Our Minister of Information Eldridge Cleaver, who is now

in Algiers, Algeria, wrote the pamphlet and called it

"On Panther Ideology." Eldridge Cleaver stated that the

proletariat of this country at this time or the industrial

worker does not carry the potent ialities for revolution.

He claims that the left wing of the proletarians, the

lumping" -lurapen-proletaria ns carries thac revolutionary

potentiality and in fact it carries the people of the
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world to the final clioax of the transformation of

society and. it, therefore, will act as the vangtiard.

(Applause)

It has been stated--it has been stated by sane people,

by some parties, by some organizations, by Progressive

Labor-- (Boos and applause) --that it is impossible.

How can the lumpen-proletarians carry out a successful _

socialist transformation when they are only a minority,

and in fact, how can they do it when history shows tnat

only the proletarians have carried out successful social

revolutions. I waald agree--I would agree -that it is

necessary for the people to carry out a social revolution

to represent the popular maj ority ’ s interests , It is

necessaiT}' for this group to represent the broad masses

of the people. I would agree to that.

In the Soviet Union, 1917, we analyzed what hippened

there. I would agree that in this country that it

V70uld take a popular force to achieve the transformation;

but I also--! ais *9 wiil~agree that the lumpen-prole tar iaiis

are actxoaliy the minority in the country. No disagreement.

® It seems that I*ve contradicted myself. Tliat only goes

to show that--ah--what ' s apparent might not actually

be a fact. Sometimes, we think things are--things are
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really a contradiction and it's only paradoxical. It

might seem what it's not, you see. So, what we will do

is turn this rhing aboxit. We will analyze it.

Nox'/ in the Soviet Union in 1917, the Soviet Union was

basically an agricultural society, that of a very large

peasantry. There was a set of social conditions existing

there at that time that were responsible for the

development of a small industrial base. The people x^ho

worked in this industrial base, they called them---ah--

proletarians . Lenin, using--ah- -Jiarx's- -ah- -theory,

saw the threats because he x^as not a historical Marxist.

He xv*as a dialectical materialist; and, therefore, he

was very interested in the ever -changing status of

things. He sax-7 that xdvile the proletarians we>.‘e a

minority at that time, in 1917, they had the potentiality

to carry out a revolution because toeir class x-/as on

the xxpsurge and the peasantry Xi/as on the decline.

That V7a3 one of the conditions. The proletarians x7ere

destined to be a popular force. They also carried the

necessary properties to carry out a revolution that

•^reseiTbled a socf.alist revolution.

In this country, the Black Panther Party, taking careful

note of the dialeccical me thod- -taking careful note of.

the. social threats in the ever-changing nature of thing?,
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we see that wh5.1e the lumpen-proletarians are the

minority and the proletarians are the majority and also

that technology is developing at such a rapid rate that

we ‘ re starting with automation, going to cybernation,

and then going from there probably to technocracy.

As I came into town, I saw MIT over the v/ay. If the ruling

circle remains in power, it seems to me that they will

go on developing their technological machinery. They

will go on developing their technology --their technological

5 •

machinery because in the capitalists hands and the

ruling circle's hands, he's not listening to the people.
I

So, therefore, I would expect from him te logic that

he's always promoted. That is, to make as much money

as possible and pay the people as little as possible

unless the people demand more and finally demand his

head. (Applause).

At this time, if revolution does not occur almost

immediately--and I say almost immediately and I say this

because the trend that technology is making leaps --

it made a leap all the. way to the moon. So, therefore,

I say that if the ruling circle remains in pot>rer the

proletarian world--the proletarian working class will

definitely be on the decline because they will be

unemployables and, therefore sv7eLl the ranks of the lumpen,
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who are imeiriplo5'ables“-unemployables because the ruling

circle does not need them any more. So, every worker *

is in jeopardy becuase of the rule of the ruling

circle and this is why we say that the lumpen-proletarians
/

carry the potentiality for revolution and, in fact, will

carry the revolution out probably and in the near future

will be the popular class, the majority.

Of course, I would not like to see all my people

unemployed or unemployables, but being objective, because

we are objective, because we are dialectical materialists,

we must acknowledge the facts and that's all we're

doing. You know Marx outlined a. rough process of

development of society. Roughly, he said society goes

from a slave class to feudalist--feudalistic--ah--ah--

class structure to a capitalistic class structure to a

socialistic class structure and finally to communism.

Or, in other words, from capitalist state to socialist

state to non-state, communism. I think we can ail

agree, and I V70uld ask that you stipulate that--ah--

virtualiy the slave class of the world is --ah- -has been

transformed into wage slaves. In other words, the slave

class in the v7orld no longer exists as a significant

force and if we can agree to that, we can agree that:

classes can be transfom^ed literally out of existence.
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If this is so, if the slave class con 'disappear^ and

become something else, or not disappear but be transformed

and take on other characteristics, then it's also true

that the political or the industrial working class can

possibly be transformed out of existence. Of course,

the people did not disappear. They would only take on

other 'at* t'rfbutes . The attribxite that I'm intex-ested

in is the fact that the ruling circle did not Tieed him

and if the ruling circle is in control of the means of

production then he will not be called unemployable or

a lumping- -or a Uxmpen, So, I think that's, logical.

I think that's dialectical. I think it would be strange

to think that only the slave class could disappear.

You know, Marx was a very intelligent man. he wa’s_not

a dogmatist because he said-^he st^ed, "One thing

I'm not--l'm not a Marxist." In other words, he was

trying to warn--he was trying to te 11, Trogre'ssive Labor

not to accept the past or the present as the future but

to understand it and be able to predict what night happen

in the future and, therefore, act in an intelligent way

«so that we can bring about the revolution that we all

want . (Applause

)
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After taking those things .
.
tin'de'r consideration, v/e see

that- -ah- -as time changes and as the world is

transformed that we need some new definitions to

the situation, because if we keep using the old terras

people might tnink the old situation still exists.

Therefore, they will get a fallaciotis picture of the

world. They will think that the world's static. I

would be very amazed--! would be very amazed if the same

conditions that existed in 1917 still exist- -would still

be in existence today. Matter of fact, you knov/ Harx

and Lenin x*7ere pretty lazy dudes vjhen it came to working

I

for somebody. Matter of fact they looked at toil and

working for your necessities as somewhat of a cu:rse; and

the whole, Lenin's whole theory after he applied or

practiced--put Marx's analysis into practice was geared

to get rid of the proletariat. In other v/ords , that by

the proletariat class or che working class seizing tne

tneahs of production they waald plan it such a way that

they would be free from toil. Matter of fact, Lenin

saw a time where man could stand in one place, push

buttons, and move mountains. It sounds like to me tnat

he saw a proletarian working class tiransfonned so they

could have a free block of time so tney could indulge

in productive creativity so that they could think about

developing tteir universe to a higher manifestation so
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that they coiild have the happiness, the freedom, and the

pleasure that iBa\i stems' to seek and value.

At this time, the capitalist has developed the machinery

to such a point where he can hire a group of specializeir
' - - ......

people called technocrats. In t he near future he will .

be able to do this and tlie technocrat v/iir'be “so"

specialized until he cannot really be identified as .

a

proletarian. In fact, that, group of men will be so

small until we vrill hc^ve to do something to explain the

other people; we would have to come up with anot.her

definition. Now, sometimes when we theorize v/e can

argue all day. We can argue all day and if nave no

practical application of a theory we will come up V7ith

nothing v7orlhwhile. So, I m saying despite the criticism

_

that ye re ce iye3 f r ociT1:6 rt_ain
..
pe op le we would ^say

in practice mary of our activities would be the same.

That, Is , because people woulu not disappear; not with our

survival program they xv^ill not. They will not disappear.
j

They will still be. around.. __So,_ therefore , we_ need to
$

'lift their consciousness’ se they^ can ’deal with the ruling

circle. Ve must lift their consciousness whether

they're working in a factory or already been kicked out.

So, therefore, the Black Panther Party says ic is perfectly

correct to organize the proletarian 'because after he's

kicked out of the factory because he'll be called
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•unemployable or lumpen doesn't stop or transform a

(unintelligible) and in order to live he has to eat

(unintelligible) the machinery that he has produced

so that he can produce the abundance so that he and

his brother can live. (Applause).

Now I'm saying that we will not wait until tne

proletarian becomes the lumpen proletarian to educate

him. Today, we must lift the consci ousness of. the,

people so that we--so that we can get a clear picture of

what is to be done. We need to know that becaxise the

wind is rising and the rivers. .flow .~ Times are getting

hard and we can't go hore again. We can't go back to

our mother's womb nor can we go back to 1917. (Applause)

As the United States or what I like to call North America

was transformed at the hands of the ruling circle from

a nation to an empire, because an empire is a nation

transformed, it caused a total c?iange in tie world

because no part of a thing interrelated to change can

leave everything else the same. So, when the United
$

States or North i\merica became an empire, it changed

the whole conip't:'S.l'ti on--it chaitged the v7hole phenomena

in the world. H:.ere were other nations in the world;

but empire means that the ruling circle who lives irt the

empire or the imperialists control all other nation.';.
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Now, sonetirr^ ago in history there existed a phenomena-

we call-”wellj I call--primitive empire. That was the

Roman Empire because the Romans controlled all of the

knovnt world; but in fact it did not know all of the

world. So, therefore, some nations still existed because

they did not control all of the land.

In modem days, I would like for you to stipulate that

probably all of the world is knox^jn as far as x-rliere any

large number of people live. So, the United States as

an empire would necessarily have to control the whole

world or affect that part tliat it doesn't control .so

much until we would call that control, Wc also said--
t'

we also see that-’-that if we understand dialectics that

every determination beings about a limitation, and every

limitation brings about a determination. In other words,

while one force may give rise to one thing it might

crush other things or even crush itself. In other words,

we might have ,a concept we call the negation of a

negation. In other v/ords
, we might say that while in

i

1917 the ruling circle created an industrial base and

used the system of capitalism>^,they were also creating

the necessary conditions for socialism. They were doing

this because it is necessary in order to have a social
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society 'some "centra llza'tion of the 'wealth --we would

have to have some equal distribution of the wealth.

We would have to have sane harmony between the people.

So first, the United States ruling circle, while it

changed the whole v7orld--while it rules the whole world

and when I say nation-~v7hen I say nations, I will roughly

give soma characteristics that any people who call themsGlv6|

a nation should have. First, economic independence,

cultural determination, control of the political

institutions, territorial integrity and safety. The

United States has violated every country- -every ration

in the world and, therefore, transforming that r.ation.
t'

Transforming the nation into what? We will talk about

that later on.

Id:ien the Black Panther Party was --when the Black Panther

Party was founded in 1966, we called ourselves-“we

called the party--a black nationalist party--we called

ourselves black nationalists because^ we thought nationhood

was the answer. Shortly after that, we decided chat
/

what was really needed was revolutionary nationalism.

o'rh^t is, nationalism plus socialism. After a'nalyzing

the phenomena a little more, we felt that it was

impractical and even a contradiction. So, therefore,

we ’went to a higher level d.. consciousness. "\Ve saw that
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in order to be““for this is v/hat wa really want--

to be £ree--we thought that the nation X70uld make us

£ree--we saw that in order to be free, we would have to

}

crush the ruling circle; and, therefore, we had to unite

with the people in the world. So we call ourselves

internationalists. We sought solidarity with the people

of the world. We sought solidarity with what w’e thought

were the nations of the world. But then what happened?

We found that because everything's in a constant state

of change and that because of the development of

technology, because of the development of mass media,

because of the fire pa^er .'oi^ the imperialists, b6 ca\ase

of the fact that the United States is no longer a nation

but an empire, that nationhood did not exist because

they did not have the criteria for nationhood, because

their self-determination was destroyed, because their

economic determination vjas destroyed, because their

cultural determination was trans£orme<^--and I would like

for you to strike "destroyed"; I wcxxld like for you to

put in "transformed." Excuse. me--all of the nations

wefe transformed at the hands of the imperialists of

the ruling circle for the interests of the imperialists.

So, we found that in order to be an internationalist

we had- -we had to be also a nationalist or at least
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ackncH7ledge nationhood. So, all internationalists are

also nationalistic because as I unaerstand that word,

"inter" means some interrelationship between things and

"nationalism" or "nationhood" means the interrelationship

batv-zeen a group of nations. Now, if no nation is in

existence and if in fact the United States is an

empire, that would make it impossible for us to be

internationalists. v7e are ho longer internationalists,

and we're not afraid about that. Matter of fact, we will

try to shed light upon and we will define the new

transformation and the phenomena and we will call

ourselves "intercommunalists" because nations have been
«

transformed into communities of the world. (Applause)

So, tonight the Black Panther Party would like to

disclaim internationalism and support inter coranunalism.

(Applause)

.

We have a problem- -we have a problem. You know Marx

and Lenin felt with the information /:hey had that when

non-state finally came to be a reality it would be
i

caused or ushered in by tie people and by communism.

•® A .strange thing happened; the ruling reactiohary circle,

through the process of being an imperialist, transformed

into what xvc call reactionary intercommunalisra, because

the ruling ci.rcle has laid siege on all the communities
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of the world dorainating the institutions to such an

extent that the people are not served by institutions

in their land. I’ell, the Black Panther Party would like

to establish- -to reverse that and lead the people of the

world into the age of revolxit ionary inte rcomntunalism.

This vjill be the time when the people seize the means

of production, distribute the wealth and technology in

an egalitarian way to t’ne many comrrainities of the v7orld.

see very little difference in what happens to a

community here in the--in North America and what happens

to a ccmiTiunity in Vietnam. We see very littlo difference

in what happens even culturally to a Chinese commianity

in San Francisco and a Chinese community in Hong Kong.

We see very little difference in what happens to a black

community in Harlem and a black community in South

Africa, a black community in Angola and Mozambique.

We see very little difference.

So what has actually happened
, that n®n-state has already

been accomplished but it’s reactionary." A community by

way of definition is a cctnprehensive collection of

"“ins titucions that serve the people who live there.

It differs from a nation because a community revolves

around a greater structure that we usually call the state
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and the state has certain controls over tne community.

It also serves the comniunity if the administration
*

represents the people or if the administration happens

to bd the people's commissar. It's not so at this time.

So, there's still something to be done. I said earlier--

I spoke about the negation of negation. I spoke earlier

about the fact of redistribution of wealth. We think

that it's very important to knov/ tet in the world today

that socialism in the United States will never exist.

IsHiy? It will not exist because it cannot exist.

Also, I would say socialism would not exist any place
I

in the world. I would also say that socialism does not
* «

exist any place in the v;orld because socialism requires

a socialist state aad if so how can socialism exist?

So what--hov^T do we define certain progressive countries

such as the People's Republic of China? How do we--

how do wc describe certain progressive countries or

communities as- we call them, the Horfn Korean -people?

Ho\-7 do V7e define certain communities as the Vietnam's
/

people, North and the provisional government in the South?

Ho^7 do we explain these communitres if in fact they, too,

cannot claim nationhood. We say this. We say they

represent the people's liberated territory. They

represent a community liberated. (Applause)
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But that community is not svi££5.cient . It is not satisfied.

Just as the National Liberation Front is not satisfied

with tne liberated territory in the South. It is only

ground for the pr;eparation of the liberation of the

world, the seizing of the world from the ruling circle

and equal distribution and proportional representation

in an intercommunal framework. This is what the Black

Panther Party wotild like to achieve with the help of

the power of the people because witho\it the people nothing

can be achieved. (Applause)

Now I said--I want to start a question and answer period

because I can go on for hours and hours and-“I would

really like to try but—yeah, sit down and don't start

your question and answer-"but I wanna teli 3'ou first--

I said that the United States would not be“-ah"-

socialism would never exist. I say that in order for a

revolution to occur in the United States you xvould have

to have a r-edis tribution of wealth, r^ot on a national

level but on an international level- -not on an international
f

level but on an intercommunal level. And this is because

how can v/e say tnut we have aenomplished a revolution and

redistribute the wealth just to people in North America

when the ruling circle itse.lf trespass de bonas as per

tada. That is, the^/'ve taken away the goods of the
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people of the world and transported them to America

and used them as their very own. That is a tort.

(Applause .

)

Now, .remember in 1917, when the revolution occurred,

you had a redistribution of wealth on a national

level because nations existed. You see now if you have

to speak in terms of planning an economy on a worldwide

level, on an intercommunal level, that's saying

something. That's saying that the people have been

ripped off and it's much like the people in one country

being ripped off and when the people seize the means of

production then they redistribute. So we say this.

Hovr-“ liberation will not serve because the people have

not only been robbed of their wn materials; they've

also- -their raw materials have also been invested--

their raw materials have been made into a technological

machine. The prople are responsible for that. So the

people of the world will have to have control of that not
* i '

for X amount of time--not for a limited am.ount; But it's
i

theirs. So, all I can see, in order to plan a real

intercommunal economy we v/ould have to acknowledge the

world is hooked up together. We'd also have to acknowledge

that sometiriie ago nations .did exist because technology
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had not advanced to the level it is now. Some people

will argue that nations still exist because of cultural

differences. By way of definition, just for functional

argument is a collection of our learned patterns of

behavior- -learned patterns of behavior. We see that here

in the United States black people, Africans, were raped

from the mother country, were brougnt here; and we've

literally lost most of our African values. Perhaps we

still hold onto soiue surviving Africanisms but by and

large, you see, tte transformation; this was achieved

through a long stay but also through the highly

technological society that, has a tremendous mass media

and indoctrination center. I say that the ruling circle

has also launched satellites in order to put the beam

across the vj-orld, to indoctrinate the world. We say

that vzhile there might be what we call cultural differences

the difference is not a quantitative difference. In

other v7ords , in technologies and the ruling circle go

on as they are going now that the people of the vrorld

will be conditioned to adapt xi^estem values. I think Japan

is a good exampifc, and the diff-crence betv7een people in

fact are getting very small. But, again, it's in the

interests of the ruling cir'cle. I don't believe
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that history can be backtracked. You see. So if the

world is really interconnected then we will have to

acknowledge that and say that in order for the people to

be fj^ee then they would control the institutions in

ttieir conraunity and also have some form of representatives

in the technological center that they produce. So, the

United States would have to, in order to correct the

robbery of the world, would have to first return that.

So, I don't see where we could talk about socialism

when V7e're talking about vjorld redistribution. I think

that is \>hat Marx talks about when he talks about

non- State

.

I was at Alex Haley's house some time ago, and he talked

to me about his search for his past. He found it in

Africa, but he returned there shortly af ter\\7ard's and he

was in a state of panic. His village hadn't changed very

much but when he went back he saw an old man walking dcn^n

the road and he had something in his ear that he cherished.

That Xvas a small, transistor radio that was zeroed
t

in on the British Broadcasting Ketwork. So what I'm

jotrying to say, that the mass media plus the development

of transportation makes it impossible for us to think

of ourselves in terms of separate entities as nations

.

Do you real i.ze tl\at it only took me approximately

five hours to get here frora San Francisco to here.
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It only takes about ten hours to get from here to Vietnam.

We see that the ruling circle no longer acknowledges

wars. They call them "police actions." They say we

have :a domestic disturbance because the Vietnamese

people are right. (Applause)

VJhat I'm saying--vjhat I'm saying is that the ruling

circle accept and realize what they have done. They

know that it's one world but they're determined to

follcni; their logic of exploitation. They kno;\7, because

a short time ago, in Detroit, a corrmmity was under

siege and now sixteen members of the Party are in prison.

The local police. laid siage on that community and that

house; and they used the weapons, the same weapon they

use in Vietnam. Matter of fact, two tanks rolled up.

We see that the same thing happens in Vietnam because the

police are there also. Tlie police are everywhere and

they all wear the same uniform and use the same tools;

and they're thgre for the same purpo^e-^that is the

protection of the ruling circle here in North America.
$

So, if everything-- (Applause) --we accept--we see that it

is, true--it is rtue that the ^^rld is one community.

The world is one*-uor£iiuunity but we're not satisfied wiiere

pecker is. We want pa>?er for the people. (Applause)
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I said earlier--! said earlier and I strayed--v;ait“-

that the theory of negation of negation is very valid.

Some scholars have been wondering why in Asia, Africa,

and Latin .America the resistance always seek the goal

of a collective society. They seem not to institute

the economy of the capitalist. They seem to go all the

way from feiidalisra and try to jump to a collective

society, and some people can't understand why. ';vhy

won't they folloxi7 historical Marxism or historical

materialism? Why won't they go from feudalism, develop

a capitalistic base, and finally go to socialism? They

don't do it because they can't do it. They don't do

it for the same reason tliat the black community in Harlem,

cannot develop capitalism. The black community in Oakland

or San Francisco cannot develop capitalism because the

imperialists have already pre-empted the field. He has

already centralized the wealth. So, therefore, in order

to deal with him, all \je can do is liberate our community

and move on him with a collective force. (Applause)
$

You know we have long arguments with people. We used

^to call ourselves, before \ve became conscious,- a

dispersed collection of colonies here in North America;

and people argtied with me .all day and all n^ht and they

told me haa can you possibly be a colony. In order to
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be a colony you have to be a natior^ and you're not a

nation, you're just a community. You're a dispersed

collection of cominunities and because the Black Pantlier

Party is not embai'rassed to change or be transformed,

'tonight, I would like to accept the criticism and say

you are absolutely right, that we are a collection of

communities just as the people of the v7orld represent

a collection of communities, just as the Korean people,

the Vietnamese people, the Chinese people are a

collection of communities --a dispersed collection of

communities (Applause)—but--because they have no

supers tincture or they do^,have a superstructure of the

industrial base that made labor to produce V7hat was

all put on Wall Street; and V7e would all agree that once

a particular land or a particular people centralize the

wealth and create a capitalist base we won't fight it

in every single community, you see, because every single

community would not have the resources, beca’ise it's

already been ce*ntralized. Sort of^ a destroyed form of

collectivity. See? Everything's been collected but it's

used for the interest of the ruling circle. So, after

the things are collected; tnen how can you expect for

someone to have a surplus ‘ that ' s already been ripped off?
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And this is why the Black Panther Party denounces black

capitalists and say that all we can do is liberate

our community not only in Vietnam but here; not only in

Cambodia and the People's Republic of China and Korea, but

the people of the world must unite as one community and

then transform the world into a place where people will

be happy. Worries will end. State itself will no longer

exist and we v/ill have communism. But V7e cannot do

this ri^taway because v/e kno\i7 that in sociology we say

that when change takes place, when a structural change

takes place, the result is usually cultural lag. In

other words, after the people- -after the people possess

the production, we will probably not move directly

into communism but vje will linger with revolutionary

intercommunalisra until such time that we can-”Until

such time that v/e can wash away bourgeois thought--

until such time that we can v/ash av/ay racism and

reactionary thinking--and until such tj.me v/hea people

arc not attached to their nation as a peasant is 'attached

to the soil “-until such time that people can gain their

^sanity and develop a culture that is essentially humane,

that will serve the people instead of serving some gocl.

You see (applause) it v/ill.be necessary' to do that because
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we cannot avoid contact with each other. We cannot

avoid contact with each other because of the changing

set of conditions; so, because we can't, we v/ili have to

then develop a value system that will make us ftinction*

together in hamony. This will be necessary.

So, tonight, I think I've covered some of what I have to

say. I will allcn»: you to talk. We will have a question

and answer period. But before I do that, I would like

to deliver a message to you. Our Minister of Information

Eldridge Cleaver asked me to prepare a place for him

because he would like to return home. (Applause)

And, also, I would like to thank the people or the world
*

^

for allov7ing our Minister ot Information to reside in

their libex’ation community in their liberated territory.

(Applause)

So, they've actually set the example for us. We know

what we have to do to return Eldridge Cleaver home. We

have to liberate our communities. (Applause)
- j

Alright, we'll have a question and answer period before

everyorje leaves

.
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(Applause)

Unknown person: (Unintelligible)

HUEY NEWTON (HN): (Unintelligible) agree with part of that. Sotnething--

some--oh, I'm sorry, roughly— I had to try to

(unintelligible.) because I would like to give you fair

representation; so I will--I will tell a paraphrase

about Rpme that you can get. Now, listen- -no, I think

I remember— the brother— the class brother*- -the

class brother-- the objective brother, in other words,

I would like to explain something first, that the two

kinds of enemies— that both are objective enemy and

the subjective. Sometime', most of the time, the objective

enemy is really a class friend. You see. Only the

objective enemy or one who has different interests than

you is really your real enemy. So, he is objectively

your enemy because he can advance at your expense.

While the subjective enemy will hurt you, but he is only

hurting you because of lack of consciousness. So, you

treat those two contradictions differently. .VJith the

objective enemy you try to destroy him. With the subjective

enemy, you try to teach him. You try to educate him and

make hint conscious. You can do this most of the time

through understanding and love. So, first, I applaud ttia.t

brother, not because I agree with everything he's
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saying, but because I recognise him as an objective

class friend and I think the statements are based upon

a lack of understanding. Your statement was this,

and it's pai'tially correct. He said this; "Fuck

Karl Marx." He said: "Fuck Lenin." He said; "Fuck
,

everything that you have said. Why? Because-“because

the real problem today is nothing more than racism."

Now, let's analyze that. First, what's racism? Racism

is an attitude of values. Racism is a way of thinking

and relating to people. Racism is something that's

called by something else because I would like you to

stipulate the fact that attitudes all come from something
»

'

else and that's the material, we cannot have racism

without having a man. You cannot have racism by--

you cannot liave racism without having another set of

conditions that will induce racism. So, this is what

we like to explain. However, we did not have racism

as such in I.IOO, according to Malcolm Davidson (phonetic)
- f

and Melvi.n J. Hirschcovitch (phonetic), who wrote
$

"The Enigma (phonetic) of the Negro Past the Black

(unintelligible)," We said, according to those

historians, that Europe and Africa have an equal

relationship, mutual respect, where many of the leaders

respected the African soul and that they were sure that
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the universities of Timbuktu were the cultural center

of the world. But then, something else happened. The

world changed and it became profitable for the ruling

circle in Europe and Spain and Portugal--it became

profitable and it also became a possibility that they

could travel to the mother country with gunfire stolen

from the Chinese, kidnap the Africans, take them to their

country and scatter them throughout the world, ]h order to

get labor and in order to justify it to their conscience,

they develped an attitude of racism. So, therefore,

so, therefore (unintelligible) racism because the

Europeans needed labor, 'So., therefore, because of a

property called (unintelligible), they kidnaped the

Africans out of the (unintelligible) , And, if you think

attitudes and values exist independently of materials

then show me how you can have a value or any man can

have a value without having a body. Is the body not

- t

material? So, therefore, I think all spiritual things

come from material. All the tangible things come from

the material. So, while what my brother said seems to

be correct, in fact is correct, in order to change the

spiritual we have to change the material. In order to

change racism, we have to chage the racist-capitalist
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structure-- (applause and sounds of "R.ight on.'')

But to change this--but to change this--but to change

this (unintelligi.blfi ) the people of the world v/ill

attempt to launch—will get the key of culture and a

value system. that is essentially human. Why do I say

this? Because all of us changed anyway. There is

no thing that is static. Flux, flux, all is flux. We

cannot return to Africa of 1100; nor- -nor can anyone

return to a time that is already past. It is impossible.

Because we cannot return to the past, we have to look

for a solution in the future; and it is simple making-

-

to just go around spouting words without analyzing the

phenomena around us. And that is why I took so much time

to give a fram-ework of thinking so that perhaps, brother,

you can go home and analyze that and know that in order

to stop racism you would have to stop the domination of

the capitalists because he don’t hate you-- (applause)

Listen-- listeh-“he does not hate yod just because sonething

came up in the sky and said: ’’Hey, man." He hates you,

brother, because he can use that hate to indoctrinate

some other white people to corral you so that he can

exploit both of us. (Applause)
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Now--now--everything“-listen--everything has a dual,

character. Everything has a dual character, and on

research, now, perhaps i'll find that my hypothesis is

VTTon'g or that perhaps 1*11 find it is right. Now, the

gentleman said“-my class brother said“-the brother whom

I love said--the brother whom I will attempt to educate

tonight said that-~'‘Fuck Karl Marx because he's irrelevant

»

Well, I won't say that, but i'll say this, I will

(unintelligible) research now to try and find out something

because the brother said that down with the dialectic

because it's—ah—ah— it's not important. It doesn't

give anything - And I 'll .say this, I would doubt

seriously--! would doubt seriously whether Karl Marx' is Ite

real originator or v/hether he -was really was the first

to expound upon dialectics. Dialectics is actually

trying to explain the dual character of things and the

relationship between things. The University of

Timbuktu even'before that time--even before that time--

it was acknox^Iedged by the anthropologists that the

African (unintelligible) had a religion they called
o *

dualism, whj J<? .in Europe they preferred the absolutism..

That is (unintelligible) our God had two or more heads.

He had a head for good; a head for evil; a head for
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fertility; a head for love; and a head for hate. And the

African then vrould attempt to manipulate these things

so that_convince the world to good. To give them what

he wanted (unintelligible) and I would think that this was

the start of the dialectical method, I think that it is

strange that in Greece that the Greeks had also a form of

dualism. And you have now that in Europe first, you

have absolutism v/here the God had one head. That is,

he was absolutely good. He was not evil. He had no

sexual properties and so forth. In other words, he

deviated from the likeness of man and we all know that

man created ^od, so, -what T*™ trying to get at is that

why would the Greeks have a dual god. Why would the

Greeks have a dual god and yet the other Caucasians

did not is probably because Aristotle attended the

University of Timbuktu and was educated by the Africans.

So, you get back to the characteristics and established
(Sound of person
shouting in the the type of religion that the Greek^ had and perhaps
background)

went around to some scholars. And this was the start of

the dialertJral method; and this is only speculation

but--a'’ -*5'

I

finish, I will let this young lady--

maybe--I dealt know. She looks very angry-"she might

be objective and I can’t deal with emotions but~“(applause)
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So, I stay away from (unintelligible), I would like

to tell you this. Here in America--here in America--

racism is rampant and we have to do something about

that and we see that many of our objective class brothers

act in a way to harm black people. In other v/ords, they

are subjectively our enemies and I would like to use the

hard hats as an example. The hard hats are exploited.

They have become increasingly employed. In other words,

they are well on their way to becoming unemployable and

instead of blamingthe masses, they are blaming us for it,

Nov7, wait just one minute. So, because that contradiction
»

^

is different than the objective enemy, we v/ould try

to first educate the hard hats. We v;ould tiry to lift

their consciousness because basiclly, as black radicals,

it is our responsibility to do this. Now wait a minute.

Hold it. Now if— if vje can convince the hard had

through dialectical arguments, throygh dialectical

arguments, then we will liave to use stronger stuff
0

because even if a man is objectively our friend and

subjectively our enemy, we h^ye to preserve ourselves

until such time until we can educate him because we will

not let insanity prevail,- So, in order to insure that
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sanity will remain real, we might have to take the head

of the insane man, but when we do this we will weep

%i7hen he happens to be our class brother because it will

diminish us. It will diminish us because it- -it will

diminish our numbers. You see? But we have to defend

ourselves because if we do not do that then that will

mean we let an insane man prevail. As long as there is

one ounce of sanity in the world, there's a hope for

the new world. And this is why that vje must down fascism.

(Applause)

Unknom Male (UM):First of all, I would like to say--

KN: Right on, brother. ’ *

UM: t would like to get do^vn to this point. What you were

saying about revisionists and--ah--I been thinking on the

problem (unintelligible) I don't think the Party is

(unintelligible) and I would like you to explain,

HN: Explain?

UM: Explain how the Party can be revisionist,

HN; Yah. OK. Fine.

Well,, first, we would like to say a word--ah--did
o *

everyone hear that? The brother's question?

(Shouts of "No,")

HN; The brother V70uld like to explain why some people would

say the Party is revisionist. Is that right?
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UM: Right on. You said that right,

HN: Well, first--ah--a revisionist- -a revisionist is

someone who i*evises the theories of Marxist-Leninism

and tries to say that he is still an essentialist

,

You see? Now, I would like to say something, how a

revisionist differs from Marxism, Karl Marx had a

vision and then Trotsky had a revision; and the Clack

Panther Party is now having a revision with

inte rcommuna 1 ism

,

UM; (Unintelligible)

Go ahead and if anyone revises that, he's a revisionist,

UM: Ah- -I don’t think I asked the right- -ah- -I 'ra gonna

leave

,

Unknown Female: OK, I just want to make a few comments. The first
(UF)

thing, Huey, is that you are not my enemy. You see

you don't

—

KN: I love you sister.
*

UF: I love you, too, and I'm proud of 'the brother. You said

a lot of beautiful things tonight, but I’m gcnna-“let
o *

* -O

me m.>7 i.- few comments and then you can comment. OK?

Well, -rCirst of all, I appreciate greatly many beautiful

things you said tonight; but I say this. You see, yon

don't come hers to educate us, brother. We learn from
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each other anc3 you said a lot of things. You didn’t

have to start with Marx or Kant or any of those

guys because the communism comes from Africa--

trib'alism.

Unknown Voice: Right.

UF: We had the--we knew the first dialectics and we understood

here. And you said a lot of big words. So, you see,

my brother Malcolm X was a great prophet . He didn't have-'

he didn't have to use all those words. He didn't hav^e to

come up with all those names, brother, and he reached the

masses. He didn't have to talk about that. All this
I

can mean is one damn thir.g.^ He's superior to auythiiig--

I haven't finished yet, brother. (Audience makes noise)

You see, I haven't finished yet— you see”-you gotta I'aach

those kids; and you gotta reach those educated folks; and

you don't use a whole lot of big words on me, honey.

Not to me, cause, see, you don't reach the little kids

when you do that. You gotta reach all the people. You
I

gotta tell 'em the truth. You see-. You gotta tell 'em

that so much comes from Africa, You don't talk about

Russia, that big, radical Russia (audience noise

drowns speaker out)

KN: Yeah- -yeah.
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UF; You understand. You see you --you see everything comes

from Africa. Don't bother to mock me,

HN; I agree with you

—

UF: (Unintelligible) no more.

HN: I agree with you.

UF: (Unintelligible) to educate me. '

HN : You ' re right

.

UF: We educate each other, brother.

HN: Applaud her. She's right.

UF: They're through with you. They're through with you, I,

I don't say it with hatred. I won't let the white man

stand between us. You're a black man. and I love you too

much. I just want you to keep telling the truth and I

want you to reason with people, cause you’re a beautiful

brother v/ho's got a lot of good things-- (applause)

HN: Love you, sister.

UF: (Unintelligible) Don't think you control, brother.

Don't think you control, honey. Don’t think you rock

v;ith me. Sing with me. Shout with me. Cause, you see,

all this--this talking--all this beautiful stuff comes
o '

from the po'wer of the people, the deeds of the peopla--

the great lovers, the great musicians, the great poets,

the great people, the black people, the first man from

Africa--tl;e Party people. Just show us the power comes
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from God, man. You praise God. The white man in

Texas can’t (unintelligible). You must christianize

America now. You talking something like it was to

people. Don’t be afraid to tell the truth, brother.

Don’t leave the word ’’God” (unintelligible) and don’t

be afraid to talk, brother. Don’t be afraid, brother,

I know you’ve suffered a lot. You’re suffering now

through people. But you can't (unintelligible) won’t

let the v/hite man tell you (unintelligible) because when

a man loves he cannot commit adultery.

HN: If--
I

UF: Hold on--

HN: If you love me, you'll let me say something,

UF: Alright, brother,
i

HN: Alright.

UF: I’m going. Power to the people. Power to Huey. Power

to the Panthers. Now say it. So long, brothen

HN; Thank you. • ’’

f

First point. I believe she said that socialism came from

Africa. I agree with that because even Marx himself

acknowledges that at a point in history before modem

technology, before industry, that we had socialism in

Africa because we had an economy for our collectivity.

We had an economy based upon sharing. But this is net
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and was not. modern socialism. It wasn't modem by way of

definition because I cannot say in 1100 the same in

1970. We have to make some distinction in order to

understand the“--ah--the nature and also understand the

passage of time. We also can get confused; so all I'm

saying is socialism actually did exist in the mother

country south of Sahara before Marx ever was bom;

but the new kind or the kind that we're talking about

today is based upon the fact it has to be European,

It's based upon society that has a large base of black

people working together under one law and in order to

retum--in order to return the wealth to the people, we

have to have a technique; and Lenin instituted that

technique. So, we apply the modem theory that Marx

probably got from Timbuktu because I already acknowledged

that dualism or the start of the dialectical method might

have come from south of Sahara, So look, girl. You

misunderstood' me. ^

UF: (Unintelligible) .

HN: Now, I would like to apologize if everyone here did not

understand e words I used.^'^It shows I'm not a teacher.

It shows hoA. ilineducated--it shox^js I have such an inabilit}’'

to communicate and telling it is difficult for me to

convey ideas. Now, words solely for the purpose to

get the understanding so that ray fellow man can
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understand itie. If you don’t, then I’ve failed. So,

I deserve the criticism that my sister gave me. But now,

maybe she can teach me how to speak in a better way and

a better way so— I think better"-and i'll qualify it by

saying a more effective way-”SO that I can communicate

with my little brothers over there.

Now, the other thing is this --is that you said that God

gives everything and I said that is correct but I

say this"-I did say without a man I can’t see where

you would have a tangible and if you think that God is

spiritual or is he material. Is God a spiritual or
i

can yen touch God? Is God material or is he a concept.

And I say this, sister, that in order for God to exist,

you have to exist. So, therefore, you have to produce

your God, You produce your God because you’re producing

something in you're own image and I say this-'-(applause)
{

I say this--any spiritual thing, any spiritual thing that

is produced would have to come from^some material source.

So the concept of God, the concept of God cannot exist
$

independently of man. So, I believe in God— I believe in

God because it is commonly accepted. It’s commonly

accepted that the cause is greater than the effect. If

man caused God, then man is greater than God because he

can create. He can create the spiritual world and I
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can go further than that. I cannot explain the first

existence of things or the first to exist. We_ do not

know that yet; but we do know this. It is coranonly

}

accepted in the discipline of our anthropology that before

man stood erect, that before man could really be called

man he vras something else. In other words, he was

traisfotmed by the passage of time. He was transformed

because somehow he had a mind that enabled him to

transform his body. According to Doctor Leakey, it is

the cradle of man- -the cradle of man is Africa south

of Sahara; and the name of the missing link is probably

Zinjanthropus . This is cotAmonly sgreeH aT I people

probably had an African genesis. But, that is only a

skimpy fact, if it is fact. Much of it is speculation

because we don't know about it. But, after V7e know these

things, do--what does it mean? Does it mean because man

has African genesis that people should slaughter each

other on the basis of color. No. I say this--J say vzhen

people harm each other it's a sin' against God because it's

a sin against man; and I say this--and I say this with

love, I say this with respect. I say this with guidance

and respect for you. Matter of fact, suprem.e respect,

I respect you more than I respect your God; and I say

this, sister--! say this x^ith love--you and your God can
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Fe^nale Voice *,

HN:

kiss my behind because mine is mine (applause)

.

Now, after we finish that“-after we finish that, we're

not gonna run around being drunk on religion because

we accept that religion is like a bad wine or like opium.

Religion is like opium of the mind. They only accepted

that because they can't get what they really need. So,

I'm gonna give them what they really need. So, I'm

gonna give to that person what she needs so she won't have

to depend on the God in the sky because I don't trust

him. But sister can trust me so long (unintelligible)

you would not have to rely upon a spirit in order to give

you salvation. The more you make of your God, the less

you become. The more you become, the less your God

becomes. Kill your God and you'll become a man“-you'll

become a strong man. You'll become a man that can

create the new world that we will call communism”-
I

just as revolutionary intercommunalisra. We can only do

this with the- confidence that we haVe in ourselves because

some person's God might do what the, white racist's God did

for him. He just sealed up a note put in his pocket and

told hi . he had the right to kill.

Right O' :

There's no way V7e can test chat. There's no way we can

deal V7ith racism other than to deal with it objectively/.
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We have to deal with it. We have to deal with it rational’;

We cannot deal xvith it and be affected so much by it

until we lose all of racial faces because if we do this,
/

then the ruling circle, v/hich are by definition racists,

would get the final victory because as far as I’m concemes

there is no such thing as a black racist. Black people

are always victims of racism. (Shouts of ’’Right on.”)

and because we're victims of racism that many times it

destroys us. But we refuse to be destroyed. In other

words, we would not go insane despite of the brutality

of racism. When this happens, it just puts us in a

position where we have to depend upon somptbing- -something

supernatural to solve our problem because we feel so much

victim to the white racists of America, But I say this--

V7e vrill restore sanity to an insane situation; and we

will restore love to the world because the reactionary

ruling circle has created an atmosphere of hate. We
* J *

will say, even when we have to defend ourselves-r-even

when v;e have to kill, we will weeji for m.an. - We will

weep because the death of any man diminishes us because

we're involved with mankind. We will not hesitate to

defend ourselves and this is why the Vietnamese people

when they shoot down the American planes, when the plane
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crashes and the pilot is dead, they very carefully bury

the pilot; put flowers on his grave every week-. A

reporter asked the Vietnamese people why they do this
i

and they say first we're sorry that he was duped to come

over here. He was duped by the ruling circle because

we have the same history and we \^ant to preserve his

race so' that his people can come and take him. home again

because we are a part of the people of America. We are

a part of the African people. We're for all people but

we're against the reactionary, racist, ruling circle

and we refuse to be overcome by d.t.

So, all I'm caying--l'm not' saying rctcism doesn't exist.

I think m.ost white people in A.merica are racists. I

think all are affected by racism. I will say that I'm very

very careful when I see a person who is himself victimized

by racism and so they always talk in terms of black and

white. Hate white and love black. He thinks he's talVting
- }

opposites but reallyte's not talking opposites because

love and hate grows from the same soil, that is

involvement. The . difference between love and hate is a

difference and I say that the black who lives in America,

he's gonna have a very difficult time to be objective,

to step out of that realm of emotion,- to step out of that

realm, of love and hate and get indifferent because the
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white world has so much affect upon him. So, what he

has to do is develop a strategy. He has to develop

a tactic in order to seize the power. And v;hen he seizes

/

the 'power, because he loves, he will not necessarily

look for revenge but will take the master off his high

horse and make him equal and all war criminals 'v/ill be

punished but the people will decide that because as

far as I’m concerned I will persuade you--! will persuade

you only“-to take what is yours and then let the man live

Take his power but don’t take his life.

(Shouts of ’’Eight on.”)

Now (applause) we must undexstand the difference between

the violence of the aggressors and self-defense of the

victims. The Black Panther Party and the Vietnamese

people, the National Liberation P'ront, are all using

self-defense because black peoples initiated— their

aggression was initiated by the fascist police working

for the ruling circle who live right here in North

America. So, it is always of our rights to defend

ourselves. Much of the time, aggression takes many
O

I

forms— it takes many forms. It is not always--ab—by

the violence of a service revolver. It is not always

the type of violence that took the life of little Bobby

Hutton (phonetic). It is not always the type of violence
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that has been taking black people's lives for many

years. According to Melvin J ,'^irschcovitch (phonetic),

fifty million black people died of (unintelligible)
t

alone. Violence is not direct by a weapon, is not

always“-it does not always come from a revolver or the

bomb that killed many Japanese people at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. It sometimes comes in the form of depriving

a man of his self-respect. It comes in the form of

depriving a man of the work he needs in order to live,

of the health care that he needs in order to live. This

violence is treacherous and much of the time more

difficult tc -IrfeAr ..than che -sudden violence where you life

can be ended in a minute. So, we feel that we have the

right, yre have the right to defend ourselves in the name

of preserving man because if man-“if man has an obligation

to carry life on and it's the original obligation because

if man had not lived and multiplied we would not have
- i

this life today. So, when we see a fascist fool attempting

to murder the world we can deal with it any way we choose

in order giUM-antee the lawful rights of man. May man
o

prevail forev ‘ Vu-pj./lause) . Power to the people, yeah--
'

- .X

ah-- I think I lost my half of the audience. So, are you

ready to go home?

(Shouts of "No.")
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KN: Alright, Questions?

Second Unkno\7n

Male (SM): Yes. I have a question here from a fellow operating

a piece of equipment here. He says, "Needless to

say, our society today is controlled by a system of

cooperative capitalism (unintelligible) and an essay

on liberation states that any revolution is to take

place and, in fact, is successful, then there must be a

total change in the nature of man himself. Did you agree

or disagree? Explain if possible,"

Kt^: I agree that man is changing all the time because if I

were to stay static I would not be the cause of

dialectical materialism. So, therefore, it is quite

true,

(Noise from crowd)

The Socialist Workers Party? Ah--I think that sometimes--
I

I think that sometimes the Socialist Workers Party

might seem to be somew’hat histories^ in their approach.

I think that sometimes they plan to theorize without
/

thinking it necessary to develpp a survival program; and

« this is why I believe they criticize us for developing

what they call an (unintelligible) program. So, I would

say that as far as the Socialist Workers Party is

concerned we would like to get an understanding and work
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• „
together because purely we are not objective enemies.

There must be some misunderstanding of the phenomena.

So, maybe they could help us and we could help them

because v^hat we want to do is understand the world so that

the people-- so that the people can get what there is.

I’m not here to shut anyone down. I’m not here to out

argue anyone. I’m here to be educated and I’m sure that--

ah--we can become educated--we can become educated

through some dialectical arguments and this is all.

And I realize this--that I don’t speak very V7eil. So,

it reminds me of what Fidel Castro told Jean Paul Sartre

(unintelligible) only ninety miles fran home shortly

after the Cuban revolution, Sartre was out on the

street with Fidel and people were constantly stopping to

meet and the peasants there, they would stop, ask Fidel

for this and for that and Fidel would write it down and

talk to them a while and be gone. And then Sartre said,

"Do you feel you must give them everything they ask

for?" And Fidel said, ."Yes." And Sartre said, "VThat

if they ask you for the moon?" Fidel said, "I would

attempt to give it to them; and if I can’t, it will prove

that I’m a poor administrator and I should not have my

job because the people do not claim to be theoriticians

,

politicians, philosophers. They want to live, and if you
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present yourself as a leader of theoreticians then you

must give them what they want.” So, he said this; and

I say it tonight, people, that if I cannot communicate
i
»

so that you can understand then it's because I am a bad

theoretician and I will go home and I will study very

hard so that I can communicate better. This is all I

can do

,

(Applause)

Third Unknoxm
Male (TM): Yes. OK--you will have to have strategy and tactics;

but let's not (unintelligible) Hack people. And, also,
I

I question the methods about organizing the working class

faction (unintelligible) Shouldn't we-“shouldn' t we

develop our own ideology instead of adopting something

from Marx and Lenin because Marxism and Leninism hasn't

worked in the Soviet Union and it hasn't worked in
f

China and any place else it has not worked.

Unkno^'m Voice: Right. '

TM: So what are we doing regarding an original ideology. Why

can't we produce our own? Don't we have the means and the

resources to produce our own ideology and can't we build

on something outside the dialectic because man is that

narrovr.

HN: Do you have an ideology?
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• ^ 4 .

Do I have an ideology?

HN; That’s what I said,

TM; I'm developing one.

j

HN; I see. Alright, Well, after you develop that ideology,

if it proves to serve the people and it proves a solution

for the problem then I will adopt your ideology and drop

ray African ideology.

TM; That’s the truth,

HN; Now, wait a minute. 1 let you talk, now you let me talk.

I will drop my African ideology~-and I emphasize African

because I stated earlier, if I remember correctly, that

I believe that the dial ecticalnethod probably started souti

of Sahara and I also stated further that not only did

that philosophy or that theory start south of Sahara,

I said that the genesis of man was probably south of

Sahara according to Doctor Leakey and other reputable

anthropologists. So, therefore, we’re not talking about

Marx. We're hot talking about Lenih. But we’re talking

about understanding the phenomena, of the wodd.

Would everyone please sit down because--well, just sit on

o
the sides so that people can "see behind you. Alright,

Please? 0?C.

TM; Now this--

HI'^; Wait a minute now.
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TM:

UN:

Alright,

So, what I said is if the genesis of man v/as south c£

Sahara that means that everything after that had an
/

I

African genesis. Now, perhaps my first presumption is

wrong. I don't know. But whether it is or not is not,

I can't see what difference it makes. I would agree with

this, that man is a homo sapien or of the same species and

because he's of the same species that means that he's

very like a sissy. What we have to do is find out

what is cowering us and what is lowering us and

cmsh that because--
|

I see.

(Unintelligible) and this is what we need to do. But,

I am not gonna stand here tonight--! am not gonna stand

here tonight or any other time and say that if a theory

happens to come from (unintelligible) if the theory

happens to come from a man who happened to be bom in

- }

Europe or a m.an who we will define as a Caucasian,

that doesn't automatically invalidate that theory. As far

as the white v/orking class--! said that the proletarians dc|

not have--do not have a potentiality to theoretically

accept the revolution even if they had in Russia. I

also said that if the Russian territory--if the Russian

territory- -might only be at the most v/hat we call a
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liberated territory. So, because a thing has not worked

in the past, because a theory has not worked in the past,

that does not mean it won’t work in the future. In

other words, perhaps it hasn t reached it s final

climax. And that's V7hat I claim. I claim that the only

was that communism can still work--the only way that

revolutionary intercoromunalism can work in the interest

of the people there is a prerequisite. We would have

to down the ruling circle because a slave can never run

away from a m.aster, A slave cannot divorce himself

from the master. In order to better the situation,

then he has to transform 'the master. He has to take

away the master’s power, pull him down off his high horse,

and make him equal because if he does not do that he will

never be free. He v/ill never be free because as, long as

the master exists'-as long as the master exists he will

be in danger. So, I say this, as long as reactionary,

racist capitalism exists, the peopl4 of the world will

be in danger. So, I w^l not accept a solution such as
* *

in schism (unintelligible), that is, let’s separate,

I say the house that we separate (unintelligible) of

the United States when the ruling circle will not let

the people ten thousand miles away--ten thousand miles

away in South Africa separate. You follow this all
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over the world. So, the biblical phrase is very

appropriate. The biblical phrase is very, very '

appropriate. That is--that is: ”1 went to the mountain

to Hide my face. The mountain cried out, 'No hiding

place,'" So, I'm not gonna run to Africa because I know

the imperialist's presence is in Africa. I know that

it is present in Latin America. I know that it is present

in Asia. I know that it is present Europe and it is

running amuck in America. So, in order to change the

situation you cannot run away. So, you must attack and sa

that that would show not only a certain amount of courage,

it would prove very difficult for the ruling circle to

deal with because the people of the workd are popular.

The people of the world represent the majority; so,

therefore, I'm very, very optimistic. It's called

revolutionary optimism--! 'm sure that we will down the

circle, transform society, and--and also I'm sure that

the vanguard group- -that the vanguard group will be
I

black people, not in Africa but blt^ck people here in

America. Black people here in America because black

people in A.merica are probably the most progressive

people in the world because of our history. Sociologiscs

and anthropologists--sociologists have concluded that

people with a long, unbroken history tend to be somev/hat
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chauvinistic because they are tied to the past and

this is why the Chinese people destroy everything

over seventeen years old because they said it was”-ah

—

it hied them to the past-- the tradition, such as

Chiang Kai-shek. So, therefore, they destroy most of

their history. So, what I’m saying is this. I said

earlier tliat everything has a dual character and everything

has many sides; and, brother, that’s dialectical but also

African so that's what I meant by (unintelligible)

Africanism. Cause the Africans always view a

(unintelligible) as two sided. ^They didn't view it as

absolute. But, brother, if you can view things as absolute

if you say all white people are absolutely bad, then

you're being very European because an African would say

he's probably both bad and good at the same time and what

I would try to do is figure out which policy overshadows
t

the other and try to deal with that; so, what I'm

really trying -to say is you have to -Understand the
/

totality of the world in order to get the real picture

because if you understand a portion of it, you take

a- thing our of its context and you're acting like a

psychologist and sociologist who claim because souiething

is tmae after isolating certain variables and put it
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on a possibility--wait a minute--! 'tn talking bullshit.

I can’t communicate attempting to be too academic.

Power- to the brothers and sisters

(End.

)
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APPENDIX

1 .

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY

"The New York Times" city edition, Tuesday,
April 20 ,

196 5 , page 27, reported that a nev? party of
"revolutionary socialism" was formally founded on
April 18, 1965, under the name of the Progressive Labor
Party (PLP) which had been knov/n as the Progressive Labor
Movement

.

According to the article, "The Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962 by Milton Rosen and Mortimer Scheer
after they were expelled from the Communist Party of the
United States for assertedly following the Chinese Communist
line .

"

A source advised on June 3, 1968, that the PLP
held its Second National Convention in Mew York City,
May 31 to June 2, 1968, at which time the PLP reasserted
its objective of the establishment of a militant working
class mc'vement based on Marxism-Leninism.

The source also advised that at the Second National
Convention Milton Rosen was unanimously reelected National
Chairman of the PLP and Levi Laub, Fred Jerome, Jared Israel,
William Epton, Jacob Rosen, Jeffrey Gordon, and Walter Linder
were elected as the National Committee to led the PLP until
the next convention.

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly
magazine, and "Challenge-Desafio ,

" a monthly newspaper.

Source advised on May 25, 1970, that the PLP
utilizes an address of .General Post Office Boj< 808 , Brooklyn,
New York, and also utilizes an office in Room 617, 1 Union
Square VJest, New York, New York.
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APPENDIX

SOCIALIST VJORKERS PARTY
Boston 3 Massachusetts

A source advised on March 13, 19^1 3 tha,t the
f Socialist Workers Party, Boston, Massachusetts, was

formed in the latter part of the 1930s. This source
stated that as of July, 1958, this group was the
Boston local of the Socialist Workers Party.

A second source stated that as of May 22, 1970, the
Socialist Workers Party, Boston, Massacnusetts, is
the local affiliate of and follovjs trie aims and
puiTposes of the national Socialist Workers Party.

The Socialist Workers Party has been
designated pursuant to- Executive

Ci y* T OiM I
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SAC, NEW HA^;

date: 2/22/71

HAVEN (157-1031) (P)

HUEY PERCY HEWTON
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Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of a letterhead
memorandum reflecting a speech made by the subject
at New Haven, College on 2/5/71. Three copies of the
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

[TED STATES DEPARTMEXT J.USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, Connecticut

February 22, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
APPEARANCE AT NEW HAVEN COLLEGE

WEST HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, FEBRUARY 5, 1971

On February 5, 1971 at about 1:30 p.m,, HUEY
P, NEWTON, Supreme Cornixiander of the Black Panther Party,
spoke at the Student Center, University of New Haven,
West Haven, Connecticut. On this same date, a reliable and
confidential source advised that the cx’owd numbered ap-
proximately 250, and v;as comprised primarily of college
students. The speech lasted about one-half hour. This
same source advised that NK?rON made some of the follow-
ing points during his speech:

The problem of survival is a most important one.
Since laws are made by man, they ax'c sometimes unjust.
There arc ways to correct these laws without reverting to
physical violence; such as marches, sit-ins, demonstrations,
etc

.

Ha spoke out against the death penalty since there
is no appeal from death in the event the. state makes a
mistake.

He stated there is a need to reconst v'uct the
social system. If the system vri.ll not allow recons tr-uction,
you have the right and duty to take necessary steps to
correct it.

The Black Panther Party’s aims are to help the
socially oppressed v/hites and blacks; to reccriutruct
society so the people can take it over.
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HUEY PERCY NK'JTON

Many business leaders and governors of states
consider the rest of the people as inferior; the Panthers
intend to bring pox-zer back to the people. The power
structure is hindering progression in soma areas. Despite
advances in medicine, people are not benefiting. The
Panthers have set up about 44 health clinics in various

-

states and have recently opened up a shoe factory which
serves all who come.

He asked that all present support BOBBY SEALE
and ERICKA HUGGINS by coming to the court house during
the trial.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATiom

COMMUNICATIONS SECTIUN

FEB 25197!

ELETYPE
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NR004 MI PLAIN

535PM URGENT 2/25/71 LRK

‘ TO DIRECTOR 105-165429

^
I, CHICAGO 157-3765

,• \ SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

FROM MILWAUKEE 157-1113

HUEY P.L^i^EWTON; RM - BPP

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (UW) , \

DEPARTMENT OF PROTECTION AND SECURITY, ADVISED INSTANT DATE \
.. 'LiiUia- \

AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER, WAS ACCOMPANIED BY^

IaT his meeting with UW OFFICIALS FEBRUARY

Mr. Tolson

—

Mr. SnHivan_

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bi.shop .

Mr.BrennanC
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Tjo o- /

Mr. PoU
Mr. OtiU: ...

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tov-l

Mr. Walters-.

Mo.

Tele. Room „
Miss H-oTies..

Miss Gandy—

TWENTY FOUR LAST'.,

MEETING

NEW LEFT GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS. AT THI

CHARGED UW WITH BREACH OF CONTRACT FOR NOT

PROVIDING FIELD HOUSE FOR NEWTON’S SPEECH, AND AFRO-AMERICAN

CENTER WILL, THEREFORE, NOT PAY EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS AGREED

UPON FOR USE OF STOCK PAVILION. ILSO STATED IF UW WOULD

MAKE FIELD HOUSE AVAILABLE FOR NEWTON AND AGREE TO ALLOW BLACK

PANTHER PARTY (BPP) TO PROVIDE SECURITY AND TO KEEP ALL POLICE

AWAY FROM THE FIELD HOUSE, THEY WOULD PAY THE EIGHT HUNDRED

END PG ONE IR'EC 99 / ^

/

62 MAR 16 1971

ALL luFOKMAfiOi^ COIifAihED

HEREIN IS UNCLAS.Sif lED‘'n'>5-<'“'^

date RYSI>Sca»,^f
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PG TWO

DOLLARS. UW OFFICIALS ADVISED THEY WOULD DISCUSS WITH THEIR

ATTORNEYS AND WOULD REPLY BY LETTER.

A LETTER FROM UW ADMINISTRATION WAS SENT TO AFRO-

AMERICAN CENTER INSTANT DATE, WHICH STATED UW POSITION IS

AFRO-AMERICAN c|h1^TER LIABLE FOR EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS AS PER

AGREEMENT, AND UW WILL TAKE LEGAL ACTION TO COLLECT. IN

REGARD TO USE OF FIELD HOUSE, UW OFFICIALS VlLlJuUtL DISCUSS

ARRANGEMENTS ONLY UNDER CONDITIONS UW WILL PROVIDE SECURITY.

ADVISED A SMALL GROUP OF BLACK STUDENTS,

ACCOMPANIED BY KNOWN CAMPUS RADICALS, APPEARED AT UW

CHANCELLOR YOUNG’S OFFICE ^INSTANT DATE, AND YOUNG ADMITTED

THREE BLACK STUDENTS AS SPOKESMEN TO HIS OFFICE FOR

approximately three minutes DURING WHICH TIME THEY PRESENTED

YOUNG WITH PETITIONS, WHICH STATED THE SIGNERS AGREED TO BE

SEARCHED BY BPP WHEN NEWTON SPEAKS ON CAMPUS, SPOKESMEN

DELIVERED ULTIMATUM TO YOUNG TO GRANT USE OF UW FIELD HOUSE

FOR NEWTON’S SPEECH AND DEMANDED ANSWER BY FOUR O’CLOCK

INSTANT DATE. ADVISED YOUNG DOES NOT PLAN TO ANSWER

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

DEMANDS AS UW POSITION WAS MADE KNOWN IN LETTER TO AFRO

-

END PG TWO
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PG THREE

PG THREE

AMERICAN d^^^ER EARLIER THIS DATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

RE MILWAUKEE TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR LAST.

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO REQUESTED SUTEL INVESTIGATION

REQUESTED IN RETEL , AND ALSO REQUESTED TO CONTACT BPP SOURCES

FOR ANY INFORMATION RE PLANS FOR NEWTON’S APPEARANCE AT UW

AND SUTEL. MILWAUKEE FOLLOWING CLOSELY.

END

GMV WASH DC FBI TU CUL
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SF CODE

/ 7^ 1PM NI 1/26/71 DWC

TO DI^TOR (105-165429)

rrD[RAl CUREA'J OF GATJJ^f.

COMVsUNtCATlONS SEC»iO. 1

JAN 2 6 1971 ^‘0
teletype

alb/ny

BOSTON

M?. ToI'-ah

Mr. S’ : -ar

Afr. B- -’’.p C
Mr.Brr^’rianCDJ?'

Mr. Ci-Vialmn

Mr. Casper
1

Mr. Conrad
j

Mr, F'‘lt !

Mr. Colo f

Mr, Kofien

Mr. Tuvel
i

Mr. Walters
^

Mr. . .i.'S )(

Tele. Room 5

Holmes |i

Miss Cr"dT, —I

/NEWARK

NEW HAVEN ALL INFOrHMiUiN ^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSinEO'''^

NEW YOR K nflTF gUiASI BYSg5ti)9g^

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM-BPPj TREASON (KRY"BLACtf( EXTREMIST).

L
ON JANUARY TWENTYTHREE LAST, SF T-ONE ADVISED THAT| |\

BPP, PREsfSiTLY]

CONTACTED

THE PANTHERS' IN NEW YORK

AND ASKED HER FOR THE ITINERARY FOR NEWTONS TRIP TO THE EAST

coast, following itinerary for newtonfurnished by

FEBRUARY NINE NEXT, AT PRINCETON UNIV^S^Y IN DILLON

GYMNASIUM. CONTACT IS MEMBER OF THE EW

\ UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE, OFFICE TELEPHONE NUPBER AREA CODE

HOME ^r/i
7-rj^-rz

—~T^ — ,
/

~ f
HME OT'^Af’pkARA^C^E'^PHONE

b6
b7C

ABELIEVED TO BE SEVEN THIRTY PM.
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PAGE TWO

FEBRUARY TWELVE, PARTY A'q—I Ay' y* '

NEW YORK CITY, flOI^E TELEPHONE NUMBER

NUMBER

SEVEN TO TEN P.M

OFFICE TELEPHONE NUMBER SAME AS TELEPHONE

TIME FROM

b6
b7C

FEBRUARY THIRTEEN, STONY BROOK, NEW YORK (APPE^RANTLY

UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK).

?K (APPE/^RANTLY 5JATE^C U -

FEBRUARY FOURTEEN, CHAPEL AT UNIVERSITY OF SYRACUSE,

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, SPONSORED BY THE PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY,

THE UNIVERSITY UNION AND THE^ACK STUDENT UNION (BSU). CONTACT

.'i V 4/',

; j
^ -

I

TELEPHONE NUMBER AREA CODE

THREE ROUND

b6
b7C

TRIP AIRLINE TICKETS FROM NEW YORK TO SYRACUSE ON MOHAWK AIRLINES

BEING PROVIDED, TIME BELIEVED TO BE SEVEN THIRTY P.M

FEBRUARY FIFTEEN, CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK.

FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN, POSSIBILITY OF A TELEVISION APPEARANCE.

(AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, NEW YORK CITY CHANNEL THIRTEEN

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

TELEVISION station DESIRES TO HAVE NEWTON SPEAK FOR NINE^

MINUTES FOR WHICH HE COULD RECEIVE FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS,

tentatively SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN NEXT).

ON JANUARY TWENTYFIVE LAST, T ONE REPORTED THAT

THE BSU AT STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,

BROOK (SUNY-eb, TELEPHONE NUMBERS AREA CODE
b6
b7C

IS THE PERON TO CONTACT CONCERNING THE

CONTRACT REGARDING NEWTONS APPEARANCE AT THE UNIVERSITY.

A tentative date of FEBRUARY THIRTEEN NEXT, WAS MENTIONED

FOR NEWTONS APPEARANCE AT SUNY-SB.

ON THE SAME DATE, SF T ONE ADVISED THAtF CONTACTED

AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY REGARDING NEWTONS

APPEARANCE THERE.r SAID HE HAS RAISED THIRTYFIVE

b6
b7C

HUNDRED DOLLARS BUT CANT GUARANTEE FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR.

a/ /HE SAID HE IS HAVING A MEETING ON THE ^IGHT OF JANUARMEND PAGE THREE
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PAGE FOUR

TWENTYFIVE TO DECIDE WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO DO AND WILL ADVISE

ON JANUARY TWENTYSIX INSTANT,

ON JANUARY TWENTYFIVE LAST, SF T TWO ADVISED THAT NEWTON

AND
I

HAD ON THAT DATE DISCUSSED THE THREE

DAY SEMINAR SCHEDULED AT YALE UNIVERSIy^ON ffeW TWO NEXT,

THROUGH FEBRUARY FOUR NEXT, WITH ERIK ERICKSON AND THE FACT

THAT THE GROUP AT YALE UNIVERSITY WHO IS TO PARTICIPATE IN

THE DISCUSSION, DOES NOT WANT WHITE EDITORS TO ATTEND. NEWTON

COMMENTED HE WANTED THEM THERE BECAUSE OF THE PUBLICITY BUT HE

TOLD

MEETING.

appease THE GROUP WITH A PROMISE OF A PRIVATE

AND ^WTON ALSO DISCUSSED THE FACT THAT

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY IS HAVING DIFFICULTY COMING UP WITH FIVE

THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR NEWTONS ENGAGEMENT TH^E AND NEWTON SAID

HE WILL NOT AGREE TO A PENNY LESS.

SF T TWO FURTHER ADVISED THAT NEWTON TOLD

ON JANUARY TWENTYFIVE LAStLi THAT NEWTON WILL
r

DEPART SAN FRANCISCO FOR NEW YORK CITY ON JANUARY TWENTYEIGHT

b6
b7C

b6
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END PAGE FOUR



PAGE FIVE

4

OR TWENTYNINE NEXT, AND MAY SPEND A FEW DAYS AT

RESIDENCE.

SF T THREE REPORTED ON JANUARY TWENTYFIVE

NEWTON had stated THAT
|

[
will accompany him to new YORK CITY ON JANUARY

TWENTYEIGHT OR TWENTYNINE NEXT.

ADMINSTRATIVEt

SF T ONE IS

SF T TWO IS

SF T THREE

RECEIVING OFFICES ATTEMPT TO VERIFY NEwTONS SPEAKING

ENGAGEMENTS AT THE DESIGNATED LOCATIONS AN

OF HIS APPEARANCES.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE FURTHER INFORMATION

DEVELOPED CONCERNING NEWTONS TRAVELS.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) date: 2/26/71

froiH SAC, SACRAMENTO (157-777) (RUC)

subject: HUGHIE P. NEWTON
RM - BPP
TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

Re New York letter to Bureau, 2/23/71.

Enclosed for Los Angeles are two copies of
referenced letter.

Inasmuch as Chino is in Los Angeles area,
Los Angeles handle lead.

<>hi.lyi •s^scivofns.

RHC 9 'r' jf 353

MAR 1971

^2;- Bureau (RM)

1 - New York (157-2702) (RM)

1 - San Francisco (157-1204) (RM)
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t STATES GdWRNMENT

FROM

srayF-CT.

1/ > lorandum

imCTOR, FBI (105-165^29)

BOSTON (157-1995)

date : 2/25/71

PERCY NEWTON, aka
BLACK EXTREMIST)

BPP
(00 I San Francisco)

ALL INFORMATION COWrAINED

HEREIN 10 IJMCLAOSiFIED

HATE _ BVyScvVOmS.

ly?:
Re Boston teletype to Bureau, February 7 ,

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
an XSDM concerning NEWTON'S visit to Boston area,
2/5/71* It should be noted that NEWTON made no
public speeches while In the Boston area.

Enclosed for New York, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and Albany are two copies each of instant
LHM In view of their interest In the subject.

This LHM Is classified to
protect the Identity of the sources, disclosure of
which would effect the national defense adversely.

Sources utilized In the LHM are as follows:



BS 157-1995

Included in this LHM Is information regarding

I who was also In BoBton during the pertinent
..eekend . This information Is Included since New Haven
had reported I I

HUEY NEWTON In New Haven, prior to NEWTON’S departure
from New Haven for Boston, on 2/5/71.

Confidential sources In the Boston Office
lave been unable to furnish any Information linking

with BPP In Boston, and should any Information
came to the attention of the Boston Office regarding
his association with BPP members In Boston, It will
be forwarded to the Bureau,

The Albany Division was previously requested
to determine the Identity o f the owner of a dark Ford
Mustang, parked in front of I | residence

[ bearing New York license
| |

Albany
determined this was an Improper number with Insufficient
digits. Due to weather conditions and the time of
day. It was difficult to view the numbers of the plate.
It Is believed number should have read I I

on 2/5/71
were

Special Agents observing |were

:

on 2/6/71

LEAD

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

ALBANY

Albany Office Is requested to determine
the registered owner of dpk pord Mustang with New
York License

2
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts

February 25, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On January l4, 1971^ BS T-1 advised that the
only public date for Huey Percy Newton to make an
appearance In Boston was to be February 8, 1971. Huey
Percy Newton Is ^Sujpreme Commander Minister of Defense
of the Black Panther Party (BPP) and co-founder of the
BPP,

A characterization of the BPP Is
contained In the appendix hereto.

On February 5> 1971# BS T-1 advised that
"the Minister" was coming to Boston tonight and was
In need of some penlcllin for his sore throat.

On February 6, 1971# BS T-1 advised that
Huey (Newton) was In Boston but did not kriow If he
would attend the social planned by the BPP at Columbia
Point Housing Project In Roxbury, on the evening of
February 6, 1971.

On February 7# 1971, BS T-1 advised Huey
Percy Newton had Inspected BPP headquarters at 21-23
Winthrop Street, Roxbury, on February 7, On February 7
BS T-1 advised two persons were leaving Boston airport
at 1:30 p.m,, on February 7, by way of flight 267,
arriving La Guard la Airport at 2:15 p.m. On February 7
officials at the American Aii’llnes, Logan International
Airport, advised flight 387 left Boston at 1:30 p.m.,
on Feburay 7, 1971, and arrived at New York 2:20 p.m.,
but the name of Newton did not appear on the flight
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manifest. Eastern Airlines personnel at Logan International
Airport advised on February 7 that no complete records
are maintained of shuttle passangers from Boston to New
Ycrk^ and added that shuttle flights from Boston to New
York leave every hour on the hour for La Guard la Airport
in New York City,

On February 5i 1971> Special Agents of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Boston, observed
greatly Increased activities at the home of[

iMassachusetts

.

I
who has been friendly

towards the BPP in the past.
with New York license!
in front of

I
A dark Ford Mustang
was Observed parked

house on February 1971.

On February 6, 1971> BS T-2 learned from
Huey Newton that Newton was staying as a guest of

I iNewton
advised thatL
present time,
center.

was not at home at the
was shopping at the shopping

Throughout the day of February 6 and part
of February 7 Newton remained In the residence of

On February 7. 1971# BS T-2 was
Ithat Huey Newton, who had

1 had recently left
Boston for New York City by air,

| | that

advised by_
been a house guest of[

BPP headquarters In New York would possibly know
his present whereabouts.

On February 5. 1971 BS T-3 advised that

]
ES T-3 advised that

arrived by taxicab, and was not- known to be

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

On February 6, 1971# BS T-3 advise
had been contacted by an unknown female from
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I^lUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFTUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts

February 5 , 1971

Title

Character

Referenc.e

HUEY PERCY NEWT(»I, also known as
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

RACIAL MATTERS—BLACK PANTHER PARTY

datedLHM of SA
|

and captioned as above
b6
b7C

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

information in the past.

- (p-

Thls document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 11 and Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



fEDERAt Bureau of jmvestoatiom

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 181971 vV"

TEliTYPE

Mr. Tolsnn._

Jlr. Sullivan-

NR014

' 9:32PM

TO DIRECTOR

CHICAGO

MILWAUKEE

FROM DETROIT

DE PLAIN

NITEL 2-18-71 JRK 3P

(157-4104)

Miss Gandy—

HUEY pMjEWTON, RM,- BPP, TREASON (KEY BLACK \
EXTREMIST) 00: SAN FRANCISCO. \

DETROIT FILES REFLECT KEY BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

ACTIVISTS IN MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN AREA ARE THREE NEGRO MALES,

IDENTIFIED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS.

b6
b7C

END PAGE ONE 3^5

i)
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’ mar 5 1971

ALL mFOf?IViAIlOU CUifiAII^LD

HLRLIN IS UNCLASSIFIED



THESE INDIVIDUALS HAVE HAD CONTINUED CONTACT WITH THE

BPP AT CHICAGO AMD HAVE ATTEMPTED TO HAVE AN OFFICIAL BPP

CHAPTER AT MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN, LATEST INVESTIGATION INDICATES

THEY WILL ABANDON THE BPP IDENTITY AND FORM THEIR OWN

GROUP AT MUSKEGON CALLED CO MM^^^^ WORKERS.
y

THEY CAN BE LOGICALLY CONSIDERED AS REPRESENTATIVES AT

CHICAGO, ILL., ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN, NEXT, DURING

END PAGE OTWO



• #

PAGE THREE

DE 15 7-4104

APPEARANCE OF HUEY NEWTON, SOURCES AT MUSKEGON CONTACTED

TODAY, HOWEVER, HAD NO INFORMATION TO INDICATE THEY ARE

MAKING DEFINITE PLANS TO TRAVEL TO CHICAGO. PHOTOGRAPHS OF

ALL ARE AVAILABLE AND WILL BE FORWARDED TO CHICAGO.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHICAGO TEL, FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN ,LAST

.

THIS TEL BEING DIRECTED TO MILWAUKEE IN CONSIDERATION

OF POSSIBILITY THAT NEWTON AND FRIENDS MIGHT APPEAR AT

MADISON, WISCONSIN ON SPEAKING TOUR. IN VIEW OF THEIR

CONNECTION WITH BPP AND PERSONAL ARREST HISTORIES, THE

PERSONS DESCRIBED IN THIS TELETYPE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

AM COPY TO SAN FRANCISCO.

END

HOLD FOR ONE MORE
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^5-ri3a (9-29-65)

1

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

n„,. 2/25/71

Attached reports that Huey P, Newton,

Black Panther Party (BPP) Supreme Commander,

will travel to Boston to attend a BPP fund

raising party 2/26/71 with BPP Attorney

J
Inharles Garrv. Party sponsored by

| |

I
who supports

i radical causes in Boston area*

Intensified coverage being afforded

Newton's travel.

Attached also sets out lead for Bostoii

< to monitor a proposed speech by BPP Attorney

I Charles Garry at Harvard 2/26/71.

I
not think this and are sp advisi:

L
^ Boston separately.

Attached being furnished Internal
Security Division and Inter-Division
Information Unit of the Department,

RNBzcb

fj

20



NR 010 SF CODE
S;54PM^ NITEL 2/24/71 BEH

/.Asy^ DIRECTOR (105-165429)

!

BOSTON

MEW HAVEN

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) APS
;

O \AU y'^\KrrBti.ii

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA,-S<-BPPj TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).

CHARLES R, GARRY,

FIRST RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED THAT

All iriFORMATiON CONTAINED ,

HEkEIN is ONCLASSIflED'^ r

date VVj-'AftB BY^?5t»v^s

IS HOLDING

A FUND-RAISING COCKTAIL PARTY FOR NEWTON AND THE BPP SUPPOSEDLY^A

TN BOSTON ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT AT NINE P.M., AND THAT NEWTOn\

AN) BPP ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY WILL ATTEND. ACCORDING /
TO SOURCE, GARRY IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY \

AT SEVEN P.M, THE SAME DATE PRIOR TO ATTENDING THE PARTY. S^URC^

FURTHER STATED THAT A FEE OF TWENTYFIVE DOLLARS PER PERSON HAS BEEN

MENTIONED BY AS THE CHARGE FOR ATTENDING THE PARTY.

b6
b7C

A SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED THAT HAS SUPPOSEDLY

^ SENT FIVE HUNDRED INVITATIONS TO VARIOUS PERSONS TO ATTEND THE

FUND-RAISING PARTY WHICH IS BEING CALLED ”AN EVENING WITH CHARLES

I GARRY AND HUEY NEWTON." SOURCE INDICATED THAT THE INVITATIONS .

DO NOT SHOW FOR WHAT PURPOSE THE MONEY RAISED WILL BE USED AND
*

END OF page one / IlLU X4 / —
.

^ ' 7> /-bO .
'

:
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

I

THAT ONf THE BACl|(3F THE INVITATIONS IS A NOTE THAT IF THE INDIVIDUAL

jwHO RECEIVED IT CANNOT ATTEND, HE SHOULD MAKE HIS CHECK PAYABLE TO

jTHE LEGAL DEFENSE FUND.

A THIRD RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED THAT NEWTON IS SCHEDULED

TO ATTEND A PARTY GIVEN BY IN BOSTON ON FEBRUARY

TWENTYSIX NEXT, AND THAT NEWTON WILL PROBABLY DEPART SAN FRANCISCO

FOR BOSTON VIA AN AIRLINES FLIGHT AT ELEVEN FORTYFIVE A.M.,

FEBRUARY TwENTYSIX NEXT.

TRANS-WORLD AIRLINES

(TWA), SAN FRANCISCO, ADVISED THIS DATE THAT TWA FLIGHT ONE EIGHT

SIX FOR BOSTON DEPARTS SAN FRANCISCO AT ELEVEN FORTYFIVE A.M. ,

BUT CHECK OF THE RESERVATIONS LIST FOR THAT FLIGHT ON FEBRUARY

TWENTYSIX NEXT FAILED TO LOCATE ANY NAMES IDENTIFIABLE AS BPP

MEMBERS OR ASSOCIATES.

THE SECOND SOURCE FURTHER REPORTED ON FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREE

b6
b7C

LAST that TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED BPP NATIONAL HEAD-

QUARTERS, OAKLAND, ON THAT DATE IN ATTEMPT TO TALK WITH

WAS NOT AVAILABLE, SO

b6
b7C

LEFT MESSAGE

F0R| |THAT a TELEVISION TALK SHOW IN BOSTON WOULD LIKE TO DO

AN INTERVIEW WITH NEWTON, POSSIBLY FOR FRIDAY (APPARENTLY

END OF PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT). FURTHER COMMENTED THAf PEOPLE
b7C

I

HANDLING THE TELEVISION SHOW ARE "PRETTY GOOD PEOPLE, THEY HAVE HAD

OTHER PEOPLE ON THE PROGRAM WHO HAVE SAID GOOD THINGS ABOUT

THE PARTY, AND I DON'T THINK THEY WOULD GIVE HIM (NEWTON) A BAD
t

ITIME”.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE ONE IS
|

SECOND SOURCE is
| |

b2

THIRD SOURCE IS
'

BOSTON SHOULD ALERT SOURCES OF POSSIBLE TRAVEL BY NEWTON

TO THAT area ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX NEXT, AND ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE DETAILS §

I^PCARDING THE FUND RAISING PARTY GIVEN

BY
I

INASMUCH AS

IT IS POSSIBLE THE PARTY WILL BE HELdI BOSTON

MASS.,

b7C

SHOULD attempt TO IDENTIFY TELEVISION PROGRAM DESIRING TO

INTERVIEW NEWTON AND DETERMINE IF NEWTON SCHEDULED TO APPEAR.

END OF PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

SF 157-1203

INASMUCH AS THE BUREAU HAS REQUESTED INTENSIFIED COVERAGE

OF BPP ATTORNEY CHARLES GARRY CBUFILE ONE HUNDRED - TWO FIVE NINE

NINE ZERO TWO; SF FILE ONE HUNDRED - TWO SIX SIX EIGHT FIVE),

BOSTON IS REQUESTED TO COVER GARRY'S SPEECH AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY

AND OBTAIN RECORDING AND TRANSCRIPT OF HIS SPEECH, IF POSSIBLE.

NEW HAVEN IS REQUESTED TO DETERMINE IF GARRY IS GOING TO ATTEND

THE BOSTON FUNCTIONS AND ADVISE OF ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVEL-,

OPED IN THAT REGARD.

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING CLOSELY FOLLOWED. THE BUREAU

AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ANY INFORMATION

RECEIVED CONCERNING HIS TRAVEL.

END



5-1 13u (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached relates that Huey P, Newton,
leader of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

,

was making arrangements to meet with
Bernadette Devlin, Irish member of Parlia-
ment and a leader of the civil rights move -

ment in northern Ireland, who is currently
visiting the United States.

Copy of attached furnished Inter-
Division Information Unit. Pertinent parts
will be included in summary to the White
House, State Department, Central Intelligeice
Agency, Attorney General and Secret Servics.

JTKrcb
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MR 010 SF COQ^

9 10 PM N^EL 2/25/71 JAK

TO /iRECTOR (105-165429)

BOSTON

(FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., RM ” BPP ;
TREASON (KBE) . /

Dri'.Am K SnimCE REPRTED O^FEBRUARV TWEWTYFOIJR LAST, /

that an individual identified as
| 1

had contacted

newton and told newton that BERNADETTE DEVLIN WANTED TO HEET

WITH NEWTON WHEN HE WAS IN THE BOSTON AREA ON FEBRUARY

TWENTYSIX NEXT.
|

ON FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE INSTANT, NEWTON INSTRUCTED|
^

1 TO CONTACT DEVLIN AND INVITE HER

'-
f 'IpARTYIN boston on the NIGHT OF FEBRUARY

iD| bo

TWENTYSIX NEXT. NEWTON INSTRUCTED THAT DEVLIN BE ADVISED

THE PARTY WOULD BE OF NO COST TO HER AND THAT HE DESIRED TO

TALK WITH HER AT THAT PARTY.

SOURCE STATED THAT NEWTON WAS UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT

HE WAS SUPPOSED TO SPEAK AT SOME COLLEGE IN THE BOSTON AREA

end PAGE b,sciAs»itD<"^"’

REC-ffi ___ _____

EX-103,

'!e, kc b6
b7C

C if''"
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

ON OR about FEBRUARY TWENTYSEVEN NEXT AND HE WAS INFORMED

b6
THAT THE COLLEGE HAD CANCELLED, THAT THEY DIDN’T

HAVE A CONTRACT SIGNED AND THAT THE PEOPLE AT THE COLLEGE

HAD SAID THEY DIDN’T LIKE HAVING TO PAY FOR HIM TO SPEAK TO

BLACK STUDENTS. NAME AND LOCATION OF THE COLLEGE NOT MENTIONED

AND ARE UNKNOWN TO SOURCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR LAST.

SOURCE IS

BOSTON NOTE THAT BERNADETTE DEVLIN WILL POSSIBLY ATTEND

THE PARTY GIVEN BY|^

SHOULD BE PROVIDED.

AND APPROPRIATE COVERAGE b6
b7C

SAN FRANCISCO HAS DEVELOPED NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

CONCERNING NEWTON’S TRAVEL TO BOSTON. HIS ACTIVITIES WILL

BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED AND THE BUREAU AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES

ADVISED.

END...

REC 4 FBI WA RDR
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UNITED STATES GO^^NMEIS

Memorandum
.NMENT

FROM :

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165^29)

S^C, NEW HAVEN (157-1031) (P)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
(Key Black Extremist)
RM - EPP
00 : SAN FRANCISCO

date: 3/5/71

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM con-
cerning an article entitled, "Colloquy Miscarried:
Huey Newton at Yale." The article appeared in
"The New Journal" dated February 28, 1971* Instant
article contains detailed information concerning
NEWTON’S activities while in New Haven as well as
verbal quotes from his various speeches.

Instant LHM is not classified in view of the fact
that "The New Journal" is considered open material.

Source who furnished instant LHM is I
|

b
\ who also obtained detailed notes Vb

of NEWTON'S seminar with ERIK ERIKSON. No derogatory
information is contained in New Haven indices concerning
authors ELIZABETH BALLANTINE and JOEL ROGERS, however,
in view of their student status New Haven is not considering
interviewing them for additional details at this
time.

b7C
Vb7D

fee
. 2 )- Bureau (RM) (Enc. 8)
^ - New Haven

2 - 157-1031 t/J
1 - 1 ’>7-1601 /
1 -r^ I

TFM/lec' ^

'
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'
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.

ID STATES DEPARTMENT OF iTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, Connecticut
March 5» 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
JANUARY 28-FEBRUARY 5, 1971

On March 1971 i a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, furnished the enclosed
article entitled, "Colloquy Miscarried: Huey Newton
at Yale." This article appeared in "The New Journal"
dated February 28, 1971*

'The New Journal" is a publication of the
New Journal at Yale, Inc., a non-profit
corporation which is located at 3^32 Yale
Station, New Haven, Connecticut, and is
printed at the News Press, a division of
the West Hartford News.

This article contains detailed information con-
cerning NEWTON'S appearance at Lee High School in New
Haven, his appearance ^ Woolsey Hall, and his three
day seminar with ERIK^'^IKSCN at Yale University. This
article is set forth as follows:

This document contains neither
reccmmcndatioiis nor conclusions

property
a- iu ia loaiisd to your

^oSacy; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside
your agency.



Colloquy miscarried:

,

Huey Newton at. Yale

;

by Elizabeth Ballantine
i

and Joel Rogers

I Elizabeth BaHsntin&4& a senior in n
.1

j

' Trumbull Colfege majoring in Russian,

I Studies. Joel Rogers, a freshman iriinl

;

Silliman College; is an assistant edjtojj

' 'o/TheNew Jouhial.e:’!!"-!

"

Photographs by Reginald Krasneyi

i
-

Thesis, antitliesis, synthesis. Fichte

via Hegel. Negation of the negation of
the rational fonn of every thouglrt

that is logically real or true. Man comes
to fulfillment through a self-conscious

historical/dialecticai process, of which
reason is the essence. The State as ac-

tualization of the Ethical Idea. Feuer-

bach’s transformative critique. Hegel

shown to be predicating man to

thought, essence to being. Marx’s radi-

cal movement beyond Feuerbach’s

abstract materialism, seeking to trans-
’

ccnd philosophy by actualizing it.

Man posited as the essence of the his-

toric^ proces^rwlitclFhe creates, but

is defined by. The dynamism of the

historical process is found to exist in

the negation of the negation, the nega-

tion of the abstracted right of civil so-

ciety found to be the proletariat, de-

void of right, the negation of the nega-

tion to be the revolutionary movement
of upheaval of the disenfranchised

class. In the revolutionary movement,
man will be enabled to return to his

species nature, his collective identity.

At last Newton, who reinterprets the

impact of Marx’s transcendence of spec-

ulation. “We must go beyond na-

!
tionalism,” he says, “because na-

I tionalism is only an abstraction made

up by people to exploit other people.’’

TTie lumpen proletariat, consisting of

the oppressed peoples throughout the

world, must see that it is a single group,

must act out the revolution as a world

class. “The reactionary ruling circles of

death” must be renounced the world
'

over. In a forceful upheaval, ‘we must
||

.renounce the covenant of death. Then

the whole world will belong to the

people, and monsters of all kinds will

be destroyed.” Revolutionary inter-

commundism finds articulation.

Some saylhat was why Huey New-

ton, cofounder, Supreme Commander
‘ and Minister of Defense of the Black

Panther Party, came to New Haven.

Others are not sure, saying that . ,

' Newton came not so much to spread.,

;

the ideology of revolutionary inter-

communalism as to live it, in trial-

'• related actions-fbr-Bobby Seale and

Ericka Huggins, in helping to admin-

;ister the “survival programs” (how to

stay alive and well before the revolu-

tion) of the New Haveri Panthers. , , .

i-
While in New Haven, Newton spoke at

,

'Lee High School and \yoolsey, Hall,,
,



' ^rtayed several days in the guest suite/.

,

“OfTrumbull CoUege-v^ile particip^t-,
,

-'Big in a three-day colloquium with,
,,

•several Yale students and Efi^c Erikson,
,

•abortively attempted Jo get to knowtj.
,

mother Yale students bqfo/e,departing j,,,

•'IbrMotherspeakingengagement la^e,

•'iti 'the weqk of February, 5. His yisit.ha^

•lieen erratically successful: somewhat,
•ffanantically clandestine at,best,.disfp^,,

pointing and jboring on the balance.,,,

‘•NCiWton is said' to have been appalled, i,,,,

J^t,the low level; of student politic^ „
Interest an& awarenqss,.althpygh

,,,

jpleased and veryiimpressed v4tl>,pn|c,\,..,

i^rikson. I ‘
.

'

Huey’s presence at Yale marked the

invasion of one distinct set of values

0,e., revolutionary, communal, egal-

itarian, violent) into the alien territory

of a university whose value system is

reflected in its policy of established, .

individualistic, academic training. But

the visit turned sour. The potential vi-

tality of the colloquia as a meeting

ground between Newton and Yale

students was denied, deadened by the

failure of both parties to verbalize the

overwhelming contradiction of the

visit, and to incorporate an awareness

of the physical situation into the ques-

tions they posed Huey.

Erik Erikson seemed to accomplish

the task of relating to Huey far more

successfully, by drawing parallels to his

own thinking. Of course he had the ad-

vantage of several casual conversations

with Newton in the congenial atmos-

phere of Master Kai Erikson’s house to

supplement his experience in the collo-

quia, but nonetheless the students were
*

"clearly caught short of polished ideas.

From reports of the event, they had '

given little attention to their formula-

tion of their own political and philoso-

——^piucatconvictions. Constantly Huey

\ was perturbed by specialized pragma-

tic questions which he could only

j

^answer in the terms of his own system.

4t appeared as though Huey were beg-

I
the question, when in effect the

fault lay with the form of the question.

Monday night, in his first appear-

ance as guest-in-residence, Huey ate

^nner in the Tsmnhulljlining hall. It

I
was an important moment, Newton’s

j

first exposure to Yale students in their

j

own element, mashed potatoes and
I ham. Newton sat facing the door, talk-

I

ing witli the students clustered around

I
_ him at his table. At one point in the

meal, he turned and smiled to some
students behind him, who had been

siting at another table, staring at his

back. Caught in their stares by his

S,

,
.positively ebullient smile, they turned

j. hack to their mashed potatoes. New-
ton was di^tly put off..., but finished

. , his dinner in good spirits and left the

,

fining hall with David Hilliard. In the

_ ,
Trumbull Common Room, where he

; ,,
and Hilliard paused to pick up their

..coats, the Goi Squad was holdiii'g forth

about the eschatological possibilities of '

fliis deluded, affluent, material life.
' '

'

'

, „ Newton was sli^tiy amazed.' Theh he '

'

I

,
^ached for his coat and fburid it' spat- '

i

,
...itercd with safiva and mb'cus.'Ah'pIay-'

,
,fyl,Yale. Newton was arigty. HeT’^ft

'

the Common Room, and took no more

meals in Trumbull, or any college din-

- ing hall. Commenting on Newton’s re-

action to the treatment his coat had

received, Charles Gariy said he found

it a “disgraceful, racist, and insulting’’

gesture, due cause for Newton’s cool-

ness toward students during the rest

of the stay. A Trumbull participant

in the colloquium simply called the

evening a “weird, repulsive scene.”

The colloquiurh had ns t yet begun,

I

although its impossibilitymiglit already

I

have been insupd. As one close ob-

1 server of Pantli^er affairs commented

I

about Monday miglit, by that time

! Itoey realized mat “the social dyna-

j

mic of Yale requires flattery. Yalies

1 want the feeling that they’re the best.

3
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#
If you tell thei^ the truth, they’re

turned off immediately. I think Huey

saw that as welE and didn’t want to be

put in that position.” His solution was

to avoid telling them anything much
at alt, to reduce!.contact.to a minimum.

Monday niglU was an important

point in the visijt, precisely because it

was so typical of what was to happen

throughout Newton’s stay. To clearly

understand it, however, it must be lo-

cated in time, be seen along with the

sjjeeches at Lee pnd Woolsey, later con-

versations with Erik Erikson, and the
'

actual logistics of setting up the New-
ton/Yale exchange.

Early in the year, several people

close to the Panthers indicated Huey’s

. interest in exchanging ideas with the

Yale commiinity. The choice of

.
Trumbull wis not a particularly studied

one. Mike Lemer, Assistant Professor

of Political Science, was first con-

tacted about Newton’s interest by

Donald Freed, a teacher, UCLA pro-

fessor on leave to write a book about

the Seale trial. Freed had been in New
Haven for several nionths previous.

Lemer, a Fellow of Pierson College,

first called Peter Brooks, the master of

i Pierson College, but received no answer
' to his ringing phone. So he called Kai

Erikson, Chairman of the Council of

Masters. As Erikson describes it, he

. had just returned with his wife from
I a New Year’s celebration and visit

‘/I’with friends. His suitcase still in hand,

'/I 'having just dome in the door of the

I*' master’s hoi se of Trumbull, Erikson

I' told Lemer that he was interested.

'*'1' There were problems. The Pan-

therS asked travelling expenses for a

-'party of three from Oakland. Erikson

’’contacted Elting Morison, Timothy

Dwight Master and Chief Trustee of

th'6' Chubb Fund, to see if money could

•be 'Obtained from that source. Mori-

'son tentatively asseiited. Very soon

"dfur, he left Yale to spend January
'( “1

'

\

•
But the final note of the speech was in-

tensely humanistic. Newton said he

wanted to be a minister to and of the

people, that he wished to meet them in

their homes. He said he hoped for some
invitations to the private homes of

people in the audience. “Don’t be sur-

prised if I show up around suppertime,”

he remarked.
’

At Woolsey, the scene was different.

The crowd consisted of a mixture of

subdued, unusually well-dressed whites

and blacks of late college age and old-

er, who, unlike the Lee audience, were

obliged to pay a two dollar donation

at the door. Huey again was late. His

speech <fid not begin until about ten

o’clock, but the crowd remained pas-

sive, and soft-spoken while waiting.^ -

At Lee, there had been a local band

that performed and warmed the audl- T

I

ence up and down for some forty

i minutes before Garry spoke. There .

was no sudh warm-up at Woolsey. Pan-

I

thers stood in the balconies, where no
one was aBowed to sit. Perched above

'

the crowd, they surveyed their strange

symphony hall domain, the great'ro'bm.

housing the slightly embarrassed and '

unsure crerwd that seemed lifted out

ofsome Godard revolutionary flick

of pretended pretending revolutionar-

ies.

When Nev/ton did arrive, he was not

received with the warmth of the pre-

! vious night. Several people got up and

left during the speech. His twanging

monologue on the philosophic origins

of current Panther ideology was seldom

;
broken by ajiplause. He admits to dis-

liking public speaking generally, but
he seemed cEstinctly more uncomfort-

^

able in the Yale setting than with the

^
communitj^peopIefThe audience
seemed suspicious of his attempted
academic approach. They were impa-
tient with his abstraction. The “coven-

ant of death” was academized into

abstract right and natural law. “Making

if



revolution” was conceived of in a dis-

tinctly more dialectical sense than the

ni^t previous. Historical considerations

were more fully considered. The speech

was otherwisetJhe.sanie, however.

The current Panther ideology of

revolutionary intercommun^ism, as

originally expressed in a speech by

Newton before Boston College last

November 28, has its roots in the soc-

ial and political thought of Marx. In

Woolsey Hall Newton sou^t to ex-

plain, that the -ideology must be seen as

developing out of Other previous great

systems of philosophy. There is nothing

ahistprical abbut^ revolutionary inter-
"

communalism, says Huey. To make the

jump to the sort of consciousness that

can understand it, one need only be a

materialist. “Strictly arbitfai%, the

Black Panther Party accip'ft the mat-

erialist view as our basic premise.”

Once one has made the leap to mater-

ials and “reality'” recoghirmg “that

there is an external world that is out

there...” one can easily apprehend the

uiiiversal identity that is man’s. One

may also see the uselessness of rnost of

the education he is receiving. “So we ^
say as Malcolm said, Watch iii the = ^

hils ofJustice, injustice being (fone.’il

We can also say; with equal validity, ^
‘Watch in the halls of educatiqn7mis--

-education being done.’ Ihope thaUs v

not the case with thibparticular in^
~

stitution, but I am inclined to think so,—

because if you knew your true inter- ^ £.

est, you’d be across the street,.”_New-^ 1

ton’s ideas were'-understandableohly^ -=

through the veil ofhis prose. He.spoke ;

with pauses justTong enough to jn^te 1

the audience apprehensive about his - —

next point, and joined long, convolut-

ed sentences with expletives and con-

junctive phrases like “if you will,”

“but you might say,” “but yet.” New-

ton, said Charles Garry later, was pleased

with the Woolsey Hall address. Huey saw

it as the beginning of “an intelligent,

dialectical argument” with Yale, to be

refined in the three davs of talks.

The deadness of the Woolsey HaU'
-

address contrasted little with the dead-
ness of the coUoq'uium. The bhbice bf-

Z ac--^
cuiately the Yale humdrum student'^

'

constituency, with the notable absenSe

Erikson--'

t
^‘='ofding-to- the crite-ribn

that there be no rash political figures
Eventually, six blacks and

'

'

eight whites were chosen. The partici-
-

w«e^jh£ij: Kai Eriic-

anrfth
Erik Erikson,-

''

and Ae fourteen students. In 'addition
a vmety ofpeople were allowed to'ob^
serve the proceedings, including Com-me Matthews Tabor and David Hilliard

'

Marty Kenner, active with Panther De-’
fense. Bubba Rush, a N.Y. P^Uef arfd
ody^ard for Newton, Herman Blake,,

a California sociologist, Judy "

&hneider, the wife of the pro'-'

‘
' '

‘

ducer of/'^e£asj,i>/eces. and some
'

various staffers of Yale Press.'most
"

notable among them Chester Kerr. It
was Kerr who first showed Kai Erik-'

’

yIT conference robift ofYale Press, with its thick squishy red'
'

S® f
ook-Ened (Yale U-niversitir

Eke
the.libiai^

hke meetmg room is a monstrous
'

twenty by five foot oaken table. Enk-’-'^-
son decided the room was the perfect

~ '
'

place to host Hueyjv’ewton, and sbhed-
/

tiled the meetings for the Press build-
ing, Tuesday through Thursday. Kerr
arranged for security measures (three
campus police) each day, and set up
the table for the followng seating:
Newton and Erik Erikson were directly
across from cadrotifer, each sitting
in the middle of one of the long sides
of the table. Students sat on either
side of both men, and one student,
along with one Master, sat at each end.
Behind Newton were Newton’s people.
Behind Erikson was Chester Kerr, who
invited friends and members of the

5
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University Press to join him. The sec-

ond group varied in size more, than the

first. The seating was unfortdnate be-
i

I
cause it tended to fragment the already .

;
distrabted attention of the participants. •

The division of the room intdiPanthef artd

and iVess camps did nothing

tensions. Finally, the change In the, i,' ‘4

people who did QbseiidLsitJ,^^ ap a^ded^ ~

distraction. o
^

The first day, Newton arrived about

a half hour late for the session, sched-

uled to begin at ten o’clock. Kai^

Eriksdn suggested that Newton “begin.”

Newton talked for well over an hour, ex-

pounding abbut revolutionaryJnter- —
communalism, but not really expand- '

ing the thought as already ex|resjed V
j

in his two New Haven speeches, y in^
the Bdston College speech refirint as ir*

I

- ^ appeared in the January 23 issue of
!

the party paper. Student then asked
questions of Newton, and found it

hard going. He seemed intent upon
quibbling over the most minor of
points. They seemed inadequate to
task of asking irltelligent, probing ques-
tions.

! I
On the second day, it was Erik Erik-

son’s turn to arrive about twenty
I

. minutes late. Initiating the session, he

I

'talked for an hour and a half about

I

his impression of the previous day. He
,

. made frequent allusions to previous

I

work he had done, in identity formation

I

that, citing Gandhi's Truth and Young
Man Luther both. “We missed the old

.
Huey in ,the new Neiyton,” he began,
noting Huey’s ideological, strict stahl'*

'

'

' ,> ! iM

He remarked upon a "msioncai gemus

in Newton and Seale when they estab-

lished the Panther Party, restoring the

identity of the lumpen proletariat and

giving it discfpltnereT a newly ritualized

behavior, similar to what the Zionist

movement has done among dispersed

Jews or to Gandlii’s efforts in India.

He compared Gandlii’s non-violence

with Newton’s violence: the antagonism

is not between violence and non-vio-

,
lence, in the revolutionary mind,but

between discipline and non-discipline.

Disciplined violence and disciplined

I

iMMt-violence go together. In response
I , to Newton’s intercommunalism, Erik-

,
son proposed his theory of pseudo-speci-

,

i I ation,;the obstacle in man to realizing

1
he is a part of a single species, and to

i^'afhievinghis. “universal identity.”
;

li
example of pseudo speci-

g
ation. It is a, false identity,, more a way 1

'

''Oflife than anything elserr^—f-i^:' i

By the tinie the' third day roiled i

around, more miscellaneous persons
(e.g. Charles Garry, wives of Y.U.P. exe-
cutives) were allowed to sit in on the
sessions. Someone compared the set-
ting to a medical school class watch-
ing the dissection of a cadaver. That
sohieohe was Kai Erikson, who was en-
truste(j to direct and moderate the
flaccid conversation. According to re-
potte.of participants, since the tran.

script will not be available until the

book is published, this, the last day of

talking and fir«» day of really open

discussion, yielded no dazzlingly fruit-

ful exchanges. Newton grew petulant

with silly inquiries into how Panther

ideology related to people not sure of

their willingness to commit themselves

to revolution. The standard questions

were asked by almost everyone, it seems,

phrased in different ways. During the

discussion no one challenged Newton
or Erikson on questions of their abstract

theory. Participants vary in their cri-

ticism of the third day. Some said

they held it in “awe,” while others,

the majority, were unimpressed. It
, ^ ^ ^

appears that if any good was derived
i ,,

from the experience, it was of a very
,

personal, incommunicable sort, since

most members of the colloquium re-

' fused to discuss the session with the
,

' press. Embarrassment over the disap-
,

,,

jpointing performance of the students

may be the largest factor inj those ^tu-
^ ^ ^

' dents enforced sileaCje.
^

The Yilsit suffered from a, moving
, ,

'iocusof,con9ern., Niewton found put
, ,, |

about t^e.proposed university eveint,

miiiii later than ,did Kai Erikson. Theit

,

e’;lpecmtons,,arid actipns ih.accord-i, ,,
, ,,

6
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ti. I

ance wjtji.^hosq expectations, were

necessarilyj difjerent.^^e 'j'^umbull

master wa^ite^ a “f|ruitful e^chan^e’^

'tJetweeji Hu^j^ apd the students ofjliis

' college. The hiinistpr'of-Delense.'when

asked on the first day of talks why he,
,r”. m; M.iii, , it!;.,.'.

,
;ui 1 1

1 ,.i <*, if 1 1 ir

•had come to Yale, replied that proceeds

' W Z
desire to meet Erik Enkson.had proved.

sufficief|{.fure^.|ufes ii? ftot ,figure

largely in his expectations, although he
did express private concern over the

lack of student response to his pres-

ence. But if a book is to be produced,
out of the transcript of the tape of the

talk (only the official table talk was
taped; there was much unofficial

conversation during breaks that might
have been more interesting and infor-

mative) it will probably have to omit
consideration of the intellectual ques-
tions at stake in the confrontation of

,
Newton and Erikson. At this point,

no one is sure, and many people are

doubtful, that during the colloquium
any significant questions were raised.

Instead of an intellectual discussion.

J

or an' “intelligent, dialectical argument,”

;
'as Newton .desired, there was an un*-.

,

successful interaction betweeri the L

studeht and Newlon, and the Students;

1
^d ErikSoh. Newton ^nd. Erikson, is

)
the pnneip^s in a siurrouhding empti- i'

^ ness ctf debate, becarne quite friendiy

over the course of the visit. Newton, ac-
cording to Panther sources, Charles
Garry, and Lubell, was extremely im,‘

pressed by the senior Erikson. Indeed,

during his stay, the psychoanalyst

remained an exception to anv apnor- ^ f
*'

aiization that could be made about

his and Newton’s engagement at Yale.

According to Garry, Newton “thought

that Erik Erikson had a real an d com-

plete understanding of the struggle,

and an understanding of the sociolog-

ical conflicts of-attrsoetety. He was

tremendously impressed with him.” >

The Erikson/Newton affinity, however,

was developed largely in private con-

versation. 'Wliat is bn tape, many of

those present suggest, provides no more

teason to write a book than would

a tape of any given Yale Alumni Con-

vention.
'

Lx}gisticaIIy, certain completely un- !

dcrstandable mistakes were made. Tire

i selection of the posh Y.U.P. room was

unfortunate. Newton, who during the

colloquium reminded Cliester Kerr of

: Paul Newman, having “the same nar-

row head, slender lithe look, muscular

stance, and sucprisiag^mallness,”

could hardly have been comfortable

in Kerr’s extravagant library. It was also
‘

a mistake for a black waiter to serve

the colloquium participants sandwiches,

soup, and b^er atjCach break in the talk.
^

But such obyiou^/blunders of tact seem
^

inevitable. It wa^ curiou^jy honest of

\ ,
Vale to be so jnsensitive to the Newton

"‘'party, typical and'‘‘abpv^
" Huey’s meal in Trumbult to 'be a source

_of embarrass^ent^for bom him and

I

the studeqt? )here,. The ap'tagoni,sm,

,

the implicil snobbery, liis rcaclion to

an attitude perhaps less deliberately

snobbish than it might appear, all arisi

from the essential tension of the stay.

What is unfortunate is that the tensior

was taken advantage of, was never dir-

ectly pointed to by either side in the

discussion. Whether or not the con-

tradiction could have been dynamical-

ly resolved in language is doubtful, bu

tlic failure even to articulate the terms

of the contradiction denied the materi

I which the members of the collo-

Im would work. Because of the fail

o recognize the essential contra-

on that ^^STCOTtained in Newton’

to Yale,'that contradictioncould

r be verbally explored.

1 he fact that the book (to come

„„tbf the cblloquium) assumed the

importance that it did is ironic in the

extiteme. The book, in reflecting in

print the uni*esolved, unrecognized coi

traduction, cannot rise above the ten-

sioil It can Only preserve the tension

in iHuddled vetbiase. rwi

with

quitj

ure

diet

visit!
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5:50 PM URGENT 2-P.7-71 WFY

TO director"^ (ATTN: DOMINTEL)
/

NEW' HAVEN

SAN FRANCISCO.

FROM BOSTON (157-1995) (P

)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON . AKA, RM-’"?P? TREASON

EXTREMIST). CHARLES R. GARRY, RM-BPP.

RM-BPP .

I -ivir.

?Tr. Bi.l

Mr.Brer^ Mr_ Call

(KEY BLACK/

! :Mr. FcU

I
illi-. CkIo

!

Mr. lloson

Mr. Tavf’l

Mr. Walters

Mr. Si’yars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

b6
b7C

RE BOSTON TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, FEBRUARY TWENTY FIVE,

SEVENTYONE ,

ON FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX SEVENTY , SAS OF THE FBI OBSERVED

HUEY NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER, BPP , ACCOMPANIED ByI

ARRIVED LOGAN AIRPORT VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT

THREE ONE ZERO FROM CHICAGO AT NINE FORTY SEVEN PM. SCHEDULED

ARRIVAL WAS EIGHT THIRTY SIX PM, DELAY CAUSED BY HEAVY AIR

TRAFFIC.

END PAGE ONE
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i
PAGE TWO

NEWTONS party WAS MET AT GATE NUMBER TEN, LOGAN

AND AN OLDER WHITE

male WITH A BEARD WHOSE IDENTITY IS UNKNOWN. THEY DEPARTED

ARRIVING THERE AT TEN TWENTY FIVE PM,

THE COCKTAIL PARTY BEING HELDj jRESIDENCE TO

RAISE FUNDS TO FINANCE LEGAL FEES FOR THE DEFENSE OF BOBBY

SEALE AND HUEY P. NEWTON AND CHARLES R. GARRY, OAKLAND

CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY WHO IS DEFENDING BOBBY SEALE BEGAN AT

NINE PM , FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX, SEVENTYONE , PRIOR TO NEWTON’S

ARRIVAL. FIFTY FIVE PEOPLE ATTENDED, TWENTY SEVEN MALES,

TWENTY WHITE AND SEVEN BLACK, AND TWENTY EIGHT FEMALE, TWENTY

ONE WHITE AND SEVEN BLACK. THE INVITATIONS TO THIS PARTY

BILLED IT AS AN INVITATION TO ATTEND AN EVENING WITH CHARLES

GARRY AND HUEY P. NEWTON, TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS PER PERSON,

THEREFORE, THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT RAISED FOR THE DEFENSE FUND

WOULD HAVE BEEN ONE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS.

END page two



PAGE THREE |)

SA’S OF THE FBI IDENTIFIED SOME PERSONS ENTERING

RESIDENCE AS HUEY NEWTON,

BPP , BOSTON, CHARLES R. GARRY,

THE party ended AT APPROXIMATELY TWO AM JANUARY

TWENTY SEVEN, SEVENTY ONE. NEWTON REMAINED AT
|

RESIDENCE

.

b6
b7C

ON FEBRUARY TWENTY SEVEN, SEVENTY ONE,

AMERICAN AIRLINES RESERVATIONS, ADVISED THAT

HUEY P. NEWTON HAVE

RETURN RESERVATIONS TO SAN FRANCISCO ON AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT TWO ONE FIVE DEPARTING BOSTON AT THREE PM, EASTERN

STANDARD TIME.

ON TWO TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT,!

AGENT, AMERICAN AIRLINES, LOGAN AIRPORT, BOSTON, ADVISED NEWTON AND

PARTY DID NOT BOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT TWO ONE FIVE FOR SAN

FRANCISCO ALTHOUGH HE DID NOT CANCEL HIS RESERVATIONS.
b7C

OBSERVATION HOUSE INDICATED NEWTON REMAINED AT

RESIDENCE IN ON TWO TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE !

BOSTON WILL ATTEMPT OBSERVE NEWTON’S DEPARTURE AND

ADVISE INTERESTED TFFICES . A LHM WILL BE SUBMITTED

END page three
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PAGE FOUR

SETTING FORTH FULL DETAILS OF THE COCKTAIL PARTY. SPECIAL

AGENTS MAKING OBSERVATIONS AT THE AIRPORT WERE SA ’S

OBSERVATIONS AT THE RESIDENCE OF

WERE MADE BY SA ’S

SAN FRANCISCO ADVISED BY PHONE.

b6
b7C

AMERICAN AIRLINES LOGAN AIRPORT CONTACTED BY SA ’S

“I TWO TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT .
b6
b7C

OBSERVATION AT

TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT BY SA ’S

RESIDENCE CAMBRIDGE MASS TWO

MGS FBI WASHDC

TU CLR



5-1 .3a (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

,

2-25-71

We were previously advised that Huey
Newton, Black Panther Party (BPP) Supreme
Commander, would attend a BPP fund-raising
party in Boston, Massachusetts, on 2-26-71
and that this party was sponsored by|

I
suppoirts

.radical groups in Boston,

Attached relates

1
is also attempting to arrange for Newton

i to anoear on a television talk show in
Boston which also according to

\ would be favorable to Newton,

Attached being furnished
Information Unit and Internal
Division of the Department,

Inter-Divisi
Security

ABK : Irs^^

%
I ,
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HOfRAl BUREAU Of IIWESTIGAViOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 2 5 1971

TELETYPE

NR016 BS C 0 D E

6:20PM URGEKUT 2-25-71 JAM

b6
b7C

TO: DIREC ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV 105-165429

NB« HAVEN

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

FROM: BOSTON 157-1995

alsftj known as '

;RCWiEWTO#, AKA, RM-BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST),

Mr. Callak^fl.
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen——.
Mr. Tavel

Mr.
Mr. S’lyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy—

.

Racial Mat ter-Black Panther Party

CHARLES R. GARRY, RM-BPP

b6
b7C

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO BUREAU D^YlED FEBRUARY TWENTY \
FOUR, SEVENTYONE.

: ^
'•

i If

FIRST RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT

MASS., IS HAVING A COCKTAIL

PARTY ON FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX, NEXT; RESIDENCE TO RAISE

b6
b7C

FUNDS TO FINANCE THE LEGAL FEES FOR THE DEFENSE OF BOBBY SEALE.

HUEY P. NEWTON, NATIONAL LEADER OF THE BPP, AND CHARLES R. GARRY,

AN OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA ATTORNEY WHO IS DEFENDING BOBBY SEALE , ARE

SCHEDULED TO ATTEND.
.1 MAR 4 1Q71

5 QWIAK 10 ALL INFORMATiON COMIAIMED

“rr to mill ‘S UNCLA.SSIFIED'^''"'*-'^*’
cctoipiU igl\ rvs?k.h>«sAdm. data deleted" —HEREIN IS UNCLA.SSIFIED®'''''**'^**^
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BS 157-1995

PAGE TWO

THREE HUNDRED INVITATIONS WHICH READ "YOU ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED TO ATTEND AN EVENING WITH CHARLES GARRY AND HUEY

P. NEWTON. TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS PER PERSON. THE PARTY IS

SCHEDULED TO FOLLOW A PUBLIC LECTURE BY GARRY AT LOWELL

LECTURE HALL, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS., WHICH

COMMENCES AT SEVEN PM". INVITATION STATED THAT IN THE

EVENT INVITEE COULD NOT ATTEND CHECKS MAY BE MADE PAYABLE

TO: CHARLES GARRY OR THE LEGAL DEFENSE FUND AND FORWARDED

END PAGE TWO



BS 157-1995

PAGE THREE

TO RESIDENCE.

A THIRD RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT NEWTON IS SCHEDULED

IN BOSTON, MASS.,TO ATTEND A PARTY GIVEN BY

ON FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX, NEXT, AND THAT NEWTON WILL PROBABLY

DEPART SAN FRANCISCO VIA COMMERCIAL AIRLINE AT ELEVEN FORTY FIVE

AM, FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX, NEXT.

'transworld airlines

(TWA), SAN FRANCISCO, ADVISED THAT ON FEBRUARY TWENTY FOUR

LAST THAT TWA FLIGHT ONE EIGHT SIX FOR BOSTON DEPARTS SAN V

FRANCISCO AT ELEVEN FORTY FIVE AM, BUT A CHECK OF THE

RESERVATIONS LIST FOR THAT FLIGHT ON FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX

NEXT FAILED TO LOCATE ANY NAMES IDENTIFIABLE AS BPP MEMBERS

OR ASSOCIATES.

ON FEBRAURY TWENTY THREE LAST SOURCE ONE ADVISED SONY

HAMLIN, CO-HOST OF A TELEVISION TALK SHOW, "FOR WOMEN TODAY",

AIRED IN THE BOSTON AREA ON WEEKDAYS AT NINE AM, CONTACTED

CONCERNING THE POSSIBILITY OF INTERVIEWING NEWTON

ON THAT PROGRAM IN NEAR FUTURE. THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF

A ONE HOUR TALK SHOW DEVOTED EITHER TO A TOPIC OR A

PERSONALITY PROFILE. WILL CONTACT

b6
b7C

NEWTON’S OFFICE FOR NECESSARY INFORMATION

b6
b7C

END PAGE THREE
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PAGE FOUR

THA

THE FOURTH SOURCE REPORTED ON FEBRUARY TWENTY THREE LAST

Itelephonically contacted bpp national

HEADQUARTERS, OAKLAND, ON THAT DATE IN AN ATTEMPT TO TALK

WITH WAS NOT

AVAILABLE, SO

b6
b7C

LEFT MESSAGE FOR HARRIS THAT A

TELEVISION TALK SHOW IN BOSTON WOULD LIKE TO DO AN INTERVIEW

WITH NEWTON, POSSIBLY FOR FRIDAY (APPARENTLY FEBRAURY TWENTY

SIX NEXT).
I |

fuRTHER COMMENTED THAT PEOPLE HANDLING THE

TELEVISION SHOW ARE "PRETTY GOOD PEOPLE". "THEY HAVE HAD

OTHER PEOPLE ON THE PROGRAM WHO HAVE SAID GOOD THINGS ABOUT

THE PARTY, AND I DON’T THINK THEY WOULD GIVE HIM (NEWTON) A

BAD TIME.

ON FEBRUA|Y TWENTYFIVE INSTANT,

FOR TELEVISION PROGRAM, "FOR WOMEN TODAY", ADVISED THAT THE

TELEVISION DESIRES TO HAVE NEWTON INTERVIEWED ON

SAID PROGRAM BUT AT THIS TIME NO ARRANGEMENTS FOR HIS

APPEARANCE HAVE BEEN MADE.

ON FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE SEVENTYONE,

WAS CONTACTED UNDER SUITABLE PRETEXT BY SA

b6
b7C
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b7C
b7D

END PAGE FOUR



PAGE FIVE

BS 157-1995

RACIAL INFORMANTS AND NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCES

HAVE BEEN T^GETED TO DETERMINE FUTHER DETAILS CONCERNING FUND RAISING

PARTY AND NEWTON'S ACTIVITIES IN THE BOSTON AREA.

BOSTON DIVISION WILL FOLLOW ^7

AND REPORT ON ACTIVITIES.

SAN FRANCISCO IS REQUESTED TO SUTEL INFORMATION

RE. NEWTON'S DEPARTURE FROM SAN FRANCISCO AND PERSONS ACCOMPANYING.

END.

PLS HOLD

DRL FBI WASH DC



NR004 HN CODE

'528 PM HST NITEL 03-04-71 BRFH ^
TO lyfRECT OR (105-165429) \

/ SAN FRANCISCO ( 157-1203) (VIA WASHINGTON.

FROif HONOLULU (157- 173) (P) IP

HUEY P, NEWTON; RM DASH BPP; 00: SF

.

ON MARCH FOUR INSTANT

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

j

Mr. Tolfon
Mr. SaIliTOii___
^r. Mohr
JMr. Bishop

tMr.BrennanCoc
Mr, Callahan—^
Mr, Casper.

Mr, Conrad
Mr, Dalbey
Mr. Felt

Mr, Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Waltera
Mr. Sfiyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmea
Miss Gandy

WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST, ADVISED HUEY P,

NEWTON HAS BEEN EXTENDED INVITATION BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, I

UNIVERSITY OF HAWA 1 1 (ASUH) , LEGITIMATE STUDENT ORGANIZATAT ION

TO GIVE SPEECH AT UH, SUBJECT OF HIS CHOICE, DURING PERIOD OF

MARCH TWELVE THROUGH FIFTEEN NEXT. SOURCE ADVISED ASUH HAS

PAID AS HIGH AS FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS

h
AND ON THIS OCCASION ARE WILLING TO GIVE THIS

AMOUNT TO NEWTON.

SF REQUESTED TO ADVISE IF ANY INFORMATION IN ITS POSSESSION WHICH

WOULD indicate NEWTON WILL BE IN HAWAII DURING ABOVE PERIOD. IF NOT,

REMAIN ALERT FOR SUCH INFO, ADVISING HN IN ADVANCE SO NECESSARY PRE-

PARATIONS CAN BE MADE TO COVER APPEARANCE.

END
TRC FBI WASHINGTON D

S'? y

TELEIVP
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEOwjJg*

nERLlN IS UNCLASSIFIED*^

DAT P BYSPScilD(n£.
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FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

Transmit the following ir

AIRTEL

Date: 2/25/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

feAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

SUBJECT: HUEY P. NEWTON, aka '

RM - BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

00: San Francisco

Re Chicago airtel and LHM, 2/23/71; and Milwaukee
|

tel, 2/24/71. ]j2

t Ci!io

On 2/24/71,1 |who has furnished
reliable information in the past, is a highly confideitial ^

source, provided the fol lowing >uformat ion

:

An unknown male from th Âfro Student Association/^

of the University of Wisconsin (UW) X^Madison .~was in
-y'

contact with i

~
^

I

Illinois Chapter, BPP, Chicago.

In that connection, ~| informed that
the Center in Madison was attenpting to arrange for the
rental of a hall for 2/28/71, at the UW, and that the
conditions for utilizing such hall were that there would
be no UW policemen or other policemen in the vicinity of
the hall and that representatives of the Center and the
BPP would make use of metal detectors and perform all
security aspects in connection with the possible appearance
^f NEWTON on that date, indicated that these demands

^^^^^Bureau (RM) RFC-33
2 - Milwaukee (157-1113) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (157-1203) (RM)

rnrnmm ——i*
3 - Chicago

'

1 -
^

157-1291 sub J

1

,

CES:mr
.

j~——

^ ^12.1.3 / HI

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



# •
CG 157-3765

were nonnegotiable insofar as the Center was concerned.
It was also stated that the Center had refused to pay
the $800 due the University for NEWTON' s prior scheduled
appearance on 2/20/71, inasmuch as the University had
breached the contract.

It was stated that the young black brothers from
Milwaukee and Chicago attending the UW had met the previous
evening and turned the tide of things around by assisting
in influencing many of the "reactionaries" at the UW in
view of the previous cancellation of NEWTON 's appearance.

It was stated that "the People" at the UW still
desired very much to see NEWTON and that he be immediately
contacted to determine if he would appear on 2/28/71, at
the UW, It was felt that the UW Administration would not
permit such an appearance unless pressure from the students
was brought to bear upon them. It was also indicated that
the Afro Student Center was contemplating a libel suit
against the UW newspaper, "The Cardinal", and the "Capitol
Times", a Madison, Wise., newspaper. It was indicated in
that connection that these publications had libeled the
BPP and the Center by criticizing the failure of NEWTON
to appear as scheduled on 2^20/71.

The above is provided for the info of the Bureau
and Milwaukee as it may provide info of value in connection
with following activities at the UW. It is not being put
in LHM form inasmuch as it presents an extremely one-sided
viewpoint of the situation.

In the event the above is disseminated, it should
be suitably paraphrased and classified confidential.

- 2 -



'J-36 (F3ev. 5-32-64)

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

Date: f£B 2 3 1971

{ I ype in plaintext Ei0iifA G 3 1 1‘

BY

(Priority)

jT'M

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
RM-BPP; TREASON
(KEY EXTREMIST)

(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

SBOm
OmERWlSE '

CLASS. & EXT. BXSPJLT?,
T=>EASON-PCIM II, Y2.4.1
DATE OF REVIEW

yy' Re Chicago teletypes dated 2/19, ll20, and 2l2\lll^
and Milwaukee teletype dated 2/20/71, also captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of an LHM.
Also enclosed for the Bureau are two copies of an FD-376. Five
copies of the LHM are being furnished the San Francisco Division
in view of their interest in this matter. One copy of the LHM
is being furnished the U. S. Secret Service.

b6
b7C

The Special Agents observing NEWTON 's arrival at , „

o' Hare Airport were The
Agents observing the Coliseum on 2/21/71, and NEWTON 's ac tivities

' were I I and

Bureau (Enel. \4) (RM)

San Francisco (157-1203) (Enel.
KKBmrPKwraffitiiKii

16 FEB 25 1971

»iJHLm 'W *> 4



CONFltH^ENTlAL

# t

CG 157-3765

I
(prot ect requested

Alrliaes representative
The American

The first confident ial source is I

second confidential source LsJ the
third confidential source is (protect
requested), and the fourth confidential source is

No effort was made bv Chicaao

secure a verbatum transcript of NEWTON 's speech because
of security measures placed in effect by the Panthers
in that each individual adm., r. ted to the Coliseum was
searched

.

Chicago v^7ill continue to follow NEWTON 's activities
and advise the Bureau and interested offices of all per-
t inent deve lopme nt s

.

2



FD'-.376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

[Wtk.IWD states department of JWTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No. February 23, 1971

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. [ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I

may be available through

Very truly yours.

John Edgfc Hoover

Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



ujWed states department of^ustice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

157-3765
Chicago, Illinois 60604

nB2zm
CONFipENTlAL

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

A characterization of the Black Panther Party
(BPP)

,
is attached as an appendix hereto.

The confidential sources referred to herein have
all furnished reliable information in the past.

Special Agents (SAs), of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), observed on February 19, 1971 » Huev
Percy Newton, Supreme Commander, National BPP,

at National BPP Headquarters, arrive at O'Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois, aboard American Airlines Flight
222, at 10;'23 p.m. Newton was met by officials of the
Illinois Chapter of the BPP, including I

Newton and his party, according to Agents on the
scene, registered at the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, 505 North
Michigan Avenue, but later checked out of the hot el when ad-
yoining rooms could not be given, and stayed with

who is a sympathizer witn New Left
~^^^^ack Militant groups in Chicago,

|

Newton was scheduled
to speak at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin,
on February 20, 1971.

b6
b7C
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5 w 7-ii CONFIl^TIAL
cum. A 13X1. ^

Exclu3i;i<;^m automatic
/ ' _ down^'adin^.^nd

:
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON CONFIIS^ENTIAL

University of Wisconsin
at Madison, and a member of the Department Protection and
Security of that University, advised on February 20, 1971,
approximately three thousand students had attended the
University's Stock Pavilion to hear Newton Speak. An
unidentified Negro male announced that Newton would not
appear because of security provided by the campus police
and due to the fact that the University's fieldhouse had
been promised for the speech, but promised to appear at
a later date, which was not announced.

b6
b7C

source advised Newton
and his party remained at the
on February 20, 1971.

SAs of the FBI on February /I, 1971, observed
approximately one hundred black, youths gathering before
the Chicago Coliseum, 1513 South Wabash Street, at 1:20 p.m.
Newton was scheduled to speak at 2:00 p.m. that date.' The
SAs noted that at about 2:00 p.m., approximately five
hundred youths, n5.nety percent black, had gathered in front
of the Coliseum.

at 2:34 p.m.
Illinois BPP, were observec by the SAs arriving

About 4:00 p.m.. Agents observed.|

leaving the Coliseum and observed their picking up Newton
along with

b6
b7C

and return Newton and his party to the Coliseiim arriving at
about 4:45 n,n.

A first and second confidential source advised on
February 21, lO"?!, that they had attended the speech of
Huey Newton, along with seventeen hundred to two thousand
other individuals ranging in age from nineteen to thirty. Of
the total present, about tet ercent ware white, according to
the sources . Both stated t .“r‘ a one dollar donation was charged

2
CONF ENTIAL



CONFiaENTlAL
HUEY PERCY NEWTOY

at the door and that everyone entering the Coliseum was
searched for weapons, cameras, and recording devices.
Both sources stated Newton told those present the BPP
supported all ant i -capitalistic organizations. Newton
was critical of Gus Hall, Communist Party, United States
of America (CPUSA)

,
because of the fact that Hall was

operating in 1917, rather than in 1971. Both sources
also stated that Newton informed the audience he had had
a recent discussion with National leader Eldridge Cleaver,
currently in exile in Algeria, who had informed Newton the
people had to organize and fight against fascism in the
United States. The first source stated Newton also spoke
on the fact that Bobby Seale, National BPP leader, presently
in Connecticut awaiting a trial for Conspiracy to Commit
Murder, -was also a victim of Americar fascism..

A third confidential source advised Newton thanked
those present for lending thei.i; help and support while he
was in prison. Mev/ton also seated he wanted to get Angela
Davis, a Negro female Communist currently in California,
awaiting a trial for Conspiracy to Con.mit Murder, to return
to the folds of the BPP and denounce tne Communist Party
(CP). Newton, according to the source, stated the BPP in
California had constructed a shoe factory and were presently
making shoes for childret.i less fortunate. Newton also called
upon all political prisoners to be freed.

A fotxrtli confidential source also advised that of
the individuals p.-e.seat, he noted a delegation of about fifteen
people from. Cajeo, Illinois, lead by the

the United Front, Cairo, Illinois. The
United Front has been act5.ve in racial turmoil in that area
in the past. Also noted in attendance was Claude Lightfoot

,

a Negro Communist, who is a member of the National Committee
of the CPUSA. I I

I
Chicago Angela Davis Defense Committee, and

which is a store
specializing in literature regarding Negro History.

b6
b7C
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CONFIOiENTlAL

• •
HUEY PERCY NEWT'ON

Source stated Rush introduced Newton as the
"Man of the hour." At the outset of his remarks, Newton
proclaimed the fact that he was a "revolutionist" and
wanted people freed, noting specifically that Bobby Seale
and Angela. Davis must be freed. Source stated that Newton
advised those present the 3PP was behind Angela Davis, but
wanted her to return to the BPP and denounce the CP.
If she would do this, then the BPP would give her all out
support

.

Newton also spoke as to ho':; the people had freed
him from prison. Newton also stated that the people are
being oppressed and that this power that is hn the hands
of the oppressor rrrast be taken from .he oppressor by the
people. Newton stated he- was agains ’ Gus Hall because all
the CP understood was how p'^ople llvd in 1917 and that the
CP could not relate to the present. Newton also informed
the audience that Eldridge Cleaver wanted to return to the
United States and in time ho will core back, but could not
return since all of the people were rot free. Newton
also stated that Bobby Scale was not guilty and. that the
State had no reasoi:. to say ’:d:;.en an ir dividual should live
or should die.

Newton. d;.v.nrig a qi.xestion and answer period, stated
that Elmer Pratt .al-so referred to as 'Geronimo" was a traitor
to the people and fee-: that reason, had been suspended from
the BPP.

Newt on called upon those present to go to 4233
South Indiana Avenue, the south side headquarters of the
Illinois BP? . He wanted people to work for the Panthers and
after a six month period, could be called Panthers.

Source also stated that Newton was critical of
Jesse Jackson, leader of Operation Breadbasket, the economic
arm of the Southern Ch.ristian Leaders lip Conference, who is
presently running for Mayor of Chicago because Jackson would
not say whether he was a revolutionis or not.

CONFI^NTIAL



HUEY PERCY NEWTON CONFIDENTIAL

6:00 p .m.

Source advised the speech was concluded at about

The SAs observing the Coliseum not ed that at
about 6:10 p.m.

,
Newton, along with others in

his party, left the Coliseum and returned to the I

The Deputy Superintendent's Office of the Chicago
Police Department advised that area ia the vicinity of the
Coliseum had returned to normal by 6:30 p.m,, with no in-
cidents reported

.

A representative of American Airlines, Chicago

,

advised on February 22, 1971, Newton, along with |~

departed Chicago c-' Airieri^an Airlines Flight 65
at 11:55 p.m., February 21, i57L The Lr destination was
San Francisco, California.

The following agency is being furnished a copy
of this memorandum;

United St.ates lerr.et Service

JNFjpENTlAL
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TO DIRECTOR C 105-165479)i
r - I .?UniAU OF

C" '’-U’/JJATiONS sAi

HONOLULU (157-173) ...VIA WASH

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

L/'

*
I
Mr. Tnlann ^

NR 0^4 SF CODE
j

Mr. Sullivan

225PIJ HTEL 5-9-71
C ' ;'7r.^AT;ILVNS VilcDi

TO DIRECTOR (105-165^) .
j'

l
-

/ Mr. Conrad

HONOLULU (157-173) ...VIA WASH pTYop; \ / Mr. Daibey
fi A-

*

I

Mr. F6lt

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP I
Mr.' rShJZI

I
L)(3 Mr. Tavol

I
/ KTr*

f i .
'

I
D / L- Soyars

HUEY PERCY N^ON, AKA., RM - BPP ; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIS! :g.y;
—

/ / Miss Gandy
00: SAN FR/nCISCO /

orPE

b6
b7C

RE HONOLULU TEL MARCH FOUR LAST.

THE ONLY INFORMATION SAN FRANCISCO POSSESSES REG ARDInT'^TOSSIBLE

TRIP TO HAWAII BY SUBJECT DURING MARCH, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE, IS

THAT ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN, LAST,
|

REPORTED THAT ON THAT DATE SUBJECT CONVERSED WITH

DURING THAT CONVERSATION ^SKED SUBJECT "IS THAT

HAWAIIAN THING STILL GOOD FOR THE MIDDLE OF THE MONTH?" AND SUBJECT

REPLIED YES. NOTHING ELSE WAS SAID CONCERNING THAT AND IT WAS NOT

INDICATED WHICH MONTH THEY WERE REFERRING. =

FOR THE INFO OF HONOLULU, SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR IN COURT

AT OAKLAND, CALIF., ON MARCH TWELVE, NEXT, FOR A HEARING ON THE

SETTING OF DATE FOR TRIAL AND SUBJECT HAS INDICATED THAT FOLLOWING

THAT HEARING HE WILL TRAVEL TO NEW HAVEN TO PARTICIPATE IN RALLIES

FOR BOBBY SEALE.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL REMAIN ALERT FOR ANY INFORMATION CONCERNINpyA

POSSIBLE TRAVEL BY SUBJECT TO HAWAII AND IMMEDIATELY ADVISE THE /

b6
b7C

BUREAU AND HONOLULU.
ALL iNFORMAliOi'l COt^TA([iE.D -V

HERtIN IS UMCLASSIfiEDcn''^^^”'’

nAT F BY 5Wt>Vo»r>^ _

PLB FBI WA ACKS FOR SF 007 AND 004 .

RtO®

AND IS THAT IT FOR NOW

,

" - /G' -i7 'G'

/

IB MAR ii 1971



OFRAL bureau of INVtSTjUAli;)-.

jVlWUfiiCATsafvS SECTION

1 . -371

telet/peT

NR 004 HN CODE

726 PM HST NTI|^05-10-71 BRFH

TO . DIB^TOR (105-165429)

FROM

SAN FRANCISCO (157- 1203) (VIA WASHINGTON)

H0N0LULU(157-173)(RUC)1P /

HUEY PERCY Newton, aka; rm-bpp; treaso«bi»^ey activist:

(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

Mr. Tnlson

Mr.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop CM
Mr.BrennanCD^j
Mr. Callahan

—

Mr. Casper..

Mr. Conrad -

Mr. Da’bey-

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen. -
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walter*

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holme*

Miss Gandy

b6
b7C
b7D

RE SF TEL MARCH NINE LAST

|ADVrSffD TODAY

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII (UH) CAMPUS PAPER PUBLISHED INSTANT DATE

INDICATED ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UH LEADER NEIL ABERCROMBIE,

RESEARCH ASSISTANT UH AND SDS SYMPATHIZER, HAD RECEIVED TELEGRAM

FROM NEWTON ADVISING NEWTON WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO COME TO HAWAII

TO SPEAK AT UH AS SCHEDULED, WITH NO INDICATION ANY APPEARANCE

FOR NEWTON IN HAWAII WOULD BE FORTHCOMING IN FUTURE.

END
R RELAY REM

FBI WASH DC

0^ /c^‘
'

ALL !rirOR:vlAliCN C.O;ilAK,£D
J

HEREIN iS UNCLAASlFttO*'"’^*'

Hi if. Cfkulfel bySWciIo*^
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NR 005 SF code:'

1214PM URGENT 2-18-71 MS

TO,.DIRECTOR (105- 1 65429)

fi^r'AiKir ifiv:"r:rAT!Ofi

CO^ii^UlNlGAi lC^JS SECTION

i-L:i 1 IMO/l

I
W . a A (^ iZ.

‘ ]/^'S
' '*

';

^ ' •

. , ,

>

A • '•
.

> '.?'r-r.
j

; ra:-r.o:-. _. ?

'I'.
J

s Tir. T,'.'i:;,-.r.'v

I T ' !'-. 1

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 4P /

(D fijidAL /AA rlCfii - 6LACI< pamt^£>? /^</f t yTj^vJ

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA.,/R^^ &^P; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

THE FEBRUARY' EIGHTEEN INSTANT ISSUE OF THE "SAN FRANCISCO

CHRONICLE," A DAILY SAN FRANCISCO NEWSPAPER, CONTAINED FRONT PAGE
J //'

ARTICLE CAPTIONED "^HE VIEW FROM NEWTON’S ’ PR ISON, WRITTEN BY

TIM FINDLEY, A CHRONICLE STAFF REPORTER, THE ARTICLE REPORTS THAT
j

"THE PENTHOUSE AT ONE TWO ZERO (CORRECT ADDRESS IS ONE TWO ZERO ZERO)

LAKESHORE AVENUE OVERLOOKING LAKE MERRITT IS WHAT HAS BEEN DESCRIBko

THE ’POSH PANTHER PAD’ AND ’HUEY NEWTON’S HIDEAWAY,’ YET TO THE

YOU[^ PANTHER LEADER WHO SOMETIMES LIVES THERE, IT IS A PRISON."

THE ARTICLE CONTINUES THAT "THE PARTY’S NATIONAL POLICY IS

HANDLED BY A SEVEN-MEMBER ’CENTRAL COMMITTEE,’ OF WHICH NEWTON IS A

MEMBER, BUT WUlTH INSUFFICIENT VOT-ING POWER TO OVERRULE THE BODY."

"HAD HE THAT POWER, NEWTON SAYS HE WOULD NEVER HAVE LANDED IN

THE TWENTYFIFTH-STORY TW0-B.ED£,0-0i

END PAGE ONE

-y/r .-.‘.I

„ cv-7’i V'
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Acim, data Jofelcd”
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PAGE TWO

"THAT WAS A DECISION OF THE ’CENTRAL COMMITTEE* AND IT WAS BASED

ON PROVIDING NOT, OPULENT COMFORT FOR NEWTON BUT SECURE PROTECTION.

"THE SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLAR A MONTH NOW EXPENDED TO INSURE HIS

SAFETY IS CONSIDERED BY THE PANTHER LEADERSHIP TO BE ALMOST A BARGAIN."

THE ARTICLE FURTHER DESCRIBES THE PROCEDURE ONE MUST GO THROUGH

IN ORDER TO SEE NEWTON AND DESCRIBES THE SECURITY MEASURES OF THE

APARTMENT BUILDING.

THE article CONTINUES: "1 STAY HERE BECAUSE IT IS A SECURITY

BUILDING,’ NEWTON SAID, LOOKING OUT THE PANORAMA OF OAKLAND FLOODING

THE APARTMENT’S FLOOR- TO- CEILING WINDOWS.

"I’D LIKE TO BE BACK IN THE STREETS; LIKE IT WAS BEFORE, BOBBY

(SEALE) AND I, AND LETTING BOBBY BE THE SPOKESMAN. BUT AT LEAST HERE

IF THE POLICE DID STORM IN, THEY’D HAVE A LOT OF EXPLAINING TO DO TO

THE OTHER TENANTS.
L'

"* IT’S LIKE PRISON, REAliY,’ NEWTON SAID, SEATED AT THE LONG

CONFERENCE- SIZED DINING TABLE IN THE APARTMENT. ’I FEEL LIKE I’M

A PRISONER. I CAN’T WALK DOWN THE STREETS LIKE I USED TO; WHEN I

GO, THERE’S A FORCE THAT GOES WITH ME.’"

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

THE ARTICLE IS ACCOMPANIED BY TWO PHOTOGRAPHS OF NEwTON. ONE OF^

THE PHOTOS SHOWS NEWTON SITTING ON A COUCH INSIDE THE APARTMENT,

AND THE OTHER PHOTO SHOWS NEWTON STANDING ON THE VERANDA POINTING TO

THE ALAMEDA COUNTY COURTHOUSE AND JAIL WITH HIS SWAGGER STICK. IN

THE ARTICLE NEWTON IS QUOTED AS SAYING HE CAN SEE THE COURTHOUSE AND

JAIL FROM EVERY ROOM OF HIS APARTMENT AND "I CAN LOOK DOWN ON IT

WHENEVER I WANT."

ON FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN LAST, SOURCE REPORTED THAT JOHN SEALE,

PRODUCTION MANAGER OF "THE BLACK PANTHER" NEWSPAPER AND BROTHER OF

BPP CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE, AT THE POLITICAL EDUCATION CLASsI
^

WAS OVERHEARD TO EXPRESS HIS DISSATIS-

FACTION WITH THE SUPREME COMMANDER (NEWTON) RESIDING IN PLUSH

SURROUNDINGS AND MAINTAINING A HIGH STANDARD OF LIVING. SEALE

COMPARED NEWTON’S LIFE STYLE TO THAT OF THE RANK AND FILE MEMBERS

WHO HAVE TO SLEEP ON MATTRESSES ON THE FLOOR AND LIVE OFF LITTLE OR

NO INCOME AND SEALE INDICATED HE INTENDED TO BRING THIS UP AT THE NEXT

STAFF MEETING. SOURCE FURTHER SAID THAT SEALE MENTIONED THAT HE HAD

HEARD NEWTON WAS INTERESTED IN BUYING A PORSCHE SPORTS CAR. IT IS

ALSO GENERALLY KNOWN THAT NEWTON WEARS A SEAL SKIN COAT WHICH COST

THREE HUNDRED AND SIXTYEIGHT DOLLARS.

END PAGE THREE

b7D
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PAGE FOUR

at the political education class it was estimated that NEWTON’S

LIFE STYLE COSTS IN EXCESS OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS A MONTH.

RANK AND FILE BPP MEMBERS I

JOHN SEALE.

ON FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN, LAST, A SECOND SOURCE ADVISED THAT IN

REGARD TO THE ARTICLE THAT RECENTLY APPEARED IN THE "SAN FRANCISCO

EXAMINER," A DAILY SAN FRANCISCO NEWSPAPER, ABOUT NEWTON LIVING IN A

"PLUSH" APARTMENT, NEWTON SAID THE PARTY INSISTED THAT HE LIVE IN

THE APARTMENT BUILDING FOR SECURITY REASONS AND THAT IF IT WERE UP

TO HIM, HE WOULD NOT BE LIVING THERE. NEWTON ALSO COMMENTED THAT

SOME COLLEGE PEOPLE HAVE TAKEN OFFENSE AT HIS LIVING SO HIGH, BUT HE

DID NOT GIVE ANY SPECIFICS,

SECOND SOURCE FURTHER STATED THAT NEWTON HAS REMARKED THAT THE

b7D

APARTMENT BUILDING MANAGER HAD BEEN FIRED AND HE
b6
b7C

THOUGHT IT WAS BECAUSE SHE HAD RENTED HIM AN APARTMENT.

ADMINISTRATIVE;

FIRST SOURCE IS[

SECOND SOURCE IS

COMPLETE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE BEING FURNISHED BUREAU BY

b2
b7D

AIRMAIL.

ACK FR 2 MSGS

EBR FBI WASH DC
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™
= DIRECTOR, RBI date: 2/26/71

lOM
=SAC, LOS ANGELES

Ysubject: 'icHAMnEn”

w
b6
b7C

RM - BPP
00: Los Angeles

Title is marked changed to show the true full name
of the captioned individual and his known aliases. Title
was previously carried as

Re Los Angeles airtel and letterhead memorandum
to the Bureau dated IO/29/70 (Buflle 157“-'l8^0 and Los
Angeles file 157"5552r, 'entltleQ' HUEY PERCV^WTfW

j RM -

BPP, and Los Angeles letter to Detroit dated 12/30/70.

On 10/27/70, HUEY P. NEWTON and
vjere met at the Los Angeles Internati cnal Airport by an
unidentified Negro male who was driving a I969 Lincoln
Continental, hearing Calif orrrrar- lie ease l45 BBY.

b6The records of the Department of Motor Vehicles
(MV), Los Angeles, reflected the Lincoln to be registered b7C
to Budget Rent-A-Car, 8737 V/llshlre Boulevard, Los Angeles.

Budget Rent-A-Car records reflected the vehicle
had been leased on

California .

NBa^TON was observed traveling from the airport
Iresidence where he remained until 8:20 p.im.

on 10/27/70. i/cYLfQY
to[

’eau (M)

Detroit { 157-7475) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (RM)(Info)
3 - Los Angeles

(1^/157-5552)

1 QfiC

to^ - Ko

.SSS"

41 mar 4 1971

19'197l

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED cAis-

n&T i: BY

Bay U.S. Savings Bonds Ke^ularly on the Payroll Savirms Plan

ORIGINAL

FILED:

IN

j

^

21061
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LA 157-5864

Los Angeles Indices were negative for the name

The following sources were checked on the dates b7C
shown with negative results in an effort to further identify

Los Angeles Police Department
"

- 12/4/70

Los Angeles Sheriff's Office
12/4/70

Computer Credit Corporation
12/4/70
12/10/70

Utilities check ~
12/7/70

Traffic Violations Bureau —
12/3/70

On 12/10/70, a r eo-t^ecjc of the records of the f

I
provided arrest record No. ^

I in the name of the captioned individual. The
arrest record contained the following information:

Sex
Race
Age
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Scars -and Marks

Characteristics

b6
b7C

- 2---

Occupat ion





as follows
On 1/28/71, the Detroit Office of the FBI advised

On 1/7/71, a review of records at the Detroit City
Bureau of Vital Statistics, City-County Building, Detroit,
Michigan, revealed no record on the subject.

On 1/7/71, 1 I Clerk, Wayne
County Bureau of Vlta-1 Statistics, advised their records
did not reflect the subject's birth. She further advised that,
if the subject was born out of wedlock or was adopted, his
records would be on file at Lansing, Michigan.

On 1/18/71, an inquiry through Michigan State Law
Enforcement Information Network (LEIN) revealed no record
of the subject in its files on vehicle or license informa-
tion.

b6
b7C

On 2/5.
vlded a copy of

the Sacramento Office of the FBI

The following investigation was conducted at
Sacramento, California:

On 1/22/71, 1 Drive's License
Section, EMV, advised that a check of their records revealed



u

On 1/26/71. 1 I
Division of Regis-

tration, DMV, advised that a check of their records failed
to reveal any vehicles registered to the subject under his
true name or any of his known aliases.

A check of boat registrations at the IMV failed
to reveal any boats registered to the subject under his true
name or any of his known aliases.

LEAD

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES, CAUFORNIA ; Will report results
of further' inquiry at Lansing, Michiga-n, and will endeavor
to further establish the exact nature and degree of asso-
ciation of the subject with the BPP.

-_5
'
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L ftid feuss tlie Jdes of March rth his
Uttle gppd. flowhver, John hfeSchell’s

^Pg^ee Dept., fresfippt, of.soothsaye*s,, is more cautious! It has its eye
, ©a ®mcH 12 whpn, the -iiapk Panthers’ Idinister of Defense,. Supreme
vommander, Huey - Newton, comes up for retrial on chaises of

: miudenng an Dsakl^f oop,

^**
^*^ *^ ito

,
there is vigilance. Supreme Coinmander

liewten has atnysticism which worries his followers, riddles
Sted ch|^ -formerly powerful lieutenants, iriale and fefpale,

yi»«mheispurgi]^mihasse. '

!j,2
There’g a weirahess about his aerie, which until

6
y has been A.post $660 a mrihlh lake-view

f
\

ent r^lete with expensive furniture, a
isly expensive TV ;seh a white mink rug and W
tP' matehi This; Haey Newton has called his W
e*’-$ii4'he had advised his 'Visitors to remove \i^-

thehrsSiOes before entering.
'

'

This mysticism has led the Minister of Defense to
beMeye he ' sodh ^ to live on “air and 7/^
moisture in the, atmosphere-” He believes he can ynll
himself to sleep only two nights a week and devote himself to his party
With no regard for women or the traditional 'amenities, though for the
mojneHt he hasnot locked th'ehabits.

*

Young Newton is considerably disturbed by the defection of
^Connie”, the mysterious internation o'peratLve who directed the
party’s activity in Scandinavia, France and Algeria Where she was close
to the self-exiled Minister of Information, Eldridge Cleaver. When Mrs.
.%thleeH Cleaver, disrupted .that, relationship, Cohnie Matthews, a

haitfonaj, flew to the U,S., became Huey Newton’s- persohal
^i^:(feator, Executive secretary and aide-de-camp. However, she met
.^ohael Tabor, 'a New York Tanther leader, and married him — but not
^fote she departed w^ most of Huey Newton’s personal papers. This
%^t him. Since tfren!;he has been expelling key members of the Black
-'"bm' Pant/ mefuding the Tabors and his former Deputy

Ster of Defensc^^tmer (Gerommo) Pratt and most ;,he New York-!
command, ndw’nn tjiai thwc,
“"^^o^, Sup*|iBe-<&^j»awder Wewlon has cut Jdjnister of

intej^Ual

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Sullivan...

Mr. Mohr...

Mr. Bi.'^h^p

Mr. Brennan
Mr. Cailahari_

Mr. Ce.'snar

Mr. Conrad
i ff. T'- h ly

Jlv. Bnit

:

. G;-le

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavei

Mr. AValters

Tele. Room
M.ss H tints

Miss Gandy

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)

4 DAILY MIRROR

b6
bVC

:.y p, 1
'

'

Lie: 3/5/71
Edition:

Author:

Editor: EVERETT WALKER
Title: .

i/>S'-\Lki>yd 9
NOT R

MAI

Classification:

iSnllSTi Office: NYO

[ I
BeJri^Investlgated

57 MARl'9 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^^”’^'^****

DATE_>h®lfen RySPSolpfvxS



I
What now concerns Justice Dept, authorities is that this n^sti^egSias

a new militarism. Tlie party still has an effective-inner

operation, quite heavily financed. The Justice Dept.’s Internal Security

Division ha? just begun to organize for surveillance aod^couoteraction ^

on this revolutionary front, and others-tq<R As^ D.S. Attorney-
General Robert Mardian, this section’s cli@,;

litigation unit under Guy Goodwin, to go head-huntthg-i^ jmfelraw^ill
not use a dragnet on the Panthers or any other revolutionary

organization. But it will attempt to make certain that no self-styled

urban guerrillas violate the law, be they black or white. Panther or

I

Weatherman.
What intrigues tlie Justice Dept, officials is the jnooey- available

outside “the temple.”' It flows into headquarters in globs, by the scores

of thousands of^pHars. ' r
. » - ,

' “

Certairtlyr theife' ^ arey those } who -'believe"' themselves ' to 'be .-civil

libertarians 7- such as Leonard Bernstein,7Con»poser and conductor, who
once ,prerfge<i,the».Panth'eis the. income frofti a .single’ concert -(Jn-f^^

figures). This .came after some $10,000 "was rai^cf at' the now-farhed

party in his Park Ave. duplex. Also ;^me $20,000_' flowed in from
another wealthy New Yorker, and a movie‘pro.dUcer also did hiskbR.-

-But what most..fa%:inated the probers is some.$17.,00.0 whiehi when
lart heard from,- was on its way in from Peking, China. First, word of

tins bundle came from- a Frank Coe who, until recently at least, lived at

(me T^ia Chi: Chang, Peking, China. '. I

'-J So happens Mr. Coe js mighty knowledgeable about money;- He once I
- 'TOlked. for the D.S. Treasury Dept.' Aiad he was accused,under by 1

witness of being - a member of sometluhg called thp “SilVeritf^stpr
*

(espionage) ring,”^ When Mr. Coe -iras questioned,., under oath abbbt-- -

membership in the Communist Pa^r he-topkitlleF^p^
Now he turns up in Maoist- Ghiha. Hfs niessage to-th^ll¥',- which came
mpstotthe way by mdiogramy ^id^v

‘^^ish send you and Bufey Newton about $17,000 from estate^of late

Anna Louise Strong. Cable me coHect address for receiving check and
copy of her will of which I am executor. . y :

'

This came on May 7 , 1870 — almost exactly 15 years after Mr. Coe
looked so hurt on the federal v^tni^ stand oyer hiferenees he knew

'

anything about the Comntunisfworid, the apparat or' espionage. Now
,he’s one of Mainland China’s Ameriemi specialists, -i

Do pause for aimoment to reci^ all the’ abuse heaped on -those Who
did believe that Mr-. Coe’s heart belonged tet,Maos.or S.tdlia.aHd had^e

which is -also conQ^edloveruiban guerrilla threats to'^dispitke^rtain

key industrial prdhuclfon, infiltrate the emerging working cjass,^h(>mh

communications and pipelines. while this natioh is bO^Cd do^yin
Indb-China.

'
-

. <
'y'!;'

But the U.S. should fare better than CJaesar. It has a computer, hot a

soothsayer with which to confront the Ides of March. n
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFWSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cleveland, Ohio

March 5$ 1971

CONFIDENTIAL

HUEY P. NF^JTON

The National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF) is
the organizing arm of the Black Panther Party (EPP);
See appendix.

On Feburary 19, 1971, CV T-1, a source vjho has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that three officers and
one other member of the Toledo, Ohio, NCCF of the BPP will travel
to Chicago in February 24, 1971, via automobile in connection with
the appearance of HUEY P. NEWTON, national leader of the BPP.

CV T~1 advised that those traveling to Chicago included
I NCCF, Toledo

Chapter; I I NCCF , Toledo :::hapter; ; |

I NCCF. Toledo Chapter;
NCCF, Toledo Chapter.

y
A fifth individual,' belieWd' by sourbe to^ej

I a member of the EPP, Chicago, Illinois, will return to
Chicago with the above m-erabers of the Toledo Chapter.

b6
b7C

b6
CV T-1 further advis ed that the above mentioned 'hlZ

individuals with the exception | [plan to return to
Toledo from Chicago via automobile on March 1, 1971.

On March 1, 1971, this same source advised that for
reasons unknown, the above group from the Toledo, Ohio, NCCF
did not travel to Chicago, Illinois, for NEWTON ’s appearance
as had been previously planned.

D3 L A 5 T F T rD G

o

KuIFT'" , r C

P ( S^C> \ pwv? *

G^tOTp 1
Excluded fVoin automat io"
dovwyi'radiiA and



STU-

NR 006 NH CQDE
SfENT

9:05 2/25/71 RG

FEDERAL' BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMIMUISIICATIONS SECTION

FEB 2 51971

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429),

SAC, BOSTON

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SAC, NEW YORK.

SAC, NEW HAVEN (157-1031) (P)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP. TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIbi/,

CHARLES R. GARRY. RM-BPP.

AND REQUESTED BPP LITERATURE

END PAGE ONE

3/^A/

g5MAIl29

FIRST SOURCE RELIABLE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT CljftERINjS,

^^RABACK , ATTORNEY FOR ERICKA HU.G.G1NS , BPP , NEW

1 BPP IN NEW HAVEN. RQRABACK ADVISO \

. ^r=r-- ' ^rr .1

.

t-i tn ir» fct r?» T •r ^ ^ IT A 13 A K! r* 17

CONTACT WITH

SHE WOULD BE TRAVELING TO BOSTON, MASS.^J^^ENEFIT aFpOTANCE

RORABACK WILL SPEAK

CONCERNING "WOMEN AS POLITICAL PRISONERS" AND STATED THAT THEY

/'

i

''''

are EXPECTING A LARGE CROWD IN BOSTON. RORABACK WAS ADVISED BY

ItHAT THEY HAVE SEVERAL COPIES OF A PUBLICATION CALLED

•BROADSIDE", FOR DISTRIBUTION IN BOSTON. /

'

RORABACK STATED THAT H04^&8fe^LD BE SPONSbPED BY THE

/ /2)



PAGE TWO

NH (157-1051)

COMMITTEE TO FREE ANGELA DAVIS, THE AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE

COMMITTEE AND THE WOMENS INTERNATIONAL LEAGl^ FOR PEACE.

THIS SOURCE ALSO ADVISED THAT WAS TRAVELING
CO^/A/, b7C

TO NYC THIS DATE FOR AN IMPORTANT MEETING IN NEW YORK TONIGHT,

CONCERNING MASSIVE RALLY SCHEDULED FOR MARCH THIRTEEN. SOURCE

OBTAINED NO ADDITIONAL DETAILS RE THIS.

A SECOND SOURCE RELIABLE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT ATTORNEY

CHARLES GARRY HAS NOT BEEN OBSERVED IN NEW HAVEN SUPERIOR

COURT THIS DATE BUT WAS REPRESENTED BY HIS ASSISTANT,

ATTORNEY DAVID^tOSEN. THIS SOURCE STATED THAT COURT PRO-

CEEDINGS ARE BEING HELD OVER UNTIL MONDAY, MARCH ONE NEXT.

SOURCE ALSO ADVISED THAT CHARLES GARRY REPORTEDLY HAD "BUSINESS

OUT OF TOWN" THIS WEEKEND.

ADMINisTRATIVE;

RE NEW HAVEN TELEPHONE CALLS TO BOSTON AND NEW YORK THIS

DATE AND SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE DATED FEBRUARY TWENTYFOUR LAST.

FIRST SOURCE IS

SECOND SOURCE IS

b2
b6
b7C

FOR INFO BOSTON, PRETEXT CALLS MADE IN NEW HAVEN THIS

iAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SH (15 7- 1031)

/ bate to residence and office of attorney GARRY FAILED TO

REFLECT HIS APPEARANCE IN NEW HAVEN THIS DATE.

BOSTON WILL BE ALERT FOR ARRIVAL OF GARRY IN THAT CITY

AND ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE IF GARRY AND RORABACK WILL BE TOGETHER

FOR ABOVE MENTIONED SPEECHES.

NEW YORK WILL BE ALERT FOR "IMPORTANT MEETING” WITH

(IT IS NOTED THAT THE BPP IN NEW HAVEN IS PLANNING
b7C

A BPP RALLY IN DEFENSE OF BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS

ON march thirteen next.)

NEW HAVEN WILL CONTINUE EFFORTS TO VERIFY PRESENT

WHEREABOUTS OF GARRY.

•NEW HAVEN WILL ALSO CONTINUE EFFORTS TO DETERMINE EXACT

TIME AND PLACE OF RORABACK 'S SPEECH. LOCAL AGENCIES AWARE.

NO LHM TO FOLLOW.

END

/
EBM FBI WA CLR



flDERAL BUREAU OF WtVWTWi^

COMMUNICATIONS SECTi'

iViAK 1 2 1971^

TELEXiCPE

NR 010 PLAIN

513 PM ySITEL 3/l2/n MCC

TO DIBECTOR (105-I653i^

FROm/sAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Tolson ^ r
Mr. Sullivan I

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.Brennand^affl

Mr. Callahan_3P|

Mr. Casper —
Mr. Conrad

—

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Pelt —
Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen.

Mr. Tavel

1 Mr. Walters

I Mr. Soyars

\ Tele, Roohl

\ Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy—

—

’ - rtM DM - R°P * TREASON (KBE)*
HUEY P- NEWTON, RM - B. . ,

me."

ON APPEftSEB IN AtAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT,

NEVITON APPE
morning of march twelve b7C

EPARTMENT five, OAaANO, CAL
•

tbtiL HEARING ) (i

instant, for hearing on oate for setting re-trial.
/

i

continued until APRIL TWELVE NEXT. I

and hold

r-

aM

- »iMK IT 1371 I

: f;n ‘i
19'7

all information CONTAiNW^^,

herein is UNCLASSlFTED'^ft



TprrtoNAi. rortM no. to

^AY 1032 CDITION
rrMR (41 CFTt) lONIf.t

UNITED STATES GOWJ^MENT

Memorandum
TO ©IRECTOR, FBI date: 2/26/71

Upu -.SAC, LOS ANGELES

SllBJECI

M - BPP

b6
b7C

Re Los Angeles airtel and letterhead memorandum
to the Bureau dated 10/29/70 (Buflle 157-185^ and Los
Angeles file 157-5552), entitled HUEY PERCY^WTON, RM-
BPP.

The captioned individual is the registered own er
of a vehicle which was seen parked at

An ;unkriown individual vTas

seen to leave
| I

vehicTe and enter I I

that address which is occupied by I land is
the location where HUEY NEV/TON and [were
staying on 10/27/70.

'

Los Angeles indices were negative regarding the
captioned individual, ^

The vehicle which was mentioned above was a 1964
Cadillac bearing California license

l |
which,

according to the Department of Motor Vehicles. State of
California, was registered to|

California.

The following agencies were checked on the dates
shown with negative results in an effort to further identify

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Los Angeles Police Department
12/4/70 ^
Los Angeles Sheriff's Office
12/4/70

^^ -S~~ 7 —

a^neau (RM)/a:s--/«tfV>-7

3 - San P’ranclsco (Pul)

3 - Los Angeles ;r\v ' »

(1 - 157-5552py^
CRD/vJh

_(?) \

>971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN iS UNCLASSIFIED'-''’*^'
'

Buy US. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

21072

.



LA 157-5866

Computer Credit Corporation
12/4/70

Traffic Violations Bureau
12/4/70

Utilities checks
12/8/70

Voter Registration
12/3/70

b2

b7 D
12/3/70

On 2/10/71, the Sacramento Office of the FBI pro-
vided the following information:

On 1/6/71, a check of registration records at
the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) through the Cali-
fornia Law Enforcement Teletype System revealed Cali-
fornia licens d I registered I I to a 1Q64
Cadillac. VINl

[

California.

On 1/22/71.r I Division of Regis-
tration, KiV, advised that a further check of their records
fa iled to reveal anv other vehicles registered in the name

I

On 1/29/7

i

J Driver's License
Section, EMV, advised a check of their records failed to
reveal any California driver's license having been Issued
in the name of

LEAD

b6
b7C

b 6

b 7 C

SAN FRANCISCO

AT CALIFORNT

A

; VJlll conduct aoDroDriate
background~and agency checks to further Identify

I
Cali forni.a.

- 2 -



cpfO

(105-165429)S^^^AGO (157-3765) (P)

H?iP5r-1^iiStCY newton, aka
RM-BPP; TREASON“ -^TTV nTrtng TfYTpRMTgT)
(00 : SF) — —

date:

for the Bureau are 11 copies of an
taped monitoring of an appearance by

Hiiii ’TfTd^jEifc Q station WVON, Chicago, on ^
^gg^^^P||||^^^^^1971

,
Two copies of the LHM are enclosed

The source utilized in the enclosed LHM }32_ ipj a highly confidential and reliable

K!4-v^fe^^^^;enclosed LHM is classified ^oSJ^bde-iitSaT^
contained therein could reasonably result '*

*ii xlife fa^^iTil'ication of a source of continuing value anq
compromise future effectiveness thereof,

The monitoring and taping of the interview of b6
^^-JEEWTON was by SE

| I The original b7C
in 157 -37 65- IB 1

.

^ V ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN^,

IS UNCLASSIflED^®^

oatlWsI-BY S£5C^

Bureau (Ends, 11)'^^^^^
2 - San Francisco (Ends, 2)2 - San Francisco (Ends, 2) (157-1203)
1 - Chicago
CES/lac ^

22 1971

/ J cc ^ .

AeSvCYt
D£?7i i£'^:ran.7fD,'iDiu,‘gr

BOWFOKW: /f/s t

PATS F0:n?.,

^ hQQ Bonds Kegularly on the Bayfoil Savings Plan ifsig.



In Reply, Please Rf^er to

File No.
157-3765

MTED STATES DEPARTMENT d^usUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

MAR 1 9 197t
CONFIDENTIAL

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On February 19, 1971, a source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that
Huey P. Newton, Supreme Commander and Minister of Defense
of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

,
was to appear that

night on ’’Hot Line”, a radio discussion program sponsored
by radio station WVON, Chicago. Wesley;K|outh is the
moderator of "Hot Line". ^

. ' i -

r

,

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is described
on the appendix page attached hereto.

The following is a transcript of "Hot Line",
February 19, 1971.

DFCLASSIFIEO
OwvS

CONTTOEOTIAL
Exc lu(^d from
autom^tVc downgrading
and declassification

This document contains neither recommendations
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VOICE; ...Hot Line, are not necessarily
those of the nianagement of WVON
or the participating sponsors.
(Miisic) Hot Line. A program
of public comment. A program
where you voice your opinions and
ask the questions of our Hot Line
guests. And now, Wesley South
and Hot Line . (Music) ^

WESLEY SOUTH: My name is Wesley South and this
is the Hot Line, a program of
public comment , a program where
you may voice your opinion or
ask the questions of our guests
and you do that by dialing
our (incoherent) . And we
have been announcing it all
day, and the last four or five
days, that Huey Newton would be
our guest. We understand that
he is in tov/n and ah, 1 can
understand that he is very much
in demand and possibly he is
on his way here, we hope so.
We called the Headquarters, cthe
Black Panther Headquarters here
just, oh, maybe seven minutes
ago, and they say, well he*s
supposed to be there, and.. they
did not know why he was not here.
So, we are, should I say stuck
at this point without a guest.
We cancelled our other guest who
was going to be here in order to
provide a, a spot for Huey Newton.
He will be at the Coliseum, inci-
dentally on Sunday. And so if
you don't hear him here tonight,
you can hear him at the Coliseum
Sunday. So, since we don't have
anything planned, since many of you

tv
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out there do have quite a bit
that you would like to ah, discuss,
then there’s only one thing
for us to do, ajid that’s to
resort to what we call our grab-
bag, Unfortunately, and I say
unfortunately again, we don’t have
anyone to answer our telephones,
so consequently you just have to
let the telephone ring, until I

answer it. Now, we will have what
we call the grab-bag, and that’s
where you’re allowed to call in
until, well, and make any comment that
you feel would be of interest to our
community, and from what I understand
there are many of you out there who
have something to say. Now we ask
you that I hope that I don't have
to say it again, I’ve been saying this
for eight y<jars, but I have to say
it each time so I guess I'd better
become accustom to it, and that is
you’ve got to turn off your radio,
when you and I are connected.
I mean turn it off, not down, because
we're on a ^3ix-second delay. That
means what you are hearing right at
the instant that you hear it, was
actually spoken six seconds ago.
And that means that ah, we cannot ah,
allow anyone to be ah, to come in
without that. The FCC regulations
say that when we have this type of
show, we must have a ah, delay in
order to prevent any obscenities,
from going out over the air. Now
there are occasionally when there
are a few youngsters and surprisingly
quite a few elderly as well, middle
age people, ptt least adults, who try
to get something obscene through.
Am; usually, not always, but usually,
when you hear ah, some dead air On
one of these programs, whether it’s
mxuii, Ben Sanders (ph) on WDEE, or



#

UNIDENTIFIED MALE:
(Calling into radio
station)

SOUTH:
UM:

SOUTH:
UM:

SOUTH:

UM:
SOUTH:
UM:
SOUTH:

UM:
SOUTH:

any of the other stations, it’s
indicative that someone has said
something, had said something
that is ah, well, objectionable,
and quite likely it’s obscene.
So, we ask you to dial us, keep
your comments as brief as possible.
You hear someone make the comment
that you h..were about to make,
please hang up because as right
now, all of our phones are busy.

(Portion of program not cut as it was
not pertinent.)

....so I said well how long would
it take to check out about the gun.
An* he said until tomorrow. An
I said . .

.

Uh-huh.
. . .why so long? He said cause we
have our reasons, that’s the way
we do things.
Uh-hmm.
So finally, anyway, about around
twelve thirty, one of em told me
say, ah, well you can get out on
bond. And 1 asked him how much
my bond was . .

.

Wait now, (incoherent)
You reared, the.. I’m talkin about
the little girl now that they’d
accused you of raping.
Right.
Ah, s. .you' raised her from a baby.
Right.
And you have thr..two other
children of your own, you and this,
and ah, your wife, which you say is
your common-law wife.
Right.
Uh, all right. Now, I’ll tell you
what. We have our guest in the



UM:
SOUTH:

UM:
SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

studio, I*d like, th.. your wife
I (incoherent), she*s in the
hospital, I didn’t say what hospital,
she has a telephone at her bed,
and I spoke with her, and ah,
she’s on the line also. She’s
listenin’. You’re both there..
Right

.

And I will, ah, talk with you
about this, though, ah you..l
told you to get a lawyer, you have
a lawyer, and ah, we’ll talk about
this one day next week, okay?
Okay, fine.
Yeah, okay. Oh, a, just a moment,
ah, (incoherent) just a moment, hold
on. Just a minute. Ah... just a
minute, hold on. Ah, now if you’ll
put this on here, an’ you can hear,
same thing I’m hearing. Ah, you have
we have Huey Newton sitting in the
ah... now, if you talk right into that,
(incoherent).. Now what.. What did
you say just a, a moment ago?
Ah, I would like ah for the ah
sisters, ah..
Sisters and brothers.
Ah, sisters and brothers, to ah,
report these ah, ah tragedy ah
this murder, ah, ah to the ah
Black panther party, ah at nine
two four, ah six nine seven, ah
five. Ah, the address is fortytwo
thirtythree Indiana Street, ah, in
Chicago, is our, our local branch
here, our state branch. Report it
to ah, ah Bob Rush, ah who is the
companion of Fred Hampton who was
murdered ah fourteen months and
fifteen days ago. So he can sympa..
not only sympathize with us, but
identify with you, and that we’ll

5



do everything possible to
mobilize the community against
the abusive and the
brutal authority who are responsible
for it.

SOUTH ; Okay?
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE; Okay.
(Calling into radio
station)
SOUTH: And we’ll talk with you next

week.
UF: All right, thank you.
SOUTH: Sure. Good night.

Well, (stumbles over words) we’re
hanging up now. Thanks for calling.

UM: Okay, thank you very much.
SOUTH: Now, ladies and gentlemen, our

guest has arrived, ah, we’re gonna
take an exti*a three or four minutes
tonight, and ah, let’s stop here
for a message, that’s our final
message, th«in we’ll be back in just...
we have one more, is that right?
Good.
(Commercial)

SOUTH: And our telephone number, five nine
one, five four hundred.
Well, we have our guest here tonight.
And that’s ah, Huey Newton.
(Incoherent)
Now, what are you doing in Chicago?

NEWTON: Ah, I came to Chicago, to ah, first
of all, ah thank the people for my
release ah from prison because I

would not be out of prison and ah to
say the least that ah, not only out
of prison, but ah, I would not have
lived the gas chamber, ah in California,
ah if it had not been for the power
of the people, ah demonstrative their
interest in my case

,
and the ah kind

of attention given to me, and I would
like to um, ah to thank them, and I
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SOUTH;
NEWTON;
SOUTH;

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH;

NEWTON;

know that the words are of little
value, to ah, when one tries to
express such a, a, ah emotion
(incoherent) are a value of life.
I would like to say ah without
words, ah, because words aren’t
sufficient, I would like to say, ah,
thank you. And, of course, the
Party itself will demonstrate our
thanks, ah to you by programs.
A life was given to me, and ah
we intend to preserve the rights
of the people, and eventually
ah, ah do things that will accomplish
our necessary transformation so that
life will be guarenteed, and then
we’ll, we’ll not have ah, the need
for a, ah survival program such as
our ten-point ah program, which is
no more than their ah, a survival
kit.
(incoherent)
I wa.

.

1,1 know it was in California,
which prison was it?
1 was imprisoned at ah
(incoherent)

.

Uh-hmm.
Ah, ah, whit'.h is called the ah
California, ah Penal Colony for
Men, and ah, I stayed there for
approximately two years. Ah, I

was in the County Jail prior to
my trial for one year, and ah,
so it was a total of ah, ah really
ah, just about three years, short
of about two months.
What was the charge that they had
you on?
Ah, I was tried ah for first degree
murder, and the ah, ah jury, ah who
were a very unenlightened, and who were
ah engineered by the state ^ ah,

7



prosecutor, and all of his ah
bombastic ah ah strategy ah
that's based upon the (incoherent)
ah, they ah (incoherent) the
(incoherent) obsurdities of what
he was saying ah it was a compromise
verdict, ah (incoherent),
ah they didn't release me as I

should have been, ah, but they
sent me to prison for fifteen
years.

SOUTH: That was a policeman, wasn't it?
NEWTON: Ah, yes, I was accused of ah

killing ah, one of the
(incoherent) who occupy our
community as a foreign troop
occupies a territory, and a
the community, ah, clearly issued
a mandate to the state, saying
that we will not tolerate the
kind of indecencies that you are
attempting to ah inflict upon ah
this individual. And ah I would
like to empliasize that what this
individual, because it could have
been anyone, it just was a
coincidence that ah, at that time
I was head of the
Black I^nther Party, ah, that
ah lovely people and that have
ah instituted programs ah
demonstrating their concern for
the people generally.

SOUTH; Don't you believe that it's,
that ah because you were Huey P.
Newton, and because you were one of
the top officials in the Black
panther Party, this could have been
one of the reasons that you were
arrested, and ah that they were so
severe with you, and if it had been
anyone else, yes, but I mean, what,
didn't they make a special effort to
(incoherent) of your activities?
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NEWTON;

SOUTH:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON;

Ah, I would agree with that, ah,
because the established order
has always feared the Black Panther
Party because they have the interests
of the people at heart. Uh, but,
it, and the ah, same ah ah vain
ah the people ah, would not ah
tolerate ah the state murdering
me, ah because of the love that
they have for the Party. And ah
of course, that the Party is a
very small thing, a very small
(incoherent) compared to the kind
of ah, ah sacrifices that have been
made for our history, and ah, I

would like to ah, ah, ask the
people to grow in their concern
so that there'll be concern by
each ah individual that's done
an injustice by the state.
You'll be at the Coliseum on
Sunday, (incoherent) er, what
time is that? Two PM?
Two PM.
And you'll be ah, is there any
particular program that, or
would you just be the only speaker there?
Ah, as far as 1 know, tha.t ah,
I am the only speaker, ah..
Yes, you're the main speaker.
Ah, the main sjjeaker, of course,
is Bob Rush. He was the ah
ah Chairman ah of the ah Chicago
ah f..I*m sorry, it’s ah, I,

sometimes I mix up the ah the
rank and file order ah Bob Rush
is the Deputy Minister of Defense
of the ah Chicago Chapter, will
speak. And there might be other
speakers.
Uh-hmm

.

Ah, b..in fact, there aren't
any guest speakers.
I see. Ah, do you .. .eh. .how
old are you?
Ah, I'm twentynine just two days



SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON

:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

ago, February seventeenth is my
birthday. This is my last year
of being a teenager. 1*11 be
a, I, an adult next year, (chuckles)
You won’t, you won’t be a boy
to ah.

.

No.
(incoherent)
No, I’ll be thirty, so ah.,
(incoherent)
I will bridge the ga . .generation
gap, ya know. If I can hold on ah
to my youth, as well as ah the ah
foresight of the adult perhaps
I’ll be in a position to c.. really
contribute something.
You were one of the original
organizers of the ah Black Panther
party, weren’t you?
Ah, yes, I was the founder of the
ah Black Panther Party...
(incoherent)
Ah, and Bobby Seale is the co-fonij)-
founder iof the Black Panther Party

.

How about Eldridge Cleaver?
Eldrifige Cleaver joined the Black
Panther Party after he was released
from prison, but this was about six
months after the Party started.
I see. So you are the founder.
Bobby Seale is the co-founder.
Yes.
I wonder if you would tell us
how you happened to ah form it,
why you fonaed it

,
and how did

you have been able to keep the
very small group of people close
to you and dedicated to
(incoherent) It was nineteen
Sixtysix, wsisn’t it? Almost
five years.
Yes, October nineteen sixtysix.
Ah. First, off, I would like to
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clarify that, ah, it is not a
question of keepinga saiall group
of people who ah, ah, ah close
to you, and ah it is the fact
that the Black Panther Party and
its love of the people ah generally,
the oppressed people. Ah, as far
the organization, it*s alsvanguard
group, and by that I mean sphere-head (ph)
necessarily in a small cadre.

_ But (incohereat) of course,
(incoherent) which is much
(incoherent) and I lacked ah,
ah supplies of force in this
sphere. Ah, in the (incoherent)
of the Black Panther Party, we
had a love of the people as part
of the people and that’s the
force behind the vanguard, or the
small cadre. Ah, we have fortyfour
chapters and branches and ah
in ah approximately thirty states.
Ah, we have seven ah branches, and
ah, and ah, what we called our
Intercommunal (ph) Section in ah
seven countries. Ah, so we ah
have a great influence, and we
judge our success on the basis
of ah how much influence we have
upon the people and the influence
that we attempt to get, is an
area of enlightening or ah bringing
about racial conscious. So the
people ah will ah exercise their
power and therefore gain their
just deserves which is control
everything in the universe.

SOUTH; How did you eh.. we..How did you
organize and why (incoherent)
come about? I mean, I*d like to
get (incoherent) . I think ya
didn’t just come out and say
one day we’re gonna, ah maybe ya
did (incoherent) organize the
Party, the Black Panther Party.
Eh, w. .would ya take it through.

.

NEWTON: No, I..

I

would like to say that.



but I*m not so arrogant that I

think that the history of the
black resistance to oppression,
ah is responsible for the Black Panther.
Party. That ah ah the Party ah
was formed in October of sixtysix
and ah nineteen fiftynine, nineteen
fiftyeight, that I was a member of
the MAACP, and ah later CORE
and ah in nineteen sixty ah a
member of ah^ not a member
but I associated with ah, the
Muslims. And ah with the RAM,
Revolutionary Action Movement.
Ah, I was associated with
(incoherent) labor, and Socialist
Workers Party. And ah was
frustrated with all of them.

SOUTH: Uh-hmm.
NEWTON : Because ah .

.

SOUTH: This was just a natural outgrowth
. of the ah,

.

NEWTON: I think that ah th..the Party
itself ah ah ah synthesized
ah the total ah contribution
that's been made historically.
Ah, so therefore I have great
respect for al,.ah..for all
of those who contributed. Even
though I might have great
criticism of many, but I will not
deny his contribution, ah, his
contribution might have been a
negative thing, but even that ah
was a positive ah contribution
to the Party because at least
we knew what not to do.

SOUTH: You said something a moment ago
about you had fortyfour different
ah units in the ah (inaudible)

NEWTON: (incoherent) ...or cadre groups.
SOUTH: Yeah, Ah, we read in the paper

here not too long ago that ah
you were closing some and going
underground, is this correct or incorrect?

NEWTON: Ah, no, ah, and even if we were
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going underground, that I wouldn't
admit it here. Ah, I will say that
our forward, progressive chapters
are still functioning. We're anti -
cipating more opening up because
we thing that's necessary before
anyone goes underground, if you ever
go underground, ah, you must first
ah make an impact above ground so
that people will at least recognize
and lend their receptive ear to the
kind of ah educational things.

SOUTH: You didn't, you didn't make the
statement, (incoherent) statement
that you're going underground.

NEWTON; No, no, no. But I..

I

think it's
not enough just to say there was
a, that statement because ah, it's
not that I'd denouncing any
underground action, it's just that
ah, I do..

SOUTH: Certain things have to be done before
you do go underground

.

NEWTON: i Ah, yea, we also have to have a life-
line and a vein ah, that ah will
ah connect ah the above-ground with
the underground. Ah,

SOUTH; Uh-hmm.
NEWTON: If you do not have that, fhen the

underground is not only underground
but it's buried, and you're . .you 're
above-ground without a strategy
that's secret is ah somewhat ah
impotent

.

SOUTH: Ah, one other thing. I noticed that
that ah many of the (incoherent) in that
group, many of us were older. We
look at many of the people who are
in your organization, and we often
wonder, at least I often wonder, and
I've heard some of the other.. my
contemporaries say the same, why do
you ah, advertise what you're going
to do

, like really puts you on the
spot. I've heard you say the

13
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NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON;
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON

:

SOUTH

;

NEWTON;

SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

SOUTH;
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

the, I heard, ah, some of the
other members of your organization
say that the power of the, what
is it, revolution coming out of a
gun, what, what’s the..
Ah, i..it*s probably the quote
of, of the chairman..
MAO Tse~tung, yes.
Ah, that says political power
grows through the barrel of a

gun

.

Yes. All right..
And you know the people, I would
like to add something. I always
have to clarify that statement.
Yes.
Ah, what I have to say, cause
may because Americans generally
and b.. black people in particular
ah did not ah ah study and under-
stand thoroughly, especially the
English language.
Uh-hmm.
And 1 can understand ah being dis..
Well, how about..
Being disillusioned with it. But
understand . that .

.

That wasn’t what my question w..
No, no, no. Your, your question
was and ah was based that statement
Yeah.
But I doubt if you understand
that statement, and maybe you
do

,
but I say .

.

Uh-huh.
..generally, people don^t.
Yeah. I understand.
In other words, now may I explain
it .

'

I don’t need it.
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NEWTON

:

i

All right. Political power grows
through the barrel of a gun with
emphasis upon grows, it is not
there by accident. Ah, the Black
Panther Party adds political power
grows through the barrel of a gun,
but it cultivates and th..c the
ownership and the control of the land
and the institutions thereon. So
then, ah, the other statement by
the chairman is not in contradiction,
(incoherent) we're advocates of
the abolition of war. We do not
want war, that ah war is abolished
through war, in order to get rid
of a gun, ah, it sometimes becomes
necessary to pick up the gun. So
our main emphasis is to become
disarmed, to disarm man so that
he will not mutually slaughter
each other. But, ah, we will not
be ah, ah mysticists

,
and ah deal

in idealism, where we will say
that ah, in spite of, of people
taking !Our head with the sword,
that we will never defend ourselves.
We said we will defend ourselves,
but we will also weep, ah, for
our trans. .ah. .gressor V ,

because he
is only an ignorant, ah, unenlightened
Homo sapien. So, we ah, ah want to
ah ah change or bring about the
transformation of (incoherent)
because our great feeling of love
ah, for people. Ah, we have (incoherent)
love we know that only people of
dignity can love each other.
(incoherent) dignity could not
love another who's on a high level
than the person who's maintained his.
manhood. So in order for us to
truly love each other, we say that
we will maintain our dignity. This.. if
you attempt to take it away in the
name of love, we will (incoherent)
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that we have to hurt you to do so,
but we will hurt you that you will
weep because the death of any man
diminishes us. But, at the same
time, that we know that we must
preserve sanity because we believe
we*re sane,, and ah we must not
let the madman run amuck and cause
the bloodshed that he's been doing
for the last four hundred years.

SOUTH: Now..
NEWTON: I'm sorry for being so long-winded.
SOUTH: Yeah. What I was..my question was

ah..Well, let me ah go and ask
another question first. It has
been ah attributed to the Black
Panther Party that they, if they
have to, if they must, they would
resort to guerrilla warfare. This
is one of the reasons why they.. am
I right there? I.. in order to
protect the people

.

NEWTON: Ah..
SOUTH: ..And to protect themselves.
NEWTON: Yeah, I, I thing that's the wrong

word, but ah..
SOUTH; I though^, I thought I was using

the right word that I had heard.
NEWTON: Well, sometimes we use the wrong

word.
SOUTH; Oh, I see.
NEWTON: Ah, but ah, we will use the strategy

that's effective
,
sufficient

,
and

necessary. And ah, if that strategy
happens to be guerrilla warfare,
which I \think guerrilla warfare
would not work in this qountry
because that ah very clear military
strategy. Ah, ah this country will
(incoherent) because of our whole
different composition of conditions,
it will require a whole new creative
set of strategy and tactics. But,
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SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

ah, what I would like to say is
this. Is that ah, as far as
we're concerned that our.,
(interrupting) Wait, I (garbled)
let me ask you..
Ah. .telegraphing, ya hafta have
a station break?
No, I want to ask this so you
can answer all that's here.
No, no, no, but, no. First I would
like to add to this then.
Okay.
That.. but as as far as our ah
strategy and broadcasting our
strategy. .

.

Uh-huh

.

In nineteen sixtysix, we walked
around the r.treet armed..
Uh-hmra.
And ah, it made a point because
we know one thing, that black
people because we're powerless
ah cannot call a press conference.
The press hafta call us. And
(stumbles over words) in order
for the press to call us, (clears
throat) we have to do something
that they consider significant,
whether it's positive or negative.
Uh~hmm.
In our case, of course, we could
only offer a negative thing because
we were suffering a negative
reaction from them.
Uh-hmm.
So the main emphasis here, is
usually the tool for the mass media
of communication. This was the
case in nineteen sixtysix of
October

.

Yeah.
So, at first, you do what? You
regain the res.. you gain the
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receptive ear. Secondly, ah
the press will make it very
derogatory, but the victim has
been suffering from the
derogatory ah dealings of the
press all of the time. So he
sees through it. So in effect,
ah, two negatives make the positive,
and two positives make the negative.
So ah we ne.. negate the negation
because the press will make a double
negative when they report it, and
the community will view it as a
positive because I say those people
are outraged, Just as we are.
And ah you speak of a generational
thing, that ah, well (Incoherent)
Ho Chi Min (ph) of Vietnam, the
late Ho Chi Min, Uncle Ho?

SOUTH: Uh-hmm.
NEWTON: Said that it*s perfectly ah,

incorrect to broadcast military
tactics for military reasons.
But it*s perfectly correct to
broadcast military action, or
military strategy for political
reasons. Ah, so ah, you could
Judge what we're doing in that
context. Now, ah, after that time,
after that ah armed kind of
demonstration, there was a real
demonstration because it was
a little more than that. It was
that twilight zone, in between
some real action, but hot yet there.

^ Ah, after we've exhausted that
we've gone onto higher level
because we don't need that any more
because the community is (incoherent)
we are the only party with a
program. That isn't including
all of them.

SOUTH: I have to stop here and say this
is WVON, Cicero. Go right ahead.

mrtairiW'AsTtA*
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NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

All right. Ah, so, what I’m
trying to say, and I won’t
ah be too long-winded that
I’ll say in front of the Coliseum,
and my throat gets sore where
I can’t talk, and I think it would
be a catastrophe for me not to be
able to address ah, the people I

love very (incoherent) in person.
Ah, at least to say thank you
anyway. Ah, what I'm saying is
that what we did in nineteen
sixtysix of October, w. .was no
more than what you did, ah say
ten, twenty years ago, and that
is when you stood up to your boss
now you, a plural, and said that
I would not be treated like a
dirty dog and sleep in a hollowed-
out log, ya see?
Uh-hmm

.

That ah I would rather drink
muddy water, ya see? And ah
you showed your outrage, and
you let your comrades knew,
know it, because..
(Interrupting) Will you, what
we try to do... (both speak simulta-
neously)
Because. .wait for a minute, huh?
Wait.
..take another step.
Wait Just one minute, huh? You
let your comrades know it for
political reasons.
Uh-hmm.
You knew you couldn’t take on
the sheriff and all his dogs
But you also knew that your comrade
was coward. Ya see?
Uh-hmm

.

Because they were, had internalized
that negative identity. But, ah
after you show a certain amount
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of dignity, that ah ah there
were (incoherent) of ah *

dignity and manhood as you
allowed them, and then through
your communica .. through communication
and your fraternal kind of relation-
ship and love. So this is essentially
what the Black Panther Party intends
to do. Now we do not walk around
with guns, but at the same time
we maintain the same policy.. that
if we cannot maintain our manhood
we *11 level the earth trying.: But
this time we will not be sitting
ducks, we will deal with you in a
military way, and I won*t discuss
that here because.it *s incorrect
according to Ho Chi Min (ph)

.

Now, ah you spoke of Ho Chi Min,
you sj)oke of ah Chairman Mao. Ah..
I coulcT sta^rt speak of 0..ah..
(incoherent) or, or, yeah,
Odinga Odlnga (ph) ah, who*s ah
fighting in Kenya ah.

.

Yeah.
. . .for the liberation of the
ah people of Kenya, fighting
the over-reactionary (incoherent)
Ya know revolution ah, is a sort
of ah, ah, strange thing that
ah i.. the basis of it is a struggle
between the old and the new.
(incoherent) was a revolutionist ah
in hSneteen sixtyone, but h6 became
old and ah he tried to consolidate
and hold to his position. So there-
fore, he became reactionary. And
the new Odingo Diga (ph) who is
a relatively a young man, I don’t
think he*s a teenager any more, he*s

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON;



about thirtyfive or thirtyseven
now, ah, but at any rate, now he’s
struggling to take the freedom
to a higher manifestation, and the
Black Banther Party (incoherent)
this is the answer and we will not
change, that we will classify ourselves
as reactionaries, if we’re honest.

SOUTH: Uh-hmm.
NEWTON: So we always go through, ah, ah

. conttnu. .ah. .a continuation of trans-
formation. In nineteen fiftysix
we said we’re nationalists. A short
time after that, we said we were
revolutionary nationalists. A short
time after that we said we’re
internationalists. A short time
after that we say that, we’re not
nationalists at all. We’re
inter-communitera lists because
it’s necessary to view the world
as your community because as we
anticipate a universal technology
we must have a universal identity
so that we will not divide each
other into tribes, nations, species
and pseudo-specles, but we must
embrace eac:h other as Homo .sapiens
and looking for the same thihg
and that is life, and happiness
and «611-being and dignity.

SOUTH: Now, the question was this,
let me get to the question.
And, don’t answer until I finish
it, (incoherent)

NEWTON: Don’t tempt me then. (Both chuckle)
SOUTH: Okay. Ah, is there a, I mean,

d..that the Ho Che..Ho Chi Min,
Chairman Mao, and \0.

.

NEWTON: Odinga .Odinga (ph)

.

SOUTH: Odinga Odinga.
NEWTON: And I could have mentioned

(incoherent), I, I could have
mentioned Patricia Mulba (ph)
I made secretary in New York,
who ah smuggled her way over from
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France. I just wrote a book
about him, ah, that I adore him.
I could have mentioned Malcolm
X. Before them all I could have
even ah ah mentioned ah one of
the great movementsthat you,. know
much about l*m sure, which is
Markus Garvey (ph) ,

and ah, before
that ah we picked the man that
Markus Garvey hated, and perhaps
he wasn’t mature enough because
he could have used some of the
ah contributions that the man
offered, but criticized at the
same time those, Booker T. Washing-
ton, and ah and ah ah...

SOUTH: DuBois?
NEWT ION: DuBois. Ah. K. B. DuBois, he

liked to bs called DuBois. Ah,
that ah he could have used this,
and he did use some, but what
we try to do is this. We try
to ah make an (incoherent) and
integrate the complex whole to get
the best out of everything so that
we will not only view the best of
the two worlds, but we will have
it. And that will be the new
thing. And after this we dedicate
ourselves to constantly change
because we know that man wants
the one thing, and that’s free.
And -his ultimate freedom will
rest upon his ability to become
Godly, and ah we think that he
has the potentuality to reveal
the secret to ah the Buddha at
the head of the garden, (incoherent)
secret of the beginning and end...
Now there’s one last question.
. .which we know nothing about now.
Now maybe I can get to the question
now.
Go ahead now.
(incoherent)

SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
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NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

D..don*t tempt me please.
Uon*t tempt ya, okay. Ah, is
there a .

.

Is it all right (incoherent)
around?
Yeah.
He says it*s all right.
Okay.
Okay.
Is there a .

.

I mean it'll be all right with
Fred Hampton.
Yeah.
That's why I'm happy.
Is there a spiritual . .ah, any
type of link between the Black
Panther Party and Ho Chi , the
late Ho Chi Min (ph) and hl^
followers and Chairman Mho.
I kno. .now I would assume^ that
there is eh, a ah, what do we
call it. Communist, ah, ah
base for the Black Panther
Party. Am I right, or a Socialistic
base? Which is it? Or is there..
Well, 1, I, would hi.. I could only
answer that in full context. The
same link that is between ah.
Chairman Mao and Ho Chi Min (ph)
ah, we would have to say that's
the same link as between DuBois,
Booker T. Washington, and also
Markus Garvey (ph) , Malcolm, because
as I told you before we've..
Yes.
..integrated all the good thi^uii
of the thinkers of the world. Now
we're not dogmatists, and we don't
sit, we're not flunkies for anyone.
We say that we're for freedom and
if a man says a thing just because
he's of a certain, ah, ethnic or
racial group, or country, we don't
disqualify him because the white
racists say disqualify it*,, we'll
disqualify it on the basis of it
not being functional for us. So,
ah. we say this, that we're interested



in mankind, and ah, we*re dedicated
|

to not being prejudice or dis- |

criminate against anyone ah -

because he*s from, from a certain
region or his texture of his skin is
a certain way, or his eyes are
slanted a certain way. And this
is i..in spite of everything else,
even though we would have every
reason to hate everything American.

i

But we don't do that. We say 4

even America has contributed some-
thing, even though the double
negative, which makes a positive. .

SOUTH: Uh-hmm.
*

NEWTON; And maybe that's e..the future
of the Third World which is the
colored world, and we like to
call it the black world, because

j

we know one thing, we know that
the dominant gene is black and we '

.

said we must not be racial
chauvinists, but at the same
time that the future itself
will eliminate the problem of
light skin texture and dark skin
texture if the mass media is
the (incoherent) ah, ah, develop-
ment ah, „ throws man together
that the, the cells of dark men *

will probably dominate over the 4

cells of light, and ah, this is
no ah great thing to celebrate
about, it's just that I think that
problem will be solved who have
not only effected (incoherent)
in a biological way, will also
have it in a spiritually, ah, a
in a spiritual way, the cultural
way, political way, and a way
that will deliver man ah, to what
we call the promised land, and
that's the collective society
that man would love each other , I



#

SOUTH:

NEWTON;

SOUTH:
NEWTON;

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON;

• CWKjjlEPi

share with each other..
Do you really think that could
come about in this, in the
entire world, or in the United
States?
Not in your lifetime, and perhaps
not in mine, but without a dream
we cannot have a dream come true.
Uh~hmm.
So, therefore, I pursued the
dream. .

.

(Both men speaking simultaneously,
Newton continues speaking. South's
remarks incoherent .

)

tfi.with a passion, because I will
not except the nightmare of this
reality if here.. that is a pitiful
excuse of a life. I will not call
it the happy life. I will not
commit to it and I will not give
up my manhood, and that's what
the (incoherent) want of me. They
wanted it in prison, and now they
want it out of prison, but I will
give up nothing, they'll have to take
it but in the process I might take
something.
All right, let me ask you this,
question, sind make it, eh, you've
got two minutes to answer it

.

So, think of your words real
carefully. Ah, when do you think,
because you've answered part of it,
you said not in my lifetime, and
maybe not in yours, when do you
think we will have a good, ah...
Well, you've done many good things
in your life, your generation,.
Yeah, yeah, I'm saying wha..
And I apprcjciate that.
..what I'm saying no, no I didn't
mean.lt would be, it may never be
Utopia, but when do you think
it will be .

.

I don't believe in Utopia.
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SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

Well.
Because that would be au final
conclusion. I believe in a continual
ah, process...
I hit the wrong nerve, when I said
Utopia. Let 'me, let me get the rest
of, eh, what, when and where eh,
do you think this will occur in the
United States?
Ah, it would. .

.

You only have ninety seconds.
It would have to occur in the
world because the world is one
community and that*s why we
call ourselves intercommuni lists (ph)
because. .

.

No, why would it happen in the
world then?
Pardon me?
When will it happen in the world?
Ah, could you have told when you,
your generation..
I don’t know.
Wait just one minute.
I don’t know.
Wait, I, I'm not asking you, my
(stumbles over words) ninety minutes.
You could not have told when you ah
wbald have when your mother would
delivered Ifolcolm or when ah the
people would have delivered the Black
Panther Party. So I cannot tell when
the Black Panther Party ah, with
all of the contributions be given
to it, would deliver a new idea and
a new strategy to gain freedom.
So I say power to the people,
best to the fascists, and love to
all of the people.
Are you gonna cry when the fascists
die?
Pardon? Yes

.

. .c5J?y .

.

Yes. Because the fascists are, that’s
only an adjective to modify the noun
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of Homo Sapiens, human beings.
So, he is not born of stone, he
is born of woman, so therefore
I cry for his mother, I cry &r
his sister, and his family...

SOUTH: It is only his deeds and his
beliefs that you..

NEWTON:. Th..that*s, that*s correct.
But I would not ah submit to
his deeds, and be distant to
them.
Ladies and gentlemen, our guest
tonight, Huey P. Newton, age
29, (inbbackground) just a moment,
(into microphone) ah, the ah
Minister of Defense, Black Panther
Party.

.

And ah, and ah Supreme Servant..
And Supreme Servant.
Of the people .

.

Of the people. And he will be
at the Coliseum on Sunday.
Yes.
At ah two o'clock.
To thank the people.
To thank the people.
Cause li would ]be dead if it were
not for the peopTe

.

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOOTH:

be
You would be ah not here if it
wereh't for the people, you'd
dead.
Thank you.
Until Monday night [at one, jeh well

NEWTON:
RECORDING:

no, at eleven o'clock.
Yeah.
HotLLine, with Wesley South is a
public affairs presentation of
Globetrotter Communications, Incor-
porated. Join Wesley South,
Monday through Friday at eleven,
for topics of our time....

(Recording discontinued.)
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SUBJECT: NEWTON, Huey (RM)

1. A sensitive source has repor ted that^

I I
the American

Studies Department of ,tiie*^niversitv of Hawaii,
plans to contact I

'

~|by telephone to inquire
whether Huey NEWTON I I is able
to go to Honolulu in mid-March to speak on campus

I claims to have $2,500 with which to fund
NEWTON'S trip.

2. Source is of the opinion that the mid-March
occasion for the proposed appearance of NEWTON may
be a "peace happening" hinging on the Laos issue.
Source speculated that the source of
money for the NEWTON trijp may be the Symposium
Committee Fund of the-AjC^ociated Students of the
University of Hawaii (ASUH)

.

'
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(P riority)
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Sullivan^

Mohr...

! ifr. Bishop

j
Mr.BrennanC

1
Mr. Callahan-

I
Mr. Casper
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Mr. Conrad,—

1
’rv. Do’bey.,.,,

J’: It

r-ir.

|Mr. ) - •-!

Mr, T' 1 „

y Mr.
.
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\r, ;ole. Hur.’ii

tr.TT.rr.,”

Gundy

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FRtJy^ SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-120 3)

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka, S
All IMFORMATIW

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) HEREIN IS ilNGLA^.oi^lLU
(00: SAN FRANCISCO) x. .-,<1 ,r./7 RY

DATEla-SV?'?

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of am
LHM containing speech given by Subject on 3/5/71, and two (2)
copies of FD-376,

One (1) copy of this LHM is being furnished to U.S,
Secret Service, San Francisco, California,

\ /
"V‘

2 - Bureau (RM) (Enc, - 13)
3 - San Francisco

JLC/rmd
(5)

(2 - 157-1203)
,
J

(1 - 157-6307) y
rmd

;
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jl'il

BEfr^ A
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Approved:

pecial Agent in Charge
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IINIWO STATES DEPARTMENT OF JWPfH

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

i D I oi or. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535
In Reply, Please Refer to

Piieiso. March 17, 1971
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. 3 Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) [5 Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) (25 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. [ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours,

4 Edgar^lo^^^^
Director

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITI,:C STATES DEPARTMENT OF .lUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN V ES'ITGATIO.N

San Francisco 0 California

March 17. 1971

R®l HUEY PERCY HEWTON

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREii'; IS ^'iiCLftiSlFlEO

DATEiA:^?-!!—SY-^lSL.

Hu® 2f Psrcy Newton i® the Minister of
Defense and Supreme Commander of the
Blaclc Panther Party (BPP)o

A characterisation of th® BPP is contained
in th® appendixo

Pago 2 of the March 13 o 1971o issue of "The
Black Panther"

0

official weekly publication of the BPPg con^
tained the following articles

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBIo It is the prop^s’ty of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency 5 it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency

o
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STATEMENT BY HUEY P. NEWTON
THEMINISTER\0£ DEFENSE OF

jBLACK PANTHER
SUPREME SERVANT OF THB £EO^:
ON^THE

.HNTERCO UNAL DAYi OF f
.

ji
V "

5,A 197F

Power to the

Siisters,

People, Brothers arid

I
First of all I would like to thank all

of you for my very presence here, be-

cause if it weren't for the Power of

the People, I wouldn't be here tonights

Pm not here because of the Black

Panther Party; Pm not here because of

any group, Pm not here because of a

group of kamakaziSc Pm here because

of the Power of the People. -

We must remember that Revolution

is a process. IPs not a conclusion;

because once we conclude, then we be-

come counter-revolutionary. And that

means even with the gun in our hands,

because fascism also has a gun. And
I would like to say tonight that the Black

Panther Party stands against all forms

of fascism, including sexual fascism.

I

That we are against all kinds of chau-
vinism, including racial chauvinism^
we're against sexual chauvinism\
national chauvinism. We're intercom-^.

munalists. Before I went to prison,
most of you know, you are aware, that

I never made any speeches, you see, be-
cause Pm not a very eloquent man.
Pm better known by the actions. And
the Party was built upon the actions.
And the action itself is a process.
And we're not ever fixated. We haven't
accepted any dogma. And we will not.

And I wouia like to say this, that

from now on the Party itself will be
better known by its contributions to the

People, for the simple reason that some
people around us seem to want to be
known through the Media. But the Party
can only judge itself through establish-
ing certain survival programs, pending
Reijolutien. Because remember, you
make the Revolution. We can't free
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'political prisoners;, only the people can

free political prisonerso And a people
who are not free cannot free their pri^-

sonersg cannot free the prisoners that

fascism makes. So I womld like to say '

that we must work very hard in order
to -lift the consciousness of the people.

We must free our Chairman Bobby
Seale, Angela Davis, Ruchell Magee,
the Soledad Brothers, the seven and
the three, and ail other political. prU
mmrs , . Randy, We have lo free all of
them,^

, ^

But we must remember that we must_.

exhaust every possible tactic. And we
must let it be known that never broad-
casf military tactics for vmBtary rea-

sons, Ifs perfectly correct to broad-

cast 'military tactics for political rea-

sons, Tkats what Uncle Ho said, avid

I agree with him. So we would like for
the people to kmw that there are mmy
things that we will not discusdin public.

But what ym can do is mutch Urn fmUo
of &ur work. And we would like i& say
that OUTParty became anmtercommwml
Party upon its actions. And Ithinkthatfs

,

ve^ry'good. So Pm asking you mTorSer
to free all political prisoners, free the

'people, free the woman and also the

man, that we have to get together in

unity by substituting verbal expressions

for action. The final test of the pie is

the action, We^ll stand on the Black
Panther Party, The BlackPantherParty
from 1966 when it

,
was formed ‘mil

stmd m its record, will stcmd m the

acUmi, We m&sd't claim M
leftists; we wmft^ claim to be mfm-
tile leftists. What wee’ll do is act m
accordance ‘with the particular set of
condMums and the particular ProMem
that we have at a time. So please j‘udge

us upon our actions and we ‘will develop

like~^thdt. We 'will not*develop mtWTip
service coming from anyone. And some-
times Pm very thankful that / donH
talk too well, because that’s only me
way of communication. We say that a

picture is ‘worth a thousand words, bui

Gctiom, is supreme.
But what kind of actirni you take will

depend upon ike partimlar set of

dUmid^ And E my &f tkk,

•you irdo'W ike Party and the ‘world t&-‘

day is under turmoil. And this is very

good. We always have welcomed all

forms^lyf contradictions. Because ‘unfh-

out the contradiction there is no trans-

formation, Sofrom the contradiction that

has developed no'w in. the world and in

ike Party, we hope to have a qualita-

tive leap. If this leap eliminates some
of us, then, of course, we’ll weep for
that. But we must not stop the Revo-
lution, J wiii not stop the Revolution,

Ifou shouid H§i slop it, Atld, for dil

that it’s wotih, we know that words
•will never stop it. Words will not start

the
^

Revolution either. Only action,

‘^Sixty-six kicked off the armed numi-
festation of Revolution in this country,

because it focused upon the need fo^
the. People, not only to, defend them-
selves, but also to develop a conscious-
ness necessary to perform and to act

to be able to fight in a protracted

war. And that is why it is necessary

for us to develop the correct ideology,

which is a system of thinking. And We
miMjt Mat rkiy anS with

the philosophy, which isn’t necessarily

a conclusion.

So we’re ideologically revolutionists.

We’re in a constant state of change,

And we fight imth all people

3



hecQMB'e W2 know
off&T OUT kop2o So after all of this

m-ust pay more attentim to wha
.happeni^o The news media has

tempted to discredit the Party by sa,

that ' ifs over, because they donft

anyone^ I think our programs are be

than the Party^ The commwiiUes
involved in forty-four cities^ We n

chaMge will and a_ sporting good

cause

store ( for obvious
« ^

jTT'

ms are good. Be-
fkt be revolutionary

Party by saying correct preparations are not made.

mmt ^ow that we are invol^edJ^ a
process, and not a set of principles-

or conclusions that are of face-valite

WimniPwmJLfa

Because I read an article, rece'i

few months ago, where Che. had

problems in Bolivia, because the

not rally them even with the '’“fc

They did not understand why the

tary, the regular military was dro

form, certain programs that he called

to get

revolutionary in itself. And all

might be revolutionary in con-
^ other words, capitalism was

i tsm. And now we have a situation where
the capitalists have become the imper-
ialists, and the people of the world,

of the communities of the world will

Have to kick them out. So in order to

free Angela, Bobby, Ruchell Magee
and all other political prisoners, we
must kick the fascists out, And we can-
not do it with lip service, -

.
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TO: DIRECTOR /

BOSTON

NEW HAVEN \

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) \
iw \

HUEY P.^NEWTON RACIAL MATTER - BPP

NEWTON AND I I
arriving BOSTON, MORNING OF

THREE TWENTY - THREE INSTANT VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT^

TWO ONE SIX, DESTINATION IS NEW HAVEN.

ADMINISTRATIVE: \

BOSTON HANDLE AND ADVISE NEW HAVEN. 1—

WJM FBI WA
FRFlii IS Ui’IGlASSiHL

I
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|j

I Mr. Sullivan |l

I Mr. Mohr

I Mr. Bishop

I
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j

I
Mr. Conrad :
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OPTJW^ FORM ^^0. to

MAY tool romwj
CSAFFMn (« cfr)

UNITED STATES GO^.INMENT

TO
: director, FBI date: 2/26/71

: SAC, LOS ANGELES

subject:

R!'^ - BPP
00: Los.. Angeles

ALL WFun?.':AT!0A COHTAINED

HERB:; ii^/7''
gY Sdcj

Re Los Ange les a Intel and letterhead memorandum
to the Bureau dated 10/29/70 (Buflle -157-185^0 and Los
Angeles file 157-5552), entitled HUEY PSRCY'^ El-/TON., RM-
BPP, and Los Angeles letter to Sacramento dated I2/28/70.

The captioned individual is the registered ovmer
of a vehicle vjhlch was seen parked at

|

~~| on 10/27/70. An unknown individual was
seen to Ieave

| I
vehicle and enter I

that address which is occupied byf l and Is the
location where HUEY KEWTON and I I were staying
on_ 10/27/70.-

Los Angeles Indices were negative regarding cap-
tioned individual.

Investigation at Los Angeles has developed the
following information regarding the subject:

The vehicle mentioned above was a I969 Volkswagen
bearing California license l land v;as registered to
the captioned Individual at
California.

A check of the files of the Computer Credit
Corporation, 936 South Hope Street, Los Angeles . California ,

on 12/3/70, provided information concex-»ning one I

3 ~ Los Angeles
(1- 157-5552)

CRDAJh
(q)

IlyARlTlP'

7~Tztf^
NOT RECORDED

s MAR 5 1971
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u
LA 157-5865

exact date of birth
was nest given. It Is not known if the

|

is identical to the subject of Interest in this case.

On lg/8/70. a utilities check determined that
gas service at

| I California

«

has
been in the name -of

The following agencies were contacted on the dates
shown with negative results in an effort to further identify
the captioned person:

Los Angeles Police Department
12/4/70
12/16/70

Los Angeles Sheriff's Office
12/4/70

- 12/1a/70 -

12/3/70

Traffic Violations Bureau
12/3/70

Voter PiCglstratlon
12/3/70

LEAD

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA : mil- continue efforts
to determine the nature and degree of association of
with the Los Angeles BPP,

- 2 -



FD-36 (Rev, 5 - 22 - 64 )

F B 1

Date: 3/15/71

Transmit the followinn m

Vin AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL

^ROM:

(priority)

DIRECTOR^ FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P):0 (157-1203) (P) 4.

ALL iNFORMATION RONW
' IS

RE: HUEY PERCY- NEWTON, akf! L:nr! j <0 I T V- V
RM - BPP; TREASON ^ iriLOvI
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) IMIh ^ 7' R/ .5'X5‘2A
00: San Francisco ^ /^\

a.- Q^J\
Re Newark airtel and LHM dated 2/12/71, captionecK/

"BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), RM."

Referenced Newark airtel reported that the Newark
Office is retaining a copy of the transcription of NEWTON 's

speech made at Princeton University on 2/9/71,

Newark is requested to furnish San Francisco a copy
of the typed transcript of NEWTON ‘s speech, the identity of
the individual who recorded the speech, and the identities of
sources who were present and heard the speech.

ft J-

o'/ . A

A I /

‘ f
' j

a-
.Z-- Bureau (RM)
2 - Newark (RM)
2 - San Francisco
JLC/sad ^

Approved:

Special.-Agent in Charge

‘ *L.. . ...

tfiP-, -
- V

iVO-. / o:

twv

M Per t-O /

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)



•
rasm bureau of iNmnoAma
COMMUNlCATioiys SEC^IOW .

!^Af^25}971 \'^

MR 009 NH PLAIN

2:06 PM nKeL 3/24/71 LF

DIRECTOR BOSTON

ROM: NEW HAVEN (157-103

HUEY P ."iOEVJTON , RACIAL MATTERS - BPP

’

®ML''Rtf6fflTI0N CONTA
'S>‘i’ICLASSiFiED

RYc5>c5':

be
, :b7C

f/<

Mf. Tolson

Mf. goUivan
j

Mr. Mohr ^
Mr. Bishop —

^

Mr.BrennanCDj^'
Mr. Callahaa—Ll

Mr. Casper—

^

Mr. Conrad,.—
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosera

Mr. Tavel !

Mr. "Walters
i

Mr. Soyars— I

Tele. Rooit!
j

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy !

NEWTON , TWO NEGRO MALES AND A NEGRO FEMALE

SURVEILLED BY BOSTON AGENTS TO CONNECTICUT STATE LINE WHERE^'

ajRVElLLANCE TAKEN OVER BY NEW HAVEN DIVISION, THIS DATE AT \

TWELVE FIFTY P .M . SUBJECT TRAVELING IN BLUE VOLKSWAGON BUS /

WITH WHITE TOP, CALIFORNIA LICENSE
] |

, /

DROVE DIRECTLY TO CONNECTICUT STATE COURT IN NEW HAVEN, ARRIVING

AT TWO TEN P .M . . NEWTON HAD BRIEF DISCUSSION WITH ATTORNEY

CHARLES GARRY OUTSIDE THE COURTROOM BUILDING. NEWTON DID NOT

LEAVE VEHICLE. VEHICLE THEN PROCEDED TO YALE LAW SCHOOL WHERE

GARRY OCCUPIES A SUITE.

AFTER THE BRIEF CONFERENCE WITH NEWTON, GARRY RETURNED TO

THE COURTROOM AND REQUESTED THE TRIAL JUDGE GRANT DEFEN-

DANTS BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS TIME TO CONFER WITH NEWTON.

JUDGE OFFERED THEM FIFTEEN MI NUTESj g^C^ GARRY SA^I^^WA^^|()T„, -

FICIEMT. THE JUDGE RULED THAT THERE WOULD BE NCT TIME ALLOTTED IN

THAT CASE.

END PAGE OnI

.. .JlAf ju

6 MAR 29 1971



NH (157-1031)

PAGE TWO

NEWTON AND
| [

remain AT GARRY’S SUITE, AND OTHER

MEMBERS OF THE PARTY, WHO APPEAR TO BE TEENAGERS, WENT SHOP- b6
:b7C

PING IN DOWNTOWN NEW HAVEN.

COVERAGE OF NEWTON AND
| |

BEING MAINTAINED THROUGH-

OUT THE NIGHT .

END



NR 013 SF CODE

FEBSSAL BUREAU OF IMVESTtGAflON

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR 2 7 1971, ;

TELETYPE !

rl NITEL 3/5>6/71 JAK (SENT 3-'?7-71)

DIRECTOR (105-1654^9)

BOSTON

NEW HAVEN

Mr. Tolson ,

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop —
Mr.BrennanCD—
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale t

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

MEW Y0R1(

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-li503) (op)

HUEY PERCY NEV/TON, AKA, RM-BPP 5 TREASON. (KEY BLAC” EXTREMIST)?

RELIABLE SOURCE HAS REPORTED TH*T REPRESENTA-

TIVE OF DAVID FROST TELEVISION PROGRAM, NEW YOR” CITY, N.Y., TELE-

PHONE NO. TWO ONE TWO DASH SEVEN THREE SIX D^SH SIX THREE ZERO

ZERO, CONTACTED BPP NATIONAL HEADO»'ARTERS, OAKLAND, CALIF,

INQUIRING ABOUT POOSSIBILITY OF HAVING NEWTON APPEAR ON THAT

PROGRAM APRIL SIX NEXT AT NEW YORK CITY, WHEN PROGRAM WOULD BE TAPED

FOR SHOWING AT A L.ATER DATE IN APRIL.

SOURCE REPORTED THA ON MARCH TWENTYFIVE LAST, BPP NATION.AL i

A
HEADQUARTERS INDICATED NEWTON WILL NOT GO TO MEW YORK TO DO THE

FROST PROGRAM BUT WOULD CONSIDER APPEARING ON THE SHOW IF THE

T.APING COULD BE DONE SOMEWHERE OTHER THAN NEW YORK CITY.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES RECORDS SHOW CALIF.

LICENSE NUMBER|_

END R4GE ONE F

1971

IS REGISTERED TO ^ .C ^ //^ -/// W 7 3
7 / u^ - '' - W" ^ /

tnAk :, ® mar 301971

\ ; :!£
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

CALIF., FOR A NINETEEN SEVENTY VOLKSWAGEN.

OBSERVATION OF THAT ADDRESS ON MARCH TWENTYSIX

INSTANT DETERMINE APARTMENT IS VACANT.
be

SOURCE FURTHER REPORTED MARCH TWENTYSIX INSTANT THAT NEWTON b7c

IS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVESAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT FROM

BOSTON AT NINE ZERO THREE P.M. , THIS DATE, ON TRANS WORLD

AIRLINES FLIGHT THIRTYTHREE.

I
MOT KNOWN TO THE SAM FRANCISCO OFFICE.

ADMINISTRATIVE?

RE NEW HAVEN TLEETYPE MARCH TWENTYFIVE LAST AND SAM FRANCISCO

TELCALL TO BOSTON MARCH TWENTYSIX INSTANT.

SOURCE IS

NEW YORK ENDEAVOR TO DETERMINE IF NEWTON SCHEDULED TO APPEAR

ON DAVID FROST PROGRAM IN NEAR FUTURE.

END...

HOLD
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tk
Of SSSVgSTCmnOi®

COfWIMUi^ICATIOIS'S SEOTlOf^

MARaoigy; y

NR019 GG CODE

600PM URGENT 3-29-71 BCK

TO DIRECTOR

MILWAUKEE

SAN FRANCISCO

FROM CHICAGO

(105-165429)

(157-1113)

(157-1203)

(157-3765)

HUEY P. fejTON, AKA. RM - BPP ; KEY BLACK EXTREMIST.

(00: SAN FRANCISCO).

Mp. ToIso!1_==3d
Mr. Sallivan=™*.

Mr. Hofer

I Mi’. Binlioji -

Mr.BretmanCl^!^

Mr. Callahaii_=.i

Mr. Casper—==^i
Mr. CoBrad..,«.«-o

Mr. Dalbay

-

Mr. Felt

—

Mr. Gale .......

Mr. Bosea

Mr. Tavel

—

Mr. Waltem.-=r=.

Mr. Scyars--.^

I Tele.

Miss Gaa<Ss’—

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY SHE LEARNED

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDENT CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (UW)

,

MADISON, HAD ADVISED
|

ILLINOIS CHAPTER BPP , CHICAGO, AS OF AFTERNOON MARCH TWENTY NINE,

INSTANT, HE HAD NO PLACE AVAILABLE FOR APPEARANCE OF HUEY P.

NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER, BPP, APRIL THREE, NEXT,

REPORTEDLY ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN NIGHTCLUB TYPE BUILDING SEATING

ONE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED NEAR UW CAMPUS FOR NEWTON APPEARANCE;

HOWEVER, NOTHING DEFINITE ARRANGED.,

|

RE OUTCOME OF NEGOTIATIONS FOLLOWING]

NEWTON WILLING TO APPEAR IN MADISON.

WILL DEfERMINE VJWHETHE

END PAGE ONE

F
1971

7

f 5

0 ^ .or

^j>^CuV(^h



PAGE TWi

ADMimSTRATIVE

RE MILWAUKEE TEL MARCH TWENTYNINE, INSTANT.

SOURCE IS
I I

CHICAGO

FOLLOWS AND WILL ADVISE OF INFORMATION AS DEVELOPED.

MILWAUKEE AND SAN FRANCISCO ADVISE PERTINENT INFORMATION

DEVELOPED.

END
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hnMA NH PLAIN

1;37PM NHEL 3/26/71 LF

LJufjCj •

!o L,i \ L,H

IFORMATIOM C

LASolFi

TO: DIRtoOR, SAC, BOSTON; SAC, SAW FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, NCT HAVEN (157-1051)

HUEY P. NEyTON, RM-BPP

SUBJECT REMAINED AT HOME OF|

|

C0NN. , UNTIL ABOUT NOON TIME, THREE TUENTYSIX ^
SEVENTYONE. HE DID NOT ATTEND TODAY’S COURT SESSION, AT. ABOUT NOOl

HE WAS PICKED UP BY THE VOLKSWAGON BUS BEARING CALIFORNIA PLATES

|

lN WHICH HE HAS BEEN TRAVELING AND TAi^EN TO

A LOCAL RESTAURANT FOR LUNCH. HE THEN RETURNED TO THE VAN WITH

I
Ml>. ‘l’n8gr»T>

„ „

1; Mr. Sgllivea

j; Mr. Mohr

j!

M^. Bishop —
ill Mr.BrennanCB-i
'J Mr/Callahaa
4 Mr. Casper

f Mr. Conrad

*1
Mr. Dalbsy

-jj
Mr. J'elt

:j

Bir. Gale

j

Mr. Kosea
ji Mr. Tavel

jj

Mr. Walters

! Mr. S ra

I Tele. Room

I
Mios H I meg

I
Miss Ganriy .. .

THREE NEGRO MALES AND A NEGRO FEMALE AND PROCEEDED TO INTERSTATE

NINETYFIVE AND HEADED NORTH, TOWARD BOSTON.

TRAVELING WITH NEWTON WERE JOHN SEALE,

AND ANQ.;^1|.ER„.,UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE.'
'--'Xi...*, yyy .keo-74 /j/-:

NEWTON AND PARTY WERE SURVEILLED BY AGENTS OF THE NEW HAVEN

DIVISION TO MASSACHUE^TES STATE WHERE SURVEILLANCE WAS TAKEN
_ __

^

OVER BY AGENTS OF THE BOSTON OFFICE AT FOUR ZERO FIVE PM.
MAR .'ll 197;

RE NH TYPE TO BUREAU THREE TWENTYSIX SEVENTYONE.,

lO w
-rtjy?



/

3/31/71

Tolson

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop

Brennan, C.D.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Felt

Gale

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

TelejRoqin

CODS

TSLEXYPE UDGUTT

TO SAC, HILWADKEE (157-1113)

FRCM DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FEDERAL fitinaU UF mVESTiSATlO"

CO!V11VIU'';DATIO:^S SECTIOM

!V|A'< ^ ^
iA71

HUET P. NEinrOII, E^^IAL IJATTISS - BPP; KET BLACIC mRErilST (ICBE)

RZllITEL MAEai TWaWTlTniS LAST.

HI Evmc VISIT of subject to iiADisa?, wiscaisiN, iiaterial-

I2ES, you ARE PJiniiDED OF RESm^SIBILITY TO ATTHIPT TO H0N3T0E

SPEEai OF SUBJECT OR OTHER BFP LEADERS. REFER TO BUREAU AIRTSL

TO ALL OFFICES NOVEMBER FIVE LAST, CAPTK^ED "USE OF CONCEALED

IU3CORDIHG DEVICES IN COVERIllG PUBLIC APPEARANCES BY BLACK AIR)

NEW LEFT EXTRjmsrS." SUKIIT PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED

IN FOFII SUITABLE FOR DISSaHNATION.
^ 7

fir'
-

'A .; ilirOfiMAliPliiTAlNED
''

n; oNGLASSlFiEO » si wii

El'IE:cal

NOTE:

MAR 31 1971

Referenced communication indicates subject. Supreme
Commander of the violence-prone BFP and a KBE, may attend a
block party sponsored by Afro-American Center, University of
Wisconsin, on 4/3/71. Reportedly,Afro-American Center^ may
set up public address system in order that subject can speak.
Previous plans for subject to travel to Madison have been
canceled by subject.

,

M * H
’

TELETYPE UNIT



f FEDERAL BUREAU OF iMVESTIGATlOM

IIP
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR 2 7 1971

TELETYPE

m 025 SF PLAINTEXT

217 AM/NITEL 3/2S/7I JAK (SENT 3-27-71)

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

BOSTON

NEW haven

ALL IMFORMATION COMTAl!

HEREi.'j IS l;nclassified

DfiTi ' Jal

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mnhr
Mr. Bishop '

Mr.Brenn8nCD_i^
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey.

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

¥ele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (IP)

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM-BPP. (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).

I
SAN MATEO COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICER SAj^

FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, ADVISED THAT NEWTON AND THREE ^
UNKNOWN NEGRO MALES ARRIVED SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

ON TWA F

DATE.

GHT THIRTYTHREE FROM BOSTON AT NINE THIRTY P.M. THK
I |

Ml

ADMINISTRATIVE:

. /
-

‘ ^4- 4 9

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE MARCH TWENTYSIX, INSTANT,

END . .

.

HOLD
*6 mar .'17 7971



ornos^Ai. no. to

MAY 16Q2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (4t CFR) 101*11.6

UNITED STATES G(B|^RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429) date:3/3o/71

FROM SAC, LOS ANGET^S (157-^552) (P)

y HUEY P. NEWTON
subject: RM-BPP(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

Re San Francisco teletype to Director l/PB/?!*/
and New Haven airtel to Director 2/2Z/J1, entitled” BLACK/ .

PANTHER PARTY, RM-BPP” ,( Copies to San Francisco files /
157-1204; 157-1203). /

' Referenced teletype set out inforraation regarding
kho was traveling with NEWTON to his discussion b(

with ERIK ERIKSON at Yale University in early February 1971. b:

New Haven airtel set out information regarding a
l and her attendance at the discussion between

NEWTON '‘and ERIKSOH at Yale Univers ity. It ;/a3 later determined
that I I was in f act

/
It was also developed that Jhad given

the address of
|

California.
lUtilities records ^disclose that service at this residenc e is

flisted to
| I

He has
been a financial coBitributor to the BPP and is a person of

igeles has subsequently opened a case onl

V||
I
sources familar with BPP activities in Los Am eles

p'"\SF\had reported no information regarding her. I Irecently
\yreported that I lhad

o gotten into an argument with
l
and antagonized r\

' greatly calling her a racist. This apparently cooled the /
' % rapport between f I More recently,

! 1

’

1/ ]̂ were invited to visit HUEY NEWTON in Oakland in
; what may be an attempt to repair the damage done

_ Father information developed will be reported \inder
"appropriate subject caption,

, . ;

XI 1- C-.. - .;3

-'S .i£J

(2r Bureau(RM)
San Franc isco(RM) (157-1203 tv 11^

2- New Haven (RM) ^ f
(1-157-1031) bftPR/

nil (1-100-19186)
kl Angeles /

^ M57-5154) (
(1-157-6462)



(Rev. 5-22-64)

t
w
•

F B 1

Date: 3/22/71

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(P riority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT; HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka.
RM - BPP; TREASON

|\1 1 iNFOR^IATION pUia I ^

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
UiNlGLASSiFlED,

(00; SAN FRANCISCO) lO ^

ItrAiNEO

I
Re San Francisco teletype to Bureau dated 2/28/71.

/
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of an

I

LHM concerning Subject and two (2) copies of an FD-376.

One (1) copy of the enclosed LHM is being furnished
to U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco.

The program broadcast over Radio Station KDIA on
2/28/71, was recorded by Agents of the San Francisco Office,
and the tape recording of the program is being retained in the
San Francisco Office.

iZ‘

-

Bureau (Enc. L3) (RM)
3 - San Francisco

(2 - 157-1203)
(1 - 157-5715)

JLC/jlc

AGENCY
, S3G , SERV.

,

DEPT; ISD^^eaa^E®, IDlU,^
BOW FORW ; .

DATE FORW,

REq.

8 27 1971

Approved: _ 4 S<=nt M Ppr

Special Agent in Charge
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ; 1969 O - 346-090 (11)



F15-376 (Rev. 4-25-68)

un^:d states department of .twbtice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 22, 1971

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir;

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I may be available through

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to'

File No.

0lt']UNrJ^^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF .IWTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francis CO p California

March 22, 197

HEREIN IS UNCLAS^FIED

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Huey Percy Newton is the Minister of
Defense and Supreme Commander of the
Black Pcinther Party (BPP),

A characterization of the BPP is contained
in the appendix,

/
?y’

' A ^re-taped conversation between Newton and Louis
Freeman p Mediator of program called "Black Montage" g was
'broadcast overv^adio Station KDlAg San Francisco,, Cal^ornia, on
February 28g 19 n3^ from 4 j 30 P.M, until 6:00 P.M, The program
had been taped oxi%ebruary 23 g

19 71j at the studios of Radio
Station KDIA,

Newton began the program by thanking all the people
listening to the program for his release from prison. He then
spoke briefly about his early lifcg stating he was born in
Louisiana in 1942 and his family had moved to Oakland g California

g

when he was one and a half years old. He further commented about
members of his immediate family and reminisced about his growing
up in the black neighborhoods in the Oakland area.

During the program when Newton was discussing the
various programs of the BPP he stated

g

"we offered troops to the
people suffering in Viet Nam - the National Liberation Front and
Provisional Revolutionary Government, It was not only to show
our revolutionary solidarity g but it was also an attempt to
stimulate the thoughts of our black brothers who are allowing
themselves to be drafted and put there to fight for more victims
of capitalism"

•

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency} it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.



• #
Re: HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Newton stated the median age of the members active
in the BPP is 19 to 25 years. He said he is currently writing
a book called "Revolutionary Suicide" which he hopes will be
completed in a few months.

Newton also discussed the 10-point program of the
BPP, which he called a survival program. He said it is not
a revolutionary program, but a survival program pending
revolution.

Newton was asked about his living in the high-rise
apartment building in Oakland, California, and who was paying
for the rent of the apartment. Newton stated that the Central
Committee of the BPP decides where he is to live and that the
Central Committee wanted him to live in the most secure place in
Oakland. For that reason the Central Committee made the decision
that he reside in the apartment building and the Party pays the
rent. He stated he would rather not live in the apartment build-
ing, but because of the security it provides for him, the Central
Committee has demanded he live there.

At the close of the program, Newton announced that
the Revolutionary Inter communal Day of Solidarity would be held
on March 5, 1971, at Oakland, and the speakers for that event
would be Kathleen Cleaver and himself. He urged all those
listenin;;. to the program to attend that event. i

he
hlC

2



NR 00 1 MI PLAIN

11 4 TPM 3/29/

EURE/'iU CF INVFGT’.GAT'.CN

CCWwiUNiCAuCNS S£CT;CiJ

fi»IAR2 91971

URGENT MAB

TO: DIR|:efOR (105-1S5429)

CHICAGO (157-3765)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAlfCL)
HEREIN is jNCLASSIFIED
DATEI^S'?? 7- 'nvf ^

FROM: MILWAUKEE (157-1113) (P) 2P

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop _ _ .

Mr.BrennanCD.

Mr. Callahag-/

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

—

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

—

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes.—

Miss Gandy.-—.

HUEY P NEWTON, AKA RM DASH BPP, KEY BLACK EXTREMIST, 00:

SAN FRANCISCO,

THREE TWENTYEIGHT LAST ISSUE WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL CON^

\
^•-TAINED ARTICLE WHICH REPORTED ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE FOR HDEY\

NEWTON TO APPEAR MADISON, WISCONSIN, APRIL THREE NEXT BY \

'^NIVERISTY OF WISCONSIN (UW) AFRO DASH AMERICAN CENTER. \
,

I

MADISON PD, ADVISED INSTANT DATE

:
I
UW AFRO DASH AMERICAN CENTER, SUBMITTED REQUEST

, “-FOR BLOCK PARTY ON BROOKS STREET APRIL THREE NE^T AND INDICATED

4:^NEWT0N is scheduled to attend block PARTY, ADVISED MADISON

CITY COUNCIL MUST APPROVE ALL REQUESTS FOR BLOCK PARTIES AND WILL

DECIDE WHETHER APPROVED AT NEXT COUNCIL MEETING THREE THIRTY NEXT,

ADVISED AFRO CENTER LOCATED CORNER OF UNIVERSITY AVENUE

AND BROOKS STREET AND SURMISED AFRO CENTER MAY BE ATTEMPTING TO

END PAGE ONE

''fC-65

‘i APR 0
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PAGE TWO

SET UP PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM IN ORDER FOR NEWTON TO ADDRESS

CROWD FROM INSIDE AFRO CENTER.

|

UW DEPARTMENT OF PROTECTION AND

SECURITY, ADVISED INSTANT DATE NO FURTHER REQUESTS HAVE BEEN

RECEIVED FROM AFRO DASH AMERICAN CENTER IN REGARD NEWTON SPEAKING

ON UW CAMPUS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO CONTACT SOURCES RE REPORTED

VISIT OF NEWTON AND SUTEL.

MI IS FOLLOWING.

END

k
N

RSP FBI WASH DC



[-11 PLAIN sssTio^;

433pr'1 URGENT 4-3-71 PKM

TOs DIRECTOR /
CHICAG^

SAW pAWCISCO

FROM; MILWAUKEE (157-1113) IP

Ap'^.'a

\ii'kLAS.:^Fl£D

'

:!
Sie.’

I
Mr. Tolson

5

!j

Mr. Sulliyan
|

',

ii
Mr. Mnhr

i' Mr. Bishop . _

:

' Mr.BronnanCBlr'f

.

'I
.•‘V- Mr. Callahar. ij

;i Mr. Gaspsr !, ;

); Mr. Coiirad

V" ij Mr. Dalbsy J

Mr, J'elt

j- Mr. Gale i'

Mr. Rosen j' i

!
Mr. Soyars —

,

i' I

,, Tele. Rnnan — W
-iNFRFil^ IS uSMbU^D^iriilU :

Tele. Rocan__.:^ -incuus^ iO
!
Miss Kolmec_.=_.

: H
- Gandy*.,.,^

j

J, j

HUEY P. WWTONo (RACIAL EXTREMIST) RM DASH BPP.

FBI agents observed SUBJECT AMD PARTY ARRIVE MAOISOW

WISCOUSIH AIRPORT TWELVE FIFTYTHREE P.M. INSTANT DATE AND

MET BY UNIDENTIFIED BLACK MALE. SUBJECT AMD PARTY TRAVELED

T ol I
WH ErJ

THEY REM.'MNED UNTIL APPROXIMATELY TWO FORTY P.M. IT IS
^

BELIEVED SUBJECT AMD PARTY VISITED HOME OF
| |

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN (UW) AFRO DASH AMERICAN

CENTER. UPON LEAVING ABOVE ADDRESS, SUBJECT AND PARTY

DRIVEN TO JAY’S BAR, HIGHWAY ONE FIVE ONE, ARRIVING AP

-

P.ROXIMATELY THREE ZERO FIVE P.M.

ADMINISTRATIVE; MI IS FOLLOWING.

iBEC-61

APR *7 1971

lJF FBI WASH DC
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NR016 CG CODE

744PM NITEL 3/26/71 BCK

TO DIRECTOR (105-165 429)

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM CHICAGO (157-3 765) (P)

CENTER (AAC) UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WISCONSIN FOR

SPEAKING APPEARANCE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER OF BPP

IN MADISON, APRIL THREE NEXT. NEWTON’S APPEARANCE SCHEDULED

AT EITHER A "CATHOLIC CENTER” NOT SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFIED OR

THE AAC WITH LOUD SPEAKERS TO BE SET UP ON THE STREETS. APPEARANCE

SCHEDULED FOR TWO P.M. PROVISIONS MADE TO REFUND ALL MONEY COL-

LECTED FOR THE APPEARANCE IN EVENT NEWTON UNABLE TO FULFILL EN-

Qi^GEMENT. SOURCE ADVISED

be
:b7C

HAD BEEN %gSURED ^ N^TO^N ’ S AP-
OJ

PEARANCE WAS CONFIRMEb, HOWEVER, IT WAS SOURCE’S OPINION THAT

NEWTON TO DATE HAD NOT MADE A FIRM COMMITMENT REGARDING THE'MADilll'N

END PAGE ONE
,

,
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MILWAUKEE AT MADISON, ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE SPECIFIC SITE AND

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SCHEDULED APPEARANCE,

SAN FRANCISCO ADVISE MILWAUKEE AND CHICAGO OF ANY KNOWN PLANS

CONCERNING NEWTON’S MADISON APPEARANCE,

CHICAGO FOLLOWING AMD WILL APPROPRIATELY ADVISE OF ADDITIONAL

INFORt^lATION AS IT DEVELOPS,

END

HOLDD DEB WA DC FBI



NR 014 CG CODE

652PM NITEL 3-31-71 EOM/BCK

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

1 MILWAUKEE (157-3113)

gAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765) 2P

II MTo ,
I

tj Ms?. Sullivaa_«*.«

I
Mr. Kohr

^
Mv. P =

1 Mr.Bra
^ Mr. CrJfeha-

Kr. Casper
; Mr. Cnsivad..

• Mr.
: Mr. Felt

Mr. Gals
Mr. }Sosa2?._^

I.ir. ‘2’avel

Mr. Waltsrs_

Tele. SooEs
; Miss Holmes-

^1
Misc

HUEY P. NEWTON, AXA. RM - BPP ; TREASON (KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST). 00: SAN FRANCISCO .
be
:b7C

AFRO -
RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAYj

AMERICAN CENTER, MADISON, WISCONSIN, ADVISED IN CONNECTION'

WITH APPEARANCE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER, BLACK

PANTHER PARTY (BPP), IN MADISON APRIL THREE, NEXT, THAT

FOLLOWING ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN MADE:

DOORS TO THE SITE OF SPEECH WILL BE OPEN AT TWELVE

P.M, AND THAT SPEECH OF NEWTON IS SCHEDULED FOR TWO P.M.

SALTER ALSO INDICATED ARRANGEMENTS WERE BEING MADE TO

CHARTER BUSES TO TRANSPORT THOSE ATTENDING FROM DOWNTOWN

MADISON TO SITE OF SPEECH ON INTERSTATE NINETY-FOUR OUTSIDE

OF MADISON. /. . /

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE, MARCH THIRTY-ONE, INSTANT. r] APR 6

END PAGE ONE
^

1971
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PAGE TWO

SOURCE IS ABOVE

IS BEING FURNISHED FOR INFO BUREAU AMD RECIPIENT OFFICES.

MILWAUKEE ATTEMPT TO VERIFY. CHICAGO FOLLOWING.



FSDERM: T3URP/^U (SF INWESTIGA'id

APR :U8
NR015 CG CODE

758 PM 4-1-71 BCK

TO DIRECTOR

SAN FRANCISCO

MILWAUKEE

FROM CHICAGO

(105-165425)

(157-1203)

(157-1113)

(157-3765)

i

-NITEL-

-URGENT-y

-NITEL

/*Lf :?
, ^1^ ^

IS?,
"

'>!

I

Ig?.

/i ft-, .y

i&.
! 8?F.

I
^'v J 1

I lil'. L r. . .':

fefe Jic'{v^

^Um
I

, j

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA RM - BPP?.,;

00: SAN FRANCISCO,

REMISr

HERKf^ iS Aj;ft!,ASSi;iED

DATF^ BY ST^S^C

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED APRIL ONE INSTA|Fr NEWTON, \
SUPREME COMMANDER, NATIONAL BPP , SCHEDULED TO DEPART SAN FRANCISCO

TWELVE TWENTY FIVE AM, APRIL SECOND NEXT, ABOARD UNITED AIRLINE

FLIGHT ONE THREE SIX. NEWTON TO ARRIVE CHICAGO SIX TEN AM SAME

DATE. SOURCE ALSO ADVISES NEWTON TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED TO

DEPART CHICAGO VIA AMERICAN AIRLINE FLIGHT TWO TWO SEVEN,

ONE PM, APRIL FOUR, NEXT, ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO THREE SEVENTEEN

PM SAME DATE.

F

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYTEL MARCH THIRTY ONE LAST TO RECIPIENTS. SOURCE IS

CHICAGO FOLLOWING. CHICAGO

WILL KEEP BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISER

END
c

.3¥i
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NR 009 SF CODE
9 47 PM NITEL 2/18/71 BEH

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO (157-3765)

MILWAUKEE (157

NEW YORK

SPRINGFIELD

FROM: SAM FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Ml IMrOHISATiOfi CONTAINED

•'“''iicRFji;; laecLAsciFe

I
¥o'fann

j
Air. 'Suili^an

i Mr. Muhr
. 5K B’s’-.rp^

Mr.'.OronvianCD..,

. C.'.’laliaa v:

Mr. Ci.>sper

Air. Conrad
"r. Daloay I

'iTr. F'clt ;«

;

r.'. G: ia
I

1 Fi?. H'j-i'.i
;;

I A>. ’

iCti’. TVallsra . t

'i.V3
f

^

"Me. Room
I

.

' Ailiij Hulmss Ifb 6
>! Miss Cfondy |b7C

HUEY PERCY NEWTOM, AKA, RM - BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

THE FRONT PAGE OF THE FEBRUARY TWENTY, SEVENTYONE, EDITION

OF "THE BLACK PANTHER" NEWSPAPER, WHICH WAS PRINTED ON FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN

LAST, BORE LARGE PHOTOGRAPH OF NEWTON WITH HEADING "HAPPY BIRTHDAY HUEY
'

.k

P. NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY AND SUPREME ^

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE."

PAGE TWO OF THIS EDITION OF THE BPP NEWSPAPER CONTAINS A FULL ^
PAGE ARTICLE CAPTIONED "PIGS THREATEN WELL-BEING OF THE SUPREME .f'A

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE" WHICH POINTED OUT THAT NEWTON WAS RESIDING'^ ' ^
IN THE APARTMENT BUILDING IN OAKLAND FOR SECURITY REASONS. THE

ARTICLE FURTHER STATED THAT NEWTON’S ADDRESS HAD BEEN PUBLICIZED

ACROSS THE COUNTRY FOR THE PURPOSE OF ALLOWING "EVERY FOOL, BOUNTY-

HUNTER AND PIG IN THE WORLD TO KNOW WHERE HE SLEEPS." THE ARTICLE

CONCLUDES WITH THE PARAGRAPH: "BUT, ’FOR THE SALVATION, LIBERATION

AND FREEDOM OF OUR PEOPLE, WE WILL NOT HESITATE TO EITHER KILL
o£0-?>^ / Oi, - /: " "i* ^0

OR DIE.’ AND TO PRESERVE FOR EVEN A MOMEOT THE LIFE OF THE KIND

END OF page OJ
APR 6 1971

IMn
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

OF GENIUS WHICH HAS GUIDED OUR PARTY THROUGH THESE PAST YEARS,

WE CERTAINLY WILL NOT HESITATE TO PROVIDE WHATEVER IS NECESSARY."

PAGE SEVENTEEN OF THIS ISSUE OF "THE BLACK PANTHER" CONTAINED

AN ANNOUNCEMENT THAT NEWTON WILL SPEAK FOR THE FIRST TIME IN

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS , AT THE COLISEUM, ONE FIVE £NE_THREE SOUTH WABASH,

ON SUNDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTYONE NEXT, AT TWO P.M. DONATION OF ONE

DOLLAR WILl'bE COLLECTED AT THE DOOR. A TELEPHONE NUMBER OF THREE ONE

TWO DASH NINE TWO FOUR DASH SIX FIVE SEVEN FIVE WAS LISTED TO BE

CALLED FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

SOURCE ADVISED ON FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN INSTANT THAT

SAID that newton WILL BE LEAVING SaN FRANCISCO

ON THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY NINETEEN NEXT EN ROUTE TO NEW YORK CITY

FOR A CONFERENCE WITH SAID NEWTON

WILL FLY TO CHICAGO FROM NEW YORK CITY ON THE NIGHT OF FEBRUARY

NINETEEN OR THE MORNING OF FEBRUARY TWENTY NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN INSTANT.

SOURCE IS

CHICAGO AND NEW YORK ALERT SOURCES REGARDING NEWTON’S TRAVEL

TO THOSE CITIES.

END OF PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON BEING FOLLOWED CLOSELY BY SAN FRANCISCO.

THE BUREAU AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED CONCERNING

NEWTON’S travel.

REND

HOLD



FRn:i

MI PLAIM

niTFL 4/5/71 TJL

DIRECTOR
SAf’^RA ['CISCO

/
CHICAGO

s MILHAUKEE (157-1113

K??FHa ^iSEAD Of

APRS 1971

|\i
1 ^l^IFORlVlAHOr^ COsfl^l^P

liERB'iJ iS ufi-ftSSlfitO e

1
Mr, Tolson

Mr. SaHiven
Mr. Mohr

c/'fr. Bishop
' Mr.BrennanCDJbw

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad
i

Ir. Dalbey
* Mr. Felt .—
Mr. Gale .,...—

Mr. Ttnawi

. Mr. Tavel
' Mr. Waltem—.
5 Ii-. S 'yars

Tele. Rocan —

.

Miss Holmes

f Miss Gandy

H’lEY P. MEWTOH, AKA RM-SPP, TREASON (EXTREKIST)

nu AGE''ITS observed subject AKD party leave JAY’S BAR,

ROUTE OrlE FIFTY OUE, FOUR FORTY PM, ADD TRAVEL TO MADISOH AIRPORT

’•’HERE HOARDED RCRTH CENTRAL FLIGHT TWO SEVENTY TWO DEPARTING;

MADI3CU EIVE THIRTY PM TO CHICAGO VIA MILWAUKEE , ARRIVING CHICAGO

SIX FORTYFIVE PM. X
ADMINISTRATIVE ? RE MILWAUKEE TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR lUSTAHl/

DAT’',

CHICAGO ADVISED TELEPHOi’ICALLY ABOVE I MFORHAT lOU

.

MILWAUKEE PILL SUBMIT LHM’S.
END.

LRC FBI '-'ASH DC
TKS CLR

r
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6 APR 7 1971



OUStAU OF IKVESTIGATIOW

mm?. CG PLAIN

1245PM URGENT 4-2-71 EOM

TO DIREOfOR (105-165429)

'E^if^UNICATIONS S

APR 21971

TSLETYFI

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)
^

SAN FRANCISCO ( 157-1203) ^IL
HFREiri IS

FROM CHICAGO (157-3765) (P ) 2P

Mr. Tolaoa

Mr.
Mr. Mohr— ,

Mr. Bishop -

Mr.BrennanO^^
Mr. CallahgnE^
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters—.
Mr. S''yars

Tele. Room—
|

Miss Holmes—,
|

Miss Gandy— I

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREi^IST)

00: SAW FRANCISCO. I

SAS OF THE FBI OBSERVED THE FOLLOWING APRIL TWO INSTANT:

HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER ; |

ALL OF NATIONAL BLACK

PANTHER party (BPP) HEADQUARTERS, X ARRIVED CHICAGO BY AIR

SIX THIRTY FOUR A.M, TODAY FROM SAW FRANCISCO. ABOVE MET BY

BPP, CHICAGO.

NEWTON AND PARTY STAYING WATER TOWER INN, EIGHT HUNDRED

NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ROOMS ONE SIX ONE ZERO AND

ONE SIX ONE TWO. HOLD RESERVATIONS FOR TWO NIGHTS.

administrative

RE SAW FRANCISCO TEL APRIL TWO INSTANT CAPTIONED "TRAVEL OF

END PAGE ONE . qO^ ® APR 7 1971



PAGE TWO

LEADERSHIP, RM-BPP." SAS
|

OBSEPVIf’G AGENTS. CHICAGO FOLLOWS CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU

AMD INTERESTED OFFICES APPROPRIATELY ADVISED.

JTJ FBI WASH DC



NR003 MI CODE

900PM NITEL'^ 4/1/71 LRK

TO DIRECTOR 105-165429

Cf^l'CAGO 15 7-3 765

/an FRANCISCO 157-1203

FROM MILWAUKEE 157-1113

im aB/1

»f^p,TT- yp.

Ml. inrOwsAnu?!

HfRtli IS uNCLASSn-iLp .

Ij Mr. Tnlsoa :

I Mr. Suili7a3
I

Mr. Mohr-—— ,

I

Hr.
': Hr. C 'cr--’

^

.)r> ,

r; Mr. :

\ Hr.
IV'r. "rv?! ___™

'g Mr. Tj’zV'^ts

* Mr. C' '-,v .3

'; Tale. _

I illias Zolaiaa jb'

^ Mica G&.'ady lb'

HUEY P.^'NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP; TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)>

00 SAN FRANCISCO. ^ ^1

A reliable confidential source advised instantiate

AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER AGREED TO PAY BPP TWENTY FIVE kuNDRED DOLLARS

PLUS THREE HUNDRED SEVENTYFIVE DOLLARS EXPENSES FOR NEWTON’S

APPEARANCE. IN ADDITION, THEY ARE PAYING TWO HUNDRED FIFTY

DOLLARS RENTAL FOR J’S BAR.

instant DATE ISSUE OF "WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL," MADISON,

WIS. DAILY NEWSPAPER, REPORTED BENNY FICK, MANAGER, J’S BAR,

FORMERLY D.J.’S BAR, SAID WEDNESDAY HE REACHED TENTATIVE

AGREEMENT WITH UNIVERSITY OF WIS. AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER TO RENT

HIS BAR FOR SPEECH BY HUEY P. NEWTON, APRIL THREE NEXT. FICK

STATED SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS WILL BE HANDLED BY BLACK PANTHER PARTY

(BPP). TWO THOUSAND PERSONS ARE EXPECTED AND LOUD SPEAKERS WILL BE

h

INSTALLED IN PARKING LOT TO HANDLE ANY OVERft^WT , /

END PG ONE 4
' V

/'W



PG TWO

SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED ON THE AREA OF J^S BAR INSTANT DATE

AND DETERMINED SURVEILLANCE NOT FEASIBLE AS J’S BAR IS CONVERTED

BARN WITH ASSORTED BUILDINGS LOCATED FIFTY YARDS OFF HIGHWAY ONE

FIFTYONE, A FOUR LANE HIGHWAY. NO OTHER BUILDINGS IN GENERAL AREA

WHICH may be used FOR SURVEILLANCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE MILWAUKEE TEL TO BUREAU, MARCH

THIRTYONE LAST.

INASMUCH AS b4s IS CONDUCTING SEARCH OF THOSE ATTENDING

NEWTON’S SPEECH, MILWAUKEE DOES NOT CONTEMPLATE USE OF CONCEALED

RECORDING DEVICES AND WILL COVER SPEECH THROUGH LIVE SOURCES.

ENFORCEMENT BY DANE COUNTY SO, MADISON, IN RETEL.

END

ACK FOR UR NR’S 003 AND 004

GMV WASH DC FBI AND HOLD
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ivb .1*-. f ! ii

NR 016 NH PLAIN

4S12PW NITEL 3/25/71 LF

DIRECTOR

SENT 3/26/71

SAM FRANCISCO

FROM SAC'', NEW HAVEN (157-1031)

,
Ms’o ToIeob

—

lA
Mr, S’b'Mtos™— 4*1

i Mr. Mohr

—

^
Mr. Bishop.—

Mr.Bi’ennanCR^
jil Mr. Callahanjjrf~

'

,1
Mr, Casper—-^ I

' Mr. Conrad-L—
ii Mr. Dalboy

II Mr. Felt—

;

|i Mr. Gala

'i Mr. Bosg3—™-
ij Mr. Tsvel

' Mr. Walt2rs.^.,.__

jj
Mr. Soy.ii’fj

—

LOS ANQEl-^^IS:
Miss Gasdy—

ALL l^FORMATiOSCC^iF^
imm is uiciAssiFfEif

HUEY pMiEWTON, RACIAL MATTERS ^

NEWTON .APPEARED AT CONNECTICUT STATE COURT AT TEN A .M . \

THIS DATE TO OBSERVE SUPPRESSION HEARING IN SEALE-HUGGI NS CAfes,

AFTER HAVING LUNCH, HE WAS DRIVEN TO HOME OF
|

WHO RESIDES AT
|

1/

^

I
NEW HAVEN, NEWTON REMAINED THERE UNTIL FOUR THIRTY P.mS

WHEN HE WAS PICKED UP BY THREE NEGRO MALES IN THE VOLKSWAGON BUS

HE HAS BEEN TRAVELING IN, BEARING CALIFORNIA LICENSE P
. THE BUS PROCEEDED TO THE VICINITY OF THE COURT HOUSE ^

WHERE ATTORNEYS CHARLES GARRY AND WERE PICKED UP.

AFTER A BRIEF STOP AT BPP HEADQUARTERS, THE VOLKSWAGON BUS TRAVELED

TO ROUTE NINETY FIVE, AND PROCEEDED TO MONTVILLE PRISON WHERE /

BOBBY SEALE IS INCARCERATED. THEY ARRIVED AT SIX PM. A PRISON

OFFICIAL ADVISED THAT GARRY, AND NEWTON WERE GRANTED A

THREE HOUR CONFERENCE WITH SEALE. THOSE SIGNINJ IN AT THE PRISON

END PAGE ONE <7n(^ '

••
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NH (157-1031)

PAGE TWO

WERE NEWTON
[ |

GARRY, JOHN SEALE,|
|

AND
I I

THEY REMAINED AT THE PRISON UNTIL NINE P.M. AND

RETURNED TO NEW HAVEN.
be

THEY DROVE DIRECTLY TO
| \

b7c

I

NEW HAVEN WHERE NEWTON APPEARS TO BE STAYING THE NIGHT.

CHARLES GARRY WAS DRIVEN TO HIS SUITE AT YALE LAW SCHOOL AT

APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN FIFTY P.M. ANd
| |

WAS DRIVEN

TO BPP HEADQUARTERS IN NEW HAVEN AT ABOUT THE SAME TIME.

COVERAGE ON NEWTON CONTINUING,

ALL THE ABOVE TRAVEL WAS OBSERVED BU BU AG ENTS.

ADMINISTRATIVE!

LEAD: SAN FRANCISCO. IF KNOWN, WILL SUPPLY BACKGROUND OF
be
b7C

RE NEW HAVEN TELETYPE TO BUREAU THREE TWENTYFOUR SEVENTY

ONE .

END

REC 5:

4REM FBI WASH DC CLR



NR0'l3 MI PLAIN

704PM NITEL ' 3/3171 LRK

TO DIRECj6r 105-165429

C^C^OO 15 7-3 765

SA.N FRANCISCO 15 7-1203

FROM MILWAUKEE 15 7-1113

- S fj.*» (T'A . Ti i . ,j 5, C I i /O

Mi

/

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP UTREASON - KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST) 00 SAN FRANCISCO

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE, UNIVERSITY

WISCONSIN (UW) AFRO AMERICAN CENTER HAS MADE TENTATIVE

ARRANGEMENTS FOR HUEY NEWTON TO SPEAK AT DEE JAY’S BEER

TAVERN ON ROUTE ONE FIVE ONE, APRIL THREE, SEVENTY ONE.

PLANS INCLUDE BUSSING ARRANGEMENTS FROM UW AFRO AMERICAN

CENTER FOR THOSE ATTENDING SPEECH.

I

DANE CO SO, ADVISED INSTANT

DATE DEE JAY’S TAVERN IS LOCATED HIGHWAY ONE FIVE ONE IN

TOWN OF BURKE JUST OUTSIDE MADISON CITY LIMITS. HE ADVISED

TAVERN HAS CAPACITY FOR, THREE HUNDRED TO FIVE HUNDRED PERSON

be
b7C

AND

A
IN THE PAST HAS BEEN 1/7

UNCOOPERATIVE WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT
'

jp

LOCATION OF DEE JAY’S IS CLOSE PROXIMITY TO LOCAT^^N^pj^ ^

END PGjbNE

\\) 54i(p

/

P
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PG TWO

REPORTED IN RE CHICAGO TEL.

MILWAUKEE WILL CONDUCT SURVEY VICINITY DEE JAY’S TAVERN

TO DETERMINE FEASIBILITY SURVEILLANCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU INSTANT DATE.

END

KPT FBI WASH

aR



C01V;MUfV:}CATi’ONS SECTION

S T 197' 7'
^

?

TSS.-ETTPe'^'^

NR006 CG CODED

I
126PM URGEItT 3-31-71 EOM

,. TO DI^TOR (105-165429)

'MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

f FROM CHICAGO (157-3765) 2P

1 }
•' « i'

*. 1
^

I

s'HfHUEY P: NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP ; TREASON (KEY BLACK

Tv|EXTREMIST). 00: SAN FRANCISCO.

'"I
I

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED MARCH THIRTY LAST SHE LEARNED(

IaFRO-AMERICAN center, university of WISCONSIN

'Ti>(UW), MADISON, HAD ADVISED OF THE ILL. CHAPTER,

^^BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), CHICAGO, HE HAD OBTAINED A SITE

OF THE ILL. CHAPTER,

FOR APPEARANCE IN MADISON APRIL THREE NEXT FOR HUEY P.

NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER, BPP. INDICATED

THE SITE RESEMBLED A NIGHT CLUB, WAS TEN MINUTES FROM

THE MADISON AIRPORT, AND WAS LOCATED ON HIGHWAY NINETY

FOUR. IT WAS indicated THE SITE WAS PRIVATELY OWNED,

SEATED THREE THOUSAND, AND WAS OPERATED BY A WHITE "SEMI-

RADICAL" INDIVIDUAL. THE SITE REPORTEDLY IS ONE-HALF MILE

FROM headquarters OF WISCONSIN STATE PATROL.

END PAGE ONE 0^ r

ij i"fr, Tol8on-_
'

life. Sullivan.

U\ IWolr^
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Mica Gaudy

APR 7 197^



PAGE TWO

SOURCE ADDED THAT SUBSEQUENTLY

~| REPORTEDLY REQUESTED INFO FROM ILLINOIS CHAPTER

AS TO WHERE NEWTON AND I

BPP, WOULD BE STAYING IN CHICAGO. SHE REQUESTED A COMPLETE

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR NEWTON AND

AND, SPECIFICALLY, STATING THAT THOSE INDIVIDUALS WOULD

BE ARRIVING CHICAGO WIGHT OF APRIL ONE NEXT. HARRIS WAS

ADVISED SPECIFIC DETAILS HAD NOT BEEN WORKED OUT RE ABOVE

VISIT BUT THAT NEWTON AND WOULD BE PROVIDED SECURE

AND SAFE PLACE TO STAY IN CHICAGO.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE TELS MARCH TWO NINE LAST.

SOURCE IS MILWAUKEE AT

MADISON DETERMINE SPECIFIC SITE OF NEWTON’S SCHEDULED APPEARANCE

AND APPROPRIATELY HANDLE. SAN FRANCISCO DETERMINE SPECIFIC

TRAVEL PLANS NEWTON AND TO CHICAGO. CHICAGO

FOLLOWS AND WILL ADVISE PERTINENT DETAILS AS DEVELOPED.

MILWAUKEE REFERRED TO BUAIRTEL NOVEMBER FIVE LAST CAPTIONED,

"USES OF CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES IN COVERING BLACK

EXTREMISTS.”

HOLD FOR ONE MORE

^ 724 9&D



rEOEf?ftl OF liWESTIS^.TlO'i

COIV!l^llN:CATi0NS

,f\pQ "'^’7"

m ms CG PLAIN

l^t^5 PM 04-03-71 URGENT DJB

TO DIRJ:CT0R (IOS-IGSASS) (ATTN: DID)

SfsN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

FROM CHICAGO (157-37S5) (P

)

Mi. 'rplsor.
i'

I' • v^onr".D..—

i':.: ..1-GLC _

. •..u’
-'.'

: . . .j

'ij

HUEY P. NEWTON, RM - BPP , AKA? TREASON (KEY SLACK EXTREMIST

00: SAN FRANCISCO. \

SAS OF THE FBI OBSERVED HUEY P. NEWTON , SUPREME COMMANDER?

BLACK panther PARTY ©PP ) ARRIVE O’HARE AIRPORT, SIX FORTY

FIVE PM, INSTANT, NORTH CENTRAL AIRLINES (NCA), FLIGHT TWO

SEVEN TWO FROM MADISON, WISCONSIN. ABOVE PERSONS ACCOMPANIED

MEMBERS, ILLINOIS

CHAPTER , BPP , CHICAGO .

NEWTON AND GROUP MET AT AIRPORT ByI

ILLINOIS CHAPTER, BPP AT WHICH TIME ENTIRE

GROUP PROCEEDED TO AIRPORT RESTAURANT FOR COCKTAILS,

END PAGE ONE
Ai'R 7 1^71

5 OAPR 1^1871

W All (NFORiimiWl C0N1MD
NEREfN IS UNCLASSIFIEO

DATEx-
./ -f / BY.s£x& ,



PAGE TWO

SAS OBSERVED NEWTON ,1 depart O’HARE

AIRPORT FOR SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED AIRLINES, FLIGHT ONE THREE

FIVE DEPARTING O’HARE EIGHT FIFTYFIVE PM ARRIVING SAN FRAN-

CISCO ELEVEN TWENTY PACIFIC TIME. FLIGHT RESERVATIONS IN

NAME OF NEWTON J

ADMINISTRATIVE

RECGTEL instant DATE. AGENTS OBSERVING NEWTON AND OTHERS

W ERE

SAN FRANCISCO HANDLE PER BUREAU RULES RE KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST .

EJF FBI WASH DC
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APR 3 1971
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^1R'?)01 CG PLAIN

146PM URGENT f-3-71 JMD

TO DIRJECTOR

,
Mr. Tolson |

1 Mr. Salli^an—^ |
Mr. Mohr

|
! Mr. Bishop .y|
Mr.BrennanCDiC I

Mr. Callahan
|

Mr. Caspar- I

I

Mr. Conrad
\

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt. —
, Mr. Gale —
Mr. Rosen

I

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters—

—

Mr. Soyars i

I Tele. Room
8 Miss Holmes

LMiAS.Gandy--

—

LMi^s Gandy... —
(105-165429) (ATTN.s DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE PI VISIPJLX-.

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM CHIC.AGO (157-3765) (P)'

All INFORMATION CONTAMO,

HEREIN IS ONCLASSIFIED

,
DATE

HUEY P>^'EWT0N, RM - BPP , AKA? TREASON (KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST). 00; SAM FRANCISCO .

SAS OF THE FBI OBSERVED HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMAWDER

BLACK PANTHER PA.RTY ©PP), DEPART CHICAGO, NORTH CENTRAL AIR- /

LINES (MCA) FLIGHT ONE ONE ONE, ARRIVING MADISON, WISCONSIN,

TWELVE FIFTY EIGHT P .M . , INSTANT. ABOVE PERSONS ACCOMPANIED

ByI ImEMBERS, ILLINOIS

CHAPTER, BPP, CG . ABOVE INDIVIDUALS HOLD RETURN RESERVATIONS

FROM MADISON ON NCA FLIGHT FIVE SEVEN TWO LEAVING MADISON

FIVE THIRTY P .M . , ARRIVING CG SIX FORTY FIVE P .M . , INSTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE ^ '

,
3^

REC6TEL APRIL TWO, LAST. OBSERVING WERE]

MILWAUKEE AT MADISON, APPROPRIATELY
^SSmammaa mamm

HANDLE AND ADVIS^ IF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS RETURN AS SCHEDULED.
. ^ yr 6 APR 9 1971

68APR15 idC
MKA F3I HASH DC '

JOl



KDERAL BUREAU Of EfSVEST'C-ftTSOM

coMiviuNic^oxs

l\PR2

f :

TElJElTlf’H. J

cg: cote

7/i?P:1 .'!ITEL 4-2-71 3CK

TO DIRECTOR

. ^:TL'f/'aKEE

E

S.4:’'’ FRANCISCO

CKICACO

( I05-1S5429)

(157-1113)

(157-i2'53)

(157-37S5) (P)

Mr. Tolson

Mr, Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

—

Mr.BreimanC^S
Mr. Callahan .!^^

t
Mr. Casper

—

I
Mr. Conrad-

;

y^r. Dalbey

Ir. Felt

Ir. Gale—
yjfe*. Rosen.-..-

—

Mr, Tavel—
Mr, Waiters.——.

Mr. Soyars —
Tele. Boom
Miss Holmes—

—

Miss Gandy

—

HUEY P.'^’EUTOH, AKA. RM - BPP ? TREASON (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST ) >

00; SAN FRA^’CISCO.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED TODAY HUEY P. PEhTOE, SUPREXiE .

COnXANDER i\

^
BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) , REKAIi’EB CREATER PART OF DAY

AT THEIR ACCOMEODATIOES AT EATER TOV/ER IHU, CHICAGO, NE'/'TOT PARy

TICIPATED in taped TELEVISION I'’TEPVIEV.; NEC STUDIOS, CHICAGO, (

SCHEDULED TO 3E SHOLH! SUBS’^OUENT UNKUO'-H" DATE ON "KUP’S SHOE,” A \^
T'^LFVISION Talk program moderated by IRV KUPCINET, CHICAGO TELEVISION

A‘"0 NEESPAPER PERSO-' AL ITY . NE'-'TON RETURNED TO WATER TOEEP. D'H) FOR

VARIOUS APPOI^'T^•)E^'TS DURING EVENIf’O OF APRIL T'^'O , INSTANT. NEETON

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR QW RADIO STATION ':'VOF TALK SHOW "I’.OT LINE," MOD-

ERATED BY EES SOUTH, LOCAL RADIO prpSOUALITY, F.RCM TEN TO TEELVE PM

TONIGHT.

END PAGE ONE

’R AFti, Is

REG68 Djt

Jfl.
INFORMATION CONTAINED '

,

herein is IINCIASSIFIED

DATE^- 1 -n, by



€' 'Cy'f

D Ar!' TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE;

RE CKICASO TELETYPE, LNSTAWT.

SOURCE IS ACTIV-

ITIES NEWTON ALSO COVERED BY F*t^R BUAGEi’TS. ARRAMCEMEMTS MADE

TO TAPE ABOVE SHO'fS. CHICAPO FOLLOWIilG CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP THE

BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISED.

S i’ D

AJP FBI WASH' DC

ACK NR. 019 & 020 & 0?1.

TKS CUL

h2

. V
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F L'-^eYRev. 5-2 2-6 4)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 4/5/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(priority)

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka
RM - BPP; TREASON
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

(00; San Francisco) «inira««™i®S5f
WmiSlMClASSIHED

Re Chicago teletypes, 4/3/71,

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of ^
an LHM concerning a visit by HUEY P. NEWTON to Chicago on
4/2&3/71. Throe copies of the said LHM are enclosed
for Milwaukee and six copies are enclosed for San Francisco.

The source utilized in the enclosed LHM is
j^2

1 a highly sensitive and j;onf

i

dentlal_ v,

source. The LHM is being classified
as information contained therein could reasonably result
in the identification of this source of continuing value
and compromise future effectiveness thereof.

The observing Agents referred to in the enclosed
LHM are as follows:

4/2/71 SAs and

4/3/71 SAs
ISERCY : SEC , SERV .

,

, -O DErX; ISD,-€Sa^ttr, IDIU,^
fiOWPORW; /?/^

enclosure m. . 5

(9- Bureau (Ends. 11) (RM)

.n3i©sL_oji_p3j£e_

REC*

t-wl

ity: tv —
special Agent in Charge

u. s. GOVERNMENT PRINX «!> O - 346-090 fll)



• •

CG 157-3765

(copies contlnuod from page one)

3 - Milwaukee (157-1113) OEncls. 3) (RM)
1 - 157-600 (BLACK PANTHER PARTY)

6 - Saa Francisco (157-1203) (Ends. 6) (RM)
1 - 157-1904 (BMCK PANTHER PARTY - CHICAGO DIVISION)
1 -I

I

1 -I I

1 - 157-1969 (BLACK PANTHER PARTY - TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP)

1 - 157-4765 (TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP)

CSS : nss
(23 )

newton's appearance on "Hot Line" over radio
station WVON was taped and will b© appropriately handled
when processed.

NEWTON'S appearance on "Kup's Show” will be taped



STATES DEPARTMENT OF J*TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 157_3765
Chicago, Illinois
April 5, 1971

CONFIISNTIAL

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

_ 2, 1971, Special Agents of the Federal
pA'S&HBtnreau of Investigation (FBI) observed Huey Percy Newton,

arrive at O'Hare International
Airport, Chicago, Illinois, on United Air Lines flight
136 from San Francisco, California at 6:38 a.m.

During March of 1971, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past . advised that Newton is
Supreme Commander

,

| I~

~| the Black Panther Party (BPP) from Oakland

,

California.

A chaf^acterlzatlon of the BPP is attached
herewith in the appendix section of this communication.

On April 2, 1971, Special Agents of the FBI
observed Newton and his party being met at O'Hare
International Airport by[ I

|
the Illinois Chapter of the BPP,

Chicago. The party proceeded by automobile from O'Hare
International Airport to the Water Tower Hotel, 800 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

COHMIMINTIAL

Gr^p 1

Excluded^xom Automatic
Downgra^nA and
Declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency. It and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

y=4 ,



HUEY PERCY NEWTON CONFIpENTIAL

On April 2, 1971,
|

Water Tower Hotel, advised that Newton J I

"Iregistered in rooms 1610 and 1612 at that hotel, the
reservations having been made by

The source has advised on numerous occasions during
the first part o f 1971 that I I

I

who has exhibited extreme friendship and
cooperated on numerous occasions with leaders of the
Illinois Chapter of the BPP.

The source advised on April 2, 1971, that
Newton participated in the taping of an interview at NBC
studios, Chicago, to be televised on a subsequent unknown
date on "Kup's Show," a television talk program moderated
by Irving Kupclnet , a Chicago television and newspaper
perscnality. This source advised that the above taped
Interview was the only public appearance of Newton or his
party in Chicago. He did participate briefly in a WVON
radio talk show known as "Hot Line,” moderated by Wes South,
Chicago radio personality, at approximately 11:00 p.m.
on April 2, 1971. This participation was confined to a
radio hookup with Newton in his room at the Water Tower
Hotel.

On April 3. 1971. Special Agjsnts of the FBI
observed Newton

,

| H along with several
unknown black males and a female depart from the Water
Tower Hotel en route to O’Hare Field, Chicago, a t 11:20 a.m .

Other Specia l Agents of the FBI observed Newton.

f

I along with
]

and
I all members of the Illinois Chapter of the

BPP, depart O'Hare International Airport, Chicago, via North
Central Airlines flight 111 at 12:20 p.m. en route to Madison,
Wisconsin.

The source advised on April 2 and 3, 1971 that
Newton was scheduled to make a speech in Madison, Wisconsin
at 2:00 p.m. on April 3, 1971.

Special Agents of the FBI observed Newton , |

larrive at O'Hare International

CONFIDENTIAL

2



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Airport at 6:45 p.m. . April 3
They were met by

confiIential

1971, from Madison, Wisconsin.
The entire party remained

at 0*Hare International Airport dining at the Seven
Continents Restaurant. At 8:55 p.m,, Newton

,

|

]departed on United Air Lines flight 135 en route to

bo
:b7C

San Francisco, California.

3



NR004 MI PLAIN

948PM NITEL 4/7/71 LRK
i'

TO DIRECTOR 10/-165429

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1203

CHICAGO 157-3765

FR^M MILWAUKEE 157-1113

Aj'!'

,!
Mr. Tolsoa j

'i

Mr. En'Jivii
' Mr- S, .

•[VTv.

f'T : ‘ Mr. Cv,\:

ALL INFOiiMATiO!'! GOhTAINED I £-
herein is iii'<CLASiliiLD & /y
DATE.i_'«:r.7 BY.- £ £ '

1/ N. Miss GanJji

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP (TREASON) (KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST). 00 SAN FRANCISCO.

A SOURCE RELIABLE IN THE PAST ADVISED THAT HUEY P. NEP'ON,!
SUPREME COMMANDER OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY DURING HIS SPEECH AT MADISI^

WIS., FOUR THREE LAST ANNOUNCED THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO SPLIT IN THE

BPP AND THAT ONLY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER AND THE NEW YORK CHAPTER OF THE/

BPP HAVE DEFECTED FROM NEWTON’S LEADERSHIP. NEWTON STATED THAT /
CLEAVER’S ADHERENCE TO VIOLENT REVOLUTION NOT CONSISTENT WITH I

^

NEWTON’S BELIEF THAT DEEPER RAPPORT WITH COMMUNITY NECESSARY BEFORE

"
. REVOLUTION POSSIBLE.
/

ADMINISTRATIVE. TRE TEL TO BUREAU, APRIL THREE LAST. INASMUCH

AS CONTENT OF SPEECH INDICATE POSSIBLE CHANGE IN BPP PHILOSOPHY,

MILWAUKEE IS ATTMEPTING TO OBTAIN TAPE OF NEWTON’S SPEECH THROUGH

SOURCE at university OF WIS. AFRO-AMERICAN CENTER, WHO

RECORDED NEWTON’S SPEECH. LHM FOLLOWS. .V
‘

/

WJM FBI WA

/-.crG- fiCii-'i dSiC'.GQ M

PR :

® APR 13 1971

tr'

tr'

<1
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NR 0 18 SF CODE

6 24 PM MITEL 4/14/71 JAK

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

BOSTON

NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 3P

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP: TREASON (KBE).

RELIABLE SOURCE REPORTED THAT ON APRIL TWELVE LAST,

WHAT HE THOUGHT

I
Mr, ShIIws'R^-.

I
Mr,

I
Mr.

I
Mr-BreiimaBiCBSc^

I MV. Callahan,
i Mr. Casper

—

' Mr. Conrad.
- Mr. Dalbey_

*; Mr. S'elt

;

M;.'. Gale

Mr. Eosen

—

Mr. Tavel

—

< Mr. Walters-

Mr. Soyars

; Tele. Roon?—

—

Miss Holmes

Miss Gamiy__—

.

lUEY NEWTON ASKED

about the purchase of a large complex building which HOUSES

THREE RESTAURANTS ON A PARCEL OF LAND ABOUT ONE ACRE IN SIZE

that is worth about fifteen thousand dollars, the location

WAS NOT MENTIONED BUT

be
:b7C

COMMENTED "IT WOULD BE HIGH UP

ON A MOUNTAIN" AND INDICATED IT IS PROBABLY IN THE OAKLAND,

CALIFORNIA, AREA. THEY DISCUSSED THE POSSIBILITY OF BUILDING

A FORTYFIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR HOUSE ON THE LOT AND THEN SELLING

END page one
REG- 79

/ / ML
14 APR 201971

P'7-

lOL WFORMATIOH COHTMNED

HEREIN IS IDLASSIFIEO

date



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

IT FOR SIXTY OR SEVENTY THOSAND DOLLARS. IT IS

HIS OPINION THAT HUEY SHOULD BUY THE LOT SINCE HE ONLY NEEDS

TO pay ten percent down and that THE COST WOULD ALSO BE A

TAX WRITE OFF, TO WHICH HUEY REMARKED "I DON’T PAY NO TAXES",

HUEY ALSO STATED THAT HE HAS TO FIND A RICH WOMAN TO

marry and

LOT OF MONEY.

TOLD HIM TO MARRY AS SHE HAS A

ASKED about STRONGHOLD (STRONGHOLD

consolidated PRODUCTIONS, INC.) (SCPI), TO WHICH HUEY REPLIED

THAT STRONGHOLD IS A ONE MAN CORPORATION AND THAT
|

STRONGHOLD. HUEY CONTINUED THAT
|

THE CORPORATION BUT

THI HE (HUEY) IS THE LONE STOCKHOLDER AND THAT

UNDERSTAND?" HUEY CONTINUED THAT STRONGHOLD IS A TAX FREE

corporation WHICH IS LEGAL AND THE MONEY GOES TO FREE BREAKFAST

PROGRAMS.

HUEY TOLD HE WOULD TRY TO GET TWENTYFIVE HUNDRED

DOLLARS FROM WELL'VaRGO BANK ON APRIL THIRTEEN SEVENTYONE,

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SF 15 7-1203

and would then contact

OF THE PROPERTY.

TO FURTHER DISCUSS THE BUYING
be
:b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS
b2

SAN FRANCISCO WILL CLOSELY FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON

AND WILL IMEDlATELY ADVISE THE BUREAU IF IT IS DETERMINED

THAT NEWTON OR STRONGHOLD PURCHASES AN PROPERTY.

END...

ACK YOUR MESSG NUMBERS 007 010 003 018

KPT FBI WASH

aR



5-i t3a- (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
4/12/71

Attached indicates Black
Panther Party (BPP) Supreme Commander
Huey P. Newton desires contact with
Ronald V. Dellums, Negro (Democrat)
Berkeley, California, who was elected
U. S. Representative 11/3/70.

Dellums has been active in
various Black Conference Activities
in California since 1965 and has
supported BPP.

No indication he has ever
been BPP member.

No dissemination being made
at this time in view of sensitive source
involved.

RNB:drl

LL IWFOi’^IATlON roWWi'W

EREIN IS ^jWliLrtb-sIriEP^

ATE



^-22 -64 )

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L AIR

Date: 4/7/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

MAIL
(PrioTity)

DIRECTOR, FBI_fl05-165429)

FROM;

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dai!)cy.._

r.Ir. Felt

Mr. Gale
Mr. Itoscn

I

I

Mr. Tavel

I
Mr. Waltei'S-,

i Mr. So\'Hi-s ..

I Tele. Room
i- -Mies- Hi)teies7

Miss Gandy_

iN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SRCY NEWTON, aka HtRLl;. ic. - ‘wV'SUBJECT: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka < iC. '
"\J\‘

RM - BPP; TREASON (KBE) HiiT - \j\

00 - San Francisco rzfr

On kl(>ni, HUEY NEWTON, Supreme Commander of the \

BPP, instructed his secretary to contact the office of \

Congressman RONALD VERNIE DELLUMS and requested an appoint- \

ment for NEWTON to meet with DELLUMS on the Congressman's \
next trip to California in mid-April.

DELLUMS, a black former Berkeley City Councilman,
now represents the 7th Congressional District from California
(Alameda County)

.

- Bureau (RM)
1 -T

~

2 - San Francisco
1 -

LSB/jr
(5)

Special Agent in Charge

Mec.1

*^'^'^^*^*********^ SSIEH

1 ^ 1

'

9
'

7\

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)



T

FBI LIAISON:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

April 1, 1971

FOR INFORMATION ONLY

RE: NEWTON, HUEY PERCY

DATE OF BIRTH: February 17, 1942

PLACE OF BIRTH: Oak Grove, Louisiana USA

RESIDENCE: 881 - 47th Street
Oakland, California 94608

BUREAU FILE NUMBER: 105-165429^

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE: Unknown

PASSPORT NUMBER: B 336635

DATE OF ISSUE: March 2, 1971

PLACE OF ISSUE: San Francisco, Calif

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 566-56-4375

PROPOSED TRAVEL PLANS

DATE OF DEPARTURE:

PURPOSE OF TRIP:

LENGTH OF STAY:

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION:

COUNTRIES TO BE VISITED:

PT/L-25
5-70

Business

about 4 weeks

Air
. „ , ^ ,

Europe and Afric^^,^_=,
NOT RTCOROEO

9 APR 22 1971

PASSPORT OFFICE

A ^ A



m 009 SF CODE '

I

9; 03PM NITEL 4/16/71 JAK
/ ' '

to" director (105-165429)

LOS ANGELES /\11

FROM SAN FRANCISCO ( 157-1203) 2P /U'
V

'i

Mr. Tolsoa___ _
Mr. Sullivaa

• Mr. Mohr. . .

Mr. Bishop

Mr.Br3nnaaCB_«
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad,.

Mr. Dalbsy

Mr. Pelt

// Mr. Gale,

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel,

Ir Mr, Walters-™—
Mr. Soyai’C-

A" ‘U-.'i* f; t^OtiTAlNED
j

Trffi. W/i-om —
feslrlED

^

[

Miss Holmss™—.
i Miss Gandy.-™—

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED APRIL FIFTEEN LAST, THAT NEWTON

I

~| would PROBABLY GO TO

I
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA, ON APRIL SIXTEEN INSTANT. NEWTON

STATED TRIP WAS STRICTLY FOR VACATION AND THEY WOULD STAY FOR

TWO DAYS. NEWTON STATED THEY WOULD SEE THE COUNTRYSIDE

IN THAT AREA AND WOULD POSSIBLY STAY AT THE MADONNA (PHONETIC)

INN LOCATED APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF MILE FROM THE PRISON.

NEWTON indicated THEY WOULD TRAVEL InI IpERSONALNEWTON indicated THEY WOULD TRAVEL IN| |PERSO

AUTOMOBILE BUT GAVE NO DESCRIPTION OF SAME.

ON APRIL SIXTEEN INSTANT, SOURCE REPORTED THAT

AND JOHN SEALE, NEWTON’S BODYGUARD,

WULD POSSIBLY ACCOMPANY NEWTOSf.|^^

END PAGE ONE

8EC-7

i-'- cn'-y

61APR 231971



PAGE TWO

SF 1571203

A SECOND SOURCE ADVISED ON APRIL SIXTEEN INSTANT, THAT

NEWTON LEFT HIS APARTMENT AT ELEVEN A.M. , THIS DATE, AND

INDICATED HE WOULD BE GONE FOR A COUPLE OF DAYS. NO INFORMATION

WAS GIVEN AS TO WHERE HE WAS GOING, BUT INDICATED HE WOULD BE

TRAVELLING WITH

JOHN SEALE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTELCAL TO LOS ANGELES APRIL SIXTEEN INSTANT.

FIRST SOURCE is|

b2
b6
b7C

SECOND SOURCE IS

LOS ANGELES ALERT SOURCES IN SAN LUIS OBISPO AREA

OF NEWTON AND
I

POSSIBLE TRAVEL TO THAT AREA.

END...

TEC FBI WDC



’ v-5-i^a^ (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE
4-12-71

Attached relates that the hearing
for setting the retrial date of Huey P,
Newton on a charge of manslaughter, has
been continued until 5-10-71 because
Huey Newton's attorney, Charles Garry,
is presently tied up with the trial of
Bobby Seale in New Haven, Connecticut.
The Judge stated the hearing will be
continued from week to week until the
Seale case is completed, if it has not
been completed by 5-10-71.

Copy of attached sent Inter-
Division Information Unit and Internal
Security Division of the Department.

ABK:lrs

"3'vTAIN

if.' -<f^. - 0 4/.
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NR 020 SF PLAIN

6:52PM 4-12-71 NITEL MXG

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: FRANCISDO (157-1203)

TolsoJ-_,_y

Ml.

;

Mr. CalA
’ Mr. CaopA y,
Mr. CoprsJy?^!

!' Ml. I'al’oEy

Mr. :?Eli

' Mr. Cals

, Mr. iilaser

;
Mr. Ti’vel

I Mr. 'V'.’’3.1-"r3

j
Mr. Co.viMp

I
Tele. B.owr.._

I

Miss Eoluiss

I Miss Gandy— ..

Qalso known as /
HJEY PERCY "NEWTON, AKA*, RM-BPP; TREASON* (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST),/

Racial Matter-Black Panther Party
ON MORNING OF APRIL TWELVE INSTANT, NEWTON APPEARED IN ALAMEDA

COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, DEPARTMENT FIVE, OAKLAND, CALIF,, BEFORE

JUDGE HAROL B* hove, FOR SETTING DATE FOR RE-TRIAL FOR MANSLAUGHTER.

JUDGE HOVE CONTINUED THE HEARING TO MAY TEN NEXT AND STATED IF

fEWTON'S attorney, CHARLES GARRY, IS STILL TIED UP WITH BOBBY SEAL’S

trial in new haven, CONN,, AT THAT TIME HEARING WILL BE CONTINUED

FROM WEEK TO WEEK UNTIL THE SEALE CASE IS COMPLETED. JUDGE HOVE

FURTHER COMMENTED NOTHING ELSE IS GOING TO INTERFERE WITH NEWTON’S

CASE COMING TO TRIAL AS SOON AS THE SEALE TRIAL IS OVER.

approximately THIRTY BPP MEMBERS FROM OAKLAND AREA WERE IN THE
5.'

Bm>T ROOM at time OF NEWTON ’S APPEARANCE, ..BUX^C^ INCIDENTS OCCURRED

Hbid;. u; Vi

DP. i

‘cc TC lOIU ,

f

Ac-, c'cT

RK-66
y j _ // .:: /

ijr § r**' ** ****•



Traiisnnt the los lowing ui
(Type in- pt’xnlcxi or code)

DIKKOTCBj Fi3l ( 10I3-- 16^429

SAC, 0i;i57EI^ND (197-2633) (P) (

EOEY ;p:Bna7"wEKT0E, Aka,
t04 •' BFP
lESASoy (KEY bmgk: extremist)

fjc San IPi'c’ncj.SCO tG.ldv’ps 'go S’lCBau, o/g--*

as o.l'OV'o, anci Ckics-go .Hirtol to Bar'--au^, -

"Black Panther Pa2-i:y, -Cnicago Diviaion^
\i

llHliocoC Tor tiio Bureau arc eiciit il)

Dnai and dated as above. Also oncloBeti a

3

FB-376,

Copies of mil are being disseminated to i

Cleveland, Ohio, atid to each of tiis recoil

'-.nfM so'urce referred to irt enclos

Enclosed IHM is be5.ng classified

protect:. tiiC a.bovG:'-">ii.stGCi sottree, —
It is also noted that I |

probably hill b

one of the Cleveland body guards assigned to -wacch^HJof

MEl'nOK on April 24, 1973i during his appearance ac ouyahog

gomminity Goll&gCji

j
. /

/ ' / '

_

(Enc, (RM) , ,

mr—

2^. Chicago (197-376.5) (Enc.^d) (R'M)
«i.

~ Kia^-ai (E.nCa 2) ^tHP-
r

p'

2 " C J-'-ivelan'-i -

"

' ^

—

J'JO/bnid / AGEWCY ; ACnTM-O , OD^tSSC , SERV.

,

(10) p' DEPit isd.cmmo , iDiu,-gc
/

>(10)
HOWFORW;

1: mvMxL

\

. M Pe:



t •

OV .157“2633

It is noted that though two introductory speakers
will appear with jtST/JTQH. there is no indication at this time
that

I the Chicago Black Panther Party will be
one of those individuals^,

Cleveland will follow and report appropriate
activities^
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D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
V^ A SB IN GTON , D. C . 20535

File No.

Director April 16 , 1971
United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. O Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. E Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. [ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Q Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

1X1 may be available through Oaklandj California Police Department

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service, Cleveland

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



HUEY PERCY NEVrrON, Also
Known As,

On April 15, 1971, a confidential source who has
provided reliable information in the past, advised that
arrangements have been made for HUEY P, NEWTON to speak at
Cuyahoga Community College, Cleveland, Ohio on April 24, 1971
at 8:00 PM. The speech is being sponsored by the Black
Liberation (BLP), a local black extremist student organization
at Cuyahoga Community College, and all arrangements will be
handled through the Black Affairs Department of the college.
Accommodations for S^OOO persons have been requested.

According to this source, the BLP will cover the
cost of the speaker and the college will provide a location.
Advance tickets are presently on sale for $1.50 and admission
at the door will cost $2.50 per individual.

This source further advised that security will be
handled primarily by the Black Panthers, and they have agreed
not to frisk anyone at the entrance, but will be allowed to

use a metal detector to search all that come into the
auditorium.

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party is contained in the Appendix
Section,



«4- 4'

Also Known As.

Campus security will provide guards at the entrance,
exits and outside of the building.

This same source added that the program will also
provide for two Introductory speakers and a men and womens*
dance team.

-2-



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTfGATIOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 22 1971

NR 007 CV plain

5:l/fePMPM URGENT 4/21/71 CLP

TELETYPE

TJ BUREAU

^.yATTN: DID

SAN FRANCISCO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEQ

HEREIN IS uNCLASSlFiEQ

date

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCI
Mr. Callahan.il

Mr. Casper

i

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen

I Mr. Tavel

I
Mr. ’f/alters

I
Mr. Seyars

—

I Tele. Room

I
Miss Eohnes

—

I
Miss Gandy

—

FROM CLEVELAND (157-2633") 3P

HUEY PERCY UEVJTON, AKA; RM -BPP ; TREASON (KEY BLACK

EXTREMIST ).

ON THIS DATEJ THE CLEVELAND V

BLACK PANTHER PARTY ©PP) CHAPTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO, FURNISHED

LITERATURE TO SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI INDICATING THAT
bo

HUEY P. NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE, FOR THE BPP, WILL b7c

SPEAK AT RADIO STATION WHK AUDITORIUM, FIVE THOUSAND EUCLID, ON SUNDAY

APRIL TWENTYFIVE NINETEEN SEVENTY ONE AT FOUR PM.

CLEVELAND , OHIO

POLICE DEPARTMENT, HEADQUARTERS INTELLIGENCE UNIT, ADVISED

that CHARLES FAISON, LEADER OF THE CLEVELAND CHAPTER OF THE

BPP, ARRANGED FOR THE RENTAL OF THE WHK AUDITORIUM FROM

TWO THIRTY TO EIGHT PM FOR APRIL TWENTYFIVE NEXT, THE

PURPOSE FOR THIS RENTAL WAS NOT MADE KNOWN TO WHK AUTHORITIES.

END PAGE ON fee. REG- 29

''cctoiDIU,/52i^ /

APR 1971



page two

THEY WERE LEFT WITH THE NAME OF

NUMBER
I

TO CONTACT FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION.

JTELEPHONE

IaS A PERSON

THE CLEVELAND CHAPTER OF THE BPP ACCORDING

TO THE RENTAL AGREEMENT .

A SOURCE, WHO FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST, advised that APPARENTLY, DUE TO THE FACT THAT

CUYAHOGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE WOULD NOT ALLOW THE BiPP SECURITY

GUARD TO CONDUCT PERSONAL SEARCHES OF PEOPLE ATTENDING

NEWTON’S PROPOSED SPEECH ON APRIL TWENTY ONE LAST AND THE

requirements BY THE COLLEGE THAT THE BLACK LIBERATION FRONT

AN ON CAMPUS BLACK EXTREMIST ORGANIZATION , SHOW THAT THEY

ARE FINANCIALLY ABLE TO PAY NEWTON ’S EXPENSES PRIOR TO THE

ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT FOR THEM TO USE THE AUDITORIUM,

CA.USED THE LOCAL BPP CHAPTER TO CHANGE THE SPEECH DATE AND

SITE TO THE WHK AUDITORIUM.

ADMINISTRATION - SOURCE is|

CLEVELAND IS ARRANGING FOR TAPING OF NEWTON’S SPEECH

AND WILL HAVE INFORMANT COVERAGE.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

SAN FRANCISCO REQUESTED TO ADVISE CLEVELAND OF ANY

information concerning NEWTON'S TRAVEL PLANS OR CHANGE

THEREOF .

P

END

DRL FBI WASH DC

CLR
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NR 019 LA CODE

7:22 PM NITEL 4-23-71 TDH

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 281971

/) C
Tfi.ETYPE

TO DX-EECTISr (105-164429)

SA N F RAN C I SC 0 ( 1 57 - 1203 )
‘

“
’

FROM LOS ANGELES (157-5552) IP

I
Ife Tolson^^^

ySuUiTOn
/Mohr

^r.Brenna^^a
/Mr. Callahs^

/{ Mr, Casper

/
I
Mr. Conrad

I
Mr, D hey _

< Mr. Prit _ ____

I
Mr. G' '3

! Mr. R 'ign

5 Mr. T 'nl

i I.'Ir.

,( Tele. R uni

I Miss I. .imos

I

Miss Gandy_.

HUEY PERCMEWTON, RM - BPP ( KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED ON APRIL TWENTY TWO, LAST,

SUBJECT TO BE IN REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA, APRIL TWENTY SEVEN,

NEXT. SOURCE UNABLE TO FURNISH FURTHER DETAILS.

ADMINISTRATIVE,

m iSFOnMATlOfs COim

SOURCE IS

SAN FRANCISCO ADVISE IF FURTHER DETAILS AVAILABLE.

LA WILL FOLLOW.

RECrllQ / j- m
7 APR 27 1971

i!ii' iM i i' 0 1971



(FEDLTWt; Q’J.-Jr'AU C? i?JV:57:GArC^i ^
cciV:;v;iiN;cAT;cN5 5 Xt.o:j^

MAR S0 1971 j
)'

NR 009 SF CODE

7:24PM NITEL 5/30/71 JAK

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO c 157-3765^1
, INFORMATION CONTAtNI

CLEVELAND
iS uNClASSiFlEO ^

MIAMI DATE

MILWAUKEE (157-1113)

NEW YORK

WASH FIELD

FROM SAN FRANCISCO ( 157- 1203) (3P)

Mr. Tolson____».

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCjpi^
Mr. Callahan

Mr. Casper.

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Daibsy

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gr.le

Mr. Eosf ’i

Mr. Tav ’

Mr. Walters
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room .

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPPj TREASON. (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) . I

RELIABLE SOURCE FURNISHED FOLLOWING INFORMATION ON MARCH^

TWENTYNINE LAST CONCERNING POSSIBLE PERSONAL APPEARANCES BY

NEWTON DURING APRIL, NINETEEN SEVENTYONE:

NEWTON WILL GO TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, ON APRIL TWO OR APRIL TH^

NEXT FOR AN APPEARANCE, BUT NO OTHER DETAILS KNOWN.

NCCF, CLEVELAND, OHIO, CONTACTED

AT BPP NATIONAL HEADoEXfiJiSs » OAKLAND, AND

asked if APRIL TWENTYTHREE IS CLEARED YET FO R^NEW TO
N^^

TO. S|EAK^ |N^^

CLEVELAND.

FHREE IS CLEARED YET FOR NEWTON 10.

REC 18/7^ w' —/ Qr <mmw£6 SSiAw.i

Ihe has the contracts signed^and ready to
' II APR 30 1971

MAIL

LATER, ON MARCH TWENTYNINE LAST, CONTACTED

IaND TOLD HIM NEWTON IS SCHEDULED TO BE IN WASHINGTON,

D.C., ON APRILJWE^THREE NEXT. THEY AGREED NEWTON

WILL COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CLEVELAND, ON APRIL

TTMrv oAr'C* nMtr f r .AHiYI Hafa /END PAGE ONE Q,
Adm.,dati



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

TWENTYFOUR NEXT AT EIGHT P.M. THE CONTRACT IS SIGNED

SECURITY okay, THIRTYFIVE HUNDRED ADVANCE TICKETS WILL BE SOLD,

AND SPONSOR FOR APPEARANCE IS BLACK LIBERATION FRONT.

WAS CONTACTED BY UNIVERSITY OF

MIAMI, MIA»I, FLORIDA, ON MARCH TWENTYNINE LAST, REGARDING NEWTON

SPEAKING AT UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ON APRIL TWENTYEIGHT NEXT,

REQUESTED TO WRITE A LETTER SETTING FORTH THE

PARTICULARS, AND
|
WOULD CALL|

A/H
I

ONE OR APRIL ONE NEXT AT TELEPHONE »MBER^

MARCH THIRTY-

TO LET HER KNOW IF NEWTON

MIGHT BE ABLE TO SPEAK THERE.

BE ADVISED IN THE EVENT SHE WAS NOT PRESENT WHEN

CALLED BACK.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE MILWAUKEE TELETYPE MARCH TWENTYNINE LAST.. ;b2

SOURCE isl

NEWTON'S TRAVEL TO CHICAGO IS PROBABLY IN CONNECTION WITH

HIS SCHEDULED APPEARANCE IN MADISON, WISCONSIN, ON APRIL THREE

NEXT.

END PAGE TWO



\

<i| .
' -

f

PAGE THREE

SF 157- 1203

FOR INFORMATION OF RECEIVING OFFICES, ABOVE-MENTIONED

SOURCE HAD PREVIOUSLY ADVISED REPRESENTATIVE FROM DAVID FROST

TELEVISION PROGRAM IN NEW YORK CITY CONTACTED BPP HEADQUARTERS REGARDING

APPEARANCE OF NEWTON ON THAT PROGRAM ON APRIL SIX NEXT, NO

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED CONlERNING THAT

appearance.

ALL OFFICES ARE REQUESTED TO ALERT APPROPRIATE SOURCES

CONCERNING POSSIBLE TRAVEL OF NEWTON TO THOSE CITIES AND ATTEMPT

TO DETERMINE IF NEWTON WILL APPEAR THERE.

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTOn|bEING FOLLOWED, THE BUREAU AND

appropriate offices will be kept advised of his travel.

END...

HOLD



OPTIONAL KORM NO. 10

MAY tea EDiTtCN
GSA rPMR (4t CFIt) jOI-il.O

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

DIRECTOR, FBI date: 4/26/71

Ik.

f/l'gROM : SAC, LOS ANGELES

,

/,
subject;

RI'4 - BPP
00: Los Angeles

(f) ALL INF0Rf/|AT10?l CONTAINED

HEREIN is ui'^C-LiV—-ii ^

DATEJ^||^^gfJX-#2^;

/-/*'
,' \

bG
^''

:b 7 C

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 2/26/71.

Referenced letter stated that

The Los Angeles Office contacted the following
sources on the dates shown with negative results In an
effort to further Identify

Los Angeles Police Department
4/15/71

Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office
4/16/71

Traffic Violations Bureau
4/15/71

Los Angeles Indices had no reference which could
be determined to be identical with

LEADS

SAN FRANCISCO

AT CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA ; Will report results of
lead as set forth in referenced letter.

Bureau (RM)
©- 157-18500) ./Vb-:./ /-

3 - Los Angeles _
(1 - 157-5552) NOT RRCORDE

CRD/mam

(9)^ . .

Jmi/

NOT RECORDED
172 MAY 1971



CmOiSA!- FORM NO. 10

MAY !&v2 EDmOfi
GSA FFMR (41 a n) loi-ii.e

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

€
I

TO : DIRECTOR,- FBI

SAC, LOS ANGELES
n]ik,/ /

SiiBJECT

date: -4/26/71

't-i mmanum g<3NTASNE0

HEf^EifJ IS UMCLAbkiitiED

^1

m - BPP
^

00: Los Angeles V,

/44',/ / /7 7- J
Re Sacnamento letter to Los Angeles, 2/19/jl, and

Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 2/26/71.

It was mentioned In referenced Los Angeles letter
that the 1Q6q Volksv^agen which was observed near the residence

.. ,,

of l Iwas registered to the captioned individual
at California.

The Sacramento Office advised that on 1/29/71, /
I Vehicle Registration Section. California

,

be"'

Department of Motor Vehicles, advised that I I
b7c

I
California (previous

address of
| |

California) , is the
registered owner of a 1969 Chevrolet sedan. Vehicle Identlfi- '

cation Number f I

' The
^

legal owner was shown as the Southern California Central
;

Credit Union, 2801 West Temple, Los Angeles, California. '

1

Sacramento further advised that on 2/16/71, 1 I
i

Drivers License Section, California Department !

of Motor Vehicles, furnished a copy of drivers license ’

bearing a photograph of

LEADS ‘ be
• .

-
•

'

• :b7C

LOS ANGELES

AT LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA: Will verify employment .

and residence of jdbtain additional back-
ground information ana aetermine suDject's association with. the BP?.

Bureau (RM)
, 7:-

(y- 157-18500) -
^ •

.
-

1 - San Francisco (info) (RM)

3 - Dos Angeles '

.

" /
(1 - 157-5552)

n

CRD/mam
NOT RECORDED

172 m S '1971

uvJJ. S.
'' '

I

' Ml P ~
I i



NR 002 SF CODE

1147AM URGENT 4-29-71 MS

REpf^FTO DIREOTOR (105-165429)

federal BinEE EU CF

CCilirBJNICATIGNb CiOTiDi Jl

APR 2 9 1271

ALL !?';FDH?v^ATiOiGCPlpito!
FROM SAW FRANCISCO (I57-I203) 2P UL(>^:{ . IQ

4 Vi_rivJCTl IL-U

HUEY PERCIM^WTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

Mr. To'^'orj

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. o

Air.Brenn '>nCli
Mr. Callaha^
Mr. CasperJil,

Mr. Conrad
ACr. Dalbsy

Air. Fait

Mr. Gala

Iiir. Hosan
Mr. Tsvel

Mr. Walters

Air. L- /srs

Tela. Boom
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

RM - BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

I i —

V

V RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT ON APRIL TWENTYEIGHT, LAST, 0NE\

FROM NEW YORK TELEPHONI CALLY CONTACTED BPP NATION Al'

HEADQUARTERS, OAKLAND, CALIF., AND ASKED FOR

WHEN TOLD NOT AVAILABLE, ASKED IF

i:

HAD LEFT FOR NEW YORK YET BUT THE INDIV^UAL AT BPP HEADQUARTERS

asked IF NEWTON

DID NOT KNOW. THEN STATED SHE HAS RECEIVED PERMISSION FROM

THE DAVID FROST SHOW TO MAKE A TAPE WITH NEWTON FOR BROADCAST ON

STATION WOR, LOCATION NOT GIVEN, ON CONDITION THAT THE TAPE NOT

BE AIRED UNTIL AFTER THE SCREENING OF THE FROST SHOW. WANTED

CLEARANCE FROM NEWTON TO DO THE TAPING.

END PAGE ONE

FURNISHED HER

- /6 jp,

7 4
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PAGE TWO

CONNECTION WITH THIS MATTER PRIOR TO NEWTON’S DEPARTURE FOR NEW YORK.

SOURCE DOES NOT KNOW IF CALL.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL APRIL TWENTYEIGHT , LAST, CAPTIONED "BLACK PANTHER PARTY

©PP) - TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP."

SOURCE IS
|

NEW YORK REQUESTED TO IDENTIFyI I DETERMINE IF TAPE MADENEW YORK REQUESTED TO IDENTIFY|
|

DETERMINE IF TAPE MAI

ON NEWTON’S APPEARANCE ON FROST SHOW FOR RADIO STATION WOR AND

ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE WHEN TAPE WILL BE AIRED. WILL ALSO MONITOR

RECORDING WHEN AIRED.

END

JTJ FBI WASH DC HOLD - PfeS



4 f
FEDERAL BUREAU CUNWST/GAT?OM

COMiVlUN.'CATiONS doTiON

NR 010 CV PLAIN

7:27 PM ^ NITEL 4/26/71 RJB

TO DIREpOR (105-165429)

CHICAGO (157-4765)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM CLEVELAND (157-2653) 2P

J

APR|2M71

TEI.ETYPE’

Safi Mssin^
dates®'^

AINEO

HUEY PERCY UEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP ; TREASON; KBE.

ESTABLISHED SOURCES CONTACTED CLEVELAND, OHIO, APRIL I.W-ENTY>

FIVE INSTANT, ADVISED THAT NO SPEECH HELD APRIL TWENTYFIFTH, LAST

AT WHK AUDITORIUM, CLEVELAND, OHIO. HOWEVER, NO DIRECT WORD WAS

RECEIVED FOR CANCELLATION AND NO INFORMATION FURNISHED THAT A SUBS

TITUTE WOULD BE PROVIDED FOR HUEY P. NEWTON, SUPREME COMMANDER

OF BPP.

EFFORTS TO CONFIRM THE PRESENCE AT CLEVELAND, OHIO OF

ILLINOIS CHAPTER, BPP,

CHICAGO, ALONG WITH HAVE PROVED NEGATIVE TO DATE.

EFFORTS TO ESTABLISHED PRESENCE OF

BOTH KNOWN BPP SYMPATHIZERS, ALONG WITH

ALSO PROVED NEGATIVE.

headquarters intelligence unit, CLEVELAND,

OHIO PD, ALSO ADVISED NO ONE TALKED AT THE WHK AUDITORIUM ON

^ ^ "CC to IDIU
,

I

56 MAY 1 1 1971 Acfm. data deleted'

END PAGE ONE

'-47

be
b7C
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PAGE TWO

CV 157-2633

APRIL TWENTYFIFTH, LAST, AND HE HAS BEEN UNABLE TO VERIFY THE

PRESENCE OF ANY OUT- OF-TOWNERS IN THE CLEVELAND AREA FOR THE

SPECIFIC PURPOSE OF HOLDING A SPEECH OR TALK.

administrative

RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU, APRIL TWENTYTHIRD, LAST, CAPTIONED

" BPP, TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP"; MILWAUKEE TEL TO CLEVELAND, APRIL

TWENTYFOURTH , LAST, SAME CAPTIONED AS ABOVE; SAN FRANCISCO TEL

TO BUREAU, APRIL TWENTYFOURTH, LAST CAPTIONED " HUEY PERCY

NEWTON, RM - BPP; TREASON; KBE".

SOURCES REFERRED TO ABOVE ARE I

MILWAUKEE ADVISED BY MAIL.

GMV WASH DC FBI TU CUL
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NR 005 SF CODE

12:02 PM URGENT 4/24/71 MCC

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS LNCLASEiFlED _

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

aEVELAND

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

HUEY PERCY NEWTON AKA RM - BPP } TREASON (KBE).

SOURCE ON APRIL TWENTYFOUR, INSTANT ADVISED NEWTON MAY NOy

APPEAR IN CLEVELAND ON APRIL TWENTYFIVE NEXT FOR PREVIOUSLY (

SCHEDULED TALK AT RADIO WHK AUDITORIUM AND|

CHICAGO BPP OFFICE MAY APPEAR FOR HIM.

FROM

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop/^
Mr.BrenniH^
Mr. Callah^nj,

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Dalbcy

—

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel„
’ Mr. Walters—

Mr. S'yr.rs— ..

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes..

Miss Gandy

—

NEWTON MAY APPEAR AT UNIVERSITY OF THE REDLANDS, REDLANDS, J

CALIFORNIA ON APRIL TWENTYSEVEN, NEXT.

SOURCE STATED NEWTON WILL TAPE DAVID FROST TELEVISION

^OGRAM ON APRIL TWENTYNINE, NEXT, AT NEW YORK CITY. FROST TO PAY

FOR TRANSPORTATION BUT NEWTON WILL NOT BE PAID FOR THIS

APfEARANCE . 18/ .£3 - /ib f//

ADMINSTRATIVE

SOURCE is|^

END PAGE ONE

.55MAV
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PAGE TWO

aEVELAND DETERMINE IF NEWTON’S APPEARANCE HAS BEEN

cancelled.
be

CHICAGO DETERMINE IF] |WILL APPEAR FOR NEWTON hic

IN aEVELAND ON APRIL TWENTYFIVE, NEXT.

LOS ANGELES CONTACT SOURCES AT UNIVERSITY OF THE REDLANDS

TO DETERMUE IF NEWTON IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR THERE ON APRIL

TWENTYSEVEN, NEXT.

NEW'tYORK attempt to verify NEWTON’S APPEARANCE ON THE

DAVID FROST SHOW.

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE THE BUREAU AND APPROPRIATE

OFFICES OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED CONCERNING HIS

APPEARANCES AND TRAVEL.

END

RSP ACSK MSGS 3 & 4

FBI WASH DC
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UNITED STATES GO .NMENT

Memorandum.
#

TO

k.)

FROM

subject:

£Jirector, FBI ( 105-16^429)

SAC, NEWARK (l 57-5055) (RUG),

date: 4/20/71

HERBM IS iJNCUSSlfiED
RYHUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka

RET- BPP; TREASON
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

Re Newark airtel and LHM 2/1 2/71 , captioned
"BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), RM."
San Francisco airtel 3/15/71* and Bureau 0-7*
both captioned as above.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 2 reels of tape
and one transcript of NEWTON’S speech at Princeton University-
on 2/9/71 • The original tape in this matter wae made

<3^

available by and is located in NK 157-5055-1-^2.

For information of San Francisco the sources vdio

reported on this speech are set forth in re Newark airtel.

A transcript of the speech is enclosed for San

b2 /
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'
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FROM

subject:

/:

fl
SAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

, /) /I
HUEY PERCr NEWTON, aka
RM - BPP; TREASON
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST!

(00; San Francisco)

Encloaf^ed for the Bureau are eleven copies of
a letterhead memorandum (LHM) regaining a taped monitoring
of an appearance by the subject on radio station WVON,
Chicago, on April 2, 1971. Two copies of the LHM are'

v^enclosed for San Francisco.

The first source utilized in the enclosed LHM
highly confidential and sensitive.

-) 1

who monitoredsecond source is
>gram.

Tl^i^nclosed LHM is clas||ified CgSI^¥6ES31X^
as information contained therein could reasonably result
in the identification of confidential informants of
continuing value and compromise future effectiveness
thereof

.

.:b2

:b7D \

1

/ £.
‘

c/rm
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The original tape is retained in CG 157-3765-lBl.

J . £X-1M
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Bureau (Ends. 11) (RM)
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2 - San Francisco (Ends. 2) (157-1203) (RM)
1 - Chicago
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Jn Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo.
2_57_37@5

'STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

2 Btm-

HUEY PERCY NEWTON t31DdW|S3j^^^-

On April 2, 1971, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Huey P.
Newton, Supreme Commander and Minister of Defense of
the Black Panther Party (BPP3

,
was to appear that night

on "Hot Line," a radio talk show, aired over station
Chicago. Wesle^^buth is the moderator of

"Hot Line."

The BPP is described in the appendix section
of this communication.

On April 5, 1971, a second source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, provided a
transcript of "Hot Line," April 2, 1971. It is set forth
as follows;

'^-.-woup I

Excluded from Automatic
Downgr^ing and
Declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is
loaned to your agency. It and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency. » ^
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necessarily those of the management
of WVON or the participating sponsor.
Hot Line. A program of public comment.
A program where you voice your opinions
and ask the questions of our Hot Line
guests. And now, Wesley South and
Hot Line.

WESLEY SOUTH: Hil Welcome back to a second edition
or another edition of Hot Line. Ag
we have been announcing for the last
five days our guest tonight was
supposed to have been Huey Newton,
the commanding, one of the top...
And we didn’t get a chance to have
you speak with him or ask him any
questions, so again he’s out, he
hasn’t gotten here. I'm E-iSuming that
he's in Chicago and Bobby Rush is with
him. They're on their way and we
would appreciate if they would get
right over here. Unfortunately, we
don't have anyone else here. We had
a very good show lined up but when we
were told that he would be here and they
requested the time, we granted it to them
and now v^e’re left out here on, without
a guest. So, you know what we do in a
case like that. We, and we'll just
have, isn't the first time that this
happened. You know this is uh, maybe
once or twice a month that someone will
be late getting here. So what we'll
do, we will have what we call our
Grab Bag until our guest arrives and
I might add that in the event that they
come, only two will be allowed to come
so, we, the rest of them can, if they
want to stand around the building,
that'll be fine. We had quite a
congregation here the last time. Our
telephone number is 591-5400, and
tonight I’d like to suggest that we
talk about two or three different
things. One is the proposed black
political party, a third political
party that Mr., the Reverend Jesse
Jackson has suggested that we, that



HUEY NEWTON;
SOUTH;
NEWTON :

soura:

NEWTON;

SOUTH

;

NEWTON

;

SOUTH;

NEWTON;

SOUTH;

SOUTH;

CONFIJ

NEWTON

;

SOUTH:

he intends to he^. You’re, boy.’
Tell us what happened when you were
here the last time, don’t you’re
not on the air. (pause)
What, what happened. That’s what
I want to know about. You’re, this
is Huey Newton, okay, you're on the
air now. How ya doin'?
Oh, just fine.
Why aren’t ya here?
Oh, well, due to some circumstances
beyond our control, I couldn’t come
over. So I thought that I would
call you and perhaps converse for
a little while. I can’t stay the
hour. But uh, I thought...
Well, I tell you what. I asked you
so many questions the last time,
I will put you on hold and let you
talk with some of the people, okay?
Uh, I’m sorry, I can only talk for
about fifteen minutes.
That’ll be fine. Okay, we’re gonna
stop here for a moment.,
I’m sorry I wasn’t able to come down.
Okay, I wish you’d of let us know
beforehand.
Yeah, well, I was tryin’ ta make it
until the last minute.
Yeah, our telephone number 591-5400,

(commercial advertisement)

And our telephone number 591-5400.
We have Huey Newton on the line. He ’.11

be able to talk with you. He says he’ll
be, only be available for fifteen minutes
And those are the only calls 'that we
will entertain. If you have a comment,
give us a call at 591-5400, And while
we’re waiting for the telephone to ring,
I will ask you what are you doing in
Chicago Huey, and how long will you be here
I’ll be herefor approximately a half a
day tcwnorrow.
I see.

- 3 -



NEWTON;

SOUTH:
N EWT®

SOUTH;

NEWTON

;

SOUTH;

NEWTON

:

SOUTH;

NEWTON;

SOUTH;

NEWTON:
SOUTH;
NEWTON

:

SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

SOUTH;
NEWTON:

I have an engagement at the University
of Wisconsin.
Uh-huh.

. ^

Andl leave immediately after to see
about Bobby in Connecticut and also
to attend my own court appearance
in California,
I see. What about this, what we’ve,
been reading in the paper about the
split between you and Eldrddge Cleaver.
Uh, well, first of all that it’s more
paper than anything else, that I don’t,
the party doesn’t recognize the split
because the party’s not split. Eldridge
Cleaver defected, the party and the
community and s9i*did NCX2F heads in
New Jersey and the Harlem Branch.
We have approximately thirty eight
chapters and branches and all are
in tact. The party has not been split
because we have a functioning political
machine, and the people will see that
the survival program is not diminishing
but escalating.
Did you fire Eldridge Cleaver as was
said in the paper...
I don’t have the power to fire anyone,,

.

But did you put him out of the
organization, you have the...
No, the subcommittee is the only group
with the power to expell.
I see. Okay, now, I see that our
telephones are all available. Let’s
go right and see if any,
I would like to add that su^ommittee. .

,

Go right ahead.
... did decide that Eldridge Cleaver
defected from the party. I had a private
conversation with Eldridge after I

arranged the Don Marsh (ph) Show.
Yes,
In California.
Uh-huh

„

And I had Eldridge Cleaver hooked up
to that program, in order to show the
community that we were united. When
I was in the penitentiary and after I

was released, there was rumors going
around that there was division, I knew
nothing about a division even though I

f



CONFIDSI

SOUIH:

UNKNOWN MALE:
SOUTH

;

UM:
NEWTON

:

UM;

NEWTON

:

UM:

NEWTON:
UM:

NEWTON

;

UM;
NEWTON;

talked to Eldridge: Cleaver about once
a week in Algiers. I didn’t know
anything about a contradiction until
that Don Marsh Show where he chose
that time to broadside the party
and attempt to undermine the political
campaign to free all political prisoners.
We feel that’s the real damage first
causing disunity in the community
and also undermining the ca-cpaign
to free our chairman Bobby Seale,
Ericka Humans, Angela, (ir.discernible) ,

Michel. Gee (ph) and all the other
political prisoners, and I would like to
say that the Black Panther Party
is behind and we encourage the community
to look into the conditions at Cook
County Jail because we support all the
brothers there and we’re working
for their liberation.
Okay, let’s see what some of our
listeners have to ask you. You’re
on the air. Do you have a question
for Eldridge, for uh Huey Newton?
Yes.
Go right ahead. Go right ahead.
Hello. Huey,
Yeah.
This is, I’m a community workfer for
the Illinois Chapter Black Panther Party,
Urn-hum.
And I just listen Ito what you was talking
about,
Uh-huh,
And we support, I support you
personally myself. And I’m on the
political prisoner committee, and
gonna try ta do my best you know to
see that them brothers get taken care
of cause we was at Statesville last
week, '.we’re going to Pontiac (ph))

.tomorrow, Sunday,
That’s beautiful.
And we’re gonna try (indiscernibleX.
Brother, I would like to say this that
that’s very beautiful that you called
in, it’s always good to talk to
comrades and people from the community.

CCMFIJ
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I wanna say keep up the good work
and remember that words don't solve any-
thing, that action is supreme. And
that while we might not engage in the
argument that Eldridge Cleaver wants
to engage in.

UM:
'

Right on, Huey.
NEWTON; It will distract from our survival

program. Now it's strange and it's
not so strange after all that Eldridge
Cleaver waited till he got to Algiers
to talk so with so much courage and so
much madness.

SOUTH: Now you think someone put a gun on
him and made him speak that way or
do you think he was just camouflaging
his true feelings until he got there?

NEWIW

;

No, I think that it's just a matter of
practicality that if he were really
serious about doing anything, that he
could very well broadcast it here
because it might indict himself, you see.

SOUTH; Indict himself with who?
NEWTON; Pardon me

.

SOUTH*. With the party or with the nation or
with the black people, or.

NEWTON

;

No, what I'm saying is that it was my
understanding, and it's not a clear
understanding of Eldridge Cleaver's
problem

.

SOUTH: Uh-huh

.

NEWTON : But it seems to me that he charged
that the party, our survival program
was a right wing program.

SOUTH: I see

.

NEWTON; And that the left wing that he pretends
to represent is not concerned with
health clinics and serving the people,
they're concerned with making revolution, .

,

SOUTH: Did he say that?
NEWTON

:

And revolution to him is actions or
absolute, in other words the particular
set of personal action would be
revolutionary. He doesn't realize
revolution is a process and not a
set of conditions or principles or
anything could be revolutionary at a

particular time to mobilize the people.
SOUTH: Okay

.

COHFI^f^lAL



NEWTON

;

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:

SOUTH:
UM;
SOUTH;
NEWTON

:

UM:
SOUTH:

UM:
SOUTH

:

UM;

SOUTH:
UM:
SOUTH:
UM:

SOUTH;
UM;
SOUTH;

SOUTH;
UM:
NEWTON;

* eox’Fi

And as far as what he said, I don't
wanna interpret the,, ,what I gather
from your radio programs and the papers
that I interpret to have conversation
with Eldridge before the Don Marsh
Show and apparently we didn't, we
couldn't get clear understanding.
You been here for seven minutes
and we'd like to get another call
in here if we can, okay?
Alright, go ahead.
Telephone number 591-5400, you’re on
the air, may we have your question for
Huey Newton.
I'd like to talk to Huey P. Newton
about. .

.

Go right ahead.
I’d like to talk to Huey P. . .

.

Go right ahead.
Hello. How'ya doin' comrade brother?
I'd like to talk to Huey P. Newton.
He's there, would you go right ahead
and turn off your radio please?
Okay, wait a minute.
Hello.
Hello, I'd like to talk to Huey P.-
P. Newton about the recent statement
by Mayor Daley about land being for sale
and

.

What being for sale?
Land.
Land being for sale.
Right. And certain time that certain
person have to, not certain person, but
individual have to pay off for this land,
What you mean?
And

,
uh , .

.

Why, why did this come up. You said
certain, .

,

This was in today's paper. And I think
it was in last week, week before last.
Well, did you read it Huey?
Right.
No, I’m not familiar with it.

CONFMNflikL



SOUTH;

NEWTON:
SOUTH

:

UM:

SOUTH:.

UM;
SOUTH:
UNKNOWN FEMALE;
SOUTH;

SOUTH:
UF;

SOUIH;
UF;
SOUIH;

NEWTON;

CONFIDSNWt .

SOUTH;
NEWTON;

SOj there’s very little you can
say about that, is there?
Uh, well I don't understand,
I don't either, but he says.,.
Well, as I understand it, as I come
from, the only reason why I

(indiscernible) is because of
land, not because of people. The
land replenish itself and people
replenish itself. And as I have
understand it is that Mayor Daley
had said and I quote land v/ill be
for sale but you have a long time
for, you know, to pay off for
everything and everything.
Okay, thank you for your call. Our
telephone number 591-5400, you're on
the air, may we have your comment
please, make it...
(indiscerhible)

,

No I didn't.
Hello.
Yes, you're on the air, may we have
your question?
Uh listen, I'd like to know, I am
the mother of five children.
Yes.
And We have a home (indiscernible)
but the father (indiscernible)
he disowned, you know, and I would like,
you say talk about the problem, any
kind of problem that you may have, and
I would like to (indiscernible)
why did the men go up and disown, the
black man go up and disown his
children so that the so that the mother
have to get on to the city and depend...
Get on welfare is what you’re saying*
Right.
Uh~huh. Well, you want to comment
on that Huey?
Uh, well all I can say is that it seems
that a man who would do such a thing has
lost a certain amount of confidence and
dignity and is probably because of a
very oppressive situation that...
Um-hum

.

... blacks have lived in for such a long
time but the party would like to change

CSNFIlfeM'IAL.



all that so that everyone in our
community, in the black community,
will have all of the necessities
and be able to enjoy the kind of life
that such an affluent society and the
world is so technologically developed
can give.

S0U1H: Okay, thank you for comment. Our
telephone number 591-5400. We have
Huey Newton on the phone. He can
only stay here just a few more minutes.
We stop here now for a message. Our
telephone number 591-5400.

(commercial advertisement)

SOUTH; And our telephone number, 591-5400.
You*re on the air. May we have your
question for Huey Newton?

UM: Yes, I would like to know since the
December 4 raid on the party headquarters,
what has happened to the party? Has
it effected the party's activities?

NEWTON; Repression effects all our activities
but we are still open and we have the
health clinic functioning here in
Chicago and clothing program and our
survival program is expanding because
as repression escalates, it means that
we have to do more to survive and create
more programs and...

SOUTH; Has it effected you in any way, the
membership, the recruitment, the selling
of the papers?

NEWTON; Yes, that we've, we've gained more
membership and our paper sales are
increased because the community condemns
that kind of action, the repressive action
of the . established order.

SOUTH; Uh-huh.
NEWTON; And when we suffer repression, it breeds

resistance. Also it mobilizes the
people in the direction towards freedom,
because they realize to do nothing would
be suicidal,

SOUTH; Okay, thank you for your comment. Our
telephone number 591-5400. You're on
the air, may we have your question?



1' *
CONFIDTOIAE

UM: Yes.
SOUTH: Go right ahead.
UM: Uh, yes. Uh just a minute. I’d

like to ask Huey Newton about the
Black Panther Party.

SOUTO: Go right ahead.
UM: Beg your pardon?
SOUIH: Yes, go right ahead. Ask the question.
UM: Uh, yes, I’d like to ask about

the Black Party, Black Party.
SOUIH: Black Panther Party,
UM; Uh is this uh, is this uh.
SOUIH: You’re on the air. Go right ahead sir.
NEWTON: Hello, I'm listening brother.
UM: Oh yes, I ’d like to, I'd like to ask

you about the Black Party, uh Panther
split. Has it effected the party
at all?

SOUTH: The split he's saying. He had said
later that it was not a split. That
Eldridge Cleaver had defected and
that I think he says he took two or
three chapters with him. Was that right
Huey?

NEWTON

:

Uh, no one branch in Harlem and the
NCC heads in New Jersey.

SOUTH: Yeah, two of them.
NEWTON

:

Two. And one of the reasons for the
defection was because Eldridge Cleaver
was after the j^ead for mass
movement. There seems to be many
leaders, .

.

SOUTH: Yes, you were telling us, but has it
effected your activities at all?

NEWTON

:

Well, everything effects the
% activities. .

.

SOUTH: Adversely or conversely?
NEWTON: Both. Both the positive and the

negative effect.
SOUTH: How did it effect it negatively?

\jCONEIBWIAL

/ \
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NEWTON

;

SOUTH;
NEWTON:

NSITON

;

SOUTH!:
0M;

NEWTON

:

NEWTON

;

UM:
NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON

;

cx>NFil^m’mL

Uh negatively it caused amount of\
questions and perhaps even a credibility
gap in the community.
Uh-huh.
It confused the community. But that's
beside the point.
(indiscernible)
Bardon me.
Let him finish.
Also, about this recent article they
had in the Jet (ph) magazine
about Huey Newton about his wife,
Eldridge Cleaver's wife being captive
in Algiers and he was telling
(indiscernible) he just want
to be dealt with. Have you read
that article^
I read the article. What was the
last part of the question?
About his wife being captive in, he held
his wife captive in Algiers and he, and
his- I mean uh Algiers wait a minute,
Cleaver’s wife gonna, had his community
secretary with him said that he'll
meet, and, his other party maybe
here will be dealt with. Have
you all read that?
Did we read, I-Tdon't understand.
I read the article where Kathleen
Cleaver is held prisoner...
That's right,
in Algiers
And then you were supposed to have
said that Eldridge Cleaver will be
dealt with, is this right or is it
incorrect.
I don't believe that I said it, but
I will say that all those who let the
community down will be dealt with by
the community at the.
What about by the party.
Pardon me.
What about being dealt with by the party?
The party is only the people's-, I

always said that we don't ever do
anything other than interpret the peopld^s
will but, interpret the people's will, but
they are responsible for all activities.

$NTIAL
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UM:
NEWTON

:

SOUlH:
NEWTON

:

SOUTH:
NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTCSJ:
SOUTH:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:
NEWTON

:

SOUlH:

especially activities of the
political, otherwise it’s an
elite action, it doesn't deserve the
title of a political act.
Alright.
I was saying the negative side of the
tendency and the so-called split.
Yes.
Or defection, I never, I didn't get a
chance tospeakcf the positive side.
That's right.
On the positive sifie I think outweighs
the negative because I think that the
Black Panther PartJ? defected the
community a few years ago shortly after
I went to prison because we became
somewhat alienated because under the...
Alienated by, to whom, who was
alienated from you?
I think that the community, while we
still enjoyed our programs would not
follow the kind of absolutist
rhetoric of Eldridge Cleaver.
Are they following it now, are they
following your, are they following
your rhetoric?
I don't speak in rhetoric.
Well are, you're speaking at all,
you'll be speaking tomorrow, and you'd
spoken. Do people follow you?
Pardon me.
Do people follow you at all?
Well, I should hope they don't follow.
I hope they're more concerned with
the survival programs that we have
in about thirty states. We're not
interested in rhbtoric and we're not
interested in fancy phrases. We're
interested in building a ctMmunity
program.
But the only way the people will know
it is that you'll have to speak it,
you'll have to speak out, otherwise
they won't, you just can't stand
there. It’s not a vacuum, you have
to talk.

CON^II
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NEWTON: I think that when you put yoir political
program and your community » into action
that it speaks for itself.

UM: Mr, South,
SOUTH; Yes.
UM: I*d like to ask another question also.
SOUTH; Very briefly.
UM; I have often heard that the Black

Panther Party has gone underground
with their activities because of so
many of their members being offed
by the pigS, Is this also true?

NEWTON

:

The Black Panther Party is not going
underground, I don't know about
Eldridge Cleaver and his clique, but
as far as we’re concerned, we're
working to free political prisoners,
to feed the community and to develop
the comprehensive collection of
institutions.

SOUTH; I didn’t get that last v/ord, that last
phrase you said, about institutions.

NEWTON

;

We’re attempting to develop a
comprehensive collectionsof institutions...

SOUTH: What does that mean?
NEWTCN

:

... that will serve the people. In other
words, a collection of stable
institutions, a number of them, we
say comprehensive because they serve...

SOUTH; I mean ...
NEWTON

:

Different purposes.
SOUTH

:

Can you speak in our terms.
NEWTON: pardon me.
SOUTH: Can you speak in terras that we can

understand?
NEWTON: You understand, I mean that communities

made up of things that serve the people
such as the health clinicsv

SOUIH; Oh yes.
NEWTON

:

Such as food programs, such as schools.
SOUTH; I follow you.
NEWTON: Clothing distribution, such as

(indiscernible) . These things
together make up a community. Blacks
were stripped of their community when
were brought here chained and not only
were we stripped of a community, we were
stripped of a family, the woman spoke of
the family being divided.



SOUTH:
NEWTON

SOUTH:

UF:

SOUTH:
UF:

NEWTON

;

#
Yeah.
I think this is historical l^ecause
of the division that the slavemaster
caused. Now, it's our job to build
up the community so the community
then can, the people then can express
their revolutionary desires through
those agencies.
Okay, thanks for your call sir.
Telephone number 591-5400. You're
on the air, may we have your comment
please? Your question?
Hello, I would like to ask, I would
like to talk to Huey.
Go right ahead, he’s listening.
I would like to know has there been
any effort by the members of the
Black Panther Party you known to like
influence gang members to Join you
know, to help the community instead
of tearing down.
Well, you know comrade sister, I

really enjoyed talking to you but I

hate $ou know talk programs on the
radio because they always cut you
off and the announcer cuts me off
because of the time limit. It's
not anything hostile. I'm sure
you understand, but it's just that
the time when I called in I said I

only had fifteen minutes, but that
doesn't mean^ I wanna spend half
a second talking to each person. Now
as I was saying that the party direction
now will have neW enthusiasm because
at one point that we had the we truly
had the will and the enthusiasm all
over the community. But after some
members of the party, Eldridge Cleaver
in particular, thought that the
community, each person would have to
pick up a gun tomorrow in order to join
the party people started to get afraid.
And we say we'll do anything the people
want, but we don't denounce the gun, But



#

UF;
SOUTH;

UF;
SOUTH;
UF;
soura:
UF:

NEWTON

SOUTO:

NEWTON 'f:

at the same time we say that/we
are in service to the people and
we will only do that when they want
us to and we’ll do it together,
because we can’t make any revolution,
only they can, so we're concerned
with not only the gangs, we’re
concerned with the problems in the
community such as the narcotics
problem, we concerned with health
problem, the food problem, the
education problem. We’re concerned
with survival pending revolution.
And this will be the nev/ old
direction, so I’ll see you in
the community, thanks for calling.
Okay, bye-bye.
Okay, telephone number 591-5400.
This the Hot Line. Hello.
Yes.
Have you a question for Huey Newton?
Yes I do.
Go right ahead,
I ’d like to know if he thinks the
Black Panther Party is as strong as
it was before and if they had any
new plans.
I think that the Black Panther Party
will mobilize the people even in a

greater, with a greater momentum
than before. I think at one point
that we had even more of...
Uh before, could you hold on Just a
moment while I ask the laiy to turn
off her radio. It seems that we’re
getting some feedback and *hey
can't hear you. Okay, ma’am will
you turn off your radio please?
Alright, now go right ahc^d. Would
you continue?
I think that the party at one point
was bashful because we had the kind
of absolute thinking of some individuals
now left the party, which causes
certain other contradictions and

SNTIAL
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SOUIH:
UF:

NEWTON

:

UF:
SOUTH;

NEWTON:

UF:
SOUTH:

SOUTH;

confusions. But we’re in service
to the community, now we’ll support
any program. We might even endorse
certain administrators providing that
they be willing to fight in behalf
of the people if the people demand
this out of the party. But we’re
a stable, structural political
machine and we’ll act like that as
the people’s advocate to get out
information and to canvassthe
community to also give guidance.
So I think there was a high point,
a low point and we’re on the rise
again.
That answer your question ma’am?
Yes, and I’d also like to know if
he plans to write a book.
Yes, I'm writing a book now and I

should have it finished in about
two months, and if you give me your
name and address, I’ll send you
a copy.
Oh.
Alright, you’re off the air now go,
give him your name and address and
nobody’ll hear it. Go right ahead
ma’am. Go right ahead. You want
me to open the mi-. You want me to
open it? Okay, go right, give him
the name and address. Yes, Uh-huh.
Yes. And the address. Yes, Yeah,
okay.
Now, what is you last name? Alright
Thank you.
Um-hum,
Okay, telephone number 591-5400,
you’re on the air, may we have your
question please? Hello, Hello,
Yes, would you a^k Huey Newton your
question please. Yes,
I would like to ask Mr. Newton, do he,
about these gang fights, doe he think
that we should break down on them, you
know.
Break down on them, you mean.

5NTIAI4
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NEWTON;

#
CONFIUtimAL

All off them shooting each other
and stuff like that.
Yeah, the community should put an
end to all of the negative things
that hurt us and the community, and
we could only do this through uniting
together, but we will not go on
any campaign and joining the
oppressor and stating our problem
the oppressor created in the first
place so, but we cannot solve these
problems by fighting each other,
and this is why that it's tragic
to have the kind of problem that we
had in the party but I think the
problem was blown out or proportion
because the press wanted something
to see, in order to say that the
party is splintered. But the
very fact that I'm here in Chicago,
the brother from the Illinois
Chapter called and I '11 very happy if
brothers and sisters call from
all of our chapters if they’re
listening even though I won't be
on for but a couple of seconds.
But call in anyway and let the
people know that we’re still together
and that while our program is much more
larger than it was say three years ago
that the press pretends that it doesn’^
exist, but they always say that we
didn’t have a program to start with.
Is it larger than it was last
year,, Huey?
Of course.
Now you said three years ago but I

didn’t know whether it was larger than
it was a year ago,
I say it was larger than it was a
year ago, but then we didn’t even
have shoe, a shoe factory but we
just Opened up a free shoe factory
in California, but we - we’re capable
of putting out about fifty pair of
free shoes a week, and we-' we just
opened up a new health clinic in
Berkeley where Dr, Small (ph) is
the physician.
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SOUTH:
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SOUTH:
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:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

SOUTH:

NEWTON

;

SOUTH:

Ai'e you in a position to say how
many health clinics you have across
the country?
Oh.
Approximately.
Approximately, how many health clinics
do we have across the country? Do
you know how many? About twenty.
About twenty.
About twenty health clinics. And the
one here in Chicago has about twelve
medical rooms. And we're developing
a dental clinic inside of it. And
it's very used by the people and
the people love and it's not only a
medical center, it's an educational
center

.

Like to ask you one question before you
leave, you know you were saying the press
is blowing the split or the defection as
you refer to it of Eldridge Cleaver all
out of proportion, wasn't, er was he one
of the original founders of the Black
Panther Party?
No, I recruited him. Shortly after he
got out of prison.
Was he one of the first in that?
No, there were many people before him.
Did he hold some top office in the
party.
Yes, he was appointed to the Minister
of Information, which was a part of the
Central Committee.
The reason I say it because he was well
known around the country, he was in
office, is in office, and he was at that
time there didn't seem to be any split
and I would imagine with all of the furor
that he had raised and that which you
appeared to have sanctioned, I'd never
heard you talk about him before, that
when he did as you say defect 4nd the
paper picked it up, as did this station,
and other, even some of the black papers
and blade periodicals, then you said that
it was, you say it's not very important.
It 's rather. .

.
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SOUTH;
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NEWTON:
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NEWTON;

SOUTH:
NEWTON

;

SOUTH:

CONI'

What, I never said it was ' unimportant

,

I said that it waSo..
All blown out of proportion.
The paper takes and blows it apart
everything.
Blown out of proportion.
Oh, of course it was, because it was
blown out of proportion because
the first the press says there was
a split, nov/ what is the definition of
a split? Did he take ten chapters or
fifteen chapters? Did he split the
Central Committee? Exactly what did
happen?
Uh-huh.
Now if he left and took one NCC head
and a> branch, is that a split?
And after taking that he didn’t take
any programs with him, did the paper
stop coming out one week? No, Did
any office close as far as the medical
center or a clothing center, or a
bussing program. No, because, the
people left didn’t have that to start
with. The party is one, and as
Bobby Seale says that he is the
chairman of only one party. So
whatever that other thing is, it’s a
creation of your radio station and other
press agencies, whether it's black or
white.
Um-hum.
And all of the news mongers like
sensation, is that correct?
Uh, as you know, that sells papers
where talking about boy scouts will
not sell papers.
Yeah, I say you’re interested in
selling papers and people listening and
not interested in building the community.
Now I wouldn't say,..
All blacks including blacks...
I wouldn't agree with you ther^. I

think that most of the people /who listen
to this station like myself ^e interested
in building the community. I can’t
let you get away with ttiat.
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NEWTON

:

SOUTHi

#
CONFIDl^IAI*

Well I'm glad to hear you say that...
Well, I'm glad to hear you say it, and
to agree with it.
Pardon me,
I. say I'm glad to hear you say it and
agree with it.
I- I'm glad to. .

,

I don't know whether the people,
whether they're interested in whether
you're glad or not glad.
Pardon me,
I said I don It whether the people
who are listening are glad or not
glad whether you're glad. But at
least they are, there are many people
out here who’s doing precisely what
you're saying that you're doing and
they may not be getting the same
publicity that you're getting and
they've been doing it for years.
I trying that, I’m given much too
much publicity. They should give
more publicity to the Breakfast
Program and the Health Program because
after all, I- I’m just an ex-convict,
not even that, I'm a convict on bail
and I would like to thank them...
There 're lot of us out here who are
convicts.
... for delivering me from the
gas chamber:. Just before I got
there. So the people are the real
heroes.
And a lot of people didn't make it.
Certainly you're not the hero and...
Lot of people had to go tb the
gas chamber.
... I'm npt the hero. So let's
not be arrogant about that.
Hey, we got about eleven minutes, can
you stick another eleven minutes?
Uh, I can stick around for one more
question. from the people.
Okay, hold on. Our telephone
number 591-5400, you're on the air,
may we have your comment please, or
your question, \ T

CGshJmTlAh
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NEWTON

:

UM:

NEWTON

:

UM:

NEWTON:

Yes sir, Mr, South
Yes,
Uh, could I speak to Mr, Newton?
Yeah, he’s listening, go right ahead,
Uh, Mr. Newton, I ’m a Pant^her
on the north side, ap^i^tfn, I have
a cousin named Bobp^^t^^ompson (ph) live
(indiscernible) ^ and you might
remember about a week ago, the police
broke in the house out there
(indiscernible) and raided the
place you know and bu6t in shooting
like Mark Clark you know.
Yeah, right.
And they shot him in the elbow and
the bullet ricochetifed'4 off his elbow
and hit him in the stomach. And
they they beat all the mens (ph) y’know,
unmercifully, you know.
Yeah, right.
And they told all the peoples in the
neighborhood don't get in the windows
and stuff like that. And they took
him out the back door which while he
was laying on the ground, they stomp,
beat and kicked him in the face and
everything, you know.
Yeah, right.
And they took him to the County, they
handcuffed him and it was about three
days before they even let his mother
see him, you know. And I was wondering,
you know, you know some type experience
about this here, what what could we do,
you know, cause this is my cousin,
you know, and I’m really serious,
you know, because this is a hurting
thing you know,
Uh, you know, the only thing that
we could really do is just concentrating
on organizing our community so that we
can oust all foreign intruders.
Those people who hang around our
community attempt to control them yet
have no real true respect or interest
in our community or the people who
live there, so,uof course on individual
cases, I say individual cases I mean

- 21 -
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;

UM:
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SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWIW:
SOUTH:

t #
individual atrocities because no case
is really individual. We have to
stand and draw a line someplace and
once we do this, then we can start
setting those examples. It’ll be
necessary to,. stop the kind of action
that we suffer, we been suffering
actually about 400 years.
Right, the man said well you need to
die, you knoy, and stuff like that
because he's an instigator because he
speak his mind and and he just
express the way he feel you know, and
this is a brother cop that did it
you , know.
Yeah, right. Well you know when they
put that uniform on, it’s all you know
whatever color that that oppressor
wears, you know, in California and
Oakland it's blue you know.
Uh-huh.
Over here I think it’s gray, isn’t.
Is it blue here too? Uh Bob Rush
just told me it’s blue here too,
you see. So uh not matter whether
it’s blue, green or gray, once they
put that uniform on, they’re dedicated
to taking orders from their boss.
Mayor Daley here and the States
Attorney who killed Mark Clark and
Fred Hampton and all the vicious
police dogs, see. So we know
exactly who the enemy is, we know
that these police (indiscernible)
they serve Daley and all of...
Do you feel that there are any
dedicated policemen ..in the gr-,
in the ranks?
Uh, why don't you tell us, is there?
I’m asking you,
I’m asking you. You said that you
want to serve the people.
I said I’m asking, do youiy are
you saying when once they put the
blue uniform on...
I asked a question, you answer,,.
And I was asking if you felt that
they all, if they,,.

- 22 -
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NEfITON : I 'm not afraid to answer but you
are, because you don't want the
people to cite you as the
people's enemy.

SOUTH: In other words, ^ you don't- you don't
care to answer that question.

NEWTON; No, do you care to answer?
SOUTO; I know of a person by the name

of Renault Robinson (ph)
,

I can
name you a dozen that don't fall
into that category.

SEWIW

:

Uh, how 'bout Gloves (ph)
,
does he

fall into that category.
SOUIH: He certainly does, and I said so here.
NEWTON; Well, uh, of course,,.
SOUIH; So then you do, you will answer

then, huh?
NEWTON: Whatever position you take, in my

experiences and maybe they're different
from yours, that I have ever come in
contact with a police agency
that was fair to the people. Now
if you have, then you know you just
have to take that up with the
community.

SOUTH: In other words, you won't say whether
all policemen are in that category
or not.

NEWTON: I just said that I could just talk
about my experiences, I said that
I had been in the pen-, I stayed
three years in the penitentiary
before that that I've had much
contact with police agencies of
various kinds and that they never
treated me fairly and I have
witnesses, I have v/itnessed;
many atrocious kind of actions.

SOUTH: I have too.
NEWTON: So I'm saying that I can only tell

you my personal experience.
SOUTH; l5see, but I thought possibly,,.
NEWTON

:

You said that,,.
SOUIH: I though possibly you had in your

getting around, you heard some of
your brothers say that there were
some who were outstanding, who,,.

comiw&k
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;
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SOUTH;
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:

SOUTH;

NEWTON;
SOUTH;

NEWTCN

;

I just Jieard you say it.
Well, I thought maybe some of the
other fellows in your organization,
I 'm not a member of the organization,
I thought possibly someone in your
organization had said that, I'm
surprised that after all these years
that you hadn't heard that at all.
You the first brother I 'ever heard,
but I'm always...
Oh, you know I'm not the first
one, no.
What?
You say I'm the first one you ever
heard that said what?
First brother to say that the police
are good.
No, you not, now you, I have said,
and you're not, you're not gonna
put that in my mouth. You know
better than that. I said that
there are some good ones. And
I ask you if you knew of any.
And I named one, and I named one
that was not. You called one and
I -agreed when you said that he's
not.
(indiscernible)

.

I didn't hear you.
I said (indiscernible) see if
they shoot you before you get
to the fence.
I see. That sounds good.
Alright?
I mean that sounds. good. I don't believe,
I don't believe you know Robinson would
do that.
Well, I, I...
And I'll tell you another thing, I

don’t believe that the follows who
are in there with you think the same
thing either. And you could ask
them right there.
Well, sep^, I don't I don't know
Renaul;k^obinson and I just gave you
an honest judgment, you see, and the
judgment’s based upon my personal
experience

.
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:
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Yeah, I, I accept that.
Alright.
Our telephone number 591-
I- I *m ^onna have ta go now, but
I 'd like to tell the people power to
the people and I hope to come to your
studio, ,

,

Would you like to talk about the
Galley, say what about the er
Lieutenant Galley, Would you like to
comment on that. His conviction.
Well, listen. Hello,
Yed:^, I say would you like to comment on
Lieutenant Galley’ conviction?
Uh I just got some information about
brother Renault who was fired, he was
fired from the police department, right?
No, he was suspended from the police
department.
Oh, he wasn’t fired?
Yeah.
Uh, is he back on now?
He will be next month.
Is that right?
Yeah.
Well I just heard some favorable
things about him, and that I would like
to say that while I haven’t met him,
perhaps that he's giving a new face to
thS whole thing. And if the c<»nraunity
appreciates him, I certainly do. And
as I said, that I just heard some
favorable things about him. And
we are to support anyone who is
really interested in our community, see.
And I don’t mean to, I never am
really absolute about things, but
nor am I hasty to draw a conclusion if
I know nothing about it as far my
expert my experiences are concerned.
So I'm gonna have to sign off but I

thank you for letting me have the
time on your air,
I’d like to hear from, uh have you
nothing to say about Lieutenant
Galley’s conviction then have you?
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#
I think that Galley is a scapegoat.
I think that he's used to ease the
conscience of the American ruling
circle and President Nixon and all
of his fascist generals and the
fact is this man will make a
profit by the whole thing in military
contracts and so forth. So while
he might have killed many many
Vietnamese people, but consider the
B-52s that kill many many children
and women and destroyed villages
and communities. So not only Galley
should be on trial but the whole
American reactionary system should
be on trial. And I’ll tell your
that the Black Pantherc Party here
is here to try that system. So
power to the people dhen brother and
I'll call you on my return, I will,
I will also like to tbil the
community that the free bus will
be leaving Sunday at 4233 Indiana Street
at 9:30, And it will be going to
Madison and it will go to Pbntiac and
go to Dwight prison this week. This
is the bus for relatives, loved ones
and of prisoners and we invite the
community to come and take advantage
because prisoners need people to visit
them. It's about the only communication
that we have and I say we because I

still feel the prisonef as long as
a brothers at Gook Gounty Jail, our
chairman is in jail in Connecticut and
Ericka is there in jail and Angela, so
as long as those brothers and sisters
in prison and I'm in prison also, and
let's go and see them, alright.
Okay, thank- thank your for calling.
Thank you.
And that ladies and gentlemen was Huey
P, Newton, the commander of the Black
Panther Party, who's in Chicago here, he'll
be leaving here tomorrow, he'll be at a
meeting tomorrow, he says belli be here
for another half day. We're gonna stop
here for a message.
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

April 29 , 1971
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

C O N F I D I A L
declassified by_,

ON

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. ^Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from t,

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. 01 Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists
'

criteria:

. S. to countries in the Soviet or

meet one or more of the following

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) [3 Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph h'as been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service

, San Francisco (IM)

C O N F I T T I A L

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

C O N F I IN T I A L

Copy to:

Report of;

Date:

Secret Service, San Francisco
(Class 3, 5a,' b, c) (RM)

Office: SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Field Office File ii 157-1203 Bureau File 105-165429

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character: RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY; TREASON

Synopsis: HUEY PERCY NEWTON, BPP Supreme Commander and Minister of
Defense and "Servant of the People", continues to reside
in Apt* 25A, 1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland, California,
Date for retrial not yet set. From 1/30/71 through 4/3/71,
he spoke at various universities on East Coast of the U,S,
During same period, he cancelled several appearances. In
connection with appearances, NEWTON made several trips from
San Francisco to East Coast, Points of travel set forth.
During television appearance in San Francisco on 2/26/71,
NEWTON and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, former BPP Minister of
Information, had disagreement over whether or not I

~|

Ishould be expelled from BPP, NEWTON
supported and he expelled CLEAVER and Intercommunal
Section. Events surrounding NEWTON-CLEAVER split set out.
Expulsions of other BPP members by NEWTON set forth, NEWTON
continues to make final decisions relative to BPP policy
and procedures, NEWTON 's activities re Stronghold Consoli-
dated Productions, Inc, (SCPI) , BPP international relations,
BPP Ideological Institute, and his influence in settling
student disruption at Merritt College, Oakland, set forth.
During February and March, 1971, NEWTON visited with BPP
Chairman BOBBY SEALE in New Haven, Conn, NEWTON has expressed
BPP support for ANGELA DAVIS, NEWTON reportedly has high-
powered rifle with scope in bedroom of his apartment, and
may carry a "short, stiletto type blade" knife. Writings by
NEWTON set out. Transcripts of speeches given by NEWTON in
November and December, 1970, set forth.

C O N F E N T I A L

Sxc'^uded . f^m automatic
. ^ .

downgradiM g^nd declassification
This document "ontains neither recommendations nor conclusions^^ the FBI. It is the property of the F’3;

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside y^r agency.
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DETAILS:

I . BACKGROUND

RESIDENCE

Subject resides in Apartment 25 A, Twelve Hundred
Lakeshore Apartments, 1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland,
California, under the name of DON PENN. The rent for this
apartment is paid bv l

Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Inc, (SCPI) , New York
City, New York,

SF T-1
April 15, 1971

Panther Party (BPP) in New York Ci ty,
New York, and of SCPI,

SCPI is a BPP corporation in New York which
is utilized to handle BPP financial
transactions.

A characterization of the BPP is contained in
the appendix.

On January 27, 1971,
1200 Lake Shore Apartments, Oakland, California, advised that
one of his prominent tenants has threatened to move and has
claimed that at least ten others will do the same unless HUEY P,
NEWTON is evicted. Tenant made no allegations that NEWTON has
caused disturbances or problems of any kind, be

I I
fears tenant uprising and is presently con-

ferring with his attorneys to issue eviction proceedings against
newton. He stated the owners would claim they were deceived
by

I
I who leased NEWTON 's apartment

under the name of SCPI and gave false information concerning
contemplated use of the apartment.

7
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The February 12, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Examiner", a daily San Francisco, California, newspaper, con-
tained an article captioned "Huey Newton's Plush Pad, $650 A
Month, 25th Floor Digs" written by ED MONTGOMERY, Staff
Reporter. The article reported that NEWTON is living in high-
style in a $650 a month apartment overlooking Lake Merritt
in Oakland, California, He has been residing there under the
asstuned name of DON PENN since November, 1970, His top floor
apartment is lavishly furnished with handsome furniture, some
of it imported.

The article reported the one year lease of the
apartment carries with it such services as a full time door-
man, sauna; gymnasium and putting green. According to the
article, the lease for the apartment was negotiated by SCPI
of New York with DAVID GABRIEL LUBELL as signator.

The article siso reports there is a standing order
with an Oakland florist for fresh flowers daily while PENN -

NEWTON is "in residence".

The February 18, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle", a daily San Francisco newspaper, contained a front
page article captioned "The View From Newton's 'Prison' "

written by TIM FINDLEY, a Chronicle Staff Reporter, The
article reports that "the penthouse at 120 (correct address is
1200) Lake Shore Avenue, overlooking Lake Merritt, is what has
been described as the 'posh Panther pad' •' HUEY NEWTON 's
hideaway' , yet to the young Panther leader who sometimes lives
there, it is a prison".

The article continues; "The Party's national
policy is handled by a seven member 'Central Committee', of
which NEWTON is a member, but with insufficient voting power
to overrule the body",

"Had he that power, NEWTON says, he would never
have landed in the 25th story, two bedroom penthouse. That
was a decision of the 'Central Committee' and it was based on
providing not opulent comfort for NEWTON but secure protection.

8
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The $700 a month now expended to insure bis safety is
considered by the Panther leadership to be almost a bargain"

,

The article further described the procedure one
must go through in order to see NEWTON and describes the
security measures of the apartment building.

The article further reports " 'I stay here because
it is a security building' , NEWTON said, looking out the
panorama of Oakland, flooding the apartment's floor to
ceiling windows. 'I'd like to be back in the streets; like
it was before, BOBBY (SEALE) and I, and letting BOBBY be
the spokesman. But at lease here if the police did storm in,
they'd have a lot of explaining to do to the other tenants.

" 'It's like prison, really*, NEWTON said, seated
at the long conference sized dining table in the apartment,
•I feel like I'm a prisoner, I can’t walk down the streets
like I used to; when I go, there's a force that goes with me' ",

The article is accompanied by two photographs of
NEWTON. One of the photographs shows NEWTON sitting on the
couch inside the apartment and the other photograph shows
NEWTON standing on the veranda pointing to the Alameda County
Courthouse and Jail with his swagger stick. In the article
NEWTON is quoted as saying he can see the courthouse and jail
from every room of his apartment and "I can look down on it
whenever I want"

,

BOBBY SEALE is publicly identified as
the Chairman and co-founder of the BPP.
He is presently standing trial in New
Haven, Connecticut, on charges stemming
from the torture - murder of alleged
police informant ALEX RACKLEY in
Connecticut during May, 1969,

9
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B,. EMPLOYMENT;

Subject has no employment and is engaged on a
full time basis as head of the BPP,

SF T-2
April 21, 1971

Subject is publicly known as Supreme Commander and
Minister of Defense of the BPP,

The February 20, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther",
official weekly newspaper of the BPP, shows NEWTON 's title
as Minister of Defense of the BPP and Supreme Servant of the
People,

The April 17, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther",
newspaper shows NEWTON 's title as Minister of Defense of the
BPP and Servant of the People,

10
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C, STATUS 0? NEWTON’S RE-TRIAL FOR MANSLAUGHTER;

Subject appeared in Alameda County Superior Court,
Department 5, Oakland, California, on morning of February 11,
1971, at which time hearing for setting date for retrial on
manslaughter charges was continued until March 12, 1971,
Judge HAROLD B. HOVE, who presided, told NEWTON the hearings
will be held month-to-month until such time it is known when
Attorney CHARLES BARRY will complete the BOBBY SEALE trial
in New Haven, Connecticut, and that NEWTON 's trial will begin
immediately upon completion of the SEALE trial.

CHARLES GARRY is publicly identified as a
BPP Attorney working out of San Francisco.
He defended NEWTON in 1968 when NEWTON was
convicted of manslaughter.

On the morning of March 12, 1971, NEWTON again
appeared in Alameda County Superior Court, Department 5, Oakland,
before Judge HOVE, Hearing on date for setting retrial con-
tinued until April 12, 1971,

On April 12, 1971, NEWTON appeared in Alameda County
Superior Court, Department 5, Oakland, before Judge HOVE and
the hearing was continued to May 10, 1971, judge HOVE stated
that if newton's attorney, CHARLES GARRY, is still tied up
with BOBBY SEALE'S trial in New Havep, Connecticut, at that
time, hearings will be continued from week-to-week until the
SEALE case is completed. Judge HOVE commented that nothing
else is going to interfere with NEWTON 's case coming to trial
as soon as the SEALE trial is over.

11
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D. PASSPORT INFORMATION;
be

clerk, U, S, Passport Office, b7c
Federal Building, 450 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, advised
on February 26, 1971, Subject applied for a passport at this
agency. On the Application For Passport Subject furnished
the following information:

Name:

Mailed Passport
To:

Telephone:
y

Date of Birth:

Place of Birth:

Height:

Hair:

Eyes:

Visible Dis-
tinguishing Marks:

Occupation:

Social Security
Number:

Permanent
Address:

Person to Notify
In Case of Accident
Or Death:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

February 17 , 1942

Oak Grove, Louisiana

5*10 1/2"

Black

Brown

None

Community Organizer

566-56-4375

881 - 47th Street
Oakland, California

ARMELIA NEWTON, Mother,
881 - 47th Street,
Oakland, California

- 12 -
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Father: WALTER NEWTON

Father's Place
Of Birth; Birmingham, Alabama

Father's Date
Of Birth: March 28, 1900

Mother's Maiden
Name: ARMELIA JOHNSON

Mother's Place
Of Birth: Monroe, Louisiana

Mother's Date
Of Birth: September 17, 1904

Marital Status: Never married.

Application bore notation that Applicant's birth
certificate was filed April 27, 1945, based on affidavit of
attenting physician.

On the application NEWTON indicated that he had
previously been issued a U, S, passport in November or
December of 1961, at San Francisco, but that the passport has
expired and that he had lost or misplaced it.

The following information was set forth in the
section of the application captioned "Proposed Travel Plans" ;

Purpose of Trip: Business

Proposed Length
of Stay: 4 weeks

Number of Previous
Trips Abroad Within
Last 12 Months: None

13
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Means of Trans-
portation*

Countries To Be
Visited:

Probably depart and return
by air

Europe and Africa

The application is signed "HUEY P, NEWTON",

An affidavit of identifying witness filed with
newton's application was signed by JOHN SEALE, who said he
had known NEWTON for fifteen years as a friend.

JOHN SEALE is pviblicly identified as the
Production Manager of "The Black Panther"
newspaper and the brother of BOBBY SEALE,
He has recently been serving as NEWTON 's
bodyguard and chauffeur.

On March 3, 1971, advised that the San
bo
:b7C

Francisco Passport Office had been instructed by the Passport
office in Washington, D, C, to issue NEWTON a passport and
then send his application to the Passport Office, Legal
Section, She stated NEWTON was issued Passport number B336635
on March 3, 1971, and the passport is good until March 2,
1976.
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II. ACTIVITIES

A. PERSONAL APPEARANCES:

Security Arrangements:

[stated on January 14, 1971, the new i

policy for universities desiring to have Subject appear on
their campuses is that they (representatives of universities)
must send an official written communication to BPP National
Headquarters, Oakland, inviting Subject to speak and stating
the amount they are willing to pay, A contract v;ill then
be sent by BPP National Headquarters to the person arranging
the appearance, spelling out specifications demanded by
the BPP that must be met before approval is granted for
Subject to appear. The contract must be signed by a responsible
individual and returned to BPP National Headquarters, Checks
in payment for Subject's appearances should be made payable
to SCPI and must be paid within one hour after he speaks. The
BPP further stipulates that round trip travel expenses for
Subject and two companions from California to the location of
the appearance be paid in addition to the $2500 speaking fee.
Security measures for any appearance is to be handled by the
local BPP chapter in the area of the university where Subject
will speak,

SF T-3
January 14, 1971

On January 18, 1971,1 Idiscussed
I problems the BPP was having

With respect to special security arrangements for appearances
of NEWTON, as a result of which it might be necessary to cancel
newton's forthcoming tour of the Eastern part of the U. S,,
tentatively scheduled for January 28, 1971, to on or about
February 22, 1971,

15
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The New York 21 refers to those OBmbers of be
the BPP who were indicted by the New York bvc

County Graind Jury and arrested by the New
York City Police Department on April 12,
1969, for conspiracy to commit murder -

arson. On September 8, 1970, 13 of the 21
individuals named on the indictment went
to trial in New York City,

According to
|

it is the policy of the
BPP, with respect to public appearances of NEWTON, that the
BPP desires to search all persons entering the place in which
NEWTON is to appear and also desires that all persons
attending be seated at least ten minutes before NEWTON
appears, NEWTON will not share the platform with anyone else
on the occasion of his appearances, b6

b7C

With respect to NEWTON 's proposed Eastern trip, the
BPP had been questioned by Princeton University in regard to
these security procedures and also desired NEWTON to share the
platform with some other speaker, whose identity was unknown.
Accordingly, NEWTON had instructed ! I to raise his
fee at Princeton University to $5,000,00, and she reported
that she had sent a letter to the school this date to this
effect, with an ultimatum that if the school refused the
special security measures of the BPP, NEWTON 's appearance at
the school would be cancelled. In view of that, she expects
a cancellation.

SF T-4
January 18, 1971

16
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Completed Appearances:

a, Lee High School
New Haven, Connecticut
January 30, 1971

At 8:50 PM January 30, 1971, Special Agents of the
FBI observed NEWTON arrive at Lee Hicrh School in a dark blue
Peugeot bearing Connecticut license | | NEWTON was
accompanied by f I and two unidentified Negro males
and they entered Lee High School.

NEWTON spoke at Lee High School on January 30, 1971,
in conjunction with a BPP sponsored meeting for concerned
citizens at that high school. A full house audience of 1100
persons was in attendance.

NEWTON Stated that his purpose in coming to New
Haven was to free BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS,

ERICKA HUGGINS is a co-defendant with
BOBBY SEALE in Superior Court, New
Haven, Connecticut.

newton's speech dealt with BPP ideology and the need
for freeing all "political prisoners", NEWTON described
"political prisoners" as being all persons who were in jails
in the United States on charges resulting from their anti-
Government activities. In regard to the trial of SEALE and
HUGGINS, NEWTON stated, "Is it not your obligation and right
to do everything necessary to stop the murder of BOBBY SEALE?
If the law says that BOBBY and ERICKA should face the electric
chair then the people should accept that but I say the people
should not accept that like they did not do in my case. The
law is bound to make mistakes and people should be allowed to
correct the laws, BPP members are true and non-Violent people
who must preserve and defend themselves and not let occur the
murder of BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS",

- 17
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NEWTON continued: "We may not see the fruits of
our revolution in our lifetime, but we will go on struggling
while the tanks roll up to our door. We have only two
alternatives - reactionary suicide and revolutionary suicide.
We prefer the latter. Men should not serve laws, but laws
should serve men. There is no law which says a man should
give up his life without a struggle. The ten point program
is not a revolutionary program, but rather a survival program
which includes a free breakfast program and a program where
kids can get free shoes. We must provide the young with
strong bodies and strong minds and teach them the truth about
this society".

NEWTON also quoted ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, stating "We
will level the earth if we do not get our manhood". He stated
that, "A man must make a covenant with death. The reactionary
system seeks to solve problems through murder, legal or other-
wise. A man who has been executed cannot have his grievance
redressed. There is no law we must respect. The state has a
covenant with death and solutions are based on violence while
they preach non-violence. Life cannot be taken away by
gradual processes also; example, denial of medical care,
unemployment, etc. The BPP would rather be kicked out with a
stick rather than swept out with a broom because the broom
is humiliating. We will not bow to the stick or. the gun.
The BPP wishes for a time when the gun will not be needed, A
time of life, harmony, peace and order",

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER is publicly identified as
the former Minister of Information of the
BPP, He is a Federal fugitive and is
currently in Algiers, Algeria,

Concerning prisons, NEWTON stated, "No law can
justify the kind of prisons we have here. No law can justify
the death penalty. Reactionary suicide is a reactionary
tactic. Our obligation is to preserve our lives by any means
nesessary, as well as by standing in front of a tank. The

- 18 -
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BPP spits on the tank to show contempt. Revolutionary suicide
attempts to destroy the tank. We attempt to bring an end to
the causes of danger and provocation,

"Individually we do not know if we will see the
fruits of the struggle, but we know the people will survive.
He stated that there are really only two alternatives -

reactionary suicide and revolutionary suicide. The BPP
chooses revolutionary suicide because we are dying every day.
When law does not serve the people it should not be recognized.
If BOBBY and ERICKA Stay bound up tight, we will pull back
the switch and there will be no more light. Our goal is
education, so there will be no more racism or war. We are
diminished when we have to take lives. We are all 'homo
sapiens', all of the same species. We cannot work out new
value systems given the current power circle. We must be
ready to take life to break the power and we call upon you to
help us. The whole concept of nationhood is made up to
exploit the people. We know roan must eat-earth should supply
these things. No one has the right to fence in grain while
people starve. The State thinks it can determine who will live
and who will die. To straighten out the Courts, we must
straighten out the country by power in the community,"

After concluding his speech, NEWTON stated that
he would be in New Haven for several months and plans are
presently being formulated to start a free shoe clinic in New
Haven

.

SF T-5
January 31, 1971

A great deal of community support had been generated
for newton's speech. This was evidenced by the overflow crowd
which responded for NEWTON 's appearance,

SF T-6
February 1, 1971
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The overflow from NEWTON 's appearance at Lee High
School were given free passes for an appearance by NEWTON
which was scheduled for Woolsey Hall, Yale University, New
Haven, on January 31, 1971, All persons except those given
free passes would be charged a fee of $2.00 to attend
newton's speech,

SF T-7
January 30, 1971

At lOjlO PM January 30, 1971, Agents of the FBI
observed NEWTON and his party leaving Lee High School, They
entered the above-described Peugeot and the vehicle proceeded
to

I I
where they were escorted

into this residence by
| |

Haven Attorney DAVID ROSEN, who is assisting
CHARLES GARRY in the defense of BOBBY SEALE
in New Haven.

Woolsey Hall
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut
January 31, 1971

On January 31, 1971, NEWTON spoke at Woolsey Hall,
Yale University, concerning new ideology changes in the BPP,
NEWTON spoke before approximately 1200 people, predominately
Yale students, NEWTON expounded on his Panther Philosophy
and discussed revolutionary intercommunalism . NEWTON was
assisted by ether Panther leaders, including !

and
j I

He was also assisted by several
pertinent guards and the audience was thoroughly searched
prior to entering the hall, NEWTON 's speech lasted approxi-
mately 90 minutes and he entered and departed by the rear door
of the hall.

SF T-6
January 31, 1971
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF iNVESTIGATION

V .1. February S, 1971

-On February 1, furnished
-the following sunuaary statements made by ITUEY P, NEV/TON
at his speech of Woolscy Hall, Yale University, January
31, 1971:

.
,

KEV/TOl'I began by thanking those x^rescnt for freeing
him from prison and said he was here to free BOBBY SEALE
and ERICKA HUGGINS as well as LONNIE l\C LUCAS. He called
for the freeing of all political prisoners. Ho stated
that- we must change our revolutionary attitudes - put them
into practice. He assured the audience that BOBBY wovild
be freed by "'whatever means necessary." He stated that

tlip BPr is against the death penalty. The "racist rcactionarie
can make no laW that the people are bovind to respect."
Be stated that contrary to public opinion, the BPP doc?s
have an ideology. He quoted HALCOIiJ X by stating "\iatch
la the halls of justice - injustice is being done." He
paraphrased that quotation by stating, "V7atcli in the halls
of education - miseducation is being done." NldViON dis-
cussed materialism and various philosophical theories such
as "Kant's Rational llethod of Solution." He also cli£^cu.s.sed

UILLIAH JAMES' pragmatism. He discussed' JJARX and ENGEl^S
and dialectical materialism. At times his pronunciat ioii

v/as erroneous and logic completely incorrect. Many of the
approximately one thousand persons present appeared un-
impressed, He criticised the united States and its caijitalism
and imperialism and stated that the United States Govern'
ment exploits its people. The United States has gone from
a colonial to a nco-colonial system and has now reachc'd a

reactionary intercoramunalisva. The DPP's ideology calls for
a revolutionary intorcommunalism. He discussed also minority
cultures and. stated that the Black Culture had been "raped."
He said there does not exist a w’ar anywhere in the world »

today but merely police actions. He added that the people
v/ill have power. Ho also stated that Black Capitalism
cannot exist. He also quoted Freud, Hegel, and Professor '

ERIC ERICICSON, He advocated a theory of "essential mis-
cegonation," He criticized FRUED, JUIJG, and HEGEL as

2/1/71 NEW HAVEN, CONN. ini 157-1031
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havins made mistakes concerning: man’s essential motivation.
He discussed the Lumpen Proletariat and defined it as the
unemployed minority. He stated that as unemployment in-
creases, the Lumpen v;ill become the majority and hence the
people v/ill take power. NEWTON’s speech lasted for approx-
imately one hour and ten minutes. Near the end he was
interrupted by a bodyguard who passed him a note' which
appeared to be sent by CHARLES GARRY (this note may have
told him to, bring his speech to a close, %yhich he did).
NEV/TON concluded by stating ”we vfLl pull the capitalists
down lightly. Even the capitalist was not born of a
stone - he has relatives also." There followed NEWTON ’s
speech a question and answer period in which three questions
were asked. NEWTON was asked to :

1) Comment on the trend toward V^estern culture
2) On the anti-semitic nature of the BPP
3) V/hether or not Russia was a socialist country

• NEWTON answered all three questions by avoiding
the questions and going off on a separate tirade.

Source further advised that NEVrrON arrived
approximately tv/o hours late for his speech. He was
dressed in a full length beige topcoat and carried a short
black baton v/ith a silver^ head which he used for cmplin.sis
during his speech. He appeared to bo extremely satisXj.od
with himself; however, his delivery was poor and many of
the spectators appeared bored by what he was saying. SourcO
stated that approximately half of the people there appeared
to have paid the two dollar entrance fee:; however, several
had free passes and were allov;cd to enter v/ithout paying.
There v;ero no unusual incidents; however, one older pro-
fessor refused to be searched at the doo>;r and v/as sent
away. ,NEV/T0N arrived by the rear door and departed by
same since it is a short walk to Trumbull College where
ho is staying.
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c. Radio Station WYBC
New Haven, Connecticut
February 1, 1971

Subject was featured on Radio Station WYBC on the
night of February 1, 1971, and was interviewed by students
at Yale University. NEWTON stated he was well pleased so
far with New Haven and response he had received, "It's very
beautiful and we're proud that the people seemed to be veiry

interested in the plight of BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS
and also that they're concerned about the kind of repression
that all people in general, and black people in particular,
suffer in America." NEWTON was asked how long he would be
in New Haven and stated, "We plan to be here for an undeterminate
length of time". He would like to mobilize the court €br
BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS and for the freedom of LONNIE
MC LUCAS. He did not mention a definite time, stating^ " It
will be approximately 30 to 60 days, but if necessary we will
stay here more time", NEWTON then went into the history of
the BPP, discussed NAT TURNER, civil rights movements for
the liberation struggle, and questions were telephoned in by
Yale students but were screened prior to asking NEWTON by
the moderator of the program, NEWTON made no unusual state-
ments of this program.

Agents of the FBI
New Haven, Connecticut
February 1, 1971

d. Seminar At Trumbull College
Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut
February 2 - 4, 1971

On February 2, 1971, information was received that
a seminar would be conducted on the campus of Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut, and that the major participants would
be HUEY NEWTON, ERIC ERICKSON, noted professor from Harvard
University, KAI ERICKSON, Acting Master of Trumbull College,
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Yale University, and Professor ELTING E, MORISON, Master,
Timothy Dwight College, Yale University, In addition, the
following 14 students were selected to witness this seminars

bo
:b7C

Three chairs had been reserved for Yale University
Press personnel and would be occupied from time to time by
Mr. CHESTER KERR of the Yale Press and his assistants, JANE F,
ISAY, Editor, Yale Press, Mr. WHITNEY, and JAMES L. PRATT,
Assistant Director, Yale University Press,

- 24
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The following individuals would be included in
newton’s party:

An additional chair would be set up for a technician
from the Audio Visual Section in order that photographs might
be taken.

SF T-7
February 2, 1971
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newton's three day seminar was to be tape recorded
and edited for pxiblication by the Yale University Press.
This book would be published in a paperback edition and all
proceeds would go to HUEY NEWTON and the BPP, A guarantee of
$28,000 has been promised to the BPP, Yale University was
attempting to "keep this matter quiet until after the
departure of NEWTON from New Haven",

SF T-5
February 2, 1971

NEWTON concluded his three day seminar with ERIC
ERICKSON at Yale University on February 4, 1971, NEWTON,
during the three day seminar, appeared to be nervous and that
by the third day, the situation at the seminar became
"uncomfortable"

,

NEWTON was unable to transfer his ideas to practical
action. He indicated that his plans had been formulated,
but he did not seem willing to develop these plans. During
question and answering periods, NEWTON continuingly evaded
questions, and attempted to discuss problems of the countries,
such as Cuba and Africa. NEWTON appeared to have been well
coached and tutored by someone extremely familiar with Marxist -

Leninist philosophy and ideology. He also appeared to have
been tutored recently in the History of Philosophy and was
able to discuss the basic ideas of EMMANUEL KANT and HEGAL.
He appeared to have given his presentation several times pre-
viously. Those who participated in the seminar did not appear im-
pressed and by the third day seemed disillusioned. ERIC
ERICKSON attempted to get along with NEWTON and , therefore,
did not question him too closely, ERICKSON took copious notes
the first day and did not speak hardly at all. The students,
who participated, were not allowed to question NEWTON
directly. They were required to direct questions through KAI
ERICKSON, the temporary Master of Trumbull College. NEWTON
was observed drinking beer on several occasions during the
nine hour seminar.
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During the three day seminar NEWTON spoke specifically
concerning KANTS "Rationale", Materialism and Logic, Marx
and Engels, Freud, and specifically dialectical materialism.
Remarks by NEWTON were illogical and confusing,

SF T-5
February 5, 1971

The ERIC ERICKSON - HUEY P. NEWTON seminar was held
on the second floor conference room of the Yale University
Press Building, 149 York Street, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday on February 2-4, 1971, from approximately 9 i 00 AM
to IjOO PM each day. This seminar was attended by various
university faculty and students, as well as select members
of newton’s personal group. This seminar was by invitation
only and was closed to the public and news media. The
moderators of the colloquium were KAI T, ERICKSON, Trumbull
College, Massabhusetts ; ELLING E, MORISONj TIMOTHY DWIGHT,
College Master; and CHESTER KERR, the Director of the Yale
Press,

A group of 14 Yale students were also invited,
NEWTON * 3 party consisted of

1 and an individual named who iias described

I I

resides at
I was stationed at the entrance door at

the conference room and allowed only those on a specified list
to enter. Refreshments were served periodically and the
conference room was off limits to people working in the build-
ing, as well as outsiders.

be
b7C

NEWTON and his group were guests of Mr, ERICKSON
and resided and dined at Trumbull College, Extra security
was furnished by the Yale police to insure that there would
be no embarrassing incidents during NEWTON 's stay at Yale
University,
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On February 2 , 1971, NEWTON 's party arrived at 10:35
and did not appear to be in any hurry. NEWTON *3 group con-
sis and an individual
named F I who was described as a personal friend
of HUEY NEWTON, At 11:30 AM the seminar broke up, with a
coffee break and no formal schedule was followed. All be
appeared to be getting along well and the seminar was being b7c

tape recorded in order to be used for a future publication
in book form. At 11:47 the group returned to the conference
room for further discussion. At 1:00 PM a first key session
ended with a light lunch served buffet style. The only
individual who left the seminar was| |who
reportedly has an ulcer and who travelled to the kitchen on
several occasions for milk. NEWTON and his party left the
building at 2:15 PM and returned to Trumbull College. Just
prior to the breaking up of the first day session, two
individuals appeared at the building and were refused entrance.
They were later identified as personal friends of NEWTON
and from out of town. They departed with NEWTON,

The second session on Wednesday, February 3, 1971,
commenced with the arrival of NEWTON at 9:55 AM, The second
session followed the format of the first session, I

again continued his coming and going to take care of his
ulcerated stomach. An additional person to NEWTON 's party
named |~

I took part in the second session.

I
I

the BPP in
Chicago, Illinois.

The third and final session of the seminar on
Thursday, February 4, 1971, again took place at the second
floor conference room of the Yale University Press from
10:00 AM to 1;00 PM, |

I ~l all sat in on the final session as
observers. At 9:41 AM, CHARLES R, GARRY and DAVID ROSEN,
Defense Attorneys for BOBBY SEALE, arrived. At 9:52 Mr, and

I I arrived and were allowed to observe the
seminar, NEWTON and

| | did not arrive until 10:32 and
the dissatisfaction on the part of the people kept waiting
was very much apparent.

be
b7C
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At 12:25 PM# NEWTON and I

1 exited from the conference room. I f

her coat and as she was leaving# NEWTON passed her a key and
stated that he would see her at another time that day. At
12:35 PM# NEWTON , f ~l GARRY and

|

~| departed the
building and went directly to the courthouse to visit with
BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS

.

The last session was concluded with no incidents
or disorders of any nature. During the complete three days
of the seminar# there were ino open attempts by the pxiblic#
common news media# or anyone else to try to gain entrance into
the building because of the session being held with NEWTON
and his group.

SF T-7
February 5, 1971
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On February 5) 1971 the ’5‘;ovr York Tinas’' carried
the following article concerning KEV/TOM’s three day seminar
entitled "ERIKSOK AND KEV/TOI’ DISCUSS ISSUES Ik COIIFEREKCS AT
YALE.” .
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•f KTAV HAVtN’.' Fch. 4 r-- Kor.r.KiiioIo.cue using tlic notes for

Y tliC Inst llu i'C (Inys ICri',; H. Krilr-'guirlnnre.

!j non, the psyclio.innlyst. and Ihc tv/o men spent most of
' Huey r. Kcwtnn, the. RIack I’an-lthe session today answering

; y liter, have been engaged iniqnestions that had grown out

y lengthy discussions at Yale of the two earlier meetings.
'

;
t^liiiversily.

j

Despite the vast differences

{', piihiic and the. press in age and background bctw.’Cn
j'/. were barred Irorn the scries of Mr. I'.rikson and Mr. Kewton, b
! •! tlircc-hoiirdong talks that endeMr. Kerr and K.d. Krikson. tlie,

•
: this .afternoon, hut M selected .39-\Tar-(dd eldest son of the

.' ' s'.udcnts—cig.ht white and six'psycbo.analyst who served as

black—sat with the two men nt|modcrator. said they felt the

n long rectangular table in a two had managed to rommiini-

T (library at the Yale Univcr.sityicatc and undcrst.and.caeh other.

•{• t’rcss and were allowed to ask Moment.s of Frustration
]

flucstious. The uni. er.sity press Kerr said tliorc were i

;b 3)opcs the coiUTrsations can be "obviou.s moments of frustra- !

•'i I ( • lion." but arlded: "This .surely 1

' brikson, who i.s pg Qf academic
•• CS years old and a profc.ssor of s(.„)|„ar.”

developmental psychology at nine-hour conversation :

Harvard noi' Mr. N’ewton, Iheu^j^ rhythm, its owit
;

.
ftn-vcar-o.d minisU' of dcicnsc io-.jc and its own niomentum," '

of the Panthers, who is fre.e^on
s.-.jd the younger Mr. Krik.son

:

bond pending a rclrial in Cal-
jj; ^ sociologist and master

, iforriia in connection with the Trumbull College at Yale,
dcatli of a policcnmn three

-<x|,is v.-as an intense, sustained
• years ago, would talk with a conversation for nine hours.”
rciiortcr. Many of the students wereMany of the students were

Sficoiogy 01 uio nmcA ramnci Newton b.-ad come away unuer-

. .
p.arty as outlined by Mr. New- .standing each other.
ton. with Mr. Itrib.son making a statement reminiscent of
oornment.s and observation? those issued after diplomatic

1 drawing from bis youth a.s a ,m.-'''tings. M,r. Kerr said both
student of Freud and hi.s more"' men had agreed that the discus-
recent studies of Chandi (tor sjons had constituted "a useful
which he won a Kationa! Rook and educational exchange.”

,
/ward last year) and Martin 'j he younger Mr. Erik.son said

• Luther. he had arranged f(>r the discus-

*. Parly Shift Explained .
S'ons. Initially, he said, he had

. ^ ... -J planned for a meeting, of Mr.
One sluclcnv sc'.id that Mr. with some stiictcnls.

Newton s opening .statement on|-j|jpp asked hi.s father if hC;
tne first day. whic.li Mil an hour.,,. ,^ 5 ;^ Mr.

. and ]5 minutes, closely rescm-
{.jfv/ton and the more elaborate

i bled a .speech cciirintcc! in the ineciin" developed.
Jan. 23 i.s.suc of the party n.='ws-

(i’,p Mr.

> paper. There, Mr. Newton told Newton and at least two other
,

iiow parly members has shifted rnembers of the party have been
b from thinking of themselves .ns the guest suite and

'

) black nationalists in 19G0 lOjXrumbuH College. Last night I

, revolutionary nationalisl.s. then|j.,c[ the ni"ht before. Mr. New-
\

: as internationalists and fmallyjif,;, jr.d Mr. F.rikson met infer- ?

‘V to something which be called .n the younger Mr. Erik-
)

-• "revolutionary intcicommunal' sgn’.s home. }

Isl.s." but did -not precisely dc- Mr. K'err and some of the ?

; ^inc. ' istudcnls fell the evening rhat.s ;

After a coffee break, scvcral.hf.d brought the two men closerp;
r etudents .a.skcd (luc.stions of Mr. land caused "dome natural bar-

^
• Kewton. Put Che.stcr Kerr, the tiers to drop.”

|
• director of the Y.aic Un.'/ersity On the second day. for ex-

^
Pfc.ss, said; "Somewhat to ourjnmpic. Mr. Kerr said, 'instead of

j
surprise, Erik Erikson ncvcrjrc,'erring to Mr. Erikson a.s "the

'

opened hi.s mouth the first'piofc.s.sor,” Mr. Newton would
^

-day.” -
• jrernark, "as my friend Erik

;

Instead, the jisychoanalyst .says ..."

J-
fascinated many of the students After c.ach three-hour dis-

I by furiously taking notes on .a'ciission, ' the group relaxed

j
lo.n.g narrov/ pad, writing firstjaround a table of roast beef

?

'• v/itb a blue pen. then switching, and ham and chee.se sand-
off to .a red one for undcriininglwichcs, bean soup, beer and
and conncctir.,': ideas. coffee. For the senior Mr. Eiik-
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k i'.'.rcc i'.r.'j coiioquiv.ir* icnt’jring

W r.r.d I!;:cy Newton
ycslordny .'iftornoon, but its

.

\';u w;l; not be k:'.o^vr^ until the

sibie pnblicntion o: the
: codings in n bor>k.

nniT.cr.tii^g on titc session, Kr.i T.

...son, v.'h.o alor.!' will'. Siting
.'.vy.'. ;r.cJorr,ted ti'.c coliO;]ui'.!rn,

‘Tt was the tempo, the tempor
'.;e I.'.n.e of tr.c cor.versation that

it its ’'/ower, Scerets weren't
nletl; new infcrrnr.tion was not

.»*»

. z\'ZT. cn.-.tir.f.ally stressed his
. r.eitlier the ilavor .nor th.c

.

o;' a “very powerful nine-hour
r.tion’’ could be accurately

ed to a few words, however, lie

'clingly declined comment on the
^ncc of I tk<roc day exchange,
^aihs hove been cxlre.mcly

V / V ''J if
vt.

sl-.ctchy througr.out th.e conference.

Tr.c site of the colloquium, th.o second r

f.oor of th.c Yale University Pi-css, h

was not rcica.scd until tod.'.y.

Closed And li'.tini.ntc r

Accord;!',g to Erickson, the par- [

ticipnuts wanted a “close, intimate

cxeha:; go without being the center of a

'

spectacle.’’ f

Tj'.e meeting place 'was net released j

in order to keep down the number of (

people in the room, he explained.
'

' :

AUl'.ougl! the ultimate cor.tc;;t of l.he I

colloquium is not known, Erickson did t

say ti'.at tl’.c first day (Tuc.sday) was
largely devoted to nn explanation by 1

Newton of ll'.c ideology of the Black 1

Panther Party.

“It was a careful presentation of the 1

Panther Party’s current cinphasis on 1

'i.-'.tcrco.m.munaiism," Erickson said. i

He again .stressed the i.mporianca of

‘ha tone of the meetina, (

“A. r.inc-h.our confcre;'.ce has its own
rhythm, its.o'wn logic; and it can’t be,

highlighted,’’ Erick.son cxplaii'.cd.

The second c.ay beg.'.n with eom-
ment.s by Erik Erikson, followed by

goner.al discu.ssion, Kai Erickson said.

Coi'.'.nhc.ated Ncgoti.'.tioi'.s

Contrary to earlier reports, ‘uhe idea

for the colloquium originated in a

phone call to Erickson from “some
one clo.se to iluey .Newton.”

Negoli.'hion.; for tb.o .meeting were
llicn carried through a variety of tiiird

ar.d fourth parties.

Erickson did not aciu.aily speak to

‘Newton until Sunday night at Woolsey
liali.

A few days after tliO proposal tliat

Newton speak to some Yale students,

Erickson* thought of i.nviting hiS

father, Erik Erikson.

Proposals concerning the possibility

of a took em*crgir.g fro.m a transcrinf

of the meeting were first mace oy a

:Ncw York publisher, Erick.son said.

Options for such a book appear to bo
currently, held by Vale University-

Press.

Before a book may be published

however, the major pe.rlicipa.'.ts of

tl'.c co’ilcquitim must give their con-

sent, Eri.ckson snid.

Tnc transcript- of th.c meeting has
bee;’, copy.-ighited.

Eigh.iccii persons participated in

the colloquium,. They v.^re Newton,
Eriiuson, the two m.oderators, and 14

students. Eight of the students were
wh.iic; six were black.

Th.o number of participants was in

part decided by the capacity of the

conference table, according to"

Erickson.

The actual selection process for the

students was to a largo -extent ran-

dom , he said.
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e. New Haven College
West Haven, Connecticut
February 5, 1971

On February 5, 1971, at about 1:30 PM, NEWTON
spoke at the Student Center, University of New Haven, West
Haven, Connecticut, The crowd numbered approximately 250,
and was comprised primarily of college students. The speech
lasted about one-half hour. NEWTON made some of the following
points during his speech:

The problem of survival is a most important one.
Since laws are made by man, they are sometimes unjust. There
are ways to correct these laws without reverting to physical
violence: such as marches, sit-ins, demonstrations, etc.

He spoke out against the death penalty since there
is no appeal from death in the event the state makes a
mistake.

He stated there is a need to reconstruct the social
system. If the system will not allow reconstruction, you have
the right and duty to take necessary steps to correct it.

The BPP's aims are to help the socially oppressed
whites and blacks; to reconstruct society so the people can
take it over.

Many business leaders and governors of states con-
sider the rest of the people as inferior; the Panthers intend
to bring power back to the people. The power structure is
hindering progression in some areas. Despite advances in
medicine, people are not benefiting. The Panthers have set
up about 44 health clinics in various states and have
recently opened up a shoe factory which serves all who come.

He asked that all present support BOBBY SEALE and
ERICKA HUGGINS by coming to the courthouse during the trial.

SF T-8
February 5, 1971
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f. Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey
February 9, 1971

On February 9 , 1971, NEWTON arrived at Jadwin
Gymnasium, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, as
scheduled. The affair did not start until 9:20 PM because
of delays which were due to the presence of metal detectors
at the entrances to the gymnasium and the subsequent search
of all persons who activated these detectors because of the
presence of metal in their possession. Approximately 6000
individuals were in attendance at the speech, which was
sponsored by the Princeton Chapter of the New University
Conference (NUC) , NUC has had problems financing the event;
however. Professor C, WILLIAM WHEATLY, who is the leader and
often times spokesman of the NUC, said the organization had
received money donations from undergraduate students and out^
side sources. It is not known if NEWTON lowered his fee,
since according to WHEATLY the NUC had raised about $5800
and this, of course, was not enough to cover NEWTON *s fee
and expenses

.

The NUC is self-described as an anti-
imperialist and anti-capitalist group which
is opposed to the war in Indo-China.

NEWTON spoke on "The BPP Program Now". He gave a
historical analysis of the black man and at no time did he
ever make any inflammatory statements or utter any obscenities.
NEWTON'S speech was not a fiery speech and : at
least one half of the people in the audience became very
bored shortly after NEWTON started his speech and as a
result they left the gymnasium. The crowd was not sympathetic
and very few applauded NEWTON, No unusual activities
occurred.

SF T-9
February 9, 1971
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I
EPP member from Jersey City, New be

Jersey, transported and I Ifrom New York
City to Princeton, New Jersey, but the method of transporta-
tion utilized is not known. NEWTON was paid the sum of
$800 for this engagement immediately prior to his speech,
NEWTON was quite upset over the small sum but agreed to fill
the engagement because the audience was in place and they were
desirous of hearing him speak. There were between 5000 -

6000 persons in the audience, many of whom left after a short
time. By the end of the speech, which was about 11:00 PM,
one third to one quarter of the original audience remained.
The audience generally was unenthusiastic as it was obvious
newton's speech was vague and difficult to follow with little
continuity,

SF T-10
February 9, 1971

Prior to entering Jadwin Gymnasium all persons
attending the speech by NEWTON were required to pass through
a metal detector.

SF T-11
February 9, 1971

newton's speech was recorded by SF T-11 on February 9,
1971, A transcript of NEWTON 's speech is as follows:
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HUEY NEWTON

f . , « » »

0

* . . .

.

iit,at(...-notib. 'f'oc b!io C -'iv/uy

or noxv i.'v t.fike fche I’reedom avmy of, 0AVID FRY (ph) so DAVID

FRY r.TT, hiT .'noh ' f rco a He wan ah put into jail for* simply*

ah selling our nevrspapor. That tells, that says a lot for

thr i’irst Anendment, you know. We don't believe in it any

way but ah it is becoming very clear that they don’t either.

So ah the only things that are right pressing on me and should

be pressing on you is the freedom of BOBBY SEALE (ph) and

ERICA (ph) and also of ANGELA DAVIS and some of their brothers

and MICHELLE' MG KEAB (ph). (APPLAUSE). You can free them,

the BLACK PANTHER PARTY cannot free them. The BLACK PANTHER

PARTY is not responsible for my freedom, you are. So it seems

to be the problem, a problem of consciousness as wo call it.

Sometimes ah the people are so ah outrag'eo' by'.*i&he o'lTdlretice

and by the brutal treatment of the e3tab»Lls^#d
, pj*<J^i]j 3tf|til
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hov a ‘jp'^.-iGa.ieous r-ecou'cry and I aay spontaneons

i^eoovjry bacatiaa ueiieve ate one teltna all of ua i-’aallsio aur

poxicxci, C'i'.v' po raG’S bacad upc’. our fi-eodom but noxir v/e might feol

overwholmed because of ths vicious authority of United States
•t

Inporialiam, But ah tonight we x-Jill attempt to develop an

approach to the problmis in oar community, tVie problems of the

world. We will do this, ah, in a systematic way but first I

would like to apologise. I would like to apologize to you, ah,

1 i

' for my, own -"^h shortcomings and that is that, ah, I*m not a very
i

’

' eloquent man, but the BLaCK PANTHER PARTY was not built to form
!

,

fancy phrases, ali, clauses, fancy phrases and clauses, that is

it was build to fc;i*m a program that was very concrete. After

f

we made a viry concrete analysis of our environment, that the

. f material we attempted to, ah, to institute a program that x\fill

relate to these problems but in order to implement a program

and institute a program such as ours^ we had to have some system

of thinking, that vfould give to us a conclusion tVxat reflected
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the roa!! \ oi-’lh , Ani' I /uentiori this to you because much

yf the fci’-'-o t'fe’ra not clear on our thinking and especially

ii.oxv t/hatj, ahf in fcii& var-io'c.s institutions where I*ve had

the, ah, opportunity to speak, many of the educational

institutions, I*ve seen idseducation there, I saw it through

the, ah, discourse of some of the students, in fact most of

the students. It was very apparent that something had gone

wrong. It is very difficult for us to think in a society

such as this that oar educational institutions do not even

attempt to teach us anything. It teaches to, it, it Xirould

like to confuse us, it likes to mislead us but yet extract the

work, the creative thirigvS that are necessary to perpetuate

this whol^j rnacticnAry system. This is done through a ver^

ah, tricky method, a very devious method. And tonight we

will point it out uhrough pointing out, ah, not only the, ah,

the, ah, de/ious (inaudible) of the established ruler circle
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tho educational inatitution

[

and all cf ita inatitut

bei- only one of fneniji the educational inatitution is only

an a'r,ent; fox' .he aoacfciona.r'y i‘U ler, ciivla.^ Thoy do this,

ah, its really a double evil, that, ah, first the institutions

are erected and established in order to, ah, aid the development

of a highly industrialized, technological society but the

problem, the issue, is how would the ruling class be able to

do this, to educate and at the same time miseducatse How would

they be able to turn o'ut technicians® How would they be able

to turn out the scientists voither, without turning out fakey

people. And 1*11 tell you, ah, we have to give them a couple

of points because they aliviost did just that but for a few of

us. Most of 11.3 d;n*t k/IC.. how, but we knov; that its a fact

but the BLACK PAhTHER PARTY, through using a systematic, ah,

way of approaching ou:r ,.rcblem, figured it out* The first

thing is in order to keep the industrial, oechaological socioty

going, we must, we need educated people, a special kind of

I
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aciuoatiort,

• •

I

I

ja need Si'. So vva v/ill w.lll ihtiu Vaith

•3 conglciueri,‘t.icn-.c.f facts, facts that show no relatioiiship

to each oth '3 facts 3 facts thac are categx-rical, in other

words, they teach that t.liere‘tj no relauioiiship between
(

Physics, and. Sociology and Psychology „ They say you must

specialize and be compe-cent in that area and that even in

that area they teach us that things are so disconnected and

so a part can change wit,hout changing the whole® And you

can change the whole thing even leaving one part stable and

this is why you hear nuch rhei^oric , ah , frorn the established

order. That the only thing wrong vyith American Empire is that

there are few, there are few fall people around 5 so therefore

we,* 11 institute a p(V'?;rty program to correcithat. The rul5.rig

circle will stay in time. We see that they teach us that

there's no such thing as developments that things are just

shifted around like, ah, raechanical, ah,: parts is shifted ai).-

they're no interconnactsa at all, they only, ah, act aecoru,i..u:,

4
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;c. othenSi ’-^’.ternallyv. Sj we alimiirj&'io 2/3 of hujiianity aru

k-iicp that 1/5 Intacta iVe Know this is not true. But this

is v’bat we la-’-rn that we 'beconie profesoionals. Professionals

are specialized in a cercain area and we're always dedicated

and responsible for that nrea and that’s the way things always

happen. The BLACK PANTHER PARTY calls this approach not only

the ah approach of the ruling circle of the United States » but

is ah we call it a metaphysical ah materialistic approach, or

sometimes we might call it the metamystic, materialistic approac, >

But first, that I will lay the foundation which is our chief ah
t

obligation today to exactly how the BLACK PANTHER PARTY arrived

;t some of its conclusions, 'cause too much of the time that

you arrive at the conclusions without investigating them, and

accept them as facts, dogma. The educational institutions are

responsible for you doing this and we criticize and we can

never criticize without offering a constructive cx'-iticism, A

constructive criticism is always based upon a concrete anaJ'/uii

of concrete conditions, so I’ll back up a lit tic bit now i
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go over some of the things I stated later dn in our discussion

but first I'm gonna ask ah some agreements from you and I need

theae agreemsnts now in order to hold an intelligent dialogue

and for this reason that we men, human beings, don't know very

much you see. We don't know very much but most of the time we

start out with the basic presumption, sometimes they call basic

premises and we if we are not careful we take these hypocricies

of basic premises as absolute truth. We do this because it is

difficult sometimes to test our first presumption and this is

why I say that we don't know very much you see. It is to a point

that we believe that science will deliver to us the necessary

information and all of us are scientists, that we will deliver

to ourselves the necessary information so that we will know

something about beginning, ending and also first presumptions

because there will no longer be a presumption, we will prove

them true. We believed that science would do this but ah until

it happens we don't necessarily know there will be a case.
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Now I warn you got a pretty long way yet but after I lay

the foundation and show you how the BLACK PANTHER PARTY

arrived at his at its position and then we will talk about

application and that's when we really get into ah what ig*

known as revolution but before we talk about revolution we

have to talk about a systematic way of thinking and for

planning because we know that ah a revolutionary act un-

planned is a power revolutionary act so we're not going to

follow that theory that we're going to suffer and we're gonna

stay here tonight until we all, agree, all reasonable people

here will agree, that ah the vanguard of a people’s

revolution had reached a reasonable, rational, logical,

dialectical conclusion and if we're not able to represent and

defend the position then I will be perfectly willing to express

the philosophy or ideology of anyone here whose able to give

forth a reasonable approach. So ah first, in order to develop
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a systematic, way of thinking that boasts of a conglomeration

of facts that show no relationship to each other only when

the boss says A relates to B and you put those together and

you come with an automobile, that ah we will attempt to ^how

how systems of thought were arrived at.. Most of us h§re,

many of us here would like to think that we do not have or

I dornnt have an ideology, I do not have a philosophy, I only

relate to the facts of the matter. That's a clear indication

of one whose a conglomeration of facts and

therS's no to their! facts, just as in a scientific

laboratory that ah we attempt to develop a formula in order to

ah understand whatever we're studying. We understand the thing

better if we understand it in context . So in

order to understand society, as the scientist mus-fcalso use the

laboratory, but the laboratory in this case happens to be
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itself and our community. So ail of us have an ideology.

Number one, don't fool yourself. You might not be conscious

of the ideology but there is a system that you use that, you

give, that gives you what you believe is a valid conclusion.

In developing a system of thought it was necessary for the

BLACK PANTHER PARTY and as any logical institute to examine

all of the ways of reaching a conclusion. So first we went

through what was called the idealist way because generally

there are two great schools of thought and that is the school

of the Idealists and then the school of the materialist and

there is various persuasion of each. Some people mixing one

with the other but first let.'s talk about the idealist way.

The idealist first say that I’m not sure and in fact the

external world does not exist and all of the things, all of the

pictures or images are not really images because even an

images signifies an external object. All other pictures that
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go around in my mind are only intangible, spiritual things

projected by an intangible being which is myself, you see.

This person is called a subjective idealist and I would ask

you to bear with me because it takes sometime for me to relate

this first statement through the fact of revolution but

revolution don’t come overnight. A spontaneous revolution

is called a riot and not a revolution at all. So all people

who are truly interesif* in the problem will struggle here

through this very boring speech to the question and answer

period, where you will be able 'to challenge it, ah I believe

I was talking about the ah subjective idealist and he’s a

very difficult person to deal with because as we already

examined we saw that ah a man does not know very much,

especially about the material world. We realize if we close

our eyes we can see things or/iwe have concepts which is a better
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of somewhat practical t we assume that. they* re wrong. We

assume that in fact there is an external world and science

in the future will give us the necessary information to

prove that, but we can't prove it right now. So therefo^^e

we're somewhat arbitrary in our choice between the idealist

way which says that I'm only a spiritual being and what's out-

side ah only a spiritual thing. We say that in fact there

are material things there and that in fact the basis of all

things are based on material in other words, we do not

believe that ah we will go on esxisting if suddenly a head

were to disappear, we think that it would be the end for us

so therefore that even the spiritual, even a spiritual has a

material foundation because it relies upon the organism and

mechanism of the brain which is definitely material so this

is the case for the materialist. Maybe at the end of this ah
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dialogue if someone will set forth a case for the idealist.

I will accept , few things about him because as we already

said, we don’t believe any. So ah the idealist school

developed to a certain extent and I take a shortcut from, the

history of development of thought and philosophy. It

developed and progressed as far as I'm concerned when a man

by the name of EMANUEL KENT (ph) applied logic to the

idealistic abstraction or to those spiritual concepts that man

seems to have. When he did this the intergration of idealism

and logic, that you have something that is called rationale.

When you intergrate these two qualities, first you only have

a conglomeration of ah spiritual abstraction before you

discriminate between them through them quality, quantity, weight

and value. In other words, what is the difference between one

concept or one of those pictures when you close your eyes.

What is the difference between one and the other? How do
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you find relationship between them. The only way either,

the only way you can do this is give one a weight, a value

that the other one does not have and by that method that

you ah distinguish between them. Some people say that

logic is also based upon mathematics and they say that ah

especially the mathematicians, they say that we're, they

get their weight and value, they get the weight and value

from the external world but we won't stipulate that at this

moment because we don't know, but they get it from some place.
I

So they get weight and value, quantity and quality that's

really called in scientific terms logic, the mathematicians

say they get it from the external world. We say they either

get it from the external world or they arbitrarily apply weight,

value, quality and quantity to idealistic abstractions so that

they can distinguish between the two and find a relationship such

asAdo in what they call pure mathematics, algebraic reasoning
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or geometry or any of the so-called hfgher mathematics

as depends upon reasoning. Remember that the things we get

from reasoning are spiritual things or just concepts and

these concepts might and might not relate to the external

world, so when EMAffUEL KENT (ph) applied logic to idealistic

abstractions, there was a new system developed called

rationale and I must make it clear that he did this because

ah people were not satisfied with the spiritualist and even

in EMANUEL KENT4(FK) . So in order to reach a

valid conclusion that ah we ah ,we created or pointed out

rather, a new method of arriving at conclusions. So the

rational method goes like this and we are set examples of ' it

in mathematics, that the rational method will give you a

rational, valid, logical conclusion but the conclusion has very

little to do with environment and the reason wiiy I'm

talking so much about it is because to know what to do, first
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we have to know what not to do, you see. So ah the rational

method was very good in' dealing with those abstractions

and it goes like this in mathematics of course you can ah use

certain symbols and algebraic reasoning as A equals B and B

equal 3 and da da da we reach a conclusion of X, We find out

what that is all about but X might not exist in the external

world and that's why we say that ah the mathematical way of

approaching things does not first does not cure and secondly

it does not necessarily tell us anything about the external

world* the external world we must know something about because

as victims we’re oppressed by it. So as revolutionists* we

must figure out a strategy, a plan, to manipulate it, get

around it, and devastate it, but in order to do this we must

use clear thinking, clear thinking that takes time. Clear

thinking that will not be pursued through rhetoric and phrase

mongeringi clear thinking that only comes through sacrifice
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and sweat. So this is our call, i Now ah it goes further with

the rational method, its not only mathematical, certain

schools are . I'll give an example, a logical

rational ah a ' . If the sky or A if you will,

you can use either or, because emphasis is upon the system

and not the ah, ah, not the ah subject matter that I've

given the system. If the sky is above my head, when I look

upward, if there is nothing in between, then I'll see the

sky and that sounds very good and matter of fact is

valid but it does not necessarily relate to the external

world because I gave you a condition. If the sky is above

my head, but the sky might be beneath my feet, but if its

above my head then when I look up would I see the sky. So

that's perfectly valid but it has very little to do with the

external world, with the material world, which we agree exists.
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which we agree that if we find any solution to our problems

it will be -v n V analysing that material world.

So there were some people dissatisfied with the pure reasoning

as it was called, of EMNUEL KENT (PH) and I tell you these

things in a nut^beli so we won't be up all night,

as I am up all night, most of the time, ah Some other people

I

were dissatisfied so therefore they attempted to ah to ah
I

' : . .

i

1 progress and promote and ah or develop some new methods of

thought, new systems that will better keep us in touch with

the reality of the external world that exists independently
1

of what we wish it will be because we know we're not just

progressive . But before I do this that

ah I would like to show some weaknesses in the material way.

I do this ah for all honesty because what we want is not

indoctrination but clear thinking. So we wonna know the

shortcomings of even the methods that we're using, you see,
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because the question is a question of honesty and people

are not being honest with the victim. People are not honest

with us but we must be true to each other because in truth

we'll find strength, you see and truth will develop the"

things that will us but we will not develop it otherwise.

So with the other school of thought, materialism, we already

understand what it means because we've been over that and

that is that in the external world there are objects that

produce ah stimuli that bombard the organism and

therefore knowledge occurs. Knowledge occurs if the images

that we have if the reflection correlates to the external

fact or the external object then we have knowledge about it.

When we say something about it then truth occurs. In other

words, truth is only a statement about external facts and

if this statement correlates to external existence then

we have truth and when we store this information we call it
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knowledge. So in the material world we have ah a

similar problem. There are many objects out there, so

in order for us to distinguish the difference between those

objects and find a relationship between them so that we *can

manipulate them in our own interests. That we will apply

what is called logics to them. But logic is no mysterious

thing. It is more than common sense, its more than common

sense simply because ah we know that common sense is a kind

of ah a vague term, you see but ah logic is really a scientific

f

term. Its a scientific term that has certain shortcomings,

•^n other words, that ah in order to distinguish the difference

between, the relationship between the material objects, then

logic is applied and logic is quantity, quality, weight and

value. So we apply this and we get this quality, quantity,

weight, value even, even through examining the external world

if it exists, which we believe it does, we will act accordingly
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V/e believe that is exists so therefore we'll act as a

man and that it does exist and this is only from agreement

with your permission. So either the weight, value, quantity and

quality is gotten from the material world which we believe

that it comes from there or else is arbitrarily applied through

some ah creation of our own to the material existence out

there it could be a fact that there is no difference between

those objects out there. Perhaps that ah yie only do that

to ah help us in our fantasy but whatever it may be that we

do distinguish between them and we use that system of thought

that's called logic. So after we do this we intergrate logic

with materialism and we get another concept, the concept is

called empiricism, this ah empiricism or empirical evidence

is no good, it doesn't work and at last we can distinguish

between those material objects, so after ah we apply or

intergrate empiricism with ah or after we intergrate logic

with materialism, we get empiricism. A man by the name of
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PEARSON WILLIAM JAMES (PH) perfected this method of think-

ing. The method was ah based upon historical evidence,

in other words that this way of thinking would make us

closer related to ah the material world. It would tell us

more about that thing that we either have to submit to or

that thing that we will conquer. So ah empiricism then

was viewed as somewhate of a revolutionary thing and the

revolutionary too. But ah some people were not satisfied

with this because historical evidence does not necessarily

help us in dealing with the future nor does it tell us ah
)

very much about the present. It only would give us ah

some information about what has already happened, for an

example, the sun has been shining for many years, does

that necessarily mean that it will always shine? No. But

empirical evidence will show that its been coming up for

many years. Man has been on ah mother earth for many years.
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empirical evidence will show. But does that tell us, does

that assure us that man will not be wiped off the face of

the earth by the push of a button? No it does not. So

we realize that the advancements that PEARSON WILLIAM JAJffiS (PH)

through applying ah logics to ah materialism and coming up

with the system of thought or ideology that's called empiricism,

gets us closer to the truth perhaps, but it does not help us

in the way that we need help, because our problem is so

involved with the future occasion, until we need more than

the methods that's been given us. V/e want to know about

the future, what will make us free. That only tells us this.

and our schools rely upon it very heavily, matter of fact,

P''o^ /'‘truf

our whole ah Black Studies^was co-opted through, through or

by the historical approach. In other words that ah all

people became free of oppression through establishing their

own nation. So, therefore, for Black people in the United

States, the only way we will be free is to establish their
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own nation. This is based upon historical evidence!

empirical evidence, but lets see that its not necessarily

so. (APPLAUSE) It is. not necessarily so. In other words

empiricism or an historical materialism, does not necessarily

give us the tools to deal' with the future but lets go on.

I won't condemn this way of thinking without investigating it

further. Matter of fact, I will be the first to defend it

or or at least in 1966 when the BLACK PANTHER PARTY were Black

Nationalists and segrated, that the conclusions were reached

through ah the method and ideology pf the historical materialist

so ah I can sympathize with those who are still reaching

conclusions based upon history. I don't hold them responsible,

I hold the ah reactionary ruling circle responsible because

they condone it and this is why they finally support the

. Black Studies Class. Of course Blacks are not only ah not,

Black in particular are not the only victims of this kind
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of brain washing, this kind of ah dogmatic approach. Many

of the so-called radical scholars are also victims of it.

Some are victims of it even though they denounce it. But

t

you can easily tell when they embrace it because they base

all. of their strategy, they base all of their tactics, they

base their philosophy the difference from ideology upon a

historical event and we'll go into that in the next hour

or so. No, I'm just kidding you, 1 won't take that long

but they base ah they base their whole philosophy upon

1

ah the event of 191? in the what was then Russia and they

call themselves Orthodox Marxists and they say that if you

deviate from the approach of Marx-Lenin, the Marxist-

Leninist approach, thep you're revisionary, you're not a

dialectical material but really their being historical and
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and thair not at all ah splritioiane and BOientleta haoause

a scientist would not accept philososphy and by way of

definition that I'll make a distinction between what the

BLACK PANTPIER PARTY calls philosophy and ideology. We have

an ideology and we steer aWay from philosophy. In other

words, we call ideology the systematic way of reaching a

conclusion. So ideology involves a process, while philosophy

is a conclusion. Usually its a collection of conclusions

that were arrived at through ideology. But once you arrive

i

at a conclusion then things all of a sudden are pretty static

and this is why with the empiricism, the empirical way, the

historical way, it does not really reflect the true, the real

world because it talks, it talks about things, like this

static, like that night in a constant state of transformation.

It talks about things like yesterday this was A, the next

day it was B, but they did not tell you that yesterday was
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both A and B and it always, it was already becoming C, D

and F, In other words that they tried to stop things

and picture there did not reflect the ever changing

quality and the ever changing nature of the universe, sc in

that way we get certain schools, ah certain ah parties that

call themselves Marxist-Stalin. Marxists who are very idealistic

because really a few ah historians is some what idealistic

because the conclusions are based upon the way he viewed the

environment and not based upon the way the environment is

in fact, because we know that things do not stay the same.

We cannot name one thing that is maintained itself totally

for even one day but ah but ah we will, we will try to give

you evidence of this because we don't want you just to

accept a ah a dogma because this is what we criticize. So

we see that ah when we, when PEARSON WILLIAM JAMES {PH)

applied what some called common sense, others called logics.
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to the material world and came up with empiricism, it was

an advancement, but it did not help us to predict what will

happen in the future, we only know what happened in the past.

No if we don't think clearly we’ll think that ah we might
%

conclude that historical information will, will give us the

knowledge about the future because we will unconsciously

apply something else and in a few minutes I'll tell you

what that is. So we would like to be very clear that just

because the world is here today does not guaranty that it

will be here tomorrow and that is the trouble with historical

materialism or empiricism, because we want to know about

tomorrow, especially Blacks in America 'because we know what

happened yesterday and we want to change things tomorrow.

We want to change things tomorrow. (Applause). So in order

to do this, in order to do this, we must take a systematic

approach to it and I’m sorry if I take so long and I try in
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every way to cut this ah discussion down, hut each time

I do, it, I feel very badly because I find myself doing

like the instructors. They try to, get Off work at 4

o’clock, at 3 o'clock. So, therefore, they push everything

into those few hours, not caring if they've given you a

totally idealistic view. (APPLAUSE). But ah we're not

going to do that. No, Because we ah saw they shortcomings

of the rational method or pure reasoning of KENT (ph) after

he intergrated logic with idealism and we, we also saw the

shortcomings of ah WILLIAM JAMES, after he intergrated logic

with materialism and came up with empiricism. We saw the

shortcomings, so we have two advancements there. We have

the rational method and we also have empiricism Ah,

because ah CARL MARX (PH), who is most known for perfecting

ah the system or the equation or the formula, if you will.

That they say that ah the line of thinking that we'll talk
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about next is Marxist thinHin@That ' s why that some un-

fortunate people call themselves Marxists. But I would

like to let you know that I'm not a Marxist that ah we're

all Panthers ah that ah MARX (ph) himself, matter of fact

MARX himself matter of fact made it very clear. He said

that one thinkg that I’m not, I'm not a Marxist and he

said this why. He said it because he was more interested

in a systematic way of thinking or ideology, if you will,

rather than your conclusion because con-

clusion are by by necessity, information that does not

reflect how things really are. So what he was saying was

this. He was saying that unless the process and that

people go around saying that their Marxists that ah I'm

going to disown this because I want them to be interested

in process. So everyone says that he's a Marxist is necessarily

a historical materialist because they want to apply the method.
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the strategy of 1917 to 1970 in Babylon (ph) here, that's

the United States and it does not work, because first,

according ah to ah the dialectical method, now I’m just

a little ahead of myself, forgive me, I’ll pick it up.

First we have two advancements. We have a rational method

and we have empiricism. What happens if we intergrate

those two qualities? After we intergrate those two qualities

in order to give us a better understanding of the ah external

world we have a thing that MARX (PH) called dialectical

materialism. Row before MARX, I would like to ah explain
!

I to a few of my friends that ah I already made it clear in

the matter of MARX that exactly marx is most known for ah

perfecting the system of thought but the system of thought

S itself has very little to do with MARX, In other words,

if someome else had done that the phenomenon still would be

the same. Matter of fact, the thing that MARX saw had been
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examined years before him, ah, how did these ah offer a

dialectical method of argumehi and this was ah ah to

present ah thesis . But what

person will say this is so. The other person will challenge

that and hopefully they reach a conclusion that will show

an intergration of what both of us think, you see. They

will view things from all sides, but even before Socrates

and Aristotle, even before those three, that the dialectical

approach was going on, was going on and probably originated

originated ah in a place that most anthro'-pologists Dr. LEAKY (PH !

1

in specific would say the Cradle of Man, it originated in

the Cradle of Man and that is . I'll

show you, I'll show you evidence of this (NOTHING ON TAPE FOR

ABOUT FIVE SECONDS). The philosophers in Greece made pilgrimages

to ah the University of Timbuktu and ah they went there to

learn a system of thought because they realized that Timbuktu

at that time from 1100 's and up to was the cultural center of
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world where they would give books if you gave them gold

but for the Greeks they pilgrimaged, they travelled, to

ah the area and at that time African had developed a

dialectical approach to his whole life, in other words he

finp

did not deal in absolute, he dealt in a processyShe even

founded his whole remission upon a dialectical argument

between the gods. In other words that

the African godAhad at least two heads and sometimes more

because the god did not deal in absolute. So in order

for an African to be safe in his natural environment that

he had to pleade and get favor of the good head and out

maneuver the bad and this was the kind of a dialectical

approach, so we see that the genisis of the dialectical

method might and I believe it did start with the genisis of

man. That's a Now I'm saying

this to ah brag but we like to keep things also in the historical

context so that ah some people here won't think that ah in



order to give someone credit that ah we’re belittling

and not recognizing the contributions that someone else

made and in fact I’m not here to praise any man. V/e’re

here to develop a system of thinking or an ideology if you

will because our educational institutions will not give us

that. They would rather say and criticize an ideological

approach which is a system of thinking. So they can stuff

you with a conglomeration of
^

, a conglomeration

of fact so that later they can turn you on and you will spit

out little cards with holes in them. They will like that

f

because they don’t want you to be conscious, but they want

you to produce. So in order to do this they will criticize

any system that you develop -.because they believe that it is

good not to have a system, because once you have the system

of thought then this will give you the ability to question

the very foundation, the very foundation of their system

because they have one remember. It will give you the ability
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to not only do that but to understand in order to change

your situation that everything else will change. No,

they want everything else to change but they will stay the

same because things are not interrelated. So this is why

they want you to be specialized. But ah away from that

I 'will go on to jtry to give you this system of thinking or

at least discuss it with you and if you don't invite me here

again then I will weep for you and I’ll be very sorry because

I'm glad to see you tonight and you're responsible for me

1

being here, not only by the invitation but by the

when you opened the prison gates for me but because that ah

I have a great for you that ah I thing that I and the Party

have an obligation to not ah give you perhaps what you want

but give you what we think you need because we're servants

of the peoplei* So ah (APPLAUSE) I will try to make it as

short as possible. Now, after we've interg'rated the two
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qualities of the rational method and the empiricism, we

got what MARX called dialectical materialism. And he

called it dialectical materialism because it was like a

dialogue that offered ah and a *

synthesis in the material world. MARX also believed that

ah everything had, has a material ah genisis. That all

of our spiritual thoughts are based upon our being here

as a mterial being because we haven't seen anyone

through any concept without also presenting his physical

body. We think people, we think people talk about the

powers of the spiritual but when we face them down when

we ask a question, we see that ah this has a material basis.

So dialectical materialism first ah because ah that it is

intergrated the advancements of thought such as the abstractions

of the mathematical idealistic school and the rational ah

or that intergrated with it, the rational method that would
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really based on, idealism and intergrated that with the

empirical method that was based upon materialism. It

I

has intergrated the most important things and most

functional things of both of those schools. So after the

intergration rational with the empiricism we get full,

a whole view. In other words we’re not viewing half but

now we’re quick to approach the external world that seems

to be in a constant state of transformation and also constant

conflict. We see that ah the basis of ah our thinking is

based upon material existence and we see everything in the

world seems to be always moving. So we ah say that things

seem to be propelled, things move because of a principle

of motion and matter. Perhaps the motion and matter are

arrived at through an internal contradiction, that everything

seems to be subject to. What do I mean by this? First,

we’ll examine the ah physical world. In Physics we see that
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ah atoms clash and when atoms clash they subdivide. They

have a break-down such as you have the electrons and

protons and the neutrons. And the break-down probably

will go on. But this is through the contradiction of the

dialogue in the physical world. And this dialogueooccurs

because even within the atom there seems to be an internal

contradiction and this is what gives that ah matter motion

the things, the things that tipped in reaching

equilibrium or straining apart. We see that ah its

always a dominant inferior relationship between things

of contradiction, even internally. So the opposites

struggle based upon their unity because their connected together

only because of the relationship in the external world but

because thejr eternal quality. For instance the atom already

has the electron within it but because of some other ah

external contradiction it allows the electron to become

dominant or escape the mass. We see that in the world of
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biology that there seems to be a contradiction always going

on within tne organism.- That isi first, the organism's

cells multiply, in order for it to mature, in order for it

to live. If there 'S‘*no multiplication then the organism

will die. But while its multiplying and maturing, it will

reach a point where it will no longer multiply, it will

start on a decline, It will decay. It will become old and

will die. But v/e could not ah mature unless the cells did

multiply. We could and we would not die unless at some

point that a change in the- struggle of the opposites
I

because that's the very thing that's responsible for out

death, the fact that we became mature. In the natural

world we see that lets take a thing like a like a

caterpillar. That as it grows and matures it becomes more

and more fat and hairy. Its quantity will increase and at



some notable point it will stay in a cacoon and emerge

as a butterfly. The caterpillar had to have had that

I

contradiction in him in order for it to spin a cacoon in

the first place in the first place, but when the butterfly

emerged of course the caterpillar was wiped out but not

completely because the butterfly showed some of the

properties of a caterpillar and also some of the properties

of the new thing that was in contradiction but because when

you change a part of a thing, it changes the whole thhg, a

new development occurs, a transformation, we call it ah a

, where there the ah caterpillar leaped

from a caterpillar to a butterfly. In other words that

sometimes the growth or quantity decrease the increase of

somewhat smooth going. But in everything we've investigated

that in order for a transformation to come about that there
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seems to be need for some eruption. The eruption then

would be the change in the dominant although the internal

contradiction or as we call it the struggle of the opposites

based upon their unity. United because its in one thing.

Struggling because it carries things that negate each other

So that we say that ah with everything, with everything it

has a determining factor and also it has a factor that

limits it. So we say that every determination has a limitation

and every limitation has a determination but we misfc realize

the interconnectedness. We must realize that everything is

interconnected, its movipg because of the struggle of the

opposites based upon their unity and that's called motion

and matter. Motion and matter causes things to give itself

a self movement because of its internal contradiction.

But the thing I want to point out that everything that we've
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examined, I say everything we've examined because there

might be more infofmation that we get later on it shows

that its becoming something else and this why its necessary

for us to try to gadge no only what it is now but what its
m

becoming because this will give us a clear picture of the

universe, would know that its not one thing but seems to be

in a processes all the time, and this is why in order for

us to manipulate our environment we will have to know not

only what it is today but what its becoming and when we find

out< when we find out what its becoming we'll know how to

1

react to it. There's some other things that ah the scientist

show and that is that all of the qualitating transformations

or developments seem to be based on a quanitating increase

or decrease. We know that things have an internal contradiction

but we see this contradiction grow and when it reaches a noted

point there is a reverse in the dominance of the opposites

and when this occurs then we get a qualitating transformation
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but its always based on quantitative increase, it seems

to be. When I say always I correct myself because man

knows nothing about absolute, such as always, he knows

nothing about beginnings or endings, we only know about
%

his . But because I'm victim to (boozwar) (ph)

language I'll I'll contradict myself but because I'm a

revolutionist I’m not afraid to correct myself. So if

they hear that ah, if they that we're free then in order

for a thing to show that quality changed where the dominant

in the struggle will: change that there must an increase and

a decrease in a certain factor. Now ah we talked about the

physical world, we talked about the natural world, we talked

about a little biology, and I would like to introduce another

phenoenon. Its also connected and shows some ah similarities

to all of this and that is society. In the social world we
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see that ah society clash. We see that cultures clash.

And when they clash we say that there's a dialectical

thing that happens. Just as happens, just as the same.

not the same but a similar phenomenon happens in a

dialectical argument. Remember you

and then you get a an intergration of all

of that. We see that ah if we increase something in physics

if we increase a couple of protons and a couple of ah ah

neutrons here, we get a whole new composition. We know

we can just multiply atoms and, we see that the composition

will change and at some point there’s a qualitative change

So we see that an argument just happened, where things clash,

We see that ah in society that when cultures meet or when

cultures have a contradiction that both are transformed and

,

the sociologist^^call it acculteration. An acculteration

means that ah when two cultures are ah thrown together that

something happens. That ah either one is modified more than
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the other but the other will be modifeid because of the

contradiction. We see that ah intergration might happen,

a simulation might happen or annihilation might happen,

but something will happen because nothing ever /stays tha

same. We don't believe that it does, based upon our

investigation. Now if this true, and if this is true that

all that all qualitative changes or qualitative transformations

are based on quantitative increase or decrease, but we find

out the necessary properties, qualities, that we find out

the necessary quantity that maKe thing change in a particular

specific area then we can bring about the change. So its

the same with society. If ah if its concluded, if we con-

clude here tonight that we can make a leap through

ah knowing what is necessary to increase or decrease in this

society then we will go out and .manipulate that and bring
* •

about the qualitative change because we definitely need that
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because we’re victims but we want a reverse in the struggle

of the opposites based upon their unity. In other words at

this tine that a certain class is dominated and we want to

reverse that through increasing whatever is necessary to

make the victims dominant. When we do this we will have

a whole ftew society. So first lets see what they've learned

and ah in Sociology though and anthropology. We see that

ah we know now we know cultures ah come into ah contradiction

that something will happen and both will be modified and

this is our problem here tonight, but in order to understand

4.

Jrhat, we have to understand that how its based upon some

principle in the universe and the principle is not a principle

that some preconceived notion or scheme in the interpretation

of everything but is a concrete analysis of concrete conditions.

So each thing has to be individually analyzed. So what we’re

getting at is this. Is that today that the BLACK PANTHER PARTY
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is . That first that we or we represent the

class. We say that the

is the only ah class that carries potentiality of

revolution. We say that ah we realize that ah classes

clash and its the property class against the class that

don't have property and when they clash and its. all then

a revolutionary contradiction with one class trying to

overthrow the other. Here in this country the country

is very ah difficult to analyze "because we not only have

a class contradiction we also have what we call racism,

where the class lines become somewhat vague and this, we

claim tonight this is only a of the oppressor.

So ah but to understand it in a scientific way we have to

see how the universe works. So we say that ah first thing

that we know that the which means

the unemployable. They carry the revolutionary banner today.
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That they carry it free for the new society and many

historical jmaterialists will say, will call themselves

Orthodox Marxists. We'll say no, its not true, that the

will bring about the new order because

this is what happened in 191? and this was MARX' s analysis

but MARX was analysing a set of concrete conditions and he

came up with a concrete conclusion. Because at that time

'./) Calitarians in Russia did carry the revolutionary

... , -f"’
'

.

7^/ and in fact was destined to be tbe majority

class because at that time that the industrial base in

Russia was on the upsurge it was a determination while

the agricultural work of the peasants class, peasantry class

on the decline and that was the limitation of that class and

in spite of the fact that the tolitarians in Russia in 191?

in spite of the fact that they were the minority and see the

similarity that the EXISTS in this society
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they also the minority but they carry the potentialities of

the majority because of the trend of the technological

developments and it seeras to be the same where the peasantry

-class was doomed to negate itself. It was negating itself

through yielding through, to the technological advancements

in Russua. So while the prolitarians. of 191? were minority

they were not only destined to be the majority but they were

also destined to bring about the change because of the total

conditions existing in 191? which match the conditions which

exist now. Mow the prolitarian class is one of the most

reactionary Racists classes we/ve ever seen. V/e see that they

relate to capital and industry even though they fall victim

to.it ah while ah the are most alien>!!ted
w

and they want to tear it down. At least
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they want to see the controls and make it work for them.

So we see that ah the first thing that ah it was necessary

in Russia in 191? t it was necessary for a capitalist class

to exist because that class through hoarding the surplus,

through exploiting the peasantry, created the necessary ah

capital ito ah create an industrial base or a technological

base and they did this and as they did it they also developed

a prolitarian ^class. So this shows the internal con-

tradiction that in order for captial or the

class to exist they also had to have a worker. So this was

the internal contradiction in that particular phenomenon.

And as they became more industrialized » as they became i.;ore

industrialized, the enemy of the became logic,

as their technology advanced. They were also, technology

itself the
'

itself was also seeing that there

was about to be a negation of negations as it was called. In

other words tr;a capitalist negated trie fei. ;a\ lor da .rio,- n..*
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negate the that the capitalist actually were

somewhat responsible for oreatingi So we see that at one

^ ^
"7*'

time in history and what is so is 50, We see that at one
f

'
'

; 1

time in history that a or phenomenal situation we

see that all set of conditions a subject can change because
:

. i

if dialectical materialism mean anything, it means we

possibly have to apply the formula to a new set of conditions

and therefore come up with new answers. If we do not do this

then we're being static. So it would surprise us very much

if the same answers that ah history gave people who struggle

for a separate nation. If this answer was true now, it would

contradict all concepts of development. It was true that the

prolitarian class at this- time was still the revolutionary

class. It will show a static thing j it would not show any

development. So we see that new that the

or the unemployable arc beconrlng the largest class because

\ .
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cechnology, some experts say, in the next ten years we

will be able to ah function with with only approximately
ii

10,000 workers involved and this this will be called the

Age of Technocracy. We saw what happened with automation

it displaced people. We saw now think we're moving into

cybernation (ph), displace more people and now they say

that when they reach the Age of Computer, the real age

of the computer or a technocrat, they will displace all

of the workers with tie exception of a very few. An all

those people who use to be workers, they become what? They

will- become unemployables or they will become

because that is unemployable workers. So we see that while

the prolitarian class is in the majority this time that

the creative things to be, that they're being negated through

the development of technology. They're being displaced and

placed in the ranks of the

.88
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conscious, the worker or the worker or the

ex-worker. Many of us because we're blind and mislead

they get angry with the other . They say if

it were not for you competing with us we would have jobs

today and we saw that with the hard-hats who were victims

but blinded all the same and of course we have to defend

ourselves against them but v/e must also weep for them
'

and try to educate them or bring about some kind of con-

sciousness because we dont like people around

us and if we can help a person who's also victim as we are

then we will do that but we will not commit to him. ^So we

see how society is moving now. V/e see that at one time

v'.'» C

that the prolitarian carried the banner butAof the fact that
fc*

everything is in a constant state of change that they do not

carry the ' banner any longer. Now they will be negated by

another class. Now when society reaches a point where very

few industrial workers will be what will happen to the



WVBt is happening to it now. If the ruling circle has any

!

power at this time stay in power tVien what you see in

society is most of the people on welfare to appease are

drawing unemployment 11 months out of the year. Not enough

enjoy the abundance they created through their exploitation

and slavery because starting back in 1619 in Jamestown that

we Blacks contribute to the technological development in the

industrial empire exists to date. So because of this con-

tribution that we feel that we own it and because we feel

that we own it, we have no no conscious about appropriating

and negating the negation. V/e have nothing whatsoever about

taking what is ours. V/e want to take charge you see. But

when we take charge then we will not make the mistake that

the oppressor made by negating himself through creating

many enemies. So when we take charge we deliver the power

to various communities of the world. So we will be secure
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in our existence and existence of our descendants, but

until this time lets understand what is happening now. ,

Now I spoke earlier about ah ah about the fact that is

somewhat unrealistic to try to solve the contradiction

of exploitation, Racism and oppression through gaining

a new nation and I say this with a certain amount of

reluctance just as the BLACK PANTHER PARTY to go from

Black Nationalism to Revolutionary Nationalism to

internationalism and then reach the highest plateau of

ideological development and going into what we call

revolutionary interfeudalism (ph). What does it meafi?

First, it means that we want some answers and since

we're staisfied with "things that hapoened in history, does
t>

* •

no necessarily give us what we want for the future, we

have to come up with some reasons. Let's analyse the

arguments of the ah ah national ah nationalistic
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"because a person first is reacting to some treacherous

violent, oppressive, greedy action of the ruling class

which is the master of us all. So we will examine the

solution because when if we were to take route we want

to make sure the suffering will pay off. Now, some time

ago in history that its true that the fact that nationhood

was to cure a people from Racism, it will, it would secure

a person from domination by another culture or ethnic group,

by another nation and by way of another definition a nation

is apiec of land. Its set of cultural institutions,

political institutions, educational institutions, security

institutions that serve the people, usually you can distinguish

*
•

one nation from another through analysing their language,

through observing their behavior patterns, through investigating

their culture by way of definition which is by way of

definition learned pattersn of behavior. V/e could see this
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and we know one thing that in history if you were

separated from a person or a group of people rather

through partaking or water that you are

relatively safe if you have self-determination. In

other words you would have freedom to control your

cultural destiny, your political destiny and you will

be reasonably sure that your territorial boundaries will

be respected because if a person from another culture

from another nation, started to attack you you see it from

many miles away. If a person or group of people, if a

nation wanted to control you'll be virtually possible of

the difficulties in communication so forth. But as time

went along and technology developed drew everyone closer

together and the United States in particular became

nationalistic and then later on they became imperialistic

93
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and imperialism means that the Tact an empire developed.

An empire is a nation transformed. So once a country

becomes an empire it s no longer a nation because for

an empire is a nation transformed. Now

at some time in history it was true that the Roman Empire

allowed 'other nations to exist but this was because of the

low level technological developments such as transportation

and ah ah communication through the media. This was the

cause it was difficult for them to know all of the world

so the Romans say. We are an empire because we control

all of the known world. But nations existed outside' of the

Roman Empire because the Romans did not know all of the

world. The modern empire is a different story because it

doesn’t stay the same. Perhaps we need another word. In the

modern empire 1970 1 in the 70 s, we know, we belwe that the

imperial'st know all the world so theiifore the imperialist
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control not only the known .world; they control all of the

world, all the world they want to control and when they

control all of the world they negate the quality, it

negates the foundation and criterion necessary to give a

land space the definition of nation, because the empire

remember controls all other people. They have control of

the political, the economic, the academy, they have control

of the teritory. They have control of the culture, so

therefore the United States negated all nations and trans-

formed them into what looks like oppressed community

because the did not have the quality of

. So through this domination, through this

domination that the United States, the American imperialist

created a situation that was not colonial because the

colonized people in history showed first a certain amount of

of the culture because a settler hardly
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ever saw where most of the natives lived now in the

backwoods. That communications were so ah bad until a

settler had to live there. They relied upon a psychology

of intimidating the natives and in fact the natives at any

moment they became conscious could overthrow ‘that specific

settler or that particular group of people who are

dominating them and usually he felt very secure so he

stayed around the towns in the of the nation

not into the backwoods of the town. But as colonialism

developed and controls became more rigid through communica-

tion and through world control by the North Americans that

he withdrew from the land because it wasn't necessary for

him to be there any longer and then some scholar

because the fellow was not present. But

as developed, the economy of the country

or the was more intergrated and to the
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empire to finally see very little difference. So we see

a phenomenon where its not Neocolonialism (ph) any longer.

V/hat it is is reactionary intercommunalism (ph) because the

reactionary forces all what use to be nations of the world

but are now a dispersed collection of communities on the

seas just as. Black people are dispersed all over the United

States but yet they are controlled by one man, one group

and that's a small ruling circle and by way of difinitian

I talk about that group of people who own the 75 companies

that control not only the economy in the United States but

*

the continental world and if you don't believe me you could

easily investigate or read the x'eport the President, was

responsible for doing and' that is the report of Sivil Disorders

that JOHNSON was responsible for. said'

76 companies control the economy of the United States and then

I add also the world and we know that the ruling circle realizes
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what has happened. We realize this, that he’d use everything

in domestic action. In other words, when the Korean war

occurred, when the Korean War occurred that the United States

called it a police action. In other words you have police

action inside of a nation but how can you have a police action

with another- nation. They use everything, they define

everything as a disturbance to the Americans. In other

words there's a riot going on in Vietnam, a police action.

There's also a police action going on in every commwity

in the United States in order to perpetuate the existence

A

of a sma^ ruling circle who have all the communities

So we realize that it will be very, it will be very good if

we could separate and create a nation of our ownr if this will

give us freedom because I think that most of us will agree

that the cry for nationhood is not an abstract thing where

we just want a nation but we relate nation to freedom so
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actually people are saying that ah we want some freedom.

We want some freedom just as when. the Algerian war took

place according to the revolution

in Algeria, the war of liberation that France offered a

seat to the revolutionary forces v/hich they declined by

saying that we don't want sotib France, we want some freedom.

So the same thing we say that it will be simple if we could

just separate but we see that the whole world is

by the small ruling circle there's a saying I can remember

from Sunday School if you will, saying I went to the mountain

to hide my face, the mountainside offered no hiding place

so we realized that if the people ten thousand miles away

in the mother country anci in Vietnam, in Latin America.

If we see that they’re already separated but yet

control of the, ruling circle how can we separate the five
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here and be free while .

V/e say that the only way that we can be free is to negate

the thing that is attempting to negate us. Theyonly way

we can be free is to negate and eliminate the slave

master. We cannot separate from him because we realize

that he's intergrated all the land spaces and all the

institutions into one civilization. Now we can be very

unhappyabout this but we saw one thing, that everything

carries an internal contradition and just as a captialist

created the ah exploitation in Russia, 191? the also

created the conditions for the new society, the collective

society, even if you dont' call it socialist believes that

V

it was necessary for a civilation to exist in order to use

the surplus to develop a tool on industry in order to free

man. But only a few poeple because a few people had control

of that tool and that is the industry. But while they did
100

this they were negating themselves because at some point
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the dominance in the contradiction, the dominance as the

quantity grew of industry therefore the quantity of

exploitation grew* We saw something happening reach a

noted point and then the prolitarian expropriated the

tool and made it a social tool. So it was very much like

the caterpillar into a caccoon and emerge as a butterfly.

But he already had to have those properties to do that.

He could not come out an egg. So capitalism itself the

Russians founi carried the basis and the foundation for

their collective society. We see now because of the

necessity of civilization, dependent because of division

because of the need to survive would consume most of the

things they produce so it took a greedy man to exploit them

and ah use su:^lus in a way to give himself an abundance

and while he did this we saw what happened, an industrial

complex existence, an industrial base existence that was

finally taken away by the people. So it seems that history
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goes on but we must see where it is going. Of course

we dont* praise what the capitalists did in 191? » they

were both revolutionary and reactionary at the same time.

They were revolutionary because they expropriated the

feudal laws. At the same time they were reactionary because

they resisted change because they wanted to say we could

change part or reform part, maintain control because a change

in the part does not modify or transform the whole but this

is a wrong way of thinking and empirical evidence shows

what happened. So we see now that in this country first

that the prolitarians becoming . The Blacks

of the country are already . We see that

White people generally are getting upset because something

is happening and they’re not getting the job they want. Right

now they're blind, so they attack students and Blacks who
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point them the truth, they're real aggressive. But they

don’t see it yet. So we must make a distinction between

they way we deal with an objective enemy and a subjective

enemy. Those people are just as or subjective

enemies when they don't agree with us, and I say us the victims,

the exploited. Our objective then holding

the goods you see. So, this point in history was travelling

so fast taat we got here from the West Coast in about four

and a half hours. That we can get to Vietnam now in about

ten hours and Algerian in about nine hours and that transportation

is so fast that going from one land space to another *is like

going around the block. So therefore get land separation

we see will not qualify a. nation^hOod along the lines of a

traditional definition. . So we need something else. So we

say we'll recover our culture because a culture will make us

free. It will give us the truth and also it will give us
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strength and division in order to maintain a nation. But

we see it because we see the evil and we see how cultural

indoctrination » racists cultural indoctrina-

tion hurt us and is hurting the world. V/e see this but what

do we say. V/e say that we will develop a culture to defend

ourselves. Now we see happen. V/e see

that we have very few surviving . .V/e also see

that the world is now in a trend in becoming westernized.

We see that the Japanese are acting very Western. We see

that their value system reflects the contact and dominance

of a small ruling circle. So we say that the difference

A

between Blacks in this country, Chinese in this country,

Japanese in this country shows no qualitative difference. The

trend is if the ruling circle stays in power long enough,

the same thing will happen to Afro-Americans, what happened

to the Japanese, the Chinese in HorgKong and the African,
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both North and South Sahara. We see that technology seems



not to backtrack. We see that all of the power is

centralized in one place and it seems to be Wall Street.

We know that there must be some internal contradiction.

We know that things cannot go on like they are. So we want

to know the quantity we have to increase or decrease in

order to” change the whole thing delivered upon the people.

Now we saw what happened with the capitalist

of 1917 • Now we have the problem of imperialism. But we

that imperialism has laid the foundation for world communisim

because in order for the people in the various communities

of the world to have freedom, in order for the people' to plan

economy and a world government. First, we must be centralized.

Now its centralized by reactionary forces just as the

capitalist centralized the wealth in Russia

1917 • So the world now is struggling to expropriate the power

and tools in order to redistribute throughout the world so that

the people in the communities of the world will be free and
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they will have control then of the institutions where they

live. And we see also that there will be a need for this

because if it does happen, then we will have a mutual

slaughter of man by man. We see that nations are a thing

of the past. There's no nation existing in the world today.

This is why the BLACK PALTHER PARTY are no longer internationally

because inter means the interrelationship between things and

in this case, nations. So an internationalist first assumes

that nations exist but if there's no nations in existence

then we could not very well be international and this why

we're intercommunalists (ph) because the natbns of the world

been transformed and they file around one centralized authority.

Get. this, a selection of communities evolve/^one State administra-

tion. So there are only communities in the v/orld and all of

them are communities under was the four white community

operations on whether a Black community, Africa, a Black
lot

community in Harlem, a Black community right here. We see that
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the same S6c\jrity force, we see that the police action that

we suffer are also the police action that the Vietnamese suffer

the police action that the people in Laos suffer. We that its

the same police action people in the Dominican Republic and

the people in South Africa and all the other .communities

suffer. So in order for us to change this thing we must know

first where the power is.

(Inaudible) the authority before it happens (inaudible)

People, do you think we will be able to again, to backtrack

technology so that nations will exist. History shows that this

is usually not the case and things do not repeat itself, it shows

the progression in stages of development. So because we cannot

have a nation that we want freedom and in order to have freedom
*• .

we would have to have the essential quality that nation is

signified soil is made of. So we don't want America, we want

mother earth. V/e want mother earth in order to divide among

the people of the world and in order for us to have freedom
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(APPLAUSE) and self-determination. That is control of the

institutions hecaus.e the communities by way of definition

are comprehensive collection of institutions to serve the

people. Now these institutions are serving only one small

group and the people are angry about this but we must also

realize what has happened. So my proposition is this. That

just as capitalism was necessary in order to establish a

modern socialist economy, imperialism or a similar phenomenon

it would be necessary to cut the lies of wealth and lay the

foundation for Communism and this is not supporting imperialism

but this is saying that imperialism has an internal contradiction.

It has negation and it has negated the people's freedom and

now you'll see a negation of the negation but when we do this

the people of the world then have and profit by or they will

be able to reach the wealth because in the United States we‘c .

never see a socialist state. The reason you'd not sc-d a oociai:. /c
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requires that nationhood exists. Also ah that if there's

no nation then we can not have a redistribution of wealth

based upon the reported people in a particular area and

the United States is the whole

world, it means to have a redistribution of wealth you

would have to redistribute to the whole world. You would

ha¥e to start, you would have to start not only, -not reparation

how can we have this when much of the wealth is invested in

machinery which has the potentiality of freeing all of mankind.

In other words LENIN instead of praising the prolitarian saw

the day when man would be able to stay in place

and move mountains. It sounded like even ^enin realized.

anticipated technocracy. The only thing is he saw that by the

time technology developed to that thing that the people would-

already have the tools under control but we see now the

reactionary ruling circle have the tools under control and that

what we have, we have not Communism. What we have is not even



imperialism. We have reactionary intercommunalism (ph)

because every people in the world only represents at best

the provisional government. In other words, what is the

difference between the Vietnamese who are operating at the

liberation front, who are operating in the south who

instituted a provisional government and ah the government

that's in Korea of the Honorable KSM 0 SA (PH). What is

the difference because there seems to be no difference.

First, the Koreans have not liberated all their communities.

So at best I think they have a provisional .

The Vietnamese in. the South have not liberated all of their

land so therefore they realize they have provisional government.

We see that the Chinese from the Peoples Republic are

because they could not use their energies to promote

the welfare of the people. They must use most of it for defense

because they know they . They have not

liberated all of their communities. They do not have Formosa,
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or Taiwan so therefore only part of their community is liberated



and I'm hear to say that if the community in Detroit

If when they liberate that A block then if they

I

had, if the community had instituted a provisional

goverment they would have been on the same footing as

the Peoples Republic of China or any ahah community that

has liberated territory. But we can not say that they have

nation or government because nations are made of stronger

stuff. So we say this, we say that first we realize

that the people of the world have suffered from a common

enemy and we realize the contradictions that lie within

imperialism but we see that with centralization of the power

that we know that America, we know that North America, the

only way it could come to^ grips with it and give justice to

the world os to have a redistribution of wealth and also a

redistribution of power. In other words the African has the

right, has a right to share in the control of the operation
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in General Motors. He has the right to share in the

wealth of Oil Refineries because all of the people were

responsible for producing that. So in order to do that

we have to have a world government and that’s* all

Communism means. It means a world government with one

community and we know because we're so thrown together,

we know that cultxires seem to change. I was talking to

AL BALEY (PH) and he just did a study of his ancestors

and he. went back to a remote part of Africa, in West Africa,

a little village not commonly, is not commonly travelled to

by outsiders. He made the pilgrimage for about seven years.

The last time he went that something shocked him very much
*

and that was that he saw an old African man walking down a

dirt road with a small thing to his ear that he carried. IT

was a transitter radio with C33 coming across. So AL BALEY (FH)

saw a culture about to be transformed so he got together a few

ii:
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college students to try to get what part they could

preserve and bring it back. So I'm saying that we

cannot turn this trend around because just as everything

else is subject to change so are cultures but now they

are changing for the interests of the Westerner and the

reactionary ruling circle so what we really want, -git'set we

really want the power in the people's hands so they can

make the kind of behavior pattern, create the kind of

behavior pattern that will be in their interest and

becuase the people of world are so thrown together they

4.

will have to work out some culture or behavior pattern

that is essentialy human because whether we like it or not

we will modify each other and we dont' want this modification

to be annihilation so in order to keep us together w© must

have control of the mass media that the reactionary circles

now control. We must have control of that in order to give

a fair, equal redistribution power because that's only another
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manifestation of technology, "because we know, because

radio beams, we know that the televison satellite, we

know that they're chiefly responsible for molding cultures.

So in this we will not backtrack no matter where we go and

this is why we say we cannot hide, we cannot separate but

what we can do is expropriate. Everyone realizes this and

its hightime that the AND also the

prolitarian and let me tell you something abou that. Many

of the people think that we're anti-prolitarian or anti-worker.

No, We know that we're not only willing to work outside of

*

the factory including our liberation army. We must go into

the factory because the worker will not disappear, the worker

will not disappear, he will be unemployable. He will be an

unemployable worker. So why wait until he's unemployable go
,

into the factories and educate him so he will know exactly

what to do but also know the worker of the future or the
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revolutionist of the future would not be a Unionist because



it won't be necessary for a large group of people, You

see, the people who bring about revolution, must be or have

the potentiality to be the majority. So we know that time

we know that time is quickly and the leaps in technological

development is getting rid of the prolitarian and putting

him in our ranks. So we say that along with the people of

the world, that vie must prepare our people. V/e must also

prepare, prepare ourselves to develop q new culture, a

culture that's based upon values that essentially human

and is is a behavior pattern that will promote the unity of

man instead of promoting division of man. So our chief

motivation then is to turn back, turn back the violence and

turn back the oppression of the aggressor to the time where

to a situation so the people then will control. So they said

that the 70 s, the decade of the 70s is the decade of the

boomerang or the first stage of violence, where violence

is turned on the oppressor, hit him, its likely to kill him
X
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and then he wouldn't know any more than he did the first time



our main motivaticn would be to free the people of the

world to free our community. Now this seems very abstract

but its but its net. In other words that we say that our

dispersed communities whether Mexican, Black or all White

is on the same footing as all other oppressed communities

so I think we should do the same thing. In other words

liberate the territory and institute a provisional government

and to close-in because the United States is around us. We

know its around because we see that the whole world is upset

over what they've been doing and we know that after we ex-

propriate that we don't want to make the same mistakes that

they made because we're a little smarter than that. So in

conclusion I would like to say and then if anyone cares to

hang around then we'll have a short question and answer period.

But in conclusion that we want to develop that kind of santiy

that will deliver us the freedom necessary and we will not
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be duped by the Nationalism because we know the United

States is nationalist and we know they're hated by the

whole world and we see that all our friends are trying

to create an apparatus that will allow people to hold hands

and to be friendly in order to live. The power of peace

brothers and sisters. (APPLAUSE) If you have any questions

there's a microphone up here and a microphone over there.

The people in the front there's a microphone right here.

I have one other statement to make and I almost

forgot it and I would like to that, is that the first

thing that I talked to ELDRIDGE CLEAVER (PH) THE other day

you know you can call Algeria and we talk frequently because

•

we have a little liberated territory there. Its called

where we're allowed to give asylum you see

and we communicate vyith all of the communities who are

and fighting the aggressor. So ELDRIGE
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asked me to ah to ah tell, to ask you a favor and that is



he would like for you to liberate the territory and set

a place for him because he would like to come home again

and he knows that he cannot come home until you liberate

the territory and when you do that, to make it real safe,

institute a provisional government, you see and then we

can talk, but ELDRIDGE is moving around the world in all

.

those liberated areas and the people are friendly towards

him and that he should be home soon but it all depends on

us. On March 5. KATHLEEN lill be back to talk to you and

give you a report, (10 second pause) This is a letter con-

cerning DAVID KLOT (PH) and ah it indicates that the

BLACK PANTHER PARTY desserted KLOT $PH) and this is not

true at all but let me tell you something that usually I

don't mention names when I'm on the podium because there's

so many political prisoners as the political prisoner's

loved ones and family might be in the audience and if 1
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get MICHELLE MC KEA3 who no one talks about and is beat

up every day you remember and that he was

the only brother who survived that murder thattthe police

are guilty of there and he doesn’t get any support but if

you don't mention all of them then people aren't happey.

So what I would like to say to free all political prisoners

and we're doing now everything in our power to give DAVID

Cl/iflK (PH) legal aid and also a possible bail. I don't

know all the facts of the case because as I said the party

there's so many political prisoners and this

is a strategy. The ah the reactionary regime attempts to

disperse the interests of the community, the focus of the

community through arresting so many people it will make

factions in the defense apparatus instead of having the

people mobilize in one case, such as mine, where the people

declared it a political case and the whole country, the whole
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world mobilized behind it. Now we have literally hundreds

of political prisoners and we must learn a method and a

strategy to work more effectively to release them and we

must not get hung up on just issues because then we'll be

methamystical materialists. They'll drag us from issue to

issue to keep us away from the cause of the issue in the

first place so they want us to deal eith the eff.ects of it

and the party wants to deal with the cause but we're now

considering and doing everything we can for DAVID CLARK (PH)

and I'm going to try to personally see him while I'm on the

East Coast (APPLAUSE) Oh, I'm sorry, I can't see very well.

UNKNOWN MALE:

The first question regards you Ideology and the Black

Panther Party. First, you mentioned political prisnners.

There's a rumor, probably a widespread one, but, there's

a rumor and probably a widespread one that the Party is coming
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apart because of the political persecutions and whatnot. Do



you as President have enought support in the Black

Cominunity that if this system came down on you, hard, would

you have the sympathy or the support or apathy and most of

the Black Community wouldn't help you?

HUEY NEWTON:

Ah, the first thing, the PARTY was horn of repression

because repression breeds resistance. If it had not been for

repression there would be no Black Panther Party so therefore

I'm saying that's a _increase of the quantity

would not negate the party, it will create more party members

until we reach the noted point and then there will be a

qualitative leak, you see and that qualitative leak is

treating everyone in the ^world and everyone in the United

States like, you see, the Blsck Panther Party. They're doing

it every day and everyone is getting angry and if people get

angry our forces will get stronger. So not wanting, we don’t
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want them to be like they are, we would like some peaceful



either be nonantagonistic or antagonistic. Nonantagonistic

contradictions are not based upon economic conflict we saw

the people make but those contradictions that are based upon

economic clashes they seem to always show some ah some ah

abrupt violent chnage but to answer you question ah Commondant

brother ah we see the party growing because say two years ago

we didn't have an embassy. I guess that the Black in American,

America's rural Black seemed to be the first ones to erect a

government in exile and that is in Algeria where we have some

libereated territory and it was granted to us by Korea, China

through some deals they did for Algeria and if the situation

or the occasion arise where you have to leave this country for

revolutionary reasons then your welcom at our small liberated

space.

UNKNOWN MALE;

What I really mean is that in the community do you

presently have the active support and the active sympathy of
123

t.hft pntirfj Black community or a good enough majority of it to



support your cause and help you go strong. This is opposed

to a reality of the situation and a rhetoric of it.

HUEY NEWTONS

Ah, the ajiswer to your question is that you

said full and entire and I guess you were speaking in'

absolute. The answer is no because we dont' understand

entirity. We only understand portions of and as far as ah

because remember we said earlier in our talk and I keep

referring to ray talk because it only a discussion or lecture

you see. I could make you feel good but we already agreed

d.

we already agreed when man talks about absolutely, beginning,

ending or all of them he doesn't know what he's talking about

because its something he can’t conceive of. Maybe some day

that we can talk about those things and say those words and

they're significant. But as far as far as the influence of

the Party ^I'm their steer head and
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a head of a steer is only dangerous with that force behind



it a certain amount of force, you see and the people

then represent that force and they'll do the job and

for the people related to the Party, first party,

because the vanguard is small. We think that we've had

a great influence not only here in North America but in

the world. Certainly were not interested in becoming,

in becoming a Party that's based upon number. We would

like to start people thinking because we're a

group and if we can influence your thinking where you

come up with the answer and then create a truly revolution-

ary Party then we'll join that yousee. So we only want to

make a contribution because our motto is service to the

people. So the answer is that no we now have influence

upon a significant amount of the people in America but not

the majority and we'll say in the future we believe the

majority will think in dialectical terms and we believe
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that they will see the necessity of liberating territory

through the means that been developed by other communitips

through also exploiting.

UNKNOWN MALE:

Last question

ANTOHER UNKNOWN MALE:

Er, excuse me, you want to keep it limited, cause

we have people here who might want to ask questions.

12 ^
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Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
February 14, 1971

NEWTON spoke in Hendricks Chapel, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York, on the evening of February 14,
1971« Hendricks Chapel was filled to capacity as approxi-
mately twelve hundred applauding students heard NEWTON ’s
comments about " intercommunalism" , revolution, and United
States repression of black political prisoners.

NEWTON stated that the security forces of this
country are the enemies of the people. He defined security
forces as the various police agencies and Armed Forces of
the United States. He advocated that the "people" should
use force to take over the operations of General Dynamics,
Wall Street, General Motors, and other "establishment
programs". According to NEWTON, the riches of these corpora-
tions should be redistributed to the poor.

NEWTON told the crowd that "without you, there can
be no change and no revolution". He said, "people must liberate
their institutions, and when this empire that is America can
no longer control the world and when the universal police can
no longer oppress the people, there will be but one world and
one people". NEWTON said that the whole world, not just black
people, must be liberated. He stated, "all political prisoners
must be freed" and called for support of jailed black leaders
ANGELA DAVIS and BOBBY SEALE.

NEWTON also said that the BPP was instrumental in
assisting TIMOTHY LEARY 'to flee the United States. He said
that the Weatherman faction of the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) helped LEARY to escape from prison and trans-
ported him by car to Oakland, California, and from Oakland,
the BPP transported LEARY to Algeria,

A characterization of the SDS is contained
in the appendix.
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TIMOTHY LEARY is a well known drug user
presentl/ in exile in Algeria,

NEWTON also talked about his future plans and
indicated that he intended to travel to Connecticut to hold
demonstrations as long as BPP members are being tried in
Connecticut courts.

newton's appearance at Syracuse University was
sponsored by the university Union, the Black Student Union,
and the Peace and Freedom Party of Syracuse. The principal
personalities involved were LAWRENCE ERNEST ALEXANDER, Chairman
of the Peace and Freedom Party of Syracuse, and IRA KURZBAN,
President of the University Union. They paid NEWTON $2000
plus transportation expenses for the speaking engagement. The
money was allocated from "student activity fees" which students
are required to pay at registration time.

SF T-12
February 15, 1971

The Peace and Freedom Party of Syracuse
is self-described as a radical, Independent
political party.

The Black Student Union and University
Union are officially recognized organiza-
tions on the Syracuse University campus.

All students who entered Hendricks Chapel to hear
newton's speech were searched for weapons and recording
devices before they were admitted. Several penknives and
small recorders were confiscated from the students. These
items were later returned at the conclusion of NEWTON 's speech.
The reaction of some of the students to the body searches was
that NEWTON was being "overly paranoid". Some students
refused to be searched, and they were denied admittance. The
body searches were conducted by members of the Syracuse
University Black Student Union. Other security precautions
consisted of "bodyguards" standing on either side of NEWTON
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during his speech, and other "goons" circulating eunongst the
audience to insure complete compliance with NEWTON 's security
regulations.

After his speech, NEWTON and his travelling com-
panions returned to the downtown Holiday Inn where two rooms
had been reserved for them in advance by the Black Student
Union.

SF T-13
February 15, 1971

h. Radio Program "Hot Line"
Radio Station WVON
Chicago, Illinois
February 19, 1971

On the night of February 19, 1971, NEWTON appeared
on radio prograun "Hot Line", a radio discussion program
sponsored and broadcase by radio station WVON, Chicago,
Illinois.

The following is a transcript of that programt
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...Hot Line, are not necessarily
those of the nsanagement of WVON
or the participating sponsors.
(Miisic) Hot Line. A program
of public comment,. A program
where you voice your opinions and
ask the questions of our Hot Line
guests. And now, Wesley South
and Hot Line. (Music)

WESLEY SOUTH: My name is Wesley South and this
is the Hot Line, a program of
public comment , a program where
you may voice your opinion or
ask the questions of our guests
and you do that by dialing
our (incoherent) . And we
have been announcing it ail
day, and the last four or five
days, that Huey Newton would be
our guest. We understand that
he is in town and ah, I can
understand that he is very much
in demand and possibly he is
on his way here, we hope so.
We called the Headquarters, ofhe
Black Panther Headquarters here
just, oh, ma^ybe seven minutes
ago, and they say, well he*s
supposed to be there, and., they
did not know why he was not here.
So, we are, should I say stuck
at this point without a guest.
We cancelled our other guest who
was going to be here in order to
provide a, a spot for Huey Newton.
He will be £.t the Coliseum, inci-
dentally on Sunday. And so if
you don’t hoar him here tonight,
you can hear him at the Coliseum
Sunday. So, since we don’t have
anything planned, since many of you
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out there do have quite a bit
that you would like to ah, discuss,
thee there's only one thing
for us to do, and that's to
resort to what v^e ca il our grab-
bag. Uniortuuately , and I say
unfortunately again, v/e don’t have
anyone to answe?.' our telephones,
so consequently you just have to
let the telephone ring, until I

answer it. Now, we will have what
we call the grab-bag, and that’s
where you’re allowed to call in
until, well, and mke any comment that
you feel would be of interest to our
community, and from what I understand
there are many of you out there who
have something to say. Now we ask
you that I hope that I don’t have
to say it again, I’ve been saying this
for eight y4iars,, but I have to say
it each time so I guess I’d better
become accu.stom to it, and that is
you’ve got to turn off your radio,
when you and I are connected.
I mean turn it off, not down, because
we’re on a six-second delay. That
means what you are hearing right at
the instant that you hear it, was
actually spoken six seconds ago.
And that mean.s that ah, we cannot ah,
allow anyone to be ah, to come in
withot{t that. The FCC regulations
say that when we have this type of
show, we mu.st have a ah, delay in
order to prevent any obscenities
from going out over the air. Now
there are occasionally when there
are a few youngsters and surprisingly
quite a few elderly as well, middle
age people, jit least adults, who try
to p.'?t something obscene through.
And sually, not always, but us-
wher you hear ah, some dead atr or
one of these programs, whether it’t
mi:.-.., Ben Sanders (ph) on or
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any of the other stations, it’s
indicative that someone has said
something, had said something
that is ah, well, objectionable,
and quite likely it’s obscene.
So, we ask you to dial us, keep
your coiniaents as brief as possible.
You hear someone make the comment
that you h. .were about to make,
please hang up because as right
now, all of our phones are busy.

(Portion of program not cut as it was
not pertinent.)

UNIDENTIFIED MALE; ....so I said well how long would
(Calling into radio it tp>:e to check out about the gun.
station) An* he said until tomorrow. An

I said. .

.

SOUTH: Uh-huh.
UM: . . .why so long? He said cause we

have our reasons, that*s the way
we do things.

SOUTH; Uh-hmm.
UM: So finally, anyway, about around

twelve thirty, one of era told me
say, ah, well you can get out on
bond. And I asked him how much
my bond was . .

.

SOUTH; Wait now, (incoherent)
You reared, the..I*m talkin about
the little girl now that they’d
accused you of raping.

UM: Right.
SOUTH

;

Ah, s.. you raised her from a baby.
UM: Right

.

SOUTH: And you have thr..two other
children of your own, you and this,
and ah, your wife, which you say is
your common-law wife.

UM; Right

.

SOUTH; Uh, all right. Now, I’ll tell you
what. We have our guest in the
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studio, I*d like, th..your wife
I (incoherent), she’s in the
hospital, 1 didn’t say what hospital,
she has a telephone at her bed,
and I spoke with her, and ah,
she’s on the line also. She’s
listenin’. You’re both there..

UM: Right.
SOUTH: And I will, ah, talk with you

about this, though, ah you..

I

told you to get a lawyer, you have
a lawyer, and ah, we’ll talk about
this one day next week, okay?

UM: Okay, fine.
SOUTH: Yeah, okay. Oh, a, just a moment,

ah, (incoherent) just a moment, hold
on. Just a minute. Ah... just a
min’.’^ 2 j holi on. Ah, now if you’ll
put this on here, an' you can hear,
same thing :;®aj hearing. Ah, you have
we have Huey Newton sitting in the
ah... now, if you talk right into that,
(incoherent).. Now what.. What did
you say just a, a moment ag;o?

NEWTON: Ah, I would like ah for the ah
sisters, ah..

SOUTH: Sisters and brothers.
NEWTON: Ah, sisters and brothers, to ah,

report these ah, ah tragedy ah
this murder, ah, Eh to the ah
Black panther party, ah at nine
two four, ah six nine seven, ah
five. Ah, the address is fortytwo
thirtythree Indiana Street, ah, in
Chicago, is our, our local branch
here, our state branch. Report it
to ah, ah Bob Rush, ah who is the
companion of Fred Hampton who was
murdered ah fourteen months and
fifteen days ago. So he can sympa..
not only sympathize with us, but
identify with you, and that we'll
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;

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE:
(Calling into radio
station)
SOUTH:

UF;
SOUTH:

UM;
SOUTH:

SOUTH:

NEWTON;

do everything possible to
mobilize the community against
the abusive and the
brutal authority who are responsible
for it.
Okay?
Okay.

And we’ll talk with you next
week.
A 13 right, thank you.
Sure. Good night.
Well, (stumbles over v/ords) we’re
hanging up now. Thanks for calling.
Okay, thank you very much.
Now, ladies and gentleaien, our
guest has airived, ah, we’re gonna
take an extra three or four minutes
tonight, and ah, lef^s stop here
for a message, that’s our final
message, then we'li be back in just...
we have one more, is that right?
Good.
(Commercial)
And our telephone number, five nine
one, five four hundred.
Well, wo have our guest here tonight.
And that’s ssh, Rues^ Newton,
(Incoherent)
Now, what &ie you doing in Chicago?
Ah, I cam© to Chicago, to ah, first
of all, ah thank the people for my
release ah from prison because I

would not be out of prison and ah to
say the least that ah, not only out
of prison, hut ah, I would not have
lived the gas chamber, ah in Calif or:aia,
ah if it bad not been for tiie power
of the people, ah demonstrating their
interest in my case, and the ah kind
of attention given to me, and I would
like to u.m, ah to thank them, and I
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NEWTON:

know that the words are of little
value,' to ah, when one tries to
express such a, a, ah esfiotion
(incoherent) are a value of life.
X would like to say ah without
words, ab , because words aren’t
sufficient, I would like to say, ah,
thank you. And, of course, the
Party itself will deiR'Orxstrate our
thanks, ah to you by programs.
A life was given to rao, and ah
we intend to preserve tlse rights
of tbe people, and eventually
ah, ah do things that will accomplish
our necessary transformation so that
life will be; guarenteed, and then
we’ll, we’ll not have ah, the need
for a. ah survival program such as
our ten-point ah program, which is
no more thari their ah, a survival
kit,
(incoherent)
X wa .

.

I, I know it; was in California,
which prison was it?
I was imprisoned at ah
(incoherent)

.

Uh-hmm

„

Ah, ah, whic.h is called the ah
California, ah Penal Colony for
Men, and ah, I stayed there for
approxiBfatel y two years. Ah, I

was in the County Jail prior to
ray trial foi' one year, and ah,
so it was a total of ah, ah really
ah, just about three years, short
of about two months.
What was the charge that they had
you on?
Ah, I was tried ah for first degree
murder, and the ah, ah jury, ah who
were a very unenJ^ightened

,
and who were

ah engineered by the state, ah,
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prosecutor, and all of ?iis ah
bombastic ab ah strategy ah
that’s based upon the {incoherent)
a.h, they ah (incoherent) the
(incoherent) absurdities of what

,he was ssying ah it was a compromise-
verdict, ah (incoherent),
ah they didn’t release me as I

should hav€J been, ah, but they
sent me to prison for fifteen
years

.

SOUTH: That was a policeman, wasn’t it?
NEWTON: Ah, yes, I was accused of ah

killing ah, one of the
(incoherent) who occupy/ our
community as a foreign troop
occupies a territory, and a
the communiry, ah, clearly issued
a lEardate to the state, saying
that we v/ill not tolerate the
kind of indecencies that you are
attempting to ah inflict upon ah
this indivi'iual , And ah I would
like to emphasize that what this
individual, because it could have
been anyone, it just was a
coincidence that ah, at that time
I was head of the
Black Panther Party, ah, that
ah lovely people and that have
ah instituted programs ah
demonstrating their concern for
the people generally.

SOUTH: Don’t you believe that it’s,
that ah because you were Huey P.
Newton, and because you were one of
the top officials in the Black
panthei- Party, this could have been
one of the reasons that you were
arrested, and ah that they ?/eie so
severe with you, and if it had been
anyone else, yes, but I mean, what,
didn’t they make a special effort to
(incoherent) of your activities?
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;

SOUTH

:

NEWTON

:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON;

SOUTH:

NEWTON:

Ah, I wcu.ld agree with that, ah,
because the established order
has always feaz"ed the Black Panther
Party Txecause they have the interests
of the people at heart. Uh, but,
it, and the ah, same ah ah vain
ah the people ah, '4’ould not ah
tolerate ah the state murdering
me, ah because of the love that
they have for the Party. And ah
of course, that the Party is a
very SEiall thing, a very sjaail
(incoherent) compared to the kind
of ah, ah sacrifices that have been
made for our history, and ah, I

would like ro ah, ah, ask the
people to grow in their concern
so that there *11 be concern by
each ah individual that's done
an injustice by the state.
You’ll be at the Coliseum on
Sunday, (incoherent) er, what
time is that? Two PM?
Two PM.
And you’ll be ah, is there any
particular program that, or
would you just be the only speaker there?
Ah, as far as I know, tha,t ah,
I am the only speaker, ah..
Yes, you're the main speaker

-

Ah, the inain speaker, of course,
is Bob Kush. He was the ah
ah Chairman ah of the ah Chicago
ah f..!’® sorry, it’s ah, I,

sometimes I mi.x up the ah the
rank and file order ah Bob Rush
is the Deputy Minister of Defense
of the ah Chicago Chapter, will
speak. And there might be other
speakers

,

Uh~hi>im

.

Ah, b.,in fact, there aren’t
any guest sjjeakers

.

I fsee , Ah, do you .. .eh. .how
ole are you?
Ah, i ’xr. twentynine just two days
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:
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:
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:
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:

NEWTON:
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NEWTON:
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NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

ago, February seventeenth is my
birthday. This is my last year
of being a teenager. I’ll be
a, I, an adult next year, (chuckles)
You won’t, you won't be a boy
to ah.

.

No

.

(incoherent)
No, I’ll be thirty, so ah.,
(incoherent)
I will bridge the ga . .generation
gap, ya know. If I can hold on ah
to my youth, as well as ah the ah
foresight of the adult perhaps
I’ll be in a position to c.. really
contribute something.
You were one of the original
organizers of the ah Black Panther
Party, weren’t you?
Ah, yes, I was the founder of the
ah Black Paiither Party...
(incoherent,)
Ah, and Bobby Seale is the co-fon..
founder of the Black Panther Party.
How about Eldridge Cleaver?
Eldridge Cleaver joined the Black
Panther Party after he was released
from prison, but this was about six
months after the Party started.
I see. So you are the founder.
Bobby Seale is the co-founder.
Yes.
I wonder if you would tell us
how you hapj^ened to ah form it,
why you formed it

,
and how did

you have been able to keep the
very small group of people close
to you and (iedicated to
(incoherent) It was nineteen
Sixtysix, wiisn’t it? Almost
five years.
Yes, October nineteen sixtysix.
Ah. First off, I would like to
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SOUTH:

NEWTON:

clarify that, ah, it is not a
question of keepings small group
of people who ah, ah, ah close
to you, and ah it is the fact
that the Black Panther Party and
its love of the people ah genei'ally,
the oppressed people. Ah, as far
the organisss.tion

,
it*s a vanguard

group, and by that I mean sphere-head
necessarily in a s:aall cadre.
But (incoherent) of course,
(incoherent) which is much
(incoherent) and I lacked ah,
ah supplies of force in this
sphere. Ah, in the (incoherent)
of the Black Panther Party, we
had a love of the people as part
of people and that^s the
force behind the vanguard, or the
small cadre. Ah, we have fortyfour
chapters and branches and ah
in ah approximately thirty states.
Ah, we have seven ah branches, and
ah, and ah, what we called our
Intercommunal (ph) Section in ah
seven countries. Ah, so we ah
have a great influence, and we
judge our success on the basis
of ah how much influence we have
upon the people and the influence
that we attempt to get, is an
area of enlightening or ah bringing
about racial conscious. So the
people ah wall ah exercise their
power and therefore gain their
just deserves which is control
everything in the universe.
Kow did you eh..v/e..How did you
organize and why (incoherent)
come about? I mean, I’d like to
get (incoherent) . I think ya
didn’t just come out and say
one day we’re gonna, ah maybe ya
did (incoherent) organize the
party, the Black Panther Party.
Eh, w. .would ya take it through.

.

No, I..

I

would like to say that,
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:
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NEWTON:

SOUTH I

NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON

:

but I 'jo not so arrogant that I

think that the history of the
black resistance to oppression,
ah is responsible for the Black Panther.
Party. That ah ah the Party ah
was formed in October of sixtysix
and ah nineteen fiftynine, nineteen
fiftyeight, that I was a member of
the NAACP, and ah later CORE
and ah in nineteen sixty ah a
member of ah> not a member of^
but 1 associated with ah, the
Muslims. And ah with the RAM,
Revolutionary Action Movement.
Ah, I was associated with
(incoherent) labor, and Socialist
Workers Party. And ah was
frustrated with all of them.
Uh~hmm.
Because ah .

.

This was just a natural outgrowth
of the ah.

.

1 think that ah th..the Party
itself ah ah ah synthesized
ah the total ah contribution
tliat's been made historically.
Ah, so therefore I have great
respect for al..ah..for all
of those who contributed. Even
though I might have great
criticism of many, but I will not
deny his contribution, ah, his
contribution might have been a
negative thing, but even that ah
was a positive ah contribution
to the Party because at least
we knew what not to do.
You said something a moment ago
about you had fortyfour different
ah units in the ah (inaudible)
(incoherent) ...or cadre groups.
Yeah, Ah, we read in the paper
here not too long ago that ah
you were closing some and going
underground, is this cori'ect or incorrect?
Ah, no, ah, and ever if we were
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going underground, that I '^'ouldn’t
admit it here. Ah, I will sfty that
our forwrard, progressive chapters
are still f. u ric t i oni ng , If re a n t i

cipatiug more opening up because
W8 thing that's nacessary before
anyone goes underground,, if' you ever
go underground, ah, you must first
ah make an impact above ground so
that people will at least recognize
and lend their receptive ear to the
ki,nd of ah educational things.

SOUTH: You didn’t, you didn't make the
statement, (incoherent) statement
that you're going underground.

NEWTON; No, no, no. But I..I think it’s
not encugh Just to say there was
a, that statement because ah, it’s
not that I'ii. denouuc.i.ng any
underground action., it's lust that
ah, I do.

.

SOUTH

:

Certain thir.gs have to be done before
you do go uiiderground

.

NEWTON

:

Ah, yes, we also have to have a life-
lirAe and a v£;in ah, tiiat ah will
ah connect ah the above-ground with
the underground. Ah,

SOUTH

:

Uh-hnuR.
NEWTON: If you do not iiave that, then the

underground is not only underground
but it’s' buried, and you’re, .you're
above-ground without a strategy
that's S 0cr€:t is ah somewhat ah.
impotent

.

SOUTH: Aih, one other thing. I .noticed that
that ah man]' of the (incoherent) in tl

group, many of us were oIc'e,r. We
look at many of the people who a.re

in your organization, and we often
wonder, at least I often wonder, and
I’ve heard some of the other.. my
contemporaries say the same, why do
you a,h, advertise what you're going
to do

,
like really put,-;.- you on the

spot. I’ve heard you s.ay the
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NEWTON:
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;
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;

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON;
SOUTH;
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

the, 1 heard, ah, some of the

other members of your organxzation
say that the power of the, what,

.

is it, revolution coniing out of a

gun
,
wha t ,

wha t * s the..
Ah, i..it^s probably the quote
of, of the c'uairman. .

MAO Tse-tuiig, yes.
Ah, that says political power
grows through the barrel of a

gun

.

Yes. Ail right,.
And you know the people, I would
like to add something. I always
have to clarify that statement.
Yes

,

Ah, what I have to say, cause

may because Amei'icans generally
and b.. black people in particular
ah did not ah ah study and under-
stand thoroughly, especially the
English language.
Uh-hmin.
And I can understand ah being dis..

Well, how about..
Being disillusioned with it. But

understand that.

.

That wasn*t what my question w.'.

No, no, no. Your, your question
was and ah \/as based that statement.
Yeah.
But I doubt if you understand
that stateratint ,

and maybe you
do, but I say..
Uh-huh

.

..generally, people don’t.
Yeah. I understand.
In other words, now may I explain
it

.

I don't need it.
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NEWTON: All right. Political power grows
through the barrel of a gun with
emphasis upon grows, it is not
there by accident. Ah, the Black
Panther party adds political power
grows through the barrel of a gun,
but it cultivates and th..c the
ownership aiKJ the control of the land
and the institutions thereon. So
then, ah, the other statement by
the chairman is not in contradiction,
(incoherent) we^re advocates of
the abolition of war. We do not
want war, that ah war is abolished
through war, in. order to get rid
of a gun, ah, it sometimes becomes
necessary to pick up the gun. So
our main emphasis is to become
disarmed, to disarm man so that
he will not mutually slaughter
each other. But, ah, we will not
be ah, ah myisticists, and ah deal
in idealism, where we will say
that ah, in f.?pite of, of people
taking our head with the sword,
that we will never defend ourselves.
We said we will defend ourselves,
but we will also weep, ah, for
our trans. .ah. .gressor , . because he
is only an Ignorant, ah, unenlightened
Homo sapien. So, we ah, ah want to
ah ah change or b,ring about the
transformation of (incoherent)
because our great feeling of love
ah, for people. Ah, we have (incoherent)
love we know that only people of
dignity can love each other.
(incoherent) dignity could not
love another who*s on a high level
than the person who*E maintained his
manhood. So in order for us to
truly love each other, we say that
we wi 11 ma i n ta .i n ou r d :lgai t y . This, .if
you attempt to take it a.¥ay in the
name of iove

,
wi.ll (incoherent)
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that we have to hurt you to do so,
but we will hurt you that you will
weep because the death of any man
diminishes us. But, at the same
time, that we knov/ that we must
preserve sanity because we believe
we're sane,, and ah we must not
let the madman run amuck and cause
the bloodshed that he's been doing
for the last four hundred years.

SOUTH : Now .

.

NEWTON: I’m sorry for being so long-winded.
SOUTH: Yeah. What I was^.xcy question was

ah.. Well, let me ah go and ask
another question first. It has
been ah attributed to the Black
panther Party that they, if they
have to, if they must, they would
resort to guerrilla warfare. This
is one of the reasons why they.. am
I right there? I.. in order to
protect the people.

NEWTON: Ah..
SOUTH: , .And to protect themselves.
NEWTON: Yeah, I, I thing that’s the wrong

word, but ah..
SOUTH; I thought:, I thought I was using

the right word that I had heard.
NEWTON: Well, sometimes we use the wrong

word

.

SOUTH: Oh, I see.
NEWTON: Ah, but ah, we will use the strategy

that’s effective
,
stifficient

,
and

necessary. And ah, if that strategy
happens to be guerrilla warfare,
which I think guerrilla warfare
would not work in this country
because that ah very clear military
strategy. Ah, ah this country will
(incoherent) because of our whole
different composition of conditions,
it will require a whole new creative
set of strategy and tactics. But,
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SOUTH:
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SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON;

SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

SOUTH:
NEWTON

:

ah, what I would like to say is
this. Is that ah, as far as
we're concerned that our,,
(interrupting) Wait, I (garbled)
let me ask you..
Ah .. telegraphing

,
ya hafta have

a station break?
No, I want to ask this so you
can answer all that's here.
No, no, no, but, no. First I would
like to add to this then.
Okay

.

That.. but as as far as our ah
strategy and broadcasting our
strategy , .

,

Uh~huh

.

In nineteen sixtysix, we walked
around the s.treet armed..
Uh-hnua.
And ah, it ?iade a point because
we know one thing, that black
people becai se we're powerless
ah cannot call a press conference.
The press hafta call us. And
(stumbles over words) in order
for the press to call us, (clears
throat) we liave to do something
that they consider significant,
whether it's; positive or negative.
Uh~hmm.
In our case, of course, we could
only offer a negative thing because
we were suffering a negative
reaction from them.
Uh-hmm

.

So the main emphasis here, is
usually the tool for the mass media
of communication. This was the
case in nineteen sixtysix of
October

.

Yeah

.

So, at first, you do what? You
regain the res.. you gain the
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SOUTH:

receptive ear . Secondly ,
ah

the press will make it very

derogatory ,
but the victim has

been suffering from the '

derogatory ah dealings of the

press all of the time. So he

sees through it. So in effect,

ah, two negatives make the positive,

and two positives make the negative.

So ah we ne.. negate the negation

because the press will make a double

negative wben they report it, and

the community will view it as a

positive because I say those people

are outraged, just as we are.

And ah you speak of a generational

thing, that ah, well (incoherent)

Ho Chi Min (ph) of Vietnam, the

late Ho Chi Min, Uncle Ho?
Uh-hmm.
Said that it*s perfectly ah,

incorrect to broadcast military

tactics for military reasons.

But it*s perfectly correct to

broadcast military action, or

military strategy for political

reasons. Ah, so ah, you could

judge what we*re doing in that

context. Now, ah, after that time,

after that ah armed kind of

demonstration, there was a real

demonstration because it was

a little more than that. It was

that twilight zone, in between

some real action, but not yet there.

Ah after we*ve exhausted that

we*ve gone onto higher level

because we don’t need that any more

because the community is (incoherent)

we are the only party with a

program. That isn’t including
all of them.
I have to stop here and say this

is WVON, Cicero. Go right ahead.
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NEWTON All right. Ah, so, what I'm
trying to say, and I won't
ah be too long-winded that
I'll say in front of the Coliseum,
and my throat gets sore where
I can't talk, and I think it would
be a catastrophe for me not to be
able to address ah, the people I

love very (incoherent) in person.
Ah, at least to say thank you
anyway. Ah, what I'm saying is
that what we did in nineteen
sixtysix of October, w. .was no
more than what you did, ah say
ten, twenty years ago, and that
is when you stood up to your boss
now you, a plural, and said that
I would not be treated like a
dirty dog and sleep in a hollowed-
out log, ya see?

SOUTH; Uh-hmm.
NEWTON; That ah I would rather drink

muddy water, ya see? And ah
you showed your outrage, and
you let your comrades knew,
know it, because..

SOUTH; (Interrupting) Will you, what
we try to do... (both speak simulta-
neously)

NEWTON; Because. .wait for a minute, huh?
Wait

.

SOUTH; . .take another step.
NEWTON; Wait just one minute, huh? You

let your comrades know it for
political reasons.

SOUTH ; Uh-hmm

.

NEWTON; You knew you couldn’t take on
the sheriff and all his dogs
But you also knew that your comrade
was coward. Ya see?

SOUTH ; Uh-hmm

.

NEWTON; Because they were, had internalized
that negative identity. But, ah
after you show a certain amount
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of dignity, that ah ah there
were (incoherent) of ah
dignity and manhood as you '

'

allowed them, and then through
your communica .. through communication
and your fraternal kind of relation-
ship and love. So this is essentially
what the Black Panther Party intends
to do. Now we do not walk around
with guns, taut at the same time
we maintain the same policy .. that ‘~
if we cannot maintain our manhood
we*ll level the earth trying.. But
this time we will not be sitting
ducks, we will <feal with you in a
military way, and .1 won’t discuss
that here because it’s incorrect
accoi'ding to Ho Chi Min (ph) .

> ^

SOUTH: Now, ah you spoke of Ho Chi Min,
you spoke of ah Chairman Mao. Ah.

.

NEWTON: I could start speak of 0..ah..
(incoherent) or, or, yeah,
Odinga Odinga (ph) ah, who’s ah
fighting in Kenya ah.

.

SOUTH: Yeah.
NEWTON: ...for the liberation of the

ah people of Kenya, fighting
the over -reactionary (incoherent) -

Ya know revolution ah, is a sort
of ah, ah, strange thing that
ah i..the basis of it is a struggle
between the old and the new.
(incoherent) was a revolutionist ah
in nineteen sixtyone, but h(& became
old and ah he tried to consolidate
and hold to his position. So there*
fore, he became reactionary. And
the new Odlngo Diga (ph) who is
a relatively a young man, I don’t
think he’s a teenager any more, he’s
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about thirtyfive or thirtyseven
now, ah, but at any rate, now he’s
struggling to take the freedom
to a higher manifestation, and the
Black Banther Party (incoherent)
this is the answer and we will not
change, that we will classify ourselves
as reactionaries, if we’re honest.
Uh-hmm.
So we always go through, ah, ah
conttnu . .ah. .a continuation of trans~
formation. In nineteen fiftysix
we said we’re nationalists. A short
time after that, we said we were
revolutionary nationalists. A short
time after that we said we’re
internationalists. A short time
after that we say that, we’re not
nationalists at all. We’re
inter-conununitera lists because
it’s necessary to view the world
as your community because as we
anticipate a universal technology
we must have a universal identity
so that we will not divide each
other into tribes, nations, species
and pseudo-species, but we must
embrace each other as Homo sapiens
and looking for the same thing
and that is life, and happiness
and w611-being and dignity.
Now, the question was this,
let me get to the question.
And, don’t answer until I finish
it, (incoherent)
Don’t tempt me then. (Both chuckle)
Okay. Ah, is there a, l mean,
d..that the Ho Che..Ho Chi Min,
Chairman Mao, and Q,.
Odlnga Odinga (ph)

.

Odinga Odinga.
And I could have mentioned
(incoherent), I, I could have
mentioned Patricia Multaa (ph)
I made secretary in New York,
who ah smuggled her way over from



# •

France. I just wrote a book
about him, ah, that I adore him.
I could have mentioned Malcolm
X. Before them all I could have
even ah ah mentioned ah one of

,

the great movements that you.. know
much about I 'm sure, which is
Markus Garvey (ph)

,
and ah, before

that ah we picked the man that
Markus Garvey hated, and perhaps
he wasn't mature enough because
he could have used some of the
ah contributions that the man
offered, but criticized at the
same time those, Booker T, Washing-
ton, and ah and ah ah...

SOUTH; DuBois?
NEWTION: DuBois. Ah. S. B, DuBois, he

lik‘'d to bs called DuBois. Ah,
that ah he could have used this,
and he did use some, but what
we try to do is this. We try
to ah make an (incoherent) and
integrate the complex whole to ge^ ,

the best out of everything so that
we will not only view the best of
the two worlds, but we will have,
it. And that will be the new
thing. And after this we dedicate
ourselves co constantly change
because we know that man wants
the one thing, and that's free.
And his ultimate freedom will
rest upon his ability to become
Godly, and ah v/e think that he
has the potentuality to reveal
the secret to ah the Buddha at
the head of the garden, (incoherent)
secret of the beginning and end...

SOUTH: Now there's one last question.
NEWTON; ..which we know nothing about now.
SOUTH: Now maybe I can get to the question

now.
NEWTON: Go ahead now.
SOUTH : (incoherent)
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NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH;
NEWTON:
SOUTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH;
NEWTON

;

SOUTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:

NEWTON:

SOUTH:
NEWTON:

D..don*t tempt me please.
Pen * t tempt ya

,
okay . Ah , is

there a .

.

Is it all right (incoherent)
!

around?
Yeah.
He says it's all right.
Okay.
Okay

.

Is there a .

.

I mean it'll be all right with
Fred Hampton.
Yeah.
That's why I'm happy.
Is there a spiritual . .ah, any
type of link between the Black
Panther Party and Ho Chi

,
the

late Ho Chi Min (ph) and htfe

followers and Chairman Mao.
I kno..now I would assume that
there is eh, a ah, what do we
call it, Communist, ah, ah
base for the Black Panther
Party. Am I right, or a Socialistic
base? Which is it? Or is there..
Well, I, I. would hi.. I could only
answer tliat in full context. The
same link that is between ah.
Chairman Mao and Ho Chi Min (ph)
ah, we would have to say that's
the same link as between DuBois,
Booker T. Vfashington, and also
Markus Garvey (ph) , Malcolm, because
as I told you before we've..
Yes.
..integrated all the good thi..^
of the thinkers of the world. Now
we're not dogmatists, and we don't
sit, we're not flunkies for anyone.
We say that we're for freedom and
if a man says a thing just because
he's of a certain, ah, ethnic or
racial group, or country, we don't
disqualify him because the white
racists say disqualify it., we'll
disqualify it on the basis of it
not being functional for us. So,
ah. we say this, that we're interested
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in mankind, and ah, we* re dedicated
to not being prejudice or dis-

i

criminate against anyone ah
because he*s from, from a certain
region or his texture of his skin is
a certain way, or his eyes are
slanted a certain way. And this
is i..in spite of everything else,
even though we would have every
reason to hate everything American.
But we don't do that. Vfe say
even America has contributed some-!*

thing, even though the double
negative, which makes a positive.

SOUTH: Uh-hmm.
NEWTON: And maybe that's e..the future

of the Third World which is the
colored world, and we like to
call it the black world, because
we know one thing, we know that
the dcmiinait gene is black and we
said we must not be racial
chauvinists, but at the same
time that the future itself
will eliminate the problem of
light skin texture and dark skin
texture if the mass media is
the (incoherent) ah, ah, develop-
ment ah, throws man together
that the, the cells of dark men
will probably dominate over the
cells of light, and ah, this is
no ah great thing to celebrate
about, it's just that I think that
problem will be solved who have
not only effected (incoherent)
in a biological way, will also
have it in a spiritually, ah, a
in a spiritual way, the cultural
way, political way, and a way
that will deliver man ah, to what
we call the promised land, and
that's the collective society
that man would love each other.
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SOUTH:
share with each other..
Do you really think that could

NEWTON:

come about in this, in the
entire world, or in the United
States?
Not in your lifetime, and perhaps

SOUTH:

not in mine, but without a dream
we cannot have a dream come true.
Uh-bmm

.

NEWTON: So, therefore, I pursued the

SOUTH:
dream. .

.

(Both men speaking simultaneously.
Newton continues speaking. South's
remarks incoherent .

)

NEWTON: .. .v?ith a passion, because I will
not except the nightmare of this
reality if here.. that is a pitiful

SOUTH:

excuse of a life. I will not call
it the happy life. I will not
commit to it and I will not give
up ray manhood, and that’s what
the (incohesrent) want of me. They
wanted it in prison, and now they
want it out of prison, but I will
give up nothing, they’ll have to take
it but in the process I might take
something.
All right, let me ask you this.

NEWTON:

question, and make it, eh, you’ve
got two minutes to answer it.
So, think of your words real
carefully. Ah, when do you think,
because you’ve answered part of it,
you said not in my lifetime, and
maybe not i n yours , when do you
think we will have a good, ah...
Well, you’-ve done many good things

SOUTH:
in your lile, your generation..
Yeah, yeah, I’m saying wha..

NEWTON: And I apprtsciate that.
SOUTH: ..what I’m saying no, no I didn’t

NEWTON:

mean.it would be, it may never be
Utopia, but when do you think
it will he.

.

I don’t believe in Utopia.
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SOUTH

:

NEWTON:

SOOTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOOTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

SOUTH:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:

Well.
Because that would be a final

|

conclusion. I believe in a continual
ah, process...
I hit the wrong nerve, when I said
Utopia. Let me, let me get the rest
of, eh, what, when and where eh,
do you think this will occur in the
United States?
Ah, it would. .

.

You only have ninety seconds.
It would have to occur in the
world because the world is one
community and that’s why we
call ourseJves intercommuni lists (ph)
because. .

.

No, why would it happen in the
world then?
Pardon me?
When will jt happen in the world?
Ah, could 5 ou have told when you,
your generation..
I don’t know.
Wait just one minute.
I don’t know.
Wait, I, I’m not asking you, my
(stumbles over words) ninety minutes.
You could rot have told when you ah
would have when your mother would
delivered Malcolm or when ah the
people would have delivered the Black
Panther Party. So I cannot tell when
the Black Panther Party ah, with
all of the contributions be given
to it, would deliver a new idea and
a new strategy to gain freedom.
So I say power to the people,
best to the fascists, and love to
all of the people.
Are you gonna cry when the fascists
die?
Pardon? Yes

.

. .cfy .

.

Yes. Because the fascists are, that’s
only an adjective to modify the noun
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sotrrH

:

NEWTON:

Homo Sapiens, human beings,
, he is not born of stone, he
horn of woman, so therefore
•ry for his mother, I cry fcr
? sister, ana his family...
is only his deeds and his
Liefs that you,.
..that’s, that’s correct.
: I would not ah submit to
5 deeds, and be distant to

SOUTH;

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON:
SOUTH;

NEWTON:
SOUTH

:

NEWTON:
SOUTH:
NEWTON;

SOUTH
:

'

NEWTON;
SOUTH:

NEWTON:
RECORDING;

(Recording

Ladies and gentlemen, our guest
tt>n:L:;ht, Huey P, Newton, age
29, (inibackgroundji just a moment,
Cl;VvO microphone) ah, the ah
Minister of Defense, Black Panther
Party ,

.

And ah, and ah Supreme Servant,,
And Supresie Servant.
Of the pec pie .

.

Of the pecple. And he will be
at the Co3iseum on Sunday.
Yes

.

At ah two o’clock.
To thank the people.
To thank the people.
Cause I would be dead if it were
not for the people.
You would be ah not here if it
weren’t for the people, you’d be
dead

.

Thank you.
Until lionday night at one, eh well
no, at eleven o’clock.
Yeah.
Hot. Line, with Wesley South is a
public affairs presentation of
Globetrotter Communications, Incor-
porated. Join Wesley South,
Monday through Friday at eleven,
for topics of our time....

discontinued.)
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i. Chicago Colisei^jn
1513 South Wabash Street
Chicago, Illinois
February 21, 1971

Special Agents of the FBI observed the arrival of
NEWTON at the Chicago Coliscur.: ::n February 21, 1971, at
approximately 4:45 PM.

NEWTON spoke at the Chicago Coliseum on the after-
noon of February 21, 1971, Approximately 2000 people ranging
in age from 19 to 30 years were present. Of those present,
approximately ten per cent were white, A $1.00 donation was
charged at the door and everyone entering the Coliseum was
searched for weapons, cameras and recording devices,

NEWTON told those present that the BPP supported all
anti-capitalistic organizations. He was critical of GUS
.HAL!,, Communist Party, United States of America (CPUSA) , because
of the fact that HALL was operating in 1917, rather than 1971.
NEWTON informed the audience he had had a recent discussion
with National leader ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, currently in exile in
Algeria, who had informed NEWTON the people had to organize and
fight against fascism in the United States. NEWTON also spoke
on the fact that BOBBY SEALE was also a victim of TUnerican
fascism.

SF T-14
SF T-15
February 21, 1971

NEWTON thanked those present for lending their help
and support while he was in prison. He also stated he wanted
to get ANGELA DAVIS to return to the folds of the BPP and
denounce the CP, He stated the BPP in California had constructed
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a shoe factory and were presently making shoes for children
less fortunate. He also called upon all political prisoners
to be fceed»

SF T-16
February 21, 1971

BOBBY RUSH introduce! NSWTON as the "Man of the
hour". At the outset of his? revsarks, NEWTON proclaimed the
fact that he was a "revolutionist" and wanted people freed,
noting specifically that BOBBY SEALE and ANGELA DAVIS must
be freed. NEWTON advised those present the B?P was behind
ANGELA DAVIS, but wanted her to return to the BPP and denounce
the CP. If she would do this, then the BPP would give her all-
eut support.

NEWTON also spoke as to how the people had freed
him from prison. He stated that the people are being oppressed
and that this power that is in the hands of the oppressor
must be taken from the oppressor by the people, NEWTON
stated he was against GUS HALL because all the CP understood
was how people lived in 1917 and that the CP could not relate
to the present, NEWTON also informed the audience that
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER wanted to return to the United States and in
time he will come back, but could not return since all of the
people were not free. He also stated that BOBBY SEALE was not
guilty and that the State had no reason to say when an
individual should live or should die.

NEWTON, during a question and answer period, stated
that ELMER PRATT, also referred to as "Geronimo", was a
traitor to the people and for that reason, had been suspended
from the BPP,

be
b7C
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KZWTON called vipon those pc-isant to go to 4233
South Indiana Avenue, the south side headquarters of the
Illinois BPP, He wanted people to work for the Panthers and
after a six month period, could be called Panthers. NEWTON
was critical of JESSE JACKSON, leader of Operation Breadbasket,
the economic arm of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, who is presently running for Mayor of Chicago,
because JACKSON would not say whether he was a revolutionist
or not.

The speech was concluded at about St 00 PM,

SF T-17
February 21, 1971

Special Agents of the FBI observed NEWTON 's departure
from the Chicago Qoliseura at approximately 6; 10 PM on
February 21, 1971,

The Deputy Superintendent's Office of the Chicago
Police Department advised that the area in the vicinity of
the Chicago Coliseum had returned to normal by 6s 30 PM,
February 21, 1971, with no incidents reported.

The April 10, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained the text of NEWTON 's speech at the Chicago Coliseum.
The following is the speech as reported in this newspapers
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FEBRUARY 21 1971

POWER TO Tim PEOPLE ! ^
Firsit 0/ all, / would tike io thank yun

for my very prosmca here. IfU'wuro not

for you / UK/u'd have been in the gas
j

^hamber longago. Twould still be inpri-
j

son. But because ofthe power ofthe peo-
ple and the fact that you realize your
power, Pm here today. So I would like to

thank you. But I can*t because I can*t

find words to express my gratitude. So

without words. Thank You.

Today I would like to ask you to do

something else, another favor. Will

you free Bobby Seale, the Chairman, and
,

Ericka, Angela Davis, Ruchell Magee,
and also Brad Green. Pm sorry that I

,

kept you waiting; I will try to make it

worth while. Butyou will have to forgive

^e, because Pm notfamiliar withfancy
phrases and clauses. Pm a very practi-

cal man, we have a practicalParty, We
have'^d practical Party;theParty is deS^

icc.ted to the survival of the people. We
were not foimdaO upon eloquent words;

•m; were fomded upon a survival pro-

grem. And, I feel quite out ofmy realm
here, because Pm nut a speaker. Pm q
man of action. So as best I can, I tvili

outline to you the BlackPantherParty’s
program and also persuade you tojoin in

the program.
Many people believe that in order to

participate in the community programs
that you must be in the Black Panther
Party. But this is not so. We ask every-

one to become involved in the communi-^

ty programs, the self-defense programi
Self defense, you know, is a necessar^
thing today, because the people’s very
existence is in danger. The violence of
the aggressor comes in many forms.
The vicious service-revolver of the

police is only one manifestatiori ofvio-

lence. But it is equally violent for the

’’The Black Panther”

April 10*1971



state and the smatl ruling circlejoj^-

prtve tJie people of housing^ ofm edical

care, offood, ofclothifig, those acts are

acts of aggression, when we live in such

«n affluent society. The Black Panther
Party views thos^ acts as v^ry violent

ones. So therefore we must defend our-
selves by any means necessary. We will

use those means that arenoce^ary, ef-

ficient and sufficient; and, we would like

to warn our aggressor that we will not

rest until thepeople arefree. So not only

do I ask you to free all political prison-

ers, but also tofree the people, because

that will be the final test.

Some people have told us in orderfor
us to be free, that we must have assimi-
lation, But ,we know that is not so. Some
people have told tis in order to befree,

he must have integration. But we’ve
Usted that also; and we’re stillnotfree.

Some people have also told us, in order

for us to be free, we must have separa-

tion. But we know that’snot so, because,
when we look around the world, we see
the African people are separated, we
see the Chinese people and the Vietna-
mese people are separatedfrom the ag-
gressor here in the Empire ofNorth
America, but yet they’re not free. So
the people do not want assimilation, iu-

J

dgration or separation. They want
ome freedom. We will not befree until
e negate the power of the aggressor.
We think it’s somewhatabsurd tofeel

that here in the United States, ifwe were
to get a small plot, that United States
ImperiSifSTi^ tvill let us exist side bv
side with it, when it won’t even letpeople

~^ten thousand miles away exist; will not

let Them exist until they submif-submit

to the brutal tactics of the imperial ar-

my. The imperial army wears many
uniforms, but they all do the same thins

.

They’re all flunkeys for Daley; they’r e

all flunkeys for Nixon and General Mo-

tors. And we see that they might wear

the uniform of a local policeman; they

might wear the uniform of the National

Guard; or they might wear the uniform

I
that the men wore who slaughtered the

Vietnamese people inMy Lai and SonMy
or invaded the borders of Laos, or the

people who are responsiblefor the siege

ofAfrica, and for supplying the Portu-

guese with the weapons to torture the

- people of Angola and MozambiquA

We see that the world is different thck

it used to be, some years ago inhistory.

To be separated geographically, you

could claim nationhood. But nowwe see

that the aggressor has co-opted the

' whole world. And we see that just to be

separated by geographical location,

whether its water, land or partition,

does not necessarily mean freedom. In

order for the people to be ^ee we must
not separate from the slavemaster,but
take the slavemaster’ s power, expro-

j

priate"that power and distribute it to the

!
people , so the people will have thepow -

er. Those countTTies that used, to bt

called nations now more resemble op-
pressed communities, communities un-
der siege . We see that the universal
police are doing everything possible to

' eitper exploit or eliminate. But as far
as we are concerned, we say'that we



know that the power that we’re fi^Ming~
is gfeat^ut we will not submit,A slave

should never die a tiatural death. A slave

who dies anaturai death will not balance
i^o dead flies on the scales ofeternity,

I I spoke of the survival program, the

Black Panther Party’s program. And I

would like to say that that survivalpro-
'

gram is not a revolutionary program.
It’s a program instituted in the com-
munity so that the people may survive

pending revoluion. In otherwords,peo-
ple make revoluion. If we suffergeno-
cide, then revoluion will not occur, be-

cause we won’t be a> ownd. Ifwe canpre-
sefve the Mfe and the welfare of our
children through the Breakfast for
Children Program, if we can preserve
the health through distributing free

shoes in the community (we’ve just

opened a new shoefactory in Oakland,

we hope to have them all over the count-

ry), so that we can give shoes to the

children of Buford County, who suffer

from hookiuorms, simply because the

grounds are infested with hookworms.
The people must survive. But, as I said

the survival program is not a revolu-

tionary program. The survivalprogram
is to guarantee the existence of man,so
that he can make the necessary changes,

Sf that the survival kit will not be neces-

s ary. Our program is like a first-aid

^t or survival kit, used by a pilot who is

shot down over a sea. He takes afirst-

aid kit toith him, and also takes a few
protein tablets. He might take some
warm clothing, but he knows that he

won’t really be comfortable, until he

reaches the shore. So we say that we’re

doing t^S~iSSme thing; and we’ll reach

the shore uihen the People reacfTthe
level -consciousness to change the
society, and therefore change the

world. Until that time, until that time, ft

is very necessary to stop just talking

about revolution, because you mightnm
be able to participate; you might not be
able to participate, if you are wiped out
beforehand.

So we see the world nowasone com-

munity, because the oppressor has

transformed it, and reduced the larger

units to a smaller unit. We see that

there’s only one State power and that’s

the State power of General Motors be-

cause they’re administrating the whole

world. And if you don’t believe me, jus'^

look around and you’ll see what hap'

pened in the Dominican Republic a few
years ago, when Juan Bosch was ousted.

You see what happened when Patrice

Lumumba fought for the people in the

Congo, the same people were there-the

fascist Americanforces. So in orderfor
anything to come about, in orderforany

kind of social system to be realized by

the people, first things first. We must
take away the power and ability of thi

aggressor to inflict harm upon the peo -

pie. So this is the unity cry ofthe people,

of the world. It is a cry that is necessary
in order for the people to survive. We
view all of the people who are nowfight-
ing as simply institutinga survival pro-
gram, We see that people are becoming
more and more conscious ofthe need to

create the unity that is necessary, ttf

overwhelm the power of the machine
that is now in the hands of the'^^res-
sor^



^According to Johnson*s reporL on
cimt disorders about 75 companies con-
trol the economy of the United States,

and subsequently control the economy of
me whole world. So we see that the

whole world’s economy has beeninte-

grated into Wall Street, and that in or-

der for them to plan their future, they

must first consider the force and the

atrocious actions oftheAmericangov-
ernment, We know that the people of
America would like not tomorrow, but

yesterday, to change things , But people
are centred. People are confused be-

E
se of a low level of consciousness,

that’s the main theme ofthe Black
ther Party, Not only do we institute

a survival program in the community,
we also institute an educational pro-
gram, built around the survival pro-

-am, Because ifa man does not know
hod) to get to that land, when he is cast
out at sea, then he’s lost and he will

struggle forever. And he will be like the

myth of Sisyphus pushing a rock up the

hill, only for it to fall back at its own
weight. So we mustfirst realize exactly

who the enemy is. We must stopfighting
our potential friends. But we must de-
fend ourselves against anyone who
threatens us, because we will not let in-

anity prevail. Sane men must prevail,
m order that man will prevail, so that

mankind will have a future.

We know that for some years now the

Black Panther Party has been under
siege. Just a year ago Fred Hampton^
was murdered. FredHampton toas mur-
dered because ofa conspiracy.afMiff^yO'-

han am Dafey all of those other vi-

:
cious tools of oppression. We know that

f this^^ happened. And we must nat-fearget

this. Because Fred Hampton uxis cons-

cious; he didn’t only say he was some-
body, he said,’’Not onlyam I somebody
I know wholam- 1am a revolutionist ’.

Some people claim that the BlackPan-
ther Party is a suicidalParty but Iwould

like to reject that here tonight. The

Black Panther Party realizes one thing,

that death comes to everyone. But it

varies in its significance. To diefor the

reactionary and the racist is lighter

than a feather; but to die for the Revr-

olutidn and the people is heavier than a
mountain and deeper than Lake Michi-\

gan. Because of the changedphenomena

in the world today, it isverynecessafy

for the people of the world, all of t le

victims, to not only unite, but also de >•

velop a common language. They also

have to develop a culture that’s essent-

ially human. Because, whetherwe like it

or not, we are thrown together. We’re

thrown together, and in order to avoid

the mutual slaughter of man by man, we
must develop a common identity, a uni-

versal identity, because ofthe universal

nature of technology. Today that ted ,-

nology is being held awayfrom the pei t-

ple. It’s held from us. But we will sei ie

it in order to free the people from not

only the naturalforces, but alsofree the

man from the labor, so that man then

will be able to indulge in productive

creativity and create the kind of socidl

system, create the kind ofvalue system
^ that will allow us to live together m
peace,

We know that our enemy, in fact, is
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only a small ruling circle, BuLjmltave
many'psupte who fight the victim. This

person, who fights the victim much of
the time, is also a victim; and that

fiiakes it even more confusing, Grad-
vmly as the climax comes, the people

(hre seeing that it isi^not in our interest

to fight each other, because there*s one

common oppressor, and thatoppressor
now has I divided. Not only divided the

world into nations, not only divided the

world, and therefore divided the human
spirit. So that men now see each other

as something less than a man. We call

each other species and pseudo-species

of we say that we're human or im're
nomosapiens, bid the others are not.

White the small ruling circle stays on
the outside of all of this and acts as a
so-called peacemaker, but reallyen-

joying the fight, because while wefight,
he robs us both blind. In our community
in California, if you want to see the

biggest fight you've ever seen, let the

oppressor come down in the community
with a poverty program and offera dol-

lar-sixty-five an hour with ten positions

open, that community then will divide

into the Chicanos, into the Blacks, into

poor Whites and stab each other to death

far that dollar-sixty-five an hour. And
fijght for what they all deserve. What

they rally should do is turn on the per-
son that keeps away the abundance, be-
cause there's enough for everyone. But
in order to understand this, we must be-
come conscious.

Today I uxmld like to callyouratten-
tion todbeJxial that's goingon inXlami-

ecticut of Bobby Seale, the Chairman,

and §riclg£i. Their trial is anothef ag-
gressive violent act. Some people
wonder are Bobby Seale and Ericka
guilty, or are they not guilty? And!say
that that's not the question, even though
they are obviously notguilty, I%e ques-
tion really is - the question is, does the

State have the right, does the State ad-
ministration have the right to ask fovfa

man's life? Once the State asks form
man's life, it negates and invalidates ih

* power; it becomes illegitimate. It be-

comes illegitimate because a,^, contract

that any ,man makes wiBi his adminis-
tration -tvith the StateAdministrator,do
wrong, or an injustice totvards the dtU
zen, who is then to have a redress of
grievance that's set up by the State, so
that things will remain peaceful. But
how could you have a redress ofgrie-

vance, If the State takes your life, you
cannot come back then. The State de-

cided, because of yourpoiver, thatIwas
not guilty so they released me and noid

the people ask fora redress of grieV

,

vance. But what ifthe state had had thew
way; what if you had not intervened?

They would have taken my life, and then

denied that they were ever wrong. And
Bobby Seale and Erickc?s

must stand witness against it, and do

everything possible to free them.So I

say Free Bobby and Free Ericka and al

other political prisoners.

There's been some misvenderstandini^

about the Party at this point. Because

the mass media is only cm, agency ofcon-

trol by the reactionaryforces. They've

spread the lie that theParty is deterior-

ating, because some people have been



suspiBnded for various reasqns, Bui this

is ifOtrtms at all. Remember-ifmt we
base our^miccfss upon the programs
wd institute in the community andidien

these programs jail, the the Party imU
fan. Until^ihat time we wouM like to call

those who stam on si4elmes^ just

gesticulating dfid cringing, we would

like to call them a Har, blouse . our
work will speak for itself. tPsnot only d
^)0^''pl^C^par(^o be h/^e, itudll be dveh

u^iehls^yiautd'our
center at 4233 Indiana Street, where you

up for our communityprogramand
mvolve yourseif in the sipvival pro^

^am . Because it*s been too lonig t^
welcome, and we come toSpeakingen^

gofjlpm&itp and^alliesto bei^ertainedi
But: now di^ is so viaient add the

pswi^s^ very existence so under,

ihreat, until if we do notinvolve 'our
selves more than talking, wShave a very
shdrt future. So 1 ask you to show your
en^^iasfn ; show yodr enthusiaspifor.

'tH^Biad$:Pa^er Paft^ proi^amf'
show yo'ur enthu.'iiasmfor the commvni-

i

^*s welfare^ by uuaching yourself to

ome pi og,\ m And then we will know
hat the pei.^ L /..•nut only becoming

cons px..ttiT% thiS ^unscious
ness int(. action And therefore we will

be ensi cea wr/ a victo7y . Otherwise we ^

will sit aro A/id, we will sit around and
look for feel good words. But we will

not understand why we are becoming
more and more in danger, dying off
everyday likefltes, hut yet doingnothing
dbout it, nothing but words. So we say,

Pit your words into action, put your
put yaur words mio action, put your
energy h) work in the cemtr. unity, be-

cawse.lhe cy xmumties them.

s

f ines_are

really nothing but what used to be-could

be called a nation. In other words, the

nations of the world now ar*r inerely a

dispersed. coUectiofi .of communities.

A community , is basically a coliect-

tion of institutions that are supposed to

serve the people. So we have Black

communities here in Chicago, we hc^e

Chinese communities here in Chicago,

we have Chinese communities in Son

Francisco, Puerto Rican communities

in New York, Black communities in New

York, and- really, it*s like a dispersed

collection ofnations but the only thing is

that the aggressor administrated all of

these communities, just as he adminis-

trates the wealth and the economy and
the political institutions of all of the

so-called countries of the world. The

countries of the world now are merely
a dispersed collection of communiti^.
The reality of today is not internatick-

alism, but reactionary intercomrdunql-
is'm. We would tike to transform that-

into Revolutionary Intercommunalism
by turning the institutions over to the

people. And that’s the prime motive

of the Black Panther Party.

POWER. TO THE PEOPLE

!

FREE BOBBY, FREE ERICKA, FREf
ANGELA, FREE THE SOLEDAL
BROTHERS, FREE THE PEOPLE, ANV
FREE YOURSELVES.

POWER TO THEPEOPLE, BROTHERS
AND SISTERS!

' ^
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j, JIM DUNBAR'S Television Progreun "A.M,"
KGO-TV, San Francisco, California
February 26, 1971

On February 26, 1971, NEWTON was a guest on JIM
DUNBAR'S morning television talk program "A^M," from 7 i 40 AM
until 8:30 AM, which was broadcast live on San Francisco
Television Station KGO-TV, Channel 7, Following is a summary
of that program:

Mr, DUNBAR began the interview by asking NEWTON if
there has been a change in his (NEWTON'S) title from "Supreme
Commander" to "Supreme Servant".

NEWTON replied that the Central Committee of the
BPP has bestowed upon him a new title of "Supreme Servant"
and he hopes that in the future he will be able to persuade
the Central Committee to change his title to "Servant" and
drop the "Supreme",

In response to Mr, DUNBAR' s question if the change
in newton's title indicates any kind of change in the leader-
ship of the BPP, NEWTON stated there has been no real change,
that there have been development periods and periods of trans-
formation which he said differs from change, NEWTON con-
tinued that the BPP has not gone from one position to another
but has added, expanded and developed some principles. He
explained that the Central Committee thought it was in the
interest of the Party to put a new title on the head of the
Party, which role he said he assumed in 1966 when BOBBY SEALE
and he formed the Party.

Mr. DUNBAR stated that he has ELDRIDGE CLEAVER on
the telephone in Algeria and would then talk with CLEAVER.

Mr, DUNBAR referred to the film that had been shown
recently on television in the San Francisco area showing
CLEAVER and TIMOTHY LEARY in a dialogue about drugs and revolu-
tion and he asked CLEAVER what is LEARY 's status and if LEARY
is still under palace arrest.
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CLEAVER replied that LEARY is not vinder any form of
arrest and that he is just as free as the rest of them are in
Algeria.

Mr, DUNBAR then asked NEWTON if CLEAVER'S recent
pronouncement of drugs, particularly LSD, and some of the
other drugs, represents an international policy of the Panthers
or if that was something undertaken by CLEAVER himself and
then endorsed by NEWTON,

NEWTON commented that it was the intercommunal policy
derived through the Central Committee of the BPP, which he
described as an Intercommunal Party. He continued that the
BPP does not use the word "international" any longer because
it confuses people and that "the world is really one ceramunity —
inter-related communities — at this time even though the
reactionary forces control them". NEWTON stated that the

"polit-ebureau" makes policy and that the "polit-bureau" is "part
of the whole Party, whether it's an intercommunal section or
a branch or a chapter in this commvinity"

.

Mr. DUNBAR asked CLEAVER if he planned to return to
the U.S, soon, to which CLEAVER stated that "It should be
absolutely clear that I have every intention of returning to
the United States and it will not be too long a time when I'm
ready to do that"

.

NEWTON commented that CLEAVER will return to the U.S,,
but that in order for him to be able to return, the communities
must be liberated. He stated that "We have to prepare a place
for the Minister of Information and for the people to be free
and to be able to move freely",

Mr. DUNBAR asked CLEAVER if he considered himself
in any danger in Algeria at the present time.

CLEAVER stated "I think that when one is dealing with
the agents of the fascists imperialist's empire of Babylon
there is always an element of danger involved because these
pigs are running all over the world making trouble and trying
to destroy the progressive forces of the world. But we're not
worried about them because the first one that we catch we're
going to deal with him"

.
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Mr, DUNBAR told NEWTON that he understood NEWTON
to have stated that the number one goal of all Black Panthers
should be the freeing of people like BOBBY SEALE and he
thought he had read where NEWTON was quoted as saying it was
somewhat more difficult obviously for a man to participate
in that when he is in Algeria or somewhere else, Mr. DUNBAR
asked NEWTON if he might have been referring to CLEAVER or if
he had been misquoted.

NEWTON stated that he had been misquoted and
commented that in order to free political prisoners we have
to first free the people in the community.

Mr, DUNBAR referred to the recent renouncement by
the BPP of CONNIE MATTHEWS, RICHARD MOORE and MICHAEL TABOR
as enemies of the people and asked CLEAVER if he would expect
to see them in Algeria.

CLEAVER stated, "I don't know their travel plans
but we could expect to see almost anyone here. Many people
come to Algeria because they know that here the government las
a very progressive policy toward revolutionary, liberation
movement. So, if they were to show up I wouldn't be
startled. But I don't know of any travel plans they have to
do that."

DUNBAR asked CLEAVER what contributions TIMOTHY
LEARY has made as far as BPP world aims are, to which CLEAVER
replied, "Well, I think that TIMOTHY LEARY is not one who
would be looked upon in terms of world aims of the BPP but
more so as a product of white America. We took upon ourselves
the case of TIMOTHY LEARY specifically at the request of the
Weatherman orgcuii ration and this was to show revolutionary
solidarity with our comrades in arms. So, I think you should
apply that question to the goals of the American revolutionary
movement as a whole and our role here so far as TIMOTHY LEARY
is concerned is to look after him and take care of him and try
to keep him from getting into trouble because the man has
suffered very severe mental damage from very extensive use of
LSD. "
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DUNBAR further asked CLEAVER whether he was satisfied
with LEARY'S final position renouncing LSD and CLEAVER stated,
"I'm not satisfied with it because he equivocates. When he's
not before any microphone or camera he can be very emphatic
in his review of that, but he still vacillates in terms of
taking an honest and forthright position on that front, but
the process of re-educating one who has undergone the use of
LSD seems to be kind of slow, but he's coming along okay."

DUNBAR then asked CLEAVER if he had anything he
wanted to say to any of his followers in the San Francisco Bay
Area.

CLEAVER stated, "I just want to comment on the
present situation that exists inside the Bpp, specifically in
reference to the purge of brother "GERONIMO" and the expulsion
of the New York 21. Our position over here — and we have
three members of the Central Committee of the BPP over here —
is that this action is regrettable. It should not have taken
place, it took place without proper consultation with the
other members of the Central Committee and we lay the responsi-
bility at the feet of DAVID HILLIARD and we demand that DAVID
HILLIARD be dismissed or resigned from his position as Chief
of Staff of the BPP so that we can go about the work of bringing
the Party back together again because it looks to us as
though as a result of the action taken by DAVID HILLIARD over
a long period of time, the Party is falling apart at the
seams"

.

DUNBAR then asked NEWTON if he had any comments, to
which NEWTON replied in the affirmative, NEWTON continued,
"ELDRIDGE, of course that I'm here and I'm very much in touch
with the Central Committee and Central Headquarters and I would
disagree with your position, though I hate to disagree with
it here, but of course, you leave me no other choise. As far
as the purge was concerned, I think the purge was a necessary
thing. That the people not only ran out on their comrades,
they also ran out on BOBBY SEALE, who is now facing the death
chamber in Connecticut, When CONNIE MATTHEWS was asked to
testify, that was the next day she left and took two people
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with her^ one who had threatened my life. So, I don't think
the Chief of Staff is responsible — I'm responsible for it
and I take that responsibility".

CLEAVER then told NEWTON that, "We plan to deal with
that in a report to the Central Committee of the BPP".

This concluded the conversation between CLEAVER and
NEWTON on the television program.

At this point in the program, questions directed to
NEWTON were accepted from people calling in by telephone.

An unknown female referred to the recent publicity
regarding NEWTON 's residence in a high-rise apartment building
in Oakland, California, and asked NEWTON if he is paying
$650 a month for rent of the apartment.
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Newton replied that he honestly did not know hov; . uc;

the BP? is paying for his security and continued, "I'm living
in a building that I don't like. I consider it a prison. Tt'i

..wny ,:;rom zne community. The Party decided I live there cri. y
sccv'-v.icy reasons. I argued not uo oe there. I was placcn ch

bur of ccursc I would like to be in the community, but the Pa
decided taut until the community could offer the security n ;c

that they v/ould be responsible for my security. As far as r,h

expenses are concerned, I think that the money used for my scv.

should be used on our programs but their position was that the-

spent about three million dollars in order to save me from rhe
gas chamber and they think it would be rather foolish for rae tc

be assassinated the next day after I'm out. But I would agree
with the people, and, as a matter of fact, I'm anxious for the
people to write in at 1048 Peralta and give us an answer on
exactly what to do concerning security."

BPP National Headquarters is located
at 1048 Peralta Street, Oakland,
California

.

Dunbar asked Newton if his chief concern was the
10 which Newton stated that the Party is concerned with an^
who has threatened the life of a member of the Party. He c

that he receives about 25 threats a day and that he is sur-.

some of those are from the police. Newton further conunenc':

when he was on the guerney going into the operating room tl

police promised that if he did not die in the gas chamber i.

woulc murder him. Newton also stated that the Party thin'r::

needs mort; direction than it actually does, that the Centre
Committee held the Party together and he thinks they could
v;ithout him in the event he is assassinated. Newton said,
I‘ve always taken the position that 1 know 1 won't live foi
but I just demand that my death be significant."

. .-.e

,

.... ..eO

Another unknown female tclcphonically stated she a

actenv.sid a meeting where a film was shovm in which the BPi’ '

s

Ten Point Program was set out and she asked Newton to tel.! t
viewers ^\oout that program.

Newton replied that the BPP does have a Ten Poin\ Proc^r.
which he said is their survival program. He then mentionoa che
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various programs the BFP provides for the communities, such as
free health clinics, Breakfast For Children Program and the
recently instituted Shoe Program, whereby he said the BPP will
make shoes for people in the South and the poor people in the
communities

.

DUNBAR, mentioned that it appears that the leaders of
the BPP are in jail, have been killed, or are facing jail, whereas
the white revolutionaries seem to "be making it" and he asked
NEWTON if that indicated a possible change in the direction of
the BPP.

NEWTON answered that black people are the most oppressed
neople in the world and continue to be the victim. He said the
BPP is not only the vanguard for black people but the vanguard
for the people's revolution of the world, including whites. NEWTON
continued, "Our interests and our goals are really the goals of
all the world. We're fighting for the interest of everyone and
blacks in particular, because we are the most victimized in the
whole world. Of course, we will not let the Weatherman or any
other white radical groun be our vanguard. They will not set our
orinciples or our strategy. We want the people to survive pending
revolution. We have to educate the people to such levels until
they see the necessity for revolution. Survival until revolution.
Our Ten Point Program is not a revolutionary program; it is a
survival program."

An unknown male then telephonically asked NEWTON to
comment on what is happening internally with the BPP and
specifically concerning the comments by CLEAVER.

NEWTON commented, "There was clearly a contradiction
and as far as the Chief of Staff DAVID HILLIARD is concerned and
the way he handled the Party after he took control of the Central
Committee after BOBBY SEALE was imprisoned and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
was driven into exile, I think the Chief of Staff did a very fine
job in holding things together until I returned. He had a tremen-
dous responsibility with short notice. I think it was too bad
that the Minister of Information took this time to bring it to the
forefront. The Central Committee of the BPP will now have to
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"discuss not only the position of the intercommunal section and
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER per se, we'll also have to consider the comments
and the fact that it was brought out not to the Central Committee
but the public."

DUNBAR then asked NEWTON if the fact that CLEAVER
recommended that DAVID HILLIARD be removed from the BPP would be
a violation of the bylaws or rules of the Party.

NEWTON replied that it would not be a violation per se,
but, "We would only question the timely, or untimely, expression'
of it. So this would be the discussion. I cannot make a decision
here because I am not the Central Committee."

DUNBAR asked NEWTON horn many are on the Central
Committee, to which NEWTON replied, "We don't even give out that
number.

"

DUNBAR inquired if major decisions such as those
relating to the removal of members from the Party are submitted
to a vote and if it is a democratic procedure.

NEWTON stated that it is democratic centralism and
continued that the oolicy making is centralized, but it is demo-
cratic because '"We believe that it is in the interest of all of
the people."

DUNBAR asked NEWTON if he had one vote as Supreme
Commander or if he had any "extra weight", to which NEWTON replied,
"I have much influence within the Central Committee and I'm also
on the 'polit-bureau ' , inside of the Central Committee, which is
a smaller group than the overall committee. I only have one vote,
but I have much influence because of my position as one of the
old guard."

NEWTON was asked by DUNijAR if he has veto power, and
NEWTON said, "No, I don't have veto power."

At this point NEWTON announced that the BPi-^ was holding
a Revolutionary Intercommunal Day of Solidarity Rally for BOBBY
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SEALE and other political prisoners on Friday night, March 5 »

1971, at the Oakland Auditorium Arena, Oakland, California, and
urged people to attend that function. I'lEWTON stated that
KATHLEEN CLEAVER, wife of ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, and he (NEWTON) would
be the principal speakers.

An unknown male telephonically asked NEWTON to explain
the type of society the BPP is trying to create and to give a
political analysis of the ANGELA DAVIS trial.

NEWTON stated he would like to have more time than he
had to answer the first question, but that in connection with
the new society, it would be a society that has a capability of
developing a culture that is essentially humane and will be based
upon collectivism. He explained that everything will be commonly
owned and commonly administered so that a few people will not be
able to horde and to exploit other people. He continued that the
exploitation of man by man will end and that this is the primary
goal of the BPP. He remarked that this is not the end goal
because, "We are a revolutionary group and revolution is a process
—a process that means constant change."

Concerning ANGELA DAVIS, NEWTON stated that, of course,
she must be set free and that this is the Party's position. He
continued, "We criticize ANGELA'S connection with the CPA
(Communist Party of America) or the American Revisionist Party--
that’s the name we give to the Communist Party—30 we asked ANGEj^A
to denounce the CPA and join the true revolutionary party because
we feel the BPP is the only Communist Party in America. So,
this is our position and in spite of that small argument, we
sunoort ANGELA DAVIS and we will go on supporting her in spite
of her bad judgment."
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DUNBAR commented that the so-called "New York 21"

are being represented by counsel and that it was his under-
standing that the Black Panthers currently on trial in
Oakland are being represented by court appointed attorneys.
He asked NEWTON if the New York Panthers are more important
than the Oakland Panthers and why the Oakland Panthers are
not represented by GARRY or someone else.

NEWTON told DUNBAR he would have to specify
which Panthers in Oakland he was referring to inasmuch as
some aambers were expelled from the Party and therefore were
not given counsel by the Party.

DUNBAR then asked NEWTON if TERRY COTTON, LANKFORD,
WENDELL WADE and SCOTT are still in good standing with the
Party,

be
:b7C

NEWTON replied that JOHN L. SCOTT has been reunited
with the Party, He stated that SCOTT had quit the Party and
therefore he was not given consideration that regular members
would have been given but that he is now back with the Party.
NEWTON said that LANKFORD is not a member of the Party and had
defected some time ago. NEWTON also said that WADE is a
Party member again.

NEWTON was asked by DUNBAR why he carries a swagger
stick and after holding up the swagger stick so it could be
seen by the television viewers, NEWTON replied that the Party
had presented him with the swagger stick and that it is a
command stick. He explained that the swagger stick signifies
the leader of the Party at a particular time and is a symbol
of command and that when he no longer holds the position as
head of the Party, or if he is imprisoned, the stick will be
passed on to another leader.
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The February 27, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle", a daily San Francisco newspaper, reported that
after the foregoing television appearance by NEWTON, he held
a brief news conference. At that news conference, a radio
reporter asked NEWTON for elaboration on the dispute between
CLEAVER and himself, to which NEWTON replied, "He found it
necessary to bring that point out in public first. It was a
shock to me and we will take action against that. If it was
left to me, he might find himself in jail just as LEARY was
in jail".

According to the article, NEWTON continued that "If
the Central Committee decides he (CLEAVER) will be disciplined,
I will recommend that he be put into jail inside our embassy
in Algiers".

JIM DUNBAR privately stated on February 26, 1971,
that during a commercial break on his program "A.M," when he
was interviewing NEWTON, he asked NEWTON what he (NEWTON) '

andwould do about CLEAVER 's[

NEWTON replied that the Central Committee might have to
"recall CLEAVER from Algeria". NEWTON told DUNBAR he would
not repeat that during the televised broadcast.

SP T-18
February 26, 1971

be
:b7C

On March 1, 1971,]
Intelligence Division, San Francisco Police Department,
advised he had determined from the General Manager of KGO-TV
station that NEWTON did not receive any pay for his appearance
on the JIM DUNBAR show on February 26, 1971,
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k. Fund Raising Cocktail Party
Held By\

IMassachusetts
February 2b, 1971 be

b7C

will have a cocktai l party at her
Massachusetts, onresidence

,

February 26, 1971, to raise funds to finance the legal
expenses incurred in the defense of BOBBY SEALE. HUEY NEWTON
and CHARLES GARRY are scheduled to attend that party.

SF T-19
February 17, 1971

mailed approximately three hundred
invitations, which read "You are cordially invited to attend
an evening with Charles Garry and Huey Newton. $25 per person.'
The party is scheduled to follow a public lecture by GARRY at
Lowell Lecture Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, which commences at 7 PM. The invitation stated
that in the event the invitee could not attend, checks may be
made payeible to CHARLES GARRY or the Legal Defense Fund and
forwarded to I I residence.

be
b7C

SF T-20
February 24, 1971

Special Agents of the FBI, Boston, observed that the
cocktail party began at approximately 9 PM. 27 males (20 white
and 7 black) and 28 females (21 white and 7 black) were seen
entering the house, including HUEY NEWTON who arrived at 10i25 PM
accompanied by
and an unidentified white male,
midnight.

of the Boston Chapter of the BPP
The party ended at approximately
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The March 1 , 1971, issue of "The Boston Herald
Traveler" contained an article entitled "Cambridge Socialite
Gives Fund Party For Panthers", written by GORDON D, HALL,
a regular contributor to the Herald Traveler, who interviewed
KENNELLY after the party. The article states that "about 40
individuals including several Mrs. KENNELLY described as
'prominent* paid $25 each for the 'privilege' of listening
to Panther Defense Minister HUEY NEWTON outline his Party's
continuing need for financial and moral support Mrs.
KENNELLY wouldn't say how much but she indicated that funds
well in excess of the $1000 taken at the door were collected
for the Panthers," When asked about her own financial support
of the Panthers, she dismissed it as being nothing more than
"giving to the best of my ability". According to the news-
paper article, "that giving includes one contribution totalling
$3500, another of more that $700 (for car rentals to transport
Panthers to distant appointments) and the donation of a
Volkswagen bus used daily by officials of the Panthers, Boston
branch on Winthrop Street in Roxbury",

1, Radio Program "Black Montage"
Radio Station KDIA
San Francisco, California
February 28, 1971

A pre-taped conversation between NEWTON and LOUIS
FREEMAN, Moderator of program called "Black Montage", was
broadcast over Radio Station KDIA, San Francisco, California,
on February 28, 1971, from 4:30 PM until 6:00 PM, This program
had been taped on February 23, 1971, at the studios of Radio
Station KDIA.

NEWTON began the program by thanking all the people
listening to the program for his release from prison. He then
spoke briefly about his early life, stating he was born in
Louisiana in 1942 and his family had moved to Oakland,
California, when he was one and a half years old. He further
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commented about members of his immediate family and reminisced
about his growing up in the black neighborhoods in the
Oakland area.

During this program when NEWTON was discussing the
various programs of the BPP he stated, "We offered troops to
the people suffering in Vietnam - the National Liberation Front
and Provisional Revolutionary Government, It was not only to
show our revolutionary solidarity, but it was also an attempt
to stimulate the thoughts of our black brothers who are
allowing themselves to be drafted and put there to fight for
more victims of capitalism",

NEWTON stated the median age of the members active
in the BPP is 19 to 25 years. He said he is currently writing
a book called "Revolutionary Suicide” which he hopes will
be completed in a few months.

NEWTON also discussed the ten point progreun of the
BPP, which he called a survival program. He said it is not
a revolutionary program, but a survival program pending
revolution,

NEWTON was asked about his living in the high-rise
apartment building in Oakland, California, and who was paying
the the rent of the apartment, NEWTON stated that the Central
Committee of the BPP decides where he is to live and that the
Central Committee wanted him to live in the most secure place
in Oakland, For that reason the Central Committee made the
decision that he reside in the apartment building and the
Party pays the rent. He stated he would rather not live in
the apartment building, but because of the security it provides
for him, the Central Committee has demanded he live there.

At the close of the program, NEWTON announced that
the Revolutionary Intercomraunal Day of Solidarity would be
held on March 5, 1971, at Oakland, and the speakers for that
event would be KATHLEEN CLEAVER and himself. He urged all those
listening to the progreun to attend that event.
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m. Intercoiranunal Day Of Solidarity For
BOBBY SEALE and Post Birthday Celebration
For HUEY P. NEWTON
Oakland Auditorium
Oakland, California
March 5, 1971

The above-captioned event took place as scheduled on
March 5, 1971, The admission price was $2.50 per ticket.
The event began at approximately 8*00 PM rather than 7*00 PM
as originally scheduled and this was due to the extensive
security precautions surrounding the event. Members of the
BPP thoroughly searched the persons entering the auditorium
to attend the speech.

NEWTON arrived at the auditorium at approximately
9*30 PM accompanied by four bodyguards,

SF T-21
March 5, 1971

SF T-22 advised NEWTON spoke for approximately ten
minutes and stated in part as follows*
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"I would like to say tonight that the Black Panther
Party stands against all forms of fascism including se:aaal

fascism. That we are against all kinds of chauvinis.T. includ-
ing racial chauvinism; V7e‘re against sexual chauvinism, national
chauvinism . We ' re intercommunal 1 sts^

\

"And I would like to say thia, that frc.i now on tao

Party itself will be better knovai by its contributions to the

people for the simple reason that some people around see-m to

want to be knovm through the media, but the Party c..n or.iy

jvidge itself through establishing certain survival pro^^rar s

pending revolution

"We always have welcomed all forms of contra: ^.ctxoas

because without tlie contradictions there is no transfori.iation.

So from the contradictions that have developed now in thr
world and in the Party, we hope to have a qualitative leap

"Words \7ill not start the revolution either.
Only action

"Recently it has become all too obvious that through
their various means, the agents and agencies of the U.S.
Empire Ruling Circle have powerfully struck at the i.'.’in artery
of the heart of the struggle of black people and other oppressed
people. That is, they have struck at our xanity, which is the
core of our winning, of our survival, of our being free.
Divisiveness is the main tool the oppressor has to defeat for
the struggle for liberation and revolution."
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Approximately 3,000 persons attended this event,
with approximately 40 per cent black. No incidents occurred
and the audience was orderly throughout the event.

SF T-22
March 5, 1971

NEWTON expressed solidarity with ANGELA DAVIS and
stated that the BPP will support ANGELA DAVIS in her trial.
NEWTON did not mention RLDRIDGE CLEAVER by name, nor did he
directly refer to the split between CLEAVER and NEWTON. NEWTON
received a standing ovation and immediately following his speech
he left the Oakland Auditorium.

SF T-18
March 6 , 1971

Page two of the March 13, 1971, issue of "The
Black Panther" contained the following article setting forth
the text of the speech given by NEWTON at the Oakland
Auditorium on March 5, 1971:
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ctatKMENT BY HUEY P. NEWTON,

MimSTEKtlF DEFENSE OP\ THB
, black PANTHER_ '

SUgREME SERVANT M-im
INTERCOMMUNM-^AY I-

0F_
r» T T /i Tl T'‘~r~’^7 1

~\^ A T? ^ J j ^ ^ ^

Power to the People, Brothers ar^

Sisters,

\ First of all I would like to thank all

6f you for my very presence here, &e-

cause if it weren't for the Power of

the People, I wouldn't be here tonight

o

Pm not here because of the Black

Panther Party: Pm not here because of

any group ,
Pm not here because of a

group of kamakazis. Pm here because

of the Power of the People^

We must remember that Revolution

is a process, IPs not a conclusion;

because once we conclude, then we be-

come counter-revolutionary. And that

means even with the gun in our hands,

because fascism also has a gun. And

I would like to say tonight that the Black

Panther Party stands against all forms

of f^cism, including sexual fascism.

I
I

I
I .

That we are against all kinds of chau-

3

inism, including racial chauvinism^

)e*re against sexual chauvinism]

ational chauvinism. We're intercom^
munalists. Before / went to prison,

most of you know, you are aware, that

I never made any speeches, you see, be-

cause Pm not a very eloquent man.
Pm better known by the actions. And
the Party was built upon the actions.

And the action itself is a process.

And we're not ever fixated. We haven't

accepted any dogma. And we will not.

And I wouia like to say this, that

from now on the Party itself will be

better known by its contributions to the

People, for the simple reason that some
people around us seem to want to be

known through the Media, But the Party

can only judge itself through establish-

ing certain survival programs, pending

Revobdign. Because romamhar^ von,

make the Revolution. We can't free
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political prisoners, only the people can*

free political prisoners. And a ffeople

who are not free cannot free their pri-

soners, cannot free the prisoners that

fascism makes. So I would like to say •

that we must work very hard in order
to lift the consciousness of the people. '

We must free our Chairman Bobby '

Seale, Angela Davis, Ruchell Magee,
the Soledad Brothers, the seven and
the three, and all other political pri-

soners. Handy, We have to free all of

But we must remember that we twtstu

exhaust every possible tactic. And we'

must let it be known that never broad-

cast military tactics for milWary^rea-

sons. Ws perfectly correct to broad- '

cast hfiilitary tactics for political rea-

sons, That’s what Uncle Ho said, and
1 agree with him. So we would like for
the people to know that there are many
things that we will not discuss in public.

But what you can do is watch the fruits

of our work. And we would like to say
that ourParty became an intercommunal
Party upon its actions. And Ithink that’s

dery good. So Pm asking you m order
to free all political prisoners, free the

people, free the woman and also the

man, that we have to get together in

unity by substituting verbal expressions

for action. The final test of the pie is

the action. We’ll stand on the Black
Panther Party, The BlackPantherParty
from 1966 when it was formed will

stand on its record, will stand on the

action. We won’t claim to be ultra-

leftists; we won’t claim to be infan-

tile leftists. What we’ll do is act in

accordance unth the particular set of
ccmdMiqns and the particular Problem
that we have at a time. So please judge

us upon our actions and we will develop

like~ihdt. We will not*develop wfffTtip

service coming from anyone. And some-
times Pm very thankful that I don’t

talk too well, because thaPs only one

way of communication. We say that a

picture is worth a thousand words, but
^

action is supreme,
,

But uihat kind of action you take will

depend upon the particular set of con-»

ditions. And / say all of this, because

you know the Party and the world to-

day is under turmoil. And this is very

good. We always have welcomed all

forms 'of contradictions. Because wiih-

out the contradiction there is no trans-

formation, Sofrom the contradiction that

has developed now in. the world and in

the Party, we hope to have a qualita-

tive leap. If this leap eliminates some
of us, then, of course, we’ It weep for
that. But we must not stop the Revo-
lution, I will not stop the Revolution,

You should not stop it. And, for all

that it’s worth, we know that words
will never stop it. Words will not start

the Revolution either, Only ^ action.
*Sixty-six kicked off the armed mani-
festation of Revolution in this country,

because it ^focused upon the need fof
the People not only to. defend them-
selves, but also to develop a conscious-

ness necessary to p^form and to act

to be able to fight in a protracted

war. And that is why it is necessary

for us to develop the correct ideology,

which is a system of thinking. And we
must not rely upon and conclude with

the philosophy, which isn’t necessarily

a conclusion.

So we’re ideologically revolutionists.

We’re in a constant state of change,

Sind we fight with all people wHo wSnt
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ehanget because we know chang^e wiU

offer our hope. So after dll of this, wa
must pay more attention to what is

happening. The news media has at-

tempted to discredit the Party by saying

that it*s over, because they don’t see

anyone, I think our programs are better

than the Party, The communities are

involved in forty-four cities. We must

support these; we must expand them.

Because I read an article, recently, a

few months ago, where Che had some
problems in Bolivia, because the peas-

ants were so unconscious until he could

not rally them even with the **focos”.

They did not understand why the mili-

tary, the regular military was dropping,

Sn wh/d did he do. He attempted to

form certain programs that he called

survival programs. He attempted to

form a free health program in order

to get the peasants inside, to help

them, and also to provide things for his

focos. He also took to form a fr^
breakfast program, a free shoef<&id^.

ojtd a_ sporting good store ( for obvioi^
reasons). So programs are good. Be-
cause an act that might be revolutionary
might be counter-revolutionary, if the

correct preparations are not made.
So to be a serious revolutionist, we

musi_^fgiow that we are involj^^iiJxL a
process, and not a set of principles

or conclusions that are of face-value
revolutionary, I do not know one thing

that is revolutionary in itself And all

things might be revolutionary in con-
text, In other words, capitalism tms
revolutionary when it kicked out feudal-
ism, And now we have a situation where
the capitalists have become the imper-
ialists, and the people of the world,

of the communities of the world udll

have to kick them out. So in order to

free Angela, Bobby, Ruchell Magee
and all other political prisoners, we
must kick the fascists out. And we can-
not do it with lip service,

. . , , ,

POWER TO THE PEOPLE ,
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n« Black P 2mther Party Picnic
De Fremery Playground
1651 Adeline Street
Oakland, California
March 27, 1971

The BPP held above-captioned event on March 27,
1971, from noon until approximately 4j00 PM, Approximately
150 to 200 persons attended. About 90 per cent of those
in attendance were black with approximately 80 per cent being
young children ranging in age from 2 to 12 years. Music
was played by The Lumpen, a BPP revolutionary singing and
musical group. Sandwiches and soft drinks were provided
by the BPP to those in attendance and the children played
various geunes. NEWTON appeared briefly at the picnic at
approximately 2t00 PM, He ate some food with the children,
talked to several of the children and adults in groups, but
he did not give a speech to the entire gathering,

SF T-23
March 30, 1971

o. J's Baf
Highway 151
Burke, Wisconsin
April 3, 1971

The University of Wisconsin Afro American Center
(UWAAC) , Madison, Wisconsin, has made tentative arrangements
for NEWTON to speak at the above-mentioned establishment on
April 3, 1971, Plans included busing arrangements from UWAAC
for those attending speech,

SF T- 37
March 31, 1971
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On April 1, 1971, the UWAAC agreed to pay the BPP
$2500 plus $375 for expenses for NEWTON 's appearance at
J's Bar on April 3, 1971, In addition, the UWAAC is paying
$250 for the rental of the bar for NEWTON' s speech.

SF T- 3 7

April 1, 1971

The April 1, 1971, issue of the "Wisconsin State
Journal", a Madison, Wisconsin, daily newspaper, reported that
BENNY FICK, Manager, J's Bar, formerly D. J.'s
Bar, said Wednesday he has reached tentative agreement with
the UWAAC "to rent his bar for a speech by NEWTON on April 3,
1971. FICK stated security arrangements will be handled by
the BPP, 2000 persons are expected to attend and loud
speakers will be installed in the parking lot in order to
handle any overflow.

NEWTON spoke at J's Bar on April 3, 1971, He
announced that there has been no split in the BPP and that only
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and the New York Chapter of the BPP have
defected from NEWTON 's leadership, NEWTON stated that
cleaver's adherence to violent revolution is not consistent
with NEWTON'S belief that deeper rapport with the community is
necessary before the revolution is possible.

SF T-37
April 3, 1971

The April 4, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Examiner", a daily San Francisco newspaper, reported that in
a speech given by NEWTON in Madison, Wisconsin, on April 3,
1971, he said that the split within the Party is not serious
and will serve to strengthen the ranks. It was reported
NEWTON said the split had solidified the attitudes of members
who remain in the Party and that Party members now think
more alike since many of the recalcitrants have left the
Party.
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According to the article, NEWTON criticized ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER and remarked that CLEAVER did beneficial and sincere
things for the BPP in the beginning but had no interests in
the Panthers' political machinery.

The article reported that the 300 persons attending
newton's speech were frisked before-hand by members of the
Afro American Society.
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Cancelled Appearances

a. University of Illinois
Chcunpaign - Urbana, Illinois
January 7- 1971

On December 12, 1970, SP T-4 reported that NEWTON
was scheduled to appear at the University of Illinois,
Champaign - Urbana, Illinois, on January 7, 1971,

Arrangements for NEWTON 's appearance at the
University of Illinois could not be finalized because of a
difference of opinion bvtween the University of Illinois
Administration and the BPP about security measures to be
taken at NEWTON 's appearance. The University of Illinois
Administration would not make University police in a force
sufficient to provide proper security, BPP members from
Chicago wanted to exclude police from the appearance and
provide their own security. Consequently, no University
of Illinois space is being made available for NEWTON'S
appearance on Januairy 7, 1971, Therefore, NEWTON 's speech
was cancelled.

SF T-24
December 24, 1970

University of California at
Santa Barbara, California
January 13, 1971

NEWTON was scheduled to speak at the Center for
Black Studies at the University of California at Santa
Barbara on January 13, 1971, on the topic of intercommunalism
but this appearance had been cancelled! I
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In connection with BPP security measures for
newton's appearance, two San Francisco area BPP members were
sent to Southern California to determine if adequate security
for NEWTON could be provided. Upon their return, they
reported a lack of cooperation on the part of the sponsors
of the speech in regard to special BPP security procedures.
It was specifically stated that the BPP was refused per-
mission to search all persons desiring to enter the hall to
hear NEWTON speak. Consequently, the appearance was can-
celled by NEWTON based on the lack of cooperation of the
sponsors and campus authorities in regard to necessary security
measures to secure NEWTON 's safety.

SF T-4
January 12, 1971

c, California State College
Hayward, California
January 21, 1971

The January 14, 1971, issue of "The Daily Pioneer",
a daily newspaper published at California State College,
Hayward, California, contained an article announcing that
NEWTON would speak in the gymnasium at California State College
on January 21, 1971, from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM. The honorarium
for NEWTON was shown to be $1250.00.

The January 21, 1971, issue of "The Daily Pioneer"
contained an article that stated that NEWTON 's appearance at
California State College had been cancelled. According to
the article NEWTON answered the request for his appearance at
California State College at Hayward with the stipulation that
either armed guards accompany him or there would be a search
of everyone entering the gymnasiiim where he was to speak. It
was stated that NEWTON said he would refuse to appear if his
request was not met with agreement.
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The article further reported that the Black Panthers
received notice from the California State College
Administration Office that due to a state college ruling no
guns are allowed on campus. According to the article, a
Panther spokesman said that if no armed guards were to be
present then a metal gun detector would have to be used at
the door to the gymnasium.

The Dean of Students, LYLE EDMISON, replied that
this was against the idea of the college being a free and open
university and a definite "No" was the answer to any friskina
at the door.

The article reported that ART LIPTON, Speakers
Committee Member, had stated that he had received information
from the BPP that NEWTON receives an average of ten assassina-
tion threats a week.

The article reported that due to a conflict between
the BPP and the college administration over the use of a metal
gun detector at the door, NEWTON 's appearance at California
State College, Hayward, California, was cancelled.

d. Television Program
"Contact" WNHC-TV
New Haven, Connecticut
February 3 , 1971

NEWTON was scheduled to appear on a program called
"Contact" on WNHC-TV, New Haven, Connecticut, on February 3,
1971, He failed to show up for the program and the announcer
stated that his appearance had been cancelled.

e. State University of New York
Stony Brook, New York
February 13, 1971
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Security Police, State University
of New York at Stony Brook, New York (SUNY-SB) , advised on
February 13, 1971, that the appearance of NEWTON at SUNY-SB be
scheduled for 8*30 PM that date had been cancelled. He b7c
explained the reason for the cancellation was that NEWTON
would not consent to the University's prohibition concerning searching
those who attended the speech,

|
|that since

oral arrangements could not be concluded betwWen the BPP and
the University, NEWTON was asked not to appear.

The February 14, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Examiner” reported that the State University of New York at
Stony Brook cancelled a speech for February 13, 1971, by
NEWTON, According to the article, a spokesman said Panther
representatives had failed to appear to sign an agreement that
no one would carry weapons on campus and that students
attending the speech would be examined with a metal objects
detector rather than physically searched for guns.

f, Columbia University
New York City, New York
February 15, 1971

NEWTON is scheduled for an appearance at Columbia
University, New York City, New York, on February 15, 1971,
His appearance has been approved by the Board of Managers
at Columbia, a legitimate student organization and is scheduled
to be held at McMullin Theatre, Columbia University, from
2;00 - 5:00 PM on February 15, 1971,

SF T-25
January 13, 1971

On February 15, 1971, Security
and Investigations, New York City Police Department, advised
NEWTON had cancelled his scheduled appearance at Columbia
University, No reason for the cancellation was given by the
BPP.

be
b7C

I9
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g. Music and Arts High School
New York City, New York
Februayy 15, 1971

On February 4, 1971, it was learned that the Student
Senate of the City College of New York (CCNY) is sponsoring
the appearance of NEWTON at the Music and Arts High School,
135th Street and Convent Avenue, New York City, and the
appearance is scheduled from 7:00 PM to 9:30 PM on Februairy 15,
1971, at the school auditorium. The Student Senate of CCNY
is an elected body of CCNY and is financed through student
fees. The security for the appearance will be handled by the
Wackenhut Corporation on the outside of the school and other
security will be employed inside the school itself,

SF T-26
February 4, 1971

On February 15, 1971, BPP representatives in New
York City cancelled NEWTON *3 appearance at the high school
of Music and Arts and no reason for the cancellation was
given.

SF T-27
February 15, 1971

h, Illinois State University
Normal, Illinois
February 19, 1971

NEWTON was sbheduled to speak at the above-captioned
University on the indicated date. On February 16, 1971,
NEWTON cancelled the speaking engagement and no reason was
given.

SF T-28
February 16, 1971
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i. University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
February 20, 1971

NEWTON is scheduled to speak at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, on February 20, 1971, His
appearance is sponsored by the University of Wisconsin AAC,

SF T-29
January 29, 1971

I

Department of Protection
j,

and Security, University of Wisconsin, advised on February 20,
1971, that approximately 3000 persons attended scheduled
speech at the University of Wisconsin Stock Pavillion on that
date. An unidentified Negro male made an announcement that
NEWTON would not appear inasmuch as the University of Wisconsin
had promised to make the field house available for NEWTON'S
speech but had not done so and that security for NEWTON pro-
vided by campus police would be wholly inadequate. The Negro
male stated NEWTON would speak on campus at a later date and
urged students to leave the Pavillion and crash the field
house. According to HANSON, approximately 300 to 500 members
of the audience marched to the field house, entered, but were
immediately dispersed by campus police without incident.
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A. Requests for Personal Appearances

During the period from January 15, 1971, through
April 20, 1971, there have been several requests received at
BPP National Headquarters, Oakland, from various universities
and radio and television stations for personal appearances by
NEWTON. The engagements accepted by NEWTON have been set forth
in this report in the foregoing sections.

SF T-4
January 15 - April 2.0, 1971
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B. TRAVELS^OF NEWTQS.

On January 29, 1971, NEWTON traveled from San
Francisco, California, to New York City, New York, on United
Airlines (UAL) Flight 28. Purpose of travel was to begin
Bast Coast speaking tour.

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
January 29, 1971

On Jeinuary 29, 1971,
| |

UAL, San Francisco, advised the ticket for NEWTON*!
travel on that date was paid for with cash.

NEWTON was in New Haven, Connecticut, from
January 30 until February 5, 1971, where he made personal
appearances.

FBI Agents
New Haven, Connecticut
January 30 - February 5, 1971

On the night of February 5, 1971, NEWTON traveled
to the Boston. Massachusetts, area, where he staved at the
residence of
Massachusetts! On February 7, 1971, he visited and inspected
the BPP Center located at 23 Winthrop Street, Roxbury,
Massachusetts. He departed from Boston on Februairy 7, 1971,
and traveled to New York City.

SF T-3
February 5-7, 1971

1
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On February 9, 1971, NEWTON traveled by automobile
from New York City to Princeton, New Jersey, where he ful-
filled a speaking engagement at Princeton University, Upon
completion of his speech, NEWTON returned to New York City,

SF T-9
February 10, 1971

On February 10, 1971, NEWTON returned to San
Francisco from New York City on American Airlines (AA) Flight
145. NEWTON returned in order to appear in court on
February 11, 1971,

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
February 10, 1971

On February 12, 1971, NEWTON traveled from San
Francisco to New York City on AA Flight i4 at 9:00 AM, Purpose
of this travel was to complete East Coast speaking tour,

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
February 12, 1971

On February 14, 1971, NEWTON traveled by air trans-
portation from New York city to Syracuse, New York, where he
spoke at Syracuse University, On February 15, 1971, NEWTON
returned to New York City from Syracuse via AA,

FBI Agents
Syracuse, New York
February 14-15, 1971

On February 15, 1971, NEWTON arrived at San Francisco
from New York City on UAL Flight 23 at 2:15 PM,

FBI Agents
San Francisco
February 15, 1971
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newton's ticket for travel from New York City to
San Francisco on February 15, 19 71 « was prepaid in Boston b\

Carte Blanche Credit Card NxrtOaer I

I
Massachusetts.

Port Authority Police
John F, Kennedy Airport
New York City, New York
February 15, 1971

On February 19, 1971, NEWTON departed San Francisco
on AA Flight 222 en route to Chicago, Illinois, where he had
a speaking engagement on the afternoon of February 21, 1971,

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
February 19, 1971

On February 22, 1971, NEWTON returned to San
Francisco from Chicago on AA Flight 65,

SF T-4
February 22, 1971

On February 26, 1971, NEWTON traveled from San
Francisco to Boston, Massachusetts, on AA Flight 682, Purpose
of travel was to attend fund raising cocktail party at the

j^g

home of I I h7r

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
February 26, 1971
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NEWTON traveled on a first class ticket which was
)aid for with a check drawn on

|

~

California, signed by

San Francisco, Califoraia
February 26, 1971

On February 28, 1971, NEWTON took a shuttle flight
from Boston to New York City, On the same date, NEWTON
traveled from New York City to San Francisco on AA Flight 145,

SF T-4
February 28, 1971

On March 23, 1971, NEWTON traveled from San
Francisco to Boston, Massachusetts, on AA Flight 216.

San Mateo County Sheriff's Office
San Francisco International
Airport (SFIA)

March 23, 1971

On March 24, 1971, NEWTON traveled via automobile
from Boston to New Haven, Connecticut,

FBI Agents
Boston and New Haven
March 24, 1971
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On March 26, 1971, NEWTON arrived at San Francisco
from Boston on Trans-World Airlines (TWA) Flight 33, be

b7C

San Mateo County Sheriff's Office
SFIA
March 26, 1971

On April 2, 1971, NEWTON departed San Francisco en
route to Chicago on UAL Flight 136, Purpose of trip was to go
to Madison, Wisconsin, where he had a speaking engagement on
April 3, 1971,

FBI Agents
San Francisco, California
April 2, 1971

On April 3, 1971, NEWTON traveled from Chicago,
Illinois, to Madison, Wisconsin, on North Central Airlines
Flight 111,

FBI Agents
Madison, Wisconsin
April 3, 1971

At 5:30 PM, April 3, 1971, NEWTON returned to
Chicago from Madison on North Central Airlines Flight 272,

FBI Agents
Madison, Wisconsin
April 3, 1971

On April 3, 1971, NEWTON traveled from Chicago to
San Francisco, arriving at 11:10 PM, on UAL Flight 135,

bo
hlC

San Mateo County Sheriff's Office
SFIA
April 3, 1971
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On April 16, 1971, NEWTON traveled from Oakland,
California, to San Luis Obispo, California, via automobile
for purpose of having a two day vacation. NEWTON returned
to Oakland from San Luis Obispo on the afternoon of April 18,
1971.

SF T-2
April 16 - 18, 1971

During all of NEWTON' s travels he was accompanied
land one or more other BPP members.
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C. EXPULSIONS

1. ELDRIDGE CLEAVER AND OTHER MEMBERS OF
THE INTERCOMMUNAL SECTION IN ALGIERS

On January 28, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in Algeria, He discussed with NEWTON an
article appearing in "The Village Voice" , a New York under-
ground newspaper, regarding a film of CLEAVER and Dr, TIMOTHY
LEARY which was made in Algiers, NEWTON complained to
CLEAVER that the BPP did not have control of the film and, in
fact, had not even seen it, NEWTON said he would not allow
it to be shown until the Party got possession of it,

CLEAVER explained that the film was made when LEARY
was in Algiers and that the individual (not identified) was
supposed to have contacted the BPP for the necessary authority
to use it, NEWTON said the man had not contacted
or the BPP about it, and CLEAVER said he would send information
regarding the man so he could be reached concerning the film,

NEWTON criticized CLEAVER as he did not get per-
mission for the film and said that it was necessary that they
get some coordination on things of this type,

NEWTON then terminated the conversation after com-
plaining of a bad connection,

SF T-2
January 28, 1971

On February 19, 1971, NEWTON contacted ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER in Algiers, Algeria, at which time the following
matters were discussed:

NEWTON attempted to justify to CLEAVER the necessity
for his residence in an exclusive and expensive Oakland,
California, apartment building and referred to recent publicity
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which had been afforded the matter. He explained that it
was necessary for security reasons and was paid for by some
writers in Los Angeles. CLEAVER was not aware of any
publicity in this regard and was apparently not concerned
about the matter. NEWTON said he would send CLEAVER the press
clippings and told CLEAVER that the FBI had tried to smear
him and "HOOVER and his boys gave it a national smear".

NEWTON told CLEAVER they had been unable to find
the jackanape with the film CLEAVER said he had sent to the
United States regarding TIMOTHY LEARY and noted the guy had
just contacted i lonce and then disappeared. CLEAVER
wanted to know if it had been shown anywhere and was told it
had not been, although the tape had been played all over the
country. NEWTON then said that the white radicals had been
demonstrating against CLEAVER as a result of his stand on the
LEARY matter. CLEAVER said he was sending an article today
for the white radicals to read.

NEWTON then returned to the publicity about his
residence and inferred that some jackanapes, unnamed, in the
Party, had accepted the smear, and he wanted CLEAVER to write
an article about it when he received the clippings and
NEWTON'S responses, CLEAVER agreed to do so.

NEWTON then told CLEAVER that he was about all
finished with his communal tour and now planned to come to
Algeria with I I on her return after March 5, to
which CLEAVER responded "No you ain't", NEWTON then told
CLEAVER thatl I was scheduled to speak at the Oakland
Auditorium, Oakland, California, on that date and wanted to
insure she would be here as she was listed as a speaker on
posters and in publicity regarding the tntercommunal Day
activities scheduled for March 5th, NEWTON expressed concern
that

! 1 would not appear as it would appear he had been
jiving if she did not, CLEAVER said he knew nothing about

I
being scheduled for March 5th and he did not positively

assure NEWTON she would be there but said he would deal with
it, but did not explain further.
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CLEAVER said the only thing he had seen about
Intercoinmunal Day activities and the tribunal (in Stockholm)
was the original announcement in the BPP newspaper and he
inferred to NEWTON that when it ceune to intercommunal business
he was being bypassed and, in his opinion, NEWTON was
responsible as NEWTON was in charge, CLEAVER said he had been
receiving calls from Denmark, Germany and France for informa-
tion and was unable to famish it as he is not informed,
NEWTON and CLEAVER then argued again about this matter as
they have done in the past and NEWTON reminded CLEAVER that
certain things he had sent had been sidetracked by jackanapes
and apparently this had also happened to certain material
sent to CLEAVER, He indicated thfct items going both ways had
been ripped off,

CLEAVER said some things had reached him but then
pointed out that

| j
in Paris had received an

order from Central (National) Headquarters in Oakland not to
relate to Algeria, NEWTON denied
inferred this must have come from
that

| I
was that jackanapes

noting she had tried to break them (CLEAVER and NEWTON) up,
NEWTON criticized CLEAVER for his lack of confidence and
CLEAVER responded that NEWTON knew him better than to think
that, NEWTON did not know what CLEAVER was talking about and
said he did not knowl land only knew he wasP" I

CLEAVER told NEWTON he had prepared a video tape
which he was sending in which he was going to review a lot
of problems and set forth his suggestions as to how many con-
tradictions presently facing NEWTON and the Party should be
dealt with, CLEAVER told NEWTON he wanted him to relate more
closely to him and Algeria as he could give help, NEWTON then
complained that he did not know how to get any closer to the
intercommunal section and noted that all he gets (from CLEAVER)
is a lot of criticism and no recommendations or suggestions
and does not want such criticism without constructive suggestions.
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NEWTON said he had had confidence in
| [

making
correct reports and was undermined. Both agreed that they
should not let petty problems come between them, CLEAVER
said his video tape should help clear the air. He then again
commented to the effect that the news which he received in
Algeria indicated to him that there were a lot of criticisms
in the Party which were not being dealt with to which NEWTON
replied that it was not true and blamed the mass media for
attempting to promote a factional split, CLEAVER cautioned
NEWTON that he had taken a lot of unwarranted opposition not
directed to him, but built up and directed at

| |

while NEWTON was in jail, NEWTON said he didn't understand
this and CLEAVER said that he would when he played CLEAVER'S
video tape.

Further, with respect to land her
scheduled appearance in Oakland on March 5th, CLEAVER said
that she is going to try to make it and he is now waiting for

to return from Kuwait,
where they were to participate in a conference on Palestine,
and plans to submit an overall report at that time.

In relations to Intercommunal Day activity, NEWTON
told CLEAVER that he was waiting for the intercommunal section
to give him the format to which CLEAVER replied that he needed
to know the original plan, NEWTON said that it was to
include support for the statement of Madame BINH of North
Vietnam, the struggles of the peoples of North Korea and China,
the consciousness of the Third World strugglers for liberation
Of their community, CLEAVER wanted to know if the Stockholm
tribunal would be considered, NEWTON did not know, said

took all of the material,

CLEAVER told NEWTON he had heard nothing from I

but had heard about the stipulation and had received
many inquiries regarding her,

SF T-2
February 19, 1971
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On February 23, 1971, NEWTON contacted ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER in Algeria, at which time they discussed various
matters, summarized as follows:

NEWTON complained to CLEAVER about the planned
showing of his video tape in the San Francisco area and
CLEAVER pleaded ignorance, NEWTON accused CLEAVER of making
no effort to contact him or BPP Headquarters about these
things and complained about people who keep coming to the
U, S, from Algeria with things such as this video tape, over
which the BPP has no control for fund raising purposes.
CLEAVER protested that he has no one to send with such items
and def>ended on people who happened to come through Algeria,
NEWTON told him that in the future he was to call and someone
would be sent, but CLEAVER did not think this practical in
view of the expense, NEWTON responded that CLEAVER was just
giving the material away without regard to the funds which
could be raised through proper handling of this material,

CLEAVER said he had video tape equipment except
for an editor and therefore had had to rely on the people he
was able to contact who agreed to handle the editing of his
material. He implied he was presently doing a video tape
on BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS and had several other
thoughts in mind and wanted to produce tapes regularly and
did not think it was functional to send someone to Algeria
each time one was ready, NEWTON told CLEAVER he had heard
CLEAVER had prepared a short video tape which he referred to
as the "Madame BtNH" tape, CLEAVER denied this and told
NEWTON he had it wrong, but said he was covering wide
varieties of subjects which he did not identify.

CLEAVER also told NEWTON he needed money and wanted
NEWTON to send him $5000 per month and NEWTON said the Party
doesn't get $500 per month in view of the expenses for
maintaining Party facilities, NEWTON told CLEAVER he thought
the Koreans were sending him money and this brought a laugh
and a vulgar remark from CLEAVER in denial.
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NEWTON told CLEAVER that | |
had to

come to the U, S, and said he would send JOHN SEALE to get
her, but did not think CLEAVER would let her come. CLEAVER
suggested that NEWTON, I

I
come to Algeria as

they had many things to discuss and this would be the best
thing for the Party, He made no commitment regarding

Ipossible trip. NEWTON claimed he would be arrested
if he left the country or applied for a passport but told
CLEAVER he would make such an application. CLEAVER said
he read where J, EDGAR HOOVER was mad as there were no
restrictions on NEWTON 's travel, NEWTON said he was as "hot
as cayenne pepper" and would be in handcuffs if he attempted
to leave, CLEAVER implored NEWTON to come as they had to talk
and told NEWTON if he did make the attempt to be sure and
bring "The Chiefs". NEWTON told CLEAVER "The Chief" |

~l is "all for you". CLEAVER told NEWTON to send the
1 I if he did not come.

CLEAVER inquired about BOBBY SEALE 's case and NEWTON
said he was getting bad press and that (CHARLES) GARRY
(implied in vulgar terms) was mishandling the SEALE case as
he had NEWTON'S case. NEWTON did not further explain this
observation and no comment was made regarding it by CLEAVER,

As to the status of the BPP at this time, NEWTON
said that BPP stock is the highest manifestation of Marxism -

Leninism and CLEAVER agreed, saying everybody is using inter-
communalism all over, NEWTON indicated the Party was in an
uproar and was somewhat peculiar, or not peculiar, in that
the Party makes its greatest advances in times of contradictions,
He said lots of people are frustrated but the contradictions
were moving to higher levels. The Party makes its advance-
ment at the height of contradiction. Because of the contra-
dictions the Party program is spreading. Everything looks
good to NEWTON, People are frustrated and think things do
not look good but they do not look good to them because they
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don't understand that "The only time you have qualitative
transformation is between quantitative chaos" . He agreed
there was a lot of chaos in the Party but concluded the
Party was getting stronger, not weaker. CLEAVER made no
response to these observations.

SF T-2
February 23, 1971

Information concerning the conversation between
NEWTON and CLEAVER on February 26, 1971, when NEWTON was on
JIM DUNBAR'S morning teievision program in San Francisco, in
which CLEAVER demanded that| |be expelled from
the BPP and to which NEWTON aisagreed, is set forth in this
report under the section captioned "Personal Appearances",
sub-captioned "Completed Appearances".

On February 26, 1971, NEWTON ordered that BPP
Central Distribution Office, 1336 Fillmore Street, San
Francisco, be instructed that no more telephone calls are to
be accepted from ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and the Intercommunal Section
in Algeria and that no more materials and information are to
be sent to them.

SF T-30
February 26, 1971

The April 3, 1971, issue of "Right On" contained a
text of a telephone conversation between NEWTON and CLEAVER
which reportedly took place on February 27, 1971, when NEWTON
was in Boston, Massachusetts. Following is the text of the
conversation as reported in "Right On" :

"Ri^?ht On" is a nev/soaner published in ?'lew

York by Bi-'P members who defected from REWTUd's
group and now follow GijEAVER.
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"EC - Hello?

HN - Hello,

EC - Hey man,

HN - ELDRIDGE

EC - What's happening?

HN - Well, you dropped a bombshell this morning

EC - Yeah,

HN « Don't you think so?

EC - I hope so.

HN - Well, it was very embarrassing for me,

EC Well it had to be dealt with, man.

HN - Well I have to deal with it too because
I think that it was unfair because when
you bring things like that it should be
brought to the Central Committee and dis-
cussed openly and not outside, you know?

EC - Well the way a lot of stuff has been going
down it hasn't been done that way, man,

HN - Hello, you listening? The Intercoramunal
Section is expelled

EC - ,,, Right on, if that's what you want to
do, brother. But look here, I don't think
you should take such actions like that.
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"HN - Well# I'm taking it# brother. You dropped
the bombshell all over the country now that
there's a fraction, well I want the fraction
to be put to work# because I wish I could've
devastated it if it exists but I don't
think it exists. As far as you're concerned,
you can go to hell brother# but you're
expelled# all communications will be stopped
and that's the end of it,

EC - Say HUEY,

HN - What?,, I'm going to write the Koreans# the
Chinese# and the Algerians and tell them to
kick you out of the, our embassy,

EC - Say HUEY.

HN - And to put you in jail. You're a maniac
brother,

EC - SAy, HUEY.

HN - Like TIMOTHY LEARY# I think you’re full of
acid this morning,

EC - Say# HUEY ...

HN - What?

EC - I think you should slow down brother#
'cause that's not going to work# you
know.

HN - Well I think it will. We'll see,

EC - O.K,# we'll see.
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"HN - And you know, I'd like a battle brother.
We'll battle it out,

EC - Say HUEY, that's not the best way to deal
with that,

HN - Well this is the way I'm going to deal with
it,

EC - Well, then I think you're a madman too
brother,

HN - 0,K,, we'll battle like two bulls, we'll
lock horns*

EC - We'll see then O.K.?

HN - But I think I have the guns.

EC - I got some guns too, brother.

HN - Alright, you put yours to work and I'll put
mine to work, but I'm not a coward like you
brother, cause you ran off and got Lil BOBBY
HUTTON killed and I stayed here to face the
gas, you see. But you're a coward 'cause you
didn't attack me this morning, you attacked
the Chief. You attacked him but you wanted
to say my name, you see. So you're a coward,
you're a punk, you understand,

EC - Say HUEY...

HN - You're a punkl

EC - I think you've lost your ability to reason
brother.
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"HN - Hey brother, you heard what I called you
and that's what I feel about you now.
You're a punkl

EC - I wouldn't call you that, you see...

HUEY hung up. End of conversation,"

On February 28, 1971, NEWTON conunented that rumor
is that he (NEWTON) has fired ELDRIDGE CLEAVER. He stated,
however, he has not yet made it known publicly since he is
waiting for the right opportunity to put out the news. He
remarked that CLEAVER is crazy and is just putting on a power
play to take over the BPP, but that CLEAVER does not have the
necessary forces in the United States to do so, NEWTON said
he is going to expell CLEAVER and have him placed in jail in
Algeria, NEWTON also commented that he has to keep CLEAVER
from contacting people in the BPP in the United States since
CLEAVER was sending assassins to kill DAVID HILLIARD,

SF T-2
February 28, 1971

On March 1, 1971, NEWTON ordered that BPP National
Headquarters and other BPP offices and pads be instructed
that no more telephone calls are to be accepted from Algeria
because the whole Intercommunal Section has been expelled
from the Party, In that connection, it was reported that
CLEAVER has been calling various BPP chapters and telling BPP

j^g
members that NEWTON is irresponsible, that

| _
~l b 7 c

keeps him shot full of "dope", and tJiat the members should
follow him (CLEAVER)

.

SF T-4
March 1, 1971
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On March 1, 1971,
I

and NEWTON were
discussing the recent split between CLEAVER and NEWTON, In
that regard, advised NEWTON it is his thinking that
NEWTON should not write any articles for the BPP newspaper
at this time criticizing CLEAVER, but he should let other
members write articles criticizing him (CLEAVER) , NEWTON
agreed with this advice and said he would have ELAINE BROWN
write an article for the BPP newspaper, NEWTON commented that
by doing this it would not look like an argument between him-
self and CLEAVER, but an argument between CLEAVER and the BPP,

SP T-2
March 1, 1971

On March 1, 1971,
|

^

I

suggested to NEWTON that details concerning the expulsion or
CLEAVER and the other members of the Intercommunal Section
be printed in a national magazine that is widely read by
black people, NEWTON turned down the suggestion, indicating
that the matter would be handled by the BPP through its own
newspaper and other BPP controlled propaganda material, NEWTON
reportedly indicated that a series of six articles would be
printed in coming issues of the BPP newspaper, which articles
would be prepared by the BPP Central Committee, NEWTON
reportedly would not respond to the expulsion personally
inasmuch as it was his feeling that any dispute was not per-
sonal between himself and CLEAVER but rather between CLEAVER
and the BPP, For all practical purposes, NEWTON indicated
that the problem would be handled completely for at least the
coming three weeks solely by the BPP, following which a
determination would be made as to how to follow up the matter.

be
:b7C

SF T-28
March 1, 1971

On March 1, 1971, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in Algeria con-
tacted NEWTON in Oakland. California, and both ELDRIDGE and

I spoke with NEWTON, Following is a synopsis hic
of the information discussed at that time:
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The CLEAVERS, and the Algerian arouo. made an appeal
to NEWTON to come to Algeria and I [ attempted to reach
NEWTON by references to past activities in which the early
Party was successful. NEWTON stated they had destroyed the
Party, which l Hdenied, saying eveirything they had done
was to build the Party and a major problem that existed was be
the long separation from the U, s, of the CLEAVERS, She b7c
implied that NEWTON was receiving a distorted picture of
things and could not make proper decisions without personal
discussion with the people in Algiers.

NEWTON inferred they did not have the best interests
of the Party at heart and wanted to know why ELDRIDGE tried to
have him assassinated in Harlem. denied any such
attempt was made,

An effort was made to convince NEWTON that every-
thing ELDRIDGE CLEAVER did was for the love of the Party,
the people and NEWTON, NEWTON was told he had to come to
Algeria as the people there could not come to the U.S. It was
implied CLEAVER' s recent actions were very necessary because
of the fact all avenues for waging the struggle and for self-
criticism were closed to Algeria and they had to move in
whatever manner was available to them,

NEWTON concluded by these statements that the
entire Intercomraunal Section was all of one accord and that
he would do everything possible to destroy them, ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER stated the action he had taken was the only possibility
open to him and wanted NEWTON to come to Algeria right away,
NEWTON said that if he went to Algeria it would be to kill
CLEAVER, CLEAVER told him to come ahead, NEWTON then con-
cluded it would be wrong for him to take such an action since
he was very democratic and very fair and therefore felt it
necessary for CLEAVER to come here and face court martial*

NEWTON continued, in an obvious attempt to anger
CLEAVER, that he "Won't do you like you did RAHIM" (CLINTON
SMITH) , CLEAVER did not respond and NEWTON continued he would
not do CLEAVER like he did little BOBBY (HUTTON) and implied
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CLEAVER ran out and stripped his clothes and exposed himself
and said this was not because CLEAVER was so open but because
CLEAVER was a coward.

CLEAVER became angered and told NEV^TON he was right
there with the dirty (obscene)

|
who threw b 7 c

his piece down and ran and hid under a woman's bed and left
CLEAVER and HUTTON in a burning house with guns in their
hands and told NEWTON he was a (obscene) fool if he didn't
know it, NEWTON blamed CLEAVER for the situation and said
it had occurred because CLEAVER had gathered too many people
together and did it because he was afraid.

CBEAVER said he could accept the criticism on the
April 6, 1968, shootout on the basis of military tactics and
strategy and told NEWTON he should also accept criticism
for the October 27, 1967» shooting in which NEWTON was involved
as it was a "jive" situation that developed which was not
under NEWTON 's control, but concluded that was another problem.
NEWTON said his actions had been a "conscious choice" on
his part and that "I did it all for myself", CLEAVER told
NEWTON he was a (obscene) liar and NEWTON said he was not and
that CLEAVER "Didn't know the decision, it's true",

CLEAVER said a debate about things of this type
would not help the current situation. NEWTON said he liked it
better this way and that CLEAVER could take his so-called
Central Committee and battle it out, to which CLEAVER implied
there was no battle and it would do no good, NEWTON said
that it had been very destructive as far as he was concerned
but that he and BOBBY (SEALE) would try to gather up the
pieces.

Continuing, CLEAVER said there was nothing in the
pieces except a revisionist dream world constructed bv l

~

land inherited by NEWTON when he came out of prison.
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NEWOJON defended
]

[and said he did a fine job holding
things together and CLEAVER agreed he did the best he could
but said nobody was perfect and NEWTON agreed and said mistakes
were made. CLEAVER apparently felt NEWTON should listen to
more criticism and told NEWTON he refused to listen to his
comrades and turned against them like they were his enemies,
MEWTON reminded CLEAVER he had turned against NEWTON on the
recent television program (DUNBAR show, San Francisco,
February 2^, 1971) and greatly embarrassed him, CLEAVER
reminded NEWTON he had called CLEAVER and NEWTON agreed and
said he did it with sincerity and in friendship.

be
:b7C

CLEAVER changed the topic to
and the New York 21 and said NEWTON should not have allowed
the expulsions to happen, NEWTON told CLEAVER he did not
know

] I
or the New York 21 and CLEAVER responded that he

got information from various sources which he believed since
he did not get it from NEWTON. NEWTON said CLEAVER should not
be offended if NEWTON believed his sources and in fact» his
own eyes and noted he had received letters from!
and observed the actions of |

~| He told CLEAVER he did not know what he was talking
about and said CLEAVER had not done anything but receive his
so-called reports.

be
b7C

After a long pause, CLEAVER remarked "Well, you're
not going to come?" NEWTON said he would come after the
Koreans use the iron broom and sweep the embassy (Intercommunal
Section) clean. He told CLEAVER he would have no place to go
except back to babyIon (U.S.) but that the comrade Commander
(NEWTON) could go any place and was not afraid and yet CLEAVER
wai^ afraid to domd to Babylon, CLEAVER said he was not afraid
of NEWTON but that the "pigs" would get him if he came back and
that NEWTON had no fear of them now since his bail was not
revoked but might think differently if that happened.
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NEWTON said he would then go to the penitentiary
and that it would make no difference as he could live anywhere
and could continue the struggle, CLEAVER did not feel that
was the kind of example after JONATHAN JACKSON that should be
set before the people, NEWTON told CLEAVER he had not set
the example of JACKSON and said CLEAVER ran, CLEAVER again
became angered and said "You (obscene) , you gave me an order
to leave" , NEWTON said that was not right, that CLEAVER
begged to leave, CLEAVER then told NEWTON he was just out of
his mind,

NEWTON then asked "Why did you kill RAHIM?" and
repeated the query during a long silence from CLEAVER, CLEAVER
then told NEWTON to come over and they could also discuss
this matter and said "That ain't no big thing", NEWTON
pursued the matter and wanted to know "Why do you live with

~| and then kill RAHIM because he was (obscene) your
wife?"

There was no response from CLEAVER to these matters,
NEWTON then pointedly attempted to anger CLEAVER about his
wife l l and told CLEAVER that

| |
always wanted to

have sexual relations with NEWTON and if she had come for the
March 5th affair he would have had relations with her, CLEAVER
said he was aware of this and agreed with NEWTON that was one
of the reasons he had for not sending I I CLEAVER wanted
to know if that was what NEWTON called being a Supreme
Servant to the people and if it was NEWTON' s only interest in
CLEAVER and his wife, NEWTON agreed that it was and said that
if he came to Algeria he would have sexual relations and would
commit a vulgar act on CLEAVER himself, CLEAVER told NEWTON
to come on (twice) , NEWTON laughed and said, "See you brother.
Power to the People" and hung up.

SF T-2
March 1, 1971
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On March 3, 1971, BPP National Headquarters was
preparing an article for the forthcoming issue of "The Black
Panther" newspaper setting forth details concerning the killing
of CLINTON RAHIM SMITH by ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in Algeria. This
is one of several articles to be prepared by the BPP to
belittle, downgrade and embarrass CLEAVER with the intent of
neutralizing CLEAVER and his appeal to Party dissidents.
These articles are being prepared at NEVOrrON’s direction
under the editorship of ELAINE BROWN, now regarded by NEWTON
as the editor of the BPP newspaper.

SF T-2
March 3, 1971

The above-mentioned article appeared in the
March 6, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther" newspaper.

The March 30, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained an article captioned "Intercommunal Section Defects" .

which reported that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, be
I
and all other members of the Intercommunal Section of b7c

the BPP have defected from the BPP, The article stated the
BPP Central Committee was reporting their defection so that
any confusion that may have arisen over their membership in
the Party can be cleared.

2. ELMER "GERONIMO" PRATT AND
MEMBERS OF HIS GROUP

The following article authored by NEWTON concerning
the purge of ELMER "GERONIMO" PRATT from the BPP appeared in
the January 23, 1971, edition of "The Biack Panther" newspaper:



ON-THB PURGE OF
i

GERONIMO FROM

THE BLACK

PANTHER PARTY

^ The Black Panther Party is in -

forming all Chaucers, Branches,
N,C^C,F/s. and the mass of People
that we are purging from our ranks
Elmer Gerard Pratt, more commonly
known as Geronimo or ‘’G’\

In addition to committing flagrar t

violations of our Party^s principles,

this man ultimately showed that al-

though he claimed allegiance and de-
votion to the struggle of the People
from oppression and to the Black
Pinther Party, his devotion and al-

ii giance was still to the ways and rules

of the Pig Power Structure, When he

left the Marine Corps' Special Forces
<?»>*'« BeretsJij the

.kf ike CIA, he joined
the Black Panther Party, But he has
proven beyond a doubt that he is as
^dedicated today to that Pig Agency as
he was when he was in Vietnam

,
kill-

ing mnocent Vietnamese women and

children on various "search and de-

I

stroy” missions, ^
1

j

It is certain that we were under an

illusion that he had switched aU
legiances, for his lies (which he ad\

mitted he had been trained to tell) were

extremely convincing. For the Black

Panther Party did everything in our

power to allow this man - who can

no longer be considered such, for he

lacks human compassion and under-

standing - to remain free from the

vicious clutches of the pigs. As a

result of our efforts, this jackanape

informed the Central Committee of
our Party of certain demands he had -

namely money. He advised the Par^
that he had organized some other

i
fools, that they were armed and the t

\ if his demands were not met, he would
".move on" (assassinate) our Chief

I

of Staff, David Hilliard, This nape

further stated that he in fact didn't

like the manner in which the Chief of

Staff conducted himself or the Party's

business, and that he felt he needed

to be removed anyway. He also men-
tioned that once his forces were to-

gether, he would also "get rid of'
(assassinate) our Assistant Chief

Staff, Hilliard, f
But, ike m&At diegfakef/f,

revolutionary, piggish and dog-like
thing this pig has done is to state

h)penly that if the Party would not go
along wth his ideas, 'f[e~~would
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^Assassinate the Supreme Commander
ancMfftnTster of Defense of th& Black

j

Panther Party, Huey P. Newton,

As if this wqre not sufficient, he

ufed money he had obtained through

a id in the name of the Party to pur-

chase alcohol and narcotics for the

purpose of indulging himself and his

stupid cohorts in nightly bourgeois,

orgiastic revelry, (Without the direct

eye of the Party^s leadership, he

maintained a personally pleasure^-

seeking life,)

During this period - that is, prior to

the arrests in Dallas, Texas on last]

\ecember 8th and after he left his\

')vious Party tasks to avoid capture

by the pigs - during this period,

Geronimo 1) violated many youngBlack
sisters he met ufyile movingfrom town

to toum, forcing them to submit to him-
self ana the other fools; 2) left a

wide trail for the pigs tofollow, there-

by, exposing the Party to the pigs, by

letting most of the people he met know^

he was a member of the BlackPanthe

Party; 3) harassed and intimidate

many of the people with whom h

came into contact, by demanding their

md under the threat of their lives;

lb purchased “Christmas** presents

Christmas** being the high holiday of

the pig capitalists, particularly the

avaricious businessmen; and, the

period during which the masses of

People are exploited in the highest,)

,

to send to his and the others*

families and friends. In addition to

the counter-revolutionary nature-ofthis

particular act, he would have provided

additional exposure of their location -

which was to have been Clandestine

(secret), ' ,

Finally, Geronimo and the othe'm
who are hereby purged - Will Stafford
Wilfred '‘Crutch** Holiday, and George
Lloyd - attempted to organize other
renegades from our Party and them-
selves into a counter-revolutionary,

little rebel roving band, certainly not

adhering to the Party*s principles or
orders, but also violating the masses
of People themselves. They are like

snakes who crawled into a baby’s crib.

And we expel them from our ranks,

as we would such snakes. We have no
word ofgood to say for them and hdve^
faith that the People will somecay
let these pigs like all other bum inzhe
Fires of Reaction,

Let it be known, then, that Geronimo
(Elmer Gerard Pratt), his wife Sandra
Lane Pratt orSandra Holmes or “Red**
(who worked in concert with him).

Will Stafford, Wilfred “Crutch Holi-
day and George Lloyd are forever
purged and expelled from the Black
Panther Party, Any Party member or
community worker who attempts to aid

them or communicate with them in any
form or manner shall be considered
part of their conspiracy to undermine
and destroy the Black Panther Party,

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

HUEY P, NEWTON
SUPREME COMMANDER AND
MINISTER OF DEFENSE

^

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
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3 . CONNIE MATTHEWS
AND OTHERS

On February 9, 1971, a statement released to the
news media in New York City by NEWTON informed that CONNIE
MATTHEWS TABOR, MICHAEL TABOR, RICHARD MOORE, and EDDIE
"JAMAL" JOSEPHS are expelled from the BPP for life and that
they are enemies of the people,

SF T-10
February 9, 1971

On February 10, 1971, NEWTON again explained that
CONNIE MATTHEWS TABOR, MICHAEL TABOR, RICHARD MOORE and EDDIE
JOSEPHS were expelled. At this same time, NEWTON stated that
no BPP member was to reiate to the New York 21, not to
attend the trial, or offer any type of moral or physical
assistance to them,

SF T-35
February 10, 1971

The February 13, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained an article on Pages 12 and 13 which announced the
expulsion of CONNIE MATTHEWS, MICHAEL TABOR, and RICHARD
MOORE at the direction or NEWTON,

The foregoing article also states, "... The New
York 21 were expelled from the Black Panther Party for their
attacks on the Party in their letter to the Weatherman" , A
footnote to the article stated that the counter-revolutionary
statement of the New York 21 appeared in the "East Village
Other Newspaper",
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The February 13, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
aJLso contained an article advising of the expulsions of
MARCIA ROBERSON and ROSEMARY MEALY from the BPP in New Haven,
Connecticut, apparently at the direction of NEWTON,

On Februairv 13, 19 71, it was learned that I I

Ithe National Committee to Combat
Fascism (NCCF) in Dallas, Texas, had apparently been purged
from their affiliation with the BPP after |~

[
disobeyed

orders from NEWTON to come to BPP National Headquarters in
Oakland.

SF T-4
February 13, 1971

The NCCF is an organizing arm of the BPP,

An article appearing in the February 20, 1971,
issue of "The Black Panther" confirmed the expulsion of
CURTIS GAINES.

DISBANDING OF THE PORTLAND
OREGON, BPP CHAPTER

On January 22, 1971, on orders of NEWTON, BPP
Central Headquarters prepared a letter disbanding the Portland,
Oregon, chapter of the BPP, The text of the letter was as
follows:

"Because of the refusal to adhere to the rules
and principles, as laid dov/n by the Central Committee
of the Black Panther Party, and the refusal to com-
municate with Central Headquarters, the Portland,
Oregon, Chapter is hereby disbanded as of today's
date by order of the Supreme Commander and Minister
of Defense of the Black Panther Party,"
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The letter was to be signed by NEWTON and forwarded
to a representative of the Portland BPP Chapter, but it is not
known if this was ever done.

SF T-4
January 23, 1971
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D. CONNECTION WITH STRONGHOLD CONSOLIDATED
PRODUCTIONS, INC. (SCPI)

On January 20, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
JOHN SEALE, Stating it is his (NEWTON'S) plan for the BPP to
have its own motion picture company. He stated that in this
way they could make documentary pictures and also make
pictures which would have the Lumpen starring in them. NEWTON
said this should make the BPP a million dollars in the next
year or so. According to NEWTON, the BPP will start looking
for a suitable location for a studio and also start checking
on the costs of equipment that they will have to purchase.
Subject also commented that possibly the BPP can have its
own theatre in the San Francisco Bay Area in which they could
show their filaui.

SF T-31
January 20, 1971

JOHN SEALE has been publicly identified as
the Production Manager of "The Black
Panther" newspaper.

The Lumpen has been publicly identified as a
singing group consisting of four members of
the BPP who make public appearances for the
benefit of the BPP,

On January 21, 1971, NEWTON was considering having
SCPI produce boxes with BPP leaders' profiles on top, BPP
knives, and BPP watches.

SF T-4
January 21, 1971
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The January 23, 1971, issue o£ "The Black Panther"
contained the text of newton’s speech given at Boston
College on November 18, 1970, At the end of the text is the
statement "Copyright by Stronghold Consolidated Prodiictions,
Inc., 1970".

On January 25. 19 71.
learned that was in jail in N^ York City for
unauthorized use of a rental car. I "linstructed a
BPP member in New York to contact

I
land to arrange his release from jail. Later

the same date. l I discussed this matter with NEWTON, who
immediately told|

|
that he should not have given any

instructions to | [since all orders for| |are
supposed to come from him (NEWTON)

.

I I attempted to explain to NEWTON that the
car in which | [was arrested had reportedly been leased
by

|

~~
for the use of I in New York, To this, NEWTON

remarked thiit apparently ! didn ' t have anything to do
with that, but he (NEWTON) wanted to find out how he was
involved because if he was involved, NEWTON would fire him,
NEWTON told

j

~| that he (NEWTON) had informed!
before that he would fire him if he ever did anything again
that NEWTON had not authorized him to do.

NEWTON further instructed
is not to handle any criminal matters for le BPP,

SF T-4
January 25, 1971 '
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On January 19, 1971, HEWTON stated he had bought
a house located about one block from BPP National Headquarters
in Oakland. He said this was for BPP members to live in.
He also remarked he would pay $9,000 or $10,000 for the house,
but that he would not make payments and would pay cash,

SF T-2
January 19, 1971

On January 25, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
I in New York stating that I I was going

to be in and to be sure to take care of him. | [
said he

would do so,
I [

stated he will try to patent the watch-
band, have a copyright on the picture, but no one has done the
photograph, NEWTON said that if you can put a photograph on
a button, you can do it on a watah. NEWTON stated the big
thing is on the band and if we have it) it will be good,

|

asked if this was the bullet band, NEWTON commented he is
going to show the face of the watch, but he definitely wants
the patent on the band, NEWTON informed |

~|

had made the band and did a good job and looks good, NEWTON
then stated the band i s where we are going to turn over
surplus, NEWTON told to draw up an offer on a con-
tract to send ANGELA DAVIS ' s attorney for SCPI. NEWTON told

\ is going to do the actual photo of ANGELA'S
face on the watch, NEWTON advised I

~| to offer her 15 or
20 per cent and no more because the CP has enough money and
they don't need any more, NEWTON told that the CP
also was exploiting the Panthers when at the time of ANGELA'S
arrest and after NEWTON had asked her to state she was not a
member of the Panthers and she refused to do it, NEWTON
guessed the CP wouldn't do it becau^se of the institution making
up the CP, NEWTON informed I that the Party will now
ride on her coattail in an effort to make money on the out-
standing publicity given her case, NEWTON advised that the
inside of the watch will carry the words "Free Angela Now,"
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NEWTON advised that there would be both American and foreign
distribution of the watch and that a statement of her case
will be placed inside and he hoped that she would write same,
NEWTON advised that when he wrote ANGELA DAVIS,
advising that Stronghold is interested in her case, not to
mention NEWTON or the BPP as such,

I

~|then informed NEWTON that he knows
in Atlanta and plans to call him to arrange a deal

between Stronghold and SNCC, NEWTON informed l [ that his
name should not be mentioned nor should the name of the BPP
when I I talks with i I NEWTON stated he did not want
any connection with the building in Atlanta as far as the BPP
is concerned, I ~l informed NEWTON that l Iwill probably
ask what Stronghold is and then stated that he would tell

I that, "Stronghold is a movement corporation which does
a lot of work in the field of printing, in the field of books,
in the field of commercial stuff, for various movement groups
and we'll leave it sort of vague at this point", NEWTON
agreed and said keep it vague.

A characterization of the SNCC is contained
in the appendix.

NEWTON then asked ! [ about a building in Harlem,
New York, and

j
advised they have a new lease on it and

were negotiating purchase,
j

~|informed NEWTON that he is
conducting a search to make sure they can occupy the building,
NEWTON asked if it was true they could get it for $5,000 and

1 answered yes . There was then some mention of a printing
press in New York being obtained and utilized to print papers
out of that area.

then asked NEWTON if they got a permit for
the shoe factory and was advised by NEV7TON that this had
already been done and at the present time they are making a
sign for the building.

NEWTON then stated that he had heard that they were
having trouble with the money, I ~l told him that they
weren't having any trouble,- however, when you get into tax
exemptions. Uncle Sam comes in and gives you a hard time.
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NEWTON asked|__^ Iwhy they just don’t forget the tax
exemptions and I I said because apparently I I

is not willing to. NEWTON asked where he heard this informa-
tion andl I said that I l original concept, from
what he gathered from him, it was important how he gave the
money, |

~|informed NEWTON that he would rather, instead
of sending the $12,000, have I

~| send the Party $9,000
non-exempt and place it right into Stronghold and eliminate
all the problems and tben they could pick up the other $3,000
coming down the line,

| [
stated, in other words, all he

can save basically on the tax exemption would be about $3.000 .

NEWTON then asked if they already had the $12,000 and l

came back and informed NEWTON that the $12,000 went out of
one foundation because Uncle Sam challenged it and now it's
going back into another foundation. NEWTON then Questioned
whether

! I has control 6f the money andl I told him
no, he would have to write out a new check, |

~
stated

that there was no other choice, it was legally required. ^
1 explained that he wrote him and told him what the^to^

was and that he was supposed to sign a new check, I I

stated there were no problems involved from what he gathered,
NEWTON then said go ahead and send him the $12,000 and then
we'll send him back the $3,000, if he is interested but NEWTON
felt sure he won't want anything back. NEWTON informed

that he would straighten it out so it would go direct
to Stronghold.

I ladvised that it is his philosophy concerning
tax exemptions that in almost all cases it is not worth the
problems that arise. He stated it is not bad if you are not
political, but if you are political, it is ridiculous. He
again stated it really raises more problems than it solves,
NEWTON then told I | that he would straighten it out and ta
put all the money in Stronghold,
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NEWTON stated that it is his opinion that
would give the whole thing up, | 1 stated that he has not
spoken to | |

at all and that
| [

was handling that
part of the transaction, I

~|informed NEWTON that
said there is an understanding but cannot be put into a firm
legal document until

|~ "
meets NEWTON because it is an

understanding based upon a personal feeling that he would give
up his advance,

|

~~|
continued stating that l ~lhad b

discussed the matter with i I son) concerning this b

arrangement and they are apparently just waiting for NEWTON'

s

meeting with
] [

further advised that Yale is
not aware of the money that would be going to | I would
be going to NEWTON also, NEWTON stated this sounded dangerous
that Yale did not have knowledge of this and| linformed
him he was going to see l land try to work it through.

1 stated that the second understanding now is 50 per cent
and 50 per cent, $14,000 as far as Yale University is concerned

NEWTON asked what arrangements have been
made on the royalties and linformed him that they were be
as follows: 15 per cent on the hard cover, 10 per cent on the
cloudy paperback, on the mat paperback it would be 50-50 per
cent between the publishers and the authors based on a 10 per
cent royalty,

I

~| stated that the above are top dollar figures
and were more than what they could get from Random House and
probably from 90 per cent of the other publishers, I I

felt these were very good figures and that the only problem
was working out arrangements with i I as to what he will
give them,

|

~

said this was probably a personal question
and not a political, one. NEWTON told|

|
that he is not

going to ask I I for it and
|

| told him that this is
his and I I responsibility.

| |
stated that he '

thought all that wanted to do was to meet NEWTON,

NEWTON told I that if they can get the
southern press which is presently in the Atlanta House, even
though it needs repair, and also purchase a press in New York,
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they could save a lot of money. He stated that the price for
the house and the press in Atlanta is $28,000 and in addition,
he wanted to get a community press, cost of which was
$92,000 for New York, He said that this $92,000 press can
print 16,000 papers every four hours and if they could get it
they would start saving about $10,000 a week, NEWTON further
advised i

~|that they already knocked down the cost of the
paper in printing in both New York and San Francisco and
already saved about $4,000 a week. He told l I if they
could get three presses operating they could really save
money

.

SF T-2
January 25, 1971

be
:b7C

On January 26, 1971,[ ]was in contact with
NEWTON and stated that he was in the position of getting the
patent for the watchband, I

~| stated he might only be
able to get a designed patent on the band, I

~| commented
to NEWTON that probably only hunters and pigs will be buying
it,

[ I
also informed NEWTON that the patent would be

done in about six to seven days and the final answer on the
patent will be received in about a month.

be
b7C

[further informed NEWTON that he had received
a video tape from Algiers, a film with ELDRIDGE CLEAVER talking
with TIMOTHY LEARY about the drug culture. NEWTON then
drops this subject and asks
done by OSSIE DAVIS, NEWTON
to do it, NEWTON

about a fund raising film
says he did not have permission

further identifies this film as one done
last month and states that it is presently in the Oakland area.

NEWTON informed that he was working with
be
b7C

]on obtaining the film done on FRED HAMPTON'S
death, NEWTON stated | | is in on this film and
has already advised him that the Panthers could have it when
it was finished. NEWTON stated that
that they needed about $25,000 to finish it,
stated he was offered 30 per cent by af
not further identified.

had informed him
NEWTON then

individual
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NEWTON then advisedi I that he wants him to
send a strong letter to l [about the book, "Free Huey",

Istated that "Rampart^ wants to do a hard cover edition
of the book and will share with the BPP 50-50 per cent but the
Party has to order a certain number of the books, I

~|

stated 'Ramparts" indicated i Iwas presently getting an
advance and royalty on the book, NEWTON told

| [
that

they still have not gotten anything on the soft cover, and
six months ago stated he wodld see that the Party
would get some of the royalties.

I I New Left magazine
entitled "Ramparts",

I ladvised NEWTON that he had heard through
'Ramparts" that

I [
had told them to share their profits

with the BPP and not take any of his profits, NEWTON stated
he will take 50 per cent from "Ramparts" and 50 per cent from

also

,
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"RAMPARTS" MAGAZINE

"Ramparts" in a letter to subscribers dated
Mav 1 , 1968

,
announced that beprinning June 1,

1968, it would be published biweekly at a
yearly subscription price of $15. In this
letter "Ramparts" described itself as follows:
"...the first national publication to consis-
tently reveal the ribbon of lies supporting
America's involvement in Vietnam; we stripped
the curtain from America's 'invisible government'
by exposing CIA's unlicensed intrusion into our
domestic lives; we dared to write about the
applications of the Catholic Church's political
power; we warned, years before the Kerner
report, that v;hite racism was the base of
America's racial problems; we blasted away at
the corroded institutions of Cold War liberalism.

" 'Ramparts' is now the largest left-of-center
commercial magazine in the history of the United
States . .

.

"
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NEWTON then asked if the rented car was on
the way andf
it again, ^

stated he hopes so and he will check on

I

~| asked NEWTON if the "Dirty Time" people
have been contacted as to the price of the watches being
manufactured, NEWTON stated that he wants the price down to
$5,00 per watch and wanted to invest ten, twenty or twenty-
five thousand dollars,

informed NEWTON that he did not know the
present status of the Atlanta Building for the southern press
operation. I I informed NEWTON that he would have to
contact I Ion the building again and that he had found
out that at one time last year the SNCC was supposedly going
to give the building away to be used as a black studies
library,

SF T-2
January 26, 1971

On January 28, 1971, NEWTON received information
that the Revolutionary Time Company in Los Angeles, California,
had already come out with watches bearing photographs of
BOBBY SEALE and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, and planned to come out with
one shortly of ANGELA DAVIS, NEWTON indicated he plans to
initiate a suit against Revolutionary Time Company for pro-
ducing these watches,

SF T-2
January 28, 1971

On February 11, 1971, ~| and NEWTON be
discussed the progress being made regarding the producing of b7c

watches bearing photographs of BPP leaders, I I said that
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the manufacturer stated that the paper bearing the photographs
on the face of the watches will not last, to which NEWTON
remarked that people will not know that until they buy one,

I said the watches would cost approximately $6.00 each
to produce, and NEWTON indicated they might have the manufacturer
start making watches within the next few days.

bo
SF T-2 ;b7.

February 11, 1971

On February 15, 1971, | |
told NEWTON

that she had been in contact with the manufacturer of the
watches and they had reached a tentative agreement that the
cost would be $5.25 per watch without boxes or $5,50 per
watch with boxes. They agreed for the BPP to place $10,000
down for the fir»t 10,000 watches and then appropriate arrange-
ments would be made for payment for the remaining 20,000
watches. NEWTON said the watch sales are going to be under
control of SCPI.

SF T-4
February 15, 1971

On March 3, 1971,
| j

was in contact with NEWTON
concerning the necessary legal work to be done regarding the
purchase of a house in Harlem. New York, on 127th Street,
NEWTON instructed

! | to go through with the closing of be
the transaction, stating that when the time comes they will b7c
evict ELDRIDGE CLEAVER'S people who are living there now,

NEWTON also instructed to get $1,300 or
$1,500 to

j j
in Chicago for expenses and budget, pre-

sumably for BPP operations in that city,

SF T-2
March 3, 1971
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On March 4, 1971, NEWTON said that| |had
just about completed the arrangements for the purchase of a

car for NEWTON, but that I I thinks NEWTON ought to con-
sider renting a car rather than buying one. At that time
NEWTON did not know if he would havef |go ahead and
buy or rent one, but NEWTON said that the car he does get
should have a telephone, inside locks on the trunk and hood,
radio, heater, and leather seats.

SF T-2
March 4, 1971

On March 28, 1971,
|

|was in contact
with NEWTON, informing him that he, had taken care of that
little matter for him, (This matter was concerning a donation
made to the BPP) , and reportedly wanted to know if he could
stop by newton's place and discuss same with him,

SF T-2
March 28, 1971

jthe St, Augustine Episcopal Church,
Oakland, California, and a sympathizer with
the BPP.

On March 28, 1971,
|

|was in contact
with NEWTON and was advised by NEWTON that he wanted the money
turned over in cash

,

| [
reportedly apologized to NEWTON

and stated he had not understood it that wav. Amounts of
$6000 and $3000 were mentioned, andl |stated something to
the effect that all money the church gets is reported to their
national church for tax purposes, but he felt he could handle
this transaction by showing that the money went out as
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Missionary Outreach (phonetic) and ^at he did not get to
keep it, NEWTON reportedly advised I I

was supposed to give $6000 and since he has given only $3000
he still owes the Party $3000,

SF T-2 :b(

March 28, 1971 b'

^On March 27, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with | |

I stating that he wants to get a check cashed and needs
$5000 today, NEWTON reportedly told l [ that he has a
check, but it is made out to Stronghold, NEWTON then advised

I
to go out and buy' one bottle of Cognac, one bottle

of Tangueray and four bottles of Pinot Noir,

SF T-2
March 27, 1971

On March 27, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with i

n inquiring as to whether I I had received the
$10,000 from I [ which was to be used for ibhe "watch,"

I advised NEWTON that they have to have a $7000 down
payment, plus another $800 for the New Haven house,

NEWTON informed that he must have $5000 by
this coming Monday and indicated that

| [
might be the be

individual designated to bring this money out to him, NEWTON
reportedly stated that the Wells Fargo Bank will handle the
transaction and the money should be available on the East
Coast by 10:00 AM Pacific Time,

NEWTON reportedly then advised that "another guy"
in Los Angeles is supposed to donate $6000, NEWTON then
commented to I Ion the film which is being handled by

i
in Los Angeles, This film ^

, 000 ,
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NEWTON spoke of the $10,000 to be used for the
ANGELA DB.VIS watch, ANGELA being chosen by NEWTON because he
decided ANGELA has a bigger name than BOBBY SEALE.

SF T-2
March 27, 1971

On March 27, 1971, NEWTON reportedly informed
Ito go ahead with the purchase of an automobile for him

and I I reportedly told NEWTON he is worried ahont the
image. NEWTON told

| |
not to worry because he does not

drive and he does not even have a license. NEWTON reportedly
then asked if they could afford the car and replied
that he is not worried about that, just the image

.

b

SF T-2 b

March 27, 1971

On March 29, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
[advising her to pick up some money at the

Wells Fargo Bank, was later in contact with
NEWTON and told him that the money had not arrived vet. NEWTON
reportedly told her at this time to contact] jand find
out what happened to it,

SF T-2
March 29, 1971 k

k

On March 29, 1971, NEWTON was again in contact with
I informed him that there were more money

problems and that he can only send $1000 instead of $3000
because some of the checks deposited to that account had not
cleared, NEWTON was then in contact with an unidentified
individual, advising him that he is sending back
East tonight with some checks,

SF T-2
March 29, 1971
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has been publicly identified as
a coiranunity worker for the BPP and the

On March 30, 1971, NEOTON was in contact with
|

ladvisinq him that they were ready to go on the watch
project and that BOBBY' s would be first, NEWTON stated the
down payment had been given to the company and told I

that if he needs any more money he should contact «tither
NEWTON or I I NEWTON reportedly asked | |

how soon he would be able to leave to take the materials to
the company and

| [
advised him he could leave Thursday

or possibly tomorrow after the paper was out,

SF T-4
March 30, 1971

On April 5, 1971, NEWTON said that he needs $4000
on April 6, 1971, and then commented that the "watch deal" is
now off because the $7,000 that was to be used to pay for the
production of the watches was used to purchase a house in New
Haven, Connecticut,

SF T-2
April 5, 1971

On Anrtl 12. 1 971^ NEWTON reportedly asked
| |

what his thoughts were concerning the
purchase of a large complex building which houses three
restaurants on a parcel of land about one acre in size toat is
worth about $15.000, The exact location was not mentioned but
source reported that] [ commented, "It would be high up on
a mountain", and then indicated it is probably in the Oakland,
California, area,

| | then discussed the possibility
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of building a $45,000 house on the lot and then selling it
for $60,000 or $70,000, | |

reportedly stated it
is his opinion that HUEY should buy the lot since he only needs
to pay ten per cent down and that cost would also be a tax
write off, to which HUEY remarked, "I don't pay no taxes",

HUEY stated tol
[
that he had to find a rich

woman to marry and reportedly told him to marry
I as she has a lot of money,

|
| then asked about

Stronghold, to which HUEY replied that Stronghold is a one
man corporation and that

! |
Stronghold.

HUEY reportedly continued
| [

is lihe only one who can
write checks for the corporation, but that he (HUEY) is the
lone stockholder, and that, "I own I I Understand?"
HUEY then said that Stronghold is a tax free corporation which
is legal and the money goes to free breakfast programs.

On the same date, HUEY told Ihe would try
to get $2,500,00 from the Wells Fargo Bank on April 13, 1971,
and he would then contact

! 1 to further discuss the
buying of the property,

SF T-31
April 12, 1971

On April 14, 1971, HUEY NEWTON was in contact with
advising her that he needs about $1000, I

reportedly informed NEWTON that they did not have any money
and that the $2500 that! lhad sent to them had to go for
overdrafts at the bank,

| j
informed NEWTON that she had

sent checks, totalling $2500 and he then sent her the
check for the same amount. She stated that the account had
$2,800 in it to begin with so now it remains at $2,800, NEWTON
could not believe that the money given to them in the amount
of $18,00 0 had already been spent and he instructed ! j

! to contact I and get an accounting from him on
all the recent receipts and disbursements. NEWTON then advised

! to get $1200 for him and! [reportedly informed
NEWTON she will check with! !

SF T-2
April 14, 1971
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On April 14, 1971,
|

|was in contact with
~| informing her that HUEY NEWTON wanted her to

check out a hous e at 2608 Grant Street in Berkeley, telephone
number 845-33 48.

| [
stated that this house is the one that

|knew about and it is a five-bedroom house, listed
for $18,000 to $22,000.

SF T-4
April 14, 1971
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

On March 4, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
in Cviba. NEWTON discussed with her the recent split

between NEWTON and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, and he requested that she
make the information public in Cuba. In that regard, he
instructed that the information be put out in such a way that
he (NEWTON) will look favoreible with the people in Cuba.

SF T-2
March 4, 1971

publicly supported the BPP and its leadership.

On March 16, 1971. 1 I was in contact
with NEWTON at Oakland

,
California, and at that time NEWTON

requested that
|
make a trip to Europe on the weekend of

March 20-21, 1971, in order to appear at meetings of the
Northern European BPP Solidarity Committees scheduled on those
dates in Copenhagen, Denmark.

[requested a letter from NEWTON and also
cassette recordings of comments by NEWTON to be played for
individuals with whom he would come in contact, specifically
for some North Vietnamese group at an unknown location, but
possibly in Paris, France, or Stockholm, Sweden, or some other
location where the North Vietnamese Government presently main-
tains delegations.

where

NEWTON was to prepare the materials requested by
land forward them to a BPP Office in New York City,

[would pick them up.
J

SF T-4
March 16, 1971
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As of March 19, 1971, NEWTON had not prepared the
letter and recordings to be taken to Europe by

|

NEWTON was supposed to do so as soon as possible and forward
them to an individual in New York City who in turn would
forward them to

In connection with his present travel, in addition
to serving as a representative of the BPP at the European
Solidarity Committee meeting in Copenhagen , I Iplanned to
contact embassies or delegations in Paris representing Cuba,
Communist China, North Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Albania,
and would present NEWTON 's letter to officials at these
establishments.

^On March 19, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with
l
and furnished him with a brief message for presenta-

tion at the Solidarity Committee Meeting in Copenhagen,
Denmark

.

NEWTON reportedly said that his greatest concern
about the contradictions between ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and the Central be
Committee of the BPP was that people had lost the attention b7c

they had previously placed upon the most important thing at
this time, which, in NEWTON 's mind, was the freedom of all
political prisoners in general, and BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE
and

I I
in particular, and also

|

in spite of recent statements by her against NEWTON. In this
regard, NEWTON said that he realized had spoken
through coercion and duress when she recently attacked him.

NEWTON continued that he felt that all political
prisoners should be free, whether from male chauvinism, from
the steel gates of maximum security, or free from oppressive
society, but that they should only be freed through the power
of the people as otherwise their freedom would be
insignificant.
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NEWTON also felt that the freedom of political
prisoners had to be based on mobilization of the people
so that the people themselves would realize their power and
the subsequent act of freeing the prisoners would then be a
political act and not an individual act,

NEWTON then reportedly called for a solidarity of
all the progressive people of the world and indicated they
should band together to free all of the people,

It is not known if the comments furnished by NEWTON
to I I in this instance were also included in the letters
to be forwarded to I I for his utilization in his be
contacts with various foreign delegations in Europe on his :b7c

current visit, however, it is speculated that the context of
newton's message to those delegations would be somewhat
similar to his views which were furnished to I I

SP T-2
March 19, 1971

On March 23, 1971, NEWTON received a report from
This report by | Iwas made from Copenhagen,

Denmark , where he had attended the Northern European
Solidarity Committee Meeting held on the weekend of March 20-
21, 1971. Reportedly,

! | had submitted details regarding
the conference and contacts made by him with individuals
attending the conference, by letter to NEWTON, and had also
prepared and received recorded tape cassettes in the form of
reports, which would be siibmitted to NEWTON at a later date.
possibly after return to the United States,

had reported that, in his opinion, all of
the European Solidarity groups were solidly behind NEWTON in
the dispute between NEWTON and ELDRIPGE CLEAVER, except for

]felt that thethe group functioning in Germany,
opposition o f the individuals in Germany was due mainly to the
incluence of I

~] the "Red
Panthers", wno continued to support and identify with
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER,

be
b7C
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1 further reported that the Black GIs
associated with the "Voice of The Lumpen" , in Frankfurt,
Germany, apparently leaned toward NEWTON but related primarily
to spontanity and were caught up in the pronouncements of
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, and, in effect, had not taken a positive
side in the dispute. be

I

:b7C

[planned to travel to Germany on or about
March 23, 1971, and indicated he would speak to the GI
organizers in Frankfurt to seek the support of that group and
of other German black activists for NEWTON rather than
CLEAVER,

I H sald that he had been in contact with
representatives of this group and had made elaborate security
arrangements for his trip, however, was afraid to use body-
guards offered to him by the GI group.

1believed one of the best assets he had to
work with in cultivating the Germans was the fact that

|

I
who had had dealings with the Germans, was one of

the most hated persons who had represented the BPP in the past.
Reportedly . I ~lhad blocked more things in Europe than be
anyone could imagine and many of the people with whom I I b7c
had been in contact actually hated ~

|
He felt that

this hate of I I was one of the strongest things presently
available to him in NEWTON 's favor for soliciting support of
these German groups for NEWTON.

I was reportedly pleased with the statement
issued for his use by NEWTON regarding his (NEWTON'S) dispute
with ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and felt that the statement by NEWTON
had cleared up several things for BPP supporters in Europe,
who had been extremely anxious to receive such information.

SF T-2
March 23, 1971
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